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DEDICATION

TO TH9

TEACHEBS OF THE IfOEMAL SCHOOL

OF THE STATE OF NEW-TORK.

Gbntlkmsit:—
A stirring Ireshness in the air, and ruddy streaks upon the

horizon of the moral world betoken the grateful dawning of a new

era. The days of a drivelling instruction are departing. With

us is the opening promise of a better time, wherein genuine man*

hood doing its noblest work shall have adequate reward.

Tbaohbr is the highest and most responsible oflkse man can fill.

Its dignity is, and will yet be held commensurate with its duty

—

a duty boundless as man's intellectual capacity, and great as his

moral need—« duty £rom the performance of which shall emanate

an influence not limited to the how and the kere^ but which surely

will, as time Hows into eternity and space into infinity, roll up, a

measureless curse or a measureless blessing. In inconceiTable

swellings along the infinite curve. It Is an office that should be

esteemed of even sacred import in this country. Ere long a hun-

dred millions, extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from

Baffin's Bay to that of Panama, shall call themselves American

citizens. What a field for those two master-passions of the hu-

man soul—^the love of Rule, and the love of Gain ! How shall

our liberties continue to be preserved from the graspings of Am*
bition and the corruptions of Gold ? Not by Bilb of Rights,
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4 DBDICATlOlf.

Constitutions, and Statute Books ; but alone by the rightly culti-

vated hearts and heads of the Pboplb. They must themselves

guard the Ark. It is yours to fit them for the consecrated

charge. Look well to it : for you appear clothed in the majesty

of great power! It is yours to fashion, and to inform j to save,

and to perpetuate. You are the Educators of the People : you

are the prime Conservators of the public weal. Betray your

trust, and the sacred iires would go out, and the altars crumble

into dust : knowledge become lost in tradition, and Christian no-

bleness a fable ! As you, therefore, are multiplied in number,

elevated in consideration, increased in means, and fulfill, well and

fiuthiully, all the requirements of true Teachers, so shall our &•

voured land lift up her head among the nations of the earth, and

call herself blessed.

In conclusion, Gentlemen, to you, as the conspicuous leaders

in the vast and honourable labour of Educational Reform, and

Popular Teaching, the First American Edition ol the Principu of

Newton—^the greatest work of the greatest Teacher—^is most

respectfully dedicated.

N. W. CHITTENDEN.
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INTBODUCnON TO TH£ AM£IUCAN fiDIIION.

That the Principia of Newton should have remuned eo lit-

erally unknown in ^his country to the present day is a somewhat

remarkable fact ; because the name of the author, learned with

the very elements of science, is revered at every hearth«stone

where Imowledge and virtue are of chief esteem, while, abroad,

in all the high places of the land, the character which that name

recalls is held up as the noblest illustration of what Man may be,

and may do, in the possession and manitestation of pre-eminent

intellectual and moral worth ; because the work is celebrated, not

only in the history of one career and one mind, but in the history

of all achievement and human reason itself; because of the spirit

of inquiry, which has been aroused, and which, in pursuing its

Bcarcliings, is not always satisfied with stopping short of the Ibun-

tain-head of any given truth
;
and, finally, because of the earnest

endeavour that has been and is constantly going on, in many

sections of the Bepublic, to elevate the popular standard of edu-

cation and give to scientific and other eflforts a higher and a

better aim.

True, the Principia has been hitherto inaccessible to popular

use. A few copies in Latin, and occasionally one in English may
be found in some of our laiger libraries, or in the possesnon of

some ardent disciple of the great Master. But a dead language

in the one case, and an enormous price in both, particularly in

that of tlie English edition, have thus far opposed very sufficieflt

obstacle's to the wide circulation of the work. It is now, how-

ever, placed within the reach of all. And in performing this la*

bowv the utmost care has been taken, by collation^ revision, and

otherwise, to render the First American Edition the most accurate

and beautiful in our language. " Le plus beau monument que

r on puisse elever a la gloire de Newton, c'est une bonne Edition

de ses ouvrages and a monument like unto.that we would here
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set up. The Principia, above all, glows with the immortality of

a transcendant mind. Marble and brass dissolve and pass away

;

but the true creations of genius endure, in time and beyond time,

forever : higli upon the adamant of the indestructible, they send

forth afar and near, over the troublous waters of life, a pure, un-

wavering, quenchless light whereby the myriad myriads of barques,

richly laden with reason, intelligence and various faculty, are

guided through the night and the storm, by the beetling shore

and the hidden rock, the breaker and the shoal, safely into havens

calm and secure.

To the teacher and the tanght, the scholar and the student, the

devotee of Science and the worshipper of Truth, the Principu

must ever continue to be of inestimable value. If to educate

means, not so much to store the memory with symbols and fects,

as to bring forth the faculties ofthe soul and develope them to the

full by healthy nurture and a hardy discipline, then, what so effec-

tive to the accomplishment of that end as the study of Geometri-

cal Synthesb ? The Calculus, in some shape or other, is, indeed,

necessary to the successM prosecution of researches in the higher

branches of philosophy. But has not the Analytical encroached

upon the Synthetical, and Algorithmic Formulas been employed

when not requisite, either for the evolution of truth, or even its

apter illustration ? To each method belongs, undoubtedly, an

appropriate use. Newton, himself the inventor of Fluxions,

censured the handling of Geometrical subjects by Algebraical

calculations ; and the matures! opinions which he expressed were

additionally in favour of the Geometrical Method. His prefer-

ence, so strongly marked, is not to be reckoned a mere matter of

taste ; and his authority should bear with preponderating weight

upon the deci^on of every instructor in adopting what may be

deemed the best plan to insure the completest mental develop-

m- nt. Geometry, the vigorous product of remote time ;
blended

with the earliest aspirations of Science and the earliest applica-

tions, of Art; as well in the measures of music as in the move-

ment of spheres; as wholly in the structure of the atom as in that

of the world; directing Motion and shaping Appearance; in a

word, at the moulding of the created all, is, in comprehensive

i
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view, the outward form of that Inner Harmony of which and in

which all things are. Plainly, therefore, this noble study has

other and infinitely higher uses than to increase the power of ab-

straction. A more general and thorough cultivation of it should

be strenaottslj insisted on. Passing from the pages of Eudid or

Legendre, might not the student be led, at the suitable time, to

those of the Principia wherein Geometry may be found in varied

use from the familiar to the sublime ? The profoundcst and the

happiest results, it is believed, would attend upon this enlargement

of our Educational System.

Let the Principu, then, be gladly welcomed into every Hall

where a true teacher presides. And they who are guided to

the diligent study of this incorii})arcible work, who become

strengthened by its reason, assured by its evidence, and enlight-

ened by its truths, andwho rise into loving communion with the

great and pure spirit of its author, will go forth from the scenes

of their pupilage, and take their places in the world as strong-

minded, right-hearted men—such men as the Theory of our

Government contemplates and its practical operation absolutely

demands.
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LIFE OF

SIR ISAAC NEWTON.

Nec fas eat proprius mortali aitiogero Divos.—Uallkt.

From the tbick darkness of the middle ages man^s struggling

spirit emerged as in new birth
;
breaking out of the iron control

of that period
;
growing strong and confident in the tug and din

of succeeding conflict and revolution, it bounded forwards and

upwards with resistless vigour to the investigation of physical and

moral truth
;
ascending height after height

;
sweeping afar over

the earth, penetrating afar up into the heavens
;
increasing in en-

deavour, enlarging in endowment
;
every where boldly, earnestly

out-stretching, till, in the Author of the P&imcipia, one arose,

who, graspmg the master-key of the universe and treading its

celestial paths, opened up to the human intellect the stupendous

realities of the material world, and, in the unrolling of its harmo-

nies, gave to the human heart a new song to the goodness, wis-

dom, and majesty of the all-creating, all-sustaining, all-perfect

God.

Sir Isaac Newton, in whom the rising intellect seemed to attain,

18 it were, to its culminating point, was bom on the 25th of Do**

member, O. S. 1642—Christmas day—at Woolsthorpe, in the

parish of Colstcrworth, in Lincolnshire. His father, John New-

on, died at the age ot thirty-six, and only a few months after his

narriage to Harriet Ayscough, daughter of James Ayscough, oi,

Rutlandshire. Mrs. Newton, probably wrought upon by the-

arly loss of her husband, gave premature birth, to her only and'

losthiimous child, of which, too, from its extreme diminutiveness,.

he app^^ared likely to be soon bereft. Happily, it was otherwise

lecreed ! The tiny in&nt, on whpse little lips the breath of life.
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10 LIFE OF SIK ISAAC NEWTON.

SO doubtingly hovered, lived ;—lived to a vigorous maturity, to a

hale old age ;—^lived to become the boast of his country, the won-

der of his time, and the " ornament of his species."

Beyond the grandfather, Robert Newton, the descent of Sur

Isaac cdiinot with certainty be traced. Two traditions were held
^

in the family : one, that they were of Scotch extraction
; the

other, that they came originally from Newton, in T.ancashire,

dwelliqg, for a time, however, at Westby, counly of Lincoln, be-

fore theremoval to and purchase ofWoolsthorpe—about a hmidred

years before this memorable birth.

The widow Newton was left with the simple means of a com-

fortable subsistence. The Woolsthorpe estate together with a

small one which she possessed at Sewstem, in Leicestershire, yield-

edher anmcome of some eighty pounds ; and upon this limited sum,

she had to rely chiefly for the support of herself, and the educa-

tion of her child. She continued his nurture for three years,

when, marrying again, she coniided the tender charge to the care
i

of her own mother.

Great genius is seldom marked by precocious development

;

and young Isaac, sent, at the usual age, to two day schools at

Skillington and Stoke, exhibited no unusual traits of character.

In his twelfth year, he was placed at the public school at Gran-
i

tham, and boarded at the house of Mr. Clark, an apothecary.

But even in this excellent seminary, his mental acquisitions con-

tinued tor a while unpromising enough : study apparently had no
charms for him ; he was very inattentive, and ranked low in the

schuul. One day, however, the boy immediately above our seem-
i

ingly dull student gave liim a severe kick in the blomach
;
Isaac, I

deeply aifected, but with no outburst of passion, betook himself

with quiet, incessant toil, to his books ; he quickly passed above

the offending classmate
;
yet there he stopped not ; the strong

spirit was, for once and forever, awakened, and, yielding to its

noble impulse, he speedily took up his position at the head of all.
j

His peculiar character began now rapidly to unfold itself.
'

'Close application grew to be habitual. Observation alternated

fwith redection. A sober, silent, thinking lad," yet» the wisest

.and the kindliest, the indisputable leader of his fellows. Gener-
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Ura OF SIR ISAAC NEWTON.

osity, modesty, and a love of truth distinguished him then as ever

aftt^rwards. He did not often join his classmates in play ;
but he

would contrive for them various amusements of a scientific kind

Paper kites he introdaced
;
carefully determining their best form

and proportions, and the position and number of points whereby

to attach the string. He also invented paper lanterns ; these

served ordinarily to guide the way to school in winter mornings,

but occasionally for quite another purpose; they were attached to

the tails of kites inadarknight, to the dismay of the country people

dreading portentous comets, and to the immeasnreable delight of

his companlona To him, however, young as he was, life seemed

to have become an earnest thing. When not occupied with his

studies, his mind would be engrossed with mechanical contrivances;

now imitating, now inventing. He became singularly skilful in the

use of his little saws, hatchets, hammers, and other tools. A
windmill was erected near Grantham

;
during the operations of

the workmen, he was frequently present ; in a short time, he had

completed a perfect working model of it, which elicited general

admiration. Not content, however, with this exact imitation, he

conceived the ideaof employmg, in the placeof sails, animal power

;

and, adapting the construction of his mill accordingly, he enclosed

in it a mouse, called the mUler, and which* by acting on a sort of

treadwheel, gave motion to the machine. He invented, too, a

mechanical carriage—having four wheels, and put in motion with

a handle worked by the person sitting inside. The measurement

of time early drew his attention. He first constructed a water

clock, in proportions somewhat like an old-fashioned house clock.

The index of the dial plate was turned by a piece of wood acted

upon by dropping water. This instrument, though long used by

hifflsellj and by Mr. Clark's family, did not satisfy his inquiring

mmd. His thoughts rose to the sun
;
and, by careful and ofUre^

peated observations of the solar movements, he subsequently

formed many dials. One of these, named Iaaae*s dU0, was the

accurate result of years' labour, and was frequently referred to.

for the hour of the day by the country peo|)le.

May we not discern in these continual efforts—the diligent re*

search, the patient meditation, the aspiring glance, and the energy
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12 LIFE OF SIR ISAAC NEWTON.

of discovery—the stirrinp: elements of that wondrous spirit,

which, clear, calm, and great, moved, in alter years, through

deep onward through deep of Nature's mysteries, unlocking her

strongholds^ dispelling darkness, educing order-"—everywhere si-

lently conquering.

Newton liacl an early and decided taste lor drawing. Pictures,

taken sometimes from copies, but often from lite, and drawn,

coloured and framed by himself, ornamented his apartment. He
was skilled also, in poetical composition, " excelled in making

verses f some of these were borne in remembrance and repeated,

seventy years afterward, by Mrs. Vincent, for whom, in early

youth, as Miss Storey, he formed an ardent attachment. She

was the sister of a physician resident near Woolsthorpe ; but

Newton's intimate acquaintance with her began at Grantham,

where they were both numbered among the inmates of the same

house. Two or three years younger than hunsel^ of great per-

sonal beauty, and unusual talent, her society afJbrded him the

greatest pleasure; and their 'youthful friendship, it is believed,

gradually rose to a liigiier passion ; but inadequacy of fortune

prevented their union. Miss Storey was afterwards twice mar-

ried; Newton, never; his esteem for her continued unabated

during life, accompanied by numerous acts of attention and

kindness.

In 165G, ^{cw ton's mother was again left a widow, and took

up her abode once more at Wdolsthorpe. He was now fifteen

years of age, and had made great progress in his studies ; but she,

desirous of his help, and from motives of economy, recalled him
from school. Business occupations, however, and the manage-

ment of the farm, proved utterly distasteful to him. When sent to

Grantliam Market on Saturdays, he would betake himself to his

former lodc^ings in the apothecary's, garret, where some of Mr.
Clark's old books employed his thoughts till the aged and trust-

worthy sdhrant had executed the familycommissionsandannounced

the necessity of return : or, at other times, our young philosopher

would seat himself under a iietlge, by the wayside, and continue

his studies till the same faithful personage—^proceeding alone to

the town and completing the day's business—stopped as he re«

4
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LIP£ OF SIB. ISAAC NEWTON.

turned. The more immediate affairs of the farm received no

better attention. In fact, his passion for study grew daily more

absorbing, and his dislike for every other occupation more in-

tense. His mother, therefore^ wisely resolved to give him all the

advantages which an education could confer. He was sent back

to Grantham school, where he remained for some months in busy

preparation for his academical studies. At the recommendation

of one of his uncles, who had himself studied at Trinity College,

Cambridge, Newton proceeded thither, and was duly admitted,

OD the 5th day of June 1660, in the eighteenth year of hb age.

The eager student had now entered upon a new and wider

field ; and we find him devoting himself to the pursuit of know-

ledge with amazing ardour and perseverance. Among other sub-

jects, his attention was soon drawn to that of Judicial Astrology.

He exposed the folly of this pseudo-science by erectmg a figure

with the aid of one or two of the problems of Euclid ;—and thus

began his study of the Mathematics. His researches into this

science were prosecuted with unpa^allelled vigour and success.

Regarding the propositions contained in Euclid as self-evident

truths, he passed rapidly over this ancient system—a step which

he afterward much regretted—and mastered, without furtiier pre-

paratory study, the Analytical Geometry of Descartes. Wallis's

Arithmetic of Infinites, Saunderson's Logic, and the Optics of

Kepler, he also studied with great care
;
writing upon them

many comments ; and, in these notes on Wallis's work was un-

doubtedly the germ of his fluxionary calculus. His progress was

80great tiiat he found himselfmore profoundly versed than his tutor

in many branches of learning. Yet his acquisitions were not

gotten with the rapidity of intuition
;
but they were thoroughly

made and iirmly secured. Quickness of apprehension, or int^
lectual nimbleness did not belong to him. He saw too far : his

msic^t was too deep. He dwelt fully, cautiously upon the least

subject ; while to the consideration of the greatest, he brought a

massive strength joined with a matchless clearness, that, regard-

less of the merely trivial or unimportant, bore with unerring sa-

gacity upon the prominences of the subject, and, grappling with

its difficultiesi rarely Med to surmount them.»
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14 LIFE OK SIR ISAAC NEWTON.

His early and last friend, Dr. Barrow—in compass of inven-

tion only inferior to Newton—who had been elected Professor

of Greek in the UniTcrsity, in 1660, was made Lucasian Profeo-

8or of Mathematics in 1663, and soon afterward delivered hb
Optical Lectures : the manuscripts of these were revised by New-
ton, and several oversights corrected, and many important sug-

gestions made by him j but they were not published till 1669.

In the year 1665, he received the degree of Bachelor of Arts;

and, in 1666, he entered upon those brilliant and imposing dis-

coveries which have conferred inappreciable benefits upon science,

and immortality upon his own name.

Newton, himself, states that he was in possession of his Method

of Fluxions, " in the year 1666, or before." Infinite quantities

had long been a subject of profound investigation j among the

ancients by Archimedes, and. Pappus of, Ale^ndria; aniong the

modems by Kepler, Cavaleri, Roberval^'l^ennat . and Wallis.

With consummate ability Dr. Wallis had improved upon the la-

bours of his predecessors : with a higher power, Newton moved
forwards from where Wallis stopped. Our author first invented

his celebrated Binomial Theorek. And then, applying this

Theorem to the rectification of curves^ and to the determination

of the surfaces and contents of solids, and the position of their

centres of gravity, he discovered the general principle of deducing

the areas of curves from the ordinate, by considering the area as

a nascent quantity, increasing by continual fluxion in the propor*

tion of the length of the ordinate, and supposing the absclsaa

to increase nniformly in proportion to the time. Regarding lines

as generated by the motion of points, surfaces by the motion o(

lines, and solids by the motion of surfaces, and considering that

the ordinates, abscissae, &c., of curves thus formed, vary accord*

ing to a regular law depending on the equation of the curve
he deduced fi^m this equation the velocities with which these

quantities are generated, and obtained by the rules of iiiliuit<

s(Ti< s, the ultimate value required. To the velocities with whicl

every line or quantity is generated, he gave the name of jPlux
IONS, and to the lines or quantities themselves, that of Flubnts
A discovery that successively . baffled the acutest and stronges
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intellects :—^that, variously modified, has proved of incalculable

service in aiding to develope the most abstruse and the highest

truths in Mathematics and Astronomy: and that was of itself

enough to render any name Ulustrioas in the crowded Annals of

Science.

At this period, the most distinguished philosophers were direct-

ing all their energies to the subject of light and the improvement

of the refracting telescope. Newton, liaving applied himself to

the grinding of "optic glasses of other iigures than spherical," ex-

perienced the impracticability of executing such lenses ; and con-

jectured that their defects, and consequently those of refracting

telescopes, might arise from some other cause than the imperfect

convergcncy of rays to a single point. He accurdingly "procured

a triangular glass prism to try therewith the celebrated phenom-

ena of colours." His experiments, entered upon with zeal, and

conducted with that industry, accuracy, and patient thought, for

which he was so remarkable, resulted in the grand conclusion,

that Light was not homogrneous, but coxsistkd of rays,

SOME OF WHICH WF.RF. MORK REFRANQIBLR THAN OTHERS. This

profound and beaut iiul discovery opened up a new era in the

HistorycfOptics. As bearing, however, directlyupon the construc-

tion oftelescopes, he saw that a lens refracting exactly like a prism

would necessarily bring the different rays to different foci, at

different distances from the glass, confusing and rendering the

vision indistinct. Taking for granted tliat ail bodies produced

plectra of e({ual length, he dismissed all further consideration of

iiie refracting instrument, and took up the principle of reflection.

Rays of all colours, he found, were reflected regularly, so that the

angle of retlertion was equal to the angle of incidence, and hence-

he concluded that optical instruments might be hrouglit to any

degree ofperfection imaginable, provided reflecting specula ot

the requisite figure and finish could be obtained. At tiiis stage

of his optical researches, he was forced to leave Cambridge oni

account of the plague which was then desolating England.

Hp retired to Woolsthorpe. The old manor-house, in which he

was born, was situated in a beautiful little valley, on the west side

of the river Witham ; and here in the quiet home of his boyhood^

2
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16' UFB or 8IR ISAAC ITBWTOir.

he passed his days in serene contemplation, while the stalking

pestilence was hurrying its tens of thousands into undistinguisha-

ble graves.

Towards the close of a pleasant day in the early autumn of

1666, he was seated alone beneath a tree, in his garden, absorbed

in meditation. He was a slight young man ; in the twenty-fourth

yciir of liis age
;

his countenance mild and lull of thought. For

a century j)revious, the science of Astronomy had advanced with

rapid strides. The human mind had risen from the gloom and

bondage of the middle ages, in unparalleled vigour, to unfold the

system, to uivestigate the phenomena, and to establish the laws

of the heavenly bodies. Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Kepler,

Galileo, and others had prepared and lighted the way for him

who was to give to their labour its just value, and to their genius

its true lustre. At his bidding isolated facts were to take order

as parts of one harmonious whole, and sagacious conjectures grow

luminous in the certam splendour of demonstrated truth. And
this ablest man had come—was here. I lis mind, familiar with

the knou leds^e of past effort. ;nui its unequalled faculties develop-

ed in transccndant strength, was now moving on to the very

threshold of Its grandest achievement. Step by step the untrod»

den path was measured, till, at length, the entrance seemed dis-

closed, and the tireless explorer to stand amid the first opening

wonders of the universe.

The nature of gravity—that mysterious power which causes

all bodies to descend towards the centre of the earth—had, iii-

deed, dawned upon him. And reason busily united link to link

of that chain wUch was yet to be traced joinhig the least to the

vastest, the most remote to the nearest, in one harmonious bond.

From the bottoms of the deepest caverns to the summits of the

highest mountains, this power suffers no sensible change : may not

its action, then, extend to the moon ? Undoubtedly : and further

reflection convmced him that such a power might be sufficient for

retaining that lummary in her orbit rotdid the earth. But, though

this power suffers no sensible variation, in the little change of

distance from the earth's centre, at which we may place our-

^leives, yet, at the distance of the moon, may not its force undergo
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UFB OP sot ISAAC NEWTON. 17

more or less diminution ? The conjecture appeared most proba-

ble : and, in order to estimate what the degree of diminution

might be, he considered that if the moon be retained in her orbit

by the force of gravity, the primary planets must also be carried

round the sun by the like power
;
and, by comparing the periods

of the several planets with their distances from the sun, he found

that, if they were held in their courses by any power like gravity,

its strength must decrease in the duplicate proportion of the in-

crease of distance. In forming this conclusion, he su{)posed the

planets to move in perfect circles, concentric to the sun. Now
was this the law of the moon's motion ? Was such a force, em-

anating Irom the earth and directed to the moon, suihcient, when
diminished as the square of the distance, to retain her in her

orbit? To ascertam this master-fiict, he compared the space

through which heavy bodies fid], in a second of time, at a given

distance from the centre of the earth, namely, at its surface, with

the space through which the moon falls, as it were, to the eartii,

in the same time, while revolving in a circular orbit. He was
absent from books; and, therefore, adopted, in computing tiie

earth's diameter, the common estimate of shcty miles to a degree

of latitude as then in use among geographers and navigators.

The result of his calculations did not, of course, answer his ex-

pectations
;
hence, be concluded that some other cause, beyond the

reach of observation—^analogous, perhaps^ to the YorticesofDes-

cartes—joined its action to that of the power of gravity upon the

moon. Though by no means satisfied, he yet abandoned awhile

further inquiry, and remained totally silent u])on the subject.

These rapid marches in the career of discovery, combined with

the youth of Newton, seem to evince a penetration thf> most

lively, and an mvention the most exuberant But in him there

was a conjunction of mfluences as extraordmary as fortunate.

Study, unbroken, persevering and profound carried on its inform-

ing and discij)lining work upon a genius, natively the greatest,

aad rendered freest iji its movements, and clearest in its vision,

through the untrammelling and enlightening power of religion.

And, in this happy concurrence, are to be sought the elements of

those amazmg abilities, which, grasping, with equal fitcility, the
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minute and the stupendous, brought these successively to light,

and caused science to make them her own.

Tn 1667, Newton was made a Junior Fellow; and, in the year

foUowing, he took his degree of Master of Arts, and was appoiat-

ed to a Senior Fellowship.

On his return to Cambridge, in 1668, he resumed his optical

labours. Having thought ol' a delicate mctliod of polishing metal,

he proceeded to the construction of his newly projected reflect-

ing telescope ; a small specimen of which he actually made with

his own hands. It was six inches long ; and ma^ufied abont

forty times ;—a power greater than a refracting instrument of six

feet tube could exert with distinctness. Jupiter, with his tour

satellites, and the horns, or mooii-like phases of Yemis were

phiinly visible through it This was the first reflectino

TSLBSCOPB EVER EXECUTED AND BIRBCTBO TO THE HEAVENS.

He gave an account of it, in a letter to a friend, dated February 23d,

1668-9—a letter which is also remarkable for containing the first

allusion to his discoveries " concerning the nature of light." En-

couraged by the success of his first experiment, he again executed

with his own hands, not long afterward, a second and superior

instrument of the same kind. The existence of this having come
to the knowledge of the Royal Society of L<mdon, in 1671, they

requested it of Newton for examination. He accordingly sent it

to them. It excited great admiration ; it was shown to the king

;

a drawing and descrij)tion of it was sent to Paris
;
and the tele-

scope itself was carefully preserved in the Library of the Society,

Newton lived to see his invention in public use, and of eminent

service in the cause of science.

In the spring of 16G9, he WTOte to his friend Francis Aston,

Esq., then aliout setting out on his travels, a letter of advice and

directions; it was dated May 18th, and is interesting as exhibit-

ing some of the prominent features in Newton's character.

Thus :—
Since in your letter you give roe so much liberty of spending

my judgment about what may be to your advantage in travelling,

I shall do it more freely than perhaps otherwise would have been

decent First, then, I will lay down some general rules, most of
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whicli, I believe, you liave considered already : but if any of

them be new to you, they may excuse the rest ; if none at all,

yet is my punishment more in writing than yours in reading.

''When you come into any fresh company. 1. Obsenre their

humours. 2. Suit your own carriage thereto, by hich insinua-

tion you will make their converse more free and open. 3. Let

your discourse be more in queries and doublings than peremptory

assertions or disputings, it being the design of travellers to learn,

not to teach. Besides, it will persuade your acquaintance that

you have the greater esteem of them, and so make them more

ready to communicate what tlu y know to you
; whereas nothing

sooner occasions disrespt ct and (juarrels than percmptoriness.

You will find little or no advantage in seeming wiser or much
more ignorant than your company. 4. Seldom discommend any-

thing though never so bad, or do it but moderately, lest you be

unexpectedly forced to an unhandsome retraction. It is safer to

commend any thing more than it deserves, than to discommend

a thing so much as it deserves; for commendations meet not

80 often with oppositions, or, at least, are not usually so ill re-

sented by men that think otherwise, as discommendations ; and

you will insinuate into men's favour by nothing sooner than seem-

ing to u[)prove and commend what they like ; but beware of

doing it by comparison. 5. If you be atTronted, it is better, in a

foreign country, to pass it by in silence, and with a jest, though

with some dishonour, than to endeavour revenge ; for, in the iirst

case, your credit's ne'er the worse when you return into fiqgland,

or come into other coni])any that have not heard of the quarrel.

But, in the second case, you may bear the marks of the quarrel

while yon live, if you outlive it at all. But, if you find yourseli

unavoidably engaged, 'tis best, I think, if you can command your

passion and language, to keep them pretty evenly at some certain

moderate pitch, not much heightening them to exasperate your

adversary, or provoke his friends, nor letting them grow overmuch

dejected tu make him insult. In a word, if you can keep reason

above j)assion, that and watchfulness will be your best defendants.

To which purpose you may consider, that, tliough sttch excuses

as this—^He provok'l me so much I could not forbear—may pass
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among Mend?, yet amongst strangers they are insigmficant, and

only argue a traveller's weakness.

" To these I may add some general heads for inquiries or ob-

servations, such as at present I can think on. As, 1. To observe

the policies, wealth, and state affairs of nations, so far as a soli-

tary traveller may conveniently do. 2. Their impositions upon

all sorts of people, trades, or commodities, that are remarkable.

3. Their laws and customs, how far they differ from ours. 4.

Their trades and arts wherein they excel or come short of us in

England. 5. Such fortifications as you shall meet with, their

£i8hion, strength, and advantages for defence, and other such mili-

tary affairs as are considerable. 6. The power and respect be-

longing to their degrees of nobility or magistracy. 7. It will not

be time misspent to make a catalogue of the names and excellen-

cies of those men that are most w ise, learned, or esteemed in any

nation. 8. Observe the mechanism and manner of guiding ships.

9. Observe the products of Nature in several places, especially in

mines, with the circumstances of minmg and of extracting metals

or minerals out of their ore, and of refining them
; and if you

meet with any transmutations out of their own species into

another (as out of iron into copper, out of any metal into quick-

silver, out of one salt into another, or into an insipid body, &c.),

those, above all, will be worth your notmg, being the most lucif*

erous, and many times lucriferous experiments, too, in philosophy.

10. The prices of diet and other things. 11. Jind the staple

commodities of places.

These generals (such as at present I ccruld think of), if they

will serve for nothing else, yet ^ey may assist you in drawing up

a model to regulate your travels by. As for particulars, these that

follow are all that I can now think of, viz. ; whether at Schem-

nitium, in Hungary (where there are mines of gold, copper, iron,

. vitriol, antimony, &c.), they change iron into copper by dissolving

it in a vitriolate water, which they find in cavities of rocks in the

mines, and then melting the slimy solution in a strong fire, which

in the cooling proves copper. The like is said to be done in other

places, which I cannot now remember; perliaps, too, it mav ]»e

lone in Italy. For about twenty or thirty years agone there was
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a nobler Tirtae than that which is now called by that name

;

which vitriol is not now to be gotten, because, perhaps, they make

a greater gain by some such trick as turning iron into copper

with it than by selling it. 2. Whether, in Hungary, Sclavonia,

Bohemia, near the town £ila, or at the mountains of Bohemia

near Silesia,, there be rivers whose waters are impregnated with

gold
;
perhaps, the gold being dissolved by some corrosive water

like aqua regis, and the solution carried along with the stream,

that runs through the mines. And whether the practice ol' laying

mercury in the rivers, till it be tinged with gold, and then strain-

ing the mercury through leather, that the gold may stay behind,

be a secret yet, or openly practised. 3. There is newly con-

trived, m Holland, a mill to grind glasses plane withal, and I

think polishing them too
;
perhaps it will be worth the while to see

it. 4. There is in Holland one Borry, who some years since

was imprisoned by the Pope, to have extorted from him secrets

(as I am told) of great worth, both as to medicine and profit, but

he esca])ed into Holland, where they have granted him a guard.

I think he usually goes clothed in green. Pray inquire what you

can of him, and whether his ingenuity be any profit to the Dutch.

You may inform yourself whether the Dutch have any tricks to

keep their ships from beiug all worm-eaten in their voyages to

the Indies. Whether pendulum clocks do any service in finding

out the longitude, ^'C.

" I am very weary, and shall not stay to part with a long

compliment, only 1 wish you a good journey, and God be with

you."

It was not till the month of June, 1669, that our author made

known his Method of Fluxions. He then communicated the

*work which he had composed upon the subject, and entitled,

Analysis per E(ii a rio.\ES numkro terminorum Im imtas,

to his friend Dr. Barrow. The latter, in a letter dated 20th of the

same month, mentioned it to Mr. Collins, and transmitted it to

him, on the 31 st of July thereafter. Mr. Collins greatly approv-

ed of the work ; took a copy of it ; and sent the original back

to Dr. Barrow. During the same and the two following years, Mr.
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Collins» by his extensive oonrespondenoe, spread the knowledge

of this discovery among the madiematiciaDS in England, Scotland^

France, liolland and Italy.

Dr. Barrow, having resolved to devote himself to Theology,

resigned the Lucasiau Professorship of Mathematics, in 1669, in

ftvour of Newton, who accordingly received the appointment to

the vacant chair.

During the years 1669, 1670, and 1671, our author, as such

Professor, delivered a course of Optical Lectures. Though these

contained his principal discoveries relative to the different re*

frangibility of light, yet the discoveries themselves did not be-

come publicly known, it seems, till he communicated them to the

Royal Society, a few weeks after being elected a member there-

of, in the spring of 1671-2. He now rose rapidly in reputation,

and was soon regarded as Ibremost among the philosophers of the

age. His paper on light excited the deepest interest in the Royal

Society, who manifested an anxious solicitude to secure the author

from the " arrogations of others," and proposed to publish his

discourse in the monthly numbers in which the Transactions were

given to the world. Newton, gratefully sensible of these expres-

sions of esteem, willingly accepted of the proposal for publication.

He gave them also, at this time, the results of some further ex-

• periments in the decomposition and re-composition of light :—^that

the same degree of refrangibility alwajrs belonged to the same

colour, and the same colour to the same degree of rcfrangi!)ility

:

that the seven different colours of the spectrum were original, or

simple, and that whUeneBSt or white light was a compound of all

these seven colours.

The publication of his new doctrines on light soon called forth

violent opposition as to their soundness. Hooke and Huygens—

>

men eminent for ability and learning—w^ere the most conspicuous

of the assailants. And though Newton effectually silenced all his

adversaries, yet he felt the triumph of little gain in comparison

with the loss his tranquillity had sustained. He subsequently re-

mark^'d in allusion to this controversy—and to one with whom
he was destined to have a longer and a bitterer conflict

—
" 1 was

.80 persecuted with discussions arising firom the publication of my
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theory of Ught, that I blamed my own imprudence for parting

with 80 substantial a blessmg as my quiet to run after a shadow."

Li a communication to Mr. Oldenburg, Secretary of the Royal

Society, in 1672, our author slated many valuable sim:!:;estions re-

lative to the construction of Reflfotino Miciki^^oprs which he

considered even more capable oi' improvement than telescopes.

He also contemplated, about the same time, an edition of Kinck-

huysen's Algebra, with notes and additions
;
partially arranging,

as an introduction to the work, a treatise, entitled, A Method of

Fluxions; but he iinall} abandoned the design. This treatise,

however, he resolved, or rather consented, at a late period of his

life, to put forth separately ; and the plan would probably have

been carried into execution had not his death intervened. It was

translated mto English, and published in 1736 by John Colson,

Professor of Mathematics in Cambridge.

Newton, it is thought, made his discoveries concerning the

Inflection and Diffraction of light before 1674. The phe-

nomena of the inflection of light had been first discovered more

Haask ten years before by GrimaldL And Newton began by re-

peating one of the eiqperunents of the learned Jesuit—^admitting

a beam of the sun's light through a small pin hole into a dark

chamber : the light diverged from the aperture in the form of a

cone, and the shadows of all bodies placed in this light were

larger than might have been expected, and surrounded with three

' coloured fringes, the nearest being widest, and the most remote

the narrowest Newton, advancmg upon this experiment, took

exact measures of the diameter of the shadow of a human hair,

and of the breadth of the fringes, at different distances behind it,

and discovered that these diameters and breadths were not pro-

portional to the distances at which they wore measured. He
hence supposed that the rays which passed by the edge of the

hair were deflected or turned aside from it, as if by a repulsive

force, the nearest rays suffering the greatest, the more remote a

less degree of deflection. In explanation of the coloured fringes,

he queried : whether the rays which differ in refrangibility do not

diflfer also in flexibility, and whether they are not, by these dif-

ferent inflections, separated from one another, so as after separa-
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tion to make the colours in the three fringes above described ?

Also, whether the rays, in passing by the edges and sides of
bodies, are not bent several times backwards and forwards with
an eel-like motion—^the three fringes arising from three such

bendings? His inquiries on this subject were here interrupted

and never renewed.

His Theory of the Colours of Natural Bodies was commu-
nicated to the Royal Society, in February, 1675. This is justly

r^;arded as one of the profoundest of his speculations. The fun-

damental principles of the Theory in brief, are :—^That bodies

possessing the greatest refractive powers reflect ihe greatest

quantity of light ; and tliat, at the confines of equally refracting

media, there is no reflection. That the minutest particles of al-

most all natural bodies are in some degree transparent That

between the particles of bodies there are pores, or spaces, either

empty or filled with media of a less density than the particles

themselves. That these particles, ami pores or spaces, have some

definite size. Hence he deduced the Transparency, Opacity, and ^

colours of natural bodies. Transparency arises from the particles

and their pores being too small to cause reflection at their com*

mon surfaces—^the light all passing through
;
Opacity from the

opposite cause of the particles and their pores being sufficiently

large to reflect the light which is " stopped or stifled" by the

multitude of reflections ; and colours from the particlfs. accord-

ing to their several sizes, reflecting rays of one colour and trans-

mitting those of another—or in other words, the colour that

meets the eye is the colour reflected, while all the other rays are

transmitted or absorbed.

Analogous in origin to the colours of natural bodies, he con-

sidered the COLOURS OF THIN PLATES. This subjcct was interest-

ing and important, and had attracted considerable investigation.

He, however, was the first to determine the law of the produc-

tion of these colours^ and, during the same year made known the

results of his researches herein to the Royal Society. His mode

of procedure in these experiments was simple and curious. He

placed a double convex lens of a large known radius of curvature,

upon the flat surface of a plano-convex object glass. Thus, from
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their point of contact at the centre, to the circumference of the

lens, he obtained plates of air, or spaces varying from the ex-

tremest possible thinness, by slow degrees, to a considerable thick-

' ness. Letting the light fall, every different thickness ^of this

plate of iiir gave different colours—the point of contact of the

lens and glass forming the centre of numerous concentric colored

riiigs. Now the radius of curvature of the lens being known, the

thickness of the plate of ak, at any given pomt, or where any par-

ticular colour appeared, could be exactly determined. Carefully

noting, therefore, the order in which the dilfcrent colours ap-

peared, he measured, with the nicest accuracy, the different thick-

nesses at which the most luminous parts of the rings were pro-

duced, whether the medium were air, water, or mica—all these

substances giving the same colours at different thicknesses ;—^the

ratio of which he also ascertained. From the phenomena obser-

ved in these experiments, Newton deduced his Theory of Fits of

Easy Keflectiox^ and Transmission of light. It consists in suppos-

ing that every particle of light, irom its first discharge from a lumi-

nous body, possesses, at equally distant intervak, dispositions to

be reflected from, or transmitted through the surfaces of bodies

upon which it may fall. For instance, if the rays are in a Fit of

Easy Reflection, they are on reaching the surface, repelled,

thrown oii^ or reflected from it
;
i^ in a Fit of Easy Transmission,

they are attracted, drawn in, or transmitted through it. By this

Theory of Fits, our author likewise explained the colours of

thick plates.

lie regarded light as consisting of small material particles

emitted from shining substances. He thought that these parti-

cles could be re-combined into soliil matter, so that "gross bodies

and light were convertible into one another;" that the particles of

light and the particles of solid bodies acted mutually upon each

other ; those of light agitating and heating those of solid bodies,

and the latter attracting and repelling the former. Newton was

the first to suggest the idea of the Polarizatiok of light.

In the paper entitled An Hypothesis Ej!:plaining Propci t ics of

Lis^ht, December, 1675, our author first introduced his opinions re-

specting Ether—opinions which he afterward abandoned and again
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permanently resumed— A most subtle spirit which pervades" all

bodies, and is expanded through all the heavens. It is electric,

and almost, if not quite immeasurably elastic and rare. " By the

force and action of which spirit the particles of bodies mutually

attract one another, at near distances, and cohere, ii' contiguous

;

and electric bodies operate at greater distances, as well repelling

as attracting ^e neighbouring corpuscles ; and light is emitted,

reflected, refiracted, inflected and heats bodies ; and all sensation

is excited, and the members of animal bodies move at tlic com-

mand of the will, namely, by the vibrations of tliis spirit, mutu-

ally propagated along the solid filaments of the nerves, from the

outward organs of sense to the brain, and from the brain into the

muscles." This spirit" was no anima mundi ; nothmg further

from the thought of Newton ; but was it not, on his part, a par-

tial recognition of, or attempt to reacli an ultimate material force,

or primary element, by means of which,." in the roaring loom of

time," this material universe, God's visible garment, may be

woven for us ?

The Royal Society were greatly interested in the results of

some experiments, which our author had, at the same time, com-

municated to them relative to the excitation of electricity in glass

;

and they, after several attempts and further direction from him,

succeeded in re-producing the same phenomena.

One of the most curious of Newton's minor inqmries related to

the connexion between the refractive powers and chemical com-

position of bodies. He Ibund on comparing the refractive powers

and the densities of many different substances^ that the former

were very nearly proportional to the latter, in the same bodiea

Unctuous andsulphureousbodieswerenoticedasremarkableexcep-

tions—as well as the diamond—their refractive powers being two

or three times greater in respect of their densities than in the

case of other subhtances, while, as among themselves, the one was

generally proportional to the other. He hence inferred as to the

diamond a great degree of combustibility ;—a conjecture which

the experiments of modem chemistry have shown to be true.

The chemical researches of our author were probably pursued

with more or less diligence from the time of his witnessing some
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of the practical operations in that science at the Apothecary's at

Grantham. De Natura Acidorum is a short chemical paper, on

various topics, and published in Dr. Horsley's Edition of his

works. Tabula Quantitatuh bt Graduitm Coloris was in^

serted In the Philosophical Transactions ; it contams a compara-

tive scale of temperature from tluit of melting ice to that of a

small kitchen coal-fire. He regarded fire as a body heated so hot

as to emit light copiously ; and dame as a vapour, fume, or ex-

halation heated so hot as to shine. To electrre attraction, by
the operation of which the small particles of bodies, as he con-

ceived, act upon one another, at distances so minute as to escape

observation, he ascribed all the various chemical phenomena of

precipitation, combination, solution, and crystallization, and the

mechanical phenomena ofcohesion and capillary attraction. New-
ton's chemical views were illustrated and confirmed, in part, at

least, In his own life-time. As to the structure of bodies, he was

of opinion "that the smallest particles of matter may cohere by

the strongest attractions, and compose bigger particles of weaker

virtue ; and many of these may cohere and compose bigger par-

ticles whose Turtue is still weaker ; and so on for divers succes-

siona, until the progression end in the biggest particles, on which

the operations in chemistry and the colours of natural bodies de-

pend, and which by adhering, compose bodies of sensible magni-

tude.''

There is good reason to suppose that our author was a diligent

student of&e writings of Jacob Behmen ; and that in conjunction

with a relative. Dr. Newton, he was busily engaged, for several

months in the earlier part of life, in quest of the pliilosopher's

tincture. " Great Alchymist, " however, very imperfectly de-

scribes the character of Behmen, whose researches into things

material and things sphritual, things human and things divine, af-

ford the strongest evidence of a great and original mind.

More appropriately here, perhaps, than elsewhere, may be

given Newton*s account of some curious experiments, made in his

own person, on the action of light upon the retina. Locke, who

was an intimate Mend of our author, wrote to him for his opinion

on a certain &ct stated in Boyle's Book of Goloun. Newton, in
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his reply, dated June 30th, 1691, narrates the following circum-

stances, which probably took place in the course of his optical

researches. Thus :

—

The observation you mention in Mr. Boyle's Book of Colours

I once tried upon mjrself with the hazard of my eyes. The
manner was this ; I looked a very little while upon the sun in the

looking-glass with my right eye, and then turned my eyes into a

dark corner of my cliamber, and winked, to observe the impres-

sion made, and the circles of colours which encompassed it, and

how they decayed by degrees, and at last vanished. This I re»

peated a second and a third time. . At the third time, when the

phantasm of light and colours about it were almost vanished, in-

tending my fancy upon them to see their last appearance, I found,

to my amazement, that they began to return, and by little and

little to become as lively and vivid as when I had newly looked

upon the sun. But when I ceased to intend my fimcy upon them,

they vanished again. After this, I found, that as often as I went

into the dark, and intended my mind upon them, as when a man

looks earnestly to see anything which is difficult to be seen, I

could make the phantasm return without looking any more upon

the sun; and the oftener I made it return, the more easily I could

make it return again. And, at length, by repeatmg this, without

looking any more upon the sun, I made such an impression on my
eye, that, if I looked upon the clouds, or a book, or any bright

object, I saw upon it a round brit^ht spot of light like the sun,

and, which is still stranger, though 1 looked upon the sun with

my right eye only, and not with my left, yet my fancy began to

make an impression upon my leflt eye, as well us upon my right

For if I shut my right eye, or looked upon a book, or the clouds,

with my left eye, I could see the spectrum of the sun almost as

plain as with my right eye, if I did but intend my fancy a little

while upon it; for at first, if 1 shut my right eye, and looked with

my left, the spectrum of the sun did not appear till I mtended my
iancy upon it ; but by repeating, this appeared every time more

easily. And now, in a few hours' time, I had brought my eyes

to such a pass, that T could look upon no bright object with either

eye, but I saw the sun beibre me, so that 1 durst neither write
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nor re^d ; but to recover the use of my eyes, shut myself up in

my chamber made dark, for three days together, and used all

means to divert my imagination from the sun. For if I thought

upon him, I presently saw his picture, though I was in the dark.

Bnt by keeping in the dark, and employing my mind about other

things, I began in three or four days to have some use of my eyes

again ; and by tbrbearing to look uj)ou bright objects, recovered

them pretty well, though not so well but that, for some months

after, the spectrum of the sun began to return as often as I began

• to meditate upon the phenomena, even though I lay in bed at mid-

night with my curtains drawn. But now I have been very well

for many years, though I am apt to think, if I durst venture my
eyes, I could still make the phantasm return by the power of my
liancy. This story I tell you, to let you understand, that in the

observation related by Mr. Boyle, the man's fancy probably con-

curred with the impression made by the sun's light to produce

that phantasm of the sun which he constantly saw in bright ob-

jects. And so your question about the cause of phantasm in-

volves another about the power of lane y, which I must confess is

too hard a knot for me to untie. To place this eflect in a constant

motion is hard, because the sun ought then to appear perpetually.

It seems rather to consist in a disposition of die sensorium to

move the imagination strongly, and to be easily moved, both by

the imagination and by the light, as often as bright objects are

looked upon.**

Though Newton had continued silent, yet his thoughts were

by no means inactive upon the vast subject of the planetary mo-
tions. The idea of Universal Gravitation, first caught sight o^ so

to speak, in the garden at Woolsthorpe, years ago, had gradually

expanded upon him. We find him, in a letter to Dr. Hooke,

Secretary of the Royal Society, dated in November, 1679, pro-

posing to verify the motion of the earth by direct experiment,

namely, by the observation of the path pursued by a body falling

from a considerable height. He had concluded that the path

would be spiral : but Dr. Hooke maintained that it would be an

eccentric ellipse in vacuo, and an ellipti-spiral in a resisting me-

dium. Our author, aided by this correction of his error, and by
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the discovery that a projectOe would move in an elliptical orbit

when under the influence of a force varying inversely as the

square of the distance, was led to discover " the theorem by

which lie afterwards examined the ellipsis
;

' and to demonstrate

the celebrated proposition that a planet acted upon by an attrac-

tive force varying inversely as the squares of the distances will

describe an eUiptical orbit, in one of whose foci Ike attractive

force resides.

When he was attending a meeting of the Royal Society, in

June 1682, the conversation fell upon the subject of the measure-
^

ment of a degree of the meridbn, executed by M. Picard, a

French Astronomer, in 1679. Newton took a memorandum of

the result ; and afterward, at the earliest opportunity, computed

ironi it the diameter of the earth : furnished with these new data,

he resumed his calculation of 1G66. As he proceeded therein,

he saw that his early expectations were now likely to be realized
;

the thick rushing, stupendous results overpowered him ; he be-

came unable to carry on the process of calculation, and intrusted

its completion to one of his friends. The discoverer had, indeed,

grasped the master-fact. The law of falling bodies at the earth's

surtiM^ was at length identified with that which guided the moon

in her orbit And so his Great Thought, that had for sixteen

years loomed up in dim, gigantic outline, amid the first dawn of a
plausible hypothecs, now stood forth, radiant and not less grand,

in the mid-day light of demonstrated truth.
'

It w^ere dilficult, nay impossible to imagine, even, the influence

of a result like this upon a mind like Newton's. It was as if the

keystone had been iitted to tlie glorious arch by which his spirit

shouldascendtothe outskirtsofinfinite space—spanningtheimmeaF>

surable—^weighing the imponderable-—computing the incalculable

—^mapping out the marcliinpcs of the planets, and the far-wander-

ings of the comers, and catching, bring back to earth some clearer

notes of that higher melody which, as a sounding voice, bears

perpetual witness to the design and omnipotence of a creating

Deity.

Is ewton, extending the law thus obtained, composed a series

of about twelve propositions on the motion of the primary planets
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about the sun. These were sent to London, and communicated

. to the Royai Society about the end of 1683. At or near this pe»

nod, other philosophers, as Sir Christopher Wren, Dr. Halley,.

and Dr. Hooke, were engaged in investigating the same subji ct
j

but with no definite or satisfactory results. Dr. llalley, having

seen, it is presumed, our author's propositions, went in August,

1684, to Cambridge to consult with him upon the subject*

Newton assured him that he had brought the demonstration to

perfection. In November, Dr. Halley received a copy of the-

work ; and, in the following month, announced it to the Royal

Society, with the author's promise to have it entered upon their

Begister. Newton, subsequently reminded by the Society of h]»

promise, proceeded in the diligent preparation of the worlc, an^.

though suffering an interruption of six weeks, transmitted thfr

manuscript of the first book to London before the end of April.

The w^ork was entitled Philosophle Naturalis Principia

Mathematica, dedicated to the Royal Society, and presented

thereto on the 28th of April, 1685-6. The highest encomiums
were passed upon it ; and the oonncil* resolved, on the 19th of

May, to print it at the expense of the Society, and under the di*

rection of Dr. Halley. The latter, a few days afterward, com-

municated these steps to Newton, who, in a reply, dated the 20th

of June, holds the following language :

—
*' The proof you sent mo>

I like very well. 1 designed the whole to consist of three books;

the second was finished last sununer, being short, and only wants

transcribing, and drawing the cuts fahrly. Seme new propositions

I have since thouglit on, which I can as well let alone. The
third wants the theory of comets. In autumn last, I spent two
months in calculation to no purpose for want of a good method,

which made me afterward' return to the first book, and enlarge it

vrith diverse propositions, some relating to comets, others to other

things found ou* last winter. The third I now design to sup-

press. Philosophy is such an impertinently litigious lady, tliata

man had as good be engaged in Lw-suits as have to do with her.

I found it so formeirly, and now I can no sooner come near her

again, but she gives me wanung. The first two books without

the thurd will not so well bear the title of PhihsophuB Jfaiuralim

3
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Prindpia Mathematicia ; and thereupon I had altered it to this,

De Motu Corporum lAJbri duo. But after second thought I re-

tain the former title. It will help the sale of the book, which I

ought not to diminish now *tis yours."

• This warning" arose from some pretensions put forth by Dr.

Hooke. And though Newton gave a minute and positive refuta-

tions of such claims, yet, to reconcile all difTerences, he gener-

ously added to Prop. IV. Cor. 6, Book L, a Scholium, in which

Wren, Hooke and Halley are acknowledged to have indepen-

dently deduced the law oi gravity from the second law of

Kepler.

The suppression of the third book Dr. Halley could not endure

to see. I must again beg you'' says he, " not to let your re-

sentments run so high as to deprive us of your third book, where-

in your applications of your mathematical doctllne to the theory

of comets, and several curious experiments, which, as I guess by

what you write ought to compose it, will undoubtedly render it

acceptable to those who will call themselves philosophers without

mathematics, which are much the greater number." To these

solicitations Newton yielded. There were no " resentments,'^ how-

evcr, as we conceive, in his "design to suppress." He sought

peace ; for he loved and valued it above all applause. But, in

spite of his efforts for tranquillity's sake, his course of discovery

was all along molested by ignorance or presumptuous rivahry.

The publication of the great work now went rapidly forwards.

The second book was sent to the Society, and presented on the

2(1 XFarch
; the third, on the 6th April ; and the whole was com-

pielL'd and published in the month nt" May, 1680-7. In the sec-

ond I^emma of the second book, the fundamental principle of his

duxionary calculus was, for the first timf,
given to the world ; but

its algorithm or notation did not appear till published in the

second volume of Dr. Wallis's works, in 1693.

And tlius was ushered into existence The Principi.\—a work

to which pre-eminence above all the productions of the human

intellect has been awarded—a work that must be estc emcd of

priceless worth so long as Science has a votary, or a single wor-

shipper be left to kneel at the altar of Truth.
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The entire work bears the general title of The Mathematical

Przkciplbs op Natural Philosopht. It consists ofthree books :

the first two, entitled, Op thb Motion op Bodies, are occupied

with the laws and conditions of motions and forces, and are illus-

trated with many scholia treating of some of the most general

and best established points in philosophy, sucli as the density and

resistance of bodies, spaces void of matter, and the motion of

sound and light From these principles, there is deduced, in the

third hook, drawn up in as popular a style as possible and entitled,

Op the System op the World, the constitution of the system of

the world. In ree^ard to this book, the author says—" I had, indeed,

composed the third Book in a popular method, that it might be read

by many ; but afterwards, considering that such as had not suf-

ficently entered into the principles could not easily discover the

strength of the consequences, nor lay aside the prejudices to which

they had been many years accustomed, therefore, to prevent dis-

putes which misxht he raised upon such accounts, T chose to reduce

the substance of this Book into the form of Propositions (in the

mathematical way), which should be read by those only who had

first made themselves masters of the principles establi^ed in the

preceding Books : not that I would advise any one to the previous

study of every Proposition of those Books."—"It is enough if

one carefully reads the Definitions, the Laws of Motion, and the

three first Sections of the first Book. He may then pass on to

this Book, and consult such of the remaining Propositions of the

firsttwo Books, as the references m this, and his occasions shall re-

quire." So that " The System of the World" is composed both

" in a popular method," and in the form of mathematical Propo-

sitions.

The principle of Universal Gravitation, namely, that every

particle ef matter is attracted by, or gramtates to, every other

particle of matter, tdtk a force inversely proportional to the

squan s of th ir distances—is the discovery which characterizes

The pRiNCipiA. This principle the author deduced from the mo-

tion of the moon, and the three laws of Kepler—laws, which

Newton, in turn, by his greater law, demonstrated to be true.

From the first law of Kepler, namely, the proportionality of
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the areas to the times of their description, our author inferred

that the force which retained the planet in its orbit was always

directed to the sun ; and from the second, namely, that every

planet moves in an ellipse with the sun in one of its foci, he drew
the more general interence that the force by which the planet

moves round that focus varies mversely as the square of its dis-

tance therefrom : and he demonstrated that a planet acted upon

by such a force could not move in any other curve than a conic

section
;
showing when the moving body would describe a circu-

lar, an elliptical, a parabolic, or hyperbolic orbit. He demon-

strated, too, that this force, or attracting, gravitating power re-

sided in every, the least particle ; but that, in spherical masses, it

operated as if confined to their centres ; so that, one sphere or

body will act upon another sphere or body, with a force directly

proportional to the quantity of matter, and inversely as the square

of the distance between their centres; and lhat their velocities of

mutual approach will be in the inverse ratio of their quantities o*"

matter. Thus he grandly outlined the Universal Law. Verify-

ing its truth by the motions of terrestrial bodies, then by those of

the moon and other secondaiy orbs, he finally embraced, in one

mighty generalization, the enture Solar System—all the move-

ments of all its bodies—planets, satellites and comets—explain-

ing and harmonizing the many diverse and thcrctolbre inexplicao

ble phenomena.

Guided by the genius of Newton, we see sphere bound to

sphere, body to body, particle to particle, atom to mass, the min-

utest part to the stupendous whole—each to each, eacli to all,

and all to each—in the mysterious bonds of a ceaseless, recipro-

cal infiuence. An influence whose workings are shown to be

alike present in the globular dew-drop, or oblate-spheroidal earth

;

in the fiiUing shower, or vast heaving ocean tides; in the flying

thistle-down, or fixed, ponderous rock
;
in the swinging jiendulum,

or time-measuring sun ;
in the varying: am! unecpjal njoon, or

earth's slowly retrograding poles
;

in the uncertain meteor, or

biasing comet wheeling swiftly away on its remote, yet determined

round. An influence, in fine, that may link system to system

through all the star-glowing firmament ; then firmament to firma^
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mem
;
aye, firmament to firmament, again and again, til], con-

verging home, it may he, to some inelliible centre, where more

presently dwells He who inhabiteth immensity, and where infini-

tudes meet and eternities have their contlux, and where around

moTe, in softest, swiftest measure, all the countless hosts that

crowd heaven's fathomless deeps.

And yet Newton, amid the loveliness and magnitude of Om-
nipotence, lost not sight of the Almighty One. A secondary,

however universal, was not taken for the First Cause. An im-

pressed force, however diifused and powerful, assumed not the

fimctions of the creatmg, giving Eneigy. Material beauties, v

splendours, and sublimities, however rich in glory, and endless In

extent, concealed not the attributes of an intelligent Supreme.

From the depths of his own soul, through reason and the Word,

he had risen, d priori^ to God : irom the heights of Omnipotence,

through the design and law of the builded universe, he proved d

posteriori, a Deity. " I had," says he, " an eye upon such prin-

dples as might work, with considering men, for the belief of %

Deity," in writing the Principia ; at the conclusion whereof, he

teaches that
—

" this most beautiful system of the sun, planets and

comets, could only proceed from the counsel and dominion of an

intelligent and powerful Being. And if the fixed stars are the

centres of other like systems, these, being formed by the like

wise counsels, must be all subject to the dominion ofOne
;
especially

since the light of the fixed stars is of the same nature with the

light of the sun, and from every system light passes into all other

systems : and lest the systems of the fixed stars should, by their

gravity, &11 on each other mutually, he hath placed those systems

at immense distances one from another.

" This Being governs all things, not as the soul of the world,

but as L(5rd over all ; and on account of his dominion he is wont

to be called Lord God TravroBparup or Universal Ruler ; for God
is a relative word, and has a respect to servants ; and Deity is

the dominion of God, not over bis own body, as those imagine

who fancy God to be the soul of the world, but over servants.

The Supreme God is a Being eternal, infinite, absolutely perfect

;

but a being, however perfect, without dominion, cannot be said to

0
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be Lord God ; for we say, my God, your God, the God of Israel,

the God of Gods, and Lord of Lords ; bnt we do not say, my
Ikernal, your Eternal, the Kternal of Israel, the Eternal ol* Gods

;

we do not say my Infinite, or my Perfect : these are titles which

have no respect to servants. The word God usually signifies

Lord ; but every Lord is not God. It is the dominion of a spir-

itual Being which constitutes a God ; a true, supreme, or imagi-

nary doqiinion makes a true, supreme, or imaginary God. And
from his true dominion it follows that the true God is a living,

intelligent and powerM Being ; and from his other perfections,

that he is supreme or most perfect He is eternal and in-

finite, omnipotent and omniscient ; that is, his duration reaches

from eternity to eternity ; his presence from Infinity to infinity

;

he governs all things and knows all things, that are or can be

done. He is not eternity or infinity, but eternal and infinite
;

he is not duration and space, but he endures and is present

He endures forever and is everywhere present ; and by existing

^always and everywhere, he constitutes duration and space. Since

every particle of space is ahcays, and every indivisible momi iit

of duration is ivci'ijwhere, certainly the Maker and Jjord of things

cannot be mvcr and nowlwre. i^very soul that has perception

is, though in different times and different organs of sense and mo-
tion, still the same indivisible person. There are given succes-

sive parts in duration, co-existent parts in space, but neither the

one nor the other in the })('rson ol" a man, or his thinking

principle ; and much less can they be found in the thinking sub-

stance of God. Every man, so lar as he is a thing that has ))er-

ception, is one and the same man during his whole life, in all and

each of his organs of sense. God' is one and the same God, al-

ways and everywhere. He is omnipresent, not mrttiaUy only,

but also sHbstantUilhf ; for virtue cannot subsist without sub-

stance. In him are all things contained and moved; yet neither

affects the other ; God suffers nothing from the motion of bodies

;

bodies find no resistance from the omnipresence of God. It is

allowed by all that the Supreme God exists necessarily ; and by

the same necessity he exists always and cn rijichrre. Whence

also he is all similar, all eye, all ear, all brain, all arm, all power
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to perceive, to imdcrstand. and to act : but in a manner not at all

ImmaD, in a maimer not at all corporeal, in a maimer utterly uq-

known to vs. As a blind man has no idea of colours, so have we
no idea of the manner by which the ail-wise God perceives and

understands all things. He is otterly Toid of all body, and bodily

figure, and can thcretore neither be seen, nor heard, nor touched

;

nor ought he to be worshipped under the representation of any

corporeal thing. We have ideas of his attributes, but what the

real substance of anything is we know not In bodies we see

only theur figures and colours, we hear only the sounds, we touch

only their outward surfaces, we smell only the smells, and taste

only the savours ; but their inward substances are not to be known,

either by our senses, or by any redex act of our minds : much

less, then, have we any idea of the substance of Crod. We know
him only by his most wise and excellent contrivances of things,

and final causes ; we admire him for his perfections ; but we rev-

erence and adore him on account of his dominion ; for we adore

him as his servants ; and a god without dominion, providence, and

final causes, is nothing else but i ^ite and Nature. Blind meta-

physical necessity, which is certainly the same always and every-

where, could produce no variety of things. All that diversity of

natural things which we find suited to diflTerent times and places

could arise from nothing but the ideas and will of a Being neces-

sarily existing."

Thus, the diligent student of science, the earnest seeker of

truth, led, as through the courts of a sacred Temple, wherein, at

each step, new wonders meet the eye, till, as a crowning grace,

they stand before a Holy ofHolies, and learn that all science and

all truth are one which hath its beginning and its end in the

knowledge of Him wdiose glory the heavens declare, and whose

handiwork the firmament showeth forth.

The introduction of the pure and lofty doctrines of the Prin-

ciPiA was perseveringly resisted. Descartes,with his system of

vortices, had sown plausibly to the imagination, and error had

struck down dccj)])-, and shot up luxuriantly not only in the

popular, but in the scientific mind. Besides the idea— in itself so

simple and so grand—that the great masses of the planets were
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suspended in empty space, and retained in their orbits bj an in*

irisible influence residing in the sun—^was to the ignorant a thi^g

inconceivable, and to the learned a revival of the occult qualitiea

of the ancient physics. This remark applies particularly to the

continent. Leibnitz misapprehejidefl
;
Huygens in part rejected

;

John Bertiouilli opposed ; and 1 ontenelle never received the doc*

trines of the Principia. So that, the saying of Voltaire b prob-

ably true, that though Newton survived the publication of his

great work more than forty years, yet, at the time of his death,

he had not above twenty followers out ot" England.

But in England, the reception of our author's pliilosophy was

rapid and triumphant liis own labours, wliile Lucasian Pro-

fessor; those of his successors in that Chair—^Whiston and

Saunderson ; those of Dr. Samuel Clarke, Dr. Laughton, Roger

Cotes, and Dr. Bentley ; the experimental lectures of Dr. Keill

and Desaguliers ; the early and powerful exertions of David

Gregory at Edinburgh, and of his brother James Gregory at St.

Andrew's, tended to diffuse widely in England and Scotland a

knowledge of, and taste for the truths of the Primcipia. Indeed,

Its mathematical doctrines constituted, from the first, a regular

part of academical instruction ; while its physical truths, given to

the public in popular lectures, illustrated by experiments, had,

before the lapse of twenty years, become ikmiiiar to, and adopted

by the general mind. Pemberton's popular " View of Sir Isaac

Newton's Philosophy^ was published, in 1728 ; and the year after-

ward, an English translation of the Principia, and System of the

World, by Andrew Motte. And since that period, the labours of

Le Seur and Jacquicr, of Thorpe, of Jebb, of Wright and others

have greatly contributed to display the most hidden treasures of

the Principia.

About the time of the publication of the Principia, James XL,

bent on re-establishing the Romish Futh, had, among other ille-

gal acts, ordered by mandamus, the University of Camhridire to

confer the degree of Master of Arts upon an ignorant moiik.

Obedience to this mandate was resolutely rel'used. Newton was

one of the nine delegates chosen to defend the independence of

ihe University. They appeared before the High Court ;—and
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naeoBsMBj: the king abandoned his design. The prominent

part which our author took in these proceedings, and his eminence

in the scientitic world, induced his proposal as one of the parlia-
*

mentary representatives of the University. He was elected, in

1688^ and sat in the Convention Parliament till its dissolution.

After the first year, however, he seems to have given little or no

attention to his parliamentary duties, being seldom absent liom

the University till liis appointment in the Mint, in 1695.

Newton began his theological researches sometime previous to

1691 ; in the prime of his years, and in the matured vigour of

his intellectnal powers. From his youth, as we have seen, he

had devoted himself with an activity the most unceasing, and an

energy almost superhuman to the discovery of physical truth ;

—

giving to Philosophy a new foundation, and to Science a new
temple. To pass on, then, from the consideration of the material,

more directly to that of the spiritual, was a natural, n^, with so

large and devout a soul, a necessary advance. The Bible was to

him of inestimable worth. In the elastic freedom, which a pure

and unswerving faith in Him of Nazareth gives, his mighty facul-

ties enjoyed the only completest scope ibr development. His

original endowment, however great, combined with a studious

application, however profound, would never, without this libera-

tion from the dominion of passion and sense, have enabled him to

attain to that wondrous concentration and grasp of intellect, for

which Fame has as yet assigned him no equal Gratefully he

owned, therefore, the same Author in the Book ofNature and the

Book of Revelation. These were to him as drops of the same

un&thomable ocean ;—as outrayings of the same inner splendour

;

—as tones oi the ^ame inefikble voice ;—as segments of the same

infinite curve. With great joy he had found himself enabled to

proclaim, as an interpreter, Irom the hieroglyphs of Creation, the

existence of a God : and now, with greater joy, and in the fulness

of his knowledge, and in the fulness of his strength, he laboured

to make clear, from the utterances of the inspired Word, the far

mightier confirmations of a Supreme Good, in all its glorious

amplitude of Being and of Attribute ; and to bring the infallible

workings thereof plainly home to the understandings and the
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affections of his fellow-men ; and finally to add the weight of his

own testimony in favour of that lleligion, whose truth is now, in-

deed, " girded with the iron and the rock of a ponderous and co-

lossal demonstration."

His work, entitled, Observations upon the Prophecies of

Holt Writ, particularly the Prophecies op Daniel and the

Apocalypse of St. John, first published in London, in 1733 4to.

consists of two parts : the one devoted to the Prophecies of

Daniel, and the other to the Apocalypse of St. John. In the first

part, he treats concerning the compilers of the books of the Old

Testament ;—of the prophetic language ;—of the vision of the

four beasts ;—of the kingdoms represented by the feet of the

image composed of iron and clay ;—of the ten kingdoms repre-

sented by the ten horns of the beast j—of the eleventh horn of

Daniers fourth beast ; of the power which should change times

and laws j'^of the kingdoms represented in Daniel by the ram

and he-goat ;—of the prophecy of the seventy weeks ;—of the

times of the birtli and passion of Christ ;—of the prophecy of the

Scripture of Truth ;
—^of the king who docth according to his will,

and magnified himself above every god, and honoured Mahuzzims,

and regarded not the desire of women ;—of the Mahuzsim, hon-

oored by the king who doeth according to his will. In the sec-

ond part, he treats of the time when the Apocalypse was written;

of the scene of the vision, and the relation which the Apocalypse

has to the book of the law of Moses, and to the worship of God
in the temple -of the relation which the Apocalypse has to the

prophecies of Daniel, and of the subject of the prophecy itself.

Newton regards the prophecies as given, not for the gratification

of niarj's curiosity, by enabling him to foreknow ; but for his con-

viction that the world is governed by Providence, by witnessing

their fulfilment Enough of prophecy, he thinks, has already

been fulfilled to afford the diligent seeker abundant evidence of

CM's providence. The whole work is marked by profound

erudition, sagacity and argument.

And not less learning, penetration and masterly reasonins^ are

conspicuous in his Historical Account of Two Notaht.e

Corruptions of Scriptures in a Letter to a Friend. This
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Treatise, first accurately published in Dr. Horsle^s edition of bis

works, relates to two texts : the one, 1 Epistle of St, John v. 7;

the other, 1 Epistle of St Paul to Timothy iii. 16. As this

work had the effect to depriye the advocates of the doctrine of

the Trinity of two leading texts, Newton has been looked upon

as an Arian ; but there is absolutely nothing in his writings to

warrant such a conclusion.

His rrnjaiiiing theoloirical works consist of the Lexicon Pro-

puKTicuM, which was left incomplete ; a Latin Dissertation on

the sacred cubit of the Jews, i^hich was translated into £nglish,

and published, in 1737, among the Miscellaneous Works of John

Greaves ; and Four Letters addressed to Dr. Bentley, contain^

in^ some argnHK /f(s hi proof of a Deity. These Letters w-ere

dated respectively : iUth December, 1692; ITth January, 1693

;

25th February, 1693; and 11th February, 1693—the fourth

bearing an earlier date than the third. Th» best fiicuHies and

the profoundest acquirements^of our author are convincingly

manifest in these lucid and powerful compositions. They were

published in 1756, and reviewed by Dr. Samuel Johnson.

Newton's religious writitigs are distinguished by their absolute

freedom from prejudice. Everywhere, throughout them, there

glows the genuine nobleness of soul. To his whole life, indeed,

we may here fitly extend the same observation. He was most

richly imbued with the very spirit of the Scriptures wliich he so

delighted to study and to meditate upon. His was a piety, so

fervent, so sincere and practical, that it rose up like a holy incense

from every thought and act. His a benevolence that not only

willed, but endeavoured the best for all. His a philanthropy

that held in the embracings of its love every brolher-m^n.

His a toleration of the largest and the truest
;
condemning per-

secution in every, even its mildest form ; and kindly encouraging

each striving after excellence :—a toleration that came not of

Indiffisrence—^for the immoral and the impious met with then-

quick rebuke—^but a toleration that came of the wise humbleness

and the Christian charity, which see, in the nothingness of self

and the almightiness of Truth, no praise tor the ablest, and no

blame for the feeblest in their strugglings upward to light and lifo»
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In the winter of 1691-2, on returning from chapel, one morn-

ins:, Newton found that a favourite little dog, called Diamond,

had overturned a lighted taper oa his desk, and that several pa-

pers containing the results of certain optical experiments, were
nearly consumed. His only exclamation, on perceiving his loss,

was, " Oh Diamond, Diamond, little knowest thou the mischief

thou hast done " Dr. Brewster, in his life of our author, gives the

following extract from the manuscript Diary of Mr. Abraham De
Pryme, a student in the University at the time of this oc-

currence.

1692. Fehruary, 3.—What I heard to-day I must relate.

There is one Mr. Newton (whom I have very oft seen), Fellow

of Trinity College, that is mighty famous for his learning, being a

most excellent mathematician, philosopher, divine, &c. He has

been Fellow of the Royal Society these many years ; and among
otherverylearnedbooks and tracts, he's writtenone upon the mathe-

matical principles of philosophjf, which has given him a mighty

name, he having received, especially from Scotland, abundance of

congratulatory letters for the same ; but of all the books he ever

wrote, there was one of colours and light, established upon thou-

sands of experiments which he had been twenty years of makmg,

and which had cost him many hundreds of pounds. This book

which he valued so much, and which was so much talked of, had

the ill luck to perish, and be utterly lost just when the learned

author was almost at putting a conclusion at tlie same, after this

manner: In a winter's morning, leaving it among his other papers

on his study table while he went to chapel, the candle, which he

had unfortunately left burning there, too, catched hold by some
means of other papers, and they fired the aforesaid book, and ut-

terly consumed it and several other valuable writings ; and which

is most wonderful did no further mischief. But when Mr. New-
ton came from chapel, and had seen what was done, every one

thought he would have run mad, he was so troubled thereat that

he was not himself for a month after. A long account of this his

system of colours you may find in tlie I'ransactions of the Royal

Society, which he had sent up to them long before this sad mis*

chance happened unto him."
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It will be borne in mind that all of Newton's theological wri-

tings, with the exception of the Letters to Dr. Bentley, were

composed before this event which, we must conchidc, from

Prime's words, produced a serious impression upon our author for

about a month. But M. Blot, in his Liie of Newton, relying on a

memorandam contained in a small manuscript Journal of Huygens»

declares this occurrence to have caused a derangement of New-
ton's intellect. M. Biot's opinions and deductions, however, as

well as those of La Place, upon tliis subject, were based upon

erroneous data, and have been overthrown by the clearest proof.

There is not, in £ict, the least evidence that Newton's reason was,

for a single moment, dethroned ; on the contrary, the testimony

is conclusive that he was, at all times, perfectly capable of carry-

ing on liis mathematical, metaphysical and astronomical inquiries.

Loss of sleep, loss of appetite, and irritated nerves will disturb

somewhat the equanimity of the most serene ; and an act done, or

language employed, under such temporary discomposure, is not a

just criterion of the general tone and strength of a man's mind.

As to the accident itsellj \vc may suppose, whatever might have

been its precise nature, that it greatly distressed him, and, still

further, that its shock may have originated the train of nervous

derangements, which afflicted him, more or less, for two years

afterward. Yet, during this very perioihof ill health, we find him

putting forth his highest powers. In 1692, he prepared for, and

transmitted to Dr. Wallis the first proposition of the Treatise on

Quadratures, with examples of it in first, second and third flux-

ions. He investigated, in the same year, the subject of haloes

;

making and recording numerous and important olraervations rela-

tivethereto. Those profound and beautiful Letters to Dr. Bentley

were written at the close of this and the beginning of the next

year. In October, 1693, Locke, who was then about publishing a

second edition of his work on the Human Understanding, request-

ed Newton to recousidei his opinions on innate ideas. And in

1694, he was zealously occupied in perfecting his lunar theory
;

visiting Flamstead, at the Royal Ohservatory of Greenwich, in

September, and obtaining a series of lunar observations; and
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commenciiig, in October, acorrespondence with that distingaished

practical Astronomer, which continued till 169B.

We now arrive at the period when Newton permanently witli-

drew from the seclusion of a collegiate, and entered upon a more

active and public life. He was appointed Warden of the Mint,

in 1605, through the influence of Charles Montague, Chancellor

of the Exchequer, and afterward Earl of Halifax. The current

coin of the nation had been adulterated and debased, and Mon-
tague undertook a re-coinage. Our author's mathematical and

chemical knowledge proved eminently useful in accomj)lishing

this difficult and most salutary reform. In 1699, he was pro-

moted to the Mastership of the Mint—an office worth twelve or

fifteen hundred pounds per annum, and which he held during the

remainder of his life. He wrote, in this capacity, an ofiicial Re-

port on the Coinage, which has been published : he also prepared

a Table of Assays of Foreign Coins, which was printed at the

end of Dr. Arbuthnot's Tables of Ancient Coins, Weights, and

Measures, in 1727.

Newton retuned his Professorship at Cambridge till 1703.

But he had, on receiving the appointment of Master of the Mint,

in made Mr. Whiston his deputy, with all the emoluments

of the oiRce
;
and, on finally resigning, procured his nomination to

the vacant Chair.

In January 1697, John Bemouilli proposed to ^e most distin-

gttbhed mathematicians of Europe two problems for solution.

Leibnitz, admiring the beauty of one of them, requested the time

for solving it to be extended to twelve months—twice the period

originally named. The delay was readily granted. Newton, how-

.
ever, sent in, the day after he received the problems, a solution of

them to the President of the Royal Society. BemouilU obtained

solutions from Newton, Leibinitz and the Marquis De L'Hopital

;

but Newton's though anonymous, he immediately recognised

" tajiquata un^ue li07irjn,'^ ds the lion, is known by his claw.

We may mention here the famous, problem of the trajectories

proposed by Leibnits, in 1716, for the purpose of "feeling the

pulse of the English Analysts.*' Newton received the problem

about five o^clock in the afternoon, as he was returning from the
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Mint ; and tbough it was extremely difficult and He himself much
fatigued, yet he completed its solution, the same evening before

he went to bed.

The history of these problems affords, by direct comparison, a

striking illustration of Newton's irast superiority of mind. That

amazing concentration and grasp of intellect, of which we have

spoken, enabled him to master speedily, and, as it were, by a

single elfort. those things, for the achievement of which, the many

would essay utterly in vain, and the very, very few attain only

after long and renewed striving. And yet, with a modesty, as

nnparalleled as his power, he attributed his successes, not to any

extraordinary sagacity, but solely to industry and patient thought

He kept the subject of consideration constantly before him, and

waited till the first dawning opened gradually into a full and

dear light ; never quitting, if possible, the mental process till the

object of it were wholly gained. He never allowed this habit of

meditation to appear in his intercourse with society ; but in the

privacy of his own chamber, or in the midst of his own family, he

gave himself up to the deepest abstraction. Occupied with some

interesting investigation, he would often sit down on his bedside,

after he rose, and remain there, for hours, partially dressed.

Meal-time would frequently come and pass unheeded ; so that,

unless urgently reminded, he would neglect to take the re-

quisite quantity of nourishm^'nt. Bui notwithstanding his anx-

iety to be left undislurLcd, he would, when occasion required,

turn aside his thoughts, though bent upon the most intricate re-

search, and then, when leisure served, agaui direct them to the

Tery point where they ceased to act : and this he seemed to ac-

complish not so much by the force of his memory, as by the force

of his inventive faculty, before the vigorous intensity of which, no
• subject, however abstruse, remained long unexplored.

He was elected a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences

at Paris, in 1699, when (hat distinguished Body were empowered,

by a new charter, to lidmit a small number of foreign associates.

In 1700, he communiciitcd to Dr. llalk y a dt scription of his re-

flecting instrument for observini? the moon's distance from the

fixed stars. This description was published in the Philosophical
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Transactions, in 1742. The instrament was the same as that

produced by Mr. Hadley, in 1731, and which, under the name of

Hadlcy's Quadrant, has been of so great use in navigation. On
the assembling of the new Parliament, in 1701, Newton was re-

elected one of the members for the University of Cambridge. In

1703, he was chosen President of the Royal Society of London,

to which office he was annually re-elected till the period of his

decease—about twenty-five years afterward.

Our author unquestionably devoted more labour to, and, in

many respects, took a greater pride in his Optical, than his other

discoveries. This science he had placed on a new and indestruc-

tible basis ; and he wished not only to build, but to perfect the

costly and glowing structure. He had communicated, belure the

publication of the Principia, his most important researches on

light to the Royal Society, in detached papers which were inserted

m successive numbers of the Transactions ; but he did not pub-

Ksh a connected view oftheselabours till 1704, when they appeared

under the title of Optics : or, a Treatise on the Replexions,

Refractions, Inflexions and Colours of Lr;ht. To this,

but to no subsequent edition, were added two Mathematical Trea-

tises, entitled, Tractatus duo ob spbciebus et mahnitudinb

piQURARUM curvilinearum; the one bearing the title Traotatus
DB Quadratura Cvrvarvm; and the other, that of Enumbratio
LiNEARUM TERTii oRDiNis. Thc publication of these Mathemati-

cal Treatises was made necessary in consequence of plagiarisms

from the manuscripts of them loaned by the author to his friends.

Dr.,Samuel Clarke published a Latin translation of the Optics, in

in 1706 ;
whereupon he was presented by Newton, as a mark of

his grateful approbation, with five hundred pounds, or one hun-

dred pounds for each of his children. The work was afterward

translated into French. It had a remarkably w^ide circulation,

and appeared, in several successive editions, both in England and

on the Continent. There is displayed, particularly on this Opti-

cal Treatise, the author's talent for simplifying and communica-

ting the profoundest speculations. It is a faculty rarely united to

that of the highest invention. Newton possessed both ; and thus

that mental periectness which enabled him to create, to combine,
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and to teich, and so render himself not the onament" on^f^

but ineoneehrably more, the pre-eminent benefactor of his specieriL

The honour of knighthood was conferred on our author in

1705. Soon afterward, he was a candidate again Ibr the Repre-

sentation of the University, but was deleated by a large majority.

It is thought that a more pliant man was preferred by both min*

isters and electors. Newton was always remarkable for simplicit]^

of dress, and his only known departure from it was on this oo*

casion, when he is said to have appeared in a suit of laced

clothes.

The Algebraical Lectures which he had, during nine years;

.

deUvered at Cambridge, were published by Whiston, in 1707^

imder tiie title of Arithmbtica Universalis, sin db Gomposi*

TioNE ET Resolutions Arithmbtica Liber. This publication

is said to have been a breach of confidence on Whiston's part. Mr.

Balphson, not long afterward, translated the work into English;,

and a second edition of it, with improvements by the author, was

issued at London, 1712, by Dr. Machm. Subsequent editions;

both in English and Latin, with commentaries, have been published.

In June, 1709, Newton intrusted the superintendence of a

second edition of the Princ ipia to Roger Cotes, Plumian Pro*

fessor of Astronomy at Cambridge. The hrst edition had beeof

M^d off for some time. Copies of the work had become yeey*

rare, and could only be obtamed at several times their originid

cost. A great number of letters passed between the author and

Mr. Cotes during the preparation of the edition, which finally^

appeared in May, 1713. It had many alterations and improve-

ments, and was accompanied by an admirable Pre&ce from the^

pen of Cotes;

Our author's eariy Treatise, entitled, Analysis per EauATioifSt

NuMERo Tkrminorum Infinitas, as well as a small Tract, bearing

the title of Methodus Differentia lis, was published, with his

consent, in 1711. The former of these, and the Treatise D»
Quadratura Curmum, translated, into English, with a large oonH

mentary, appeared in 1745. His work, entitled, Artis AirA«

LYTic« Spbcimina, vel Gbombtria Analytica, was first givea

to the world in the edition of Dr. Uorsley, 1779.

i
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It is a notable fact, in Newton's history, that he never volun-

tarily published any one of his purely mathematical writings.

The cause of this unwillingness in some, and, in other instances,

of his indifference, or, at least, want of solicitude to put forth his

works may be confidently sought for in his repugnance to every-

thing like contest or dispute. But, going deeper than this aver-

sion, we Had, underlying his whole character and running parallel

with all his discoveries, that extraordinary humility which always

preserved him in a position so relatively just to the behests of

time and eternity, that the infinite value of truth, and the utter

worthlessness of fame, were alike constantly present to him.

Judging of his course, however, in its more temporary aspect, as

bearing upon his immediate quiet, it seemed the most unfortunate.

For an early publication, especially in the case of his Method of

Fluxions, would have anticipated all rivalry, and secured him

from the contentious claims of Leibnitz. Still each one will solve

the problem of his existence in his own way, and, with a manlike

Newton, his own, as we conceive, could be no other than the best

way. The conduct of Leibnitz in this aliair is quite irreconcilable

with the stature and strength of the man
;
giant-like, and doi^g

nobly, in many ways, a gianfs work, yet cringing himself into the

dimensions and performances of a common calumniator. Opening

in 1()1)9, the discussion in question continued till the close of

Leibnitz's life, in 1716. We give the summary of the case as

contained in the Report of the Committee of the Royal Society,

the deliberately weighed opinion of which has been adopted as an

authoritative decision in all countries.

" We have consulted the letters and letter books in the custody

of the Uoyal Society, and those found among the papers of Mr.

John Collins, dated between the years 1669 and 1677, inclusive;

and showed them to such as knew and avouched the hands of Mr.

Qarrow, Mr. Collins, Mr. Oldenburg, and Mr. Leibnitz; and

compared those of Mr. Gregory with one another, and with ci/pies

of some of tliem taken in the hand of Mr. Collins ; and have

extracted from them what relates to the matter referred to us

;

all which, extracts, herewith delivered to you, we believe to be

genuine and authentic And by these letters and papers we

find :—
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" I. Mr. Leibnitz was in London in the beginning of the year

1673 : and went thence in or about March, to Paris, where he

kept a correspondence with Mr. Collins, bj meaos of Mr. Olden-

buig, till about September, 1676, and then returned, hj London

and Amsterdam, to Hanover : and that Mr. Collins was very free

in communicating to able mathematicians what he had received

from Mr. Newton and Mr. Gregory.

" XL That when Mr. Leibnitz was the first time in London,

he contended for the invention ot another differential method,

properly so called
;
and, notwithstanding he was shown by Dr.

PeD that it was Newton's method, persisted in maintaining it to

be his own invention, by reason that he had found it by himself

without knowing what Newton had done before, and had much

improved it. And we find no mention of his having any other

differential method than Newton's before his letter of the 21st of

June, 1677, which was a year after a copy of Mr. Newton's letter,

of the 10th of December, 1672, had been sent to Paris to be

communicated to him ; and above four years after Mr. Collins

began to communicate that letter to his correspondents ;
in which

letter the method of iiuxious was sufficiently described to any

intelligent person.

"III. That by Mr. Newton^s letter, of the 13th of June, 1676,

it appears that he had the method of fluxions above five years

before the writing of that letter. And by his Analysis per yEqua-

tionesnumero Terminorum Infinitas, communicated by Dr. Barrow

to Mr. Collins, in July, 1669, we find that he had invented the

method before that time.

"IV. That the differential method is one and the same with

the method of fluxions, excepting the name and mode of notation
;

Mr. Leibnitz calling those quantities differences which Mr. Newton

calls moments, or tluxions ; and marking them with a letter d—

a

mark not used by Mr. Newton.
" And, therefore, we take the proper question to be, not who

invented this or that method, but, who was the first inventor of

the method ? And we belirve that those who have reputed Mr,

Leibnitz the first inventor knew little or nothing of his correspond-

ence with Mr. Collins and Mr. Oldenburg long before, nor of Mr.
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Newton's having that method above fifteen yean before Mr.

Leibnitz began to publish it in the Acta Eniditoram of Leipeie.

" For which reason we reckon Mr. Newton the first inventor;

and are of opinion that Mr. Keill, in asserting the same, has been

no ways injurious to Mr. Leibnitz. And we submit to the judg-

ment of the Society, whether the extract and papers, now pre*

sented to you, together with what is extant, to the same pur-

pose, in Dr. Wallis's third volume, may not deserve to be maife

public."

This Report, with the collection of letters and manuscripts,

under the tUle of Gommeilcium Epistolicum D. Johamjnis Collims

BT AUORUM DB ANALTSI PROMOTA JUSSU SOCIBTATIS BbOUE
Edituh, appeared accordmgly in the early part of 1713. ItB

publication seemed to infuse additional bitterness into the feelmgs

of Leibnitz, who descended to unfounded charges and empty

threats. He had been privy counsellor to the Elector of Han-
over, before that prince was elevated to the British throne

; and,

in his correspondence, in 1715 and 1716, with the Abb6 Contif

then at the court of George I, and with Caroline, Princess of

Wales, he attacked the doctrines of the Principia, and indirectly

its author, in a manner very discreditable to himself, both as a

learned and as an honourable man. His assaults, however, were

triumphantly met ;
and, to the complete overthrow of his rival

pretensions, Newton was induced to give the finishing blow. The
verdict is universal and irreversible that the English preceded

the German philosopher, by at least ten years, in the invention

effluxions. Newton could not have borrowed from Leibnitz

j

but Leibnitz might have borrowed from Newton. A new edition

of the Commercium Epistolicum was published in 1722-5 (?) ; but

neither in this, nor in the former edition, did our author take any

part. The disciples, enthusiastic, capable and ready, effectually

shielded, with the buckler of Truth, the character of the Master,

whose own conduct throughout was replete with delicacy, dignity

and justice. He kept aloof from the controversy—^in which Dr.

Keill stood forth as the chief representative of the Newtonian

side—^tin the very last, when, for the sstisfaction of the King,

George L, rather than for liis own, he consented to put fortii his
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tmnd «nd finnly secure his rights upon a certain and hnpregnahle

basis.

A petition to have inventions tor promoting the discovery ol" the

longitude at sea, suitably rewarded, was presented to the House

of Commons, in 1714. A committee, having been appointed to

investigate the subject, called upon Newton and others for their

opinions. That of (mr author was given in writing. A report,

favourable to the desired measure,, was then taken up, and a bill

for its adoption subsequently passed.

On the ascension of George L, in 1714, Newton became an

object of profound interest at court. His position under govern-

ment, his sorpassing fame, his spotless character, and. above all,

his deep and consistent piety, attracted the reverent regard of the

Princess of Wales, afterward queen-consort to George II. She

was a woman of a highly cultivated mind, and derived the greatest

pleasure from conversing with Newton and corresponding with

Leibnitz. One day, in conversation with her, our author men-

tioned and explained a new system of chronology, which he had

composed at Cambridge, where he had been in the habit "of

refreshing himself with history and chronology, when he was

weary with other studies." Subsequently, in the year 1718, she

requested a copy ofthis interestmg and ingenious work. Newton,

accordingly, drew up an abstract of the system from the separate

papers in which it existed, and gave it to her on condition that it

should not be communicated to any other person. Sometime

afterward she requested that the Abbe Conti might be allowed

to have a copy of it The author consented: and the abb6

received a copy of the manuscript, under the like injunction and

promise of secrecy. This manuscript bore the title of " A short

Chronicle, from the First Memory of Things in Europe, to the

Conquest of Persia, by Alexander the Great."

After Newton took up his residence in London, he lived in a

style suited to his elevated position and rank. He kept his car-

riage, with an establishment of three male and three female serv-

ants. But to everything like vain show and luxury he was utterly

averse. His household affairs, for the last twenty years of his

life, were under the charge of his niece, Mrs. Catherine Barton,
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wife and widow of Colonel Barton—a woman of great beauty and

accomplishment—and subsequently married to John Conduit, Esq.

At home Newton was distinguished by that dignified and gentle

hospitality which springs alone from true nobleness. On all pro-

per occasions, he gave splendid entertainments, though without

ostentation. In society, whether of the palace or the cottage,

his manner was self-possessed and urbane ; his look benign and

afiable ; his speech candid and modest ; his whole air undisturb-

edly serene. He had none of what are usually called the singu-

larities of genius
;
suiting himself easily to every company-

except that of the vicious and wicked ; and speaking of himself

and others, naturally, so as never even to be suspected of vanity.

There was in him, if we may be allowed the expression, awhols-

MBss of nature, which did not admit of such imperfections and

weakness—the circle was too perfect, the law too constant, and

the disturbing ibrces too slight to suffer scarcely any of those

eccentricities which so interrupt and mar the movements of many
bright spirits, rendering their course through the world more like

that of the blazing meteor than that of the light and life-impart*

ing sun. In brief, the words greatness and goodness could

not, humanly speaking, be more fitly employed than when ap])lied

as the pre-eminent characteristics of this pure, meek and vene-

rable sage.

In the eightieth year of his age, Newton was seizeji with

symptoms of stone in the bladder. His disease was pronounced

incurable. He succeeded, however, by means of a strict regimen,

and oilier precautions, in alleviating his complaint, and procuring

long intervals of ease. His diet, always frugal, was now extremely

temperate, consisting chiefly of broth, vegetables, and fruit, with,

now and then, a little butcher meat He gave up the use of his

carriage, and em})]oyed, in its stead, when he went out, a chahr.

All invitations to dinner were declined ; and only small parties

were received, occasionally, at his own house.

In 1724 he wrote to the Lord Provost of Edinburgh, offering

to contribute twenty pounds yearly toward the salary of Mr.

Maclaurm, provided he accepted the assistant Professorship of

Mathematics in the University of that place. Not only in the
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cause of ingenaitj aad learning, bat in that ofreUgion—in relieving

tiie poor and aaaisting his relations, Newton annually expended

large sums. He was generous and charitable almost to a fault.

Those, he would often remark, who gave away nothing till they

died, never gave at all. His wealth had become considerable by

a prodent economy; bat he regarded money in no other light

tiian as <Nie of the means wherewith he had been intrusted to do

good, and he faithfully imployed it accordingly.

He experienced, in spite of all his precautionary measures, a

return of his complaint in the month of August, of the same year,

1724, when he passed a stone the size of pea ; it came from him

in two pieces, the one at the disltnce of two days from the other.

Tolerable good health then foDowed for some months. In Janu-

ary, 1 725, however, he was taken with a violent cough and inflam-

mation of the lungs. In consequence of this attack, he was pre-

vailed upon to remove to Kensington, where his health greatly

improyed. In Febmaiy fdlowing, he was attacked in both feet

with the gout, of the approach of which he hiul receired, a few

years before, a slight warning, and the presence of which now
produced a very beneficial change in his general health, Mr.

Conduit, his nephew, has recorded a curious conversation which

took place, at or near this time, between himself and Sir Isaac

I was, on Sunday night, the 7th March, 1724-6, at Kensing-

ton, with Sir Isaac Newton, in his lodgings, just after he was out

of a fit of the gout, which he had had in both of his feet, for the

first time, in the eighty-third year of his age. He was better after

it, and his head clearer and memory stronger than I had known

them for some time. He then repeated to me, by way of dis-

course, very distinctly, though ratiier m answer to my queries,

than in one continued narration, what he had oftenr hinted to me
before, viz. : that it was his conjecture (he would affirm nothing)

that there was a sort of revolution in the heavenly bodies
; that

the vapours and light, emitted by the sun, which had their sedi-

ment, as water and other matter, had gatikered themselTOs, by

degrees, into a body, and attracted more matter from the planets,

and at last made a secondary planet (viz. : one of those that go

round another planet), and then, by gathering to them, and.
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attracting more matter, became a primary planet ; and then, by

inoreasiog still, became a cometi which, ai'ter certain revolutions,

by coming nearer and nearer to die son, had all its volatile parts

condensed, and became a matter fit to Acrait and rejtoiah the

eon (which must waste by the constant heat and light itemitted),

as a faggot would this lire if put into it (we were sitting by a

wood fire), and that that would probably be the effect of the

comet of 16S0, sooner or later
; fiur, hy the observations made

upon it, it appeared, before it came near the sun, wttba tail only

two or three degrees long
;
but, by the keat itcontracted, in going

so near the sun, it seemed to have a tail of thirty or forty degrees

when it went from it ; that could not say when this comet

would drop into the sun ; it ought perhaps have five or six revo-

lutions more first, bat whenever it did it would so much increase

the heat of the sun that this earth would be burned, and no ani-

mals in it conld live. That he took the three phenomena, seen

by Hipparchus, Tyclio Brahe, and Kepler's disciples, to have been

of this kind, for he could not otherwise account for an extraor-

dinary light, as those were, appearing, ail at once, among the

the hxed stars (all which he took to be suns, rnlightrning|||^nr

planets, as our sun does ours), as big as Mercury or Venatuppia
to us, and gradually diminishing, for sixteen months, and tbm
sinking into nothing. He seemed to doubt whether there were

not intellii^^ent beings, superior to us. who superintended these

revolutions of the heavenly bodies, by the direction of the Supreme

Being. He appeared also to be very clearly of opinion that the

inhabitants of this world were of short date, and alledged, as one

reason for that opinion, that all arts, as letters, ships, printing,

needle, Si.c, were ditjcovcred within the memory of history, which

could not have happened if the world had been eternal ; and that

there were visible marks of ruin upon it which could not be

effected by flood only. When 1 asked him how this earth could

have been repeopled if ever it had undergone the same &te

It was threatened with hereafter, by the comet of 1680, he

answered, that required the power of a Creator. He said he

took all the planets to be composed of the same matter with this

•earth, viz.: earth, water, stones, &c., but variously concocted. I .
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idndUm wlqr lie wottU not pobliih Iub ooi^ectaeSi as conjeo-

tam, and iBstaiieed that Kepier had comaiiiiuoated bis; and

though he had not gone near so far as Kepler, yet Kepler's

guesses were so just and happy that they had been proved and

demonstrated by him. His answer was, " I do not deal in con-

jaeturea." Bu^ on my talking to him abont the iBorobfarvationa

dial had been made of the comet of 1680, at 574 jaara' distance,

and asking him the particnlar times, he opened faiB Prmcipiaj

which laid on the table, and showed *me the particular periods, •

?iz.: 1st. The Julium bidus, in the time of Justinian, in 1106,

m 1680.

"And I, obeem*g that he said tiiere of that comt, *uiddet

m oorfms solia,' and in the next paragraph adds, 'stelle fix»

rehci possunt,' told him I thought he owned there what we had

been talking about, viz.: that the comet would drop into the sun,

and that fixed stars were recruited and replenished by comets

iriien thej dropped into them; and, consequently, that the son

wooUbereeruhedtoo; andasbedhimwhjhe would not own aa

fsSfy what be tiiovght of the son as well as what he thought of

the fixed stars. He said, * that concerned us more ;' and, laugh-

ing, added, that he had said enough for people to know his

meaning."

In the summer of 1725, a Frendi tran^tion of the chronolo-

gy IfS^ of which the Abb6 Gonti had been permitted, some

thne previous, to have a eopy, was pablished at Paris, in violation

of all good faith. The Punic Abb6 had continued true to his

promise of secrecy while he remained in England ; but no sooner

did he reach Paris than he placed the manuscript into the hands

of Ai. Freret, a learned antiquarian, who translated the work, and

accompanied it with an attempted refutation of the leading points

of the sjTstem. In November, of the same year, Newton received

a presentation copy of this publication, which bore the title of

Abrbge de Chronologie de M. le Chevalier Newton, fait

PAR LUI-MBMB,ET TRADUIT SUR LK MAKUSCRIPT AnGLAIS. Soon

afterward a paper entitled. Remarks on tbb OsBavATiOHs mask

OH A CHaOMOLOOlCAL IndSX OF SiR IsAAC NbWTOH, TBA9SLATBD

WTO French by the Observator, and publisbbd at Paris,
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was drawn up by our author, and printed in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1725. It contained a history of the whole

matter, and a triumphant reply to the objections of M. Pre ret.

This answer called into the field a fresh antagonist. Father Soueiet,

whose five dissertations on this subject were chieiiy remarkable

for the want of knowledge and want of decorum, which they

displayed. In consequence of these discussions, Newton was in*

duced to prepare his larger work for the press, and had nearly

completed it at the time of his death. It was published in 1728,

under the title ofThe Chronology or nii: A\( ii:nt Kincdoms

Ab1£ND£D,towhich ISPREFIXEDASHORT GUROl^ICLEFROM THE
FIRST HBMORT OF THINGS IN EuROPB TO THB GONQUBST OF
Persia bt Alexander the Great. It consists of six chap-

ters: 1. On the Chronology of the Greeks; according to Whis-

ton, our author wrote out eighteen copies of this chapter with his

own hand, differing little from one another. 2. Of the Empire

of Egypt ; 3. Of the Assyrian Empire ; 4. Of the two c<mtempo-

rary Empires of the Babylonians and Medes ; 6. A Description

of the Temple of Solomon; 6. Of the Empire of the Persians;

this chapter was not iouiid copied with the other five, but as it

was discovered among his papers, and appeared to be a continu-

ation of the same work, the Editor thought proper to add it

thereta Newton's Letter to a person of distinction who
HAD DESIRED HIS OPINION OF THE LEARNED BiSHOP LlOTD*8

Hypothesis concerning the form of the most ancient

YEAR, closes this enumeration of his Chronological Writings.

A third edition of the Principia appeared in 1726, with many

changes and additions. About four years were consumed in its

preparation and publication, which were under the superintend-

ance of Dr. Henry Pemberton, an accomplished mathematician,

and the author of " A view of Sir Isaac Newton's Philo-

sophy." 1728. This gentleman enjoyed numerous opportunities

of conversing with the aged and illustrious author. " I found,"

"jya Pemberton, *' he had read fewer of the modem mathemati«

cians than one could have expected; but his own prodigious

invention readily supplied him with what he might have an occa-

sion for in the pursuit of any subject he undertook. I have oilen
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heard him censure the handling geometrical sabjects by algebraic

calculations ; and his book of Algebra he called by the name of

Universal Arithmetic, in opposition to the injudicious title of

Geometry, which Descartes had given to the treatise, wherein he

shows how the geometer may assist his invention by such kind

of computations. He thought Huygens the most elegant of any

mathematical writer of modem times, and the most just imitator

of the ancients. Of their taste and form of demonstration, Sir

Isaac always prolcssed himself a great admirer. I have heard

him even censure himself for not following them yet more closely

than he did
;
and speak with regret of his mistake at the begin* •

ning of his mathematical studies^ in applying himself to the works
of Descartes and other algebraic writers, before he had considered

the elements of Euclid with that attention which so excellent a

writer deserves."

Though his memory was much decayed,^' continues Dr. Pern-

berton, "he perfectly understood his own writings.'' And even

this Mure of memory, we would suggest, might have been more
apparent than real, or, in medical terms, more the result of func-

tional weakness than organic decay. Newton seems never to

have confided largejy to his memory : and as this faculty mani-

fests the most susceptibility to cultivation
;

so, in the neglect of

due exercise, it more readily and plainly shows a diminution of

its powers.

Equanimity and temperance had, indeed, preserved Newton

singularly free from all mental and bodily ailment. His hair was,

to the last, quite thick, though as white as silver. He never

made use of spectacles, and lost but one tooth to the day of his

death. He was of middle stature, well-knit, and, m the latter

part of his life, somewhat inclined to be corpulent Mr. Conduit

says, "he had a very lively and piercing eye, a comely and gra-

cious aspect, with a fine head of hair, white as silver, without any

baldness, and when his peruke was oH' was a venerable sight.''

According to Bishop Atterbnry, " in the whole air of hisfiMse and

make there was nothing of that penetrating sagacity which

appears in his compositions. He had something rather languid

in his look and manner which did not raise any great expectation
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in those who did not know him.** Hearne remarks, " Sir Isaac

was a man of no very promising aspect. He was a short, well-

set man. He was lull of thought, and spoke very little in com-

pany, so that his conversation was not agreeable. When he rode

in his coach, one arm would be out of his coach on one side and

the other on the other." These different accounts we deem

easily reconcilable. In the rooms of the Royal Society, in the

street, or in mixed assemblages, Newton's demeanour—always

courteous, unassuming and kindly—still had in it the overawiiigs

of a profound repose and reticency, out of which the communica-

tive spirit, and the lively and piercing eye" would only gleam

in the quiet and unrestrained freedom of his own fire-nde.

" But this I immediately discovered in him," adds Pemberton,

still further, "which at once both surprised and charmed me.

Neither his extreme great age, nor his universal reputation had

rendered him stiiTin opinion, or in any degree elated. Of this I

had occasion to have almost daily experience. The remarks I

continually sent him by letters on his Principia, were received

with the utm<j:^l ^^oodness. ^J'licse were so far from being any-

ways displeasing to him, that, on the contrary, it occasioned him

to speak many kind things of me to my friends, and to honour me
with a public testimony of his good opinion." A modesty, open*

ness, and generosity, peculiar to the noble and comprehensive

spirit of Newton. " Full of wisdom and perfect in beauty," yet

not lifted up by pride nor corrupted by ambition. None, how-

ever, knew so well as liims( It the stupendousness of his discoveries

In comparison with all that had been previously achieved ; and

none realized so thoroughly as himself the littleness thereof in

comparison with the vast region still unexplored. A short time

before his death he uttered this memorable sentiment:—" I do not

know what I may appear to the world; but to myself I seem to

have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting

myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier

shell than ordinaiy, while the great ocean of truth lay all undis-

covered before me." How few ever reach the shore even, much
less find "a smoother pebble or a prettier shell!"

Newton had now resided about two years at Kensington ; and
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, the air whicfai he enjoyed there, and the state of absolute rest,

proved of great benefit to him. Nevertheless he would occasion-i

ally go to town. And on Tuesday, the 28th of February, 1727,

he proceeded to London, l(jr the purpose of presiding at a meeting

of the Royal Society. At this time his health was considered,

by Mr. Conduit, better than it liad been ibr many years. But
the unusual fatigue he was obliged to sufier, in attending the

meeting, and in paying and receiving visits, speedily produced a.

violent return of the affection in the bladder. He returned to

Kensington on Saturday, the 4th of March. Dr. Mead and Dr.

Cheselden attended him; they pronounced his disease to be the

stone, and held out no hopes of recovery. On Wednesday, the

15th of March, he seemed a little better; and slight, though

groundless, encouragement was felt that he might survive the

attack. From the very first of it, his sufferings had been intense.

Paroxysm followed paroxysm, in quick succession : large drops

of sweat rolled down his face ; but not a groan, not a complaint,

not the least mark of peevishness or impatience escaped him:

and, during the short intervale of relief he even smiled and con-

versed with his usual composure and cheerfulness. The flesh

quivered, but the heart quaked not ; the impenetrable gloom was

settling down: the Destroyer near; the portals of the tomb

openii^, still, amid this utter wreck and dissolution of the mortal,

the immortal remained serene, unconquerable : the radiant Ug^
broke through the gathering darkness ; and Death yielded up ita

sting, and the grave its victory. On Saturday morning, 18th,

he read the newspapers, and carried on a pretty long conversation

with Dr. Mead. His senses and iiaculties were then strong aa4.

v^goffous; bat at six o'clock, the same evenii^ he became imeD^

aittlf); and in this state he oontinued during the whole of Suadajri

and till Monday, the 20th, when he expired, between one and

two o'clock in the morning, in the eighty-fifth year of his age.

And these were the last days of Isaac Newton. Thus closed

the career of one of earth's greatest and best men. His missioAt

wsast fulfilled. Unto the GUver, m many-fold addition, the tal^
were returned. While it was yet day he had worked,; and for

the night that quickly cometh he was not unprepared. FuU of

-
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years, and foil of honours, the heaven-sent was recalled; and, in

the confidence of a " certain hope/' peacefully he passed away

into the silent depths of Eternity.

His body was placed in Westminster Abbey, witli the state

and ceremonial that usually attended the interment of the most

distinguished. In 1731, his relatives, the inheritors of his personal

estate, erected a monument to his memory in the most conspicu-

otis part of the Abbey, which had often been refused by the dean

and chapter to the greatest of England's nobility. During the

same year a medal was struck at the Tower in his honour
;
and,

in 1755, a full-length statue of him, in white marble, admirably

executed, by Roubiliac, at the expense of Dr. Robert Smith, was

erected in the ante-chamber of Trinity College, Cambridge.

There is a painting executed in the glass of one of the windows

of the same college, made pursuant to the will of Dr. Smith, who
left five hundred pounds for that purpose.

Newton left a personal estate of about thirty-two thousand

pounds. It was divided among his four nephews and four nieces

of the half blood, the grand-children of his mother, by the Reve-

rend Mr. Smith. The family estates of Wooisthorpe and Su.stern

fell to John Newton, the heir-at-law, whose great grand-father

was Sir Isaac's uncle. Before his death he made an equitable

distribution of his two other estates : the one in Berkshire to the

sons and daughter of a brother of Mrs. Conduit; and the other,

at Kensington, to Catharine, the only daughter of Mr. Conduit,

and who afterward became Viscountess Lymington. Mr. Con-

duit succeeded to the offices of the Mint, the duties of which he

had discharged during the last two years of Sir Isaac's life.

Our author's works are found in the collection of Castilion,

Berlin, 1744, 4to. 8 torn. ; in Bishop Horsley's Edition, London,

1779, 410.5 vol.; in the Biographia Brittannica, &c. Newton

also published Bern. Varcnii Geographia, &c., 1681, 8vo.

There are, however, numerous manuscripts, letters, and other

papers, which have never been given to the world: these are

preserved, in various collections, namely, in the library of Trinity

College, Cambridge ; in the library of Corpus Christi College,

Oxiordj in the library of Lord Macclesfield; and, lastly and
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cliietly, in the possession of the I'amily of the Earl of Portsmouth,

through the Viscountess Lymington.

EverythiDg appertaining to Newton has been kept and che-

rished with peculiar yeneration. Different memorials of him are

preserved in Trinity College, Cambridge ; in the rooms of the

Royal Society, of London ; and in the Museum of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh.

The manor-house, at Woolsthorpe, was visited by Dr. Stuke-

ley, in October, 172K who, in a letter to Dr. Mead, written in

1727, gave the following description of it :—" 'Tis built of stone,

as is the way of the country hereabouts, and - a rea^tonably good

one. They led me up stairs and showed me Sir Isaac's study,

where I supposed he studied, when in the country, in his youiiirpr

days, or perhaps when he visited his mother from the University.

I observed the shelves were of his own making, being pieces of

deal boxes, which probably he sent his books and clothes down
In on those occasions. There were, some years ago, two or three

hundred books in it of his father-in law, Air. Smith, which Sir

Isaac gave to Dr. Newton, of our town.'' The celebrated apple-

tree, the fail of one of the apples of which is said to have turned

ike attention of Newton to the subject of gravity, was destroyed

by the wind about twenty years ago ; but it has been preserved

ui the form of a chair. The house itself has been protected with

religious care. It was repaired in 1798, and a tablet of white

marble put up in the room where our author was born, with the

following inscription :

—

" Sir Isaac Newton, son of John Newton, Wd of the Manor
of Woolsthorpe, was born in this room, on the 25th of December,

1642."

Nfttore and Natnre*a Lawt ware hid ia night,

Ckid nid, ** I«t Ncwtom be," oul sU wm light.
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SiNOB ihe wmmiB (as we an told bjr Pe^pua), made great aMOimi of

tlie seienoe of meohanioi in ibe inyestigation of natnral ^ngs ; and the

moderns, laying aaide substantial furma and occult qualities, have endeav-

oured to subject the pbacnomena of nature to the laws of mathematics, I

haye in this treatise cultivated mathematics so far as it regards philosophy.

The ancienia oonaidered meohaiueB in a twofold reapeet ; as xstional, whioli

piooeeds aocuiakly hf demonstration; and praoticaL To praetioal me-

chanics all ihe manual arts belong, from whioh eneohanios took its name.

But as artificers do not work with perfect accuracy, it comes to pass that

mechanics is so distinguished from geometry, that what is perfectly accu-

rate is called geometrical ; wliat is less so, is called mechanicaL But the

emxs are not in the art» bat in 'the artifioeis. He that works with leas

•oemraoj is an imperfect mechanic; and if any conld work with perftet

aecoraoy, he wonld be the most perfect mechanic of all ; for the description

of riglit lines and circles, upon which geumetry is founded, belongs to me-

chanics. Geometry does not teach us to draw tliese lines, but requires

them to be drawn ; for it requires that the learner should first be taught

to describe these aooaraidy, before he enters upon geometry ; then it shows

how hj these iterations problems may be solved. To describe ri^t lines

and drdes are problems^ but not geometrical problems. The solution of

these problems is required from mechanics ; and by geometry the use of

them, when so solved, is shown ; and it is the glory of geometry that from

those few principles, brought from without, it is able to produce so many

things. Hierefore geometry is founded in mechanical practice^ and is

nothing but that part of universal mechanics which aoearatdy proposes

and demonstrates the art of measuring. But nnoe the manual arts are

chiefly conversant in the moving of bodies, it comes to pa£s that geometry

is commonly referred to their magnitudes, Mid mechanics to their motion.

In this sense rational mechanics wUl be the science of motions resulting

from any forces whatsoever, and of the forces required to produce any mo-

lionfl^ accorately proposed and demonstrated. This part of mechanics was
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cultivated by the ancients in the five powers which relate to manual arts,

ivho considered gravity (it not being a manual power), ho otherwise than

IB it moved weights by thoee powers. Our design not respecting art% bat

philosophj, and our subject not manual bat natural powen^ we consider

chieflj those things which relate to gravity, levity, elastic force, the resist-

ance of fluids, and the like forces, whether attractive or impulsive ; and

therefore we uiler this work as the mathematical principles of philosophy : for

all the difhculty of philosophy seems to consist in this—^from the phasnom-

enft of motions to investigate the forces of nature and then from these

forces to demonstrate the other phmnomena; and to this end the general

propositions in the first and second book are directed.* In the third book

we give an example of this in the explication of the System of the World

;

for by the propositions mathematically demonstrated in the former books,

we in the third derive from the celestial phenomena the forces of gravi^

with which bodies tend to the sun and the several planets. Thenfirom these

hieea, by other propositions which are also mafliematica], we deduce the mo-

tions of theplanets, thecomets, the moon, and the sea. I wish we could de-

rive tlie redt of the phainomena of nature by the same kind of reasoning from

mechanical principles ; for I am induced by many reasons to suspect that

they may all depend upon certain forces by which the particles of bodies,

bj some causes hitherto unknown, are either mutually impdled towards

each other, and cohere in regular figures^ or are repelled and recede from

each other; which forces being unknown, philosophers have hitherto at-

tempted the searcli of nature in vain ; but 1 hope the principles here laid

down will afford some light either to this or some truer method of philosophy.

In the publication of this work the most acute and universally learned

tfr. Edmund Halley not only assisted me with his pains in correcting the

^ press and taking care of the schemei^ but it was to his solicitations that its

becoming public is owing ; for when he had obtained of me my demonstoar

tions of the fii^ure of tlic celestial orbits, he continually pressed me to com-

municate the same to the Royal Society, who afterwards, by their kind en-

couragement and entreatieB, engaged me to think of publishing them. But

after I had b^gun to consider the inequalities of the lunar motions^ aoil

had entered upon some other things relating to the laws and measures of

gravity, and other forces ; and the fi^^nres that would be described by bodies

attracted according to given laws : and the motion of several bodies moving

among themselves; the motion of bodies in resisting mediums; the forces.

densities and motions^ of mediums ; the orbits of thecometi^ and such lik
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i deferred that poUimtioii till I had made a aeaidi into those maiten^ and

oould put fordi thewhole togethw. What relates to the limar motions (b^

in^ imperfect), I hare put all together in the eoroUaries of Prop. 66, to

avoid being obliged to propose and distinctly demonstrate the several things

there contained in a method more prolix than the subject deserved, and in-

termpt the series of the several propositions. Some things, found out after

the rsBt^ I chose to insert in places less suitable^ rather than change the

Bumher of the propositions and the citations. I heartily that what I

haye here done may be read with candonr; and that the defects in a

subject so difficult be not so much reprehended as kindly suppliedj and in-

vestigated by new endeavours of my readenL

ISAAC NEWTON.
CambridgCt TrinUy ColUge, May 8, 1686.

In the second edition the second section of the first book was enlarge

In the seventh section of the second book the theory of the resistances of fluids

was more accurately investigated, and confirmed by new experiments. In

the third book the moon's theory and the prsBcession of the equinoxes were

more lolly deduced from their principles; and the theory of the comets

was confirmed by more examples of the calculation of their orbitB» done

abo wilii greater aoeuraoy.

In this third edition the resistance of mediums is somewhat more largely

handled than before; and new experiments of the resistance of heavy

bodies falling in air are added. In the third book, the argument to prove

that the moon is retained in its orbit by the force of gravity is enlarged

on ; and there are added new observations of Mr. Pound's of the proportion

of the diameters of Jupiter to each other : there are, besides, added Vb,

Kirk's observations of the comet in 1680; the orliit of tliut comet com-

puted in an ellipsis by Dr. Halley ; and the orbit of the comet in YTZ^

computed by Mr. Bradley.
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THE

MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES

OF

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

DEFINITIONS.

DEFmmON L

n$ quantitff of matter is (he measure of the Joma^ ariimg from U$
density and bulk omguneUy.

Thus sir of a double denriQr, in a douUe flpaoe^ is qnadniple in quan-

tity; in a triple spacer sextnple in quantity. The same thing is to be un-

derstood of snow, and fine dust or powdeis, that are eondensed bj oompre»>

sion or liquefaotion ; and of all bodies that are by any causes whatever

difeently condensed. I haye no regard in this place to a n^edium, if any

such there is^ that freely peryades the interstices between the parts ol

bodiflB. It is this quantity that I mean hereafter everywhere under the

name of body or mass. And the same is known by the weight of eaeh

body ; for it is proporti<mal to the weight, as I have found by experiments

on pendulums, very accurately mad^ which shall be shewn hereafter.

DEFINITION IL

The qmmHty of moHon is the measure ef the samst arising from the -

velocity and qtiuntity of matter cmijunctUj,

The motion of the wliole is the sum of the motions of all the parts; and

therefore in ;i iMKiy double in quantity, with equal velocityi the motion is

double
i
with twice the velocity, it is quadruple.

DEFINITION III.

The vis insita, or in irate frtrrr nf inatter^ is n pmcer of resisting, by

which ti'ertj Ifody, as rrutrh as in if /ics; endmrmira to persex<ere in its

present sla/e, wlwther U tte of rest, or of moving uniformly forward

^ in a right line.

This force is ever proportional to the body whose force it is; and diffen

nothing from the inactiTify of the massi but in our manner of conceiTiQg
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ii A body, from the inaetiTity of matter, is not wiiboiit dUEculty put <mi

of its stole of T«Bt or motion. * Upon whioli aooonnt^ tbis iriB iniUa, may,

by % most signifioant namc^ be called via mertkB, or force of inacfciTity.

Bnt a body exerts tbJs force only, wben another force, impressed npon it,

endeaYOurs to change its condition ; and the exercise of this force may be

considered both as resistance and impulse ; it is resistance, in so far as the

body, for maintainin«^ its present state, withstands the force impressed ; it

is impulse, in so far as the body, by not eiisily giving way to the impressed

force of another, endeavours to change the state of that other, lltoistance

is usually ascribed to bodies at rest, and impulse to those in motion

;

but motion and rest, as commonly conceived, are only relatively distin-

guished
; nor are those bodies always truly at teBt, which commonly are

taken to be so.

DEFINITION IV.

An impressed force is an action exerted vpon a ^Wy, in order to chan^
its state, either of rett, or of mfiving umfomUy /ortDord in a righi

line.

This foroe consists in the action only ; and remains no longer in the

body, when the action is over. For a body maintains every new state it

aoqniree^ by its vis inertitB only. Impressed forces are of diffirent origins;

as firmn peronsBiony firom piessure^ fipom centripetal foroSi

DEFINITION y.

A centripetalforce ie that by which bodies are drawn or impdledf or tmy
way tend, tmoards a point as to a centre.

Of this sort is gravity, by which bodies tend to the centre of the eiirth

;

magnetism, by which iron tends to the loadstone ; and that force, what-

ever it is, by which the planets are perpetually drawn aside from the rec-

tilinear motions, which otherwise they would pursue, and made to revolve

in curvilinear orbits. A stone, whirled about in a sling, endeavours to re-

cede from the h tTid that turns it; and by that endeavour, distends the

slin?, and that with so much the <rreatcr force, as it is revolved with the

greater velocity, and as soon as ever it is let go, fliee away. That force

which opposes itself to this endeavour, and by which the sling perpetually

draws the stone towards the hand, and retains it in its orbit, because

it is directed to the band as the centre of the orbit, I call the oentripctal

fcfroe. And the same thing is to be understood of all bodies, revolved in

any orbits. They all endeaTonr to recede from the centres of their orbits;

and were it not for the opposition of a contrary foroe which restrains them

tO» and detains them in their orbits, which I therefore call centripetal, would

fly off in rigbt lines^ with an uniform motion. A projectile, if it was not

for the fone of grtrity, would not defiate towards the eardi, bnt wonld*
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go offfiram it in a riglit hne, «nd ibat with an uniform motion, if the n-
flistanoe of tho air wm taken away. It is by its graTity that it is drawn
aside perpetually from itB rectilinear oomne^ and made to deviate towards^ oartli, more or leas^ acoovdmg to the force of its gravity, and the velo-

city of its motion. Tb» Im its gravity is, for the quantity of its matter,

or the greater the veLocity with which it is projected, the less will it devi-

ate from a rectilinear oonrse^ and the fiurther it will go. If a leaden ImU,

projected from tiie top of a moontain by the force of gunpowder with a
given Telodtyi and in a direction parallel to the horizon, is carried in a

enrve line to the distance of two milee before it falls to the ground ; the

same, if the resistance of the air were taken away, with a double or decuple

velocity, would fly twice or ten times as far. And by increasing the velo-

city, we may at pleasure iucreuec the distance to which it might be pro-

jected, and diminish the curvature of the line, which it might describe, till

at last it should fall at the distance of 10, 30, or 90 degrees, or even might

go quite round the whole earth before it falls ; or lastly, so that it might

never fall to the earth, but go forward into the celestial spaces, and pro-*

eeed in its motion in infinitum. And after the same manner that a pro-

jectile, by the force of gravity, may be made to revolve in an orbit, and go

round the whole earth, the moon also, either by the force of gravity, if it

is endued with gravity, or by any other force, that impels it towards the

earth, may be perpetually drawn aside towards the earth, out of the recti-

linear way, which by its innate force it would pursue; and would be made

to revolve in the orbit which it now describes ; nor could the moon with-

out some such force, be retained in its orbit If this force was too small,

it wonld not sufficiently turn the moon out of a rectilinear cotirae: if it

was too great, it would turn it too miiofay and draw down the moon from

its orbit towards the earth. It is neceSBary, that the force be of a jost

foanti^i and it beloagiB to the mathematicians to find the force, that may

serve enetif to retain a body in a given orbit, with a given velocity ; and

#Me «sreo^ to determine the curvilinear way, into which a body projected

a given plaoc^ with a given velodty, may he made to deviate from

III jirtWii rectilinear way, by means of a given force.

?4 Th» qnantiiy of any centripetal foiee may be oonsUMi as of three

Mnds; ahaolute, aooelefative^ and motivoi

r- 1

DEFINITION VI.

JTIe absolute q^mntity of a centripetal force is the measure of the sante^

proportioned to the eficacy of the cmtse that propagates itfrom the cen^

^tFBf through tks spaeet rwuid about.

/Thns tiiemi^snetic force is greater in one loadnsitoneandkBsinanot&a^

ilMttdiBg to their naes and strength of intensity.

4
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DEFINITION Vn.

Tlie accelerative quantity of a centripetal force is tlie vunsiire of the

sa/iiej proportional to t/ie velocity which it generates in a given time.

Thus ihe force of the same load-stone jb gxeaUr at a less distance and

Um at a greater : also the force of gravity is greater in valleys, less on

tops of exceeding high mountains ; and yet less (as shall hereafter be shown]^

at ^eater distances from the body of the earth; bat at equal distan-

ces^ it is the same everywhere ; because (taking away, or allowing for, dis

resistance of the air), it eqnally aoceleKates all falling bodi^ whether heavy

or light, great or smalL

DBFINITION VUL
7%e motive qtumiUy of a eeniripekd force, ie the ffiectstirv ^ ihe mme,
proporiiotml to the motion whkh it getwraiee m a gieen time.

Thus the weight is greater in a greater body, less in a less body
;
and,

in the same body, it is greater near to the earth, and less at remoter dis-

tances. This sort of quantity is the ccntripetency, or propension of the

whole hody towards the centre, or, as 1 may say, its weight ; and it is al-

ways known hy the quantity of iiQ equal and contrary force just sufficient

to hinder the descent of tlic body.

n'hese quantities of forces, we may, for brevity's sake, call V)Y the names

of motive, accelerative, and ahsolute forces : and, for distinction's sake, con-

sider them, with respect to tlie bodies tliat tend to tlie centre; to the places

of those bodies : and to tlie centre of force towards which they tend ; that

is to say, I refer the motive force to tb<' burly as an endeavt)ur and propen-

sity of the whole towards a centre, arismi; from the propensities of the

several parts taken tnirether; the accelerative force to the place of the

body, IIS a certain power or energy difhised from the centre to all places

around to move the bodies that are in them ; and the absolute force to

the centre, as endued with some cause, without which tho^e motive f«)rces

would not be propagated through the s]iaces round al)out; wheUier that

oanse be some central body (such as is the load-stone^ in the centre of the

• magnetic force, or the earth* in the centre of the gravitating force), or

anything else that does not yet appear. For I here design only to give a

mathematical notion of those forces, witiiout considering their jj^jsiosl

causes and seats.

Wherefore the acceleratiYe force wiU stand in the same relation to the
m

motive^ as cderity does to motion. For the quantity of motion arises from

ihe celerity drawn into the quantity of matter; and the motive force arises

from the aocelcratiTe force drawn into the same quantity of matter. For

the sum of the actions of the accelerative foroe^ upon the several ] articles

«f ihe body, is the motive force of the wholes Hence it is, that near the
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SQlfim of iSb% earth, where the accelerative gravity, or force productive of

gravity, in all bodiea is the same, the motive suavity or the weight is as

the body : but if we should ascend to higlicr regions, where the accelerative

gravity is leas, the wdght would be equally diminished, and would always

be iis the product of the body, by the accelerative gravity. So in tliose re-

giorii?, where the accelerative gravity is diminished into one half, tlie weight

of a body two or three times less, will be four or six tiuies less.

I likewise call attractions and impulses, in the same sen«ie, accelerative,

and motive; and use the words attraction, impulse or propensity of any

sort towards a centre, promiscuously, and indifferently, one for another;

considering those forces not physically, but mathematically : m lierefore, the

reader is not to imagine, that by those words, 1 anywhere take upon me to

detine the kind, or the manner of any action, the causes or the physical

reason thereof, or that I attribute forces, in a true and physical sense, to

oertain oentres (which are onlj matlieniatkNJ poiols) ; when at any time I

liappeii to 8pMk of oentNB u altnetia|^ or u ouiaed with attraotite

pOWOEi.

SCHOLIUM.

Hitherto I liave laid down ibe definitions of audi words as are less

known, and eiplained the seose in wbibh I wonM bave Acm to bo under-

stood in the following disoonrse. I do not define time, space, place and

motion, as being well known to all. Only I mu^t observe, that the vulgar

conceive those quantities under no other notions but from the relation they

bear to sensible objects. And thence arise certiiin prejudices, for the re-

moving of which, it will be convenient to distinguish them into absolute

and relative, true and apparent, mathematical and common.

I. Absolute, true, and mathematical time, of itself, and from its own na-

ture flows equably without regard to anything external, and by another

name is called duration : relative, apparent, and common time, is some sen-

sible and external (whether accurate or unetjuable) measure of duration by

the means of njjtion, which is commonly usod instead of true timoj such

as an hour, a day, a month, a year.

II. Absolute space, in its own nature, without regard to anything exter-

nal, remains always nmilar and immovable. Relative space is some mo-

vable dimeiunon or measure of the absolute spaces ; which our senses de-

tenfiine by its position to bodies ; and which is vulgarly taken for immo-

vable space ; such is the dimension of a subterraneous, an ocreal, or celestial

space, determined by its position in respeet of the earth. Absolute and

rdative ^ace, are Uie same in figure and magnitude ; but they do not re-

main always numerically the same^ For if the earth, for instance iii>n (^,

a space of onr air, wbidi reUtively and in respect of tiie earth remains al-

ways the sam^will at one tune be one part of the absolute spaoainto whiah:
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the air passes ; at anotiiir tune it will be uiotlMr part of the Mnc^ andeo^

alsolntely midenifeood, it will be perpetually mutable^

HL Plaoe is a part of space whioh a body takes iip> and is aocording to

the spaoe^ either absolute or relative. I say, a part of space ; not the situation,

nor the external surface of the body. For the places of equal solids are

always equal; but their supertices, by reason of their dii^^imihir lii:;ures, are

often unequal. Positions properly have no quantity, nor are tliey so much

the places themselves, as the properties of places. The motion of the whole

is the same thing with the sum of the motions of the parts : that is, the

translation of the whole, out of its place, is the same tiling with the sum

of the translations of the parts out of their places ; and therefore the place

of the whole is the same thing with the sum of the places of the partci^ and

for that reason, it is internal, and in the whole body.

IV. Absolute motion is the translation of a body from one absolute

place into another; and relative motion, the translation from one relative

place into another. Thus in a ship under sail, the relative place of a body

is that part of the ship which the body poaseeses; or that part of its cavi^

which the body fills, and which Aerefore moves together with the ship

:

and relative rest is the continuance of the body in the same part of the

ship, or of its cavity. But real, absolvfCe rest^ is the continuance of the

body in the same part of that immovable space, in which the ship itself

its cavity, and all that it contains, is moved. Wherefore, if the earth is

really at rest^ the body, which relatively rests in the ship, will really and

absolutely move with the same vdooity which the ship has on the earth.

But if the earth also moreB^ the trae and absolute motion of the body win
arisen partly from the trae motion of the earth, in immovable space

; partly

fh>m die idative motion of the ship on the earth ; and if the body moves

also relatively in the ship ; its true motion will aris«^ partly from the true

motion of the earth, in immovable space, and partly from the relative mo-
tions as well of the ship on the earth, as of thebody in thediip; and firom

these relative motions wiU arise the rdative motion of the body on the

earth. As if that part of the earth, where the ship is, was truly moved
toward the east, with a velocity of 10010 parts ; while the ship itself, with

a fresh gale, and full sails, is carried towards the west, with a velocity ex-
,

pressed by 10 of those parts ; but a sailor walks in the ship towards the

cast, with 1 part of the said velocity ; then the sailor will be moved truly

in immovable space towards the east, with a velocity of 10001 parts, and

relatively on the earth towards the west, with a velocity of 9 of those pturts.

Absoliite time, in astronomy, is distinguished from relative, by the equa-

tion or correction of the vulgar time. For the natural days are truly un-

equal, though they are commonly considered as equal, and used for a meas-

ure of time: astronomers correct this inequality for their more accurate

d(^ucinir of the celestial motions. It may be, that there is no such thins:

as on equable motion, whcicby time m&y be aocuiatcl/ measand. AU m»>

«
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tions may be aooderated and Tetarded, but iSb» tnie» or equable, progress of

absolute time is liable to no change. The duration or perseverance of the

existence of things remains the same, whether the motions are swift or slow,

or none- at all : and therefore it ought to be distinguished from what are

only sensible mojisurfs thereof ; and out of which we collect it, by means

of the astronomical equation. The necessity of which equation, for deter-

mining the times of a ])hirnomenon, is evinced as well from the experiments

of the pendulum clock, a^ by eclipses of the satellites of Jupiter.

As the order of the parts of time is immutable, so also is the order of

the parts of space. Suppose those parts to be moved out of their places, and

they will be moved (if the expression may be allowed) out of themselves.

For times and spaces are, as it were, the places as well of themselves as of

all other things. All things are placed in time {is to order of succession

;

and in space as to order of situation. It is from their essence or nature

tliat they are places ; and that the primary places of things should be

moTeaUe, is absurd. These are therefore the absolute plaoes; and trans-

lations out of these places, are the only absolote motions.

But because the parts of space cannot be seen, or distinguished firom one

another by our senses, therefore in their stead we use sensible measures of

tfasm. For from the positions and distanees of tilings from any body oon^

sidered as immoYable, we define all places ; and then with respect to such

places, we estimate all motioDS^ considering bodies as transferred £com some

of those plaoes into oihei& And so^ instead of absolnte plaoes and motions^

W6 use rdatiye ones; and that without any inconTenienoe in common af-

£mx8; but in philosophical disquisitionfl^ we ought to ahstraot from our

8ense% and consider things themselvee^ distinct from what are only sensible

mtasores of thooDL Fox it may be that there is no body really at res^ to

whidi the plaoes and motions of others may be referred.

Bui may distinguish rest and motion, absolute and relatiye^ one from

the- other by web properties, causes and efficts. It is a property of rest,

. that bodies really at rest do rest in respect to one another. And therefore

as it is possible, that in the remote regions of the fixed stars, or perhaps

' far beyond tliem, there may be some body absolutely at rest; but impossi-

ble to know, from the position of bodies to one another in our regions,

whether any of these do keep the same position to that remote body ; it

follows that absolute rest cannot be determined from the position of bodies

. in our regions.

It is a property of motion, that the parts, which retain given positions

to their wholes, do partake of the motions of those wholes. For all the

parts of rcvolvinr: bodies endeavour to recede from the axis of motion
;

and the impetus of bodies moving forward, arises from the joint impetus

of all the parts. Tlierefurc, if surrounding bodies are moved, those that

. are relatively at rest within them, will partake of their motion. Upon

t|i|yu^ aocpunt^ the true and absolute motion of a body cannot be deter-
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mined by the translation of it from those which only seem to rest ; for the

external bodies ought not only to appear at rest, but to be really at rest

For otherwise, all included bodies, beside their translation from near the

surrounding ones, partake likewise of their true motiona ; and though that

translation were not made tli^- would not be really at rest, but only seem

to be so. For the surruundinp^ bodies stand in the like relation to the

surrounded as the exterior part of a whole does to the interior, or a^ th«

shell does to the kernel
;

but, if the shell moves, the kernel will also

move, as being part of the whole, without any removal from near the shelL

A properfyi near akin to the preceding, is this, that if a placo is moved,

whatever is placed therein moves along with it ; and therefore a body,

which is moved from a place in motion, partakes also of the motion of its

plaocii Upon which account, all motions, from places in motion, are no

other than parts of entire and absolute motions; and every entire motion

is composed of the motion of the body out of its first plaoe^ and the

motion of this place out of its place ; and so on, nntil we come to some

immovable place, as in the before-mentioned example of the sailor. Where-

fore^ entire and absolute motions can he no otherwise determined than bj

immovable places; and for that reason I did before refer those ahsolnte

motions to immovable places^ but relative ones to movable places. Now
no other places are immovable but those tfaal^ from infinity to infinity, do

all retain the same given position one to another; and upon this account

must ever remain unmoved ; and do thereby constitute immovable space;

The causes by which true and relative motions are distinguished, one

from the other, are the forces impreased upon bodies to generate motion. .

True motion is neither generated nor altered, but by some fbice impressed

upon the body moved; but reUtive motion may be generated or altend

without any force impressed upon the body. For it is sufficient only to

impress some force on other bodies with which the former is compared,

that by their giving way, that relation may be changed, in wliith the re-

lative rest or motion of this other body did consist. Again, true motion

suffers always some change from any force impressed upon the moving

body ; but relative motion does not necessarily undergo any change by such

forces. F^r if the s^inie forces are likewise ini))re8sed on th;».se other bodies,

with which the comparison is made, that the relative positiim may be pre-

served, then that condition will be preserved in which the relative motion

consists. And therefore any relative motion may be changed when the

true motion remains unaltered, and the relative may bo preserved when the

trtie suffers some change. 1 ^pon which accounts^ true motion does by no

means consist in such relations.

The effects which distinguish absolute from relative motion arc, the

forces of receding from the axis of circular motion. For there are no sudi

forces in a circular motion purely relative^ but in a true and absolute cir^

cular motion, they are greater or lesi^ according to the quanti^ of the
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motion. If a vcoscl, hung by a long cord, is so often turned about tliat the

cord is stronijly twisted, tlien filled with water, and held at rest to<j!;ether

with the water; after, by the sudden action of anotluT force, it is whirled

about the contrary way, and while the cord is untwisting itself, the vessel

continues for some time in this motion; the surface of tlie water will at

first be plain, as before the vessel l)egan to move : but the ves^iel; by grad-

ually communicating^ its motion to thv water, \v\\\ mnkc it begin sensibly

to revolve, and recede by little and little from the niidillc. and ascend to the

sides of the vessel, forming itself into a concave figure (ris 1 have experi-

enced), and the swifter the motion becomes, the higher will the water rise,

till at last, performing its revolutions in the same times with the vessel,

it becomes relatively at rest in it. 'VAna aaoent of the water shows its en-

deayonr to recede from the axis of its motion ; and the true and absolute

circ\ilar motion of the water, which is here directly contrary to the rela-

tive discovers itself, and may be measured fay this endeaTOur. At furst,

when the relative motion of the water in the vessel was greatest^ it pro-

duced no endeavonr to recede from the axis ; the water showed no tendency

to the circumference, nor any ascent towards the sides of the vessel, bat

ranaincd of a plain sorfaoe^ and therefore its true eircnlar motion had not

yet begun. But afterward%when the relative motion of the water had

decreased, the ascent thereof towards the sides of the vessel proved iis en-

deavour to recede from the ads ; and this endeavour showed the real cir-

cular motion of the water perpetually increasing, till it had acquired its

greatest quantity, when the water rested relativdy in the vessel. And
therefore this endeavour does not depend upon any translation of the water

in respect of the ambient bodies, nor can ^ue circular motion be defined

by soch translation. Then is only one real circular motion of any one

revolving body, corresponding to only one power of endeavouring to recede

from its axis of motion, as its proper and adequate effect ; but relative

motions, in one and the same body, are innumerable, according to the various

rdations it bears to external bodies, and like otliei relations, are altogether

destitute ^'f any real etieet, any otherwise than they may perhaps par-

take of that one only true motion. And therefore in their system who
suppose that our heavens, revolving below the sphere of the fixed starsj

carry the planets along with them ; the several parts of those heavens, and
the planets, which are indeed relatively at rest in their heaven-?, do yet

really move. For they change their position one to another (whieh iiever

happens to bodies truly at rest), and being carried together witli their

heavcTis. partake of their motions, and as parts of revolving wholes,

aideavoiir to recede from the axis of their motions.

\N herefore relative (juantities arc not the quantities themselves, whose-

names they bear, but those sensible measures of them (cither accurate or

inaccurate), which arc commonly used instead of the measured <|uantitics

tbemselvcSi And if the meaning of words is to be determined by theit-

6
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Qse^ ih€D. by ihe imiimb timc^ space, plaoe and motion, tliar mneatm an
properly to be undflntood; and the exprflanon will be unaanal, and pnrdy

mathematioa], if the meaanied qiiaiititi«B thanselTea aro meant Upon
which account, they do strain the sacred writings, who there interpret

those words for the measured quantities. Nor do those less defile the

purity of mathematical and philosophical truths, who confound rea,i t^uan-

.titics themselves with tlieir relatioiis imd vulgar measures.

It is indeed a matter of great dilliculty to discover, and effectually to

distinguish, the true motions of particular bodies from the apparent; be-

cause the parts of that immovable space, in which those motions are per-

formed, do by no means come under the observation of our senses. Yet

the thing is not altogether desperate ; for we have some arguments to

guide us. partly from the apparent motions, which are the differences of

the true motions
;
partly from the forces, which are the causes and effects

of the true motions. For instance, if two globes, kept at a given distance

one from the other by means of a cord that connects them, were revolved

about their common centre of gravity, we might, from the tension of the

ooid, disoover the endeavoar of the globes to recede from the axia of their

motion, and from thence we might compute the qnanti^ of their circular

motions. And then if any equal forces shouldJoe impressed at once on the

alternate faces of the globes to augment or diminish their cirenlar motions^

£rom the increase or decrease of the tension of the cord, we might infer

the increment or decrement of their motions; and thence would be found

on what faces those forces onght to be impressed, that the motions of the

l^bes might be most angmented ; that is, we might discover their hindeiw

most &oc8y or those whidi, in tiie cirenlar motion, do foUow. Bat the

&oe8 which follow being known, and consequently the opposite ones thai

precede,we shonld likewise know the detmnination of Ihor motions And
ihns we mig^t find both the quantify and the determinatioii of this dieiH

lar motion, even in an immense vacnnm, where there was nothing external

or sensible with which the globes could be compared. But now, if in thai

tpaoe some remote bodies were placed that kept always a given poaitioii

one to another, as the fixed stars do in our regions^ we could not indeed

determine from the relative translation of the globes among those bodies,

whether the motion did belong to the globes or to the bodies. But if we
observed the cord, and found that its tension wa^i that very tensiuu which

the motions of the globes re(|uired, we might conclude the motion to be in

the globes, and the bodies to be at rest ; and then, lastly, from the trans-

lation of the globes among the bodies, we should find the determination of

their motions. But how we are to collect the true motions from their

causes, effects, and apparent differences
;
and, vice versa, how from the mo-

tions, either true or apparent, we may come to the knowledge of their

causes and efR-cts, shall be explained inure at large in the following tract,

^or to this end it was that i composed it
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AXIOMS, OB. LAWS OF MOTION.

LAW L
Every body perseveres in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a rii^ht

line, unless U is conipeUed to change i/uU stale by forces impressed

t/iereon.

Projectiles persevere in their motions, so far as they are not retarded

by the resistance of the air, or impellod downwards by the force of gravity,

A top, whoie parte by their oohenon are perpetuaJly drawn aside from
rectilinear motions, docs not cease its rotation, otiierwise than as it is re-

tarded by the air. The greater bodies of the planets and comets, meeting

with less resistance in more free spaces, presenre their motions both pro-
' gronTe aad cironlar for a much longer time.

LAW IL

T%e aUercUion of motion is ever proportional to the motiveforce impress'

ed ; and is made m the directim of the right line in which thatforce

i» iimpreased.

If any force generates a motion, a donUe force will generate donble the

m<ition, a triple force triple the motbn, whether that force be impresMd

altogether and at oncc^ or gradually and sueocsBiTely. And this motion

(being always directed the same way with the generating force), if the body

mored befinp^ is added to or snbducted from^ former motion, according

as thej directiy conspire witii or are directly contrary to each other ; or

obliquely joined, when they arc oblique, so as to produce a new motion

compounded from the determination of both.

LAW m.
7b every action there is always opposed an equal reaction : or t/ie mu-
tual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equalf.and di-

rected in contrary parts.

\Vhatever draws or preSvScs another is as miicli drawn or pressed by that

other. If you pr^ a stone with your finger, the finger is also pressed bv

the stone. If a horse draws a stone tied to a rope, the horse (if 1 may so

say) will be equally drawn back towards the stone : for the distended rope^

by the same endeavour to relax or unbend itself, will draw the horse as

much towards the stone, as it does the stone towards the horse, and will

obstruct the progrtss of the one as much as it advances that of the other.
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If a body impinge upon another, and by its force cKaDge the motion of the

other, thai body also (because of the equality of the mutual presBUie) will

undergo an equal change, in itB own motion, towards the contrary part

'^I'he changes made by these actions are equal, not in the velocities but in

the motions of bodies ; that is to say, if the bodies are not hindered by any

other impediments. ' For, because the motions are equally dianged, the

changes of the velocities made towards contrary parts are reciprocally pro-

portional to the bodies. This law takes place also in attractions, as will

bo proved in the next scholium.

COROLLARY L

A body bjf twofarces conjoitted wUl describe the diagojial of a paraUebh

gram, in the same time that it would describe the sides, by thoseforces

apart

If a body in a giT«tt time, by the force M impressed . - • B

apart in the place A, should with an uniform motion / '/
he carried from A to B ; and by the force N impressed / \. /
apart in the same place, should be curried from A to c i>

C
;
complete the parallelogram AB( 'I), and, by both forces actin^^ tosrether,

it will in the same time be carried in tlie diagonal from A to D. For

since the force N acts in the direction of tlie line AC, parallel to BD, this

force (by the second law) will not at all alter the velocity generated by the

other force M,. by which the bt»dy is carried towards the line Ul). The
body therefore will arrive at tlie line HI) in the same time, whether the

force N be impressed or not ; and therefore at the end of that time it will

be found somewhere in the line BO. By the same nrj-uiaent, at the end

of the same time it ^^ill be found soTnewhere in the line CJ). Therefore it

will be found in the point 1), where both lines meet. But it will move in

a right line from A to D, by Law L

COROLLARY DL

And hfiirp is p.rpJained the rnrnpnsit'wn of ant/ one direct force AD, out

of any fuo obiujue forces AC and CD ; and, on the contrary, the re-

solution of ail If Olio direct force A L) into two uhlujne forces AC and

CD : irh ich catiiposUion and resolutwn are abu9uiutUly confrmedfrom
mechanics.

As if the unequal radii OM and ON drawn from the centre O of any

wheel, should sustain the weights A and P by the cords MA and NP ; and

the forces of those weights to move the wheel were required. Through the

centre O draw the right line KOL, meeting the cords perpendicularly in

K and L ; and from the centre O, with OL the greater of the distances
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OK and OL, describe a circle, meeting the cord

MA in D: and drawing OI), make AC paral-

lel and DO perpendicular tliLicto. .\riw, it

being inditierent whether the points K, L, D, of

the cords be fixed to the plane of the wheel or

not, the weights will have the same effect

whether they are suspended from the pointy K
and Lj or from D and L. Let the whole force

of the weight A be represented by the line AD,
and let it be resolved into the forces AC and

CD ; of which the force AC, drawing the radius

OD directly from the centre, will have no efiect to move the wheel : bat

the other force DC, drawing the radius DO perpendicularly, will have the

same effect as if it drew perpendicularly the radi\is OL equal to OD : that

is, it will have the same effect as the weight P, if that weight is to the

weight A n3 the force DC is to the force DA ; that is (bceause of the sim- ,

ilar triangles ADC, DOK), as OK to OD or OL. Therefore the weightsA
and P, which are reciprocally as the radii OK and OL that lie in the same

light line, will be equipollent and soremun in eqnilibrio ; which is the well

known property of the balance, the lever, and the wheeL If eitherweight is

greater than in this ratio^ its force to move the wheel will be so much greater.

If the wei^t equal to the weight P, is partly suspended by the

oord N/i, partly sustained by the oblique plane ; draw ^H, .NH, the

former perpendicolar to the horizon, the latter to the plane jtG; and if

the force of the weight j9 tending do^wairds is represented by the line

/7H, it may be resolyed into the forces jdN, HN. If there was any plane

fdj perpendicular to the oord />N, cutting the other plane pGt in a line

parallel to the horizon, and the weight p was supported only by those

planes /?Q., /^C, it would press those planes perpendicularly with the forces

pN, HN; to wit, the plane joQ, with the force /^N, and the plane with

the force HX. And therefore if tlie plane pQ, was taken away, so that

the weight might stretch the cord, becan-je the cord, now sustaining the

weight, supj)liL>s tlie place of the jtlaiie that wa^ removed, it will be strained

bv the same f(»rce /)N which pressed upon the phii-.e l)efure. Tliereforc,

tlie tension of this oblique cord will be to that uf the otlicr perpendic-

ular cord PN as pN to pYi. And therefore if the weiglit p is to the

weight \ in a ratio eunipoiuuled of the reciprocal ratio of tlie least distances

of the cords PN, AM, from the centre of the wheel, and of the direct ruli«» of

pW to/>N. the weights will have tlie same effect towards moving the wlieel,

and will therefore sustain each other; as any one may find by experiment

But the weight p pres.sinL'' upon those two oblique planes, may be con-

sidered as a wedire betwtrn the two internal surfaces of a body split by it;

and hence the forces of the wedge and the mallet may be determined ; for
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bccauiie the force with which the weiirht p presses the plane pQ. is to the

force with which the Baiiic, whether by its own gravity, or by the blow of

a mallet, is impelled in the direction of the line joH towards l^oth the

planes, an /)N to ^H; and to the force with which it presses tlic other

plane joG, {is to NH. And thus the force of the screw may be deduced

from a like resolution of forces ; it being no other than a wedge impelled

with the force of a lever. Therefore the use of this Corollary spreads far

and wide^ and by that diffiisiye extent the truth there<if is farther con-

firmed. For on what has been said depends the whole doctrine of mechan-

ics variously demonstrated by different authors. For frtmi hence are ea5ily

deduced the forces of machines, which are oomponnded of wheels, puliiei^

levers^ cords, and weights, ascending directly or obliqnely, and other mechan-

ical powcn ; as also tiie force of the tendons to move the bones of animals.

COROLLARY III.

The quBMtUff of motimij which is colleeied by takinis^ihemm of (he mo-

tions direct^ tmoards the same parts, and the d^erenee of those that

m directed to contrary parts, steers no change from the odwit o^

Mies among themselves.

For action and its opposite re^botion are equal, by Law III, and tiiere-

fore, by Law II, they produce in the motions equal changes towards oppo-

site parts. Therefore if the motions are directed towards the same part^

whaterer is added to the motion of the preceding body wiU be anbdneted

from the motion of that which follows ; so that the som wiU be the same

as before. If the bodiftj meet, with contrary motions, there will be an

equal deduction from the motions of both; and therefore the difference of

the motions directed towards opposite parts will remain the same.

Thus if a spherical body A with two parts of velocity is triple of a

spherical lx)dy B which follows in the same right line with ten parts of

velocity, the motion of A will be to that of B as 6 to 10. Suppose,

then, their motions to be of 6 parts and of 10 parts, and the sum will bo

16 parts. Therefore, upon the meeting of the bodies, if A acquire 3, 4,

or 5 parts of motinu, U will lose as many ; and therefore after reflexion

A will proceed witli [K 10, or 11 parts, and B with 7, 6, or 5 parts; the

sum remaining always of 10 parts as before. If the h)dy A nc<juiro 9,

10, 11, or 12 parts of motion, and therefore after meeting proceed witli

15, 16, 17, or 18 parts, the body B, losing so many parts as A has got,

wiU either proceed with 1 part, having lost 9, or stop and remain at rest,

as having lost its whole progressive motion of 10 parts ; or it will go back

with 1 part| haying not only lost its whole motion, but (if I may so say)

one part more ; or it will go back with 2 parts, because a progressive m<H

tion of 12 parts is taken off. And so the sums of the conspiring motions

15+1, or 16+0, and the diiferenoes of the contrary motions 17—1 and
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IS—2, will always be eqnal to 16 parts, as they were before the meeting

and reflexion of the bodies. But, the motions being known witli which

the bodies proceed after reflexion, the velocity of either will be uko known,

by taking the velocity after to the velocity before reflexion, as the motion

after is to the motion before. As in the liiat case, where the motion of the

body A was of 6 parts before reflexion and of IS parts after, and the

velocity was of 2 parts before reflexion, the velocity thereof after reflexion

> will be found to be of 6 parts
;
by saying, as the 6 parts of motion before

to 18 parts after, so are 2 parts of velocity before reflexion to 6 parts after.

But if the bodies are either not spherioali or, moving in diflfcrent right

liiie% impbige oUiqnely one i^on the oliher, and their motions after re-

flexion are required, in those caecfl we are flrst to determine the pon^oa

of the plane that touches the concurring bodies in the point of conoonrse;

then the motion of each body (by Corol. II) is to be resolved into two, one

perpendicular to that plane^ and the other parallel to it. This done, bo-

OBjose the bodice act upon eaoh other in the direction of a line perpendiou-

lar to this phune;, the parallel motions are to be retained the same after

leAenon as before; and to the perpendienlar motions we are to assign

eqnal ehanges towards the contrary parts; in soak manner that the som
of the conspiring and tiiie difference of the contraiy motions may remain

the same as before. From snch kind of reflexions also sometimes arise

the dreiilar motions of bodies about flieir own centres. Bnt these are

oases which I do not consider in what follows ; and it would be too tedious

to demonstrate every partieolar timt relates to this subject

COROLLARY lY.

ne common emire of gravity of Am or more bodieo does not altar ito

state of motion or mt by the actions of the bodies among themseivesi

and therefore the common centre of gravity of alt bodies acting upon

each other (erehiding' ouitoard actions and impediments) is either at

Z rest
J
or moves tmifomUy in a right line.

For if two points [jroceed with an uniform motion in right lines, and

their distance be divided in a given ratio, the dividing point will be cither

at rest, or proceed uniformly in a right line. This is demonstrated here-

after in Lem. XXIII and its Corol., when the points are moved in the same

plane : and by a like way of arirning, it may l)e demonstrateil when the

points are not moved in the same plane. Therefore if any number of

h«jdies move uniformly in right lines, the common centre of gravity of any

two of them is either attest, or proceeds uniformly in a right line; because

the line which connects the centres of those two bodies so moving is divided at

that common centre in a given ratio. Tn like manner the common centre

of those two and that of a third body will be either at rest or moving uni-

fdnnly in a right line; because at that centre the distance letween the
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eommon centre of the two bodicB^ and the centre of this last, is divided in

a given ratio. lu like mumer the common centre of these three;, and of a
fourth Inulv. is either at re8t> or mores uniformly in a right line; becanae

the distance between the common centre of tiie three bodiei^ and tiie centre

of the fourth is there also divided in a given ratio, and so on in ti^niium.
Therefore, in a s^fstem of bodies where there is neither any mntoal action

among thcmselvefl, nor any foreign force impressed upon them from without^

and which consequently move uniformly in right lines, thecommon centre of

gravity ofthem idl is either at rest or moves uniformly forward in aright line:

Moreover, in a system of two bodies mutually acting upon each other,

since the distances between their centres and the common centre of gravity

of both arc reciprocally as the bodies, the relative motions of those bodies,

whether of approaching to or of receding from that centre, will be espial

among tlieui.>c'lvc^. Therefore since the changes which happen to motions

are equal and directed to contrary parts, the cuinmon centre of those bodies,

by their mutual action l)etween themselves, is neither ])romotcd nor re-

tarded, r\vv sutlers any change as to its state of motion or rest, lint in a

system of several bodies, because the common centre of gravity of any two

acting mutually upon each otlier suffers no change in its state bv that ac-

tion; and much less the cummon centre of gravity of the others witli which

that action doc^ not intervene; but the distance between those twu centres

is divided by the common centre of gravity of all the bodies into parte re-

ciprocally ]>ropnrtional to the total sums of those bodies whose centres they

are : and therefore while those two centres retain their state of motion or

rest, the common centre of all does also retain its state : it is manifest that

the common centre of all never suffers any change in the state of its mo-
tion or rest from the actions of any two bodies between themselves. But
in such a system all the actions of the bodies among themselves either hap-

pen between two bodies, or are composed of actions interchanged between

some two bodies ; and therefore they do never produce any alteration In

the common centre of all as to its state of motion or rest MHierefore

since that centre, when the bodies do not act mutually one upon another,

either is at rest or moves uniformly forward in some right line, it will,

notwithstanding the mutual actions of the bodies among themselves, always

persevere in its states either of rest, or of proceeding uniformly in a right

line, unless it is forced out of this state by the action of some power im-

pressed from without upon the whole system. And therefore the same law

tAk<^ place in a system consisting of many bodies as in one single body,

with regard to their persevering in their state of. motion or of rest. For
the progressive mution, whether of one single body, or of a whole system of

bodies, is always to be estimated from the motion of the centre of gravity.

COROLLARY V.

Hie motions of bodies included in a ^iven sj)ace are t/ie same amatiff
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tkem9ehe$, vhaher thai space i$ ai rest, ormsoesumfmnlyfonsards
m a right Une without any csreular motion.

For tlie differenoes of the motioiiB tending towarcb the Bune parts, and

the sums of those that tend towards contrary parts, are, at first (by sup-

position), in both cases the same ; and it is from those sums and diiferences

that the collisions and impulses do arise with Avliich the bodies mutually

impinge one upon another. Wherefore (by Law II), the effects of those

collisions will be equal in both cases; tyid therefore the mutual motions

of the bodies among themselves in the one case will remain equal to the

mutual motions of the bodies among themselves in the other. A clear

proof of which we have from the experiment of a ship ; where all motions

happen after the same manner, whether the ship is at rest^ or is carried

QBifozmly forwards in a right line.

COROLLARY VI.

jjjf bodies, any Iww moved amonsr themselves, are urged in tlie direction

of parallel lines by equal uccelerative forces, they will all contimte to

move am/)}t^ themselves, after the same numner as if they had been

urisvd by no su4:h forces.

For these foioes acting equally (with respect to the quantities of the

liodies to be moyed), and in the direction of parallel lines, will (by Law il)

mofve all the bodi^ equally (as to velocity), and therefore will never pro-

dvoB any ohaiige in tlie positions or motions of the bodies among themselTes.

SCHOLIUM.
Hitherto I haye laid down such principles as have been received by math-

ematidaofl^ and arc confirmed by abundance of experiments. By the first

tiro Laws and the first two Corollaries, Galileo discovered that the de-

seent of bodies observed the dnplioate ratio of the iame, and that the mo-

tion of pTojeetilcB was in the eorvo of a parabola; experience agreeing

with both, milesB so far as these motions are a little retarded by the re-

sistance the air. When a body is falling, the uniform force of its

gravity acting equally, impresses, in eqnal particles of lime^ eqnal forces

upon that body, and therefore generates eqnal velocities; and in the whole

tbne impresses a whole forces and generates a whole velocity proporticmal

to the time. And the spaces described in proportional times are as the

. vdocitieB and the times conjnnctly ; tliat is, in a duplicate ratio of the

times. And when a body is thrown upwards, its uniform gravity im-

presses forces and takes off velocities proportional to the times; and the

times of ascending to the greatest heights are as the velocities to be taken

off, and those heights are as the velocities and the times conjunctly, or in

the duplicate ratio of the velocities. And if a body be projected in any

direction, the motion arising from iid projection is compounded with the
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motion arising from its j^ravity. As if the body A by its motion of pro-

jection alone could describe in a given time the riglit line

AB, and with it<? motion of falling alone could describe in

the same time the altitude AC
;

complete the paraleUo-

gram ABDC, and the body by that compounded motion

will at the end of the time be found in the place D; and

iSke curve line AED, which that body describes, will be ft

parabola, to which the right line AB will be a tangent in

A; and whose ordinate BD will be as the square of the line AB.
flftme Laws and Corollaries depend those things which hare been

stnted concerning the timefr of the yibratioii of pendulnmi^ and are eon-

finned by the daily experiments of pendulum elocks. By ^e samc^ to-

gether with tiie third Law, Sir Christ Wren, Dr. Wallis^ and Bfr. Hny-
gens, the greatest geometers of onr times, did sererally determine the rohs
of the congress and reflexion of hard bodies^ and mneh aboni the same
time commnnicated their disooyeries to the Royal Society, exactly agreeing

among themselTes as to those mles. Dr. Wallis, indeed, was something

more early in the publication ; then followed Sir Christopher Wren, and,

lastly, Mr. Huygens. Bnt Sir Christopher Wren oonfirmed the troth of

the ^ng before the Royal Society by the experiment of pendnlmns, which

Mr. Mariotte soon after thought fit to explain in a treatise entirely upon

that subject. But to bring this experiment to an accurate agreement with

the theory, we are to have a due regard as well to the resistance of the air

as to the elastic force of the concurring bodies. Let the spherical bodies

A, B be sus])ended by the parallel and kg CD F H
equal strings AC. Bl), from the centres

C, 1). About tliiso rontrcs, with those

intervals, describe the semicircles KAP, ^
GBH, bisected by the radii OA, 1)B. V
Brintr the body A to any point K of the

arc EAF, and (withdrawing the body ^i^B
B) let it go from thence, and after one oscillation suppose it to retnn to

the point V : then RV will be the retardation arising from the resistance

of the air. Of this RV let ST be a fourth part, situated in the middle,

to wit, so S8 RS and TV may be equal, and RS may be to ST as 3 to 2:

then will ST represent very nearly the retardation during the descent

from S to A. Restore the body B to its place: and, supposing the iSbdy

A to be let fidl from the point S, the Telocity thereof in the place of re-

flexion A, mthout sensible error, wiU be the same as if it had descended

In vacuo from the point T. Upon whieh account this yelcinty may be

represented by the chord of the are TA. For it is a proposition

^
known to geometers, that the Telocity of a pendulous body in the lowest

*
point is as the chord of the arc which it has described in its descent AUter
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reflexion, suppose the body A comes to the place s, and the body B to the

place A*. Withdraw the body B, and find the place r, from which if the

body Af being let go, should after one oscillation return to the place r, st

may be a fourth part of rv, so placed in the middle thereof as to leave rs

equal to tv, and let the chord of the arc represent the velocity which

the body A had in the place A immediately after reflexion. For / will be

the tme and correct place to which the body A should hare aseendedi if

the Tenstance of the air had been taken ofL In the same way we are to

correct tike place k to which the body B ascends, by finding the place I to

which it should haye ascended tn vacuo. And tiras eveiything may be

Babjeeted to experiment^ in the same manner as if we were really placed

in vacua. These things b^ng done, we are to take tiie product {ii I may
so say) of the body A, by the chord of the arc TA (which represents its

Telocity), that we may have its motion in the place A immediately before

lefiexion ; and then by the chord of the aic tA, that we may have its mo-

tion in the place A immediately after reflexion. And so we are to take

the product of the body B by the diord of the ave Bl^ that we may have

the motion of the same immediately after reflexion. And in like manner,

when two bodies are let go together from different places, we are to find

the motion of each, as well bcfure as after reflexion ; and then we may
compare the motions between tliemselves, and collect tlie effects of the re-

flexion. Thus trying the thing with pendulums of ten feet, in une(iual

as well as equal bodies, and making the bodies to concur after a descent

through large spaces, as of 8. 12, or 16 feet, I founJ alway.^. without an

error of 3 inches, that whcii the bodies concurred together directly, equal

changes towards the contrary parts were produced in their motions, and,

of consequence, that the notion and renction wore always equal. As if the

body A impinged upon the body B at rest with 9 parts of motion, and

losing 7, proceeded after reflexion with 2, the body B was carried back-

wards with those 7 parts. M the bodies concurred with contrary motions,

A with twelve parts of motion, and B with six, then if A receded with 2,

B receded with 8; to wit, with a deduction of 14 parts of motion on

each side. For from the motioiv of A snbducting twelve partS) nothing

will remain; but subducting 2 parts more, a motion will be generated of

2 parts towards the contrary way ; and so, from the motion of the body

B of 6 parts, subducting 14 parts, a motion is generated of 8 parts towards

the contrary way. But if the bodies were made both to moTC towards the

same way, A, the swifter, with 14 parts of motion, B, the slower, with 5,

and after reflexion A went on with 5, B likewise went on with 14 parts;

9 parts bong transferred from A to B. And so in other cases. By the
' congress and collision of bodies, the quantity of motion, collected from the

sum of the motions directed towards the same way, or from the diflSerence

of those that were directed towards contrary ways, was newet changed.

For the error of an inch or two in measures may be easily ascribed to the
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difficulty of eanoating eTefyihuig with aoouraoy. It was not easy to let

go the two pendulums m> exactly together thti the bodies should impinge

one upon the other in the lowermost place AB ; nor to mark the places s,

and kf to which the bodies ascended after congress. Nay, and some errors,

too, might have happened from the uneciual density of the parts of the pen-

dulous bodies tlieuisclvcs, and from the irrt^ularity of the texture pro-

ceediiifj frtJiii utlier caiLses-

But to prevent an olyection that may perhaps be allcdged against the

rule, for tlie [)roof of whieh this experiment was made, as if this rule did

eu])pose tliat the bodi^ were either absolutely hard, or at least perlVctly

elastic (wliereas no such bodies are to be found in nature), 1 must add, that

the experiments we have been describinf]^, by no means depending upon

that quality of hartlne.^'^. do succeed as well in soft as in hard bodies. For

if the rule is to be tried in bodies not perfectly hard, we are only to di-

minish the reflexion in such a certain proportion as the quantity of the

elastic force require* By the theory of Wren and Huygens, bodies abso-

lutely hard return one from another with the same velocity with which

they meet. But this may be afiirmcd with more certainty of bodies per-

fectly elastic. In bodies imperfectly elastic the velocity of the return is to

be diminished together with the elastic force; because that force (eioept

when the parts of bodies are bruised by their congress, or suffer some such

extension as happens under the strokes of a hammer) is (as for as I can per-

oeiTe) certain and determined, and makes the bodies to return one from

the other with a reUtiTe velocity, which is in a given ratio to that relative

velocity with which they met This I tried in balls of wool, made up
%^tly, and strongly compressed. For, firsts by letting go the pendulous

bodies, and measuring thdr reflexion, I determined the quanti^ of their

elastic force; and then, according to this forces estimated the reflexions

that ought to happen in other cases of congress. And with this computa-

. tion other experiments made afterwards did accordingly agree j the balls

always receding one from the other with a relative velocity, which was to

the relative velocity with which they met as about 5 to 9. Balls of steel

returned with almost the same velocity : those of cork with a velocity some-

thins^ less; but in Italls of fflass the proportion was as alx>ut 15 to 16.

And thus the third Law, so far as it rei^ards percussions and refle:tiuus, is

proved by a theurv exactly afrreein<j: with experience.

In attractions, 1 brietly deuiunstrate the thing after this manner. Sup-

pose an obstacle is interposed to hinder the congress of any two bodies A. .

B, mutually attracting one the other: then if either body, as A, is im re

attracted towards the other body B, than that other body B is town r. is the

first lK)dy A, the obstacle will be more strongly urged by the pressure of

the body A than by the j^ressure of the body B, and therefore will not

remain in e<]uilibrio : but the stronger pressure will prevail, and v. ill nuike

the system of the two bodies, togetlicr with tlie obstacle, to move directly
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towards the parts on which B Hob ; and in free spaces, to go forward in

wfinitura with a motion perpLtually accelerated: wliicli is absurd and

contrary to the tirst Law. For, hy the first I iaw, tlie system ought to per-

severe in its state of rest, or of niovinf; uniformly forward in a right line;

and tliercfore the bodies must ctiually press the obstacle, and be equally

attracted one by the other. 1 made the experiment on the loadstone and

iron. If these, placeil apart in proper v(>sel^. are made to float by one

another in gtanding water, neither of them will propel the other; but,

by being equally attracted, they will sustain each other a pressure^ and rest

at last in an equilibrium.

So the gravitation betwixt the earth and its parts is mutual. Let the

earth FI be cut by any plane EG into two parts EGF
and EQIy'and their weights one towards the other

will be mutually equal. For if by another plane

HK, parallel to the former EG, llie greater part f

EGI is eut into two parts EGKH and HKI,
whereof HKI is equal to the part EFG, first cut

oflj it is evident that the middle part EGKH, will

have no propension by its proper waght towards either side, but will hang
as it were, and rest in an equilibrium betwixt both. Bnt the one extreme

part HKI will with its whole weight bear upon and press the middle part

towards the oilier extreme part EGF ; and therefore the force with which

EGI, the sum of the parts HKI and EGKH, tends towards the third part

EGF, is e<iual to the weight of the part HKI, that is, tothe weight of

the third part EGF. And therefore the weights of the two parts EGI
and EGF, one towards the other, are equal, as I was to prove. And in-

deed if those weights were not equal, the whole earth floating in the non-

resistins^ npthcr would give way to the greater weight, and, retiring from

it, would be carried oft' in infmituin.

And as those bodies arc e(jtiipollent in the congress and reflexion, whose

velocities are reciprocally as their innate forces, so in the use of mechanic

instruments those agents are e<(uipollent, and mutually sustain each the

contrary pressure of the other, whose velocities, ^timated according to the

determination of the forces, are reciprocally as the forces.

So those weights are of equal force to move the arms of a balance;

which during the play of the balance are reciprocally as their velocities

upwards and downwards ; that is, if the ascent or descent is direct^ those

Veights are of equal force^ which are reciprocally as the distances of the

points at which they are suspended from the axis of the balance ; but if

tli^ are turned aside by the interposition of oblique planes^ or oilier ob>

slacles, and made to ascend or descend obliqudy, those bodies will be

equipollent) wliicb are reciprocally as the hdghte of thdr ascent and de-

Boeat taken according to the perpendicular; and that on account of the

dcterminatiou of gravity downifards.
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And in like manner in the pully, or in a oomlnnation of pnDieB^ the

foroo of a hand drawing &e rope direoily, whieh is to^ weight, whether

ascendinii: directly or ohliqnely, na the velocity of the perpendicular ascent

of the weight to the velocity of the hand that draws the rope, will sustain

the weight.

In clocks and such like instrument's, made up from a combination of

wheels, the contrary forces tliat promote and impede . the motion of the

wheels, if they are reciprocally as the velocities of the parts of the wheel

on which th< v are impressed, will mutually sustain the one the other.

The force of the screw to press a body is to the force of the hand that

turns the handles by wliich it is moved as the circular velocity of the

handle in that part where it is impelled by the hand id to the piogreasiTe

velocity of tlie screw towards the pressed body.

The forces by which the wedge presses or drives the two parts of the

wood it cleaves are to the force of the mallet upon the wedge as the pro-

gress of the wedge in the direction of the force impressed upon it by the

mallet is to the velocity with which the parts of the wood yield to the

wedge^ in the direction of lines perpendicular to the sides of the wedga

And the like aooonnt is to be given of all madiinefr

The power and nse of maehines consist only in thia^ that by «liin»i»Mliii>g

the velocity we may angment the foroe^ and the oontraxy : £rom whcDO^

in all sorte of proper machines, we have the solution of this problem ; 7b
ffioee a given weight with a given power, or with a given fbroe to over-

come any other given resistance. For if machines areso contrived that the

vdocitifls of the agent and resistant are reciprocally as their forces^ the

agent will jnst snstun the resistant, but with a greater disparity of ve-

locity will overcome it. So that if the disparity of velocities is so great

as to overcome all that resistance which commonly arises either from the

attrition of contiguous bodies as they slide by one another, or from the

cohesion of cuntinuoiis bodies that are to be separated, or fr«>m tlie weights

of bodies to be raised, the excess of the force remaining, after all those re-

sistances are overcome, will produce an acceleration of motion proportional

thereto, as well in the parts of the machine us in the resisting body. But

to treat of mtrlianics is not my present business. I was only willini; to

show by those examples the c;reat extent and certainty of the third Law of

motion. For if we estimate the action of the agent from its force and

velocity conjunctly, and likewise the reaction of the impediment conjunctly

from the velocities of its several parts, and from the forces of resistanoe

arising from the attrition, cohesion, weight, and acceleration of those parts,

the action and reaction in the nse of all sorts of machines irill be found

always eqnal to one another. And so far as the action is propagated by

the intervening inatroments, and at last impressed upon the resisting

body, the ultimate detenninatiMi of the action will be always contrary to

the determination of the reaction.
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BOOK 1.

OF THE MOTION OF BODIES.

SECTION L

Of the method offirst aiid last ratios of quantities^ bij the help whereof

xce demonstrate the propositions thatfolUno,

LEMMA 1.

Quantities, and the ratios of (fuantities, which in anyfinite time converge

corUinimllj/ to equality, and before the end of that time appioach nearer

the one to the other than by any given differejice, become tUtimately

equal.

If yon deny it, suppose them to be ultimately unequal, and let D be

their ultimate difference. Therefore they cannot approach nearer to

equality than by that given difference D ; which is against the supposition.

LEMMA H
If in any figure AacE, terminated by the righi

lines A^, AE, and the curve acE, there be in-

scribed any number of parallelograms Ab, Be,

Cd, i5*c., comprehended under equal bases AB,

EC, CD, *5*c., and the sides, Bb, Cc, Dd,' ^c^

parallel to one side Atk of the figure ; and the

parallelograms aKbl, bliCm, cMdn, <5*c., are com-

pleted. T/ten if the breadth of those parallelo-

grams be supposed to be diminished, and their

number to be augmented in infinitum ; / say, that the ultimate ratios

which the inscribed figure AKbLcMdD, the circumscribed figure

AalbmcndoE, and ctirvilinearfigifre AabcdE, will have to one another^

are ratios of eqiiality.

For the difference of the inscribed and circumscribed figures is the sum

of the parallelograms K/, Ltw, Mw, Do, that is (from the equality of all

their bases), the rectangle under one of their bases Kb and the sum of their

altitudes Ao, that is, the rectangle AiB/o. But this rectangle, because
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its breadth A6 is Bupposed dimmished in itifimium, beoomeB les iliaii

any j^iven ppnce. And therefore (by Lem. I) the figares insoribed and

circuiiLscribcd Ixroine ultimiitcly ecjual one to the other ; and much more

will the intermediate curvilinear figure be ultimately e^ual to either.

Q.E.1).

LEMMA m.

TTte same ult'unab ratios are also ratios of equality, wJien the breadtlis,

AW, BC, DC, i^c, of i/ie parallelograms are aiieqiiulj and are cdl di-

miitishcd in infinitum.

For suppose AF o<]iial to the greatest breadth, and ^ ^
complete the parallcloirram VAaf This parallelo-

gram will be greater than the difference of the in-

scribed and circumscribed figures
;
but, because its

breadth AF is diminished in iiijinituin, it will be-

come less than any given rectangle. Q.E.D»

CoH, 1. Hence the ultimate sum of those evanes-

cent parallelograms will in all parts coincide with

the curvilinear figure.

Cor. 2. Much more will the rectilinear figure comprehended under the

chords of the evanescent arcs o^» bc^ cd, du^ ultimately coincide with the

curvilinear figure.

Cob. 3. And also the oiicumscrihed leotilinear figure compreheDded

under the tangents of the same arcs.

Cor. 4 And therefore these ultimate figures (as to their perimeten ocE),

are not rectilinear, but curvilinear limits of rectilinear figures.

LEMMA IV.

If in twofigures AacE, PpiT, ym instsribe (as before)

two ranks of paralleio^ratnSf an equal number in^

each ran/:, and, when their breadths are diminished

in infinitum, r/te uhiinatt ratiosof theparaUdograms

in one fiLCure to those in the other, each to each respec-

tirrhj, arc the same ; I '^(ii/, that those two figitres

Aacl*], Ppr'r, are to one another in (hat same ratio.

For as the parallelocrrams in the one are severally to i*

theparallelograras in the other, so (by composition) is the

sum of all in the one to the sum of all in the other
:
and

BO is the one figure to the other: Viei:inse(by 1 -em. Ill) the

formerfigureto theformersum, and thelatter figure to the

latter sum, are both in the ratio of equality. Q.E.I).

Cob. Hence if two quantities of any kind arc any

how divided into an equal number of parts, and those a
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parts, when their number is augmented, and their magnitude diminished

tM irifimtvjn, have a given ratio one to the other, the first to the llrst. the

second to the second, and so on in order, the whole quantities will l>e one to

the other in that same given ratio. For if, in the figures of this Lemma,

the parallelograms are taken one to the other in the ratio of the part,s, the

sum of the parts will always be as the sum of the parallelograms; and

therefore supponng the number of the parallelograms and parts to be aug-

mented, and their magnitudes diminidied ki inJinUum, those sums will be

in the ultimate ratio of the parallelogram in the one figure to the corres-

pondent parallelogram in the other ; that is (by the snppoflition), in the

ultimate ratio of anj part of the one quantity to the eomapondcnt part ef

the other.

LEMMA Y.

Jif mmUar figuru, aU sorts^ hamiBlUigem mdes^ tokether eurvUmear or

reetmnettTj are proportional ; and the areaa an in the dnptkaU ratm

of the homologous

LEMMA YL

If any are ACB, givm in position is sub-

tended by its chord AB, aftdin anypoint

A, in the middle of the continued curva-

ture^ is touched by a r '\[^ht line AD, pro-

duced both ways ; then if the points A
and li approach one another and meet,

I say, the ani^le BAT), contained between

the chord and the fa>ii;-f>fit, iri/f />e dimin-

is/ied in infinituia, and ultimately will vanish.

For if tliat angle does not vanish, the arc ACB will contain with the

tangent Al) an anii;le erpial to a riTtilinear ancle : and therefore the cur-

vature at the point A will not be continued, which is against the supposi*

tion.

LEMMA YIL

The samfi things betn^f^ supposed, I say that thoultifnate ratio of ihoarCp

chord, and tangent, any one to any other, is the ratio of equaiity.

VnT while the point B approaches towards the point A, consider always
AB and A I) as produced to ihe remote points b and and parallel to the

secant BD draw M: and let the are Ac6 be always sunilar to the aro-

ACB. Then, suf^Msing the points A and B to coincide^ llie angle dhh'
will Tanishy by the preceding Lemma; and therefore the right lines Ad,

hd (whieh are always finite), and lihe intermediate aro Aefr, will coincide,,

and become equal among themadTes: Wherefore^ the right lines AB, AD,.
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and the mtermedlate aro ACB (whioh are always proportional to the

former), will vanish, and ultimately acquire the ratio of equality. Q.E.D.

Cob. 1. Whence if through B we draw ^ E\ /D
BF parallel to the tangent, always cntting

any ris^ht line AF passing through A in

F, thi8 line BF will be ultimately in the

ratio of e<iuality with the evanescent arc ACB; because, completing the

parallelogram AFBD, it is iilways in a ratio of equality with AD.

Cor. 2. And if through B and A more right lines are drawn, as BE,

BD, AF, AG, cutting the tangent AD and its parallel BF ; the ultimate

ratio of all the abscissas AD, AE, BF, BG, and of the chord and arc AB,

any one to any other, will be the ratio of equality.

Cor. 3. And therefore in all our reasonint;; ubout ultimate ratios^ we

may freely use any one of those lines for any other.

LEMMA VIII.
'

Jf ihe ri^ht lines AR, BR, irith the arc ATB. the chord AB, and tJie

tangent AT), cimstititte three trinn^Ieii RAli RACB, RAD, and the

points A and B approach and iiw t : T say, that the nlli/nat( form of

these evanescent triangles is that of similitude, and their vUimaU
ratio that of eqtiality.

For while the point B approaches towards

the point A, consider always AB, AD, AR,
SB iffodnoed to the remote points 6, and r,

and rbd as drawn parallel to RD, and let

the arc Ao6 he always similar to the are

ACB* Then supposing the points A and B
to coincide^ the angle 6Ad wiU vanish ; and

therefore the three triangles rAb, rAcb^rAd

(which are always finite), will coincide^ and on that account become botii

similar and eqnal. And therefore the triangles RAB, RACB, RAD
which are always similar and proportional to these, will ultimately be-

come both similar and C(]ual uuiong tliemselves. Q..E.1).

Cor. And hence in all reH>(jnings about ultimate ratios, we may indif-

ferently use any one of those triangles for any other.

LEMMA IX.

Jfa ris^ht line AE, and a curve line ABC, bedh given by posilion, cut

each other in a £(iven an<^l€, A] and to that right line, in another

given angle, BD, CE are nrdinately applied, meeting tJit curve in B,

C; and the points B and C together approach toicards and mf^t in

the point A: / say, that the areas of the triangles ABD, ACE, tDtil

idtimately be orve to the oUier in the dupltcate ratip of the sides.
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For while the points B, C, approach e_

towards the point A, suppose always AD
to be produced to the remote points d and ^
e, so as Ac/, Ae may be proportional to

AD, AE; and the ordinate^ db^ ec, to be

drawn parallel to the ordinates DB and ^

EC, and meeting AB and AC produced D
in b and c. liCt the curve Abe be similar

to the curve ABC, and draw the right line

Ag so as to touch both curves in A, and

cut the ordinates DB, EC, db ec, in F, G,

/, g. Then, supposing the length Ae to remain the same, let the points B
and C meet in the point A ; and the angle cA^ vanishing, the curvilinear

areas Abd, Ace will coincide with the rectilinear areas Afd, Age ; and

therefore (by Lem. \) will be one to the other in the duplicate ratio of

the sides Ad, Ae. But the areas ABD, ACE are always proportional to

these areas; and so the sides AD, AE arc to these sides. And therefore

the areas ABD, ACE are ultimately one to the other in the duplicate ratio

of the sides AD, AR aE.D.

LEMMA X.

The spaces which a body describes by any finite force urging it, whether

thatforce is deterfnined and ivinmtable, or is contintudly augmented

or cofitimially diminished, are in the very beginning of the motion one

to tlte other in the duplicate ratio of ttie times.

Let the times be represented by the lines AD, AE, and the velocities

generated in those times by the ordinates DB, EC. The spaces described

with these velocities will be as the areas ABD, ACE, described by those

ordinates, that is, at the very beginning of the motion (by Lem. IX), in

the duplicate ratio of the times AD, AE. Q,.E.D.

CoR. L And hence one may easily infer, that the errors of bodies des-

cribing similar parts of similar figures in proportional times, are nearly

as the squares of the times in which they are generated ; if so be these

errors are generated by any equal forces similarly applied to the bodies,

and measured by the distances of the bodies from those places of the sim-

ilar figures, at which, without the action of those forces, the bodies would

have arrived in those proportional times.

CoR. 2. But the errors that are generated by proportional forces, sim-

ilarly applied to the bodies at similar pjirts of the similar figures, are as

the forces and the squares of the times conjunctly.

CoR. 3. The same thing is to be understood of any spaces whatsoever

described by bodies urged with different forces ; all which, in the very be-

ginning of the motion, are as the forces and the squares of the times conjunctly.
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Cor. 1. And therefore the forces are as the spaces described in the very

beginiiiniij of the motion- directly, nnd the stpirircB of the times inversely.

Cor. 5. And the s(|uared at the times are ass the spaces described direct-

ly, and the forces inversely.

SCHOLIUM.
If in comparing indetermined quantities of different sorts one with

another, any one is said to be as any other directly or inversely, the mean-

ing is, that the former ia aiigmented or diminished in the same ratio with

the latter, or with its reciprocal. And if any one is said to be as any other

two or more directly or inversely, the meaning is, that the first is aug-

mented or diminished in the ratio compounded of the ratios in which the

others, or the reciprocals of the others, are augmented or diminished, A0
ifA IB said to be as B directly, and C directly, and D invendy, the mean-

ing ia^ that A is angmented or diminished in the same ratio with B X G
X -^j that is to say, that A and ^ are one to the other in a giren ratio.

LEMMA XL
7%e ev€mescent suUmm of the angle of eoHiad, m aU ctimt wkkh ai

the point of ctmtact have afinite curvature, is uitimaidff in the dupti"

catc ratio of the subtense of the conterminate arc.

Case 1. Let AB be that arc, A\) its tangent, HD
the subtense of the angle of contact perpendicular on

the tangent, AB the subtense of the arc. Draw BG
perpendicular to the subtense AB, and AG to the tan-

gent AT), meeting in G , then let the points D, B, and

G. approach to the points d, b, and and suppose J

to be the ultimate intersection of the lines BG, AG,

when the points D, B, have come to A. It is evident

that the distance (iJ may be loss than any a8si<xnable.

But (from the nature of the circles passing through ^
the points A, B, G, A, b, ^,) AB*= AG X BD, and

Ai^f^Ag X bd ; and therefore the ratio of AB^ to A4^ is compotrnded ef

tiie ration of AG to Kg, and of Bcf to bd. But because GJ may be as*

snmed of less length than any assignable, the ratio of AG to kg may be

such as to differ from the ratio of equality by less than any asKgnable

differenco; and therefore the ratio of AB' to A6^ may be such as to differ

from the ratio of BD to M by leas than any assignable difiereooe. I'here-

fore, by Lem* I, the nltimate ratio of AB* to A^ is the same with the ul-

timate ratio of BD to M. a.ElD.

Case 2. Now let BD be inclined to AD in any giren angl^ and the

ultimate ratio of BD to hd will always be the same as before^ and th(

fore the same with the ratio of AB' to A6^. Q^D.
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Case 3. And if we suppose the angle D not to be given, but that the

right line BD converges to a given point, or is determined hy any other

condition whatever ;
nevertheless the an<j;ks 1), d, htu\'^ detenu iuod by the

game law, will always draw nearer to e((uality, and approacli nearer to

each other than by any assigned ditference, and therefore, by I,cm. 1, will at

last be equal; and therefore the lineB BD,M are in the same ratio to each

other as before. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Therefore amoe the tangents AD, Ad, the arcs AB, A^, and

thor sines, BC. he, become ultimately equal to the chords AB, A6^ their

a^iuies will ultimately become as the snbteDses BD, bd.

Cob. 2. Their squares are also ultimateLyas tiierened sines of the arcs,

Inseeting the chords^ and oonTerging to a given point For those vened

snes are as the sabtenses BD. M.
Cob. 3. And therefore ihe Tersed sine is in the duplicate ratio of the

time in whioh a body will desoribe the are with a gi?en Telocity.

Cob. 4 The rectilinear triangles ADB, Adb are

nltimately in the triplicate ratio of the sides AP, Adj

and in a ses^uiplicate ratio of the sides DB, db; as

being in the ratio compounded of the sidesAD to DB,
and of Ad to db. So also the triangles ABC, A6c

arc ultiuiately in tlie triplicate ratio of the sides BC, be.

What I call the ses^iuplicate ratio is the subduplicate

of the tri])licato. as being compounded of the simple

and subduplicate ratio.

Cor. 5. And because DB, db are ultimately paral- ^\
lei and in the duplicate ratio of the lines AD, Ad, the a
ultimate curvilinear areas ADB, A^^^ will be (by the nature of the para-

bola) two thirds of the rectilinear triangles A DB, Adh and the segments

AB, A6 will be one third of the same triangles. And thence those areas

and those segments will be in the triplicate ratio as well of the tangents

AD, Ai^ as of the chords and arcs AB, AB.

SCHOLIUM.
But we have all along supposed the angle of contact to be neither infi-

nitely greater nor infinitely less than the angles of contact made by cir-

cles and their tangents ; that ia^ that the curvature at the pointA is neither

infinitelysmall nor infinitely grea^ or that the intenralAJ is of a finite mag-
nitude. For DB may be takenasAD*: in which case no cindecan be drawn
through the point A, between the tangent AD and tiie curve AB, and
therefore the angle of contact will be infinitdy less than those of circles.

And by a like reasoning, ifDB be made snoocssfully as AD^, AD*, AD",
AD*, dM., we shall hare a series of angles of contact, proceeding in infini-

turn, wherein ereiy succeeding term is infinitely leas than the prc-
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ceding. And if DB be made successively as AD-, AD^ AD^, AD^ ADJ,

AD', &.C., we shall have another inlinite series of angles of contact, the first

of which is of the same sort with those of circles, the second infinitely

greater, and every succeeding one infinitely greater than the preceding.

But l)L"tween any two of these angles another series of intermediate angles

of contact may be interposed, jiroceeding both ways in wfiniUim. wherein

every succeeding angle shall be infinitely greater or infinitely less than the

preceding. As if between the terms AD' and AD^ there were interposed

ttsria AD'l ADy, ADJ, ADJ, AD| AD|, AD^, AD^S AD^^ &c. And
again, between any two angles of this serieSi a new series of intermediate

angles may be interposed, differing from one another by infinite interralBi

Nor ia nature oonfined to any bounds.

Tbo^ things which have been demonstrated of curre lines^ and the

Boperfices which th^ comprehend^miiy^be easily applied to the ennre an-

p^fices and oontents of solids. These Lemmas are premised lo aroid the

tedionsncas of deducing perplexed demonstrations ad-^i^ayrdmn^ aoooiding

to the method of the ancient geometers. For demonstrations are more
contracted by the method of indivisibles : but because the hypothesis of

indivisibles seems somewhat harsh, and therefi>re that method is reckoned

less geometrical, I chose rather to reduce the demonstrations of the follow-

ing propositions to the &9t and last sums and ratios of nascent and evane-

scent quantitieB^ that is^ to the limits of those sums and ratios ; and so to

premise, as short as I could, tiie demonstrations of those limits. For hereby

the same thing is performed as by the method of indivisibles ; and now
those principles being demonstrated, we may use thcni with more safety.

Therefore if hereafter I should hap})en to cuusidir quantities as made up of

particles, or should use little curve lines for riirht ones, I would not be un-

derstood to mean indivisibles, but evanescent divisible quantities; not the

sums and ratios of determinate parts, but always the limits of sums and

ratios ; and that the force of such demonstrations always depends on the

method laid down in the foroiroing Lemmas.

Pi'iliaps it maybe objected, that there is no ultimate proportion, of

evanescent quantities ; because the proportion, before the quantities have

vanished, is not the ultimate, and when they are vanished, is none. But
by the same argument, it may be alledged, that a body arriving at a cer-

tain place, and there stopping, has no ultimate velocity : because the velo-

city, before the body comes to the place, is not its ultimate velocity ; when
it has arrived, is none. But the answer is easy ; for by the ultimate ve*

locity is meant that with which the body ismoved, neither before it arrives

at its last place and the motion ceases^ nor alter, but at the very instant it

arrives ; that is^ that velocity with which the body arrives at its last places

and witii which themotion ceases. And in like manner, by the ultimate ra-

tio of evanescent quantities is to be understood the ratio of the quantities
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not before they vanish, nor afterwards, but with which they vanish. In

like manner the fii^t ratio of nascent quantities is that with which thej b^gln

to be. And the first or last sum is that with which they begin and ceaae

to be (or to be augmented or diminished). There is a limit which the ve-

locity at the end of the motion may attain, but not exceed. This is the

ultimate velocity. And there is the like limit in all quantities and pro-

portions that b^n and oeose to be; And since snch limits are certain and

definite^ to determine the same is a problem strictlj geometrical Bnt
whatever is geometrical we maj be allowed to nse in determining and de-

monstrating anj oiher thing ^t is likewise geometrical

It may iJso be objected, that if the ultimate ratios of evanesoent qnan-

tiiies are given, th«r ultimate magnitudes will be also given : and so all

quantities will consist of indivisibles^ which is contrary to '^whaC Eudid
has demonstrated concerning incommensurahles, in the 10th Book of his

Ekments. But this objection is founded on a false supposition. For
those ultimate ratios with which quantities vanish are not truly the ratios

of ultimate quantities, but limits towards which the ratios of quantities

decreasini; without limit do always convercre : and to which they aj)proach

nearer than by any given <litrerence, but never go beyond, nor in effect attain

to, till the quantities are diniinished ininjimtum. This thing will appear

more evident in quantities infinitely great. If two quantities, whose dif-

ference is given, Ik; augmented in infimliiin^ the ultimate ratio of these

quantities will })e given, to wit, the ratio of equality ; bnt it docs not from

thence follow, that the ultimate or greatest quantities themselves, whose

ratio that if*, will be given. Therefore if in what follows, for the sake of

beins^ more easily understood, 1 sliould happen to mention quantities as

least, or evanescent, or ultimate, you are not to suppose that (quantities of

any determinate magnitude are meant, but such as are conceived to be al«

ways diminished without end.

SECTION IL

Cf ike Inoeniion^ Cenir^ai throes.

PROPOSITION L THEOREM L

The area», which revolving bodies describe by radH drawn to an tromo-

vahle centfj offorce do lie in the same immaitable planes^ and are pro'

portional to the times in which they are described.

For suppose the time to be divided into equal parts, and in the first part

of that time let the body by its innate force describe the right line AB.
hk tiie second part of that time, the samewould (by Law 1.), if not hindered,

procee 1 directly to c, alon«4 the line Be equal to AB ; so that by the radii

AS, 13S, cS, drawu to the centre^ the equal areas ASB, BSc, would be do-
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BeriM. Butwbm thebod;^

is anifdl at B, sappoee

that a oentripetal foroe aete

•at once with a great im-

pulse, and, turning aside the

body from the right liiiu Be,

Compels it aftorwurd^^ to con-

tinue its motion along the

riffht line BC. Draw cC

parjillei to BS meeting BC
in C ; and at the end of the

second part of the time, the

body (by Cor. I. of the Laws)

will he found iu C, in the

game plane with the triangle

ASB. JoinSO,and, because

SB and Cc are parallel, the triangle SBC will be equal to the thaogle SBc^

• and therefore also to the triangle 8AB. By the like argument, if the

centripetal force acts successively in C, D, E, »kc., and makes the body, in

each single particle of time, to desonbe the right lines CD, DE, EF, dco,

they will all lie in the same plane; and the triangle SCD will be equal to

the triangle SBC, and SD£ to SCD, and SEP to SDE. And* therefor^

in equal times, eqiui areae are deseribed in one immovable plane : and, bj

eomposition, any enma SADS, SAFS, of thoae areas, are one to the other

as the times in which they are described. Now let the number of thoee

triangkB be augmented, uid their breadth diminished tfi wfatUumf and

(by Cor. 4, Lem. UL) thdr ultimate perimeter ADF will be a eurve line

:

and therefore the centripetal force, by which the body is perpetually drawn

back from the tangent of this cnnr^ will act continually ; and any described

areas SADS, SAFS, which are always proportional to the times of de-

scription, will, in this case also, be proportional to ^cse times. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. The velocity of a body attracted towards an immovable centre,

in spaces void of resistance, is reciprocally as the perpendicular kt fall

from that centre on the right line that touclies the uibit. For the vdoci-

ties in those places A, B, C, 1), E, are us the bastes AB, BC, CI), 1)K, Kh\

of equal triangles ; and these bafies are reciprocally as the perpendicularo

let fall upon them.

Cor. 2. If the chords AB, BC of two arcs, successively described in

equal times by the same body, in spaces void of resistance, are completed

into a parallelogram AH( nnd the diagonal BY of this piir-tlleloM-mm,

in tlie ]trmition whicli it ultimately acquires when those arcs are diminished

in infinitum^ is produced both wayr^, it will pass through the centre of force.

Cob. 3. If the chords AB, BC, and £F, of arcs described in e^ual
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tiiiM^ in egtiom void of migtance, are completed into the panUelognmi
ABGY.DEFZ; the Ibfoes in B and £ are one to the other in the nlti-

matte x»tio of the dia^nala BY, EZ, when thoie aics ave diminished «ti

tii^Mlifiit. For the motions BC imd £F of the body (by Cor. I of the

Lm) are oompoonded of the motions B^ BV, and E/, EZ : but BY and

EZ, which are equnl to Gc and Ff, in the denoiistration of this Proposi-

tion, were generated by the impulses of the centripetal foroe ja B and £^
and are therefore proportional to those impulses.

Cor. 4. The forces by whicli bodies, in sjkicos void of resistance, are

drawn back from rectilinear motions, and turned into curvilinear orbits,

are one to another as the versed sines of arcs described in equal times ; which

versed sines tend to the centre of force, and bisect the chords when thoge

arcs are diinininhtHi to inhnity. For such versed sines are the halves of

the diagonals mentioned in Cot. 3.

Cor. 5. And therefore those forces are to the force of gravity as the said

versed sines to the versed sines perpendicular to the horizon of those pan^
bolio arcs which projectiles describe in the same time.

Cob. 6. And the same things do all hold good (by Cor. 5 of the Laws),

wficn the planes in which the bodies aire moved, together with the centres

of force which are "placed in those planes^ are not at rest, bat move hb^
formlj ^nrard in right litfes.

PROPOSITION IL THEOREM IL

Aery body that movesm any curve line deeeribed in a pUme, emd by a
radius, draton %o apoini either unmovaHe, or maomg forward wtk

redUineaT mdwn, deaeribee about thatpoint areaspropor'

tional to the iimee, is urged by acentrjpetatforce directed io thatpomL

Case, h For every body

Ihst moves in a corve line^

is (by Lav 1) turned aade

from its recHIinear course

by the action of some force

that impels it. And that force

by which the ]m\y is turned

offfrom its rectilinear course,

and is made to describe, in

equiil times, the equal least

triangles SAB, SBC, SCD,
&c,, about the immovable

point S (by Prop. XI». Book

1, Elem. and Law II), acts

in the place B, according to

the direction of a line par-
^
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allel to cC, that is, in the direction of the line BS ; and in the place C,

accordinjfj^ to the direction of a line parallel to rfD, that is, in the direction

of the line CS, ifcc. ; and therefore acts always in the direction of lines

tending to the immovable point S. Q.RD.
Case. 2. And (by (>or. 5 of the liaws) it is iiidilTiTcnt whether the 8U-

perficess in which a body describes a curvilinear titriire Ite quiescent, or moves

together with the body, the figure described, and iia point uniformly

fonraid in right lineB.

Cor. 1. Tn non-resisting spaoes or mediums, if the areas are not propor-

tional to the times, the forces are not directed to the point in which the

radii meet; but deviate therefrom ip rnnsprptpjitiOjOT io>mt6A th« parts to

which the motion is directed, if the description of the areas is aeoelented;

but in antecederUiet, if retarded.

Cor. 2. And even in resisting mediums^ if the description of the anas

is accelerated, the directions of the forces deviate from the point in wbidi

tlie radii meet^ towards the parts to which the motion tends.

SCHOLIUM.
A body may be urged by a centripetal force compounded of several

forces; in which case the meaning of the PropontioB it, that the force

which results out of all tends to the point S. But if any force acts per-

petually in the direction of lines perpendicular to the described surface^

this force will make the body to deviate from the plane of its motion : but

will neither augment nor diminish the quantity of tiie described sm^MC^

and 18 therefore to be n^lected in the composition of forces.

PROPOSITION ra. THEOREM III.

Every body, that by a radius drawn to the centre of another body, hoW'

soever moved, describes areas about that centre proportional to the times,

is urged by aforce compounded out of the centripetalforce tending^to

that other body^ and of aUthe accelerative force by which that other

body is impclhd.

Let L represent the one, and T tl»e other body ; and (by Cor. 6 of the Laws)

if both bodies are urged in tlie direction of parallel lines, by a new force

equal and contrary to that by wliicli the second body T is urged, the first

body li will eto on tu describe about the other body T the same areas as

before : ))ut the force by wliich that other body T wjis urged will be now
destroy h1 by an ecpial and contrary force; and therefore (by Law that

other body '\\ now left to itself, will either rest, or move uniformly forward

in a right line ; and the first body impelled by the difference of the

forces, that is, by the force remaining, will go on to describe about the other

body T areas proportional to the times. And therefore (l>y Theor. ID the

difference of the forces is directed to the other body T as its centre. U.E.D.
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Cor. 1. Hence if the one body Ti, by a radius drawn to the other body T,

descril>es areas proportional to the times ; and from the whole force, by which

the first body L is urged (whether that force is simple, or, according to

Cor. 2 of the Laws, compounded out of several forces), we subduct (by the

same Cor.) thai whole accelerative force by which the other body is urged

;

the whole remaining force by which the tot body is urged will tend to the

other body T, as its centre.

Cor. 2. And, if these areas are proportional to the times neArly, the le-

maining force will tend to the other body T nearly.

Com. 3. And vice versoj if the remaining force tends nearly to the other

body Ty those areas will he nearly proportional to the times.

Cor. 4. If the body by a radios drawn to the other body T, describes

areasy which, compared vriih the times, are very nneqasl ; and that other

body T be either at rest, or moves nniformly forward in a right line : tiie

action of the centripetal force tending to that other bodyT is either none

at all, or it is mixed and compoonded with very powerful actions of other

forces: and the whole force compounded of them all, if they are many, is

directed to another (immoTable or moTeaUe) centre; The same thing ob-

tains, when the oth« body is moved by any motion whatsoerer
j
provided

that centripetal force is taken, which remains after subducting that whole

force acting upon that other body T.

SCHOUUM.
Because the equable description of areas indicates that a centre is re-

spected by that force with which the body is most affected, and by which it

is drawn li.uk from its rectilinear motion, and retained in its orbit; why

mav wc not l»e allowed, in the following discourse, to use the equable de-

scription of area8 an an indication of a centre, about which all circular

motion is performed in free spaces ?

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM IV.

J%e centripetal forces of /fot/ics, which by v(j\niblc motions descrilje dijjfer-

eiit cirrics. 1i ml to tlir rmtres of the sanif r'lrrUs ; and are one to the

other as the sijnarcs oj tlie arcs desa itjed in equal iiines applied to Hie

radii of the rirrles.

These forces tend to the centres of the circles (by Prop. II., and Cor. 2,

Prop. I.), and are one to another as the versed pinen of the least arcs de-

scribed in e<[ual times (by (^or. 4, Prop. 1.); that is, as the sipiareij of the

same arcs applied to the diameters of the circles (by 1 iera. VIL) ; and there-

fore since those arcs are as arcs described in any equal times, and the dia*

meters are as the radii, the forcf«! will be n:? the f^qnnres of any arcs de-

scribed in the same time applied to the radii of the circles. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Therefore^ siuoe those arcs are as the velooities of the bodic%
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the oentripotal foroes MPe in a ntio «ompouided of tiie dnplkaio nib of

the velocitiefl directly, and of the aimple ratio of the ndii inversely.

Cor. 2. And since the periodic times are in a ratio compounded of the

ratio of the radii directly, and the ratio of the velocities inversely, the cen-

' tripetal forces, are in a ratio compounded of the ratio of the radii directly,

and the duplicate ratio of the periodic times inversely.

Cor. 3. Whence if the periodic times are equal, and the velocities

therefore as the radii, the centripetal forces will be ako as the radii
i
and

the contrary.

Cor. 1. If the periodic times and the velocities are both in the suhdu-

plicate ratio of the radii, the ceatripetal forces will be e^oal amoi^ them-

selves ; and the contrarv.

Coa. 5. If the periodic tim^ are as the radii, and therefore the veloci-

ties equal, the centripetal forces will be reciprocally as the radii ; aikd the

contrary.

CoR. 6. If the periodic times are in the sesquiplicate ratio of the radii,

and therefore the velocities reciprocally in the subduplicate ratio of the

ndii, the centripetal forces will bo in the daplicate ratio of the zadii in-

enely; and the contrary.

Cor. 7. And universally, if the periodic time is as any power R° of the

tadins and therefore the velocity reciprocally as the power R"— ' of

the ndins, the centripetal force will be redprooally as tiie power —
' of

the radine; and the contrary.

Cob. 8. The same things all hold oonoeming the ^es, the yelooitiei^

and forces by whaioh. bodies describe the similar partsof any similar figures

ihat hare their centres in a similar position wid& those figures ; as appcan

by applying the demonstration of the preceding cases to those. And the

applioati(m is easy, hy only snbstitnting the equable description of areas in

the place of equable motion, and using ^e distaaoes of the bodiesfrom the

oentres instead of the radiL

CoR. 9. From the same demonstration it likewise follows, that the arc

which a body, uniformly revolving in a circle by means of a given centri-

petal force, describes in any time, is a mean proportional between the

diameter of the circle, and the .space which the suiue body falling by the

same given force would descend through in the same given time.

SCHOLIUM.
TTie case of the 6th Corollary obtains in the celestial Ix^dies (as Sir

Chnsto[>her Wren. Dr. lloi>ke, and Dr. Halley have severally observed);

and therefore in what follows. I intend to treat more at larire of those

thing's which relate to centripetal force decreasing in a duplicate ratio

of the distances from the centres.

Moreover, by means of the preceding Proposition and its Corollaries, we
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may discover the proportion of a centripetal force to any other knowa
force, such as that of crravity. For if a body by means of its gravity re-

volves in a circle concentric to the earth, this gravity is the centripetal

force of that bAdy. But from the descent of heavy bodies, the time of one

entire revolution, as well as the arc described in any given time, is givoi

(bj Cor. 9 of this Prop.). And by such propositionjiy Mr. Huygen^ in his

exDelleiit book De Hordogio OscUlatoriOy has compared the force of

gravity with the oentrifogal fbiocs of FevolTing bodice.

The preceding Propceition may be likewise demonstrated after thia

manner. In any circle suppose a polygon to be inscribed of any number

of aides. And if a body, moved with a given velocity along thesides of the

polygon, 18 reflected ftom the ciide at the several angular points^ the forc^

witii which at every reflection it strikes the cirde^ will be as its vdodty

:

and therefore the som of the foroeSy in a given time^ will be as that ve»

kdty and the number of reflections conjunctly ; that is (if the spedes of

the polygon be given), as the length described in that given time, and in-

creased or diminished in the ratio of the same length to the radius of the

circle; that is, as the square of that length applied to the radius; and

therefore the polygon, by having its sides diminidied in infinitvm, coin-

cides with the circle, as the square of the arc described in a given time ap-

plied to the nidiu8. This is the centrifugal force, with which the body

impels the circle ; and to which the contrary force, wherewith the circle

oontinaally repels the body towards the centre, is ecpal.

PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM L

J%ere beivff given, in any plaeeSj the velecUy with which a body ds*

wribes a given figure^ by means of /oree» dvrocM io some common
cmtre: tofatd thai centre,

Lefc the three right lines PT, TQV, VR
touch the figure described in as many points,

P, Q., R, and meet in T and V. On tlie tan-

gents erect the perpendiculars PA, QB, RC,

reciprocally proportional to the velocities of the

body in the points P, Q,, K, from wliich the

perpendiculars were raised ; that is, so that PA
may be to QB as the velocity in Q, to the velocity in P, and Q.B to RC
as the vdocity in K to the velocity in Q. Through the ends A, B, C, of

ihe perpendiculars draw A D, DBH, EC, at right angles, meeting in Dand
E: and the right lines TD, YE produced, will meet in S, the centM re-

quired.

For the perpendiculars let fall from the centre S on the tangents PT,

QT, are redprocally as the vdodties of the bodies in the points P and
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(by Cor. 1, Prop. I.), and therefore, by construction, as the perpendiculars

AW HQ. directly; that is, as the perpendiculars let fall from the point D
on the tangents. Whence it is easy to infer that the points S, D, T, are

in one right line. And by the like argument the points S, K, V arc also

in one right line ; and therefore the centre S is in the point where the

right lines TD, YE meet Q^D.

PROPOSITION YL THEOREM V.

In a space void of resistance, ifa bodyrewdves in any orbit aboutanim"
movable centre, and in the least time describes any are just then na-

scent ; and the versed sine of that are is supposed to be drawn bisect'

ing the chord, and producedpassing through the centre offorce : the

centripetalforce in the middle of the arc will be as the wrseel sine dh
reetly and the square of the time inversely.

For the Tosed sine in a given time is as the force (by Gor. 4, Prop. 1) ;

and angmentiug the time in any ratio, because the arc will be augmented

in the same ratio, the versed sine will be augmented in the duplicate of

that ratio (by Cor. 2 and 3, Lem. XL), and therefore is as the force and the

square of the time. Subduct on both sides the duplicate ratio of the

time, and the force will be :is ihu versed sine directly, and the st^uare of

the time inversely. Q.E.D.

And the same thing may also be easily demonstrated by CoroL 4,

Lem. X.

Cor. 1. If a body P revolving about the

centre S describes a curve line APQ,, which a

right line ZPR touches in any point P; and

from any other point Q, of the curve, (iR is

drawn parallel to the distance SP, meeting

the tangent in R and Q,T is drawn perpen-

dienlar to the distance SP; the eentripetal forae will beredprooally as tha

SP* X
solid , if tiie solid be taken of that magnitude which it nlti-

matdj acquires when the points P and Q coincide. For QR is equal to

the yersed sine of double the arc QP, whose middle is P : and double the

triangle SQP, or SP X QT is proportional to the time in which that

double arc is described ; and therefore may be used for the ej^onent of

the time.

Cor. 2. By a like reasoning, the centripetal force is reciprocaiiy as the

SY* X ^P*
•oM—— ; if SY is a perpendicular from the oentre of force on

PR the tangent of the orbit For the rectangles SY X QP andSP X Q,T
are e^uaL
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Cor. i?. If the orbit is citlicr a circle, or t^jiichcs or cuts a circle concen-

trically, that is, contains with a circle the least angle of contact or sec-

tion, having the same curvuture nnd the same radius of curvature at the

point P ; and if FV be a clit»nl of this circle, drawn from the body through

the centre of force; the centripetal force will be reciprocally as the solid

SY« X PV. PorPVis—,

Cou. 1. The same tliinc^s being supposed, the centripetal force is as the

square of the velocity directly, and that chord inversely. For the velocity

is reciprocally as the perpendicular SY, by Cor. 1. Prop. I.

Cob. 5. Hence if any curvilinear figure APQ, is given, and therein a

point S is also given, to which a centripetal force is perpetually directed,

that law of centripetal force may be found, by which the body P will be

continually drawn back from a rectilinear counie, and, being detained in

the perimeter of that figure^ will describe the same by a perpetual revolu-

SP' X Q,T*
tion. Hiat is, we are to find, by computation, either the solid

or the solid SY* X PY, reciprocally proportional to this force. Examples

^ of this we shall give in the following Problems.

PROPOSITIONm PROBLEM IL

I/ u hotly revolves in the circum/ercnre of a circle; il is proposed tofind

the late of centripetalforce directed to any given point.

Let VQ,PA be the circumference of the

ebde ; S the given point to which as to

a centre the force tends ; P the body mov-

ing in the circumference; Q the next

place into which it is to move; and PRZ
the tangent of the circle at the preceding

place. Through the point S draw the

chord PY, and the diftneter YA of the

circle: join AP, and draw QT perpen-

dicular to SP, which produced, may meet
the tangent PR inZ ; and lastly, through

the point €^ draw LR parallel to SP, meeting the^eiieleTn L, and the

iuigent PZ in R. And, because of the similar triangles ZQR, ZTP,
TPA, we shall have RP* that is, QRL to QT* as AY> to PV. And

^ QRL X PV*. , SP»
therefore is equal to Q,TK Multiply those equals hy -gg-,

ind the points P and Q coinciding, for RL write PV; then we shall have
8P« X PY' SP' X QT* . , , . ^And therefore (by Cor. 1 and 5, Prop. YL)
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SP* X PV^
(he centripetal force is reciprocally as— —; that is (becauseAV
is given), reciprocally as the square of the distance or altitude SP, and the

cube of the chord PY coujunctly. U.EX
77te same otherwise*

On the tangent PR produced let fall the perpendicular SY; and (be-

cause of the simihir triangles SYP, YPA\ we shall have AY to PV as SP
SP X PV SP* X PV

to SY, and therefore—^ = SY, and—^r~- = SY» X PY.

And therefore (by CoroL 3 and 6, Prop. Yl), the centripetal force is rodp-

SP' X P^V^
rocally as—^^^5— ; that is (because AV is given], reciprocally as SP*

X PV. Q.E.I,

Cor. 1. Hence if the given point S, to which the centripetal force al-

ways tends, is placed in the circumference of the circle, as at V, the cen-

tripetal force will be reciprocally as the ^uadrato-cube (or fifth power) ol

the altitude SP.

Cor. 2. The force by wliich the body P in the

circle APTV revolver about the ctntre of force 8

is to the force by which the same l)oi]y P may re-

volve in the same circle, and in tlie same periodic

timCj about any other centre of force R, as RP- X
SP to the cube of the riL'ht line 8(i, which from

the first centre of force S is drawn parallel to the ' ^ ' ^

distance PR of the body from the second centre of force R, meeting the

tangent PGof the orbit in (i. For by the con.^tnirtinn of this Proposition,

the forma force is to the latter as X P'P to X PV; that is^ M
Sp3 X PV

SP X RP' to -—

—

j or (because of the similar triangles PSG, TPV)

toSCP.

Cos. 3. The force by which the body P in any oroitsolves about the

centre of force S, is to the force by which the same body may revolve in

the same orbit» and the same periodic time^ ftbont any other centre of force

R, as the solid SP X RP, contained nnder the distance of the body from

the first centre of force S, and the sqnare of its distance from the sec-

ond centre of force R, to the cube of the right line SG, drawn from the

first centre of the force S, parallel to the distance RP of the body from

the second centre of force R, meeting the tangent PG of the orbit in G.

For the force in {his orbit at any point P is the same as in a circle of the

same cturvatore.
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PROPOSITION YIIL PROBLEM lU.

Iff a bodff mow» in the semMreun^erenee P^A ; it isproposed tofind

the law nf the centripeitdforce tending to apoint so remote, that ail

the lines PS, RS drawn thereto, may be takenfor parallels.

From C, the centre of the semi-circle, let

the seini-diaiiii ter OA be drawiij cutting; the

parallels at riglit angles in M and N, and

join CP. Because of the similar triangles

CPM, PZT, and RZQ, we shall have CP^

to PM=^ as PR» to QT-; and, from the na-

ture of the circle, PR-^ is equal to the rect-

angle Q.R X RN + (^N, or, the points P, Q coinciding, to the rectangle

QR X 2PM. Therefore CP^ is to PM^ as QR X 2PM to QT»; and

QT- 2PM' , QT2 X SP^ 2PM3 X SP^ ^ , , ^ ^

OR ^ ~CF'^^ QS • therefore (bjr

CoroL I and 5, Prop. YI.), the eentripetal foree is redprocallj ai

2PM» X SF , . , . ^ 2SP«. „
; that 13 (n^lecting the given ratio -^pr)! reciprocally af

PM^ Q.E.I.

And the same thing is likewiBe easily inferred from the preceding Pro-

position.

SCHOLIUM.
And by a like reasoning, a body will be moved in an ellipsis, or even in

an hyperlwla, or parabola, by a centripetal force which is reciprocally as

the cube of the ordinate directed to an infinitely remote centre of foroeu

PROPOSITION IX. PROBLEM IV.

If a bfxly rerolvfis in a spiral PQS, cutting- all t/ie radii SP, SQ, ^c,
in a srircn an^lc ; it is proposed tofind theiawof the centripetalfores

tending to the ceiUre of thai spiraL

Suppose the inde-

finitely small angle \Y
PSatobegiTflQ; be-

eavsey then, all the

angles are giveiii <lie

figure SPRaT will ^
he giyen m specie.

^

Q,T QT*
Therefore the ratio ^ is also given, and ^ is as CIT, that is (be-

cause the figure is giyen in specie), as SP, But if tiie angle PSQ, is any

way changed, the right line QR, subtending the angle of contact QPR
8
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(by Lemma XI) will be changed in the duplicate ratio of PR or QT.

Therefore the ratio- remains the same as before, that is, as SP. AndUR
QIP X SP^

.

QR is as SP', and therefore (by Corol. 1 and f», Prop. VT) the

centripetal force is reciprocally as the cube of the distance SP. Q.E.L

The same othenpise.

The perpendicular SY let fall ui)on the tangent, and the chord PV of

the circle concentrically cutting the spiral, are in given ratios to the height

SP; and therefore SP is as SY^ x PV, that is (by Corol. 3 and 5, Prop.

VI) reciprocally as the centripetal force.

I.EMMA XIL

All parallelograms circumscribed abmtt any conjugate diameters of a
given ellipsis or hyperbola arc equal among themselves.

This is demonstrated bv the writers on the conic sections.

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM V.

If a body revolves in an ellipsis ; it is proposed to find the law of the

centripetalforce tending to the centre of tfw ellipsis.

Suppose CA, CB to

be semi-axes of the

ellipsis; GP, I)K, con-

jugate diameters
;
PF,

Q,T perpendiculars to

those diameters; Qvan
ordinate to the diame-

ter GP ; and if the

parallelogram QrPR
be completed, then (by

the properties of the

conic sections) the rec-

tangle PrG will be to

Qir» as PC2 to CD^
and (because of the

similar triangles QvT, PCF), Qr» to as PC^ to PF^
;
and, by com-

position, the ratio of VvG to Q,T* is compounded of the ratio of PC^ to

CD* and of the ratio of PC^ to PF^, that is, rG to as PC*

CW y PF*
to-ril_pa_ . Put QR for Pr, and (by Lem. XII) BC X CA for CD

X PF; also (the points P and Q, coinciding) 2PC for vG; and multiply-

I
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QT» X PC*
iog the cxtremeB and means together, we shall have equal to

2BC* X CA*
pg—-. Therefore (by Cor. 5, Prop. VI), the centripetal force is

SBC X OA*
ndpfocally as ; that is (because 2BC* X CA* is givea), re-

dproeafly ^"pQ ]
is, dincdj as the distance PC. QEL

The same itthenoise.

In ihe right line' PG on the other aide of the point T, take the pointu
80 tliat Tu may he equal to Tv ; then take teV, such as shall be to as

DC* to PC*. And' because Qt^is to PvG as DCP-to PC (by the oonie

sections), we shall have s Pv X «V. Add the rectangle uPif to both

flidefl^ and the square of the chord of the arc PQ will be equal to the rect-

angle yPv; and therefore a circle which touches the conic section in P,

and passes through the point Q, will pass also ihrough the point Y. Now
let the points P and Q, meet, and the ratio of iiY to vG, which is the same

with thu ratio of DC^ to PC-, will become the ratio of PV to PG, or PV
2DC'

to 2PC; and therefore PT will be equal to- p^^ . And therefore the

force by which the body P revolves in tlie ellipsis will be reciprocally as

-p^ X PP* (by Cor. 3, Prop. VI); that is (because 2DC X PP* is

given) directly as PC. CtE.I.

Cos. 1. And therefore the force is as the distance of the body from the

oentre of the ellipsis; and, vice versa, if the force is the distance, the

body will moye in an ellipsis whose centre coincides with the centre of foro^

or perhaps in a drcle into which the ellipsis may degenerate.

Cos. 2. And the periodic times of the revolutions made in all ellipses

whatsoever about the same centre will be equal For those times in sim-

ilar ellipses will be equal (by CoroL 3 and S, Prop. TV); but in ellipses

tfiat luKve their greater axis common, they are one to another as the whole

areas of the ellipses directly, and the parts of the areas described in the

same time inversely ; that is, as the leaser axes directly, and the velocities

of the bodies in their prindpal Tertices inversely ; that is^ as those lesser

axes directly, and the ordinatcs to the same point of the common axes in-

versely ; and therefore (because of the equality of the direct and inverse

ration) in the ratio of equality.

SCHOUUIL
If the ellipsis, by having its centre removed to an infinite distance, d&-

generates into a parabola, the body will move in this parabola ; and the
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force, now tending to a centre infinitely remote, will become equable.

Which is Galileo's theorem. And if the parabolic section of the cone (by

changing the inclination of the cutting plane to the cone) degenerates into

an hyperbola, the body will move in the perimeter of this hyperbola, hav-

ing its centripetal force changed into a centrifugal force. And in like

manner as in the circle, or in the ellipsis, if the forces are directed to the

centre of the figure placed in the abscissa, those forces by increasing or di-

minishing the ordinates in any given ratio, or even by changing the angle

of the inclination of the ordinates to the abscissa, are always augmented

or diminished in the ratio of the distances from the centre
;
provided the

periodic times remain equal ; so also in all figures whatsoever, if the ordi-

nates are augmentetl or diminished in any given ratio, or their inclination

is any way changed, the periodic time remainitig the same, the forces di-

rected to any centre placed in the abscissa are in the several ordinates

augmented or diminished in the ratio of the distances from the centre.

SECTION III.

Of the motion of bodies in eccentric conic sections.

PROPOSITION XL PROBLEM VL

If a body revolves in an ellipsis ; it is required tofitid the law of the

centripetalforce tending to thefocus of the ellipsis.

Let S l)e the focus

of the ellipsis. Draw

SP cutting the diame-

ter DK of the ellipsis

in E, and the ordinate

Q.V in x; and com-

plete the parallelogram

QjrPR. It is evident

that EP is equal to the

greater semi-axis AC

:

for drawing HI from

the other focus H of

the ellipsis parallel to

EC, because CS, CH
are efjual, ES, EI will

be also equal ; so that EP is the half sum of PS, PI, that is (because of

the parallels HI, PR, and the equal angles IPR, HPZ), of PS, PH, which

taken together are equal to the whole axis 2AC. Draw QT perpendicu-

lar to SP, and putting L for the princi al latus rectum of the ellipsis (or for
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2BC«
—rpr), we shall have L V QR to L X Pr as Q.R to Pv, that is, as PE
AC X

or AC to PC ; and I. X Pv to GrP as L to Gv ; and GrP to dv^ as PC^

to CD'; and by (Corol. 2, Lcm. VII) the points Q, and P coinciding, QitP

is to Qx' in the ratio of equality ; and Qjr' or Qr^ is to Q,T^ as EP^ to

PF^ that is, as CA'^ to PR or (by Lem. XII) as CD^ to CB^ And com-

pounding all those ratios together, we shall have L X QR to Q,T^ as AC
X L X PC' X CD', or 2CB' X PC X CD' to PC X Gv X CD' X
CB', or as 2PC to Gt?. But the points Q and P coinciding, 2PC and Gv
are equal. And therefore the quantities L X Q.R and Q,T', proportional

SP'
to these, will be also equal. Let those equals be dra^v^l i^*0"Q^> and L

Spa X Q,T'
X SP' will become equal to . And therefore (by Corol. 1 and

6, Prop. VI) the centripetal force is reciprocally aa L X SP', that is, re-

ciprocally in the duplicate ratio of the distance SP. CI.E.L

The same otherwise.

Since the force tending to the centre of the ellipsis, by which the body

P may revolve in that ellipsis, is (by Corol. 1, Prop. X.) as the distance

CP of the body from the centre C of the ellipsis ; let CE be drawn paral-

lel to the tangent PR of the ellipsis ; and the force by which the same body

P may revolve about any other point S of the ellipsis, if CE and PS in-

PE»
tcrsect in E, will be as (^y ^> Prop. VII.) ; that is, if the point

S is the focus of the ellipsis, and therefore PE be given as SP^ recipro-

cally. Q.E.I.

With the same brevity with which we reduced the fifth Problem to the

parabola, and hyperbola, we might do the like here : but because of the

dignity of the Problem and its use in what follows, I shall confirm the other

cases by particular demonstrations.

PROPOSITION Xn. PROBLEM VH.

Suppose a body to move in an hyperbola ; it is required tofind the law of
tJie centripetalforce tending to thefocus of thatfigure.

Let CA, CB be the semi-axes of the hyperbola
;
PG, KD other con-

juqrate diameters ; PF a perpendicular to the diameter KD ; and Qu an

ordinate to the diameter GP. Draw SP cutting the diameter DK in E,

and the ordinate Q,v in a:, and complete the parallelogram Q,RPa:. It is

evident that EP is equal to the semi-transverse axis AC ; for drawing

HI, from the other focus H of the hyperbola, parallel to EC, because CS,

CH are equal, ES, EI will be also equal j so that EP is the half diUcrcnce
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of PS, PI; that is (be-

cause of the paraliek lU,

PR, jiud the equal itnojles

IPR, HPZ), of PS, PH,

the difference of which is

equal to the whole axis

2AC, DrawQT perpen-

dicular to SP; and put-

ting L for^the principal

latnfl rectum of the hy-

perbola (that 18, for

-^Jr^ , we shall have L

X UR to I. X Pi iisUR

to Pr, or Px' to Pr, that is

(because of the similar tri- _
angles Vtv, PEC), as PE "

to PC, or AC to PC.

And L X Pv will be to

Gi; X Vv as L to Gv;

and (by the propertieB of

the conic sections) (he rec-

tangle GrP is to Qx^ as

PC* to CD«; and by (Cor. 2, Lem. TIL)^ Q«* to Or*, the points daadP
coinciding, becomes a ratio of equality ; and Ctr* or Ct«* is to QT* as EP*
to PF^, that is, as CA« to PF^, or (by Lem. XIL) as CD^to CB*: aod,

compounding all those ratios together, we shall have L X QR to QT* m
AC X L X PC* X CD« or 2CE' X PtJ* X CD» to PC x Gr X CD*
X CB*, or as 2PC to Gv. But the points P and Q coinciding, 2PC and
Gv are equaL And therefore the quantities L X QE and proper-

tional to them, will be also equaL Let those equals be drawn into

SP* SP* X QT^
and we shall have L X SP^ equal to— . And therefore (by

Cor. I and 5, Prop. VI.) the ccntripct^il force is reciprocally ;is L X SP*,

that iSf reciprocally in the duplicate ratio of the distance SP. C^EX

Tlte satm otJienmse,

Find out the force tending from the centre C of the hyperbola. This will

be proportional to the distance CP. But from thence (by Cor. 3, Prop.

PE*
VIJ.) the force tending to the focus S will be as -g-^ that is, because PC

is given reciprocally as SP*. QJLL
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And the same way may it be demonHtraled, that the body having its cen-

tripetal ohanged into a.oeatrifugal force, will move in the conjugate hj-

porbola.

LEMMA XIII.

The latus rectum of a parabola belonging to any vertex is quadrupU
the distance of that vertexfrom t/iefocus of theJigure,

This 18 demonstrated by the writera on the oonic section!.

LBMMA XIV.

Tfte pcipendieularf letfallfrom thefocus of a partMaonits tangentj is

a mean proportional hUwem the distances of thefocusfrom the point

of contact, andfrom the principal vertex of thefigure.

For, let AP be the parabola, 8 its '

^ijs

f^cns, A its principal vertex, P the yy I
''-

point of contact, PO an ordinate to the Jj// / i

principal diameter, PM the tangent J
meeting the principal diameter in M, \l \ /

j

and SN the perpendicular from the fo- m a s o
008 on the tangent: join AN, and becanae of the equal lines MS and SP,

MN and NP, MA and AO, the right Hnes AN, OP, will be paraUel; and

ihenoe the triangle SAN will be right-angled at A, and similar to the

e^al triangles SNM, SNP; therefore PS is to SNasSN toSA. . Q.EJX
Cor. 1. PS' is to SN« as PS to SA.

Cor. 2. And because SA is giveoy SN^ will be as PS.

Cor. 3. And the concourse of any tangent PM, with the right line SN,

drawn from the focu^^ ]
er].endicalar on the tangent, falls in the right line

Kis that touches the parabola in the principal vertex.

PROPOSITION Xm. PROBLEM VIIL

If a body moves in tliv pvriinpte.r of o parabola ; i( is required to find the

law of Ike centripetal force tending to ilmfocus of tliatfigure.

Retaining the construction

of the preceding liCmma, let P • q
be the body in the perimeter

of the parabola ; and from the

placed, into whidi it is next y^/T^
to snooeed, draw parallel

and QT perpendieulsr to SP,

as also Qv parallel to the tan-

gent, and meeting the diam^

t€r P6 in V, and the distance' ti 7i s"
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' SP in ir. Now, beoause of the similar triuigleB Fsv, SPM, and of the

equal sides SP, SM of the one^ the sides or OA and Pr of the other

will ho also equal But (by the conic sections) the sqnai« of the ordinate

Qv 18 cfjual to the rectangle under the latus rectum and the segment Pr
of the diameter; that is (hy Lem. XIII.), to the rectangle 4PS X Vv, or

4PS X Uli: and tlie points P and U coinciding, the ratio of Qf to

(by Cor. 2, liem. VII.,) becomes u ratio of etjuulity. And therefore U.r% in

this case, becomes equal to the rectangle IPS X QR. But (because (tf the

similar triangles QjtT, SPN), dr' is to QT^ as PS^ to SN^ that is (by

Cor. 1, Lem. XIV.), as PS to SA
;
that is, as 4PS X OR to 48A X Qji,

and therefore (by Prop. IX. Lib. V., Elem.) QT» and 4SA X QR arc

eqoaL Multiply these equals hy and will heoome equal

to SP^ X 4SA; and therefore (by Cor. 1 and 5, Prop. VI.), the centripetal

force is reciprocally as SP^ X 4SA ; that is, because 4SAi8giTen| recipro-

cally in the duplicate ratio of the distance SP. Q.E.I.

Cob. 1. From the three last Propositions it follows, that if any body P
goes from the place P with any velocity in the direction of any right lints

PR, and at the same time is urged hy the action of a centripetal foroe that

is reciprocally proportional to the square of the distance of the places from

the centra the hody will move in one of the conic sections^ having its fo*

cus in the centre of force ; and the contrary. For the focua^ the point of

contact, and the position of the tangent, h^ng given, a conic section may
be described, which at that point shall have a given curvature; But the

curvature is given from the centripetal force and velocity of the body ho-

ing given ; and two orbits, mutually touching one the other, cannot be de-

scribed by tiie same centripetal foroe and the same vdocity.

Cor. 2. If the velocity with which the body goes from its place P is

such, that in any infinitely small moment of time the lineola PR may be

thereby described : and the centripetal force such as in the same time to

move the same body through the space U,ll ; the body will move in one of

the oonio sections^ whose principal latus reotum is the quantity in its

ultimate state, when the lineohc PR. QR are diminished i» infinitum. In

these Cor(»llaries I consider the circle as an ellipsis; and I except the case

where the body descends to the centre in a right line.

PROPOsrrioN xiv. i heorkm vl

If sn^eral bmVifs revolve aboid one cojnmnn rentrp, and the centripetal

force is n i i])roc(iUy in the diiplirafp rnfin of tlw distance of places

Jrom the centre ; I say, tlvat the principal Intern recta of tfteir orintM

are in the duplicate rat io of t/ie areasj which the iHMiiM bjf radiidram
. to the centre describe in the eame time.
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For (by Cor. 2, Prop. Xll 1) the laim reotaxn

L id et^uul to the 4uautitv^^in its ultimate

state when the points P and Q ooinoide. But
the lineoU QA in a given time is as the gen-

erating centripetal force; that is (bj sapposi-

QT*
iion), reciprocally SP^. And therefore-^^

18 as QT* X SP*; that is, the latns rectum L is in tiie duplicate ratio of

the area QT x SP. a.E.D.

Cor. Hence the whole area of tlie elliii^is^ and the rectanirle under the

axe's, wliich is proportional to it, is in tlie ratio compounded of thesubdu-

plicate ratio of the latiis rectum, and the ratio of the periodic time. For

the whole area is as the area Q-T X SP, described in a given time, mul-

tiplied by the periodic time.

PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM VIL

The same thhi^^s fxniii^ supposed, J say, that the penodic times in ellip-

ses an i)i the sesquipliccUe ratio of their greater axes.

For the leeaer axis is a mean proportional between the greater axis and

the latns rectum : and, therefore, the rectangle under the axes is in the

ratio compounded of the sabdnplicate ratio of tlie latns rectum and the

sesqniplicate ratio of the greater axis. But this rectangle (by Cor. 3,

Prop. XIY) is in a ratio componnded of the sabdnplicate ratio of the

latns TGctnm, and the ratio of tiie periodic time. Snhdoct from both sides

the snbdnplicate ratio of the latns rectmn, and there will remain the seB>

qniplicate ratio of the greater axis^ eqnal to the ratio of the periodio time.

QJEID.

Cor. llierefore the periodic times in ellipses are the same as in cindei

whose diameters are eqnal to the greater axes of the ellipses.

PROPOSITION XYL THEOREM VIIL

77te same thinifs fwwi^ supposed, and riir^tt lines being drawn to the

bodies that shall tmieh the orbits, and pi rprndiculars being let f<dl nil

thnse tufii^ents from thr cmnmon J'ihus; 1 saij, that the velocities of

the ffofliis are in a ratio compounded of the ratio of the prrpendicidars

invtrsely, and the subdupliccUe ratio of the principal laiera recta

directly.

From the focus vS draw SY perpendicular to the tan^i^ent PR, and the

Tslodty < f the body P will be reciprocally in the subduplicate ratio of the

quantity f'or ^^^^ velocity is as the infinitely small arc PQ de-
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Bcribecl in a piven moment of time, that is (by

Lem, VII K us the tangent PR; that is (because

of the proportionals PH to UT, and SP to

___ &P X Ci'P 11
SY), 88

gY f
or 88 SY reciprocally,

and SP X QT directly ; but SP X QT is as

the area described in the given time, that is (by

Prop. XIY), in the subduplicftto ratio of the

latus rectum. d^EJ).

Cor. 1. The principal latcra recta are in a ratio compounded of the

duplicate ratio of the perpendiculars and the dnplioate ratio of the ve-

locities.

Cor. 2. The velocities of bodies, in ihdr greatest and least distanoes from

the common focus, are in the ratio oomponnded of the ratio of tha distan-

ocB inversely, and the snbdnplicate ratio of the principal lateia reeta di>

rectly. For those perpendiculars are now the distances.

Cob. 3. And therefore the yelodty in a conic section, at its g;reateBt or

least distance from the focus, is to the Telocity iii a cirde^ at the same di»>

tance from the centre^ in the snbduplicate ratio of the principal latus ree-

torn to the douUe of that distance.

Con. 4. The velocities of the bodies revolving in ellipses, at thdr mean
distances from the common focus, are the same as those of bodies revolving

in circles, at the same distances ; that is (by Cor. 6, Prop. IV), recipro-

cally in the subduplicatc ratio of the distances. For the perpendiculars

arc now the lesser semi-axes, and tliese are as mean ])ropurtii>nals between

the distances and the latcra recta. Let this rati(» inversely be compounded

with the snbduplicate ratio of the latera recta directly, and wc shall have

the snbduplicate ratio of the distance inversely.

Cor. 5. In the same figure, or even in diflerent fi^nircs, wliose principid

latera recta are ei|ua1. the velocity of a body is reciprocally as the perpen-

dicular let fall from the focus on the tan^^ent.

Cor. 6. In a parabohi. tlic velocity is reciprocally in the 8ulKluplicatc

ratio of the distance ot" the body from tlic fociLS of the figure; it is more

variable in the ellipsis, and less in the hyperbola, than according to this

ratio. For (liy Cor. 2, Lem. XIV) the perpendicular let fall from the

focus on the tangent of a parabola is in the snbduplicate ratio of the dis-

tance. In the hyperbola the perpendicular is less variable ; in the ellipsis

more.

Cor. 7. In a ]irirabola, the velocity of a body at any distance from the

focus is to the velocitv of a body revolvinj; in a circle, at tlic same distance

from the centre, in tlie snbduplicate ratio of the number 2 to 1 ; in the

ellipais it is less, and in the hyperbola greater, than according to this ratia

For (by Cor. 2 of this Prop.) the vdocity at Uie vertex of a parabola is in
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this ratio, and (by Cor. 6 of this Prop, and Prop. IV) the same proportion

holds in all distances. And hence, also, in a parabola^ the velocity is

everywhere equal to the velocity of a body revolving in a circle at half tbe

distance ; in the ellipsis it is less, and in the hyperbola greater.

Cor. 8. The velocity of a body revolving in any conic section is to the

Telocity of a body revolving in a circle, at the diBtance of half the princi-

pal latns rectum of the section, as that distance to the perpendicular let

fall &om the focus on the tangent of the section. This appears from

Cor. 5.

C^B. 9. Wherefore since (by Cor. 6, Prop. lY), the Tdodty of a body

revolving in this circle is to the velocity of another body revolving in any

other circle reciprocally in the snbduplicate ratio of the distances; there-

fore^ ex (BqiiOj the velocity of a body revolving in a conic section will be

to the vdoeify of a body revolving in a drde at the same distance as a

mean proportional between that common distance, and half the principal

latus rectum of the section, to the perpendicular let fall from the common
fucud upon the tangent ui tlic section.

PROPOSITION Xm PROBLEM IX.

/Supposing- the cetitripttal force tu he reciprnrdlhj prnportioval to the

squares of the distances of places from the cat (re, and that the abso-

lute qnantity of that force is knoicn ; it is Te(piired to determine the

lint which a Imdij iriU describe that is let gofrom a given plac^ with a
given velocity in. the direction of a given right line.

Let the centripetal force

tending to the point S be

such as will make the body

p revolve in any given orbit

pq ; and snpjiose the velocity

of this body in the place p
is known. Then from the

place P suppose the body P
to be let go with a given ve-

locity in the direction of the

line PR; but by virtue of a

centripetal force to be immediately turned aside from that right line into

the conic section PQ. This, the right line PR will therefore touch in P.

Su}ipose likewise that the right line jir touches the orbit pq mp; and if

from S you suppose perpendiculars let fall on those tangents, the principal

latus rectum of the conic section (by Cor. 1, Prop. XVI) vnU be to the

princi])al latiw rectum of that orbit in a ratio compounded of the duplicate

ratio of the perpend ieular^?, and the duplicate ratio of the velocities: and

is therefore given. Let this latus rectum be L ; the focus S of the cunic

li
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scctifm is also given. Let the anirle RFH he the C'linplcment of the angle

RPS to two right; and the line PH. in which the other focus H is jihiced,

is iriveu hy position. 1 -et fall 8K perpendicular on PH, and erect the

conjuirate semi-axis I5< '
;

tliis done, we shall have SP*— 2KPH + PU^

-= isH* = 4CH*= 4BH«— 4BG2 = SP + PH^— L X SiM- PH —
SF + 2SPH + PH»—L X SP + PH. Add on both Bides 2KPH-.
SP«—PH2 + L X '8P and we shall have L X SP^"PH= 2SPH
+ 2KPII, or SP + PIl to PH, as 2SP + 2KP to L. Whence PH is

given both in length and p<.sition. That is, if the velocity of the hody

in P is 3uch that the latus rectum L is less than 2SP -f 2KP, PH will

lie on the same side of the tanirent PR with the line SP; and thcrcft-re

the figure will be an ellipsis, which from the given foci f^, H, and the

principal axis SP 4- PH. is «civcn also. But if the velocity of the hody

is so great, that the latus rectum L becomes eijual to 2SP 4- 2KP, the

length PH will be infinite ; and therefore, the figure will be a parabola,

which has its axis SH parallel to the line PK, and is thence given. But

if the body irocs from its place P with a yet greater velocity, tlie length

PH is to be taken on the other side the tangent ; and so the tangent pas-

sing between the foci, the figure will be an hyperbola having itB principal

axis equal to tin liirercnce of the lines SP and PH, and thence is given.

Por if iho body, in these cases, revolves in a conic section so found, it is

demonstrated in Prop. Xl, XII, and XHI, that the centripetal foroe will

he reciprocally as the square of the distance of the hody from the centre

of force S ; and therefore we have rightly determined the line PQ, which

a hody let go from a given place P with a giyen velocity, and in the di«

reotion of the right line PR given hy position, would describe with such a

force. Q.E.F.

Cob. 1. Hence in every conic section, from the principal vertex D, the

latus rectum L> and the focus S given, the other focus H is given, by

taking DH to DS as the latus rectum to the difference between the latus

rectum and 4DS. For the proportion, SP 4- PH to PH as 2SP + 2KP
to L, becomes, in the case of this Corollary, DS + DH to DH 4DS to

L, and by division DS to DH iis IDS — L to L.

Cor. 2. Whence if the velocity of a body in the principal vertex D is

given, the orbit may he rouJily found: to wit, by taking its latus rectum

to twice the distance DS, in the dujilicate ratio of this jriven velocity to

the velocity »f a body revolving in a circle at the distance DS (by Cor.

3. Pro}). WI.), and tluii taking DH to DS as the latus rectum to the

dilicicncc lu tweon thr latus rectum and -IDS.

Cor. 3. Hence also if a hody move in any conic section, and is forced

out uf its orbit by any imjiulse, you may discover the orbit in which it will

afterwards pursue its course. For by compounding the proper motion of
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tile ht-Jy with that motion, which the impulse alone would generate, you
will have the motion with which the body will go off from a giveo plaoo

of impulse in the direction of a right line given in position.

Cor. 4. And if that body is continually disturbed by the action of some

foreign foroe^ we may nearly know its course^ by collecting the changw
which that force introduces in some points, and estimating the continual

changes it will undergo in the intermediate places^ from the analogy that

appears in the progress of the series.

SCHOLIUM.

If a body by means of a centripetal

force tending to any giyen point K, moye

in the perimeter of any given conic sec-

tion whose centre is C ; and the law of

the centripetal force is required: draw

CG parallel to the radius RP, and meet-

ing tiie tangent PG of the orbit in O

;

and the force required (by Cor. 1, and

SchoL Prop. X.,andCor. 3, Prop. YII.) will be as^

SECTION IV.

0/ the folding of elliptic, parabolic, and hjfperbolic orbUs, from th»

focus given,

LEMMA XT.

iffrom the twofoci S, H, of amj ellipsis or hyberbola, we draw to any

third point V the risrht Unes SV, HV, whereof one HV is equal to the

principal axis of the figure, that is, to the axis in which the foci are

iUuaied, the other, SV, is bisected in T by the perpendicular TR let

fall npm U / thatperpendicular TR toUl someiphere tou^ the come

eectian: and, yice YeratL, if it does touch it,m wiU be equal to the

principal axis of thefigure.

For, let the perpendicular TR cut the right line

HV, produced, if need be, in R; and join SR. Be-

cause TS, TV are equal, therefore the right lines SR^

VR, as well as the angles TRS, TRV, will be also

eqnal. Whence the point R will be in the conic section, and the perpen-

dicular TR will toucii thu sume ; and the contrary. CI.E.D.
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PROPOSITION XVm. PROBLEM X.

D'om afocus and thr privcipal ares si'imn, to describe elliptic and hy-

jmrhiAic trojcciories, wit 'u li shall jjass through ^iveii ^nids, and touch

right li/iL's given by position.

liCt S be the common focus of the figures; ABA 3
the length of the principal axis of any trajectory; p p '

P a point through wliich the trajectory should ^ yK
pass; and TR a right line which it should touch. ttI/
About the centre P. witli the interval AB — SP, X S ^
if the orbit is an ellipsis, ur AB r if the /- G ''^

orbit is an hyper1)ola, describe the circle HG. On the tangent TR let fall

the perpendicular ST, and produce the same to V, so that TV may be

equal to ST ; and about T as a centre with the interval AB describe the

eircle FH. In this manner, whether two point.^ P, are given, or two

tangents TR, /r, or a point P and a tangent TR, we are to describe two

dreles. Let H be their common intersection, and from thefod S, H,wi&
the given axis describe the trajectory : I say, the thing is done. For (be-

cause PH SP in the ellipsis, and PH— SP in the hyperbola^ is equal

to the axis) the described trajectory will pass through the point P, and (by

the preceding Lemma) will touch the right line TR. And by the same

argument it will either pass through the two points P, or touch the two

right lines TR, <r*. aE.F.

PROPOSITION XtX. PROBLEM XL
Ahoid a givenfocus, to describe aparaMie trqjedoryf which shall pern
through given points, and touch right lines given hf position.

Let S be the focus, P a pointy and TR a tangent of

the trajectory to be described. About P as a centre,

with the interval PS, describe the eircle FG. From
the focus let fall ST perpendicular on the tangent, and

produce the same to Y, so as TV may be equal to ST.

After the same manner another circle fg w to he de-

Foribed, if another point jo is given ; or another point vl

is to be found, if another tangent tr is given; tlien draw

the right line IF, which shall touch the two circles FG,/g, if two points

F, p are given ; or ])na«» through the two points V, v, if two tangents TR,
tr, are criven : or touch the circle FG, and pas^s through the point V, if the

point P niid tlic tangent TR are given. On FI let fall the perj)endicular

SI, and Inscvt the same in K ; and with the axis SK and principal vertex

K

describe a parabola : I say the thing is done. I '-^r tliis parabola (because

SK is equal to IK, and S^ to FP) will pass through the point P; and
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(by Cor. 3, Lem. XIV) beciiuse ST is equal to TV, and STR a right an-

gle» it will touch the right line.TR. Q.£LF.

PROPOSITION XX. PROBLEM XII.

Abotit a given focus to describe any trnjrrtnnj s^ive)i in specie which shdU

pass through given paints, and touch right iinea given by potUion*

Cask 1. About the focus S it is re- ^
ttired to describe a trajectory ABC, pass-

ing through two points B, C. Because the K.,

trajectory is given in specie, the ratio of the

principal axis to the distance of the foci GAS H
will be giTsn. In that ratio take KB to BS, and LC to CS. About the

oentrcs C, with the intervals BK, GL, desoribe two oiroles ; and on ihs

right line KL, that tovehes the same in K and lei fall the perpendioa-

lar SG; whidi cut in A and a, so that GA may be to AS, and Ga to aS^

as KB to BS; and with the axis An, and Tcrtioes A, a, desoribea trajectory:

I say tlixng is done For let H be tho other foeos of the described

figure, and seeing GA is to AS as Ga to oS, then by division we shall

hm Go—GA, or Aa to aS-—AS, or SH in the same ratio, and tiierefore

in the ratio which the prineipal axis of the figure to be described has to

the distance of its foci ; and therefore the described figure is of the same

species with tbe figure which was to be described. And since KB to BS,

and LC to CS, are in the same ratio, this figure will pass through the

points B, C, as is manifest from the conic sections.

Case 2. About the focus S it is refjuired to

describe a trajectory which shall somewhere

touch two right lines TR, tr. From the focus

on those tangents let fall the perpendiculars

ST, which produce to V, v. so that TV, ^t;

may be ocjual to T8, tS, Bisect \v in O, and

erect the indefinite perpendicular OH, and cut

the right line VS infinitely produced in K and V ^
ky so that VK be to KS, and \k to kS, as the principal axis of the tra-

jectory to be described is to the distance of its foci. On the diameter

Kk describe a circle cutting OH in H ; and with the foci S, H, and

principal axis equal to VH, describe a trajectory : I say, the thing is doMi
For bisecting Kk m X, and joining HX, US, HV, Hv, beoanse VK is to

KS as VAr to ArS; and by einnposition, as VK + Vft to KS -h AS; and
by division, as YA—VK to i^S^KS, that is, as 2yX to2KX,and
2KX to 2SX, and therefore asYX to HX and HX to SX, the triangles

YXH, HXS win be similar; therafore YH will be to SH as YX to XH;
snd therefore as YK to ka Wherefore YH, the prinoipal axis of the

trajectory, has the same ratio to SH, the distance of the foci, as
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the principal axis of the trajectory which was to be described has to the

distance of its foci ; and is therefore of the same t^pecies. And ?cciii^ VH,
rH are C(jual to the principal axis, and VS, rS are perpendicularly bisected

by the riirlit lines TK. tr, it is evident (by Lem. XVj that those right

lines touch the described trajectory. Q.E.F.

Case. 3. About the focus S it is rotjuirtxi to describe a trajectory, which

shall touch a ri«ijht line TR in a given Point 11. On the right line TR
let fall the perpendicular ST, which produce to V, so that TV^ niiiy be

equal to ST; join VR, and cut the right line VS indetinitely produced

in K and A', 8o that VK may be to SK, and \7v to SA*, as the principal

axis of the ellipsis to be described to the distance of its foci; and on the

diameter KA* describinf;; a circle, cut the

right line VR produced in H; then with

the foci S, H, and principal axis equal to

VII, describe a trajectory : I say, the thing .

is done. For VH is to SH as VK to SK, V

and therefore as the principal axis of the trajectory which was to be de-

scribed to the distance of its foci (as appears from what we have demon-

strated in Case 2); and therefore the described trajectory is of the maub
species with that which was to be described; but that the right line TR,
bj which the angle VRS is bisected, touches the trajectory in the point B»

is certain from the properties of the conic sections. ii£LF.

Casb 4. About the focus S it is

required to describe a trajectory

APB that shaU touch a right line

TR, and pass through any giTen

point P without the tangent, and

shall be similar to the figure apb^

described with the principal axis oA,

and foci //. On the tangent TR
let fall the perpendicular S'l', which .

,..''''',.^-^''*

produce to V, so that TV may be

equal to 8T : and making the an-

gles hifq, shq^ cijual to the angles VSP, SVP, about 9 as a centre, and

with an interval which shall be to a6 as 81^ to VS, describe a circle cat-

ting the fiLHiro aph in join sp, and draw

SH such that rt may be to sh as SP is to

and may make the an<rle P8H eijual to the

angle j>sh, and the angle V^SH equal to the

angle Then with the foci S, H, and

principal axis AB, equal to the distance VH,
describe a conic section: I say, the thing is

done; for if sv is drawn so that it shall be to
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sp as s/i is to sq, and shall make the angle t\9p equal to the angle hsq, and

the angle vs/i efjual to the angle the triangles 5r//, spq^ will be similar,

and therefore vh will be to pq as sh is to sq ; that is (because of the simi-

lar triangles V^SP, hsq), as VS is to SP, or as ab to pq. Wherefore

vh and ab are etjual. But, because of the similar triangles VSH. i^s/i, VH
is to SH as I'h to sh ; that is, the axis of the conic section now described

is to the distance of its foci as the axis ab to the distance of the foci sh;

and therefore the figure now described is similar to the figure aph. But,

because the triangle PSH is similar to the triangle this figure passes

through the point P ; and because VH is equal to its axis, and VS is per-

pendicularly bisected by the right line TR, the said figure touches the

right line TR. Q.E.F.

LEMMA XVI.

From ihne frivcv points to draw to o fourth point that w not friven three

rii^ht lines whose differences shall be either frit-en, or none at all.

Case 1. Let the given points be A, B, C, and Z the fourth point which

we are U> find ; because of the given difference of the lines AZ, BZ, the

locus of the point Z will be an hyperbola

whose foci are A and B, and whose princi-

pal axis is the given difference. Let that

axis be MN. Taking PM to MA as MN
is to AB, erect PR perpendicular to AB,

and let full ZR perpendicular to PR ; then

from the nature of the hyperbola, ZR will

be to AZ as M\ is to AB. And by the »

like argument, the locus of the point Z will

be another hyperbola, whose foci are A, C, and whose principal axis is the

difference between AZ and CZ ; and QS a perpendicular on AC may be

drawn, to which (QS) if from any point Z of this hyperbola a perpendicular

ZS is let fall (this ZS), shall be to AZ as the difference between AZ and

CZ is to AC. Wherefore the ratios of ZR and ZS to AZ are given, and

consequently the ratio of ZR to ZS one to the other ; and therefore if the

right lines RP, SQ, meet in T, and TZ and TA are drawn, the figure

TRZS will be given in specie, and the right line TZ, in which the point

Z is somewhere placed, will be given in position. There will be given

also the right line TA, and the angle ATZ ; and because the ratios of AZ
and TZ to ZS are given, their ratio to each other is given also ; and

thence will be given likewise the triangle ATZ, whose vertex is the point

Z. Q.K.I.

Case 2. If two of the three lines, for example AZ and BZ, are equal,

draw the right line TZ so aa to bisect the right line AB ; then find the

triangle ATZ as above. Q.E.L
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Ca8b 3» If all the thiee are equal, the point Z will be placed in the
centre of a oirole that passes through the points A, C. Q 'i^^T.

This proUematio Lemma is likewise solved in ApoUonins's Book of
Tactions restored hj Yieta.

PROPOSITION XXL PROBLEM Xm.
About a given focus to describe a trajectory that shall pass through

given points and touch ri^ht lines given by position.

Let the focus S, the point P, and the tangent TR be givoi, and suppose
that the other focus H is to be found.

On the tangent let fall the perpendicular

ST, which produce to Y, so that TY may

be equal to ST, and YH will be equal \
to the principal axis. Join SP, HP, and T>f

SP will be the difference between HP and ^
the principal aids. After this manner,

if more tangents TR are given, or more

points P, we shall always determine as

many lines YH, or PH, drawn from the said points Y or P, to the foeos

which either shall 1^ equal to the axes, or differ from the axes by given

lengtlis *SP ; and therdbre which shall either be equal among themsdves^

or shall have given differoices ; from whence (by the preceding Lemma^
that other focos H is given. But having the foci and the length of the

axis (which is eitiier YH, or, if the trajectory be an ellipsis, PH 4- SP

;

or PH— SP, if it be an hyperbola), the trajectory is given. QJES.1.

SCHOLIUM.

When the trajectory is an liyperbola, I do not comprehend its conjugate

hyperbola under the name of ihis trajectory. For a body going on with a

continued motion can never pass out of one hyperbola into its conjugate

hyperbola.

The case when three points are given

ig more readily solved thus. 1 -et 15, C,

D, be the givoi points. Join BC, CD-

and produce them to E, F, so as EB may

be to EC as SB to SO; and FC to FD
as 80 to SD. On EF drawn and pro-

duced let fall the perpendiculars SO,

BH, and in GS produced indefinitely

lake GA to AS, and Ga to oS, as KB
is to BS ; then A will be die vertex, and Aa the principal axis of the tra-

jectory \
which, according as GA is greater than, equal to, or less than
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AS, will be either an ellipBis, ft parabola, or an hyperbola ; the point a in

the first case falling on the same side of the line GF as the point A ; in

the second, going off to an infinite distance ; in tiie third, foiling on the

other side of the line GF. For if on GF the perpeadionlais 01, DK are

let £s]], ICwiU be to HBasECtoEB; that is, as SC to SB ; and by

permntation, IC to SC as HB to SB, or as GA to SA. And, by the like

aignment, we may prore that ED is to SD in the same ratio. Where-

fore the points B, 0, D lie in a oonio section described about the foons S,

in soeh manner that all the right lines drawn from the focns S to the

sereral points of the section, and the perpendionlaxs let ftll from the same

points on the right line GF, are in that given ratio.

That excellent geometer M. De la Hire has solved this Problem much
after the same way, in his Conies, Prop. XXV^ Lib. VUL

SECTION V.

How the orbits are to befound w/ien neitherfociLs is given,

LEMMA Xm
Jffrom any point V of a given conic scciioii, to thefour produced sides

Aii, (J I), AC, I)B, of any trapezium ABDC inscrUml in that secttmi,

cts many right lines PQ,, PR, PS, PT are drawn in given ansrhs^

each line to each side ; the rectan^rte PQ, X PR of those on the opposite

sides AB, CD, will be to tlie reclame /r 1\S X PT of those on the other

two crppiysitf sidofi AC, BD, in a given ratio.

Case 1. Let us suppose, first, that the lines drawn ^ ^

to one pair of opposite sides are parallel to either of jX^,^ p |^

the other sides ; as PQ, and PR to the side AC, and n "^'^k
|

PS and PT to the side AB. And fartlier, that one f J^Sd
pair of the opposite sides, as AC and BD, are parallel I

|

betwixt themselves ; then the right line which bisects
j[ !q

—
those parallel sides will beone of thediameters of the s.

oonio section, and will likewise bisect RQ. Let O be the point in whieh

RQ is bisected, and PO will be an ordinate to that diameter. Produce

PO to so tiiat OE may be eqnal to PO, and OK will be an ordinate

on the odier nde of that diameter. Sinoe^ therefore, the points A, B, P,

and K are placed in the conic section,- and PK cats AB in a given nni^Ie,

the rectangle PQK (by Prop. XVII., XIX., XXI. and XXIII., Bouk 111.,

of Apollonius's Conies) will be to the rectangle AQB in u criven ratio.

But UK and PR are equal, as being the differences of the e<|ual lincu OK,
OP, and OQ, OR ; whence the rectansrlcs PQK and PQ X PR are equal

;

and therefore the rectangle PQ X PR is to the rectangle A'4B, that a, to

the rectangle PS X PT in a given ratio. Q.E.D.
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Case 2. Let us next suppose that the oppo-

site sides AC and HD of tlic truj.ezium arc nut

parallel. Draw Br/ parallel to AC, and meeting

as well the right line S'l' in /, as the conic section

iu d. Join C^^ cutting PQ, in r, and draw DM
parallel to PQ,, cutting Od in M, and AB in N.

Then (becan.'^e of the similar triangles

DBX), B/ ur PQ is to T/ as 1)N to NB. And
60 Rr is to AU or PS as DM to AN. Wherefore, by multiplying the antece-

dents by the antecedents, and the consequents by the consequeatfl, the

rectangle PQ, x Rr is to the rectangle PS X 80 will the rectangle

Pii)M be to the rectangle ANB; and (by Case I) so the rectangle

PQ, X Pr to the rectangle PS x : and by division, 80 is the reoUogle

PQ X PR to the rectangle PS x PT. aE.D.
Case 3. Let ns SUppOB^ lastly, the four lines

PQ, PRy PS, PT, not to be parallel to the sides

AC, AB, bnt any way inclined to them. In their

place draw Pg, Pr, parallel to AO ; and P^, P/

parallel to AB ; and because the angles of the

triangles PQ^, PRr, PS^, PT< are given, the ra-

tios of Pd to Pj, PR to Pr, P8 to P«, PT to Pi ^
will he also giyen ; and therefore ihe compound- ^ ^

cd ratios PQ X PR to P^ X Pr, and PS X PT to P* X Pf are

given. But &om what we haye demonstrated before, the ratio of P^ X Pr
to X P^ is given; and therefore also the ratio of PQ x PR to PS x
PT. Q.K.D.

LEMMA XYIIL

The s line things supposed, if the rectangle PQ X PR of the lines dratvn

to the two opposite sides of the (rapeziitm is to the rectangle PS X PT
of those drawn to tlie other two sides in a ^riven ratio, tlie point P,

from irhcnre those lines are drmmj will Ije placed in a conic s&Uioa

desn ihed about the trapeziitm.

Conceive a conic section to bo described pas-

sing through the points A, B, C, 1), and any

one of the infinite number of points P, as fur

example p; I say, the point will be always

placed in this section. If you deny the thing,

join AP cutting this conic section somewhere

else, if possible, than in P, as in b. Therefore

if from those points p and b, in the given angles ^ _^
to the sides of the trapezium, we draw the right ^

_

^
linespq9pr,ps,pt, blc,lm,b/,bd, we«hall hav^ tmbk x bn U^bf x bd.
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80 (bj Lem. XVII) jyy X pr to ps X pt ; and so (by supposition) PQ. X
PR to P8 X PT. And becauiie of the siniihir trapezia AA*A/, PU.AS, as

b/c to />/'.• So PQ to vs. Wherefore by dividiiiLi; the terms of the preceding

proportion by the correspondent terms of this, we shall have bn to bd 88

PR to PT. And therefore the equiangular trapezia DtiUi, DRPT, are

similar, and conserpicntly their diagonals D/>, DP do coincide. Wherefore

h falls in the intersection of the riglit lines AP, DP, and consequently

coincides with the point P. And therefore the point P, wherever it is

takeOi fallg to be in the assigned conic section. Q.E.D.

Cor. Hence if three right lines PQ, PR, PS, arc drawn from a com-

mon point P, to 80 many other right lines given in position, AB, CD, AC,
each to each, in as many angles respectively giv^ and the rectangle PQ.

X PR under any two of the lines drawn be to the sqnare of the third PS
in a given ratio ; the point P, from which the right lines are drawn, will

be plaeed in a oonio section that tonohes the lines AB^ CD in A and C;
and the contrary. For the position of the three right lines AB, CD, AC
remaining the same^ let the line BD i^foach to and coincide with the

lineAC ; then let the line PT come likewise to coincide with the Hne PS

;

and the rectangle PS X PT will become PS^ and the right lines AB, CD,
which before did cot the curve in the points A and B, C and D, can no

longer cu^ but only touchy the enrve in those oinnoiding points.

SCHOLIUM.
In this liOmma, the name of conic section is to be understood in a larirc

sense, comprehending as well the rectilinear section through the vertex of

the cone, as the circular one parallel to the base. For if the point p hap-

pens to be in a ri?ht line, by which the points A and D, or C and B are

joined, the conic section will be changed into two right lines^ one of which

is that right line upon which the point /) falls,

and the other i?? a right line that joins the other ^
two of tlie four ])oints. If the two opposite an- ^

—
gles of the trapezium taken together are equal cV^'X -^Si^
to two right angles, and if the four lines PQ, \ \ \

PR, PS, PT, are drawn to the sides thereof at \h / '\' y^^^'^^ti^
right angles, or any other equal angles, and the A H
rectangle PQ X PR under two of the lines ^

drawn PQ and PR, is equal to the rectangle ^ /i Q ^

PS X PT under the other two PS and PT, the conic section will bec<^mc

a circle. And the same thing will happen if the four lines are drawn in

any angles, and the rectangle PQ X PR, under one pair of the lines drawn,

is to the rectangle PS X PT under the other pair as the rectangle under

the sines of the angles S, T, in which the two last lines PS, PT arc drawn

to the rectangle under the sines of the angles 0» R> in which the first two
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PU, PR are drawn. In all other cases tlie locus of the point P will be

one of the three figures which pass cumiiionly by the name of the conic

eection.s. But in room of the trapezium A BCD, we may substitute a

quadrilateral tif^ure wliose two o]>posite sides cross one another like diago-

nals. And one or two of the four points A, B, O, D may be supposed to

be removed to an infinite distance^ by which means the sides of the figure

which conyerge to those points, will become parallel ; and in this case tho

conic section will pass through the other points^ and will go the tame wnj
as ihe parallels in it^imtunk

LEMMA XIX.

7b find a poini Pfimn wkkh four right lines Fd, PK, FT an
drawn to as many other right Hnes AB, CD, AC, BD, giesn t^posi»

tion, each to each, at given angks, the rectanglePHx FBi,underaajf

two of the lines drawn, shall be to the rectangle PS X FT, under the

other tivo, in a given ratio,

. Suppose the lines AB, CD, to which the two

right lines PQ, PR, containing one of the rect-

angles, are drawn to meet two other lines, given

by position, in the points A, B, C, D. From one

of tho^o, as A, draw any right line AH, in which

you would find tlie point P. Let this cut the

opposite lines BD, CD, lu 11 and I
;
and, because

all the angles of the figure are given, the ratio of

PQ to PA, and PA to PS, and therefore of PQ
to PS, will be also given. Subducting this ratio from the given ratio of

pa X PR to PS X PT, the ratio of PR to PT will be given ; and ad-

ding the given ratios of PI to PR, and PT to PH, the ratio of PI to PH,

and therefore the point P will be given. Q,E.I.

Cor. 1. Hence also a tanrccnt may be drawn to any point D of the

locus of all the points P. I'or the chord PO. where the points P and D
meet, that is, where AH is drawn through the point D, becomes a tangent

In which case the ultimate ratio of the evanescent lines IP and PH will

be found as above. Therefore draw CP parallel to AD, meeting BD in

T, and cut it in E in the same ultimate ratio, then DE will be the tan-

gent ; because CF and the cfanesoent IH are paialleli and similarly cui in

E and P.

Con. fi. Hence also the locus of all the points P may be determined.

Through any of the points A, B, C, D, ua A, draw AE touching the locu^

and tltfough any other point B parallel to the tangent^ draw BF meetiqg

the locus in F ; and find the point F by this Lemma. Bisect BF in Q,
and, drawing the indefinite line AG, this will be ih» position of the dia-

meter to which BQ and FO are oidinfttei. Let this AG meet the looas
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in H, and AH will be its diameter or latus trans-

versum, to which the latus rectum will be as BG*
to AG X GH. K AG nowhere meets theloonr^

the line AU being infinite^ the locos will be a par-

abola; and its latus rectum eoireBponding to the

diameter AG will be . - . But if it does meet itAv
anjwhere^ the loena will be an hyperboLs when
the points A and U are placed on the same side the point G; and aa
ellipsisy if the point G faUs between the points A and H

; nnleas, perhaps^

the angle AGB is a right angles and at the same time EG* equal to Uis

leetangle AGH, in which case the loons will be a dideu

And so we hare giyen in this Corollary a solution ofthat fiunons IVob-

lem of the andents concerning four lines, begun by Euclid, and carried on
by Apollonius; and this not an analytical calculus, but a geometrical com-

position, such as the ancients required.

LEBIMAXX.
If the two opposite angularpoints^A and P of anyparaBdogram ASPQ

touch any conic section in the points A and P ; ofnd the sides AQ, AS
of one of those angles^ indefinitely produced, mLt t the same conic section

in B and C ; and from tlie ptnnts of concourse B and C to any fifth

point D of tlie conic section, two right lines BI), CD are drawn meet-

ing the two other sides PS, PQ of the parallelngramy indefinitely pro-

duced in T and R; the parts V\l and PT, cut offfrom the sides, will

always be niif to the other in a given ratio. And vice versa, if those

parts cut off are one to the other in a given ratio, the locus of the point

D trill be a conic section passing through tJie four poitUs A^ B, C| P.

Case 1. Join BP, CP, and from the point ci

. D draw the two right lines DG, DE, of which

the first DG shall be parallel to AB, and

meet PB, PQ, CA in H, I, G ; and the other

DE shall be parallel to AC, and meet PC,

PS* AB, in P, K, E; and (by Lem. XVII)

the rectugle DE x DP will be to the rect-

angle DG X DH in a given ratio. But

PQ u to DE (or IQ) as PB to HB, and con-

seqnently as PT to DH; and by permutation PQ, is to PT as DE to

DH: likewise PR is to DF as RC to IX), and therefore as (IG or) PS

to DG; and by permutation PR is to PS as DP to DG; and, by com-

ponnding-ihcse ratios, the rectangle PQ X PR wiU be to the rectangle

PS X PT as the rectangle DE X DP is to the rectangle DG X DH,

and consequently in a given ratao. Bnt PQ and PS are given, and thero-

£bie the ratio of PR to PT is given. QJELD.
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Case 2. But if PR and FT are supposed to be in a given ratio one to

the other, then hy going back again, by a like reasoning, it will follow

that the rcctan^^le UE X OF is to the icituugle l)G X DH in a triven

ratio; auJ 8u the ]>oint U [hy Leui. X \ lllj will lie in a conic section pars-

ing tlirough the points A, B, C, P, ad its locus. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Ilencc if \vc druw liC cutting PQ, in r and in PT take P/ to

Pr in the same r;itiu which PT has to PR; then Bt will touch the conic

section in the point B. For suppose the point D to coalesce with the point

B, so that the eliord Bl^ vuni.sliing, BT tthall become a tangent^ and CO
and BT will coincide witli CB and

Cor. 2. And, vice versa, if B/ is a tangent, and the lineti BD, CD meet
in any point D of a conic section, PR will be to PT as Pr to P/. And,
on the oontrary, if PR is to PT Pr to then BD and CD will meet
in some point D of a conic aoction.

CoA. 3. One conic section cannot cut another conic section inmorethan
four points. For, if it is possible, let two conic sections pass through the

five points A, B, C, P, O ; and let the right line BD cut them in the

points Df d, and the right line Cd cut the right line P^ing. Therefoie

PR Is to PT as to PT: whence PR and Pg are equal one to the other,

i^;ain0t the supposition*

LEMMA XXI.

fftwo moveable and indofinifr right lines BM,CM c^^a?^7^ through given

points B. ( \ (Ls' polf s, (h by theirpoint of concourse M describe a third

right line MN giwn by position ; and other two ind^mte right line»

BD^CD are drawn, making with the former two at those gwenjMnnts

B, C, given angles, MBD,MOD : I say, that those tieo right lines BD,
CD wiU by theirpoint of eonamrse D describe aeonie sectionpassing
through the points B, C. knd, vice yei8% if the right lines BD, CD
do hy their point of concourse D describe a conic section j)assing

through the given points B, C, A, and the angle DEM is always
equal to the given angle ABC, as well as the angle DCM always
equcd to the given angle ACB, the point M wiU lie in a rig/U line

given by position^ as its locus.

For in tlie ri<rht line MN let a point

N be j:^iven, and when the moveable point

M falls on the immoveable point N, let

the moveable point D fall on an immo-
vaWe point P. Join CN, B\. CP, BP,

and from the point Pdraw the right lines

PT, PR meeting BD, CD in T and R, C

and making the angle BPT equal to the

given angle BNM, and the angle CPR
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(Xjiial to the jffiven angle ("XM. Wherefore since (by supposition) the an-

gles iVIBD, NOP are eijual as also the angles MCD, ACl*, take away the

angles NBl) and NCD that are common, and there will remain the angles

NBM and PBT, NCM and P(;K equal: and the ictVire tlie triangles NBM,
PBT are similar, as also the triangles rsCM, VCR. VVherefure PT is to

NM as PB to XB ; and PR to NM as PC to NC. But tfie points, B, C,

P are immovable: wherefore PT and PR have a given ratio to NM,
and cunscqucntly a given ratio between themselves; and thcrefurej (by

Lemma XX) the point D wherein the moveable right liiK s B'F and CK
perpetnaBy concur, will be placed io a conic section padsing through the

points B, C, P. <ctE.D.

And, tfiee versa^ if the mOTeable point

D lies in a conic section pacing through

the given points B, C, A ; and the angle

DBM is alwajB eqnal to the given an-

gle ABC, and the angle DCM always

eqnal to the given an^eAGB, and when

the point D falls soooesiiTcly on any

two immovahle points /1, P, of the oonio
^

section, the moTeable point M falls sao-

eoBively on two immoTable points tty N.

ThiOQgh these points N, draw the right line nN : this line nN wiQ he

the perpetual loons of that moToahle point M. For, if possihle^ let the

pointM be placed in any cnrre line. Therefore the point D will be placed

in a conic section passing through the five points B, C, A, p, P, when the

point M is perpetually placed in a curve line. But from what was de-

monstrated Ix'fore, the point U will be also placed in a conic section piiss-

ing through the same five points B, C, A, p, V, when the point M is per-

petually placed in a right line. Wherefore the two conic sections will both

pass through the same five points, against Corol. 3, Lem. XX. It ia

therefore absurd to suppose that the point M is placed in a curve line.

Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XXII. PROBLEM XIV.

To describe a trajectory that shall pass throughfive given poiiUs.

T.et the five given points be A. B, C, P, D. ^

From any one of them, as A, tn any other

two as B, C, which may be called the poles,

draw the right lines AB, AC, and parallel to

those the lines TPS, PRQ through the fourth

point P. Then from the two poles B, C,

draw throno-h tlie fifth point D two indefinite

luMB BDT, CRD^ meeting with the last drawn lines TPS, PHQ (the
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former with the former, and the latter with the latter) in T and R. Then
drawing tlie right line //• parallel to Tli, cutting olf from the right lines

PT, PR, any segments Pr, proportional to PT, PR ; and if through

tbetr extremities^ t, r, and the poles B, C, the right lines Bt, Cr are drawn,

meeting in d, that point d will be placed in the trajectory required. For
(by Lem. XX) that point is placed in a conic section passing through

the four points A, B, P ; and the lines Rr, T/ Tanishing, the point d
oomes to coincide with the point D. Wherefore the eonio aeotion pta»
thzoogh the five points A, O, P, D. QMJ}.

Themm oiherwist.

Of the giyen points join any threes as A, B,

0 ; and about itwo of them B, C, as poles,

making the angles ABC, ACB of a given

magnitude to rerolve, apply the legs BA,

CA, first to the point tlien to the point P,

and mark the points M, N, in which the other

legs Bl i, CL intersect each otlicr in both cases. C

Draw the indefinite right line MN, and let

those moveable angles revolve about their •>rii -

" poles B, C, in such manner that the intersection, which is now supposed to

be m, of the legs Bl i, CL, or BM, CM, may always fall in that indefinite

right line MN ;
and the intersection, whicli i.s now supposed to be rf, of the

legs BA, CA, or BI), CD, will describe the trajectory required, PAD(/B.

For (by Lem. XXI) the point d will be placed in a conic section passing

through the point^s B, C ; and when the point m comes to coincide with

the points 1^, M, N, the point d will (by construction) come to coin-

cide with the points A, D, P. Wherefore a conic section will be described

that shall pass through the five points A, B, C, P, D. Q.E.F.

Cor. 1. Hence a right line may be readily drawn which shall be a tan-

gent to the trajectory in any given point B. Let the point d come to co-

incide with the point B, and the right line Bd will become the tangent

required.

Cob. 2L Hence also may be found the centres, diameteni and ktem recta

of the tngectorieSy as in Cor. 2, Lem. XIX.

SCHOLIUM.
The former of these consfaruetions will be- ^rs^

oome something more simple by joiniqg BP, jL_!
and in that line^ produced, if need be^ taking \
Bp to BP as PR is to PT; and through p \
draw the indefinite right Mne pe parallel to S ' \

PT, and in that line pe taking always pe \

equal to Pr; and draw the right lines Be, Cr a
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to meet ind. ForsincePrto Ft,FKioFT,pB to PB,j)e to P^, are all in

the same ratio, pe and Pr will be always equal. After this manner the

points of the trajectory are moet readily found, unlees you wonld rather

deocribe the eorre mechamcally, as in the second oonstmetion.

PROPOSITION XXUL PROBLEM XV.

Jh duetibe a trajectory that shaU pass throughfour gisen points, and
touch a right Um given hjf position.

Case 1. Snppose that HB is the c

giTcn tangent, B the point of contact)

«nd C, D, the tlwee other given

points. Join BC, and draw PS paral-

lel to BH, and PQ parallel to BC;
complete the paraUelogram BSPQ.
Draw BD cutting SP in T, and CD
cutting PQ, in R. La,stlY, draw any

line tr parallel to TR, cutting off

from PQ, PS, the segments Pr, P^ proportional to PR, PT respectively

;

and draw C/ , Bt their point of concourse d will (by Lem. XX) always fall

on the trajectory to be described.

The same otherwise.

1 .et the angle CBH of a given magnitude re-

Tolve about the pole B, as also the rectilinear ra-

dius PC, both ways produced, about tlie pole C.

Mark the points M, N, on wliich the leg BC of

the angle cuts that radius when BH, the other

1^ thereof, meets the same radius in the points

P and 1 ). Then drawing the indefinite line MN,
let that radius CP or CD and the leg BC of the

angle perpetually meet in this line; and the

point of concourse of the other leg BH with the

radius will delineate the trajectory required.

For if in the oonstmetions of ^e preceding Problem the point A oomcs

to a ooincidence with the point B, the lines OA and CB will ooincide^ and

the line AB, in its last situation, will heoome the tangentBH ; and then-

fore the constmotions there set down will become the same with the eon*

stmetions here described. Wherefore the oonoonise of the 1<^ BH with

the radios will describe a oonie section passing through the points C,

Pi and touching the line BH in the point B. QJ5.F.

Case 2. Suppose the four points B, C, D, P, given, being situated with-

out the tangent HL Join each two by the lines BD, C^ meeting in G,

and cutting the tangent in H and L Outthe tangent in A insuchmanner
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tiiat HA may be to LV. as the rectangle un-

der a mean proportional between CG and

GP, and a mean proportional between BH
and HI) is to a rectangle under a mean pro-

portional between GD and GB, and a mean

proportional betweocnPI and K'. and A will

be tbe point of contact. For if HX, a par-

allel to the right line PI, cuts the trajectory

in any points X und Y, the point A (by the

properties of the conic seetions) will come to he so plaoedi that HA* will

become to AP in a ratio that is compounded ont of the ratio of the rec-

tangle XHY to the rectangleBHD, or of the rectangleCGP to the rec-

tangle DGB ; and the ratio of the rectangle BHD to the rectangle PIC.

Bat after the point of contactA is found, the trajectory will he described as

in the first Case. Q.E.F. Bat the point A may be taken dther between

or without the points H and I, upon which aooouiit a twofoU trajectoiy

may be described.

PROPOSITION XXIY. PROBLEM XYL
To describe a trajectory thai shall pass through ifiree given points, and

tmtch two ris^ht lines given by position.

Suppose HI, Kli to be the given tangents,

and H, C, D, the tjiveii points. Through any

two of those points, as B, 1), draw the indefi-

nite right line BD meeting the tangents in
^

the points H, K. Then likewise through

any other two of these points, as C, D, draw

the indefinite right line CD meeting the tan-*

gents in the points I, Ti. Cut the lines drawn

in R and S, so tliat Hll may be to KR as

the mean proportional between BII and HI) is to the mean proportional

between BK and KD ; and IS to LS as the mean proportional between

CI and 10 is to the mean proportional between CL and LD. But you

may cut, at pleasure, either within or between the points K and H, 1 and

L, or without them; then draw RS cutting the tangents in A and P, and

A and P will be the points of contact. For if A and P are supposed to

be the points of cont;ict, situatc-d anywhere else in the tangents, and through

any of the points H, 1, K, L, as I, situated in oitlier tangent HI, a right

line lY is drawn parallel to the other tangent KL, and meeting theeiunre

in X and Y, and in that right line there be taken IZ eqntl to a mesa pro-

portional between IX and IY, the rectangle XIY or IZ', will (by the pro-

perties of the conic sections) be to LP as the rectangle GID is to the reot-

angle CLD, that is (by the eonstraction), as SI is to SL'i and therefore
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IZ is to LP as 81 to SL. Wherefore the points S, P, Z, are in one right

line. Moreover, since the tangents meet in G, the rectanglo XIY or IZ*

"will (by the properties of tlie conic sections) be to lA' as dP- is to GA'^,

and conse([uently IZ will be to lA as GP to GA. ^5^herefore the points

P, Z; A, lie in one right line, and therefore the points 8, P, and A are in

one right line. And the same argument will prove tlitit the points R, P,

and A are in one ri^ht line. Wherefore the points of contact A and P lio

in the right line RS. Hut after these points arc found, the trajectory may
be described, as in the first Case of the preceding Problem. Q,.E.F.

In this Proposition, and Case 2 of the foregoing, the constructions are

the same, whether the right line XY cut the trajectory in X and Y, or

not; neither do they depend upon that section. But the constructioiis

being demonstrated where that right line does oat the trajectory, the con-

structions where it does not are also known; and therefore, for brevi^'s

sak^ I omit any farther demonstration of them.

LEMMA XXII.

To trans/onnfig^trcsf into otherfigures of the same kind.

Suppose that any figure HGl is to be

transformed. Draw, at pleasure^ two par^

allel lines AO, BL^ cutting any third line

AB, given by position, in A and B, and from

any point G of the figure, draw out any

right line GD, parallel to OA, till it mi^t

the right line AB. Then from any given

point O in the line OA, draw to the point

0 the right line OD, meeting BL in d ; and ^
from the point of concourse raise the right

line dg" containing any given angle with the right line BL, and having

such ratio to Orf as DG has to OD : and is^ will be the point in the new
figure hi^i, corresponding to the point G. And in like manner the several

points of the first ligurc will give as many correspondent points of the new

figure. If wo therefore conceive the point G to be carried along by a con-

tinual motion through all the points of the first figure, the point ^ will

be likewise carried alonii by a continual motion through all the points of

the new fiixure, and dt-r^i ribe the same. For distinction's sake, let us call

T)G tlic first ordinate, (J^^ the new ordinate. AD the first abscissa, ad the

new aV<s( i.«sa: O the pole. OD the nbscinding radius, OA the first ordinate

radius, and Oa (by which the paraileiogram OABa is completed) the new

ordinate radius.

I say, then, that if the point G is placed in a right line given by posi-

tion, the point g will be also placed in a right line given by position. If

the point G is placed in a conic section, the pointg will be Ukcwise placed
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in a conic section. And here I understand the circle as one of the conic

Bcctions. liut farther, if the point G is phiced in a litic of the third ana-

lytical order, the point ^ will also be placed in a line of the third order,

and so on in cnrve lines of higher orders. The two lines in which the

points G, are placed, will be always of the same analytical order. For

M ac^ is to OA, 80 are Od to OD, ci^ to DG, and AB to AD ; and there-

fore AD is equal to ^ j
^"^^ etj^ual to if the

point G is placed in a right line^ and therefore^ in aaj equation hy whidi

the relation between the abwnsBa AD and the ordinate GD ia expressed,

those indetermined lines AD and DG rise no higher than to one dimen*

k *u- * OAXAB.
,

.OAxdg
nou, oy writing this equation ^ in place of AD, and ^
in place of DG, a new equation will be produced, in which the new ab-

Hcissa nd and new ordinate ^/j?" rise only to one dimension ; and which

therLfore must denote a l iglit line. But if AD and DG (or either of

them) had risen to two dimensions in the tirtit e<]uation, ad lind d^ would

likewise have risen to two dimensions in the second, equation. And so on

in three or more dimensions. The indetermined lines, (id, dg in the

pec»»Ti<] equation, and AD, DG, in the first, will always rise to the same

number of dimensions; and therefore the lines in which the points G,

are phiced are of the same analytical order.

1 say farther, that if any right line touches the curve line in the first

<lj(uro, the same ric^ht line transferred the same way with the curve into

the wi'Vi figure will touch that curve line in the new figure, and vice versa*

For if any two points of the curve in the first figure are supposed to np-

|ir(»aoh one the other till they come to coincide^ the same points transferred

will approach one the other till they come to coincide in the new figure;

M(d therefore the right lines with which those points are joined will be-

etime together tangents of the curves in both figures. I might have given

(l^uuiitftrations of these assertions in a more geometrical form ; but I study

t0 Ih» brief.

Wherefore if one rectilinear figure is to be transformed into another, we
iii^ihI uiily transfer the intersections of the right lines of which the fint

Mgure DMiiaists, and through the transferred intersections to draw right lines

iu ihtf iit^w figure. But if a curvilinear figure is to be transformed, we
uwMi h'HH«fw the points, the tangents, and other right lines, by means of

will* K llu^ enrve line is defined. 'J'his I^emma is of use in the solution of

Iho inuio dillicult Problems: for tliereby we may transform the proposed

limm.i. (f (bey are intricate, into others that are more simple. Thus any

ji. lit . Ktiivrrging to a ]mnt are transformed into parallels, by taking

It. I itiu luiC ordinate radius any right line that passes through the point

vKOi^ui^ ol' the oottverging lines^ and that because their point of con-
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course is by tliis means made to go off in infimtnm ; aud parallel lines

arc such as tend to a point intinitelj remote. And after the problem is

solved in the new figure, if by the inverse operations we trausform the

new into the first figure, we shall have the sohition required.

This Lemma is also of use in the solution of solid problems. For as

often as two conic sections occur, by the intersection of which a problem

may be solved, any one of them may be transformed, if it is an hyperbola

or a parabola, into an ellipsis, and then this ellipsis may be easily changed

.

into a circle. So also a right line and a ponic section, in the constroo*

tion of plane problems, may be transformed into a right line and a drde.

PROPOSITION XXV. PROBLEM Xm
7b describe a trajectory that shaU pass through two given pomto, and
touch three right Unee given by position.

Through the oonconne of any two of the tangents one with the other,

and theoonoonrse of the third tangent with the right line whioh passes

Ihrongh the two giTen points, draw an indefinite right line; and, teking

this line for the first oidinate radins, transform the figure by the preceding

LflDuna into a new figure. In this figure those two tangents will become

parallel to each other, and the third tangent will be parallel to the ri^t

line that passes through the two giren points. Suppose hi, Ar< to be those

two parallel tangents, the third tangent, and hi a right line parallel

thereto, passing through those points a, b, . i

through which the conic section ought to pass 1

in this new figure ; and completing the paral- I

leloL^ram hikl, let the right lines At, ik, kl be I

BO cut in c, (/, c, that he may be to the square *T
root of the rectangle ahb, ic, to id^ and ke to 1

kd. as the sum of the right lines hi and kl is 1

to the suTn of the three linf^, the iirst whereof "ifx ^
is the right line ik, and the other two are the

square roots of the rectangles ahb and alb ; and c, </, e, will be the points

of contact. For by the properties of the conic sections, hc^ to the rectan-

gle ahbj and tc' to id^, and ke^ to kd^, and e/^ to the rectangle alb, are all

in the same ratio ; and therefore he to the square root of ahb, ic to id, ke

to kdf and el to the square root of alb, are in the subduplicate of that

ratio; and by composition, in the given ratio of the sum of all the ante-

cedents At + kly to the sum of all the consequents ^ahb + tit + ^alk
Wherefore from that given ratio we have the points of contact e,d,e,ui

the new figure. By the inrerted operations of the last Lemm% let those

points be transferred into the first figure^ and the trajectoiy will be there

dflBcribed by Prob. XIY. CLEJP. But according as the points a, b, fall

between the points h, /, or without them, the points c, d, e, must be taken
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dther between the points, A, i, k, /, or withont them. If one of the points

Qy h, falls between the points /t, i, and the otiier without the points

the Problem is im]ju8sible.

PROPOSITION XXVL PROBLEM XVm.
Ih describe a tr<i^eetory thai shallpass through agiven point, ani temek

four ri;^ht lines given by position.

• From the common intersections, of any two

of tlic tan iron to the common intersection of

the other two, draw an indofinite riirht line ; and

takins: this line for the first ordinate radius,

transform the ficrnre (hy Lem. XXII) into a new

ficrure, and the two pairs of tanf!;ents, each of

which hefore concnrred in the first ordinate ra-

dius, will now become parallel. Let /ti and /;/, /;j i\

ih and Id, he those pairs of parallels conipletinL:; tlie parallel ocrram hikl.

And let p be the i)oint in this new lii:;ure correspondini: to tlio i^iven point

in the first figure. Through O the centre of the figure draw joy; and Oq
being equal to Op^q will be the other point through which the conic sec-

tion most pass in this new figure. Let this point be transferred, by the

inverse operation of licm. XXII into the first figure, and there we shall

have the two points through which the trajectory is to be described. But

through those points that trajeotoiy may be desoribed by Prop. XVIL

LEMMA XXIIL

If two right lines, as AC, BD i^iven by position, and terminating in

given points A, B, are hi a given ratio one to the other, and the righi

line CDf by which the indetermined points D are joined iseuiin

Kin a given ratio f I say, thai the point K wiU be placedm a right

line given by position.

For let the right lines AC, BD meet in

E, and in BE take BO to AE as BD is to yi\
AC. and let FD be always equal to the given y< I \
line riO; and, by constmetion, EO will be .-^f V--^

to OD, that i<, to EF, as AC to BD, and . / . \
therefore in a given ratio; and therefore the \
triangle LFC will be given in kind. Let e it ^ li

>' vT

CF be cut in L so as CL may be to CF in the ratio of CK to CD ; and

becau.^e that is a given ratio, the triangle EFL will be given in kind, and

therefore the point I . will l)e placed in the right line EL given by position.

Join LK. nnd the triangles CLK, CFi) will be similar: and beeaiise FD
ia a given lin^ and LK is to FD in a given ratio, LK will be also given.
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To this left EH be taken equal, andELKU irill be always a paralldogram.

And therefore the point K is always placed in the aide HK (given by po-

aitioD) of that parallelogram. Ci.E.D.

Cor. liccuiise the figure EFLC is given in kiiiJ. tlie three riirlit linc^

Ei\ EL. aud EU, that is, GD, HK, and EC, will have given ratios to

each other.

LEMMA XXIV.

If three r'l^hl lines, two whereof are parallel, and^iven bij posiUoN, (ouch

any conic section ; I say, that the seini-diameter of the serfiofi ir/iich

. is parallel tn those tiro is a rneaa proportional Utween (he st i'-,/,,

nf (hnsr tiro t/uU are vUerce^ted belweeji thejpomU of coniaU cutd ihe

third tangent.

Let AF, GB be the two parallels touch-

ing the conic section ADB in A and B;
KF the third right line touching the conic

section in I, and meeting the two former

tangenta in F and G, and let CD be the

semi-diameter of the figure par:tllel to

those tangents; I saj, that AF,CD|BGm continually proportionaL

For if the conjngate diametera AB, DM Qr^.j

meet the tangent FG in E and H, and cnt one the other in G, and the

]»irallelogram lEGL be completed ; from the nature of the conic aectiona^

BO will be to OA as OA to CL; and 80 by division, EC—CA toCA—
CL, orEA toAL; andbj composition, EA to EA + AL or EL, as EC to

EC+CA or EB ; and therefore (because of the similitude of the triangles

EAF, £L( ECU, EBG) AF is toU as CH to BG. Likewise, from the

nature of the conic section^ LI (or OK) is to CD as CD to CH ; and

therefore (cjr «cyuo paiurbat^) AF is to CD as CD to BG. Q.E.D.

Cob. 1. Hence if two tangents FG, PQ meet two parallel tangents AF,
BG in F and G, P and Q, and cut one the other in O; AF (ejr (sqno per^

tnrbati') will be to as AP to BG, and by division, as FP to GQ, and
therefore as FO to OG.

Cor. 2. Whence also the two right lines PG, FQ, drawn through the

points P and G, F and Q, will meet in the right line ACB passing through

the centre of the figure and the points of co^tacj^ A^ B.

IjEMMA XXV.

Iffmir sides of a paralleloirram indefinitely produced touch any oomo
section, and are ad by afifth tangent ; T say, that, taking those seg*^

ments of any two cottterminous sides that terminate in opposite angksi

10
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of the parallelorrram^ either segment is to the side from which it is

cut off" as that part of the other conterminous side which is intercepted

between the point of contact and the third side is to the Other segmentm
Let the four sides ML, IK, KL, MI,

of the {Murallelogram MLIK touch the
^

oonio section in A, B, C, D ; and let the

fifth tanj^cnt FQ cut those sides in F,

Q, H, and E ; and taking the segments

ME, Ka of the sides MI, KI, or the

segments KH, MF of the sides KL,
ML, I say, that MB is to MI as BK to

KQ; and KH to KL as AM to MF.
For, hy Cor* 1 of thepreceding Leinm% ME is to EI as (AM or) BK to

BQ; and, by composition, ME is to MI as BK to KQ. OELD. Also

KH is to HL as (BK or) AM to AF ; and by division,KH to KLasAM
toMF. Q.E.D.

Cor. L Hence if a parallelograin IKLM described about a given oonio

section is given, the rectaqgle KCl X ME, asalso therectangleKH X MF
eqnal thereto, will be giyeiL For, hy reason of the similar triangles KQH,
MFK, those rectangles are equal. •

Con. 2. And if a sixth tangent eg is drawn meeting the tangents KI,

MI in y and the rcx-tanirle KU X ME will be v^{iui\ to the rectangle

X Mf, and KU will be to Me as to MH, and by division as

to Ef.

Cor. 3. Hence, also, if E^, cQ, are joined and bisected, and a right line

ifi drawn throuLfh the points of bisection, this right line will pass through

the eontre <>f the conic section. For since Q,q is to }]e as KQ tn M> tlie

same rig-ht line will pass through the middle of all the lines Ey, tU,. 31K

(by Lem. XX 111), and the middle point of the hght line AUk. is the

centre of the section.

PROPOSITION XXm PROBLEM XIX.

To describe a trajectory that may touchfioe right lines given byposition.

Supposing ABG, BGF,
GOD, FDI^ EA to be the

tangents giren by position.

Bisect in M and N, AP, BB,
the diagonals of the qnadri*

lateral figure ABFE con-

tained nnder any four of

them ; and (by Cor. 3; Lem.

XXV) the right line

.drawn tlirough the points of
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Tvi'sortion will pass through the centre of the trajectory. Again, bisrct in

P and Q. the diagonals (if I may so call them) HI), GF of the quadrila-

teral figure BGDF contained under any other four tangents, and the right

line PQ, drawn through the points of bisection will pass through the cen-

tre of the trajectory ; and therefore the centre will be given in the oon-

ootirso of the bisecting lines. Suppose it to be O. Parollel to any tan-

gent BC draw KL at Buch distance that the centre O may bephused in the

middle between the parallel; this KL will touch the trajectory to be de

scribed. Let this cut any other two tangents GCD| FDE, in L and K.
Hirough the points C and F and L, where the tai^gents not parallel,

CL, FK meet the parallel tuigents CF, KL^ draw CK, FL meeting in

R ; and the right line OR drawn and produced, will cut the parallel tan-

gents CP, KLj in the points of contact This appears from Cor. 2, h&n*
XXIT« And by the same method the other points of contact may be

found, and then the trajectory may be described by Pkob. XIV. QJLF.

SCHOLIUM.
Under the preceding Propositions are conijirehondeJ those Problems

wherein either the centres or asymptotes of the trajectories are given. For

when points and tangents and the centre are given, as many other points

and as many other tangents are given at an equal distance on the other

side of the centre. And an asymptote is to be cousidcred «is a tangent, and

its infinitely remote extremity (if we may say so) is a point of contact.

Conceive the point of contact of any tangent removed in wfimtnm, and

the tangent will degenerate into an asymptote, and the constructions of

the preceding Problems will be changed into the conatructions of those

Problems wherein the asymptote is given.

After the trajectory is described, we may

find itB axes and foci in this manner. In the

construction and figure ofLem.XXI| let those

Ictcs BP, CP, of the moveable angles PBN,
PCN, by the concourse of which the trajec-

tory was described, be made parallel one to

the other; and retaining tirnt position, let

them levolTS about their poles B, C, in that

figure. Id the mean while let the otiier 1^
C^, BN, of those angles^ by their ooncoune

K or kf describe the circle BKGC. Let O be the centre of this cirde;

and firom this centre upon the ruler MN, wherein those legs CN, BN did

concur while the trajectory was described, let ftU tiie perpendicular OH
meetmg the circle in K and L. And when those other legs CK, BK meet

in^ pointK that is nearest to the ruler, the first legs CP, BP will be

parallel to the greater axis, and perpendicular on the lesser ; and the con-
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traiy will happen if those legs meet in the remotest point L. Whence if

the centre of the trajectory is given, the axes will be giTen ; and those be-

ing given, the foci will be readily fonnd.

But the squaies of the axes are one to the

other as KH' to LH« and thence it is easy to

describe a trajectory given in kind through

four given points. For if two of the given

points are made the poles C, B, the third will

give the moveable angles PCK, PBK ; but

those being given, the circle BGKC may be

described. Then, becauj^e the trajectory is

given in kind, the ratio of Oil to OK, and

and therefore OH itself, \\\\\ be given. About

the centre O, with the interval OH, describe anotlier circle, and the right

line that touches this circle, and passes through tlie concourBC of the logs

CK, BK, when the first legs CP, BP meet in the fourth given point, will

be the ruler MN, by means of which the trajectory may be described.

"WTience also on the otlier liand a trapezium given in kind (excepting a

few cases that are impossible) may be inscribed in a given conic section.

There are also other Lemmas, by the help of which trajectories given in

kind may be described through given points, and touching given lines.

Of such a sort is this, that if a right line is drawn through any point

given by position, that may cnt a given conic section in two points, and

tiie distance of the intersections is bisected, the point of bisection will

touch another conic section of the same kind with the former, and having

its aaus panllel to the axes of the former. But I hasten to tfaiogB of

greater use.

LEMMA XXVL

To })t(i'^r till ihnf angles of a triauglf, given both in k'md and inugni-

(ude, in respect of as many rig/it lines given by position, provided they

are not all parnlhd among thcmsdveSf in such manner thai the several

angles niay touch the sevei'al lines.

Three indefinite right lines AB, AC, BC, are

given by position, and it is required so to place

the triangle DBF that its angle D may touch

•the line AB, its angle £ the line AC, and

ilsangle F the line BG. Upon DE, DP, and

EF, describe three segments of drdcs DRE^

DGF, EMF, capable of angles equal to the

angles BAG, ABC, ACB respectively. But those eegments are to be de-

scribed towards such sides of the lines DE; DF, EF, tha; the lettcn
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DRED may tmn round about in tbe mi« order witb tiie letters BACB

;

the letters DGFD in the sune order with the letters ABCA ; and the

letters EMFE in the same order with the lettersACBA ; then, completing

those sigmc&ts into entire circles let the two former circles cnt one the

other in G, and suppose P and Q to be their eentres. Then joining GP,

PQ, takeGato ABasGPistoPQ.; and about the centre G, with tiie

interval Go, describe a ciiele that may cut the first circle DGE in a.

Join dD cutting the second circle DFG in b, as well as aK cuttinc^ the

third circle EMF in r. Complete the figure AiiCdef similar and ec^ual

to the li;j:iire abcDFA' : 1 say, the thing ia done.

For drawing Fr meeting al) in ii,

and joining «G, 6G, UG, PL), by

construction the angle Eal) is eijual to

the angle CAB, and the angle acV equal

to the angle ACB ; and therefore the

triangle a/tc tvjuiangular to the triangle

AIU\ Wheref» tre the angle anc or VnD
is C'|u:il to the angle ABC, and conse-

4ucntly to the angle Vbl) : and there-

fore the point // falls on the point />.

Moreover tlie angle CiPQ., which is half

the angle G PD at the centre, is equal

to the angle GaD at the circmnference;

sod the angle GQP, which is half the angle GQD at the centre, is equal

to the complement to two right angles of the angle G^D at thedrcum-

ference, and therefore equal to the angle G6a. Upon which account the

triangles GPQ, Go6, are similar, and Ga is to a& as GP to PQ; that is

(by construotion), as Ga t^ AB. Wherefore ab and AB are equal ; and

consequently the triangles abc, ABC, which we have now proved to be

similari are also equal. And therefore since the angles E, F, of the

triangle DEF do respectirely touch the sides ab, ae, be oS the triangle

ahe, the figure ABCdef may be completed similar and equal to the figure

MDEF, and by completing it the Problem wiU be solved. Q.EP.
CoR. Henoe a right line may be drawn whose parts given in length may

be intercepted between three right lines given hy position. Suppose the

triangle DEF, hy the access of its point D to the side EF, and by having

the sides DE, 1)F placed in directum to be changed into a right line

whose given part DE is to he interposed between the riglit lines AB. AC
given hy position; and its given jtart I)F is to be interposed between the

right lines A B, BC, given by position: then, by applying the preceding

construction to this case, the Problem will be solved.
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. P&OFOSmON XXYUL PROBLEM XX
To degcribe a trajecUnry gwtn hath in kmd and magniiude, giomparis
ofwhich shall be interpooed beiwem three righiUnee given bypoeiHon^
SnppoBe a irajeotoiy is to be deecribed that

may be aimilar and equal to tiie onrre line DEF,
and may be out by tbiee right lines AB, AO,
BC, given by position, into parts DE and EF,
similar and equal to tbe given parts of this

eonreline.

Draw the right lines DB, EF, DF: and

place the angles D, E, F, of this triangle DEF, so

as to touch those right linc.^ given by position Qyy

Lem. XXVI). I'hcn about the triangle describe

the trajectory, similar and ei^ual to the cnnre DEF.
GtE^.

LEMMA XXVII.

Tb describe a trajiezinm g-wen in kind, the anghfi whereof may be so

placed, iit respect nffmir rigJU lines irirnn bij position, that are nciihtr

all parallel among themselves, nor conrerife to one commonjHnnt, that

the several angles mat/ touch the several lines.

Let the four right lines ABC, AD, BD, CE, be

given by position ; the first cutting the second in A^

the third in B, and tlic fourth in C ; and suppose a
trapeziumfghi is to be described that may be similar

to the trapezium FGHI, and whose angle /, equal to

the given angle F, may touch the right line ABC ; and

the other angles g,hfi, equal to the other given angles^

G, H, I, may toueh the other lines AD, BD, GE, re-

speotively. Join FH, and upon FG, FH, FI deseiibe^
as many segments of oircles ¥SG, FTH, FYI, the first

of which FSG may be capable of an angle equal to

the angle BAD ; the second FTM capable of an angle 4\

equal to the angle OBD ; and the third FYI of an angle equal to the angle

ACR But the segments are to be described towards those sides of die

lines FG, FH, FI, that the circular order of. the letteis FSGF may be

the same as of the letters BADB, and that the letters FTHF may turn

about in ^e aune order as the letters CBDC, and the letters FVIF in the

same order as the letters ACKA. Complete the segments into entire cir-

cles, and let P be *he centre of the first circle FSCi, Q the centre of the

second FTH. Join and jnoduce both ways the line PQ, and in it take

QR in the same ratio to PC-i as BC has to AH. But Qll is to be taken

towards that side of the point Q, that the order of the letters P, Q, B.
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maybe the same as of tbe lettcn A, B,0;

nd ebont the entre K with the inieml

RF deeoribe a fourth ourale FNc catting

the third eirele FYI in c Join Fe evt-

Hag the first eirele in a,end the second in

6. Draw aG, Z>H, cl, and let the figure

ABVJl'hi be made similar to the figure

a^FGHI ; and the trapetiom fghi wiU

be thut which was required to be de-

scribed.

For let the two first circles FSG, FTH
cut one the other in K

;
join PK, Q.K,

R K. (iK, bK, cKj and produce QP to L.

'I'he angles FaK, F^K, FcK at the circumferences are the halves of the

angles Fl^K, FQ-K, FRK, at the centres, and therefore eciual to LPK,
LQK, LRK, the halves of those angles. Wlurcfure the figure PQRK is

equiangular and similar to the figure aijcK, and conse(|uently ah is to be

as PCrl to UR, that is, as AB to BC. But hy construction, the angles

/\ • rnhjfCi, are equal to the angles FaG, FhU, Fcl. And therefore

the lii^urc ABC/jsrAi may be completed similar to the figure abcFGHL
\Vhi( h done a trapezinm fghi will be constructed similar to the trapezium

I 'CiHI, and which by its angles/, g^^* will tonoh the right lines ABO,
AD,BD,G£. a.E.F.

Coft. Hence a right line may be drawn whose parts intercepted in a

givm order, between fonr right lines giYcn by position, shall have a giTsn

proportion among themselTes. Let ^e angles FGH, GHI, be so ii» in-

creased that the right lines FG, GH, HI, may lie ff» dinetum; and by

oonstmeting the Problem in this ease, a right line fgM viU be drawn,

whose parts/^, ghy At, intcroepted betweai the fi»nr right lines given fay

position, AB and AD, AD and BD, BD and CE, will be one to another

as the lines FG, GH, HI, and will observe the SMne order among tbem-

selyes. Bat the same thing may bemm readily done in this manner.

Produce AB to K and BD to L,

Ro as BK may be to AB as HI to

GH j and DL to BD as GI to FG;
and join KL meeting the right line

CE in 1. Produce i\> to M, so as

LM may be to tL as GH to HI;

then draw MQ, parallel to I iB, and

mcetino: the right line AD in ir, and

join cuttinor AB, BD in/, Aj I

.lay, the thing is done.

For let ^g out the right line AB in O, and AD ti^e right lin^ iiM^

a

*
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S, and draw AP pmllel to BD, and meeting tL in P, and gM iohkigi
to At, Mi to U, GI to HI, AK to BK) and AP to BL, wiU be in the same

ratio. Cut DL in R, so aa DL to RL may be in that same ratio ; and be-

cause s^S to £,^M, AS to AP, and DS to DL arc pro]iortional ; therdure

{e.v a(jUo) as g'& to L/i, so will AS be to BL, and DS to RL ; and mixtly,

m.— K L to L/i— BL, as AS— DS to ^S— AS. That is, BR is to

B/t Jis AD is to and therefore as BD to £rQ. And alternately BR is

to BD as B/i to gO,, or asfk to fg. But by construction the line IM *

was cut in D and R in the same ratio as the line FI in G and H ; and

therefore Hll is to BD as FH to FG. Wherefore fh is to fa; ms V\ \ to

FG. Since, therefore, gi to hi likewise is as M/ to Li, that is, as Gl to

HI, it is manifest that the lines FI, /i, are similarly cut in G aad H, g
and A. aE.F.

In the oonBtmotion of this Corollary, after the line LK is drawn cutting

CE in i, we may produce iE to Y, so as EV may be to Ei as FH to HI,

and then draw V/* parallel to BD. It will come to the same, if about the

centre % with an interval IH, we deeeribe a circle cutting BD in X, and

prodnce to Y bo as iY may be eqnal to IF, and then diaw Y/'paralH

to BD.
Sir Ghrifltopher Wren and Dr. WaUia hare long ago given other aoln-

tioBB of this Problem.

PROPOSITION XXIX. PROBLEM 2LXL

7b deacrU» a tn^eetorff given ttt kind, thai may be etU by four right

lines given by posiiion, intoparte giveninorder, kind, andproportunL

Suppose a trajeetoiy is to be described that may be v}

similar to the cnrre line FGHl^ and whose paris^

similar and proportional to the parts FG, GH, HI of

the other, may be intercepted between the right lines

AB and AD, AD, and BD, BD and CE given by po-

sition, viz., the first l^etween the first pair of those lines,

tlie second between the stn^oud, and the tliird between

the third. Draw the risrht lines FG, GH, HI, FI;

and fby Lem. XXVil) describe a trapezium fghi that

may be similar to the trapezium FGHI, and whose an-

gles/, g, h, i, may touch the right lines given l)y posi-

tion AB, AD, BD, CE, severally according to their order. And then about

this trapezium describe a trajectoryi that trajectory will be similar to the

corre line FGHL

SCHOLIUM.

This problem may be likewise constructed in the following manner.

Joining FG, GH, HI, FI, prodnoe GF to Y, and join FH, IG, and make
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the angles CAK, DAL eqnal to

the iiu<r\cs FGH, VFH. Let

AK. AL meet the right line

BL) in K and L, and thence

draw KM, LN. of which let

KM make the :in g:le AKM equal

to the anprle GHl, and be itself

to AK as HI is to GH ; and let

LN make the angle ALN equal to the angle Fill, and he itself

to AL as HI to FH. But AK, KM, AL, LN are to he drawn

towards those sides of the lines AD, AK, AL, that the letters

CAKMC. ALKA, DALND may be carried round in the same

order as the letters FGHIF; and draw MN meeting the ri!?ht
^

line CE in i. Make the an 2:1 e lEP equal to the angle KiF,

and let PE be to Ei as FG to GI; and through P draw PQ/ that may
with the right line ADE contain an angle PQE equal to the angle FIG,

and may meet the right line AB in /, and join fi. But PE and PQ, are

to be drawn towards those sides pf the lines CE» PE^ that the eircular

Older of the letters PEtP and PEQ,P may be the same as of the lette»

FGHIF ; and if npon the line/% in the same order of lettera, and similar

to the traperinm FGHI, a trapeziumy^Ai is oonstmcted, and a trajectory

given in kind is drcninseribed abont it, the Problem will be solved.

So £u coDoeming ihe finding of the orbits. It remains that we deter-

mine the motions of bodies in the orbits so fonnd.

SECTION yi.

How ihe motions (we to be found in given orbits.

PROPOSITION XXX. PROBLEM XXIL
7b find at any assigned time ihe place ofa bvdtj moving in a given

paraMie trtQectory*

Let S be the focus, and A the principal yerteot of

the parabola; and suppose 4AS x M equal to ibe

parabolic area to be cnt off AP9, which either was

described by the radius SP, since the body's departure

from the vertex, or is to be described thereby before

its arrival there. Now the ijuantity of tliut area to

be cut off is known from the time which is propor-

tional to it. Bisect AS in G, and erect the perpendicular GH equal to

3M, and a circle described about the centre witli the interval HS. will

cut the parabola in the place P required. For letting fall PO perpendic-

ular on the axis, and drawing PH, there will be AG^ -f- GH-' (= HP^ a.

AO— AGj» + PO—GHR =« A0« + P0»—2GA0—2GH + PO +

AOS

/
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AG« + OH*. mttoe 26H X PO(«.AO* + PO*-.26AO)» AO*
PO*

+ I P0>. For AO' write AO X j^; then dividing aU the terms hj

3P0, and multiplying them by 2AS, we shall have ^GH X AS
. «n^ . wo AO + 3AS ^ 4A0— 3S0 ^X PO + |AS X PO— ^ X PO— s X PO— to

the area APO— SPO)| = to the area APS. But GH was 3M, and

therefore ^GH X AS iB 4AS X M. Wherefore the area out off APS is

equal to the area that waa to be cut off 4AS X M. CtE.D.

Cor. 1. Hence GH is to AS as the time in which the body described

the arc AP to the time in which the body described the arc between the

vertex A and the perpendicular erected from the focus S upon the axis.

Cob. 2. And supposing a cirde ASP perpetually to pass through the

moving body P, the velocity of the point H is to the velocity which the

body had in the vertex A as 3 to S; and therefore in the same ratio is

the line GH to the right line which the body, in the time of its moving

from A to Py would deecribe with that vdodty which it had in the ver-

tex A
Cor. 3. Hence, also, on the other hand, the time may be found in which

the body lia^^ ikscribod any ;issigned arc AP. Join AP, and on its middle

point ercot u j^erpendiculur meeting tl»e right line Gil in H.

LEMMA XXVHL
There is no oval ji'^nrc trliosc area, cut off by right I'wrs at pleamire^ can

be universally found by means of equations of any number of fimU
terms and dimensionw

Suppose that within the oval any point is given, about which as a pole

a right line is perp^uaUy revolving with an uniform motion, while in

that right line a moveable point going out from the pole moves always

forward with a vdocity proportions! to the square of that right linewi^-

in the ovaL By this motion that point will describeaspiral with infinite

circumgyrations. Now if a portion of the area of the oval out off by that

right line could be found by a finite equation, the distance of the point

from the pole, whidi is proportional to this are% might be found by the

same equation, and therefore all the points of the spiral might be found

by a finite equation also ; and therefore tiie interseetion of a right line

g^iven in position with the spiral might also be found by a finite equation.

But every right line iulitiitely ])ro(lnced cuts a spiral in an infinite num-

ber of ])oints : and the Cfjuation by which any one intersection of two line.-

is found at the same time exhibits all their intersections by as many roots,

and therefore rises to as many dimensions as there are intersections. Be-

cause ^wo circles mutually cut one another in two points, one of those in-
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tczBecttoiui 18 not to be fovnd but hj sd eqnatioii of two dimflonon^ by

whicb the other inteneetion mxj be alK> found. Beoftuse there may be

four intenectione of two oonio Motions, any one of them is not to be fonnd

uniTenally, but by an equation of fonr dimensions, by which th^ may be

all fonnd together. For if theee interaections are se?erally sought, b^
cause the law and condition of all is the same, the calculus will be the

same in ercry case, and therefore the conclusion always the same, which

must therefore comprehend all those intersections ut once within itself, and

exhibit them all iudillereutly. Hence it is that the intersections of the

conic sections with the curves of the third order, because they may amount

to six. ( onie out together by equations of six dimensions
;
and the inter-

sections of two curves of the third order, because they may amount to nine,

come out together by equations of nine dimensions. If this did not ne-

cessarily happen, we might r^uce all solid to plane Problems, and those

higher thnn solid to solid Problems. But here I speak of curves irreduci-

ble in power. For if the equation by which the curve is defined may be

reduced to a lower power, the curve will not be one single curve, but com-

posed of two^ or more, whose inteiseotions may beseverally found by different

calculusses. After the same manner the two intersections of right lines

with the conic sections come out always by equations of two dimensions ; the

three intersections of right linos with the irreducible curres of the third

order by equations of three dimensions ; the four intersections of right

lines with the irreducible curves of the fourth order, by equations of four

dimensions ; and so on In infimiuinh. Wherefore the innumerable inter-

sections of a right line with a spiral^ since this is but one simple curre^

and not reducible to more curres, require equations infinite in number of

dimensions and roots» by which they may be all exhibited together. For

the law and calculus of all is the sama For if a perpendicular is let fall

from the pole upon that intersecting right line^ and that perpeadioular

together with the intersecting line rerolycs about the pole, the interseo-

tiona of the spiral will mutually pass the one into the otiier ; and that

which was first or nearest, after one revolution, will be the second ; after

two. tlie third ; and so on : nor will the equation in the mean time be

chunired but as the magnitudes of those quantities are changed, by which

the pusition of the intersecting line is determined. Wherefore since those

quantities after every revolution return to their first magnitudes, the equa-

tion will return to its first form; and consequently one and the same

equation will exhibit all the intersections, and will tlierefore have an infi-

nite iiiiiiiher of roots, by which they may be all exliibited. And therefore

the intersection of a right line with a spiral cannot be universally found by

anv finite etjuation : and of conse<|uence there is no oval figure whose area,

out off by right lines at pleasure^ can be universally exhibited by any

such equation.
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By the Bame avgnmenti if ihe mtcrral of the pole and point by which

the spiral is described is taken proportional to that part of Hie perimeter

of the OTsl which is cat of^ it may be prored thai the length of the peri-

meter cannot be nniTcnally ezhiUted by any finite equation. But here I

speak of oyals that are not tonched by conjugate figures running out m
infinitum.

Cor. Hence the area of an ellipsis, described by a radios drawn from

the focus to the moving; hody, is not to be found from the time jriven ])y a

iiiiite etjuation ; and therefore cuuiiut be determined by the de.scription of

curves geumetrically rntional. Those curves I call geometrically rational,

all the points whereof may be determined by lengtlis that are definable

by equations : that is, by the complicated ratios of lengths. Other curves

(such as S])irals, quadratrixes, and cycloids) I call geometrically irrational.

For the lengths which are or are not as number to number (according to

the tenth Book of Elements) arc arithmetically rational or irrational.

And therefore I cut off an area of an ellipsis proportional to the time in

which it is described by a curve geometrically irrational, in the following

znanner.

PROPOSITION XXXI. PROBLEM XXllL

Tofind the place of a bodff momngm a given dl^^ trajectory at any
assigned time,

' Snppose A to be

the principal Tertez,

8 the focnsy and O
the centre of the

ellipns APB; and

let P be the place of

the body to befonnd.

Produce OA to G so

as OG may be to OA
as OA to OS. Erect

the iierpeiulicular GH ; and about the centre O, with the interval OG, de-

.scnl)e the circle Gl-^F ; and on the ruler GH, as a base, suppose the wheel

GEF to move forwards, revolving about its axis, and in the mean time by

its i)oint A describing the cycloid ALL Which done, take GK to the

perimeter (iEFG of the wheel, in the ratio of the time in which the body

proceeding from A described the arc AP, to the time of a whole revolution

in the ellipsis. Erect the perpendicular Kh meeting tlie cycloid in L;

then T.P drawn parallel to KG will meet the ellipsia in P, the required

place of the body.

For about the centre O with the interval OA describe the semi-circle

A^B, and let LP, produced, if need be^ meet the arc AQ, in and join
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SO, OQ. Let OQ meet the arc EFG in F, and upon OQ, let fall the

perpendicolar SR. The area APS is as the area ACiS, that is, as the

ditference between the sector OQ,A and the triangle OUS, or as the differ-

ence of the rectangles *0Q, X AQ, and \pQ, X SR, that is, bccaiLse ^OU
is given, aa the difference between the arc A^ and the right line SR ; and

thoefore (because of the equality of the given ratios SR to the sine of the

are AQ, OS to OA, OA to OG, AQ to GP; and bj division, AQ—SR
to GF— aine of the arc AQ) as GK, the difference between the aio GF
and the sine of the aro AQ. QJLD.

SCHOLIUM.

But since the description of this curve

is difficult, a solution by approximation

will be preferabla First, then, let there

be found a certain angle B which may

be to an angle of 57^9578 degrees,

wludian arc equal to theladinasabtends,

as SH, the distance of thefodi to AB, &

the diameter of the ellipsia. Secondly, a certain length L, which may be to

the radios in thesame lado inversely. And thesebeing found, tiie Problem

may be solved by the following analysis. By any construction (or even

by conjectme), suppose we know P the place of the body near ita true

place /7. Then letting fiill on the axis of the ellipsis the ordinate PR
from the proportion of the diameters of the ellipsis, the ordinate RQ of

the circumscribed eirde AQB will be given ; which ordinate is the sine of

the angle ACQ, supposing AO to be the radius, and also cuts the ellipsis

in P. It will he sufficitot if that angle is found by a rude calculus in

numbers near the truth. Suppose we also know the un'^^lc jtroportional to

the time, that is, which is to four right ancrlcs as the time in wliicli tlic

body described the arc Ap, to tlie time of one revolution in the ellipsis.

Let this angle be N. Then take an angle D, which may be to the anijle

B as the sine of the angle AOQ, to the radius ; and an angle E which

may be to the an'j^le N— ACQ. -fl) as the leuirtli ], to the same length

L diminished by the cosine of the angle AOQ, when that angle is less

than a right angle, or increased thereby when greater. In the next

place, tuke an angle F that may be to the angle B as the sine of the angl«

• AOQ, 4- Fj to the radius, and an angle G, that may bo to the angle N
ACQ— E 4- F as the leiii:th Ii to tlie same length L diminished by the

cosine of the angle AOQ -f- E, when that angle is less than a right angle,

or increased thereby when greater. For the third time take an angle H,
that may be to the angle B as the sine of the anisic AOQ f- E + G to the

ndios; and an aogle I to the angle N—AOQ—E—G 4- H, as the
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lenirth L is to the same length L diminished by the cosine of th« angle

AUU -|- E + G, when that angle is less than a right angle, or increafied

thereby when greater. And so we may proceed in wjinitum. Lastly,

take the angle AOq equal to the angle AOQ, -j- E + G + 1 -f, and

firom its cosine Or and the ordinate jor, which is to its sine as the lesser

axis of the ellipsis to the greateTi we shall havej^ the oorreot place of the

body. Whoi the angle N— AOQ, + D happens to be negatiye^ the

sign -f- of the angle E mnst be ereiy wherechanged into—, and thesign

—

into +. And the same thing is to be nnderstoodof the signs of the angles

6 and I, when the anglesN— AOQ—E + F,andN—AOa—£—
G + H come out negative. Bat the infinite scries AOQ,+ E+G+ 1 +,
duL conveiges so very fast^ that it will be scaioely ever needfnl to pro-

ceed beyond the second term E. And the calcnlns is founded npon

this Theorem, that the area APS is as the difference between the are

AQ> and the right line let fall from the focus S perpendicularly upon the

radius OQ.
And by a calculiis not imlike^ the Problem

is solved in the hyperbola. Let its centre be

O, its vertex A, its focus S, and asymptote

OK ; and su])pose the (juuntity of the are^i to

be cut oil' is known, as being proportional to

the time. Let that he A. and by conjecture

suppose we know the position of a riirht line

SP, that cuts off fin area APS near tlie trnth.

Join OP, and from A and P to tlie asympiute ^ T ^ S

draw AI, PIv pavallL'l tu the other asymptote; and hy the table of loga-

rithms the area A IKlMvill be given, and equal thereto the area OPA,
which suMucted from the triangle OPS, will leave the area cut otf APS.
And by applying 2APS— 2A, or 2A— 2APS, the double difference of

the area A that was to be cut off, and the area APS that is cut off, to the

line SiN that is let fall from the focus S, perpendicular upon the tangent

TP, we shall have the length of the chord PQ. Which chord PQ ia to

be inscribed between A and P, if the area APS that is cut off be greater

than the area A that was to be cut off, but towards the contrary side of the

point Py if otherwise : and the point Q will be the place of the body more

accurately. And by repeating the computation the place may be found

perpetually to greater and greater accuracy.

And by such computations we have a general

analytical resolution of ^e Problem. But the par^

ticular calculus that follows is better fitted for as-

tronomical purposes. Supposing AO, OB, OD, to

be the semi-aads of the ellipsis, and L its latus reo-

tum, and D the difference betwixt the lesser semi-
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axis OD, and -,L the half of the latiis rectnm : let an angleY be found, whose

sine may be tu the radius as the rectangle under that dilference D, and

AO 4- OD the half sum of the axes to the square of the greater axis AB.
Find also an angle Z, wlmse sine may be to the radius as the double rec-

tangle under the distance of the foci and that difference D to triple

the square of half the greater eemi-axis AO. Those angles being once

foimd, the place of the body may be thus determined. Take the angle T
proportional to the time in which the arc BP was described, or equal to

what is called the mean motion ; and an angle Y the fiist equation of the

mean motion to the angle Y, the greatest first eiuation, ag the sine of

doable the angle T is to the radius ; and an angle X, the second equation,

to the angle Z, the second greatest equation, as the cube of the sine of the

angle T is to tiie enbe of the radius. Then take the angle BHP the mean
motion equated equal to T + X + V> tiie sum of the angles T, Y, X,
if the angle T is less than a right angle; or eqoal to T + X— V, the

difference of the same^ if that angle T is greater tiian one and less than

two right angles ; and ifHP meets the ellipsis in P, draw SP, and it will

cut off the area BSP nearly proportional to the time.

This practice seems to be expeditions enough, beoanse the angles Y and

X, taken in second minutes^ if you please, being very small, it will be stif-

ticicnt to find two or three of their first figures. But it is likewise

sufficiently accurate to answer to the theory of the planet's motionti.

F'or even in the orbit of Mars, where thu greatest equation of the centre

amounts to ten degrees, the error will scarcely exceetl one second. But
when the angle of the mean motion equated BHP is found, the angle of

the true motion BSP, and the distance SP, are readily had by the known
methods.

And so far concerning the motion of bodies in curve lines. But it may
also come to pass that a moving body shall ascend or descend in a ricfht

line ; and 1 shall now go on to explain what belongs to such kind of

moiiong.

SECTION TIL

Cmeeming the reclilmeetr ascent and desceiU oj bodies,

PROPOSITION XXXIL PROBLEM XXIV.
Suppoamg that the centripetal force is reciprocally proportional to the

sqtiare of the distance of the places from the centre ; it is required

to d^ne the spaces which a body,/admg dweetXy^ describes m gwen
Umss,

Case 1. If the body does not fall perpendicolarly, it will (bj Cor. t
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Prop. XIII) describe some conic section whose focus is a

placed in the centre of force. Suppose that conic sec-

tion to be ARPB and its focus S. And, first, if the

figure be an ellipsis, upon the greater axis thereof AB
describe the semi-circle \l)H, and let the right line

DPC pass through the falling body, making right angles

with the axis; and drawing DS, PS, the areii ASI) will ^

be proportional to the area ASP, and therefore also to

the time. The axis AB still remaining the same, let the

breadth of the ellipsis be perpetually diminished, and

the area ASD will al\v:iys remain proportional to the

time. Suppose that breadth to he diminished in inJiniUim; and the orbit

APB in th%t case coinciding with the axis AB, and the focus S with the

extreme point of the axis the hody will descend in the right line AC,
and the area ABD will become proportional to the time. Wherefore the

space AC will be given which the body deecribes in a given time by its

perpendicular fail from the place A, if the area ABD is taken proportional

to the time^ and from the point D Uie right line DC is let ftll peipendio*

ularlj on the right line AB. QJLL
Case 2. If the figure RPB is an hyperbola^ on tiie

same principal diameter AB describe the rectangular

hyperbola BED ; and because the areas CSP, CB/P,
SP/B, are sererally to the several areasCSD, CBED,
SDEB, in the given ratio of the heights CP, CD, and

the area SiyB is proportional to the time in whidi

the body P will move through the arc P/B, the area

SDJ5B will be also proportional to tiiat time. Let

the latus rectum of the hyperbola RPB be diminished

in infinitum, the latus transversum remaining the

same ; and the arc PB will come to coincide with the

riglit line CB, and the focus S, with the vertex B, a-

and the right line SD with the right line BD. And therefore the area
BDLiB will be proportional to the time in which the body C, by its per*

pendicular descent, describes the line CB. Q,.E.I.

Case 3. And by the like argument, if the figure

RPB is a parabola, and to the same principal ver-

tex B another parabola BED is described, that

may always remain given while tlie former para-

bola in whose perimeter the body P mov^, by

having its latus rectum diminished and reduced

to nothing, comes to coincide with the line CB, s.

the parabolic segment BDEB will be proportional w

to the time in which that body P or C will descend to the centre S or R
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PROPOSITION XXXUL THEOREM IX.

The things abovefound being supposed, Faap, that the velocity of a fal-

liufT body in any place 0 is to the velocity of a body, describing a

circle about tlie centre B at the distance BO, in the sttbdupUeaie ratio

of AC, the distance of the bodyfrom the remoter vertex A of the circle

or rectangular hyperbola, io iAB, tiw principal semi-diameter of the

figure.

Let AB, the common di^ t
meter of both figures RPB,
DHB, be bisected in O; and

draw the right line FT that

may touch the figure RPB
in P, and likewise cut that

common diameter AB (pro-

duced, if need be) in T; and

let SY be perpendicular to

ibis line^ and BQ to this di-

ameter, and Biq>poflethe latw

Kctiun 6f the figureRPB to

be L. From Cor. 9^ Prop.

XVI, it IB manifest that the

ydooilj of a body, moving

in the line RPB about the

centre in any place P, is

to the Telocity of a body describing a circle about the same centre, at the

distance SP, iu the subduplicate ratio of the rectangle iL X SP to SY*.

For by the properties of the conic sections ACB is to CF^ as 2A0 to L,

and therefore j^g is equal to L. Therefore those ydoeities are

Qp2 X AO X SP
to each other in the snbdnplieate ratio of j;^^ to SY*. More-

oTer, by the properties of the conic sections, CO to BO as BO to TO,
and (by composition or division) as CB to BT. Whence (by division or

eomposition) BO—-or + CO will be to BO as CT to BT, that is, AC
CP^ X AO X SP

ACB ise^ualtowill be to AO as CP to Ba: and therefore

BQ* X AC X SP—
^ , Now suppose CP, the breadth of the figure RPB, to

be diminished in infinitum, so as the point P may come to coincide with

the point C, and the point S \yith the point B, and the line SP with the

line BC, and the line SY with the line BQ, ; and the velocity of the body

now descending perpendicularly in the line CB will be to the velocity of
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a body describing a circle about the centre B, at the distance BC, in the

sabdiiplicate ratio of YT^'^'irn— ^ (neglecting theAO X BC
tios of efinnlity of SP to BC, and BQ,^ to SY^, in the subdupiicate ratio

of AC to AO, or iAB. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. When the points B and S oome to coincide TC will become to

TS as AC to AO.
Cor. 2. A body revolving in any circle at a given distance from the

centre^ bj its motion converted upwards^ will aflcend to doable its distance

from the centrOi

PROPOSITION XXXIV. THEOREM X.

If the figure BED is a paraMa, I sat/, that the velocity of a faUmg
body in any place C is equal to the velocity by which a body may

' uniformly describe a circle about the centre B at half the interval BC.
For (by Cor. 7, Prop. XVI) the velocity of a

body describing a parabola RPB about the cen-

tre S> in any place P, is v^vaX to the velocity of

a body nniformly descriUng a circle about the c
same centre S at half the interval SP. Let the

breadth CP of &e parabola be diminished m
it^mttimf so as ihe parabolic arc P^ may coine

to coincide with the right line CB, the centre S ^1

with the vertex B, and the interval SP with the B
interval BC, and the proposition will be manifest Q.RD.

PROPOSITION XXXV. THEOREM XL
The same things supposed^ I say, that the area of the figure DES, de-

scribed by the indefiniis radms SD, is equal to the area which a body

vfiih a radius equal to half the lotus rectum of the fis^tre DES, by

uniformly revolving about ihe cenire S, may describe in the saim time^
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For suppose a body C in tlie .smallest moment of time describes in fal-

lin«^ the infinitely little line Cc, while another body K, uniformly rcvolv-

inix about the centre S in tlie clrde OKA', describes the arc K/.*. lOrect the

perpendiculars CI), cd, meeting the figure DES in D, d. Join SD,
SK, Sk, and draw Dd meeiiiig the axis AS in T, and thereon let fail the

perpendicular SY.

Cask 1. If the figure DES i9 a circle^ op a rectangular hyperbola, bisect

its tranflreree diameter AS in O, and SO will be half the latus rectum.

And because TC is to TD as Cc to Dd, and TD to TS as CD to SY;
ex cBquo TC will be to TS as CD X Cc to SY X Dd. But (by Oop. 1,

Prop. XXXIII) TC is to TSaa AC to AO; towit^if in the oodeweiice

of the points D, the ultimate ratios of the lines are taken. Wherefore

ACisto AOorSKasCD X CetoSY X Dd Farther, the Telocity of

the desoending body in C is to the velocity of a body describing a drde
abont the centre at the interral SC, in the snbdnplicato ratio of AC to

AO or SK (by Prop. XXXTIT) ; and this yelodfy is to the Telocity of a

body describing the circle OKAr in the snbdnplicato ratio of SK to SC
(by Cor. 6, Prop IV)

;
and, ex (Bquo, the first Telocity to the last, that is,

the little line Cc to the arc K/r, in the snbdnplicato ratio of AC . to SC,

that is, in the ratio of AC to CD. Wherefore CD X Cc is equal to AC
X KA-. and consequently AC to SK as AC X Kk to SY X Dd, and

tlienco SK X KA' cijuulto SY X l^d, and iSK X KA* e^iual to iSY X Dd,

that is, the area KSA' equal to the area SDd. Therefore in every moment
of time two equal particles, KSA- and SDd, of areas are generated, which,

if their magnitude is diminished, and their number increased 77f injinifiim,

obtain the ratio of erpiality, and con3e(j[uently (by Cor. Lem. IV), the whole

areas together generated arc always e(|ual. Q.E.D»

Case 2. But if tlie ih^ure DES is a

parabola, we shall find, as above, CD X
Cc to SY X Drf as TC to TS, that is,

as 2 to 1 ; and that therefore iCD X Cc
is equal to i SY X Dd. But the veloc-

ity of the falling body in C is eqnal to

the velocity with which a circle may be

uniformly described at the interval iSC
(by Prop. XXXrV). And this Telodty

to the Telooify with whidi a dide may
be described with the radins SK, that is^

the litUe line Cc to the arc KA:, is (by

Cor. ^ Ptop. IV) in the snbdnplicato ratio of SK to ISC; that i% in the

ratio ofSK to iCD. Wherefore ISK X KAp is eqnal to iCD X C(^ and
therefore equal to iQY X M; that ia, the area KSA: is eqnal to the area

SDe^aBaboTOb QJ^D.
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PROPOSITION XXXYL PROBLEM XXV.

Jb determine the times of the descent of a bodyfailingfrmn a
place A»

Upon ihe diameter AS, the distance of the body from tlie

centre at the beginning, describe the semi-cirde ADS, as

likewise the semi-eircle OKH equal thereto, abont the centre c
S. From any place C of the body erect the ordinate CD. O
Join SD, and make the sector OSK eijual to the area ASD.
It is evident (by Prop. XXXV) that the body in falling will

describe the space AC in the same time in which another body,

uniformly revolving about the centre S, may describe the arc

OK. OELF.

PROPOSITION XXXm PROBLEM XXVL
To difme the times of the ascent or descent of a body projected upwards

or demmwardsfrom a given plaee.

Suppose the body to go off from the given place G, in the direotion of

the line GS, with any velocity. In the duplicate ratio of this velocity to

the uniform velocity in a circle, with which the body may revolve about

ihe centre S at the given Interral SO, take GA to |AS. If that ratio is

the same as of the number 2 to 1, the point A is infinitely remote ; in

which case a parabola is to be described with any latus rectum to the ver-

tex S, and axis ISG
; as ap[iear,s l>y Proj). XXX IV. But if that ratio is

less or greater than the ratio of 2 to 1, in the former case a circle, in the

latter a rcctani^'ular hyperbola, is to be described on the diameter SA ; as

appears by Prop. XXXIII. Then about the centre S, with an interval

equal to half the latus rectuui, describe the circle H/itK
; and at the phu;e

G of the asconding or descending body, and at any other place C, erect the

porpendic'ilars (il, CI), meeting the conic section or circle in I and 1).

Then joining SI, SD, let the txxtors H8K, HSA* be made equal to the

sclents SEIS, SEDS, and (by Prop. XXJLY) the body G will describe
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the space GC in the same iime in which the hody K may deaerihe ihe are

Kk. aRF.

PROPOSITION XXXym. theorem XII.

Supposinsr that the centripetal force is prnpnrtimud to the ulidudc or

dhtanri' (,f ptrircsfrom the ce)itre, I say, that the li//us mid rclucitus

of fdltid!/ btniies, and t/ie spaces which they describe, are respectively

proportional to the arcs, and the riglU and versed sines of the arcs.

Suppose the body to fall from any place A in the \

n^\\i line AS : and about the centre of force S, with

the interval AS, describe tlie <{uadrant of a circle AE
; ^

and let CD be the right sine of any arc A I)
;
and the

hodj A will in the time AD in falling describe the

apace AC, and in the place C will acquire there*

locity CD.
^

This is demonstrated the same way from Prop. X, as Prop. XXXII was

demonstrated from Prop. XL
Cob. 1. Hence the times are equal in which one body falling from the

place A arriTcs at ihe centre S> and another body revolving describes the

qoadrantal arc ADR
Cob. 2L Wherefore all the times are equal in which bodies falling from

whatsoever places arrive at the centre. For all the periodic times of re-

volving bodies are equal (by Cor. 3, Prop. IV).

PKUPOSITION XXXIX. PROBLEM XXVII.

Supposing a centripetal force of any kind, and n-rant in [^- the quadra'

hires of eiirvUinearfi^^nres ; it is reqaired tofind tlie velocity of a body,

ascendinff or descending in a right line, i?i the several places through

which it passes; as also the lime in which it wHl arrive atanyplace:
and yice versa.

Suppose the body E to fall from any place

A in the right line ADEC ; and from its place

K imagine a perpendiculnr EG always erected i»

proportional to the centripetal force in that

place tending to the centre C; and let BFG
be a curve line, the locus of the point G. And i)

in the beginnin:r of the motion suppose EG to

coincide w ith tlie perpendicular AH ; and the

velocity of the body in any ]dnco E will be i\8 f

a right line whose square is equal to the cur-

vilinear area An^n'. Q.E.I.

In EG take EM reciprocally proportional to
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a right line whose square is equal to the area ABGE, and let TLM be a

curve line wherein the point M is always placed, and to which the right

line AB produced is an asymptote; and the time in which the body in

falling descnburf the liue AE, will be as the curvilinear area ABTVME.

Fur in the right line AE let there be taken the very small line DE of

a given length, and let DLF be the phice of the line EMG, when the

body was in D : and if the centri|)etal force be buch, that a riirht li?ie.

whose square is equal to the urea AliGE^ is as the velocity of the descend-

ing body, the area itself will be as tlie square of that velocity ; that is. if

f ir the velocities in D and E we write V and V + I, the area ABFl) will

be aa VV, and tlie area AiiGE as VV + 2VI + II; and by division, the

,xT.^T, TT , 1 . DFGE .„ , :^VI + II
area DFGE as 2VI + II, and therefore —f: . will he as ^r^^—

;

tiiat i% if we take the first ratios of those qiiaiitities when just nascent, the

length DF is as the quantity jy^y and therefore also as half that quantity

I X V
• But the time in which the body in falling describes the very

small Une IDE, is as that line directly and the velocity V inTeisely ; and

the force will be as the increment I of the Telocity directly and the time

inversely ; and therefore if we .take the first ratios when those quantities

I X V
are just na8oentyiu-^^| V . that is» as the length DF. Therefore a force

proportional to DF or EG will cause the body to descend with a volr,rity

that is liS the right line whusc s<|uare is equal to the area ABGE. Q.E.D.

Moreover, since tbe time in wbirli a very small line DE of a given

length may be described is as the velocity inversely, and tlierefore aho

inversely as a right line whose square is equal to the area ABFD
; and

since the line DL, and by consciiuence the nascent area DLME, will be as

the same right line inyersely, the time will be as the area DLME, and

the sum of all the times will be as the sum of all the areas ^ that is (by

Cor. Lem. IV), the whole time in which the line AE is described will be

18 the whole area ATVMR Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Let P be the place from whence a body ought to fall, so as

that) when urged by any known uniform centripetal force (such as

gravity is vulgarly supposed to be), it may acquire in the place D a

vetoci^ equal to the vdocity which another body, falling by any force

whatever, hath acquired in that place D. In the perpendicular DF let

there be taken DR, which may be to DF as that uniform force to

the other force in the place D. Complete the rectangle PDRQ, and cut

off the area ABFD equal to that rectangle. Then A will be the place
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from whence the other body fell. For com- ^ b
pletiii^ the rectangle DKSE, since the area

ABFD is to the area DFGE as VV to 2VI, r

and therefore as to I, that is, as half the

irhole velocity to the increment of the velocity

of the body failing by the uneqaable force ; and d
in like manner the area PQRD to tbe am ^

DICSE as half the whole velocity to the incre-

ment of the velooity of the body faUing by the e-

uniform force; and since those ineNonents (by
[

reason of the equality of the nascent times)
j

are as the gencraiting foiees, that ia^ as the or-

dinates DF, DB^ and eonseqnendy as the nascent areas DFGE, DRSE;
therefore^ ex mquoj the whole areas ABFD, PQRD will be to one another

as the halTSB of the whole yelooitics; and therefore^ bcoanse the Teloeitaes

are ei^ual, thej become equal also.

Cor. 2. Whence if any body be projected either upwards or downwards

with a given Tdoetty from any place and there be given ihe law of

centripetal force acting on it^ its Telocity will be found in any other place,

as e, by erecting the ordinate eg^ and taking that velocity to the velocity

in the place D as a right line whose square ia equal to the rectuiigle

PQ,UD, either increased by the curvilinear area DFg-e, if tlie place e is

below the place D, or diminished by the same area DFo-e, if it be higher,

ia to the right line whose square is ecjual to the rectangle PQR D alone.

Cor. 3. The time is also known by erecting the ordinate eiu recipro-

cally proportional to the square root of PQRD -\- or— DFi.'-i", and taking

the time in which the body has described tlie line De to tlio tiuic in which

another body has fallen with uniform force from i\ and in falling ar-

rived nt 1^ in the proportion of the curvilinear area DLme to the rectan-

gle X DL. For the time iu which a body falling with an uniform

force hath described the line PI), is to the time in which the same body

has described the line PE in the subduplicate ratio of PD to PE ; tliat is

(the very small line DE being just nascent), in the ratio of PD to PD -|-

iDE, or 2PD to 2PD + DE, and, by division, to the time in which the

body hath described the small line DE, as 2PD to DE, and thexefore as

the rectangle 2i^D x DL to the area DLME; and the time in which

both the bodies described the very small line DE is to the time in which

the body moving unequably hath described the line De as the areaDLME
to the area DLme/ and, bx aquo, the first mentioned of these tames is. to

the last as the rectangle 2PD X DL to the am DLme..
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SECTION VIIL

0/ the invention of orbits wherein tjodies will revolvBf being acted upon

by any sort of cetUripeialforce.

^ PROPOSITION XL. THEOREM Xm.
J/ a Ifodtjf acted upon by any centripetal force, is any how moved, and

another body ascends or descends in a right line, and their velocities

be equal in any one case of equal altitudes, t/ieir velocities will be alsQ

equal at all equal altitudes.

Let a body descend from A through I) and E, to the centre

C; and let another body move from Vin the curve line VIK^.

From the centre C, with any distances, describe the concentric

circles DI, EK, meeting the right line AC in J) and E, and

the curve VI Iv in I and K. Draw IC meeting KE in N, and

on IK let full the perpendicular NT ; and let the interval I)E

or IN between the circumferences of the circles be very small;

ind imagine the bodies in I) and I to have equal velocities.

Then because the distances CD and CI are equal, the centri-

petal forces in D aod I will be also equal. Let those forces be k
expressed by the equal lineoltc D F. and IN j and let the force

IN (by Cor. 2 of the Laws of Motion) be resolved into two

others, NT and IT. I'hen the force NT acting in the direction of the

line NT perpendicular to the path ITK of the body will not at all affect

or ehuige the yelooity of the body in that path, but only draw it aside

from a rectilinear oonzse^ and make it deAeet perpetually from the tangent

of the orbit, and proceed in the currilinear path ITKAr. That whole

Ibrce^ therefor^ will be spent in producing this effect; bat the other force

. rr, acting in tiie direction of the course of the body, will be all employed

in accelerating it» and in the least giyen time will prodaoe an acceleration

proportional to itself. Therefore the accelerations of the bodia in D and

I, produced in equal times, are as the lines DE, IT (if we take tiie first

.ratios of the nascent lines DE, IN, IK, IT, NT) ; and in unequal times as

those lines and the times conjunctiy. But the times in which DE and IK
are described, are, by reason of the equal velocities (in D and I) as the

spaces described I)E and IK, and therefore the accelerations in the course

of the bodies through the lines DE and IK are as DE and IT, and \)\ \

and IK conjunctly; that is. as the square of DE to the rectangle IT into

IK. But the rtHjtangle IT x IK is eipial to the square of IN, that is,

cfjual to the square of DE ; and therefore tl\o accelerations generated in

the passage of the bodies from D and I to 10 and K are equal. Therefore

the veLtcitics of the bo lies in E and K are also equal : and by the same

reasoning they will always be found equal in any subsequent equal dis-

;tauces. U*KiD.
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.
By the same rcMoning^ bodies of equal TdooitieB and equal distances

, from the centre will be equally reftaided in their ascent to eqiud distanocSi

Q.E.D.
Cob. 1. Therefore if a bodj either oscillates by hanging to a string, or

by any polished and perfectly smooth impediment is forced to moye in a

cnrve line ; and another body ascends or descends in a right line, and their

velocities be equal at any one equal altitude, their velocities will be also

eijUid ut all other equal altitudes. For by the string of the pendulous

body, or hy the impediment of a vessel perfectly smooth, the same thing

will be effected as by the transverse force NT. The body is neither

accelerated nor retarded by it^ but only is obliged to leave its rectilinear

course.

K-OR. 2. Suppose the quantity P to be the greatest distance from the

centre to which a body can ascend, whether it be oscillating, or revolving

in a trajectory, and so the same projected upwards from any point of a

trajectory with the velocity it has in that puint. Let the (juantity A be

the distance of the body from the centre in any other point of the orbit ; and

let the centripetal force be always as the power A"— ', of the quantity A, the

inda of which power n— 1 is any number n diminished by unity. Then

the Telocity in every altitude A will be as ^ P"— A*, and therefore will

be giyeo. For by Prop. XXXIX, the Telocity of a body ascending and

descending in a right line is in that Tery ratio.

PROPOSITION XM. PROBLEM XXVIIL

Supposing a centripetal fane fif any kind, ami graniing the quadra*

tures of aarvUinear figures, U is required to find as the tn^eetth

ties in vfhieh bodies toiU move, as the times ef their motions in the

tn^edoriesfound,

IjCt any centripetal force tend to

the centre C, and let it be required

to find the trajectory YIKAr. Let

there be given the circle VR, described

from the centre C with any interval

CV ; and from the s;nne centre de-

scribe any other circles ID, KL^ cut-

tin the trajectory in I and K, and

the riulit line UV in D and E. Then

draw the right line CNIX cutting the
. c

Circles KE, VR in N and X, and the right line CKY meeting the circle

VII in Y. Let the points I and K he indefinitely near ; and let the body

go on from V through I and K to k ; and let the point A be the place

from whence another body is to fall, so as in the place D to acquire a ve-

locity equal to the velocity of the first body in I. And things remaining

IS in Prop. X^^tX, the lineola IK, described in the least given time^
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will be as the vdocitj, and therefore m the right line whose square ie

equal to the area ABFD, and the triangle ICK proportional to the time
will be given, and therefore KN will he reoiproc^Uy ae the altitude IC

;

that is (if there be given any quantity Q, and the altitude IC be called

A\ as This qoantity ^ call and suppose the magnitude of Q to

be such that in some case v'ABFD may be to Z as IK to KN, and then

in all cases ^ ABFL) will ho to Z as IK to KN, and ABFI) to ZZ as

IK' to KN\ and by divisionABFD—ZZ to ZZ ae IN* to KN*, and there-

Q.
fore V ABh D — ZZ to Z, or ^ as IN to KN ; and thereforeA X KN

Q )< IN
will be equal to Therefore since YX X XC is to A X KN

^ABFD—ZZ

asCX* to AA,the rectangleXY X XCwillbeequal to—
AAv^ABFD—ZZ.

Therefore in the perpendicular DF let there be taken oontinnally Db, Dc
d ax cx*

equal to =r=, respectively, and
2 ABFD — ZZ^ 2AA ABPD — ZZ ^

^

let the cnrve lines ab, ac, the fom of the points h and he desorihed : and

from the point Y let the perpendicniar Ta he erected to the line AC, cot-

ting off the curvilinear areas YD^ VDca, and let the ordinatee Bz.

Et, be erected also. Then because t}^ rectangle Db X IN or D^rF is

equal to half the rectaii-j:le A X KN, or to the triangle ICJv : and the

rectangle Dc X IN or Dru F is equal to half the rectangle YX X XC, or

to the triangle XCY; that is, because the nascent particles D6zE, ICK
of the areas \\)ha, VIC are always equal ; and the nascent particles

Dr.rE. XC'^^ of the areas \Y)ra, VCX are always equal : tlierefore the

generated area VT)//a will be ccjual to the generated area VIC, and tliere-

fore pr«t})ortional to the timej and the generated area VDrr/- is ocinal to

the generated sseetf-r VCX. If, therefore, any time be given during which

the body has been moving from V, there will he also given the area pro-

portional to it VD^ ; and thence will be given the altitude «f the body

CD or CI ; and the area VDca, and the sector VCX equal thereto, together

with its angle VCI. But the {vngle VCI, and the altitude CI being given,

there is also given the plaoe 1, in which the body will be found at the end

of that time. Q.E.L

Cor. 1. Hence the greatest and least altitodes of the bodies, that ia^ the

apsides of the trajectories, may be found very readily. For the apsides

are those points in which a right line IC drawn through the centre falls

perpendicularly upon the trajectory YIK; which comes to pass when the

right lines IK and NE become equal; that is, when the area ABFD is

equal to 2t2u
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Cor. 2. So also the angle KIN, in irliidi tlie trajectory at any place

cuts the line 10. may be readily found by the given altitude 10 of the

body : to wit, by making the sine of that angle to radius as KN to IK;

that is, im Z tu the square root of tlie area AiiFD.

Cor. 3. If to the centre C, and the

principal vertex V, there be d^ribed a

conic section VRS: and from any point 7

thereof, as R, there be drawn the tangent t
RT meeting the axis CV indefinitely pro-

duced in the point T ; and then joining C

CK there be drawn the right line CP,

equal to the abscissa CT, making an angle VCP proportional to the sector

VUR; and if a centripetal force, reciprocally proportional to the cubes

of the distances of the places from the centre, tends to the centre C ; and

from the place V there sets out a body with a just velocity in the direo-

tion of a line perpendicular to the right line CY ; that body wiU proceed

in a trajectory TPQ» whioh the point P will always tonch ; and thoefore

if the conic section YRS be an hyberbola, the body will descend to the cen-

tre : but if it be an ellipsis it will ascend perpetually, and go farther and

farther off in wfiniium. And, on the oontraiy, if a body endued with any

Telocity goes off from the place Y, and according as it b^ins eithte to de-

soend obliquely to the centre, or ascends obliquely from i^ the figureVRS
he either an hyperbola or an ellipsis, the trajectory may be found by increas-

ing or diminishing the angle VCP in a given ratio. And the centripetal

force beooming centrifugal, the body will ascend obliquely in the trajectory

TPQy which is found by taking the angleVCP proportional to the elliptie

sector TRC, and the lengthCP equal to the length CT, as before. All these

things follow from the foregoing Proposition, by the quadrature ofa certain

enrve, the invention of whidi, as being easy enough, for brevity^s sake I omit

PROPOSITION XLa PROBLEM XXIX.
The law of ceniripeidlforce being gveen, it is required tofind themotion

of a body eeiiiiig- out from a given place, leith a given vdocity^ in the

direction ofa given right line*

Suppose the same things as in a—.b

the three preceding propositions;

and^ let the body go off from

the place lin the direction of the

little line, Ik', with the same ve-

locity as another l)odv, by fuUiiifj

with an uniform centripetal force

from the place P, may acquire in

D: and let this uniform force 1)6

to the force with which the body
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18 at first uiged in I, as DR to DF. Let the body go on towaidi k; and

about the oentre C, with the inteml Ok, densribe the eircle ke, meeting

tho right line PD in e, and let there be erected the linee e^, ev, ac, ordi-

"nately applied to the cjarves BFg-, abVf acw. From the given rectangle

PDRU and the iriven law of centripetal force, by which the first body is

acted oil, the curve line is aL>o given, by the construction of Prop, i

XX VII, and its Cor. 1. Then from the jriven angle CIK is given the I

proportion of the nascent lines IK, KN ; and thence, by the construction
i

of Prob. XXVIII, there is given the quantity Q, with the curve lines abv. I

acw ; and therefore, at the end of any time D^re, there is given both

the altitude of the body Ce or Ch, and the area Y>cwe^ with the sector

equal to it XCy, the angle IQk, and the place in which the bodj will

then be found. Q.E.L

We suppose in these Propositions the centripetal force to vary in itB

recess from the centre according to some law, which any one may imagine

at pleasure; but at e^ual distances from the centre to be ererywhm the i

same.

I have hitherto considered the motions of bodies in immovable orbita '

It remains now to add sometliing oonoeming their motions in orbits whidi

, revolTO ronnd the centres of foroe.

SECTION IX.

Of the motion of bodies in moveable orbits / and of the motion of the

apsides,

PROPOSITION XUll. PROBLEM XXX.
Jt is required to make a body move in a trc^eetory that revolves about

the centre offorce in the some manner as another body in the tame
tngectory at rest.

In the orbit YPK, given by position, let the body

P revolve^ proceeding from Y towards K. From
the centre O let there becontinnally drawn Cp, equal

to CP, making the angle VC/' ]»roportional to the

angle VCP; and the area which tlie line Cjd describes

will be to the area VCP, which the line CP describes

at tl:e same time, os tlie velocity of the describing

line (7^ velocity of the describing line CP;
that is, as the angle \Cp to the angle VCP, therefore in a given ratio,

and thererurt' ]>roportional to the time. Since, then, the nroa described by

the lineCynn an immovahle plane is {>roportional to the time, it is manifest

(hat a body, being acted upon by a just quantity of centripetal force^ may
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refolre with the point in the corre line irliiflh the aBine point by the

Bwdiod just now ezplahied, may be nuide to describe an immoTable plane.

Make the angle YOu ek\\itl to the angle PCp, and the line Cu eqnal to

•CY, and the figure nCp equal to the figure VCP, and the body being al-

ways in the point ^j, will move in the perimeter of the revolving fii^ure

nOp, and will descriVte its (revolvinij) arc ifp in the same time tliiit the

other body P describes the similar and e^u.il arc VP in the (luie^ctnt lijj^-

ure VPK. Find, then, by Cor. 5, Prop. VI., the centripetal furce by which

the body may be made to revolve in the curve line which the point p de-

scribes in an immovable plane, and the Problem will be solved. U^.F.

PROPOSITION XLIV. THEOREM XIV.

The difference of the forces, by which two bodies mat/ he made to move
equal/tj, one in a </uirsce)it, the otht r in the same orbit levolviiig^is in

a tripH'-fitr ratio of their rnminon altitudes inversely.

Let the parts of the quiescent or-

bit VP, PK be similar and equal to

the parts of the revolving orbit up, Uy'

pk ; and let the distance of the points ^
P and K be supposed of the utmost /

Mnallness Let fall a perpendicular i

At from the point k to the right line

pC, and produce it to m, so that mr
may be to At as the angle YCp to the /2^\^

angle VCP. Because the altitudes ^]

of the bodies PC and jaC, KC and

^'C, are always eqnal, it is manifest

that the increments or decrements of

the lina PC and pC are always

equal ; and therefore if each of the

serend motions of the bodies in the places P and p be resolyed into two
(by Cor. 2 of the Laws of Motion), one of which is directed towards the

centre, or according to the lines PC, pC, and the other, transverse to the

foimer, hath a direction perpendicnlar to the lines PC and pC ; the mo-
tioDB towards the centre will be equal, and the transverse motion of the

Wyj?will be to the transverse motion of the body P as the amruiar mo-
wonof the line pC to the angular motion of the line I'C

; that is, as the

«Ijle YCp to the angle VCP. Therefore, at tlie same time that the body
P, by both its motions, comes to the point K, the l)ody p, having an equal

ittotion towards the centre, will be equally moved from p towards C ; and
tiierefore that time being expired, it will be found somewhere in the

line wAt, which, pas.sing throufirh the point A', is jierpendicularto theline

pC
, and by its transverse motion will ac<^uire a distance from the line
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fjQj that will he to the distance which the other body P acquires from the

line PC as the transverse motiuii of the body p to the trausversc motion of

the other body P. Therefore since kr is efjiKil to the distance which the

body P acquires from the line PC, and mr is to At as the angle \Cp to

the angle VCP, that is, as the transverse motion of the kidy p to the

transverse motion of the body P, it is manifest tliat the l>ody p, at tlie ex-

piration of that time, will be fonnd in the place m. T'lit^se tilings will be

so, if the bodies p and P are equally moved in the directiuus of the lines

piJ and PC, and are therefore urged with equal forces in those directions.

Jiut if we take an angle jpC» that is to the angle joC/* as the angle VC^
to the angle \C\\ and nC be eipial to AC, in tliat case the body p at the

expiration of the time will really be in n; and \s therefore urged with a

greater force tlian the body P, if the angle nCp is greater than the angle

kCp, that is, if the othit %i.pkj move cither in consequent la, or hi oitrrf.

dentiOf with a celerity greater than the double of that with which the line

CP moTes in comequentia ; and with a less force if the orbit moves slower

in anieeedentia. And the difference of the forcee* will be as the interval

nun of the places through which the body would be carried by the action of

that difference in that giyen space of time. Ahout the centre C with the

interval Cit or Ck sappose a circle described cutting the lines mr,mn pro-

dnoed in s and t, and die rectangle mn x mi will be equal to the rectan-

gle mk X ms, and therefore mn will be equal to •— — . But sioee

the triangles pCk, pCn, in a given time, are of a given magnitude, At and

f/ir, and their (lilieroiico wA*, and their sum 7ns, are reciprocally as the al-

titude pC, and theref-ire the rectangle /nk X 7ns is reciprocally as the

square of the altitude pG. But, moreover, vit is directly as hmt. that is. as

the altitude pG. These are the tirst ratios of the nascent lines • and hence

mk X ins
, that is, the nascent lineola mn, and the difference of the forces

7rU

proportional thereto, are reciprocally as the cube of the altitude pO.

aE.D.
CoR. I. Hence the difference of the forces in the places P a]idj9,<or Kand

kf is to the force with which a body may revolve with a eirenlar motion

from R to K, in the same time that the body P in an immovable orb de-

soribes the arc PK, as the nascent line mn to the veraed sine of the nascent

mk X ms rlc^
,

arc RK, that is, as——— to or as x ms to the square of

rks that is^if we take giyen quantities F and G in the same ratio to one

another as the angle TCP beus to the angle VOp, as GO— FF to FF.
And, therefore^ if from the centre G, with any distance CP or Qp, there he

doorihed a dioidir seetor equal to the whole area YPC, which the body
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revolving in iraniuvaV>le orbit lias by a radius drawn to the centre de-

Bcribed in any eertaia time, ilic difference of tlie iVirces, witli which the

body P rtvolvod in an immovable orbit, and the body/? in a movable or-

bit, will be to the centripetal force, with wliich another body by a radius

drawn to the centre can uniformly describe that sector in the Fame time

as the area VPC is described, as GG— FF to FF. For tliat sector and

tiie area/^CA' are to one another as the timed ia which they are described.

CoR. 2. If the orbit VPK be an

ellipsis, havintr its focus C, and iia

highest apsis V, and we suppose the tCy"'"

the ellipsis i/pk similar and e(jual to

it, 80 that pO may be always ec|ual /

to PC, and the angle YGp be to the
|

angle VCP in the given ratio of G \

to F ; and for the altitude PC orpG \
¥« put A, and 2R for the latus rec-

tum of the ellipsis the foroe wiib ^]

which a body may be made to re-

volve in a movable eUipBiB will be as

FF RGG — RFF
,—,andmce versa.

Let the force with whieli a body may
PP

revolTe in an immoyable ellipeis be espieaBed by the quantity and the

FF
toe in Y will be Bat the force with which a body may revolye in

a circle at the distance CV, with the same velocity as a body revolving in

an ellipsis has in V, is to the force with which a body revolving in an ellip-

sis is acted upon in the apsis Y, as half the latus rectum of the ellipsis to the

RFF
mi-diameier CY of the circle, and^lherefore is as ^ yj~ ; ^nd the force

RGO— RFF
irtuch is to this, as GG—FF to FF, is as T==;= : and this force

(by Cor. 1 of this Prop.) is the difference of the forces in V, withjirhich the

body P revolvee in the immovable ellipeis VPK, and the body p in the

movable ellipeis upk. Therefore since by this Prop, that difoence at

Any other altitude A is to itself at the altitude CY as to —i. the same
A' CY*

difference in every altitude A will be as
RGG — RFF

A»
Therefore to the

PP
toe

jj^,
by which the body may revolve in an immovable ellipsis \FK,
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RGQ—RFF FF
add the excess ^ , and the sum will be the whole foroe^ -i-

RGG—RFF
A»

which a bod/ may molve in the same time in the mar-

able ellipsis

Cor. 3. In the same manner it will be found, that, if the immovable or-

bit VPK l»e an ellipsis having its centre in the centre of the forces C, and
there be suppcsed a movable ellipsis i/pk', siiiiiLir, tipial. niid concentricaJ

to it : and 2R he the principal latus rectum of that ellipsis, and 2T the

latus transversum, or greater axis; and the angle VCyj be continnnlly to the

angle YCP as G to the forces with which bodies may revolve in the im-

FFA FFA
movable and movable ellipsiis, in e^iual times, will be as • and

RGG—RFF
-j- respectiveijf.

Cob. 4. And nnlTeraaUj^ if thegmteat altitudeCV ofthe body be called

Ty and the radius of the ennrature which the orbit TPK has in T, that ii^

the radius of a circle ec^ually curre^ be called R, and the centripetal force

withwhichabodymay revolyeinany immovable trajectory VPK at the place

VFP
y be called Tyrp j ^^d in other places P be indefinitely styledX ; and the

altitude CP be calkJ A, and G'be taken to F in the c^ivcn r:itio of the

angle \Cp to the anj^le VCi*: the centripetal force with which the same

body will perform the eame motions in the same time, in the same trajcvtor)'

tipk revolvini; with a circular motion, will be as the sum of the forces X 4"

VRGG— VHFF

Cor. 5. Therefore the motion of a body in an immovable orbit being

given, its angular motion round the centre of the forces may be increased

or diminished in a given ratio; and thence new immovable orbits may be

found in which bodies may revolve with new centripetal force?.

Cob. 6i» Therefore if there be erected the line VP of nn indeterminate

length, perpendicular to the line GV given by po-

sition, and CP be drawn, and Cp equal to it. mak*

ing the angle YCp having a given ratio to the an-

gle YCP, the Ibfoe with whidi a body may revolve

in the euive line Ypk, which the point p is eon-

tinually deseribing, will be reciprocally as the cube

of the altitude Cp. For the body P, by its vis tiK

ertuB alone^ no other force impelling it, will proceed uniformly in the right

line VP. Add| then, a foroe tending to the centre C reoiprocally as the

cube of ihe altitude CP or C/?, and (by what was just demonstrated) the
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body will deflect from the rectilinear motion into the curve line \pk. But

this curve \pk is the same with tlie curve VPQ found in Cor. 3, Prop.

XLI, in which, I said, bodies attracted with auch forces would ascend

obU(^uely.

PROPOSITION XLV. PROBLEM XXXL
To find t/ie motion of the apsides in orbits approaching very near U

circles.

This problem is solved arithmetically by reducing the orbit which a

body rcvolvin<5 in a movable ellipsis (as in Cor. 2 and 3 of the aboTO

Prop.) describes in an immoyablc plane, to the figure of the orbit whose

apsides are required ; and then seeking the apsides of the orbit which that

body describes in an immovable plane. But orbits acquire the same figure^

if the centripetal forces with which they are described, compared between

tbemselvea^ are made proportional at equal altitudes. Let the point Y be

the highest apsis^ and write T for the greatest altitude GY,A for any other

altitude CP or Cp, and X for the dif^noe of the altitudes CY— CP;
and the force with which a body moves in an ellipsis revolving about its

FF RG6—RFF
focus C (as in Cor. 2), and which in Cor. 2 was as H jj ,

PPA + RGG—RPP
that is as^ ^5 > by substituting T—X for A, will he-

RGG— RFF + TFF— FFX ,
oome as -jr^ . In like maimer any other oen-

tripctal force id to be reduced to a fraction whose denominator is A^, and

the numerators are to be made analogous by collating together the bonkO*

lofjous terms. This will be made plainer l>y Examples,

Example 1. Let us suppose the centripetal force to be uniform,

A'
and therefore as ^ or, writing T—X for A in the numerator, as

'P— STTX +3TXX-.X^ rr.. ,1 . , ,

r . Ihen collating together the correspon-

dcni terms of the numerators, that ia^ those thatconsist of given quantities^

with those of given quantities, and those of quantities not given with those

of quantities not given, it will become RGG—RFF -f TFF to 1^ as^
FFX to 3TTX + 3TXX— X» or as—FF to —WW ^ SVX — XX,
Now since the orbit is supposed extremely near to a circle, let it coincide

with a circle: and because in that case 11 and T become equal, and X is

infinitely diuiinisbed, the larit ratios will be, as RGG to — FF to—
3TT, or as GG to TT, so FF t.. ST'V ; and again, as GG to FF, so TT
to 3TT, that is, as 1 to 3

;
and therefore G is to F, that is, the angle YCp

to the angle VCP, as 1 to Therefore since the body, in an iuunovablft

12
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ellipsis, in deacending from the upper to the lower apsis, describes an angle,

if I may so speak, of 180 deg., the other body in a movable ellipsi^ and there-

fore in the immovable orbit we are . treating of, will in its descent from

180
the upper to the lower apsis, describe an angle YCp of deg. And this

comes to pas-? ]»y reason of the likeness of this orbit which a body acted

upon by an uniform centripetal force describes, and of that orbit which a

body performing its circuits in ii revolviii<j: ellipsis will describe in a quie."

cent plane. By this collation of tlie terms, these orbits are made similar;

not uuivtn-sally, indeed, but tlien only when they ai)proach very near to a

circular iigure. A body, therefore revolving with an unifoni! c ntripctal

force in an orbit nearly circular, will always describe an angle of dog., or

103 deg, 65 23 sec, at the centre
;
moving from the upper apsis to the

lower apsis when it has once described that angle, and tlience return ini: to

the upper apsis when it has described that angle again; and so on t» tii-

fimtum.
Exam. 2. Suppose the centripetal force to be as any power of the alti-

A"
tude A, aa, for example, A"— > ^^«re n— 3 and n signify any in-

dices of powers whatever, whether integers or fractions, rational or surd,

atlinnative or negative. That numerator A' 'T T— X|" being reduced t<»

an indeterminate series ))y my method of converging bcrics, will become

T»_ wXT»—* + lili^* XXT*—* &c And conferring these terms

with the terms of the other numerator RGG— RFF + TFF— FFX, it

becomes as RGG—RPP + TPP to T», so— FP to—wT"—' +
nn—.n

XT"— (fcc. And taking the last ratios where the orbits apj»ro:ich to

circles, it becomes as RGa to T'\ so — FF to— 7zT"— or a.s (id to

T"— so FF to //T"—
'

; and again, GG to FF, so T"— ' to y/T' —V^hat

as 1 to V ; and therefore G is to F, that is the angle \Cp to the angle

VCP, as I t * Therefore since the anzle VCP, described in the de-

scent of the body from the upper apsis to the lower apsis in an ellipsi.s is

of IbO deg., the angle VCp, described in the descent of the body fi . the

Upper apsis to the lower apsis in an orbit nearly circular which a h nW de-

scribes with a centripetal force proportional to the power A"— will be equal

^ ISO
to an angle of —— deg., and this angle being repeated, the body will re-

turn from the lower to the upper apsi% and so on in infinitum. As if the

centripetal force be as the distance of the body from the centre, that in, as A»

A*
or ^ n will be equal to 4, and equal to 2 ; and therefore the angle
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180
between the tpper and the lower apeis will be equal to d<^., or 90 de|^

Tlu rtfore the l>ody having performc'l a fourth part of oiio revolution, will

arrive at the h»wcr apsis, and havinir ]»erformed anotlier fuurth part, will

arrive at the upper apsis, and so on by turns in infinitinn. This appears

also from Prop. X. For a body acted on by this centripetal force will re-

volve in an immovable ellipeifl^ wboie centre is the centre of force. If the

1 A'
centripetal force is reciprocally as the distance, that is, directly as or

n will be equal to 2 ; and therefore the angle between the upper and lower

ISO
Will be —g d^^ or 127 d€g., 16 miu^ 45 sec. j and therefore a body re-

yolving with snch a force^ will by a perpetual repetition of this angle, move

alternately from the upper to the lower and from the lower to the upper

apeia for ever. So, also, if the centripetal force be reciprocally as the

biquadrate root of the eleventh power of the altitade, that is, reciprocally

as A and, therefore, directly as ^^^o^ ^ ^ « ^
180

*

— deg. will be equal to 360 deg. ; and therefore the body parting fircn

the upper ap?iis, and from thence p('r})etually descending, will arrive at the

lower a]'si.s when it hn:^ conijtlcted uue entire revolution; and thence as-

cending perpetually, when it lias completed another entire revolution, it

will arrive again at the u])per apsis ;
and so alternately fur over.

Exam. 3. Taking m and n for any indices of the powers of the alti-

tude and 6 and e for any given numbers, suppose the centripetal foree

6A" + cA" . h into T — X"'" ^ r into T — X|"
to be as , that is, as —^
or (by the method of converging series above-mentioned) as

2 ^ 2

cXXT"*— &c ^ comparing the tenns of the numciatora^ there will

arise RGG— RPP -f ITF to + cT" as— FF to mbl>— i —
ncT"— » + g AXT»— «-f —g— cXT»—«^e. Andtak-

inir the ht^^t ratios that arise when the orbits come to a circular form, there

will come forth GG to ^T" — ' -f- cT"
—

' as FF to w/^T"'— ' + y/cT"—

and again, GG to FF as ^T» — ' + cT" — ' to m6T" — » -f ncT" —
This proportion, by expro^-j in rr the greatest r-Uitude CV or T arithmeti-

cally by unity, becomes, GG to FF as 6 + c to »i6 + nc, and therefore as 1
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to Whence G becomes to F| that is, the angle Yp^o the sd*

glc VCP, as 1 to <v/ AnA therefore nnce the angleTCP between

the upper and the lower apsis, in an immovable ellipsis, is of 180 dcij^., the

angle \Cp between the same apsides in an orbit which a body describes

with a centripetal force, that is, as — , will bo eijual to au angle of

b + c
ISO v^^f^I^ ^^H' ^^^^ reasoning, if the centripetal force

be as ^ , the angle between the apsides will be found e^ual to

^ c
ISO y/—T deff. After, the same manner the Problem ia solyed in

mo— HC

more difficult cases. The quantity t«) which the centripetal force i.«! pro-

portional mu.-<t always be re??olved into a coiivero-ing scries whose denrtmi-

nator is A'. '1 lieu tlie given part of the numerator arising fruui that

operation is to be sup])Oscd in the same ratio to that part of it wliich is not

given, as the given part of this numerator RGG— RFF + TFF— FFX
is to that part of the same numerator which is not given. And taking

away the superfluous (quantities, and writing unity for T, the proportion

of G to F is obtained.

Cor. 1. llci.ce if tlie centripetal force be as any power of the altitude,

that power may ))e found from the motion of the apsides; and so contra-

riwi.se. That is, if the whole angular motion, with which the body returns

to the same apsis, be to the angular motion of one revolution, or 3G0 deg,

as any number as m to another as n, and the altitude called A ; the force
nn

will be as the power Am—' ofthe altitudeA ; the index of which power is

tin——— 3. This appears by the second example; Henoe it is plain that

the force in its recess fi uio tlic centre cannot decrease in a greater than a

triplicate ratio of tlie altitude. A body revolving with such a force, and

parting from the apsis, if it once begins to descend, can never arrive at the

lower a} sis or least altitude, but will descend to the centre, describing the

curve line treated of in Cor. 3, Prop. XLL But if it should, at its part-

ing from the lower apsis, begin to ascend never so little, it will a.scend in

iiijinitinn, and never come to tlie upper apsis ; but will desenbe the curve

line spoken of in the same Cor., and Cor. 6, Prop. XT.IV. So that where

the force in its recess from the centre decreases in a greater than a tripli-

cate ratio of the altitude, the body at its parting from the apsis, will either

descend to the centre, or ascend in vifinitum, according as it descends or

ascends at the b^pmning of its motion. Bnt if the force in its reoess from
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the centre either decreases in a less than a triplicate ratio of the altitude,

or increases in any ratio of the altitude whatsoever, the body will never

descend to the centre, but will at some time arrive at the lower apsis; and,

on the contrary, if the body alternately ascending and descending from one

apsis to another never oomes to the centre^ then either the force inoreaacs

in the recess from the centre, or it decreases in a less than a triplicate ratio

of the altitude ; and the sooner the body returns from one apsis to another,

the farther is the ratio of the forces from the triplicate ratio. As if the

body should retom to and from the upper apsis by an alternate descent and

ascent in S revolutions^ or in 4, or 2, or 1|; that is, ifm should be ton as S,

or 4, or 2, or 1^ to 1, and therefore —— 3, be v^^— 3, or yV~3,ori— 3,or

J - 3 J then the force will be as A''^~ or A''*~ or A^"" or A^
~

'

'

that is, it wiU be reciprocaUy as A*""''^' or A*"^' or A'"*' or A*"**
If the body after each revolution returns to the same apsis, and the apsis

no ^ J
remains unmoved, then m will be to n as 1 to 1, and therefore AJ^

will be equal to A— or ; and therefore the decrease of the forces will

be in a duplicate ratio of the altitude ; as was demonstrated above. If the

body in three fourth parts, or two thirds, or one third, or one fourth part

of an entire revolution, return to the same apsis; m will be to n as | or |

or I or I to 1, and tlierefore A'^a ^ is equal to A " 'or A* or A
"

or A*
*

" ' ; and therefore the force is either reciprocally as A or

A*' or directly as A or A . Lastly if the body in its progress from the

upper apsis to the same upper apsis again, goes over one entire revolution

and three deg. more, and therefore that a])sis in each revolution of the body

moves three deg. in consequent ia ; then in will be to as 3G3 deg. to

360 deg. or as 121 to 120, and therefore A^~ ^ will be equal to

^"^flfifi jmjj therefore the centripetal force will be reciprocally as

jl^flilfi reciprocally as A*'^* very nearly. Therefore the centripetal

force decreases in a ratio something greater than the duplicate ; but ap-

proaching o9f times nearer to the duplicate than the triplicate.

Cob. 2. Hence also if a body, urged by a ooitripetal force which is re-

ciprocally as the square of the altitude^ revolves in an ellipsis whose focus

is in the centre of the forces; and a new and foreign force should be added

to or subducted from this centripetal force, the motion of the apsides arising

from that foreign force may (by the third Example) be known ; and so on

the contrary. As if the force with which the body revolves in the ellipsis
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be as ; and the foreign force subducted as cA, and therefore the remain-

ing force as — — ; then (by the third EiLample) 6 will be equal to 1,

m c^uol to 1, and n equal to 4 ; and therefore the angle of revolution be-

1— c
twccn the apsides is equal to 180 ^ deg. Suppose that foreign force

to be 357.45 partd leaa than the otlier force witli which the body revolves

in the ellipsis ; that is, c to be ji^ij ; A or T being equal to 1 ; and then

^^'^iZ^ will be ISOv/H UI 180.76:^3, that is, ISO deg., 45 min^

44 sec Therefore the body^ parting from the upper apsis, will arrive at

the lover apsis with an angular motion of 180 dcg., 45 min^ 44 sec , and

this angular motion being repeated, will return to the upper apsis; and

therefore the upper apsis in each revolution will go forward 1 dcg^ 31 min^

28 sec The apsis of the moon is about twice as swift.

So much for the motion of bodies in orbits whose planes pass through

the centre of force. It now remains to determine those motions in eccen-

trical planes. For those authors who treat of the motion of heavy bodies

used to consider the ascent and descent of such bodies, not only in a per-

pendicular direction, but at all degrees of obliquity upon any L^ivcn phnes :

and for tlic saine rc ison we are to consider in this phice the motions of

bodies tendinir to centres by jitcans of any forces whatsoever, wlien those

bodies move in eccentrical phuus. '^riicse planes are supposoil to ])c

perfectly suiuotli uud polislied, so as not to retard tlie motion of the bodies

iu the least. Moreover, in t]i« se demonstrations, instead of the planes upon

which those bodies roll or A\dv. rn l ^vhich are therefore tanc^cnt ]>l:im*s to

the bodies, 1 shnll use phroes }>;irnl]el to them, in which the centris of the

bodies move, and by tliat motion describe orbit,"?- And by the s:i!ne method

I afterwards determine the motions of bodies performed iu curve superficies.

SECTION X.

0/ the fnolion of bodies in s^iven snperjicies^andof the reciprocal Tnotion

offunependtdous bodies.

PROPOSITION XLVI PROBLEM XXXH
Any kind of centripetalforce being" supposedjCmd the cetitrenfforce, and

any plane whatsoever in which the My revolves, btii u -
. . and tha

qi/adratnrcs of curvilinear fi^ntn s //ein^^ allnwed ; it is rt(/nired tade-

tciniiiic fhr motion of a boily a;oin^ off frmn a ^ivni phn --. with a

given velocity, in l/ie direction, of a i^iven right line in that plane.
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Let S be the centre of force, SC the

least distance of thnt centre from the Lfiveii

plane, P a )>xly issuing from the phxce F

in the direction of the rij^ht line PZ, Q,

the snme body revolving in its trajectory,

and P<lR tlie trajectory itj^elf wliich ig

required to be found, described in that

given plane. Join CQ,, QS, and if in QS
we take 8V proportional to tlic centripetal

force with which the body is attracted to-

wards the centre S, and draw VT parallel

to CU, and meeting 80 in 'V
; then will the force SV be resoWed into

two (by Cor. 2, of the Laws of Motion), the force ST, and the force TV ; of

which S'i^ attracting the body in the direction 'of a line perpendicular to

that planc^ does not at all change its motion in that plane. But the action

of the other force TV, coinciding with the portion of the plane itself at-

tracts the body directly towards the giYen point C in tiiat plane; and

therefore causes the body to move in this plane in the same manner as if

the force ST were taken away, and the body were to revolve in free space

about the centre C by means of the forceTV alone. But there being given

the centripetal force TV with which the body Q revolves in free space

about the given centre C, there is given (by Prop. XLII) the trajectory

PQR which the body describes ; the place Q, in which the body will be

found at any given time; and, lastly, the velocity of the body in that place

Q. And so h contra. CLKL

PROPOSITION XLVIL THEOREM XV.

Supposing the centripetal farce to be proportional to the distance of the

bodyfftm the centre ; all bodies reoohnng in any planes whatsoever

^dUI describe ellipses, and ccmpleie their revolutions in equal times;

and those wh ich more in riifht lines, rnnnin^- backwards andfoncards
alternately ^ idHI complete their several periods of going and returning

in the same ii/nes. *

For lettin": all thinsfs stand as in the foregoing Proposition, tlie force

SV, with which the b nly Q revolving in any plane PQR is attracted to-

wards the centre S, is as the distance SQ ; and therefore because SV and

SQ, TV and CQ are ]»ro])ortional, the force TV with which the liody is

attracted towards tlir Lrivi ii ]M.lnt C in the plane of the orbit is ns the dis-

tuTice CQ. Therefore tlie forces with which bodies found in the plane

PQR are attractel t'>w;\rd> the point O, are in ]H-"porti<»n to the distances

equal to the forces with which tlie same bodies are attracted every way to-

wards the centre S ;
and therefore the )>odics will move in the same times,

and in the same figures, in any plane PQll about the point U, as they
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would do in free spaoeB about the centre S ; and therefore (hj Cor. 2, Prop.

aLd Cor. 2, Prop^ XXJLViu.) they will in equal times eiiiier deMribe

ellipaes in that plane abont the centre C; or move to and fro in right lines

paajing through the centre C in that plane
j
completing the tsame perioda

of time in all cases.

SCHOLIUM.
The aseent and descent of bodies in curve superficies lias a near relation

to thctiL' iiintioii> we have been speaking of. Imagine curve lines to be de-

scribed on any plane, and to revolve about any given axes passing tbruugh

the centre of force, and by that revolution to describe curve superficies ; and

that tbe Ijcdies move in such sort that their centres may be always found

in those .superficies. If thf .^r budies reciprocate to and fro with an oblique

aficent and descent, their motions will bo perfurmcd in planes parsing through

the axis, and therefore in the curve lines, by whose revolution those curve

Buperficies were generated. In those cases, therefoK^ it will be sufficient to

consider the motion in those curve lines.

PROPOSITION XLVIII. THEOREM XVI.

J/ a ichppl stmids upon ittp nnfsirhof n txlohi at rlsrhf nns^des thereto, and
revoivin^ about its own axis f^msfoncard hi a grtat circle,ihe length

of the curvilinear path wh ich any point, given in the perimeter of the

wheel, hath described since titv time that it touched the globe {which

eurvUmearpath we niay call Uie cycloid or epicycloid), will be to double

the versed sine of half the arc which since thcU time has touched the

globe in passing" over It, as the sit7n of the dicuneters of the globe and

the wheel to the semi-iUameter if the globe*

PROPOSn lOiN XLIX. THEOREM XVIL

Ifa wheel stand upon the inside of a concave globe at right angles there-

to, and revolving about its own axis go forward in one of the great

circles of the globe, the length of tlie curvilinear path which any pointy

ginen in the perimeter of the whed^ hath described since it touched the

globe, wiU be to the doMe of the versed sine of half the arc which m
off that time has touched the globe in passing over it, aathediferenee

of the diameters of the globe and the whsd to the semi-diameterof the

globe.

Let ABL be the globe, C its centre, BPY the wheel insisting thereon,

E the centre of the wheel, B the point of contaet> and P the giTen point

in the perimeter of the wheel Imagine this wheel to proceed in the great

circle ABL from A through B towards L,and in its progress to rerohre in

such a manner that the arcs AB, PB may be always equal one to the other,

. and the given point P in the perimeter of the wheel may describe in the
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9

SMaa time the onryilinear path AI^. Let AP be the whole cnryilinear

Binee the wheel touched the i^lobc in A, and the length of

this path AP will be to twice the Tened sine of the aic |PB as 20E to

OR For let the right line CB (produced if need be) meet the wheel in

and join CP, BP, EP, YP
;
produce CP, and let fall thereon the perpen-

dicular VF. Let PH, VH, meeting in H, touch the cirde in P and

and let PH cut TP in G, and to VP let £rU the perpendiculan GI, HK.
From the centre C with any interval let there be described the circle tiom,

cutting the right line CP in fi, the perimeter of the wheel BP in o, and

the emrrilinear path AP in m; and from the centre Y with the inter?al

Yo let there be described a cirde cutting YP produced in q.

Because the wheel in its progress alwajs revoWes about the point of con-

tact B. it 13 manifest that the right lineBP is perpendicular to that curve line

AP which the point P of the wheel describes, and thercfuri' that tlie right

line VP will touch this curve in the point P. Let the radius of the circle 7io?n

be gradually increased or diminished so that at last it become e<|ual to the

distance CP: and by reason of the similitude of the evanescent figure

Vionuf, and the figure PFGVI, the ultimate ratio of the evanescent lineolai

Vm. Vii, Po, 1\/, that is, the ratio of tiie momentary mutations of the curve

AP, the right line CP, the circular arc BP, and the right line VP, will be
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the same as of the lines V\, VF, IHi, 1*1, respectively. But since VF is

perpendicular to CF. and Vlf to CV, and therefore the angles HVTi, VCF
equal ; and the angle VHG (because the angles of the quadrilateral figure

HVKP are right in V and P) is c<|ual to the angle CI'P, the triangles

VHn, OFiP will be similar; and thence it will cunie to pass that as KP id

to C\j so is HG to HV or HP, and so Kl to KP, and b_y composition or

division as CB to CE so is PI to PK, and doubling the consequents as CB
to 2CFi so PI to PV, and so is P^/ to P///. Therefore the decrement of the

line VP, that is, the increment of the line BV—VP to the increment of the

curve line AP is in a given ratio of CH to 2C\'j, and therefore (hv Cor.

i^em. IV) the lengths BV— VP and AP, generated by those increments, are

in the same ratio. But if HV be radius, VP is the cosine of the angle BVP
or IJEP, and therefore BV—VP is the versed sine of the same angle, and

therefore in this wheel, whosi^ radius is |BV, BV— ^ P ^vill be double the

Tersed sine of the arc ' 1> P. Therefore AP is to double the Tersed sine of

the arc \QP as 2CE to (JB. a.lvD.

Tlie line AP in the former of these Propositions we shall name the cy-

cloid witltout tlie globe, the other in thelatter Proposition the cycloid within

the globe, for distinction sake.

Cor. I. Hence if there be described the entire «^doid ASIj, and the

same be bisected in the length of the part PS will be to the length FT
(which is the double of the sine of the angle YBP, when EB is radins) as

2CE to CB, and therefore in a giren ratio.

Cob. 2. And the length of the semi^perimeter of the eydoid AS will be

equal to a right line which is to the diameter of the wheel BY as 2CE
toCB.

PROPOSITION L. PROBLEM XXXia
To cause a pendulous bodf/ to osctUate in a given rycloid.

Let there be given within the globe QVS dc-

scribed with the centre C, tlie eycL.id URS, bi-

sected ill iv, and meeting the yuperficies of the

globe with its extreme jtoints Q and S on either

hand, i^et there be drawn CR bisectini; the arc

^
QS in O, and let it be produced to A in such

sort that CA may be to CO as CO to CR.

, About tilt' centre C, with the interval CA, let

there be deecrilied an exterior globe DAF ; and

within this globe, l)y a wheel whose diameter is

C -AO, let there be described two semi-cycLdds AQ,

AS, touching the interior globe'in U an \ S, and meeting the exterior globe

in A. From tl. ])oint A, with a thread APT in length equal to the line

AR) let the hody T depend, and oscillate in sach manner between the two
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wmi-cyoloids AQ, AS, that, as oftea as the pendulam parts from the per-

pendicular AR, the upper purt uf the thread AP may be applied to that

Bemi-cycloid APS towards v.hich the motion tends, and fuld itoclf round

that curve line, n.i. if it were some solid obstaclf, the remaining part of the

same thread PT which has not yet touched the scmi-cycluid continuing

8tru^IiC. Then will the weight T oscillate in the given cycloid CiRS.

For let the tlirejid PT meet the cycloid QllS in T, and the circle QOS
in V, and let CV 1)C drawn ;

and to the rectilinear part of the thread PT
from the extreme points P and 1' let there be erected the perpendiculars

BP, TW, meeting the riirht line CV in B and W. It is evident, from the

construction and ireneration of the similar figures AS, SR, that those per-

pendiculars PB, T\V, cut off from CV the lengths VB, VVV equal the

diameters of the wheels OA, OR. Therefore TP is to VP (which is dou-

ble the sine of the angle VBP when ^HV is radius) as BVV to BV, or AO
-hOR to AO, that is (since CA and (X), CO and CR, and by division AO
and OR are proportional), as CA + CO to CA, or, if BV be bisected in E,

as 2CE to CB. Therefore (by Cor. 1, Prop. XLIX), the lengtli of the

rectilinear part of the thread PT is always equal to the arc of the cycloid

PS, and the whole thread APT is always eipal to the half of the cycloid

APS, that is (by Cor. 2, Prop. XLIX), to the length AR. And there-

fore oontnuriwisc^ if the string remain always equal to the length AR, the

point T will always move in the giren eycloid QRS. Q.E.D.

Gob. The stringAR is equal to the semi-cycloid AS, and therefore has

the same ratio to AC the semi-diameter of the exterior globe as the like

eemi-<greloid SR has to CO the semi-diameter of the interior globe.

PROPOSITION Lt THEOREM XVHL
jpr a centripetalforce tending" on till aides to the centre C of a globe, be in

all places as the distance of the placefrom the centre, and by this force

alone actinif upon it, the Itodij T oscillate {in tlie manner above de-

.scnUd) in the perimeter of the cycbiid U,RS; I say, that all the oscil-

Idtions, Jww unequal soever in tJiemsclveSf will be per/ornhed in equal

times.

For upon the tangent TW infinitely produced let fall the perpendicular

CX, and join CT. Because the centripetal force with which tlie body T
is impelled towards C is as the distance CT, let this (by Cor. 2, of the

liaws) be resohed into the parts CX, TX, of whicli ('X impelling the

body directly from Btrctches the thread P'i\ and by the resistance the

thread makes to it is totally employed, producing no other effect ; but the

other part TX, impelling the body transversely or towards X, directly

accelerates the motion in the (-ycbdd. Then it is phiin that the accelera»

tion of the body, proportional to this accelerating forci^ will be every
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moment as the length TX, that is (because CV,
VVV, and TX, TVV proportional to them arc^'iven),

&B the length TW, that is ()>y Cor. 1, Proj). XLIX),
as the length of the arc of the cycloid I'K. If there-

fore two pendulums APT, Apf, he unequally drawn
aaide from the perpendicular AR, and let fall together,

their accelerations will be always as the arcs to be de-

scribed TR, til. But the parts described at the

beginning of the motion are as the accelerations, that

iSf as the wholes that are to be described at the be-

ginning, and therefore the parts which remain to be

described, and the snbeeqnent accelerations proportional to those partem are

also as the wholes^ and so on. Therefore the aooderation% and conseqnenilj

the Telodties generated, and the parts described with those TeloeitieB, and

the parts to be described, are always as the wholes ; and therefore the parti

to be described preserving a giyen ratio to each other will vanish together,

that is,the two bodies oscillating will arrivetogether attheperpendicnlarAR.
Andsince on the other hand theascent of thependnlnmsfrom the lowest place

R through the same cydoidal arcs with a retrograde motion, is retarded in

the several places they pass through by the same forces by which their de-

scent was accelerated ; it is plain that the velocities of thdr ascent and de-

scent through the same arcs are equal, and conseqnenily performed in equal

times
;
and, therefore, since the two parts of the cycloid RS andRQ lying

on either side of the perpendicular are similar and equal, the two pendu-

lums will perform a5 well the wholes as the halves of their oscillauuns in

the same times. Q.E.U.

Cor. The force with which the body T is accelerated or retarded in any

}»lace T of the cycloid, is to the whole weight of the same body in the

highest place S or Q, as the arc of the cycloid TR is to the arc iSR or QR.

PROPOSITION LII. PROBLElf XXXIV.
To (hfiue the velocities nf the pendulums in t/ie several places, and the

I i//u s ill irh ich bolk i/ie entire osciUalions, and the severed parts of them
arc performed.

About any centre G, with the interval GH eijual to

the arc of the cycloid US, describe a semi-circle IIKM
bisected by the semi-diamettr GK. And if a centripe-

tal fnroe proportional to the distance of the place-; from

the centre tend to the centre G, and it be in the peri-

meter niK equal to the centripetal force in tlie perime-

ter of the globe QOS tendinis towards it3 centre, and at

the same time that the pendulum T is let fiill from the

highest place S, a body, as L, is let fall from U to G ; then because the
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i'orccd which act upon the bodies are equal ai the be-

^innin*;, unci always proportional to the spaOM to be

described TR, l .G, and therefore if TR and LG are

equal, are also equal in the places 'V and 1., it is plain

that those bodies describe at the beginning equal spaces
^

ST, HL, and therefore are still acted upon equally, and continue to describe

efj[uai spaces. Therefore by Prop. XXXVIH, the time in which the body

dcscribt^ the arc ST is to the time of one oscillation, as the arc Til the time

in which the body H arrives at L, to the semi-periphery HKM, tlic time

in which the body H will come to M. And the velocity of the pendulous

body in the place T is to its velocity in the lowest place K, that is, the

velocity of the body H in the place \i to its velocity in the place G, or the

momentary increment of the line HL to the momentary increment of the

line HG (the arcs HI, HK increasing with an e(|uable iiux) as the ordinate

LI to the radios GK, or as y/SK*—TR' to SR. Hencey since in nneqnal

oadllations there are deBoribed in eqnal time arcs proportional to the en-

tare arcs of the osoiUationflb there are obtained from the times giren, both

the Tdooities and the aros described in all the oscillations nniTerBally.

Which was first required.

Let now any pendnlons bodies osoiUate in different eyeloids described

within difierent globes, whose absolute forces are also different ; and if the

absolute force of any globe QOS be called V, the aoceleratiye force with

which the pendnlvm is aeted on in the circumference of tiiis globe, when it

begins to moTe directly towards its centre^ will be as the distance of the

pendulous bodj from that centre and the absolute force of the globe eon>

junctly, that is, as CO X V. Therefore the lineola HY, which is as this

accelerated force CO X V, will be described in a given time ; and if there

be erected the perpendicular Y'Z incctiii .: the circumference in Z, the nascent

arc HZ will denote that given time. Hut that nascent arc HZ is in the

subduplicate ratio of the rectanirle GHY, and therefore as yOH X CO X V
Whence the time uf an entire oscillation in tlie cycloid Q,RS (it being as

the semi -periphery HKM, which denotes that entire oscillation, directly

;

and as the arc HZ which in like manner denotes a given time inversely)

will be as GU directly and v'GrH X CO X V inversely; that is, because

SR ARGH and SR are equal, as >/qq^ y ^ ^ACxT
Therefore the oscillations in all globes and ^doids, performed with what
absolute forces soever, are in a ratio compounded of thesubduplicate ratio of

the length of the string directly, and the subduplieate ratio of thedistanoe

between the point of suspension and the centre of the globe Inversely, and

the subduplicate ratio of the absolute force of the globe inversely also*

Q.EX
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Cor. 1. Hence also the times of oscillating, falling, and revolving bodies

may be compared amoiiL; thcuiselves. For if the diameter of the wlieel

with whicl) the cycloid is describiJtl within the crh^be is supposed efiuul to

the semi-diaiiK ter of the crlobe, the cych'id will hucome a riglit line passing

through the centre of tlic globe, and the osfcillation will be changc^l into a

descent and subse<inent aseeiit in that right line. Whence there is given

both the time of the descent froni any place tu the centre, aii'I the time e<^ual

to it in which the body revolvini^ unii'ormly about the centre of the globe

at any distance describes an arc of a quadrant For this time (by

Case 2) is to the time of half the oBcillation in any cycloid URS as I to

AH
^ AC-
Cor. 2. Hence also follow what Sir Christopher Wrm and NLJEftiyfem

have discovered concerning the vnlgar cycloid. For if the diameter of tlie

globe be infinitely increased, its spheriad superficies will be changed into a

plane, and the centripetal force will act uniformly in the direction of lines

perpendicular to that plane, and this cycloid of our^s will become the same

with the common cycloid. But in that case the length of the arc of the

cycloid between that plane and the deseribing point will become equal to

four times the versed sine of half the arc of the wheel between the same

plane vnd the describing point, as was discovered by Sir Christopher TT/xw,

And a pendulum between two such (>( loids will oscillate in a similar and

cquid cycloid in e<iual limes, as ^I. I Iui/l^chs demonstrated. The descent

of heavy bi.dif s also in the time of one oscillation will be the same as M.
Hinj^eus exhibitCMl.

The propositions here demonstrated are adapted to the true constitution

of the Karth, in so far as wheels moving in any of its great circles will de-

scribe, by the motions of nails ii^^ed in their perimeters, cycloids without the

globe; and pendulums, in mines and deep caverns of the Earth, must oscil-

late in cycloids within the glob^ that those oscillations may be performed

in equal times. For gravity (as will be shewn in the third book) decresM

in its progress from the superficies of the Earth
;
upwards in a duplicale

ratio of the distances from the centre of the Earth ; downwards in a sim-

ple ratio of the same.

PROPOSITION Lia PROBLEM XXXY.
Chanting the quadratures of curvilinear figures, k is required to find

theforces with which bodies moving in given curve linesmay alirai/s

perform their oscUlatums in equal times.

Let the body T oscillate in any curve line STRQ, whose axis is AR
passing Uirough the centre of force C. Draw TX touching that curve in

any place of the body T, and in that tangent TX take TY equal to ilie

• aro TR. The lengtb of that arc is known from the common methods u^id
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for the quadratQTCS of figpares. From the point Y
draw the right Hue YZ perpendicular to the tangent.

Druw CT meeting that perpendicuhir in Z, and the

cvntrii>et;il force will be proportional to the right line

TZ.
For if till' force with whicli the body is attracted

from T towards C be exi)rcssed by the right line TZ
t-'ken proportional to it, that force will be resolved

into two forces TY, YZ, of which YZ drawing the

body in the direction of the length of the thread PT,

doi? imt at all change its motion; whereas the other

f >roe TY directly accelerates or retards its mction in the curve STRQ^
Wherefore since that force is as the space to be described TJR, the acceler-

ations or retardations of the bodj in describing two proportional parts (a

greater and a less) of two oecillationSy will be always as those parts, and

therefore will cause those parts to be described together. Bnt bodies which

continnally describe together parts proportional to the wholes, wiU describe

the wholes together also. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Hence if the body T,hangingby a rectilinear thread

AT from the centre A, describe the circular arc STRd,
ind in the mean time be acted on by any force tending

downwards Avith parallel directions, which is to the uni-

form force of rrravity as tbe arc TR to its sine TN, the

times of the several oscillations will be equal. For because

TZ, AR are parallel, the triangles ATN, ZTY are similar: and there-

fore TZ will be to AT as TY to TN ; that is, if the nniform force qf

gravity be expressed by the given length AT, the force TZ, by which the

oscillations become isochronon:=», will be to the force of gravity AT, as the

arc TR etpal to TY is to TN the sine of that arc

Con. 2. And therefore in clocks, if forces were impressed by some ma-
chine npon the pendulum which preserves the motion, and so compounded

with the force of gravi^ that the whole force tending downwards should

be always as a line produced by applying the rectangle under the arc TR
and the radius AR to the sine TN, all the oscillations will become

isochronous.

PROPOSITION LIV. PROBLEM XXXYI.
Qrantins^ the quadratures of curvilinear figuresy it is reqmred to find

the tif/if'S in which bodies bij means of any centripetal force trill descend

(ij- ascend in any curve lines described in a plane parsing through the

centre of force.

Let the l»ady dc-coMl from any ])l!ice S, and move in any curve ST/R
given in a plane pa2;j>iug tlirough the centre of force C. Join CS, and let
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s it be divided into inniimenUe equal parts, and lei

y Dd be one of those parts. Prom tbe centre C, wiA
t/ d (N the intervals CD, Cd, let the circles DT, dt be de-

//• ^ • • yt scribed, meeting the curve line ST/il in T and

>/ • : And because the law of centripetal force is given,

% \\ and also the altitude C8 from which the lx»dy at

^\ first fell, there will be given the velocity of the body

i in any otlier altitude CT (by Prop. XXXIX). But

V the time in which tlie body destTibcs tbe lineola Tt

is as tbe length of that linenla, that is, as the secant

^ of the angle /TC directly, and the velocity inversely.

Let the ordinate I)N, proportional to this time, be made perpendicular to

the right line CS at tbe point D, and because Dd is given, the rectangle

Dd X DN, that is, the area DJ^ind, will be proportional to the same time.

Therefore if PNn be a curve line in which the pointN is perpetually found,

and its asymptote be the right line SQ, BtaDding upon the line CS at right

angles^ the area SQPND will be proportional to the time in which the bodj

in its descent hath described the line ST ; and therefore that area being

found, the time is also given. Q.BJ.

PROPOSITION LV. THEOREM XIX.

Jfa body move m any curve suptrjicics, whose axis passes through the

centre offorce^ andfrom the body a perpendicular be let fall uponUm
axis; and a Uneparallel aiul equal t/tereto be drawn front any given

point of the axis ; Isaff, thai this parallel line toiU describe an area

proportiotud to the time.

Lei BKL be a onrre sopatficies^ T a body

revobring in 1% STR a trajeotoiy which the

body describes in the same^ S the beginning

of the trajectory, OMK the axis of the cnrre

V v.Hr;> / snperficies»TN a right line let fall perpcndio-

nlarly from the body to the axis; OP a line

parallel and eqnal thereto drawn from the

pyen point O in the axis: AP the orthogra-

phic projection of the trajectury described by

the point P in tbe plane AOP in which the

revolving line OP is found : A the beginning

of that projection, answering to tbe point S;

TC a right line drawn from the body to tbe centre ; TO a part thereof

proportional to the centrij^etal force with which the body tends towards the

centre C; TM a right line pequMidicular to the curve superficies: TI a

part thereof proportional to the force of pressure with which the body mga

9
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the superficies, and therefore with which it is again repelled by the super-

ficies towards M ; PTF a right line parallel to the axis and passing through

the body, and GF, IH right lines let fall perpendicularly from the points

G and I upon that parallel PHTF. i say, now, that the ftreft AOP, de-

scribed by the radius OP from the beginning of the motion, is proportional

to the time. For the force TG (by Cor. 2, of the Laws of Motion) is re-

solved into the forces TF, FG; and the force Tl into the forces TH, HI;
but the forces TF, TH, acting in the direction of the line PF perpendicular

to theplaneAOP, introduce no change in the motion of the body but in a di-

rection perpendicular to that plane. Therefore its motion, bo fiff as it has

the same direcdon with the pontion of the plan^ that is, the motion of the

point P, bj vhush the projection AP of the trajeetoiy is described in thai

pknc^ is the same as if the forces TF, TH were taken away, and the body

were acted on by the forces F6, HI alone; that is, the same as if the body

were to describe in the plane AOP the cunre AP by means of a centripetal

force tending to the centre O, and equal to the sum of the forces FO and

HL Butwith such a force as that (by Prop. 1) the area AOP will be de-

scribed proportional to the time. QJE.D,

Cor. By the same reasoning, if a body, acted on by forces tending to

two or mure centres m any the same right line CO, should describe in a

free space any curve line ST, the area AOP would be always proportional

to the time.

PROPOSITION LVI PROBLEM XXXm
Granting the quadratvres of curvilinear Ji^ureSf and siipposin^ that

there are given both tlie law of centripetalforce tending to a given ce/i-

tre, and tJie curve superficies whose axis passes through that centre
;

it is refjuired to find the trajectory which a body will descr ibe in that

superficies, when go'wrr offfrom a given place toith a given velocity^

and in a given direction in that siipvrficies»

The last conBtruction remaining, let the

body T go from the given place S, in the di-

reotidn of a line giren by position, and tnm
into the trajectory songht STR, whose ortho-

graphic projection in the plane BDO is AP.
And from the given velocity of the bodj in

the altitude SC, its velocity in any other al*

titnde TG will be also given. With that

Telocity, in a given moment of time^ let the

body describe the particle T< of its tr^jector7,

and let Vp be the projection of that particle

described in the plane AOP. Join Op, and

a little circle being described npon the curve superficies about the centraT
13
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with tlie interval T/ let the projection of that little circle in the planeAGP
be the ellipsis j»Q. And becaiLse the niai^nitiule of that little circle and

TN or PO its distance from the axi*^ CO is also given, the elli j'sit-/;Q will

be given both in kind and matrnitudc, ru> also its position to the ri^lit line

PO. And since the area POp is proportional to the time, and therefore

given because the time is given, the angle P0/> will be given. And thence

will be jrivcn/) the common intersection of the ellipsu and the right line

Opf together with the angle UPp, in which the projection APp of the tra-

jectory cuts the line OP, But from thence (by conferring Prop. XLl, with

it8 2d Cor.) the manner of determining the curve APp eaailj «ppean.

Then from the several points P of that projection erecting to the plane

AOP, the perpendicnhurs PT meeting the cnrre snperficies in T, there viU

he gira the aereral points T of the trajeotory. Q£X

SECTION XL
Of the motions of bodies tending to each other Vfith centripetalforces,

I have hitherto been treating of the attractions of bodies towards an im-

movable centre
;
though very probably there is no such thing existent in

nature. For attractions arc made towards bodies, and the actions of the

bodies attracted and attracting are always reciprocal and equal, by Law III;

80 that if there arc two bodie^?, neither the attracted nor the attracting Ludy

is truly at rerjt, hut both (by Cor. 1, of the Laws of Motion), being as it

were mutually attracted, revolve about a common centre of gravity. And

if there be more bodies, which :\re oither attracted by one single one which

is attracted by them again, or which all of them, attract each other mutu-

ally , these bodies will be so moved among themselves, as that their common

centre of gravity will either be at rest, or move uniformly forward in a

right line. I shall therefore at present go on to treat of the motion of

Itodi^s mutually attracting each other
;
considering the centripetal forces

1« attractions
;
though perhaps in a physical strictness they may more truly

ho calle<l impulses. But these propositions arc to be considered as purely

mathematical; and therefore, laying aside all physical consideraUons^

I

make nie of a familiar way of speakings to miJce myself the more easily

understood by a mathematical reader.

PROPOSITION LVIL THEOREM XX.
!|Vo bodies attractingeach othermuiuaUy describe similarfigtires about

their romfnon centre ofgramty, and about each other mutuatty.

For the diilanees of the bodies from their common centre of gravity are

Kv ipivHully as the bodies; and therefore in a given ratio to each other;

mi Ih^np^ by composition of ratios^ in a given ratio to thewhole distance
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between thebodiesL Now tbtfe dlBtanccs reTolve about their oommen toca

with an equable angular motion, becaSae Ijing in the same right line thej

never duuige their inclination to each other^mntoaUj. But right Unci

that are in a given ratio to eaeh other, and revolve about their terms with

an equal angular motion, describe upon planes, which either rest with

those terms, or move with any motion not angular, figures entirely similar

round those terms. Therefore the figures described by the revolution of

these distances are similar. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION LVIIL THEOREM XXL
Jf two bodies attract each other muttwUy with forces of any kind, and
in the mean time revolve about the cotmnon centre of {g

ravity ; I say,

that
J
by the sameforces, there may be described round either body un-

moved afi^re similar and er/ual to the fic^ures lohich tlw bodies so

niovii}^ describe round each other 7nutuaUy,

Let the bodies S and P revolve about tlicir commnn centre of gravity

C, proceeding from S to T, and from P to From the given point s let

there be oontinjially drawn sp^ sq, equal and parallel to SP, TQ, ; and tks

eaxYepqVf which the pointp describes in its revolution round the immovable

point s, will be similar and equal to the curves which the bodies S and P
describe about each other mutually ; and therefore, by Theor. XX, similar

to the curves ST and PQV which the ^ame bodies describe about their

common centre of gravity C ; and that because the proportions of the lines

SO, pP, and SP or sp, to each other, are given.

Case I. The common centre of gravity C (by Cor. 4, of the Laws of Mo-
tion) is either at rest, or moves uniformly in a right line. Let ua first

suppose it at rest, and in 6- and j) let there be placed two bodies, one im-

movable in .9, the other movable in p, similar and equal to the bodies S and

P. Tlien let the right lines PR and pr touch the curves PQ, and pq in P
and p, and produce CQ, and sq to R and r. And because the figures

CPRQ, sprq are similar, RQ, will be to rq as CP to sp, and therefore in a

given ratio. Hence if the force with which the body P is attracted to-

wards the body S, and by consequence towards the intermediate point the

centre C, were to tlie force with wliich the body p is attracted towards the

centre a, in the same given ratio, these forces would in equal times attract
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the bodies from the tangents PR, pr to the arcs PQ, pq, throngh Ae in-

tervals proportional to them RQ, rq ; and therefore this last force (tending

to s) would make the body revolve in the curve /^71', which would becomt

similar to the curve PQV, in which the first force obliges the body P to

revolve; and their revolutions would be completed in the same timea.

Bat because those forces are not to each other in the ratio of CP to sp, bui

(Vy reason of the similarity and equality of the bodies S and P and

and the equality of the distances SP, sp) mutually equal, the bodies in

equal times will be equally drawn from the tangents; and therefore tha^

the body j» may be attraoted through the greater intenral ly, there is re*

giiixe^ a greater time, which will be in the snbdoplicate ratio of the inta^

Tals; because^ by Lemma X, the spaces described at the Tery beginning ot

the motion are in a dnptioate ratio of the timcsp Suppose^ then the Telocity

of the body j:? to be to the velocity of the body P in a subdnplicate ratio of

the distance 4p to the distance CP, so that the arcs pq^ PQ, which arein a
simple proportion to each other, may be described in times that are in a

8ubduplicate ratio of the distances ; and the bodies P, /?, always attracted

by equal forces, will dti^cribc round the quiescent centres C and 5 similar

figures PQV, pqv, the latter of which pqv is similar and equal to the figure

which the body P describes round the movable body S. Q,.E.D.

Cask 2. Suppose now that the common. centre of gravity, together with

the space in wliich the bodies are moved among themselves, proceed-^ uni-

formly in a right line ; and (by Cor. 6, of the Laws of Motion) all the mo-

tions in this space will be pert'ormed in the same manner as before; and

thierefore the bodies will describe mutually about each other the same fig-

nr^ as before^ which will be therefore similsr and equal to the tgoxtpqv.

a.E.D.

Cor. 1. Hence two bodies attracting each other with forcesproportional

to their distance, describe (by Prop. X) both ronnd their common centre of

gravity, and round each other xiatnally concentrical ellipMs
;
and, wm

«srsa, if snob fignrcB are described, the forces are proportional tO' the di§-

Cos. 2. And two bodies^ whose forces are reciprocally proportional to

Hie sqwe of their distance^ describe (by Prop. XI, XII, XIII], both ronnd

tiieir oommon centre of gravity, and romid each otiier mutually, conic sec-

tions having their focus in the centre about which the figures are described.

And, vice versOy if such figures are described, the centripetal forces are re-

ciprocally proportional to the squares of the distance.

Cor. 3. Any two bodies revolving round tlieir common centre of gravity

describe areas proportional to the times, by radii drawn both to that centre

•ad to each other mutually.
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PROPOSITION UX. THEOREM XXIL
7%B periodic time of ttoo bodies S and P revolving' round their eotmnon

centre of gravity C,ieto theperiodic time of one of the bodies P re-

volving round the other B remaininsr unmoved^ and describing a fig-
ure simUar and equal to those whiM the bodies describe abmU each

other muJtuaMy^ in a suhdwj^iicaU ratio tfthe other body S to the sum
of the bodice S + V.

For, by the demonatntioii of last Proposition, (he times in' which

any similar arcs PQ, and are described are in a subduplicate ratio of the

distances CP and SP, or sp, that is, in a subdn})licate ratio of the body S

to the sum of the bodies S 4- P. And by composition of ratios, the sums

of the times in which all the similar arcs PCi and /?</ are described, that is,

the whole times in which the whole similar figures are duscnbed are in the

same subduplicate ratio. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION LX. THEOREM XXIII.

If two bodies S mid P, attracting each other with forces reciprocally pro-

portio/ial to the squares of their disfanrr, rpvolve almit their co?nmon

centre of gravity ; I say, that the principal axis of the ellipsis which

either of the bodies^ as P, describes by this motion about the other S,

will be to tlie prine^nU axis of the ellipsis^ which the same body P may
describe in the same periodical time about the otlier body S ^iescent,

as the sum of the two bodies S + V to tlie first of two mean propor-

tionals between that sum and the other body S.

For if the eUipees descrihed were eqmd to eadh other, their periodictimes

hf last Theorem would he in a sahdnplieate ratio of the hodj S to the

011m of the hodicB S + P. Let the periodic time in the latter ellipds he

diminished in that ratio, and the periodic times will heoome equal
;
but,

hj Prop. XT, the principal aris of the ellipsis wiU he diminished in a ratio

eesqniplieate to the former ratio ; that is, in a ratio to wUch the ratio of

S to S + P is triplicate ; and therefore that axis will he to the principal

a.\id of the other ellipsis as the first of two mean proportionals between S

-f- P and S t^ S 4- P. And inversely the principal axis of the ellipsis de-

scribed about the movable body will be to the principal axis of that described

round the immovable as S + P to the first of two mean proportionals be-

tween S + P and S. CUE.D.

PROPOSITION LXL THEOREM XXIV.

If two hndies attracting each other with any kind of forces, and not

othcncise agitated or obstructed^ are moved in any jnunner n-hafsoever,

those motions will be the same as if they did not at all attract each

other mutually
J
bid were both attracted with the sameforces by a third

bodyplaced in their eommm centre of gramtyg and the his of the
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attractuifr fnrrrs u-Ul he the same hi reffpci of the distance of the

bodies from the common centre^ as in respect of iJie distance between

the two bodies.

For tlioso forces with wliicli the bodies attract each other mutually, by

tending to the bodies^ tend ul^o to the common centre of gravity lying di-

rectly between them ; and therefore are the lame as if they proceeded from

an intermediate body. Q.E.D.

And beoanse there is given the ratio of the distance of either body from

that common centre to the distance between the two bodies^ there is giTcn,

of couxs^ the ratio of any powor of one distance to the same power of the

other distance; and also the ratio of any quantity derived in any manner

from one of the distances compounded any how with given quantities^ to

another quantity derived in like manner from the other distance, and as

many given quantities having that given ratio of the distances to the first

Therefore if the force with which one body is attracted by another be di-

rectly or inversely iis the di.suuicc of tlie bodies from e:idi other, or any

power of that distance; or, lastly, n.-^ ;uiy ijuantity derived after any man-
ner from that distance compomnhd with c^iven qiK;ntitics ; then will the

same force with which the same body is lUtracted to the coninion centre of

gravity l>e in like manner directly or inversely as the dirituncc of the at-

tracted }>ody from the coniinon centre, or as any power of that distance

:

or, liistly, as a (juantity derived in like sort from that distance compounded

with analogous given (juantities. That is, the law of attracting force will

be the same with respect to both distances. QJEID.

PROPOSITION LXII. PROBLEM XXXVIIL
7b deUrmme the motions of two bodies which attract each other wth
fmrtSB reciprocallif proportional to the oquaru of the dUtaneo boiwem
them, atid are letfallfrom givenplaeea.

The bodies, by the last Theorem, will be moved in the same manner as

if they were attracted by a third placed in the common centre of their

gravity ; and by the hypothesis that centre will be quiescent at the begin*

ning of their motion, and therefore (by Cor. 4, of the Laws of Motion) will

te idways quiescent The motions of the bodies are therefore to be deter-

mined (by Prob. XXV) in the same manner as if theyVcre impelled by

forces tcndini? to that centre: and then wc shall have the motions of the

bodies attracting each other mutually. QJ-U.

PROPOSITION LXHL PROBLEM XXXIX.
To determine the. nudions nf two bodies altrarfin^ each other with fnrrrs

r&aiprocally proportional to the sf/i/arry <>/ their distance, and ffoinff

offfrom ^iven places in ^irr/i directions with given velocities*

The motions of the bodies at tl^e bq^inning bong given, there is givok
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also the uiiform motion of the common centre of gniTity, aad the motion

of the space which moves along with ^this centre uniformly in a right line^

and also the very first, or beginning motions of tho bodies in respect of thii

•paMi Then (by Cor. 5, of the Laws, and the last 'rheorem) the anbse-

qnent motions will be performed in the same manner in that spaoe, as if

that space together wiUi the common centre of graTitf were at rest, and as

if the bodies did not attract each other, but were attracted by a third body

placed in that centre. The motion therefore in this movablespace of each

body going off from a given plaoei in a given direction, with a giyen Telo-

city; and acted npon by a centripetal force tending to that centre, is to ba

dateimined by Prob. IX and XXVI, and at the some time will be obtained

the motion of the other round the same centre. With this motion com-

pound the uniform proirressive motion of the entire system of the space and

the bodies revolviuij in it. and there will he obtaiucd the aboulute niotion

of the bodies in immuvablu space. U..H.I.

PROPOSITION LXIV. PROBLEM XL.

Supposing' forces irifh ir/tifh Ijodies /nutually attract each ottier to hi*

crease in a simple rutin of their distancesfrom the centres ; it is rO'

quired tofind the tnofions of several Ijodies among Uiernselves,

Siipj>ose the first two bodies T and L
^ ^ ^

to have their common centre of gravity in .1 c \t%

D. These, by Cor. 1, Theor. XXI, wiU
*

describe ellipses having their centres in

the magnitudes of nhich ellipses ara

known by Prob. V.

Let now a third body S attract the two

former T and L with the aoceleratiye forces ST, SL^ and let it be atCiaat-

cd again by them. The force ST (by Cor. 2; of the Laws of Motion) is

resdyed into the forces SD, DT ; and the force SL into the forcesSD and
DL. Now the forces DT, DL, which are as their sum TL, and therefore

as the acceleratiTe forces with which the bodies T and L attract eadi other

mntnally, added to the forces oCthe bodies T and L^ the first to the first,

and the last to the last) compose forces proportional to the distances DT
and DL as before, but only greater than those former forces ; and there-

fore (by Cor. 1, Prop. A', and Cor. l,.ind b, Prup. iV) they will canse those

bodies to d«.-cril)c ellipses as before, but with a swifter motion. The re-

maining accelcrative forces SD and DL, by the motive forces SD X Tand
SD X li, which are as the bodies attracting those bodies equally and in the

direction of the lines Tl, LK parallel to DS, do not at all change their situ-

ations with respect to one another, but cause tliem equsUly to approach to

the line IK; which must be iinac^ined drawn through the middle of the

body S, and perpendicukc to the line DS. But that approach to the Una
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IK will be hindered by causing the syatem of the bodies T and L on one

aidc^ and the body S on the other, with proper velocities, to revolve round

the oommon centre of graTitj G. With vodk % motion the body beoMse

the sun of the motive foioeB SD X T and SD X L is proportional to the

distance OS, tends to the centre G, viU dcseribe an eUipiisromid thesame

centre G ; and the point D, because the lina GS and GD are proporticnal,

will describe a like ellipsis over against it But ihe bodies T and at-

tracted bj the motive forces SD X T and SD X the first hj the first,

and the last by the last, e(jually and in ihe direction of the parallel lines Tl
and LK, as was said before, will (by Cor. 5 and 6, of the Laws of Motion)
continue to describe their ellipses round the movable centre D, as before

Q.E.I.

Let there be added a fourth body V, and, by the like reasoning:, it will

be demonstrated that this body and the point C will describe ellipses about

the common centre of gravity B ; the motions of the bodies T, L, and S
round the centres D and C remaining the same as before ; but accelerated.

And by the same method one may add yet more bodies at pleasure. Q.E.L

This would be the case, though the bodies T and L attract each other

mutually with accelerative forces either greater or less than those with

which they attract the other bodies in proportion to their distances Lei
all the mutual accelerative attractions be to each other as the distances

multiplied into the attracting bodies ; and from what has gone before it

will easily be concluded that all the bodies will describe different ellipses

with equal periodical times about tiieir common centre of gravi^ in aa
immovible plane; Q£X

PROPOSITION LXY. THEOREM XXV.
BodieSf whoseforce9 decrease in a dupikaie ratio of their dittaneeefrem

their centres
J
may move among themselves in ^^ses; and by radU

drawn to the foci may describe areas proportknal to the tknos verf

nearly.

In the last Proposition we demonstrated that caaein which the motions

will be performed exactly in ellipsed. The more distant tlie law of the

forces is from the law in that case, the more will the bodies disturb each

others motiuiis ; neither is it possible that bodies attracting each other,

mutually according to the law supposed in this Proposition should move

exactly in ellipses, unless by keeping a certain proportion of distances from

each other. However, in the following cases the orbits will not much dif-

fcr from ellipses.

Gase 1. Imagine several lesser bodies to revolve about some very great

one at different distances from it, and suppose absolute forces tending to

every one of the bodies proportional to each. And because (by Cor. 4, of

the Ijaws) the common centre of gravity of them all is either ftt rest» or
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mores vnifomily forward in a right lini^ snppow the Ima bodies to small

timt the great bodj may be nerer at a aenrible distanoe firam that oeatre;

and then Che great body will, without any sensible errori be either at res^

or more Qnifoxinly forward in a right line; and the lesser will rerolTe

aboQt that great one in dlipseSy and by radii drawn thereto will deseribe

areas proportional to the times ; if we except the errors that may be intro*

duced by the rccedinc^ of the threat body from the common centre of gravity,

or by the mutual actions of the lesser bodies upon each other. But the

lesser bodies may be so far diminished, as that this recess and the mutual

<u:tions of the bodies on each other may become less than any assignable;

and therefore so aa that the orbits may become ellipses, and the areas an-

swer to the timea^ without any error ^t is not less than any assignable.

CtE.O.

Case 2. Let us imagine a system of lesser bodies revolving about a very

great one in the manner ju.«t described, or any other system of two bodies

rcTolTing about each other to be moyinguniformly forward in a right line^and

in the mean timetobe impelledsideways by the force of another vastly greater

body situate at a great distance. And because the equal acceleratiTO forees

wi^ whieh the bodies are impelled in parallel directions do not ehaoge the

situation of the bodies with respeet to each other, but only oUige the whole

•jntem to change its place while the parts still retain thdr motions amOhg
tiiemselYea^ it is manifest that no change in those motions of the attracted

bodies can arise from their attraetbns towards the greater, unless by the

ineqnali^ of the aooeleratire attractions, or by the inclinations of thelines

towards each other, in whose directions the attractions are made. Suppose,

therefore, all the accelerative attractions made towards the great body

to be among themselves as the squares of the distances reciprocj\Jly ; and

then, by increasins; the distance of the great body till the differences of tTio

riprht lines drawn from that to the others in respect of their length, and the

inclinations of those lines to each other, be less than any given, the mo-

tions of the parts of the system will continue without errors that are not

less than any given. And because, by the small distance of those parts from

each other, the whole system is attracted as if it were but one body, it will

therefore be moTcd by this attraction as if it were one body ; that i% its

centre of grarity will describe about the great body one of the conic sec-

tions (that is, a parabola or hyperbola when the attraction is but languid,

and an ellipsis when it is more vigorons) ; and by radii drawn thereto^ it

will describe areas proportional to the times^ without any errors bat Aoee
whieh arise from the distances of the parta^ which are hj the supposition

eioeedingly small, and may be diminished at pleasure, QJEiO*

By a like reasoning one may proceed to more compounded cases in Ifi*

Cob. I. In the second Case, the nearer the very great body approaches to
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^ qrBtem of two or more rerolTuig bodiesj the greater will the pertnr^

bttdoii be of the motions of the parts of the system among themselves ; be-

cause the inclinations of the lines drawa from that great body to tiioee

parts become greater ; and the ineqnali^ of the proportion is also greater.

Cob. 2, Bat the perturbation wUl be greatest of all, if we suppose the

aocelerative attractions of the parts of thesystem towards the greatest body

of all are not to each other reciprocally as the squares of the distances

from that great body
;
especially if the ine<|uality of this proportion be

greater than the inequality of the pruportion of the distances from the

great body. For if the accelerative force, acting in parallel directions

and equally, causes no perturbation in the motions of the parts of the

system, it must of cour.-:C, when it acts unequally, cause a perturbation some-

where, vrhich Mill be irrciiter or less as tlie inequality is greater or less.

The excess of the greater impulses acting upon some bodies, and not acting

upon others, must necessarily change their situation among themselves. And

this perturbation, added to the perturbation ari-iTio" from the inequali^

and inclination of the lineSy makes the whole perturbation greater.

Cob. 3. Henoe if the parts of this system move in ellipses or eirdcs

without any remarkable perturbation, it is manifest that» if they are at sll

impelled by aoceleratiYe forca tending to any other bodies^ the impulse is

Toy weak, or else is impressed very near equally and in parallel directions

upon all of them.

PROPOSITION LXVL THEOREM XXVL
I/' three bodies whoseforces decrease ifi a dupUaUe raiioof the distances

attract each other mutually ; <md the accdarative attractions of any

two tfjfwards the third he between themselves reciprocally as Uie squares

of tlie distances ; and the two least revolve about tht i^rcatest ; I sat/,

that the interior of the two rcvolcing bodies will, by radii drawn to the

innermost and ^^rcatest, describe round that body areas more propor-

tional to the times, and a fi*j^urc more upproachin^x to that of an ellip-

sis having itsfocus in the jjoint of concourse of the radii, if that 'jrcat

body be agitated by those allracl ions, than it would do if that i^rrat

body were not attracted at all by the lesser, but remained at rest ; or

tlian it would if that great body were very much more or very much
less attracted, or very much more or very much less agitated, by Uis

attractions.

This appears plainly enough from the demonstration of the seoond

Corollary of the foregoing Proposition; but it may be made out afUr

this manner by a way of reasoning more distinct and more uniyenally

ocnvincing.

Cask 1. Let the lesser bodies P and S revolve in the same ] lane aboot

the greatest body the body Pdescribing the interior orbit PAB, and S
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the exterior orhit ESE. Let SK be the mean distance of the bodies P and

S ; and let the aooelmtiye attraction of the body P towards S, at that

jnMn distance be expxeflsed bj that line SK. Make SL to iSK as tbe

fx L

aqtiare ofSK to the square of SP, and SL will be the aooeleratiTe attrac-

tion of the body P towards S at any distance SP. Join PT, and draw

LM parallel to it mectinG: ST in M; and the attraction 8L will be resolv-

ed (by Cor. 2, of the Laws of Mution) into tho attractions SM, LM. And
BO the body P will be urged with a threefold accelerative force. One of

these forces tends towards T, and arises from the mutual attrnctir.n of the

bodies T and P. By this force alone the body P would descriltc round tlie

body T, by the radius PT, areas proportional to the times, and an

ellipsis whose focus is in tlie centre of the body T ; and this it would do

whether the body T remained unmoved, or whether it were agitated by that

attraction. This appears from Prop. XI, and Cor. 2 and 3 of Theor.

XX I. The other force is that of the attraction LM, which, bccatise it

tends from P to T, will be superadded to and coincide with the former

foioe ; and cause the areas to be stiU proportional to the times, by Cor. ^
Theor. XXL But because it is not reoiprocally proportional to the sqnare

of the distance PT, it will compos^ when added to the former, a force

Tarying from that proportion ; which variation will he the greater hy how
mudi the proportion of this force to the former is gtehter,eeBterispariBu8,

Therefore, since by Prop. XI, and hy Cor. 2, Theor. XXI, the force with

which the ellipsis is described abont the focus T onght to he directed to

that focufl, and to be reciprocally proportional to the sqnare of the distance

PT, that compounded force varyinc^ from that proportion will make tlie

orbit PAI} vnry from the figure of an ellij'bis tluit lias its focus in the point

T ; and so mucli the more by how much tbe variation from that proportion

is greater ; and by conse<|uence by how m uch the proportion of the second

force l^M to the first force is greater, Cfcteris paribus. But now the third

f.rce SM, attracting the body P in a direction parallel to ST, composes with

theotlier forces anew force which is no lon<i;er directed from P to T: and which

varies so much more from this direction by liow much the proportion of this

third force to the other forces is greater, ca terisparibus; and therefore causes

the body P to describe, by the radius TP, areas no longer proportional to the

times: and therefore makes the variation from that proportionality somnch
grenter by how much the proportion of this force to the others is greater.

Bat this third force will increase the Tariation of the orbit PAB from the
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elliptical figure before-mentioned upon two accounts ; first because that

force is not directed from P to T
;
and, secondly, because it is not recipio-

cally proportional to the square of the diatuioe PT. These things hemg
premised, it is manifest that the areas arc then most nearlj pioportioail to

the times, wheQ that thiid force is the least possibly the xert prcsernog

their fomer quantity ; and that the orbit FAB does then approach neatest

to the elliptiMl figure aboTe-mentioned, when both the seoond and third!,

Imt especially the third fozce^ is the least possible; the first force xemain-

ing in its former quantity.

Let thejooderatiTe attraction of the body T towards S be ezpresBod by
the line SN ; thsn if the aooeLeratiTe attractions SM and SN were equal,

these^ attracting the bodies T and P equally and in parallel directions

would not at all change their sitnation with respect to each other. The mo-

tions of the bodies between Lhcmselves would be the same in that case aei if

those attractions did not act at all, by Cur. 6, of the Laws of Motion. And,

by a like rejisoning, if the attraction SN is less than the attraction SM, it

will take away out of the attraction SM the part SN, so that there will re-

main only the part (of the attraction) MN to disturb the proportionality of

the areas and times, and the elliptical figure of the orbit. And in like

manner if the attraction SN be greater than the attraction SM, the pertur-

bation of the orbit and proportion will be produced by the difference ]!k£N

alone. After this manner the attraction SN reduces always the attraction

SM to the attraction MN, the first and second attractions remaining per>

leetiy unchanged ; and therefore the areas and times come then nearert to

proportionality, and the orbit PAB to the above-mentioned elliptical fignrc^

when the attraction MN is either none, or the least that is possible ; that

ii^ when the aoederatiye attractions of the bodies PandTapproadi asncir

as possible to equality ; that is^ when the attraction SN is neither none al

all, nor less than the least of all the attractions SIM^ but ii^ as it were, m
mean between the greatest and least of all those attraetions SM, that is,

not mnch greater nor mnch less than the attraction SK. Q.E.D.

Case 2. Let now the lesBcr bodies P, S, reyolre abont a greater T in dif-

ferent planes : and the force LM, acting in the direction of the line PT
situate in tlie plane of tlic orbit PAB, will have the sarae effect as before;

neither will it draw the body P from the 2)lane of its orbit Kut the other

force NM acting in the direction of a line parallel to ST (and which, there-

fore, when the body S is withont the line of the nodee is inclined to the

plane of the orbit PAB), besides the perturbation of the motion just now
spoken of as to longitude, introduces another perturbation also as to latitude^

attracting the body P out of the plane of its orbit. And this perturbation,

in any given situation of the bodies P and T to each other, will be as the

generating force MN ; and therefore becomes lea^t vrhen the force MN is

least) that is (as was just now shewn), where the attraction SN is not modi
greater nor mnoh less than the attraction SK. Q£iD.
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Cob. 1. Hem it may be eaeilj eeHeeted, liiat if 0e?enl Icee bodice P,

Sy K, 6cc, rerolTO about a Tery great body T, tbe motion of the innermoet

lerohii^ bo^ P will be leeet dSetorbed by the attnotiona of the oihote,

when the great body u ee mill attracted and agitated by the rest (acoord-

ing to the ratio of the aeeeUtathre foiecB) at tiie zest aie by each other

mutually.

Cor. 2. In a system of three bodiea, T, P, S, if the accelorative attriic-

iions of any two of thein towards a third be to each other reciprocally as the

squares of the distances, the body P, by the radius PT, will dt^ribc its area

about the body T swifter near the conjunction A and the opposition B than it

will near the quadratures C and D. For every force with which the body P
is acted on and the bodyT is not, and wlmii does not act in the direction of

the line PT, does either accelerate or retard the description of the area,

aocordinr^ ad it is directed, whether m eonsequentia or in antecedent ia.

Such is the force NM. This force in the passage of the body P from G
to A is directed in cnn^^rqitentia to its motion, and therefore accelerates

it; then as far as D «ft antecedentiOf and retards the motion; then in con-

sequBHiia as far as B ; and UaldjinaniecedefUia as it moyes from B to G.

Cob. 3. And firom the same reasoniiig it appears that UiebodyPoeelsfis

paH6u9, moves more swiftly in the donjnnetion and opposition than intiie

qnadratareSi

Cob* 4 The orbit of the body P, cateris paribus^ is more onrre at the

qnadratores than at the conjunction and opposition* For the swifter

bodies move, the less they defleet ftom a ree^llnearpath. And beirides the

£oioe KL, or NH, at the conjunction and opposition, is contrary to the

force with which the body T attracts the body P, and therefore diminishes

that force ; but the body P will detiect the less from a rectilinear path the

lees it is impelled towards the body T.

Cob. 5. Hence the body P, coiteris parilms, goes farther from the body

T at the quadratures than at the conjonction and opposition. This is said.

bowerer, snppoang no fcgaid had to the motion of eooentrieify. For if

the orbit of tiie body P be eocentrioali its ecoentrioity (as will be shewn

presently by Cor. 9) will be greatest when the apsides are in the syzy-

gies ; and thenee it may sometimes oome to pass that the body P, in its

near approach to the farther apsis^ may go fiffther firom the body T at the

flj^gies than at the quadratures.

Cob. 6. Because the centripetal force of the central body T, by which
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the body P is retained in its orT)it, is increased at the qnadrainreB by the

addition caused by the force LM, and diminished at the syzjgies by the

abduction caused by the force KL, and, beoanse the force £L is grcatar

than LBI, it is mere diminished than inereased; and, moieoTcr, sinee that

centripetal force (by Cor. 2, Pjrop. IV) is in a ratio compomided of the aim-

pie ratio of the radius TP directly, and the duplicate ratio of the periodi-

eal time inversely ; it is plain that this compounded ratio is diminiBhedbj

the action of the forceKL ; and thereforethat the periodical tim^ supposing

ihe radius bf the orbit FT to remain the same^ will be Increased, ttid that

In the subduplicate of that ratio in which the centripetal force is diminish-

ed
;
and, therefore, supposing this radius increased or diminishtd. the j.cri-

odicul time will be increased more or dimiiiislied k\-^s tlian in the sesu^uipli-

cate ratio of this radius, by Cor. 6, Prop. IV'. If that force of the central

body should gradually decay, the body P being less and less attracted would

go farther and farther from the centre T
;
and, on the contrary, if it were

increased, it would draw nearer to it. Therefore if the action of the distant

body S, by wliich that force is diminished, were to incren??o and decrease

by turns, the radius TP will be also increased and diminshed by turns;

and the periodical time will be increased and diminished in a ratio com-

pounded of the sesqiiiplicate ratio of the radius, and of the subduplicate of

that ratio in which the centripetal force of the central body T is dimin-

ished or increased, by the increase or decrease of the action of the distant

body &
Cor. 7. It also follows, from what was before laid down, that the ans

of the ellipsis described by the body P, or the line of ihe apsides,- don as

to its angular motion go forwards and backwards by tuma^ but more for-

wards than backwards, and by the eioess of its direct motion is in the

whole carried forwards. For the force with which the body P is urged to

the body T at the (quadratures, where the force MN Tanishes, is componnd-

ed of the force LM and the centripetal force with which the body T at-

tracts the body P. The first force LM, if the distance PT be increased, is

increased in nearly the same proportion with that distance, and the other

force decreases in the duplicate ratio of the distiince; and therefore the

sum of these two forces decreases in a less tlian the dujdicate ratio of the

distance PT: and therefore, by Cor. 1, Prop. XLV, will make the line of

the apsides, or. wliich is the same thing, tlie upper apsis, to c^o backward.

But at the conjunction and opposition the force with which the bodv Pis
urged towards the body T is the diH\ieiice of the force KL, and of the

force with which the body T attracts th.- body P
; and that difference, be-

cause the force KL is very nearly increased in the ratio of the distance

PT, decreases in more than the duplicate ratio of the distance PT ; aod

therefore, by Cor. 1, Prop. XliV, causes the line of the apsides to go for-

waids. In the places between the fljsygies and thequadratuies, thenotioQ
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of the line of the apsides depends upon both of these causes conjunctly, so

that it either goes forwards or backwards in proportion to tiie oxcL-sd of

one of these causes above the other. Tlierefore since the force Ki^ in the

syzy^ies is almost twice a^s great as the force LM in the quadratures, the

excess will be on the side of the force KL, and by consequence the line of

tho apsides will be oarxied forwarda. The truth of this and the forgoing

/B c L

Corollary will be more easily understood by conoeiving the system of the

two bodies T and P to be snrronnded oa eyery side by sevml bodies &,

S, Sf dec, disposed about the orbit E8R For by the actions of these bo-

dies the action of the body T will be diminished on every side, and decrease

in more than a duplicate ratio of the distance.

Cor. 8. Uut since the protrress or regress of the ajtsides depends upon

the decrease of the centripetal force, that is, upon its being in a greater or

1&>3 ratio than the duplicate ratio of the distance TP, in the passage of

the body from the lower apsis to the upper ; and upon a like increase in

its return to the lower apsis again ; and therefore becomes greatest where

the proportion of the force at tlie upper apsis to the force at tho lower ap-

sis recedes farthest from the duplicate ratio of the distances inversely; it

is plain, that, when the apsides are in the syzygies, tliey will, by reason of

the subducting force KL or NM— LM, go forward more swiftly ; and in

the quadratures by the additional force LM go backward more slowly.

BecMse the velocity of the progress or slowness of the rq^ress is continued

for a long time ; this inequality becomes exceedingly great

Cor. 9. If a body is obliged, by a force reciprocally proportional to the

aqnare of its distance from any centre, to revolve in an ellipsis round that

centre ; and afterwards in its descent from the npper apsis to the lower

apsis^ that force by a perpetual accesBion of new force is increased in more

than a dnplicato ratio of the diminished distance ; it is manifest that the

body, being impelled always towards the centre by the perpetual acoessioii

of ^is new foic^ will incline more towards that centre than if it woe
urged by that force alone which decreases in a duplicate ratio of the dir

minished distance, and therefore will describe an orbit interior to that

elliptical orbit, and at the lower apsis approaching nearer to the centre

than before. Therefore the orbit bv the accession of this new force will

become more eccentrical. If now, while the body is returning from the

lower to the upper apsis, it should decrease by the same degrees by which

it increases before the body would return to its hrst distance j and there-
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fore if the force decreases in a yet greater ratio, the body, being now less

attract(xl than before, will ascend to a still greater distance, and so the ec-

centricity of the orbit will be increased still more. Therefore if the ratio

of the increase and decrease of the oentripetal force be augmented each

revolution, the eccentricity will be augmented also ; aiu), on the oontnij,

if that ratio decrease, it will be diminished.

Now, therefore, in the qrstem of the bodies T, P, S, when the apeides of

the orbit PAB are in the qnadratnree^ the ratio of that increose and de-

crease is least of all, and becomes greatest when the apsides are in the

syi^gies. If the apsides are placed in the qnadraturea^ the ratio near the

apsides is less, and near the syzygies greater, than the duplicate ratio of the

distances ; and from that greater ratio arises a direct motion of the line of

the apsides^ as was just now said. Bnt if we consider the ratio of the

whole increase or decrease in the progress between the apsides^ this is less

than the duplicate ratio of the distances. The force in the lower ia to the

force in the upper apsis in less than a duplicate ratio of the distance uf the

upper apsis from the focus of the ellipsis tu the distance of the lower apsis

from the same focus
;
and, contrariwise, when the apsides are placed in the

pyzygies, the force in the lower apsis is to the force in the upper apsis in a

greater than a duplicate ratio of the distances. For the forces LM in the

quadratures added to the forces of the body T compose forces in a less tbt-

tic; and the forces KL in the syzygies subducted from the forces of the

body T, leave the forces in a greater ratio. Therefore the ratio of the

whole increase and decrease in the passage between the apsides is least at

the quadratures and greatest at the syzygies; and therefore in the passage

of the apsides from Uie quadratures to the syzygies it is continually au^
mented, and increases the eccentricity of the dlipeis ; and in the passage

from the eyzygies to the quadratures it is perpetually decreasing, and di-

minishes the eocentrioi^.

Cob. 10. That we may giro an account of the errors as to latitude^ let

us suppose the plane of the orMt EST to remain immorahLe; and ftm
the cause of Uie errors ahove explained, it is manifest, that, of the two

forces NM, BfL, which are the only and entire cause of them, the focee

ML acting always in the plane of the orbit PAB never disturbs the mo-
tions as to latitude ; and that the force NM, when the nodes are in the

syzygies, acting also in the same plane of the orbit, does not at that time

affect those motions. But when the nodes arc in the quadratures, it dis-

turbs them very much, and, attracting the body P perpetually out of the

plane of its orbit, it diminishes the inclination of the plane in the passage

of the body from the quadratures to the syzygies, and again increases the

same in the piu'^sagc from the syzygies to the quadratures. Hence it

comes to pass that when the body is in the fvzygies, the inclination is

then least of all, and returns to the hist magnltade nearly, when the body
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arrives at the next node. But if the nodes are situate at the octants after

the quadratures, that is, between G and A, D and B, it will appear, from

what was just now shewn, that in ihe passage of the body P from flidur

node to the ninetieth degree firom theno^ the inclination of the plane is

perpetnally diminished; then, in the passage through the next 45 degrees

to the next qnadratore^ the inclination is inereased; and afterwards, again,

in its passage through another 45 degrees to the next node, it is dimin-

ished. Therefore the inclination is more diminished than increased, and

is therefore alwiiys less in the t«ubse<j^uent node than in the ] rocoJing one.

And, by a like reik^oninir, the inclination is more increased thiui diminish-

ed when the nodes are in the other octants between A and I), 13 and C.

1'lie inclination, thorcfure, is the greatest of all when the nodcr? arc in the

syzygies. In their ija.^.^aLre from the syzygies to the quudnitnrvH; the incli-

nation is diminishofl at ('ah appulse of the body to the nodes; and be-

comes least of fill wlien the nodes are in the quadratures, and tie* body in

the syzygies ; then it increases by the same degrees by which it decreased

before
;
and, when the nodes come to the next syzygie% returns to its

former magnitude.

Cob. 11. Because when the nodes are in the quadratures the body P is

perpetually attracted from the plane of its orbit ; and because this attno-

tion is made towards S in its passage from the node C through the oon-

jonction A to the node D ; and to the contrary part in its passage from the

node D through the opposition B to the node G ; it is manifest that» in its

motion from the node C, the body recedes continually from the former

plane CD of its orbit till it oomes to the next node; and therefore at that

node^ being now at its greatest distance from the first plane CD, it will

pass through the plane of the orbit EST not in D, the other node of thai

plane, but in a point that lies nearer to the body S, which therefore be-

comes; a new phioe of tlie node in antccedmtia to its former place. And,

by a like reasoning, the nodes will continue to recede in their pa^jsago

from this node to the next. The nodes, therefore, when situate in the

quadratures, recede perpetually ; and at the syzygies, where no perturba-

tion can be produced in the motion as to latitude, are quiescent: in the in-

termediate places they partake of both conditions, and recede more slowly;

and, therefore, heini,^ always either retrograde or stationary, they will be

carried backwards, or in antecedcntia, each revolution.

Cob. 12. All the errors described in these oorrollaries are a little gzeatar

14
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ut the conjunction of the bodies P, S, than at their opposition; because

the generating forcw N.M and ML are gre:\ter.

Cor. 13. And since tlie causes and proportions of the errors and varia-

tions mentioned in tiicw Corollaries do not depond n{)on the magnitude of

the body S, it follows that all things before demonstrated will happen, if

the mai^nitude of the body S be imagined so great as that theajstemof the

two bodies P and T may reFolve about it. And from this inorease of the

body S, and the consequent increase of its centripetal forces from which the

errors of the body P arise, it will follow that all these errorSi at equal dia-

tanoesy will be greater in this case, than in the other where the body S le-

olves about the Bystem of the bodies P and T«

Cor. 14. But since the forces NM, ML, when the body S is eieeediiigly

distant, arc very nearly as the force SK and the ratio FT to ST con-

junctly ; that is, if both the distance PT^ and the absolute force of the body

S be given, as ST' reciprocally ; and since those forces NM, ML arc the

causes of all the errors and effects treated of in the foregoing Corollaries;

it is manifest that all those effects, if the system of bodies T and P con-

tinue as befurc, and only the distance ST and the absolute force of the body

S be changed, will be very nearly in a ratio con)]H)unded uf thcdirtx-t ratio

of the absolute force of the budy S, and the triplicate inverse ratio of the

distance ST. Jlence if the system of bodies T and P revulve about a dis-

tant body S, those forces NM, MI^, and their elfects, will be (by Cor. 2 and

6, Prop IV) reciprocally in n duplicate ratio of the periodical timo. And

thence, also, if the magnitude of the body S be proportional to its absolute

force, those forces NM, ML, and their elfects, will be directly as the cube

of the apparent diameter of the distant body 3 viewed from T, and so via

tersa. For these ratios are the same as the componnded ratio above men-

tioned.

Cor. 15. And because if the orbits £SE and PAB, retaining their

ure, proportions, and inclination to each other, should alter their magni-

itude ; and the forces of the bodies S and T should either remain, or be

changed in any given ratio ; these forces (that is, the foroe of the body T,

which obliges the body P to deflect from a rectilinear course into the orbit

PAB, and the force of the body S, which causes the body P to deviate from

that orbit) would act always in the same manner, and in the same }*rl•}>o^

tion ; it follows, that all the effects will be similar and pro]>ortional; and

the times of those effects proportional also ; that is, that all the linear er-

rors w ill Im? as the diameters of the orbits, the angular errors the same as

before ; and the times of similar linear errors, or e^ual angular errors, as

the periodical times of the orbits.

Con. 16. Therefore if the fisrures of the orbits and their inclination to

each other be given, and the magnitudes, forces, and distances of the It Mlia

be any how chaoged, we may, from the errors and times of those errors is
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one case, collect very nearly the errors and times of the errors in any tliiT

case. But this may be done more expeditiously by the following nictliod.

The forces NM, ML, other things remaining unaltered, are as the radius

TP ; and their periodical effects (by Cor. 2, Lem. X) are as the forces aiiJ

the square of the periodical time of the body P conjunctly. These are the

I' Tiear errors of the body P ; and hence the angular errors as they appc .r

from the centreT (that the motion of the apsides and of the nodes, and all

the apparent errors as to longitude and latitude) are in each revolution cf

the hody P as the square of the time of the revolution, very nearly. Let

these ratios he compounded with the ratios in Cor. 14, and in any system

of bodies T, P, 8, where P revolYcs about T very near to it, and.T re-

volves about S at a great distance the angular errors of the body P, oh-

served from the centre T, will be in each revolution of the body P as the

square of the periodical time of the body P directly, and the square of the

periodical time of the body T inversely. And therefore the mean motion

of the line of the apsides will be in a given ratio to the naan motion of

the nodes ; and both those motions will be as the })eriodical time of t)ie

body P directly, and the square of the periodical time of the body T in-

versely. The increase or diminution of the eccentricity and inclination « f

the orbit PAB makes no sensible variation in the motionR of the apsides

and nodes, unless that increase or diminution be very great indeed.

Cor. 17. Since the line LM becomes sometimes greater and sometimes

IflgB than the radius PT, let the mean quantity of the forceLM be expressed

by that radius PT ; and then ihat mean force will be to the mean force

SK or SN (which may be also expressed by ST) as the length PT to the

length ST. But the mean force SN or ST, 1^ which the body T is re-

tained in the orbit it describes about S, is t< » the force with which the bodyP
is retained in its orbit about T in a ratio compounded of the ratio of t'lo

radius ST to the radius PT, and the duplicate ratio of the periodical ti::;-?

of the body P about T to the periodical time of the body T about S. A:

ex fBqiin. the mean force LM is to the force by which the bo ly P i?!r«n -

cd in its orbit a))Out T (or by which the same body P might revolve ;;t • -

«^VltMM» PT in the same periodical time about any immovable iH.ini T . .

the same duplicate ratio of the periodical times. The periodical tin.

therefore be^g given, together with the distance PT, the mean force LM
is also given ; and that force being given, there is given also the force MN,

cry nearly, by the analogy of the lines PT and MN.
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Cor. 18. By the game laws by which the body P revolve about the

body T, let us suppose many fluid bodies to move round T at equal dis- i

Unces firom it ; and to be so numerous, that Uiej mtkj all become contiguoas

to each other, so as to form a fluid annolus, or ring, of a round figure, and

eoncentrical to the body T; and the several parts of this annulaSy perform-

ing their motions by the same law as the body will draw nearer to the

body and move swifter in the eonjnnction and opposition of themselTCS

and the body S, than in the qnadratnres. And the nodes of this annidiis,

or its intefsections with the plane of the orlnt of the body S or T, will lest

at the syzygieB ; hut ont of tiie syzygies they will be carried backward, or

In oft/ecetien^/ with the greatest swiftness in the qnadraturee^ and more

slowly in other places. The inclination of this annolus also wiU yaiy,and

its axis will oscillate each rerolntion, and when the resolution is completed

will return to it« former situation, except only that it will be carried romid

a little by the pnccession of the nodes.

Cor. 19. Suppose now the spliasrical body T, consisting of some matter

not fluid, to be enlarcred, and to extend itself on every side as far as that

annuliL^, and that a channel were cut all round its circumference contain-

incc water; and that this sphere revolves uniformly about itA own axis in

the same periodical time. This water being accelerated and retarded by
|

turns (as in the last Corollary), will be swifter at the syzypriet^.. and ?]<*\^ct I

at the quadratures, than the surface of the globe, and so will ebb and tlow in

its channel after the manher of the sea. If the attraction of the body S were

taken away, the water would acquire no motion of flux and reflox by revolv-

ing round the quiescent centre of the globe. The case is the same of aglobe

moving uniformly forwards in a right line, and in the mean time revolving

about its centre (by Cor. 5 of the Laws of Motion), and of a globe uni-

formly attracted from its rectilinear course (by Cor. 6, of the same Lais)^

But let the body S come to act upon it, and by its unequable attraction the

water will receive this new motion ; for there will be a stronger attraction
|

upon that part of the water that is nearest to the body, and a weaker upoa

ibat part which is more remote. And the force LM will attract the water

downwards at the quadratures, and depress it as &r as the syzygies ; and die

force Kli will attract it upwards in the syzygies, and withhold its descend

and make it rise as fur as the quadratures; except only in so far a.-; the

motion of ilux and reflux may be direqted by the channel of the water, and

be a little retarded by friction.

Cor. 20. If, now, the annuln^ booomes hard, and the globe is diminished,

the nv'tiun of flux and reflux will cease ; but the oscillating motion of the

inclination and tlie prjrcession of the nodes will remain. Let the globe
|

have the same axis with the annul ils and perform its revolutions in the

same times, and at its surface touch the annulus within, and adhere to it;

then the globe partaking of the motion of the annulus^ this wholecompego
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will Oflcillate, and the nodes will go backward, for the globe, as wc shall

shew presently, is perfectly indifferent to the receiving of all impressions.

The greatest angle of the iru li nation of the annulus single is when the

nodes are in the syzygies. Thence in the progress of the nodes to th«

quadratures, it endeavours to diminish its inclination, and by that ende^
vour impresses a motion upon the whole globe. 'The globe retains this

motioQ impreaBed, till the umulaA by a ooutnyrj endeayoor destroys that

motioiiy and impresses a new motion in a contrary direction. And by this

means the'greatest motion of the decreasing inclination happens when the

nodes are in the qnadratoret^ and ^e least angleof ineiination. in the ootaats

B c 1«

after the quadratures
;
and, again, the greatest motion of rc-clination happens

when tlie nodes are in the svzvi;ies : and the greatest an^lc of reclination in

the octants fullowing. And the cavse is the same of a gloho without this an-

nulus, if it be a little higher or a little denser in the equatorial than in the

polar roLjions
;
for the excess of that matter in the regions near the equator

su]>])Iios tlio place of the annulus. And though we should suppose the cen-

tripetal force of this irlolic to be any how increased, so that all its parts

were to tend downwards, as the parts of our earth gravitate to the centre,

yet the phanomena of this and the preceding Corollary would scarce be al-

tered
;
except that the places of the greatest and least height of the water

will be different ; for the water is now no longer sostained and kept in its

orbit by its centrifui:;i] force, bat by the channel in which it flows. And,

besides, the force liM attracts the water downwards most in the quadra-

tures, and the force KL or MM—LM attracts it upwards most in the

syiygies. And these forces conjoined cease to attract the waterdownwardly

and begin to attract it upwards in the octants before the sysygies ; and

cease to attract the water upwards, and begin to attract the water down-

wards in the octants after the syzygies. . And thence the greatest height of

the water may happen about the octants after the syzygies ; and the least

heigrht about theoctants after the quadratures; excepting only so far as the

motion of ascent or descent impressed by these forces may by the ffis insiia

of the water continue a little longer, or be stopped a little sooner by impe-

diments in its channel.

Cor. 21. For the same reason that redundant matter in the equatorial

regions of a ghjHe causes the nodes to go l)ackwards, and therefore by the

increase of that matter that retro^radnhon is increased, hv the diminution

is diminished, and by the removal (^uite ceases ; it follows, that^ if more than
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that redundant matter be taken away, that is, if the globe be either more

tlepresscfl. or of a more rare consistence near the equator thau uear tke

poles, there will arise a motion of the nodes in consequen t in.

Cor. 22. And thence from the motion of the nodes is known the consti-

tution of the globe. That is, if the globe retains unalterably the same i)olo?,

and the motion (of the nodes) be in anteccdentia, there is a redundance of

the matter near the ec^uator; but if in conseqiientia, a deticiency. Sup-

pose a uniform and exactly spha^rical globe to be first at rest in a free ?ti;'.«''
:

then by some impulse made obliquely upon its superiicies to be driven iruia

its place, and to receive a motion partly circular and partly right f rward.

Because this globe is perfectly indifferent to ail the axes that pass tlirongh

its centre, nor has a greater propensity to one axis or to one situation of

the axis than .to any other, it is manifest that by its own force it will never

change its azifl^ or the inclination of it Let now this globe be impelled

obliquely by a new impulse in the same part of its superficies as before;

and since the effect of an impulse is not at all changed by its coming sooner

or later, it is manifest that tiiese two impulses^ snccessiYely impressed, will

produce the same motion as if they were impressed at thesame time; that

is, the saQie motion as if the globe had been impelled by a simple force

compounded of them both (by Cor. 2, of the Laws), that is, a simple motion

about an axis of a given inclination. And the case is the same if the sec-

ond impulse were made upon any other place of the equator of the first

motion ; and also if the first iiupulse were made upon any place in the

equator of the motion which would be generated by the second impulse

alone; and therefore, also, when botli impulses are made in any places

whatsoever; for these im])nlses will generate the same circular motion ns

if they were impressed tt*i;ether, and at once, in the place of the intersec-

tion? of the equators of those motions, wliieh would be generated by each

of tliem separately. Therefore, a homogeneous and perfect glubc will not

retain several distinct motions^ but will unite all those that are imprcsseti

on it, and reduce them into one : revolving, as far as in it lies, always with

a simple and uniform motion about one single given axis, with an inclina-

tion perpetually invariable. And the inclination of the axis, or the velocity

of the rotation, will not be changed by centripetal force; For if the globe

be supposed to be divided into two hemispheres, by any plane whatsoever

passing through its own centre^ and the centre to which the force is direct-

ed, that force will always urge each hemisphere equally ; and therefore will

not incline the globe any way as to its motion round its own axis. But

let there be added any where betweoi the pole and the equator a heap of

new matter like a mountain, and this, by its perpetual endeavour to recede

from the centre of its motion, will disturb the motion of the globe, and

cause its polos to wander about its superficies, describing circles about

thi iu^elves and their opposite points. Neither can this enurinous evagation
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of the polc3 be corrected, unless by placing that mountain cither in one of

the poles; in which case, by Cor. 21, the nodes of the equator will sro for-

wards : or in the equatorial regions, in which case, by Cor. 20, the nodes

will so backwards: or, lastly, bv addintr on the other side of the axis a newo .. ..

quantity of matter, by which the mountain may be balanced in its motion;

and then the nodes will either go forwards or backwards, as the mountain

and this newly added matter happen to be nearer to the pole or to the

leqnator.

PROPOSITION T.XVIL THEOREM XXVII.

T/ie same laws of attraction beittg sitpposedj I aay^ that the exterior body

S doesj by radii drawn to the point O, the common CMtre of gravity

&f the interior bodies P and T, describe round thai centre areae more

proportional to the times^ and an orbit more approaiMng to the form
ofan dMpaie having its focue in thai centre^ than it can describe

ronnd the innermoat and greatest body T by radii drawn to thai

body.

For the attraetionB of the body S towardsT and

P oompoee its absolvie attraction, whieh is more

directed towards O, the common centre of gravity

of the l>odies T and P, than it is to tlie -reatest

body T ; and which is more in a reciprocal propor-

tion to the square of the distance SO, than it is to the square of the distance

ST ; as will easily appear by a little consideration.

PROPOSITION 1.XVIIL THEOREM XXVIII.

TTie same laws of attraction supposed ^ I say, that the exterior body S

will, by radii draim to O, the conunon centre of gravity of the interior

bft^Ut's P find Ty descritje round that rentrn arras more propor-

tional to the times, and an orbit more approaching to tlte form of an

ellipsis havi?!^- its focus in that centre, if the innermost and greatest

body be agitated by these attractions as well as the rest, than it would

do if that body were either at rest as not attracted, or were much more
or much less attracted, or much more or much less agitated.

This may be demonstrated after the same manner as Prop. LXYI, bat

by a more prolix reasoning, which I therefore pass oyer. It will be suf-

ficient to consider it after this manner. From the demonstration of the

last Proposition it is plain, that the centra towards which the body S is

urged by the two forces conjunctly, is very near to the common centre of

graTi^ of those two other bodies. If this centrewere to coincide with that

common centre^ and moreoTer the common centre of gravity of all the three-

bodies were at rest, the body S on one side, and the common centre of

gravity of the other two bodies on the other side, would describe true ellip-
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PROPOSITION LXXII. THEOREM XXXU.
IJ to the si'vvnil points of a sphere there tend erjiKil rentripctal forces de-

crcasinfT in a duplicale ratio of tlic distancesfrom those points ; and

there be given both the density of Uie sphere and the ratio of the di-

ameter of the sphere to the distance of the corpuscle from its centrei

Isaffy that theforce with which the corpuscle is attracted is propor-

tional to the stmi-diameter of the sphere.

For conceiye two corpuscles to be Beyerally attraeted by two spfaerce^ one

by one, the other by the other, and their distances from the centres of the

spheres to be proportional to the diameters of the spheres respectively ; and

the spheres to be resoWed into like particles, disposed in a like situation

to the corpuscles. Then the attractions of one corpuscle towards the seT-

*eral particles of one sphere will be to the attractions of the other towards

aa many analogous particles of the other sphere in a ratio compounded of

the ratio of the particles directly, and the duplicate ratio of the distances

inversely. But the particles are as the spheres, tliat is, in a triplicate ra-

tio of the dianiefrrs, afid the distances are as tlie tliaraeters; and the lirst

ratio directly with tlie last ratio taken twice inversely, becomes the ratio

of dianieter to diameter. Q.E.D.

Cou. 1. Hence if eorpMiseles revolve in circles ahout sj)hercs composed

of matter e(jvially attraetinLTr JUid the distances from the centres of the

spheres be proportional to their diameters, tlie periodic times will be e^iual.

Cor. 2, And, ince versa, if the periodic times are equal, the distances

will he proportional to the diameters. These two Corollaries appear from

Cor. 3, Prop. IV.

Cob. 3. If to the several points of an^ two solids whatever, of like fig-

ure and equal density, there tend equal centripetal forces decreasing in a

duplicate ratio of the distances from those points, the forces, with which

coipuscles placed in a like situation to those two solids will be attracted

by them, will be to each other as the diameters of the solida.

PROPOSITION LXXIII. THEOREM XXXIU.
If to the several points of a given spftere there tend equtU centripetalfumes

decreasing in a duplicate ratio of the distances from the points f I

sat/f that a corpuscle placed within the sphere is attracted by a force

proportional to its distancefrom the centre.

In the sphere ABCD, described about the centre S,

let there be j)laced the corpiisele P; and about ^e

same centre S, with the iiitci val 8P, conceive de-

^ scribed an interior sphere PEQF. It is p^iin i

y

Prop. LXX) that tlie concentric s])hicrical snptrlicies,

* of which the difference AEHF of the spheres is com-

D posed, have n^eilcct at all upon the body P, their ftt^
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tractions being destroyed by contrary attractions, 'riioro remains, there-

fore, only the attraction of the interior sphere PEC^F. And ^by Prop.

LXXII) this is as the distance PS.

SCHOLIUM.
By the superficies of which I liere imagine the solids composed, I do not

mian superficies purely mathematical, but orbs so extremely thin, that

their thickness is as nothing; that is, the evanc>('ent orbs of which the sphere

will at last consist, when tlic number of the orbs is increased, and their

thickaess diminished without end. In like manner, by the points of which

lines, surfaces, and solids are said to be composed, are to be undeistood

equal particles, whose magnitude is perfectly inconBiderable.

PROPOSmO^^ LXXIV. THKOREM XXXIY.

The same things supposed^ I say, that a corpuscle situate without the

sphere is attracted wUh aforce reeiprocatlif proportional to thesqtmrs

ofUs distancefrom the centre*

For suppose the sphere to be divided into innnmerahle oonoentric splue-

rieal suporficiesy and the aitraotions of the oorpnsBle arising from the ser-

eral saperficies will be reciprocally proportional to the square of the dis-

tance of the corpuscle from the centre of the sphere (by Prop. LXXl).

And, by composition, the snm of those attraotions^ that is, the attraction

of thecorpnscle towards the entire sphere, will be in thesame ratio. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Hence the attractions of homogeneous spheres at equal distances

from the centres will be as the spheres themselves. For (by Prop. liXXII)

if tlie diat:uieos l>e proportional to tlie diameters of the spheres, the forces

will be as the diameters. Let the greater distance be diminished in that

ratio ; and the distances now being the attraction will be increased

in the duplicate of that ratio ; and therefore will be to the other attraction

in the triplicate of that ratio
;
that is, in the ratio of the spheres.

Cor. 2. At any (listanccs whatever the attractions are as the spheres

applied to the squares ot tlie distances.

Cor. 3. If a corpuscle placed without an homogeneous sphere is attract-

ed by a force reciprocally proportional to the sqoare of its distance from

the centre, and the sphere consists of attractive particles, the force of every

particle will decrease in a duplicate ratio of the distance from each partude.

PROPOSlTIOiM LXXV. THEOREM XXXV.
to the several points of a given sphere there(end equal centripetalforces

decreasing ina duplicate ratio of the distancesfrom the points; Isaj^,

that another simUar sphere wUl be attracted by it with a force rec^
Tocally proportional to the square of the distance of the centres.

For the attnction of every particle Is reoipxooalty as the square of its
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distance from the centre of the attracting sphere (by Prop. LXXIV\. ;ind

is therefore the same as if that whole attractinir force isstied from sin-

gle corpuscle placed in the centre of this s})litio. But this :ittrac-ti< H is as

great as on the other hand the attraction of the same corpuscle wutild be,

if that wercf' itself attracted by the several particles of the attracted sphere

with the same force with which they are attracted by it But that attrac-

tion of the oorpnscle would be (by Prop. liXXIV) reciprocaUy propor-

tional to the stjuarc of its distance from the centre of the sphere ; tlicrefore

the attraction of the sphere, equal thereto, is also in the same ratio. QJELD.

Cob. 1. The attractions of spheres towards other homogeneous tpheres

are as ihe attracting spheres applied to the squares of the Stancesof their

centres from the centres of those which they attract

Cob. 2. The case is the same when the attracted sphere does also at-

tract. For the several points of the one attract the sereral points of the

other with the same force with which they themselves are attracted by the

others again ; and therefore once in all attractions (by Law III) the at-

tracted and attracting point are both equally itoted on, the force will be

doubled by their mutual attractions, the proportions remaining.

Cor. 3. Those several truths demonstrated above concerninjr the motion

of bodies about the focus of tlie citnic sections will take place when an

attracting sphere is placed in the focus, and the bodies move without the

sphere.

Cor. 4. Tliose things wliich were demonstrated before of the motion of

bodies about the centre of the conic sections take place when the motions

are performed within the sphere.

PROPOSITION l.XXVI. THEOREM XXXVI.
Jf spheres he /unrctrr dissiinilaj- ins to demit y of matter and attractive

force) in (he same ratio onwardfrom t/ic centre to the circumference;

but every where similar, at every g-iven distance/romtAecefUre,onaU
tides round abotU ; and t/ie attractive force of every point decreiues

in tlie duplicate ratio of the distance of the body aitraeted ; Tsay,

that the wholeforce with which one of these spheres attracts the other

tsiU be reeiprocaUypropoHiomd to the square of the distance of the

oentrss*

Imagine several concentric similu

spheres, AB, CD, EF, 6ce^ the inne^

most of which added to the outermost

,may compose a matter more dense to-

'wards the centre, or snlduetcd from

them may leave tlie same nmre lax and

rare. Then, by Prop. LXXV, these

Spheres will attract other similar con-
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centric spheres Gil. IK, LM, 6cc., cacli the other, with forces reciprocally

proportional to the square of ihv distance SP. And, by composition or

division, the sum of all those forces, or the excess of any of them above

the others; that is, the entire force with which the whole sphere A 15 (com-

posed of any concentric spheres or of their ditlerences) will attract the

whole sjdiere GH (composed of any concentric spheres or their ditlerences)

in the same ratio. Let the number of the concentric spheres be increased

in infinitum^ so that the density of the matter together with the attractive

foice may, in the progress from the circumference to the centre, increase or

decrease according to any given law ; and by the addition of matter not at-

tractive let the deficient density be supplied, that so thespheres may acquire

any form desired; and the force with which one of these attracts the other

will he still, bj the former reaaoning, in the same ratio of the square of the

distance inversely. QJLD.
Con. 1. Hence if many spheres of this kind, rimilar in all respects, at-

tract each other mutually, the aocderative attractions of each to each, at

any equal distances of the centres^ will be as the attracting spheres.

Con. 2. And at any unequal distances^ as the attracting spheres applied

to the squares of the distances between (he centres.

Cor. 3. The motive attractions, or the wei^^hts of the spheres towards

one another, will be at e([ual distances of tlic centres as the attracting and

attracted spheres conjunctly ; that ia, as the products arising from multi-

plying the spheres into each other.

Cor. 4. And at unequal distances, as those products directly, and the

squares of the distances between the centres inversely.

Cor. 5. These proportions take place also when the attraction ari,«ea

from the attractive virtue of both spheres mutually exerted upon each

other. For the attraction is only doubled by the co^jxmction of the forces,

• the proportions remaining as before.

Cob. 6. K spheres of this kind revolve about others at rest, each about

each ; and the distances between the centres of the quiescent and revolving

bodies are proportional to the diameters of the quiescent bodies ; the peri*

odic times will be equal

Cos. 7. And, again, if the periodic times are equal, the distances will

be proportional to the diameters.

Cob. 8. All those truths above demonstrated, relating to the motions

of bodies about the foci of conic sections^ will take place when an attract-

ing sphere, of any form and condition like that above described, is placed

in the focus.

Cor. 9. And also when the revolving bodies are also attracting spheres

of any condition like that above described.
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PROPOSITION LXXVa THEOREM XXXYU.
to the severalpoints of spheres there tend centripUdt forces propat'

tumal to the distances of thepoints from the attracted bodies; Isof,
thai the compoundedforce with whifh two spheres aitraet each other

miutuaUy is as the distance between the centres of the spheres.

Case 1. Let AEBF be a sphere : S ita

ccutre; P a corpuscle attracted; PASB
the axis of the sphere passinir throiiijh the

centre of tlic corpuscle : I A'\ < / tw*. jilaiics

cutting tlie sphere, and perpendicular to

the axis, and e<]ui-distant, one on one side,

the otlier on the otlier, from the centre of

the sjdiere ; G and g the intersections of

the planes and the axis
; and H any point in the plane EF. The centri-

petal force of the point H upon the corpuscle P, exerted in the direction of

the line PH, is as the distance PII ; and (by Cor. 2, of the Laws) the same
«xerted in the direction of the line V(t, or towards the centre S, is as the

length PG. Therefore the force of all the points in the planeEF (that 1%
of that whole plane) by which the corpuscle P is attracted towards the

centre S is as the distance PG multiplied by the number of those pointy

that is, as the solid contained under ^t plane EF and the distance PG.
And in like manner the force of the plane ef by whidi the corpuscle P is

attracted towards the centre is as that pUne drawn into its distance P^,

or as the equal plane EF drawn into that distance Fg; and the sum of the

foToea of both planes as the plane EF drawn into the sum of the distances

PG 4- P^*", that is, as that plane drawn into twice the distance PS of the

centre and the corpu^scle ; that is, as twice the plane KF drawn into thedis-

tance PS, or as the sum of the equal planes EF 4- cf drawn into the same
distance. And, by a like reasoning, the forces of all the planes in the

whole i?phere, eijui-distant on each side from the centre of the sphere, are

as the sum of those planes drawn into the disUmce PSj that is, as the

whole sphere and the distance PS conjunctly. Q.E.I).

Case 2. Let now the corpuscle P attract the sphere AEF^F. . And, by

the same reasoning, it will appear tliat the force with which the sphere IS

attracted is as the distance PS. Q.E.D«

Case 3. Imagine another sphere composed of innumerable corpuscles P
i

and because the force with which every corpuscle is attracted is as the di^
tance of the corpuscle from the centre of the first sphere, and as the same

sphere conjunctly, and is therefore the same as if it all proceeded from a
single corpuscle situate in the centre of the sphere^ ihe entire force with

which all the corpuscles in the second sphere are attracted, that i%

which that whole sphere is attracted, will be the same as if that sphert
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wore attnotod by a foroe iasmng from a siiigle 4»ipnaole in the oenlM of

the first sphere ; and is therefore proportional to the distance hetireen tllO

centres of the spheres. Q.K.D.

Case 4. Let the spheres attract each other mutually, and the force will

be doubled, but the proportion will remain. Q..E.D.

Case 5. Let the corpuscle p be placed within

the sphere AEBP; and because the force of the

plane ef upon the corpuscle is as the solid contain-

ed under Uiat plane and the distance ; and the ^

contrary force of the plane EF as the solid con-

tained nnder that plane and the distance pG ; the

force oompoonded of both will be ss the difierenoe

of the solidsi that is, as the snm of the eqnsl planes drawn into half the

difference of the distances ; that ie^ as that snm drawn into jpS, the distanoe

of the corpuscle from the centre of the spheres And, by a like reasonings

the attraction of all the planes £F| ef, throughont the whole sphere that

is, the attraction of the whole sphere^ is conjunctly as the sum of all the

planes, or as the whole sphere, and as pS, the distance of the corpuscle from

the centre of the sphere. Q.E.I).

Case 6. And if there be composed a new sphere out of innumerable cor-

puscles such as situate within the first sphere AEBP, it may be proved,

as before, that the attraction, whether single of one pphcrc towards the

other, or mutual of both towards each other^ will be ad the distance j^S of

the centres. Ci.£.D.

PROPOSITION I.XXVIII. THEOREM XXXVIII.

If spheres in the progressfrom the centre to the circumference be however

dissimilar and unequablej but similar on every side round abotU atoll

given distances from the centre ; atid the attractive force of every

pomt be as the distance of the attracted body ; I say, tfiat the entire

feree with which two spheres o^ this kind attract each other mtUyoUff

is propartimal to the distance bettoeen the centres of the spheres.

This is demonstrated from the foregoing Propcsitioni in the same man*
ner as Proposition LXXYI was demonstrated firom Ph»position LXXT.

Gob. liose things that wore aboTO demonstrated in Ptop. X and JLiXpT,

of the motion ef bodies round the ooitTCS of conio seotioosytakeplaoewte
all the aitrastions are made bjr the force of ^hmrieal bodies of the eoadi-

tion above dflsflKibed, and the altiaefeod bodies are spheres of the same kind.

SCHOLIUM.
i bare now explained the two principal cases of attractions ; to wit»

when the centripetal forces decrease in a duplicate ratio of the distances,

or iucrcaiic in a aimple ratio of the distances, causing the bodies in .b^th

15
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eases to reTolve in conic sections, and composing splinrical bodies whm
centripetal forces obwrve the same law of increase or decrease in the reo»

from the centre as the forces of the particles themsdres do ; which is Tery

remarkable It wonld be tedions to ran over the other casea^ whose cea-

diiAons are less elegant and important^so particnlarlj as I haye deae

these, I choose rather to comprehend and determine them all bj one gen-

eral method us follows.

LEMMA XXIX.

if about i/ie centre S there be described any circle as AEB, and about the

centre P there be also described two circles EP, ef^ cuttitig the firstm
E and and the line FSmFandf; and there be let fall to PS the

perpendictdars ED, ed ; / say^ that if the distance of the ares EF, ef

be supposed to be vnfiniidy diminishedy the last ratio of the eimnseent

line Dd to the evanescent line Ff is the same as that of the line PE to

the line PS.

For if the line Pe cut the arc EF in q; and the right line Ee^ wbidi

coincides with the evanescent arc E^, be produced, and raeet the right line

PS in T ;
and there be let fall from S to PE the perpendicular 8G : then,

because of the like triangles DTE, dTe, DES, it will be as Vd to Ee so

DT to TE, or DE to ES
; and because the triangles, Eeq, ESC (by Lem.

Vni, and Cor. 3, Lem. VII) are similar, it will be as Ee to eq or F/so ES

to SG
;
and, ex rrqun, as Dr/ to Fy so DE to SG ; that is (becansc of the

similar triangles PDE, PGS)^ SO is PE to PS.

PROPOSITION LXXIX. THEOREM XXXIX.
Stt^ppose a superficies as EFfe to have its breadth infinitely dtminishei,

and to bejust vanishing ; and that the same superficies by its revobh

tion rmtful the axis PS describes a sphtsriced coneavo-convev solid, to

the severed egttal particles of v>hiiek there tend equal centripetalforces

;

I say, that theforce with which that solid attracts a corpuscle situate

in'9isina ratio compounded of the ratio ofthe solid DE' x Ff and

the ratio of theforce wUh which the given particle m the place Ft

itxnild attract the same corpttsde.

For if we consider, first, the force of the ephserical superficies FE which
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is generated by ihe reTolution of the arc FE,

and 10 mt any wher^ as in r, by the linecf^

the annular part of the superficies jcjenerated

by the rcv< ilutioii of the arc rE will be us the

lineola Dt/, tlie radiuis of the sphere PE re-^j

xnaininff the same: as Archimedes has de-

monstrated in his Book of the Sphere and

Cylinder. And the force of this super-

ficies exerted in the direction of the lines PE
or Pr situate all round in the conical superficies, will be as this annular

aaperficies itself: tliat is as the lineola Dc/, or, which is the same, as the

rectangle under the ^ven radius PE of the sphere and the lineola Dd ; but

that force, exerted in the direction of the line PS tending to the centre S,

will be leea in the ratio PD to Ptl, and therefore will be as PD X DifL

Suppose now the line DF to be divided into innumerable litUe equal pai^

tidee^ eioh of which oall D<^ and then the snperficies FE will be dividdi

into so many equal annuli, whose forces wiU be as the sum of all ihe m>
tangles PD X pd, that is, as iPF*—iPD% and therefore as DS*.
Let now the superficies FE be drawn into the altitude Ff; and the fom
of the solid EFfe exerted upon the corpuscle P will be as DE* x Ff;
that is, if the force be given which any given particle as Ff exerts upon

the corpuscle P at the distance PF. Hut if that force be not given, the

force of the solid EFye will bo aa the solid DE* X Ff and that force not

giyeo, conjunctly. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION LXXX. THEOREM XL.

If to the several equal parts of a sphere ABE described at/out the centre

S there tend equal centripetal forces ; andfrom tlw several points D
in the axis of the sphere AB ifi irhich a corpuscle, as V, is placed.^

there be erected the ju rpendiculars DE jneetln^ the sphere in E, and

if in those perpendiculars the lengths D^ii be taken as the quantity

DE" X PS
=1= , and as theforce which a particle of the sphere sitnaie in

lAs aan» exetts at the distance PE upon the eorpusele P eom^unetly $ M

toff thai ihe whaleforce with which the earpuade P is attracted ts-

wards the sphere is as the area ANB» comprehended under the axis of

ihe sphere AB, and ihe curve line ANB, the locus of the point N.

For supposing the construction in the last Lemma and Theorem to

stand, GonoeiTC the axis of the sphere AB to be divided into innumerable

equal particles Drf, and the whole sphere to be divided into so many sphe-

rical concavo-convex laminaa EF/e; and erect the perpendicular dn. By
the last Theorem, the force with which the lamiuLC EF/e attracts the cor-

puscle P is as D£^ X Ff and the force of one particle exerted at the
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distance PE or PP, oonjiroctly.

Bnt (by the last Lemma) Dd is

F/ as PE to PS, and therefore Ff

\ uoqnalto—pg^—jaadDE'X

F/is equal to Dif X pj.:; ;

and therefore the force of the la-

D£' X PS
minaEF/e isas X PE

and the foxce of a particle exerted at the distanoe PF conjunctly ; that id^

hylhe sappontion, as DN X Dd, or as the evanescent area DN?idL

Thetefore the forces of all thelamin» eararted npon the coipnscle P are as

all the areas DNiu^, that ist, the whole force of the sphere will he as thie

whole area ANR ORD.
Cob. 1. Hence if the centripetal force tending to the several particles

DE^ X PS
lemain always the same at all distances^ and DN he made as -— »

the whole force with which the corpuscle is attracted by the sphere is

the area ANB.
Cob. 2. If the centripetal force of the partides be reciprocally as the

DE* X PS
distance of the corpuscle attracted hy it, and DN be made as

,

the force with which the Gorpnsde P. is attnM^ by the whole sphere will

he as the area ANB.
Gor. 3. If the centripetal force of the partides he redprocaUy as tfce

eahe of the distance of the oorpnsde attracted hy it» and DN he made as

l^E' X PS—pg^

—

f
the force with which the corpuscle is attracted by the whole

sphere will be as the area ANB.
Cor. 4. And universally if the centripetal force tending to the several

particles of the sphere be supposed to be reciprocally as the quantity Y

;

DE" X PS
and DN bemadeas—p^—y- ; the force with which a oorposole is ai>

tzaoted by the whole sphere will be as the area ANB.

PROPOSITION LXXXL P&OBLEM XIX
TTbs tkingM nmakimff as above, it if reqmnd to moaoitPt iho arm
ANB.
From the point P let there be drawn the right line PH isacfaiiig ikt

sphere In H ; and to the aacis PAB, letting fall the perpendicular HI,

bisect PI in L ; and (by Prop. XII, Book II, Elem.) PE' is equal to
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PS« + SE» + 2PSD. But because

the triano^lca SPH, SHI are alike,

SE' or Sir^ is e(}iial to the rectan-

gle PSI. Therefore VE^ is equal

to the rectangle contained under PS m
and PS + 81 + 2SD j that is, under

PS and 2LS + 2SD
; that is, under

PS and 2LD. Moreover D£< is

equal to SE> — S0% w SE*^
LS« +2SLD^LD*, that ^ 2SLD— LD* — ALR For LS« —
8E' or LS*— SA' (by Prop. Book II, Elem.) is equal to the Fectaa>

gle ALB. Hierefbro if instead ofBE* we write2SLD— LD*— ALB,
DE' X PS

the quantity
^ y -i which (by Cor. 4 of the foregoing Prop.) is as

the length of the ordinate will now resolve itself into three parts

2SLD X 1^ LP' X PS ALBxPS
~>E^rv= PElTV PE X »

^^"^^^ of V wewnte

the inverse ratio of the centripetal force, and instead of PE the mean pro-

portional between PS and 2LD, those three parts will become ordinates to

so many conre lines, whose areas are disooTered by the oommon methodsL

a.£.D.

EzAMPLB 1. If the centripetal force tending to the several particles of

the sphere be reciprocally as the distance ; instead of V write PE the dia»

tance, then 2PS X LD for PE> ; and DN will become as SL— i LD—

gj^. Suppose DN equal to its double 2SL— LD— "^^^

the given part of the ordinate drawn into the length AB will describe tibe

leotangnlar area 2SL x AB; and the indefinite part LD, drawn perpen-

Micnlarly into the same length with a continued motion, in such sort as In

its motion one way or another it may either by increasing or decreasing re-

LB' — LA*
main always equal U» the length LD, will dessribe tiie area ^—

,

that is, the area SL X AB ; which taken from the former area 2SL X
ALB

AB, leaves the area SL X AB. But the third part -^r-, drawn alter ike

same mannerwith a continued motion perpendicularly into the same lengti^

will describe the area of an hyperbola^ which subducted ^

from the area SL X AB will leaveANB the area sought

Whence arises this construction of the Problem. At
the points, L, A, B, erect the perpendiculars LI, Aa, B6;

making Aa equal to LB, and Bb equal to LA. Making

U and LB asymptotes, describe through the points a, b,jl^^-^
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the hyperbolic curve ah. And the chord ha being drawn, will inclose the

area aba equal to the area sought ANB.
Example 2. If the centripetal force tending to the scYcral particles of

the sphere be recipxocallj as the oube of the distance, or (which is the same

PE»
thing) as that cube applied to any given plane

\
write^j^ for V, and

2PS X LD for PE« ; and DN will become as
^

—

—

ALB X AS*
2PS X LD* ^ (because PS» AS^ SI are oontiiiiiaUj proportional), as

LSI „ ALB X SI

LD 2LD»
LSI

If we draw thaa tiraw three parts into the

length AB, the tot will generate the area of an hyperbola ; the sec-

. . . T , T :.
ALB X SI

,
ALB X SI

ond ^SI the area ^AB X fel
j
the third—gj]gi— '^^^^^

ZLk
ALB X SI—

—

, that iS| ^AB X SL From the first subduct the sum of the

Moond and third, and there will remain ANB, the area sought Whence

arises this construction of the problem. At the points I^, A, S. B, enct

if « the perpendionlarsU Aa S», B6, of which suppose 89

equal to SI ; and through the point s, to the asymptote

LB, describe the hyperbola ash meeting the

perpendiculars Aa, Bh, in a and 6 ;
aiul tlie rectangle

-? 2ASI, subducted from the hyberbolic area AasbBf will

LAIS B leave ANB the area sought.

Example 3. If the centripetal force tending to the several particles of

the spheres decreiise in a quadruplicate ratio of the distance from the par-

PP4
tides; write ^^-i^- for V, then ^/ 2PS + LD for PE, andDN will heoome

SV X SL I SI» SI« X ALB 1

^ V2SI ^ v^LD» "2^281 ^ ^LD *~
2 v^2SI ^ ^LD»'

These three parts drawn into the length ABypodnoe so many areas, Tis.

2SI« X SL .

into
1

^/ LA V LB '

Sl=

~72SI
V LB — ^ LA; and

bS1« X ALB.
into

3^2SI — vLA» ^LB»-
And these after due reduction eome

881« X SL ^
, SP, and SI« +forth
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And these by subducting the last from the first, become "g^j-

Tlierefore the entura force wiih whioh the ooiposole P is attracted towards

SI 9

the centre of the sphere is ^'^9 that is, reciprocally as PS^ X PL

Q.EX
By the same method one may determine the attraction of a oorposde

dtuate within the sphere^ but more expeditionsly by the following Theorem.

PROPOSITION LXXXn. THEOREM XLL
In a sphere described about the centre S loith tlie interval SA, if there be

taken SI, SA, SF continually proportional ; I say^ that the attraction

oj a corpuscle within the sphere in any place I is to its attraction without

the spliere in the place V in a ratio componnded of the snbdvplicate

ratio of IS, PS, tlw distances froni the centre, and the suhduplicate

ratio of the centripetalforces tending to the centre in thoee pUnoee P
and 1. ^
As if the centripetal forces of the

particles of the sphere be reciprocally

as the distances of the corpnsde at-

tracted by them ; the force with which

the corpnsde atoate in I is attracted P
by the entire sphere will be to the

force with which it is attracted in P
in a ratio compomided of the suhdu-

plicate ratio of the distance SI to the distance SP, and the subduplicate

ratio of the centripetal force in the place I arising from any particle in the

centre to the centripetal force in the place P arising from the same particle in

the centre ; that La, ii) the subdnplic^te ratio of the distances SI, SP to each

other reciprocally. These two subduplicate ratios conii)oso the ratio of

e<juality, and therefore the attractions in I uihI P produced by the whole

^here are equal, liy the like calculation, if the forces of the particles of

the sphere are reciprocally in a duplicate ratio of the distances, it will be

fonnd that the attraction in I is to the attraction in P as the distance SP
to the semi-diameter SA of the sphere. If those forces are reciprocally in

a triplicate ratio of the distanceSi the attractions in I and P will be to each

other as SP' to SA« ; ifin a qnadrnplioate ratio, as SP' to SA>. There-

fore since the attraction in P was foimd in this last case to be reciprocally

M PS> X PI, the attraction in I will be remprocally asSA* X PI, that ia^

becanse SA* is given reciprocally as PL And the progression is the same

m tft/Smhiffk The demonstration of this Theorem is as follows

:

The things remaining as above constmcted^and acorpnscle being in any
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DE» X PS
Tteefixre ifplace P, the ordinate DN was found to be M —

BS be dnwn, that ordinate for any other place of the oorpned^ ae I, will

D£«' X IS

become {mtUcdis mutandis) as
jg ^ y . Suppose the centripetal forcei

flowing from any point of the apber^ as £; to be to each other at the dia-

tances IE and PB as PB" to IE" (where the number n denotn the index

DE* X PS
of the powers of PE and IE), and those ordmates will become as ^ pjg»

— whose ratio to each other is as PS X IE x I&toIS X
IE X IE"

PE X PE". Because ST. SE, SP are in continued projiortion, the tri-

angles SPE, SEl are alike : and thence IE is to PE IS t^ SE or SA,

For tiie ratio of IE to PE write the ratio of IS to SA ;
and the ratio of

As ordinates becomes that of PS X IE" to SA X PE". Hnt the ratio of

to SA is sabduplicate of that of the distances PS, SI ; and the ratio of

'JET to PE" (beoanse IE is to PE as IS to SA) is subduplicate of that of

the foiees at the distances PS, IS. Therefore the ordinate^ and conae-

qvently the areas which the ordinates describe, and the attractions propop>

taonal to than» are in a ratio oompoimded of those sabdnplieafte rmtioOr

aE.D.

PROPOSITION LXXXUI. PROBLEM XUL
To find tfieforce wUh which a corpusdeplaeBd in ihteeiiin of a sphen

is cUiracted towards nnp segment ef thai sphere whatsoeeer.

Let P be a body in the eentre of that sphere and

RBSI) a segment thereof contained nnder the plane

RDS,and thcspha^rical superficies RBS. Let DB becut

in F by a sphaerical superficies EFG de^ribcd from the

centre 1\ and let the segment be divided into the parts

.BBREKCiS, FEDG. Let us suppose that segment to

be not a purely mathematical but a physical superficies,

havin? some, but a perfectly inconsiderable thickness.

Let that thickness be called O, and (by what Archi-

medes has demonstrated) that snperficics will be as

PF X DP X O. Let US suppose besides the attrao*

Ute fiffoes ot-ihs pwtieles of the sphere to be reciprocally as that power of

II» distaaeefl^ of whieb n is iildeat; and the force with which the superfieies

DE' X O
EFG attracts the body P will be (by Prop. LXXIXJ as — —, that

2nF X O DP» X O
PFo^ «

— ,pp*
•]%as Let the papendioolar FN drawn into
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O be proportional to this quantity ; and the curvilinear area BDI, which

the ordinate FN, drawn through the length Dli with a continued motion

will describe, will be as the whole force with which the whole segment

aitraota the bod/ P. (^L

PROPOSl ri()\ LXXXIV. PROBLEM XLIIL

Tofind theforce with which a corpuscle^ placed without the centre of a
sphere in the aj:is of any segment^ is attracted by that segrnetU,

the body P placed in the axis ADB of

the segment E]{K be attracted by that se^
ment. About the centre P, witli the interval

PE, let the spharical superticies £FK be dc- ^
scribed; and let it divide the segment into

tiro parte EBEFE and EFKDE. Find the

force of the first of those parts by Prop.

LXXXI, and the Ibroe of the latter part by

Prop. LXXXIIIy and themm of the forces will be the Ibioe of the whole

•egment EBKDE. OCX

SCHOUUM.
^

The «ttraotiooe of sph»rioal bodies being now explained, it comes next

in order to treat of the laws of attraction in other bodies consisting in like

manner of attractive particles; but to treat of them particularly irf not neces-

sary to my design. It will be suilicicut to subjoin some general proposi-

tions relating to the forces of such liodies, and the motions thence arising,

because the knowledge of these will be of some little use in philosophical

in^oiries.

SECTION xia
ik$ aUraeiiveforce* of bodies wkieh arenotqfa sphmicalfigtsre*

PROPOSITION LXXXV. THEORExM XLII.

](fa bedp be tMraeted bj^ amther^ and Us eUtraction be vastljf stronger

when 4i Is eaiUifUous to the attracting body than when they are sepOf

Toiedfrom one emethsr by a very email interval; the foreee of the

pariidee of the attracting body decrease, in the recess of the body at"

traetedf m neare than a duplieate ratio of the distance of the particles.

For if the forces decrease in a dnplioate ratio of the distances from the

particles, the attraction towardb a sphaerical body being (by Prop. LXXIY)
reciprocally as the square of the distance of the attracted body from the

centre of the sphere, will not be sensibly increased by the contact, and it
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will be still less increased by it, if the attraction, in the recess of the body

attracted, decreases in a still less proportion. The proposition, therefore,

is evident concernint^ attractive spheres. And the case is the same of con-

cave splKi'l iciil orbs attracting external bodies. And miuh more does it

appear in orl« tliat attract bodies placed within them, because there the

attractions diffused through the cavities of those oiha are (by Prop. UQQ
destroyed by contrary attractions, and therefore have no effect even in tbe *

place of contact Now if from these spheres and sphicrical orbs we take

away any parts remote from the place of contact, and add new parts any

where at pleasore^ we may change the figures of the attractive bodies at

pleasure ; but the parts added or taken away, being remote from the plaoe

of contact, will cause no remarkable excess of the attraction arising from

the contact of the two bodies. Therefore the propcdtion hoIdB good in

bodies of all figures. Q.E.D.

* PROPOSITION hXXXVh THEOREM XUU.
theforces of thepartidee ef which an attraetwe body is composed cfe-

the recess of the aitraetive body, in a ttydieate or more tkem

a triplicate ratio of the distancefrom the particles, the attraction viU
be vastly stronger in the point of contact thanwhen the attracting and
attracted bodies are separated from each ot/ier, though by never so

small an intei'val.

For that the attraction is infinitely increased when the attracted corpua-

cle comes to touch an attracting sphere of this kind, appears, by the solu-

tion of Problem XLI, exhibited in the second and third Examples. The
BH'nc will also appear {by comparing those Examples and Theorem XLI
together) of attractions of bodier^ made towards concavo-convex orlts, whether

the attracted bodies be pTaced without the orbs, or in the cavities within

them. And by adding to or taking from those spheres and orbs any at-

tractive matter any where without the place of contacti so that the attrac-

tive bodies may receive any assigned figure^ the Proposition will hold good

of all bodies universally. QJLD.

PROPOSITION LXiXVlI. THEOREM XUV.
iftwo bodies similar to each other, and consisting of matter equally

iraethpe, aUraet separately two corpusclesproportional to those bedies,

and trt a like situation to them, the aceetmOiee attradione of the eerw

pusrles towards the entire bodies wUl be as the aeeeterative attradkme

of the corpuscles towards particles ef the bodies proporiienal to the

wholes, emd alike situated in them*

For if the bodies are divided into partidcs proportioDal to the wholes,

and alike situated in them, it will be^ as the attraction towards any parti-

cle of one of the bodies to the attraction towards theowrespondentp&rticlc
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in the other body, so are the attractions towards the several particles of the

first body, to the attractiona towards the several correspondent particles of

the other body
;
and, by composition, so is the attraction towards the first

whole body to the attraction towards the second whole body.

Cob. 1 • Therefore if, as ^e distances of thecorpusdes attracted inorease^

the attractiye foro» of the particles decrease in the ratio of any power

of the distances, the aooeleratiTe attractions towards the whole bodies will

be as the bodies directly, and those powers of the distances inveisely. As

if the forces of the particles decrease in a duplicate ratio of the distances

firom the corpusdes attracted, and the bodies are as A' and B*, and there-

fore both the cubic sides of (he bodies, and the distance of the aittracted

corpuscles from the bodies, are as A and B ;
the acoderatiTC attractions

A'
towards the bodies will be asj^ and that is^ as A and B the cubio

sides of those bodies. If the ft^rccs of the particles decrease in a triplicate

ratio of the distances from the attracted corpuscles, the acceleratiTe attrao-

A' B'
tions towards the whole bodies will be as ^ and that is, ec^ual. Ifthe

forces decrease in a quadruplicate ratio, the attractions towards the bodies

A ' B

'

will be as^ and g^, that is, reciprocally as the cubic sides A and B.

And BO in other eases.

Con. 2. Hence, on the other hand, from the forces with whidi likebodies

Attract corpusdes nmilarly situated, may be collected the ratio of the de-

crease of the attractive forces of the p u tules as the attracted corpuscle

leccderi fiuiii them : if so be that dccrciuie i;i directly or inversely in any

ratio of the distances.*

PROPOSITION LXXXVUL THEOREM XLV.

If the attractive force.'i nf the equdl particles of any body be as the dis-

tanee of the placesfrom the particles, the force of the whole body loiU

tend to Us centre of gravity g and toiU be the same with the force of

a globe, consisting of similar and equal matter, and having iis centre

in the csntre of gravity.

Let the partides A, B, of the bodyRSTV at-

tract any corpusde Z with forces which, suppos-^

ing the [tartidcs to be equal lietween themsdyee^

are as the distances AZ, BZ; but, if they are

supposed unequal, arc as those particles and

their distances AZ, BZ, conjunctly, or (if I may

so speuk) jis those particles drawn into their dis-

tances AZ, BZ respectively. And let those forces be expressed by the

•v.;..
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oonients under A X AZ, and B X BZ. Join AB, and let it Ic cut in O,
BO that AG may be to BG ils the particle B to the particle A : and G
will be the common centre of gravity of the particles A and B. The force

A X AZ will (by Cor. 2, of the Laws) be resolved into the forces A X GZ
and A X AG; and the force B X BZ into the forces B X GZ and B X
BG. Now the forces A X AG and li X BG, because A is proportional to

B, and BG to AG, are eijual, and therefore having contrary directions de-

stroy one another. Tliere remain then the forces A X GZ and B X GZ.

Theae tend from Z towards ilM oeatro and oompose the foroe A + B
X GZ ; that iB, the same force as if the attractive partteles A and B were

placed in their common centre of gravity G, composing there a little globe.

By the same reasoning, if there be added a third partide O, and the

force of it be compounded with the force A -f B X GZ tending to the cen-

tre G, the force thence arising will tend to the common centre of gravity

of that globe in G and of the particle C
; that is, to the common centre of

gravity of the three partiek-s A, B, C ; and will be the same as if that

globe and the particle C were placed in that common centre composing a

greater globe tlure; and so we may go on in wJinUunu Therefore

the whole force of all the particles of any body whatever RSTV is the

same as if that body, without removing its centre of gravity, were to put

on the form of a globe. Q.B.D.

Cob. Hence the motion of the attracted body Z will be the same ae if

the attracting body RSTV were i^hmrical ; and there(fore if that attract-

ing body be either at rest^ or proceed nnifcnrmly in a right linc^ the hodj

attracted will move in an ellipsis having its centre in the centre of gravi^

of the attracting body.

PROPOSITION LXXXIX. THEOREM XLTL

Jf there be several bodies consisting of equal pctrtides whose farces an
as the distances of the places frcmtach^ theforce compounded of aU

theforces by which am/ (orpnscle is attracted will tend to the cotnnwn

centre of s^ravity of the attracting iMniies ; and will be the same as if

those attracting bodies, preserving their common cefUre of gravity^

should unite there, and l>eformed into a globe.

This is demonstrated after the same manner as the foregoing Proposi-

tion.

Cor. Therefore the motion of the attracted body will be the same as if

the attracting bodies, preserving their common centre of gravity^ should

nnite there^ and be formed into a globe. wAnd, therefore, if the common
centre of gravity of the attracting bodies be either at rest, or proceed uni-

formly in a right line^ the attracted body will move in an ellipsis having

Hs centre in the common centre of gravity of the attracting bodie&
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PROPOSiTiON XO. PROBLEM XLIY.

If io the several points of any circle there tend equal centripetal foreea,

increasing or decreasing^ in any ratio of the dietances; it is rujuired

tofind the force with which a corpuscle is attracted, that is, situate

atnj where in a right line which stands at right angles to t/ie plane

of the circle at its centre.

Suppose a circle to be described about the cen-

tre A with any interval AD in a plane to which

the right line AP is perpendicular ; and let it be

retjuired to find the force with which a corpuscle

P is attracted towards the same. Prom any point

E of the circle, to the attracted corpuscle P, let

there be drawn the right line PE. In the right

line PA take PF etjual to PE, and make a per-

pendicular FK, erected at F, to be as the force

with which the point E attracts the corpuscle P.

And let the ennre line IKL be the loons of the point K. Let that curve

meet the plane of the dide in L. In PA take PH eqnal to PD, and erect

the perpendicular HI meeting that curve in I ; and tiie attraction of the

eorpnsde P towards the drele will be ae the am AHIL drawn into th«

altitude AP. Q.EX
For let there be taken in AE a yeiy small line Ee. Join Pe, and in PE^

PA take PC, Vf equal to Pe. And because the forc^ with which any

point E of the annnlns described about the centre A with the interval AE
in the aforesaid plane attracts to itself the body P; is supposed to be as

FK; aud, therefore, the force with which that point attracts the body P
AP X FK

towards A is as— — ; and the force with which the whole annulns

AP X FK '

attracts tiie body P towards A is as the aanulus and pp-— conjunct-

ly ; and that annulns also is as the rectangle under the radius AE and the

breadth Ee, and this rectangle (because PE and AE, Ee and CE are pro-

portional) is equal to the rectangle PE X CE or PE X F/; the force

with which that annulns attracts the body P towards A will be as P£ X
AP X FK

Ff and pg— conjunctly j that isj as the content under Ff X FK X

AP, or as the area FK^ drawn into AP. And therefore the sun of liie

forces with which all the annuli, in the drde described about tiie centreA
with the interval AD, attract the body P towards A« is as the whole area

AHIKL drawn into AP. Q.RD.
CoA. L Hence if the feiocs of the points decniie in the duplicato latio
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of the distancefly that is, if FK be as pp^» therefore the area AliiKL

as —^ ; the attraction of the oorpnade P towards the circle will

beasl— ^;iJi»ti8,aB^

Cob. 2. And univeraaily if the forces of the points at the distances D be

reciprocally as any power D° of the distances; that is, if FK be as ^
and therefore the area AliiKL as pjj^^ i

—
i ; the attraction

1 PA
of the corpuscle P towards the circle will be as —j— j,

Con. 3. And if the diameter of the circle be increased in wfimtum, and

the number n be «^eater than unity ; the attraction of the corpuscle P to-

war(k tlio whole miiuite plane will be reciprocally as PA"— because the

other tenn p^J^^ vanishes.

PROPOSITION XCL PROBLEM XLV.

Tofind the attraction of a corpuscle situate in the axis of a round solids

to whose several points there tend equal centripetal forces decreasing

fh any ratio of the distances wlmtsoeoer.

Let the corpuscle P, situate in the axis AB
of the solid DEOG, be attracted towards that

solid. Let the solid be cut by any cirde as

RFS^ perpendicQlar to the axis; and in its

semi-diameter FS, in any planePALKB pass-

ing through the axis, let there be taken (by

Prop. XC) the lengthFK proportienai to the

force with whidi the corpuscle P is attraetod

towards that cirole. Let the locus of the point

K be the curve line LKI, meeting; the planes of the outermost circles AL
and BI in L and I ; and the attraction of the curpu^le P towards the

solid will be as the area LABI. Q.E.I.

Cor. \. Hence if the solid be a cylinder described by the parallelop-am

ADEB revolved about the axis AB, and the centripetal force.^ tending to

the several points be reciprocally as the squares of (lie di>tauces from the

points; the attraction of the corpuscle P towards this cylinder will Was

AB— PE + PD. For the ordinate FK (by Cor. 1, Prop. XC) will be

PF
as 1 — pg. The part 1 of this quantity, drawn into the length AB,d^
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scribcB the area 1 X AB ; and the other part

PF
pj^,

drawn into the length PB describes the

area 1 into PE — AU {im may be easily

shewn from the quadrature of the curve

LKl); and, in like manner, the same part

drawn into the length PA describes the area

1 into PD — AD| and drawn into AB, the

differenoe of PB and FA, deBoribes 1 into PE—PD, the difference of the

areas. From the first content 1 X AB take away the last content 1 into

PE — PI), and there will remain the area LABI equal to 1 into

AB — Pl*^ + PD. Therefore the foroc^ being proportional to this area,

isas AB— PE-f PD.

Cor. 2. Hence also is known the force

by which a spheroid AGBC attract^; any

body P situate eztemally in its axis AB,

Let NKRM be a conic section whose or-

dinate ER perpendicnlar to PE may be

always equal to thelength of the line PD,
continually drawn to the point D in

which that ordinate cats the spheroid.

From the rertices A, B, of the spberiod,

let there be erected to its axis AB the perpendiculars AK, BM, respectively

e([ual to AP, BP, and therefore inciting the conic section in K and M; and

y*m IvM cuttini^ offfrom it the .•segment KMRK. TiCt S be the ct.ntre <>f the

spheroid, and SC its greatest semi-diameter
; and the force witli wliich the

Spheroid attracts the body P will be to the force with which a splu re dtscri1>-

edwith thediameterABattractstheaamebodyas

—

ps« -f CS* AS*

—

AS^
is to 3pg7- And by a calculation founded on the same principles may be

found the forces of the segments of the spheroid.

Cob. ^ If the corpusde be placed within the spheroid and in its axis^

the attraction will be as its distance from the centra This may he easily

collected from the following reasoning, whether

the particlebe in the axis or in any other given

diameter. Let ACK)F be an attracting sphe-

roid, S its centre, and P the body attracted.

Throngh the body P let there be drawn the

semi-diameter SPA, and two rii^lit lines DE,

FCi meetinf? the spheroid in D and E, P and

G
i
and let PCM, HLN be the superEcies of
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tiro interior BpHeroids similar and ooncentrkal to the exterior, the first of
which passes through the hody P, and cuts the right lines DE, FG in B
and C ; and the latter eats the same right lines in H and ^ K and L.
Let the spheroids hare all one common axis, and the parts of the right

lines intercepted on both sides DP and BE, FP and CG, DH and IE, FK
and TiG, vill be mutiLally tHjual; becuu;5e the right lines DE. Pli, and HI,

are bisected in the same point, us are also the right lines FG, PC, and Kl^
Conceive now DPF, EPG to represent opposite cones described with the

infinitely small vertical angles DPF, EPG, and the lines DII, EI to be

infinitely small also. T'hen the particles of the cones DHKF, GI^IE, cut

oil" by the spheroidical superficies, by reason of the etjuality of the lines DH
and El, will be to one another as the squares of the distances from the bodj

P, and will therefore attract that corpuscle efjually. And by a like rea-

soning if the spaces DPF, EGCB be divided into particles by the superfi-

cies of innnmerable similar spheroids concentric to the former and having

one common axis, all these particles will equally attract on both sides the

body P towards contrary pi^ts. Therefore the forces of the cone DPF,
and of the conic segment EGCB, are equal, and by their oontrarie^ de-

stroy each other. And Hhe case is the same of <he foroes of all the matter

that lies without the interior spheroid POBM TWefore the body P is

attracted by the interior spheroid POBM alon^ and therefore (by Cor. 3^

Prop. EXXII) its attraction is to the force with which the body A is at-

tracted by the whole spheroid AGOD as the distance PS to the diatajjcc

AS. Ci-kD.

PROPOSITION XCJn. PROBLEM XLVL
An attract ins^ body bein£f given, it is rpquired tofind the ratio of the de-

crease of the centripetalforces tending (o ifs several points.

The body given must be formed into a sphere, a cylinder, or some regu-

lar figure, whose law of attraction answering to any ratio of decrease may
bo found by Prop. LXXX, LXXXI, and XOL Then, by experiments,

the force of the attractions must be found at several distances, and tlie law

of attraction towards the whole, made known by that means, will give

tiie ratio of the decreaae of the forces of the sereral parts ; which was to

be found.

PROPOSITION XCUL THEOREM XLYIL

J^a solid be plane on one side, and infinitely extended on all other sides,

and consist of equal particles equally attractive, whose forces decrease,

in the recessfrom the solid, in tfie ratio of any power greater than the

square of the distances ; and a corpuscle placed towards either part of

the plane is attracted by tlie force of the whole solid ; T say, that the

attractiveforce of the whole solid, in the recessfrom its plane superfi'
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n m

a iC

dmmue in ike raiio of a power wkoBeMe it tkB dkianeB

ihiB corpusclefrom the plane, and Us index leee hy 3 than the index of
thepower of the distances.

Cass 1. LetLG/betheplanebj which

the solid is tcnninftted. Let the solid

lie on that hand of the phmo that is to-

wards I, and let it be resolved into in-_

numerable planes wHM, ?/IN, oKO, .

dtc^paralKd to And first lot the

attracted body C be placed without the

solid. Tiet there be drawn CGlll per-

pendicular to those innumerable planes,

and let the attractive forces of the points of the solid decrease in the ratio

of a power of the distances whose index is the nnmber n not less than 3.

Therefore (by Cor. 3, Prop. XC) the force with which any plane «iHM
attracts tbc }>oint C is reciprocally as CH"— In the planeiiftHM take the

length HM reciprocally proportional to CH"— and that force will be as

HM. In like manner in the several planes IGh, nIN, oKO, d&c, take the

lengths GL, IN, KO, ^c, reciprocally proportional to CG"— CI"—*,

CK"— *, dcc^ and the forces of those j^nes will he aa the lengths so takeoy

and ihflfefore the sum of the forces as the sum of the lengths, that ia, the

foroe of the whole solid as the area GLOK produced infinitely towards

OK. Bat that area (by the known methods of quadratures) is reciprocally

as CG"— and therefore the force of the whole solid id reciprocally as

CG"- aE.D.
Case 2. Let the corpuscleC be now placed on that

hand of the plane /( J L that is within the solid,

and take the distance CK equal to the distaneo

CG. And the part of the solid \,GlnKO termi-

nated by the parallel planes /(iL, oKU, will at-

tract the corpuscle C, situate in the middle, neither

one way nor another, the contrary actions of the

opposite points destroying one another by reason of

their equality. Therefore the corpuscle C is attracted by the force only

of the solid situate beyond the plane OK. But this foroe (by Case 1) is

reciprocally asCK°—'i thatis^ (because CG,CK are equal) reciprocally as

OG"-'. Q.E.D.

Gob. 1. Hence if the solid LGIN be terminated on each side by two in-

finite parallel planes LG, IN, its attractive force is known, snlxlucting

from the attractive foroe of the whole infinite solid LGKO the attractive

fimse of the more distant part NIKO infinitely prodoced towards KG.
Coil 2. If the more distant part of this solid be rejected, becanse its si-

traction compared with the attraction of the nearer part is inconsiderable^

16
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ike attractioB of that nearer part will, as the distanoe inflreaBei^ decnaaa

Bearly in the ratio of the power CO*— *.

Cob. S, And hence if any finite body, plane on one aidc^ attract a cor-

pnade situateom against the middle of that plane, and the distance between

the ooipnsde and the plane compared with the dimensions of the attracting^

body be eztremdy small ; and the attracting body consist of homogeneous

particles, whose attractive forces decrease in the ratio of any power of the

distances greater than the quadruplicate; the attrucuvc furcc of the whole

body will decrease very nearly in the ratio of a power whose side is that

very small distance, and the index le^!s by 3 than the index of the former

power. This assertion does not hold good, however, of a body consisting

of particles whose attractive forces decrease in the ratio of the triplicate

power of the distances : because, in that case, the attraction of the f tm- ter

part of the infinite body in the second Corollary is always infinitely greater

than the attraction of the nearer part

SCHOUUM.

If a body is attracted perpendicularly towards a given plane, and from

the law of attraction given, the motion of the body be required ; the Pro-

blem will be solved by seekins: (by Prop. XXXIX) the motion of the body

descending in a right line towards that plane, and (by Cor. 2, of the Laws)

compoundinp^ that motion with an uniform motion performed in the direc-

tion of lines parallel to that plane. And, on the contrary, if there l>e re-

quired the law of the attraction tending: towards the plane in perpendicu-

lar directions, by which the body may be caused to move in any given

curve line, the Problem will be solved by working after the manner of the

third Problem.

Bat the operations may be contracted by resolving the ordinates into

converging series. As if to a base A the length B be ordinat^ly ap-

plied in any given angles and that length be as any power of the base

; and there be sought the force with which a body, either attracted to-

wards the base or driven from it in the direction of that ordinate, may be

caused to move in the curve line which that ordinate always describes with

its Kupcrior extremity ; 1 suppose the base to be increased by a very small
ini

1^

part O, and I resolve the ordinate A + 0\n into an infinite series A-^ +

— OA H 2nn
— ^^-^ suppose the force propor-

tional to the term of this series in which O is of two dimensions, that w,

to the tem —— OOA ^^r*. Therefore the force sought is
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ffnifl<— ffUl ni - :n .... , , . 7/1111 ^fWfl m— 2a— A —
, or, wluoh is tao same tmxur, as B ~ir"»

Aa if the ordinate describe a parabola, in bdng = 2, and n = 1, the force

will be as tlic given quantity 2B^, and therefore is i^ivcn. Therefore with

a given force the body will move in a parabola, as Galileo lias demon-

strated. If the ordinate describe an hyperbola, m being = 0 — 1, and n
= 1 , the force will be as 2A ' or 2B ' ; and therefore a force which is as the

cube of the ordinate will c:ui.-'c the body to move in an hyperbola. But

leaving this kind of propositions, I .^Imll go on to some others relating to

motion which 1 have not yet touched upon.

SECTION XiV.

Cffthe moiion of very small bodies when agitaied by eeniripeialfmtm
tending to the severalparts of any very great body,

PROPOSITION XCIV. THEOREM XLVUI.

two similar mediums be separatedfrom each other by a space termi'

noted on both sides by parallel planes, and a body tn its passage

through that space be attracted or impelled perpendkularly towards

either of those mediums, and not agitated or hindered by any other

force f and the attraction be every where the same at equal distances

from either plane, taken towards the same hand of the plane; I say,

thai the sine of incidence upon either plane will be to thesinc of emer-

gencefrom the other plane in a given ratio.

Case I. Let Aa and B6 be two parallel planes, \«

and let the body light upon the first ]il;i[ic Aa in A_

the direction of the line Gil, and in its whole

parage througli tlie intermediate space let it be

attracted or impelled towards the medium of in-

cidence, and by tliat action let it Vtc made to de- ja

scribe a curve line ill, and let it emerge in the di-

rection of the line IK. Let there be erected IM
perpendicular to Bb the plane of emergence, and

meetisg the line of incidence GH prolonged in M, and the plane of inci-

dence Aa in II ; and let the line of emergence KI be produced and meet

UM in L. About the centre L, with the interval LI, let a circle be de-

fcribed catting both HM in P and and MI produced in N ; and, firsf^

if the attraction or impnlae be Bnpposed Tudform, the carve III (by what

ChdUeo has demonstrated) lie a pwrabohs whose property is that of a rec-
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tangle under its given latus rectum and the line IM is equal to the square

of HM ; and moreover the line HM will be bisected in L. Whence if to

MI there be let fall the perpendicular LO, MO, OR will be equal; and

adding the equal lines ON, 01, the wholes MN, IR will be equal also.

Therefore since IR is given, MN is also given, and the rectangle PsMl is

to the rectangle under the lutus rectum and IM, that is, to HM^ in a given

ratio. But the rectangle NMI is equal to the rectangle PMli, that is, to

the difference of the squares ML^, and PL* or LP ;
and HM^ hath a givea

ratio to its fourth part ML^; therefore the ratio of ML^— LP to ML^ is given,

and by conversion the ratio of LP to ML'% and its subduplicate, the ratio

of LI to ML. But in every triangle, as LMI, the sines of the angles are

proportional to the opposite sides. Therefore the ratio of the sine of the

angle of incidence LMR to the sine of the angle of emergence LLR is

given. Q,.E.D.

Case 2. Let now the body pas^ successively through several spaces ter-

minated with parallel planes AabB, UbcC, (fcc, and let it be acted on by a

force which is uniform in each of them separ-

^ ately, but different in the different spaces; and

^ by what was just demonstrated, the sine of the

^ angle of incidence on the first plane Aa is to

the sine of emergence from the second plane Bb

in a given ratio ; and this sine of incidence upon the second plane B^ will

be to the sine of emergence from the third plane Cc in a given ratio ; and

this sine to the sine of emergence from the fourth plane l)d in a given ra-

tio; and so on i7t iiiftnitum ; and, by equality, the sine of incidence on

the first plane to the sine of emergence from the last plane in a given ratio.

Let now the intervals of the planes be diminished, and their number be in-

finitely increased, so that the action of attraction or impube, exerted accord-

ing to any assigned law, may become continual, and the ratio of the sine of

incidence on the first plane to the sine of emergence from the last plane

being all along given, will be given then also. Q.RD.

PROPOSITION XCV. THEOREM XLIX
T/ie same things being' supposed, I say, thai the velocity of the body be-

fore its incidence is to its velocity after emeri^ence as the sine of emer-

gence to t/ie sine of incidi nee,

(J
Make AH and \d equal, and erect the perpen-

>^ diculars AG, dK meeting the lines of incidence

and emergence GH, IK, in G and K. In GH

^ —^ lake TH equal to IK, and to the plane Aa let

C ^
J

fall a perpendicular Tr. And (by Cor. 2 of the

^aws of Motion) let the motion of the body be

resolved into two, one perpendicular to the planes
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Ka, Ocy &c, and another paraUd to &em. The force of attraotion or

impulse^ acting in directions perpendicular to those planee^ does not at all

alter the motion in parallel directions ; and therefore the body proceeding

with this motion will in equal times go through those equal parallel inter-

Tals that lie between the line AG and the point H, and between the point

I and the line dK\ that is, they will describe the lines GH, IK in equal

times. Hierefore the Telocity before incidence is to the Telocity after

emergence as GH to IK or TH, that is, as AH or Id to rH, that is (sup-

posing TH or IK radius), as the sine of emergence to llie sine of inci-

dence. aE.i).

PROPOSITION XCVL THEOREM L.

The same thin<^s Uiii'j^ supposed, and that the mnt'imi hvfore incideTUxis

swifter than a f'ffrirards ; J say, that if the line of incidence f)e in-

clined continuaihj, the bndij will he at last reflected^ and the angle of
rrflf xion will be equal to the anu^lc of incidence,

F or conceive the body passing between the parallel planes Am, C<^

d&c, to describe parabolic arcs as above ; ^
and let those arcs be IIP, PQ, QR, <fcc.

,^

And let the obliquity of the line of inci-
g

dence GH to the first plane Aa be snch B

that the sine of incidence maybe to the radius of the circle whose sine it is,

in the same ratio which the same sine of incidence liath to the sine of emer-

gence fircm the plane D<£ into the space DcfeE ; and because the sine of

emergence is now become eqnal to radios, the angle of emergence will be a

right onc^ and therefore the line of emergence will coincide with the plane

DcL Let the bodj come to this plane in the point R ; and becanse the

line of emergence coincides with that plane, it is manifest that the body can

proceed no farther towards the plane Ee. Bnt neither can it proceed in the

line of emergence Kd ; because it is perpetually attracted or impelled towards

the Diedium of incidence. It will return, therefore, between the planes Cc,

D«/, describing uu arc itf u parabola Q,R//, whose principal vertex (by what

Galileo has demonstrated) is in R, cutting the plane Cc in the same angle

at q, that it did before at U ; tlien going on in the parabolic arcs qp, ph,

&c., similar and equal to the former arcs UP, PH, &c., it will cut the rest

of tho ])lanc3 in the same anirles at h, tScc, as it did before in P, H, &c.,

and will emerge at last with the same obliquity at h witli which it first

impinged on that plane ;it H. Conceive now the intervals of the planes

Aa, Bb, Gcy l)d, Ee, dsc., to be iniinitely diminished^ and the number in-

finitely increased, so that the action of attraction or impulse, exerted ac-

cording to any assigned law, may become continual; and, the angle of

cmeigence remaining all along equal to the angle of incidence^ will be

cful to the same abo at last Q£.D.
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SCHOUUM.

These attractions bear a great resemblance to the reflexions and refrac-

tions of light made in a ^iveu ratio uf the secants, as v^hb discovered by

Siielliiis ; and consequently in a given ratio of the sines, as \\ as exhibited

by Des Cartes. For it is now certain from tlie phenomena of Jupiter'x

satellites, confirmed by the observations of dilTercnt astronomers, that light

is propagated in succession, and ret^uires about seven or eight minutes to

travel from tlie sun to the earth. Moreover, the ravs of lifjht that are in

our air (as lately was discovered by GrUnalduSy by the admission of light

into a dark room through a small hole, which I have also tried) in their

passage near the angles of bodies, whether transparent or opaque (such as

the circular and rectangular edges of gold, silver and brass coins, or of

knives, or broken pieces of stone or glass), are bent or inflected round those'

bodies as if they were attracted to them ; and those rays which in their

passage oome nearest to the bodies are the most inflected, as if they were

most attracted ; which -thing I mysdf have also carefully observed. And
those which pass at greater distances are less inflected ; and those at still

greater distances are a little inflected the contrary way, and form three

fringes of colours. In the figure ^ represents the edge of a knife^ or any

x^^^ . y *: ^ / / /
" " - ——

^

kind of wedge A.<fT? : and i:;nun^,fnui}f, pmfnw^ flfs-hl, are rays infleoted to-

wards the knife in the arcs owo, 7wn, mlm, Isl ; which inflection is greater

or less according to their distance from the knife. Now since this inflec-

tion of the rays is performed in the air without the knife, it follows that the

rays which fall upon the knife aroflist inflected in the air before they toudl

the knife. And the case is the same of the rays falling upon glass. The
refraction, therefore, is made not in the point of incidence^butgradually, by

a continual inflection of the rays ; which is done partly in the air before they

touch the glass, partly (if I mistake not) within the glass, after they have

entered it ; as is represented in the rays ckzc^ Hyb^ akxa^ faUing upon r,

Py and inflected between k and % and y, h and s. Therefore because

of the analogy there isbetween the propagation of the rays of light and the

motion of bodies, I thought it not amiss to add the following Propositions

for optical uses ; not at all considering the nature of the rays of liglit. or

inquiring whether they are bodies or not : but only determining the tra*

jectories of bodies which are extremely like the trajectories of the rays.
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PROPOSITION XCYIL PROBLEM XLYIL

Supposing the sine ofinadsncs upan any superficies to be inagimn ror

Hotoihe sine of emergence; and that the inJUcHm of the paths of

Uu^ bodies near that superficies is performed in a very ehmi tpaee,

which may be considered as apokUj it is required to determme suck

a superficies as may cause aU the corpuscles issuing from any em
given place to con ver^c to another s^ven places

Let A be the place from whence the cor-

puscles diverge ; B the place to which tliey TK

should converge ; CDE the curve line which '^^^^,,^
—

I
by it3 revolution round the axis A B describes A c NM"
the superficies sought

;
D, E, any two points of that curve ; and EF, EG,

perpendiculars let fall on the paths of the bodies AD, DB. Let the point

D approach to and coalesce with (he point E ; and tlie ultimate ratio of

the line DF by which AD is increased, to the line DG by whicli DB is

diminished, will be the same a? tliat of the sine of ipcidence to the sine of

o&ergenoe. Therefore the ratio of the increment of the line AD to the

decrement of the line DB is given; and therefore if in the uds AB there

be taken any where the point C through which the cunre CDE must
paas^ and CM the increment of AC he token in that given ratio to CN
the decrement of BC, and firom the centres A, B, with the intervals kVL^

BNy there he described two circles cutting each other in D ; that point D
win touch the eorresoughtODE, and, by touching it anj where at pleasnxei

will determine that ctunre, Q^I.
Obn. I. By causing the point A or B to go off sometimes in vi^is^vm^

and sometimes to move towanb other parts of the point C, will bo obtain-

ed all those figures which Cartesius has exhibited in his Optics and Geom-

etry relating to refractions. The invention of which Cartesius having

thought tit to conceal, is here laid open in this rroposition.

Cor. 2. If a body lighting on any Huperfi-

cies CD in the direction of a right line AD,
drawn according to any law, should emerge

in the direction of another ri^i^ht line DK:
and froTii the point C there be drawn curve —

^

lines CP, CQ, always perpendicular to AD, DK ; the increments of the

lines PD, Q,D, and therefore the lines themselYeB PD, QJ), generated hf
those increments, will be as the sines of incidence and emergence to each

eiQm, and ^ contra,

PROPOSITION XCVm. PROBLEM XLYUL
The same things supposed; if round the asis AB any attractive super^

ficles be described as CD, regular or irregular, through which the bo-

dies ieemngfrom the given piace A mustpass; it is required tofind
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aseamdattraeiivesuperJUneaEFfWkMmaynutk^ hodksam'
verge to a givenpUtee B.

Let a line joining AB cut

the tirst superficies in C aud

the second in E, the point D
being taken any how at pka-

Bnre. And supposing the

sine of incidence on the first

superficies to the sine of

emergence from the same, and the Bine of emergence from the second super-

ficies to the Bine of incidence on the same, to be as any given quantity M
to another given quantity N ;

then produce AB to G, so that BG may be

to CE as M— N.to N; and AD to H, so that AH may be equal to AG

;

and DF to K, so that DK may be to DH as N to liL Join KB, and about

the oentre D with the interval DH describe a circle meeting KB produced

in and draw BF parallel to DL ; and tho point F will tonoh the line

EF, wLioh, Iwing tnrned round the axis AB, will describe the saperfieiei

songht Q.EP.
For conceive the lines CP, CO, to he every where perpendieular to AD,

DF, and the lines ER, K9 to FB, FD respectively, and therefore OS to

he always equal to CE; and (by Cor. 2, Prop. XCVII) PD will he to OD
as M to N, and therefore as DL to DE, or FB to FE ; and hj division as

DL— FB or PH— PD—FB to PD orFQ—QD ; and by eomposition

as PH— FB to FQ, that is (because PH and CG, US and CE, are equal),

as (JI:i -f 1>G — Fil to CI] — FS. But (because BG is to CE as M—
N to N) it comes to pass also that CE -\- BG is to CE as M to N ; and

therefore, by division, FR is to FS as M to N ; and therefore (by Cor. 2,

Prop. XCVII) the superficies EF compels a body, falling upon it in the

direction DF, to go on in the line FK to the place B. C^JiD.

SCHOLIUM.
Tn the same manner one may ^o on to three or more superficies. But

of all fig^ures the spha?rical is tlie most proper for optical uses. If the ob-

ject glasses of telescopes ^were made of two glasses of a sphaerical figure^

containing water between them, it is not unlikely that the errors of the

refractions made in the extreme parts of the superficies of the glasses may
be accurately enough corrected by the refractions of the water. Such ob-

ject glasses are to be preferred before elliptic and hyperbolic glasses^ not only

because thqr may he formed with more ease and accuracy, hut because the

poicils of rays situate ^without the axis of ihe glass would he more aecor

lately refracted by them. But the different refrangibili^ of different rays

IS the reel obstacle that hinden optics from being made perfect by qphmri-

eal or any other figures. Unless the errors thence arising can be oomected^

•11 the Ifiibour spent in ooneeting the others is i^uite thrown awaj.
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BOOK ir.

OF THE MOTION OF BODIES.

SECTION L

Qfl/biflMliMi of hoAin thai an resisted m the ratio of the veiocUif.

PROPOSITION L THEOREM L
Ifahody iff reeistei m the ratio of ite vdocUy^ the matkn lost by ro-

sistanee is as the space gone overinitsmotioiK

For since the motion lost in OBxib. equal particle of time is as tbe velodtj,

that is, as the particle of space gone over, then, by composition, the motion

lost in the ^vhole time will be as the whole space gone over. Q.E.D.

Cor. Therefore if the body, destitute of all gravity, move by its innate

force only in free spaces, and there be given both its whole motion at the

bq^inning, and also the motion remaining after some part of the way is

gone over, there will be given also the whole space which the body can de-

scribe in an infinite time. For that space will be to the space now de-

scribed aa the whole motion at the begiiming is to the part lost of that

motion.

LEMMA L

QfuaUmes proportional to their d^jfisrenees are eontkmaUy prpporiionaL
LetAbetoA-^BasBtoB—CandCto C—D, &i,9ak,\>j oon-

wrioDy AiriUbetoBasBioGaiidCtoD,^ OJELD.

PROPOSITION n. THEOREM IL

If a body is resisted in the ratio of its rehyeittj, and rnovcs, by its vis in-

nta only^ throm^h a similar medium, and ilie times be taken equals

the veiocUies in the beginning of each of the times are ijt a geometric

cal professions and the spaeee described in each of the times are as

thr velocities.

Case 1. Let the time be divided into eqnal partides; and if at the very

Wginning of each particle we suppose the reaiataQee to act iritli one single

impolae wldcii is aa the Telooit]r,tiie deorenient of the velodtj in eaoh o<
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the particles of time will be as the same Yelocity. Therefore the yeloci-

ties are proportional to their differences, and therefore (by Lem. 1, Book
II) continually pfoportional. Therefore if out of an equal number of par>

tides there be compounded any equal portions of time, the relociiiesat the

beginning of those times will he tenns in a continued progrorion, whidi

nie taken by intenralfl, omitting every where an equal number of inienne-

diate terma. But the ratios of these terms are eomponnded of the equal

vatios of the intermediate terms equally repeated, and therefore are eqnaL

Therefore the yelocitiea, being proportional to those term% are in geomet-

rical progression. Let those equal particles of time be diminished, and

their number increased in injimium, so that the impulse of resistancemay
beoome continual; and the ydocities at the beginnings of equal times, al-

ways continnally proportional, will be also in this case oonturaally pro-

pcftionaL Q.E.D.

Case 2. And, by division, the differences of the velocities, that is, the

parU of the velocities lost in each of the tiines, are as the wholes; but the

spaces described in each of the times arc as the lost ]):irts of the velocities

(by Prop. 1, Book I), and therefore are also as the wholes. Q.E.D.

^ CoROL. Hence if to the rectangular nsvmptotcs AC, CH,
the hypcrhola BG is descrihed, and AH, 1)G be drawn per-

pendicular to the a.symptote A( \ and both the vchx-itr of

the body, and the resistance of the medium, at the very be-

ginning of the motion, be expressed by any given line AC,

andy after some time is elapsed, by the indefinite line DC ; the time may

be expressed by the area ABGD, and the space described in that time by

the line AD. For if that area^ by the motion of the point D, be nniform-

ly increased in the £ me manner as the timc^ the right line DC will de-

mass in a geometrical ratio in the same manner as the velocity ; and the

parts of the right line AC, described in equal timo^ will decrease in the

Mme ratio.

PROPOSITION HL PROBLEM L

3fb define the nwtinn of a body which, in a similar medium, ascends or

descends in a right line, and if resisfrd In tiie ratio of Us velocity, and

acted upon by an uniform force nf r^raviti/.

The body ascending, let the crravity be expound-

ed by any given rectangle BACH; and the resist-

ance of the medium, at the beginning of theascent)

by the rectangle BADE, taken on the contrary side

of the right line AB. Through the point B, with

the rectangular asymptotes AC, CH, describe aa

hypeiho]% catting the pcf^endicQlaiB D£l^ 4$^ ia
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G, aod the body aficending will in the time DQgd describe the space

EG^; in the time DGBA, the space of the whole ascent EGB ; in the

time ABKI, the space of deaoent BFE;. andinthe,time IKki the space of

descent KF/k; and the Telocities of the bodies (proportional to the re-

sistanoe of the medium) in these ^periods of time will be ABED, ABsc^ O,

ABFI, AB/i respectively ; and the greatest Telocity whidi the body c«k

acquire by descending will be BACH.
For let the rectangle BACH be resolved into in-

numerable rectangles A/.*, K/, Lm, Mw, <fcc., which

gliall be as thti increments ot" the velocities produced

in 80 many e«|ual times; then will (.), AA', A/. Am, Aw,

&c., be as the whole velocities, and therefore (by suppo-

sition) OS the resistances of the medium in the be-

ginning of each of the ei[ual times. Make AC to
AKUflST

AK, or AHHC to ABA K, as the force of gravity to the resistance in the

beginning of the second time; then from the force of n-ravity subduct the

resistances, and ABHC, KA*HC, L/HC, MwHC, dec, will be as the abso-

lute forces with which the body is acted upon in the beginning of each of

the times, and therefore (by Law I) as the increments of the velocities, that

is, as the rectangles AU, Kl, hm, Mr, dux, and therefore (by Lem. 1, Book

III in a geometrical progression. Therefore, if the right lines KA-, L/,

Mflii Nn, dec, are produced so as to meet the hyperbola in ^r, r, icc^

the areas AB^K, Kqrh, Lr»M, lis^N, will be equal, and tiiero*

lore analogous to the equal times and equal gravitatiiig forces. But the

area AB^K ^bj CoroL 3, Lem. YH and Vm, Book I) Is to the area Bhq
as to ^kq, or AC to |AK, that ii^ as the force of gravitjrto the rcdft-

ance in the middle of the first tima And by the like reasoning, the areas

^KLr, rLMs, sMNt, dux, are to the areas qklff rims, smnt, as the

gravitating forces to the resistances in the middle of the second, third, fourth

time, Mid so on. Therefore since the equal areas BAK^, qKhr, rLMs,

5M-\/, iVc., are analogous to the gravitating forces, the areas B/cq, q/clr,

rims, smut, vfcc, will be analogous to the resistances in the middle of

each of the times, that is (by supposition), to the velocities, and so to the

spaces described. Take the sums of the analogous (juan titles, and the arcad

Bkq, B/r, BmSy But, <fec., will be analogous to the whole spaces described

;

and also the areas AH7K, Ali/ L, ABa^M, AB/i\, *Scc., to the times. There-

fore the body, in descending, will in any time ABrL describe the space B/r,

and in the time Lr/N the space rlrU, Q^D. And the like demonstra-

tion holds in ascending motion.

CoROL. 1. Therefore the greatest Telocity that the body can acquire by

&lling is to the velocity acquired in any given time as the given foioe of

gravity which perpetually acts upon it to the lesistipgfmewhioh opposes

h at tiie end of that time.
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CoROL. 2. But the time being augmented in an arithmetical progression,

the sum of that greatest velocity and the velocity in the ascent, and also

their difference in the descent, decreases in a geometrical progression.

CoROL. 3. Also the differences of the spaces, which are described in equal

differences of the times, decrease in the same geometrical progression.

CoROL. 4. The space described by the body is the difference of two

spaces, whereof one is as the time taken from the beginning of the descent,

and the other as the velocity ; which [spaces] also at the beginning of the

descent are equal among themselves.

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM IL

Supposing theforce of gravity in any similar medium to be uniform^

and to tend perpendicularly to tlw plane of t/ie horizon ; to define the

motion of a projectile therein, which suffers resistance proportioned to

its velocity.

Let the projectile go from any place D in

the direction of any right line DP, and let

its velocity at the beginning of the motion

be expounded by the length DP. From the

point P let fall the perpendicular PC on the

horizontal line DC, and cut DC in A, so

that DA may be to AC as the resistance

of the medium arising from the motion up-

J

— /

" ^

D BA. ^

ity; or (which comes to the same) so that

the rectangle under DA and DP may be to

that under AC and CP as the whole resist-

ance at the beginning of the motion to the

force of gravity. With the asymptotes

DC, CP describe any hyperbola GTBS cut-

ting the perpendiculars D(J, AB in G and

B ;
complete the parallelogram DGKC, and

let its side GK cut AB in Ci, Take a line

N in the same ratio to QB as D( ' is in to CP ; and from any point R of the

right line DC erect RT perpendicular to it, meeting the hyj erbola in T,

and the right lines EH, GK, DP in I, /, and V ; in that perpendicular

/GT
take Vr equal to — , or which is the same thing, take Rr equal to

GTIE
—^j^,—

; and the projectile in the time DRTG will arrive at the point r,

describing the curve line DraF, the locus of the point r ; thence it will

come to its greatest height a in the perpendicular AB j
and afterwards
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«Tcr approtdi to the asjinptoie PC. And its Tdooiiy in any point r will

be aa tiie tangent rL to thejonrre. CtE.L
ForN is to QB as DC to OPorDRtoRYyandthereforeRY is eqnalto

jj- , and Rr (that RV— Fr, or )]B6qiialto

DR X AB~ RDGT .... ^ • • , -
. Now let the time be expounded by <ba area

RDGT and ("by T^aws, Cor. 2), distinguish the motion of the body into

two others, one of jiscent, the other lateral. And since the resistance is as

the motion, let that also be distinguished into two parts proportional and

contrary to the parts of the motion : and therefore the length described by

the lateral motion will be (by Prop. II, Book II) as the line DR, and the

height (by Prop. UI, Book II) as the area DR x AB — RDGT, that is,

aa the line Rr. Bat in the very beginung of the motion the area RDGT
10 eqnal to the rectangle DR X AQ, and therefore that line Rr (or

PRX AB—DRx AO, ... ,
^ r^o xwill then be to DR as AB — AQ. or QB to N,

that is^ as CP to DC ; and therefore as the motion upwards to the motion

lengthwise at the beginning. Since, therefore, Rr is always as the height,

and DR always as the length, and Rr is to DR at the bcpjinning as the

height to the length, it follows, that Rr is always to DR as the height to

the length ; and therefore that the body wiiil move in the line DraF, which

is the locos of the point (^^D.

^ mu ^ B . , DRxAB RDGT ^
Cob. 1. Therefore Rr is eqnal to ^

— . and therefore

DR X AB
if RT be produced to X so that RX may be ct^ual to -—

, that is,

if the parallelogram ACPY be oompleted, and DY ontting CP in Z be

drawn, and RT be prodnoed till it meets DY in X ; Xr wiU be eqnal to

RDGT—
^—, and therefore proportional to the time.

Cor. 2. Whence if innumerable lines CR, or, which is the same, innu-

merable lines ZX, be tukon in ;i gconietricai prop::rcssion, there will be as

many lines Xr in an arithmetical progression. And hence the curve DraF
is easily delineated by the table of logarithms.

Cor. 3. If a jiiirabola be constructed to the vertex D, and the diameter

DG produced downwards, and its latns rectum is to 2 DP as the whole

resistance at the beginning of the motion to the gravitating force, the ve-

lodtjr with which the body ought to go from the place D, in the direction

of the right line DP, so aa in an uniform resisting medium to describe the

evnre DraF, will be the same as that with which it ought to go from the

MM plaoe D| in the direction of the same right line DP, so as to desoribe
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p a parabola in a non-reBisting medimo. For

the kiw nctum of Uub parabola, at theTcqr

beginning of the motion, is "y^ri ' ^ ^

or—2N
—• * ^ which,

if drawn, would toooh ike hyperbolaGTS in

G, iB paralleL to DK, and therefore TV ii

—gig—^,andNu—gp

—

. Andthen-

lbi6Tri.e.lT»l to 2|lg^^J^,thnti^ DC,DY

DV* X CK X CP
and DP are proportionalB), to

2pp4 x QB
— '

WOtom

cornea out that is (because QJ3 and CK, DA and AC
Vr CK X CF

2DP* X DA
are proportional), ^ cp 1 therefore is to 2DP as DP X DA to

CP X AC ; that is, as the reoBtanoe to the gravity. Q.E.D.

1 7f

1

Cob. 4. Henoeif a body be projectedfioa

any place D with a gtren velocity, in the

direction of a right line DP given by poei-

tion, and the resistance of the medinm, at

the beginning of the motion, be t^iven, the

curve Dn/F, which that body will Jescnbe,

may be found. For the velocity being

given, the latus rectum of the parabola is

given, as is well known. And taking 2DP

to that latus rectum, as the force of gravity

to the resisting force, DP is also given.

Then cutting DC in A, so that CP X AC
may be to DP X DA in the same ratio of

the gravity to the resistance^ the point A

ia also given.

Cob. 5. And, on the contrary, if the

curre DraF be given, there will be given

boththevdodty of ihebody and the reaiaiance of the medium in each of

iheplaottir. For the ratio ofCP X AO to DP X DA being given, thflce

is given both the reaiataiioe of the medinm at the beginning of the motioa,

and the latus rectum of the parabola; and thenoe the vdooity at the be-

ginning of the motion is given aiso. Then from the length of the tangent
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rL there is given both the TeLoeitj proportioxial to it, and the itBUtaaoe

proportional to the velocity in any place r.

Cor. 6. But since the length 2DP 10 to the latus rectum of the pafft*

bola as the gravity to the resistance in D
;
and, from the velooitj angp-

mented, the resistaooe is augmented in the same ratio^ but the latu reetnm
of the parabola ie augmented in tiie duplicate of that ratio, it if plain that

(he length 2DP is augmented in that simple ratio only ; and is iherefore

always proportional to the Telooity ; nor will it be augmented or dimin-
ished bj the change of the angle CDP, unless the velocity be also changed.

Con. r. Hence appears the method of detcr^

mining the curve DraF nearly from the phe- / yp
nomena, and thence collecting the resistance and

Telomty with which the body is projected. Let

two similar and equal bodies be projected with
the ^aiiie vclucity, from the place D, in differ-

ent angles CDF, CI);? ; and let the places F,

f. where they fall upon the horizontal plane

DC, be known. Then takini:^ any length for ^
DP or Dp suppose the resistance in D to be to

the Gravity in any ratio whatsoever, and let that

ratio be expounded by any length SM. Then,
by computation, from that assumed length DP,
find the lengths DF, Df; and from the ratio

F/
found by calculation, subduct the same ratio as found by experiment;

and let the difoenoe be expounded by the perpendicular MN. Repeat the
fame a seoond and a third time, by assuming always a new ratio SM of the
resbtance to the gravity, and collecting a new difference M\. Draw the

affirmative differences on one side of the right line SM, and the negative

on the other side; and through the points N, N, N, draw a regular curve
NNN, cutting the right line SMMM in X, and SX will be the true ratio

of the resistance to the gravity, which wa.s to be found. From this ratio

the length DF is to be collected by calculation : and a lengtli, which is to

the assumed length DP aa the length DF known by experiment to the
length DF just now found, will be the true length DP. This being known,
yon will have both the curve line Dr«F which the body dcsKribcfl^ and also
the velocity and resistance of the body in each place.

SCHOLIUM. f
But, yet, that the resistance of bodies is in the ratio of Uie vdocity, is more

a mathematical hypothesis than a physical one. In medinms void of all te-

nacity, the resistances made to bodies are in the duplicate ratio of the ve-

keitiM. . For by the action of a swifter body, a greater motion in propor-

17
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tion to a greater velocity is communicated to the same quantity of tke

medium ill u Ic^s time ;
and in equal time, by re^i^ou of a greater quan-

iity of the disturbed medium, a moiiou is comuiunicated in the duphcate

ratio greater ; and the resistance (b}' Law II and III) is as the moiion

commuuicated. Let us, therefore, see what motions arise from this law of

resistance.

SECTION II.

Of the motion of bodies that are resisted iii the duplicate ratio of their

velocities.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM IIL

Jfa body is resisted in the duplicate ratio of its vdodty, and moves bj/

its itmateforce only through a similar medium ; and the times be

taken in a geometrical progression, proceeding from less to greater

terms : I say, that the vdocities at the beginning of each of the times

are in the satne geometrical progression inversely ; and that the spaces

are etjualj which are described in each of the times.

For since the resistance of the medium is proportional to the square of

the velocity, and the decrement of the velocity is proportional to thcresirt-

ancc : if the time be- divided into innumerable equal particles, the s<|u;iRS of

the velocities at the beginning of each of the times will be proportional to

the dilFerences of the same velocities. T.et those particles of time be AK,

KL, LM, taken in the right line CD; and

erect tlie perpendiculars AB, KA*, L/, M//i, iVc^

meeting tlie liyperbola BA'/wG, described with the

centre C,and the rectangular asymptotes CD, CH,

in B, A', /, w, v-Vc. ; then AB will be to KA' as CK
to CA, and, by division, AB — KA* to KA* as AK
to CA, and alternately, AB— KA' to AK as KA"

to CA ; and therefore as AB X KA* to AB X CA.

Therefore since AK and AB X CA are given, AB— Kk will be as AB

X KA; / and, lastly, when AB and KA; coincide, as AB*. And, hy the like

reasoning, KAr-L/, SJ-Mm, d&e, will he as KA:', U*, dec Therefore the

squares of the lines AB, Kk, hi, Mm, dec, are as their differences; and,

therefore, since the squares of the Tdocities were shewn abore to he as their

differences, the progression of both will he alike. Thisbeing demonstnied

it follows also that the areas described by these lines are in a like progres-

sion with tlie spaces described by these velocities. Therefore if the velo-

city at the begliming of the tirst time AK be expounded by the line AB,

AkLMT D
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and the velocity at the beginning of the second time KL by the line Kkj

and the length described in the first time by the area AKkBj all the fol«

lowing velocities will be expounded by the following lines hi, Mm^ d&c,

and the lengths^ described, by the areas K/, Lm, &c. And, by oompo*

gition, if the Avhole time be expounded by AM, the sum of its part8| the

whole length described will be esponnded by AMmB the sum of its parts.

Now oonceive the time AM to be divided into the parts AK, EL,LM, Soe^

80 ihat CA, CK, GL, CM, dte. may be in a geometrioal progression ; and

these parts will be in the same progression, and the velocities AB, Kk,

H Mm, 6cc^ will be in the same progression inversely, and the spaces de-*

scribed Ak, Kl, Lm, i^c, will be eqnaL CtE.D.

Cor. 1. Hence it appears, that if the time be expounded by any part

AD of the asymptote, and the velocity in the beginning of the time by the

ordinate AB, the velocity at thu end of the time will be expounded by the

ordinate DG ; and the whole space described by the adjacent hyperbolic

area ABGD ; and the space which any body can describe in the same time

AD, with the first velocity AB, in a non-resisting medium, by the rectan-

gle AB X AD.
Cor. 2. Hence the space described in a resisting mediiun is given, by

takin^r it to the space described with the uniform velocity AB in a non-

resisting medium, as the hyperbolio areaABGD to the rectangleAB X AD.
Cob. 3. The resistance of the medium is also given, by making it equal,

in the very banning of the motion, to an uniform centripetal foice^ which

eould generate, in a body falling through a non-resisting medium, the ve-

locity AB in the time AC. For if BT be drawn touching the hyperbola

in B, and meeting the asymptote in T, Uie right line AT will be equal to

AC, and will express the time in which the fifst resistance^ uniformly con-

tinued, may take away ihe whole velocity AB.

Cor. 4 And thence is also given ihe proportion of this reristanoe to the

finnce of gravity, or any other given centripetal force.

Cor. 5. And, vice versa, if there is given the proportion of the resist-

ance to any given centripetal force, the time AO is also given, in which a

centripetal force e<|ual to the rcsishmce may generate any velocity as AB;
and thence is given the point B, throu<j;h which the hyperbola, having CH,
CD for its asymptotes, is to be descrii)e(l ; as also tlic space ABGD, which a

body, by beginning its motion with that velocity AB, can describe in any

tune AD, in a similar resisting medium.

PROPOSITION VL THEOREM IV.

Honw^eneous and equal spherical bodies, opposed by resistances thai are

in tlw duplicate ratio of the velocities, and mmnng on by their innate

fwix orUyf tinUf in times which are reciprocally (ur the velocities at the
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beginnitt^r, (hscribe eqiial spaees, and lose j)arts oj t/itir veiocUks pro-

portional to Ute wlioUs.

To the rectangular asymptotes CD, CH de-

scribe any hyperbola B6Ee, cutting the perpen-

diculars AB, ab, Dti de in B, b, E, c; let the

initial velocities be expounded by the pcrpendicn-

lars AB| DE, and the times by the lines Ao, Dd,

Therefore as Aa is to IH so (by the hypothesis)

DE to AB, and so (from the nature of the hj-

perbola) is CA to CD ;
uid, by oompositioii, so is

Goto 0(2. Therefore the areas AB^iyDEee^ that ifl^ the spaces desnnbe^

are equal among themselTeB, and the first Ydodties AB, DE are propor-

tional to the last ab^ de ; and therefore, by diTision, proportional to tts

parts of the velocities lost, AB— a6, DE ^cCa. (tEJ).

PROPOSITION IVL THEOREM T.

Jf spherical bodies are resisted in the dupUcaie ratio tsf their veMHeif

in tiitujs which are as the first 7notioiis directly, and the first resist-

ances inversely, they wUllose parts of their jiintions proportional to the

wholes, and will descrilx) spaces proportiotial to tluose times and the

first i7elocili( s cofiJitTictly.

For the parts of the motions lost are as the resistances and times con-

junctly, llicrefore, that those parts may be proportional to tlie wholeSj

the resistance and time conjunctly ought to be as the motion. Therefore the

time will be as the motion directly and the resistance inversely. ^Miere-

fore the particles of the times being taken in that ratio, the bodies wiU

always lose parts of their motions proportional to the wholes, and there

fore wiU retain velocities always proportional to their first Telodtics.

And beottose of the given ratio of the Tdooities» they will always doHribe

spaces which are as the first Tdodties and the times oonjnnctly. QJBLD.

Cor. !• Therefore if bodies equally swift are resisted in a duplicate

tio of thdr diameters, homogeneons globes moving with any velooititt

whatsoever, by describing spaces proportional to thdr diameters, will kw
parts of their motions proportional to the wholes. For the motion of cadi

globe will be as its velocity and mass conjunctly, that is, as the velocity

and the cube of its diameter; the resistance (by supposition) will be as the

square of the diameter and the square of the velocity conjunctly; and the

time (by this proposition) is in the former ratio directly, and in the latter

inversely, that is, as the diameter directly and the velocity inversely; and

therefore the space, which is proportional to the time and vdoci^ is as

the diameter.

Cob. 2. If bodies equally swift are resisted in a sesquiplicate ratio of

their diamettw», homogeneous globes, moving with any velocities whitw-
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«?cr, hj dcBortbing spaoei tiiat are in a sesquiplieato ratio of iho diametoi^

will loBo parts of tiieir notions proportional to the wholes

Cob. 3. And nniyerBally, if equally swift bodies are resisted in &e ratio

of any power of the diameters, the spaces, in whieh homogeneous globes,

moving with any velocity whatsoever, will lose parts of their motions pro-

portional to the wholes, will be as the cnhos of the diameters applied to

that power. Let those diameters be D and E ; and if the resistances, where

the velocities are supposed equal, are as D" and E"; the spaces in which

the globes, moving witli any velocities whatsoever, will lose parts of their

motions proportional to the wholes, will be as I)' — " and E^ — And
therefore homogeneous globes, in describing spai-cs proportional to D' — "*

and E ^ — °, will retain their velocities in the same ratio to one another as

at the be<]:innins:.

Cor. 4. Now if the globes are not homogeneous, the space described by

the denser globe mnst be augmented in the ratio of the deasity. For the

motion, with an equal velocityi is greater in the ratio of the density, and

the time (by this Prop.) is atigmented in the ratio of motion directly, and

the space described in the ratio of the time.

Cob. 6. And if the globes move in different medinmSi the space, in a

medium which, oBteria paribus, resists the most, mnst be diminished in the

ratio of the greater resistance. For the time (by this Ptop.) will be di-

minished in tiie ratio of the augmented resistance and the space in the ra-

tio of the time.

LEMMA IL

TThe moment of any genitum is crpnd Id the Tnomcnts of cnch of the ^eji-

cratinc^ sides drawn into the hidires of the powers of tJiose sides, ajid

into their co-iffirients conlinnally.

T call any quantity a frpnitnni which is not made by addition or snh-

duction of divers parte, but is generated or produced in arithmetic by the

mnltiplication, division, or extraction of the root of any terms whatsoeyer;

in geometry by the invention of contents and sides, or of the extremes and

means of proportionals. Quantities of this Icin 1 are products, quotients,

roota^ rectangles, squares, cubes, square and cubic sides, and the like^

These quantities I here consider as variable andindetermined, and increas-

ing or decreasing, as it wcrc^ by a perpetual motion or flux; and I under*

stimd thdr momentaneous increments or decrements by the name of mo-

ments; so that the increments may be esteemed as added or affirmatiye

aoments; and the decrements as subducted or negative ones. But take

care not to look upon finite particles as such. Finite particles are not

moments, biit the very quantities generated by the moments. We are to

conceive them as the just nascent principles of finite macrnituJes. Nor do

we in this Lemma regard the ma^itudc of the moment^ but their first
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proportion, as nascent. It will be the same thing, if, instead of moments,

we use either the velocities of the increments and decrements (which may

also be called the motions, mutatioDB, and fluxions of quantities), or any i

finite quantities proportional to those yelocities. The co-efticient of anj
'

generating side is tl\6 quantity which arises by applying the genitmu (o

that side.

Wherefore tlie sense of the Lemma is, that if the moments of any quan-

tities A, B, C, &>c^ increasing or decreasing by a perpetual flux, or the

TeLooitieB of the matations which are propoitional to them, be called a, b,

Ae^ the moment or mutation of the generated rectangle AB will be oB

+ ; the moment of the generated content ABC will be oBO + bAC +

cABi and the moments of the generated powers A^, A^, A*, A^, A', A\

A* A— «,A— «, A— * wiU be 2aA,3aA«, 4aA>, ioA— * joA*
|

JoA— f^A — — aA— — 2aA— — \aA— ^ respectively; and,

in general, that the moment of any power A^, will be ~ «A~^, Also,

that the moment of tfie generated quantity A*B will be 2aAB + bA* ,* tlie

moment of the generated quantity A»6«C* will be 3aA*B«C' +UA*
A'

B'C' +2cA^B*C; and the moment of the generated quantity gj or

A>B^« will be3aA'B— «^26A>B*— a&dsoon. HieLemmais
thus demonstrated.

Case 1. Any rectangle, as AB, au2;mcnted by a perpetual Ilux, when, a5

yet, there wanted of the sides A and B half their moments and was

A— into B — lb, or AB — la B — ^6 A + lab ; but as soon a? the

sides A and B are augmented by the other half momenta, the r«;tangle be-

comes A + into B + or AB + \a B -f $6 A -f \ab. From this

rectangle subduct the former rectangle, and there will remain the exc^

oB bA. Therefore with the whole increments a and b of the sidcfl» the

increment aB + bA of the rectangle is generated. Q.E.D.

Case 2. Suppose AB always equal to G, and then the moment of the

content ABC or GC (by Case 1) will begrC + cG, that is (patting AB and

aB + ^Afbr Gandg'),aBa + MO+eAB. And the reasoning is the

same for contents under erer so many sides.

Case 3. Suppose the sides A^ B, and C, to be always equal among them-

sdves; and the moment aB -f 6A» of A', that is^ of the rectangle AB, I

willbe2aA; and the moment oBC + 6AC + cAB of A', that is, of the

content ABC, will be SoA*. And by the same reasoning the moment of

any power A" is naA"— Q.E.D

CaiB 4« Therefore since 4 into A is 1, ihe moment of \ drawn late
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Ay together with ^ drawn into a, viU be the moment of 1, that is, nothing;

Hicrefore the moment 9i dx of A— S is -p-. And genenUjr sinoe

^ into A" is I, the moment of ^drawn into A* together with into

naA*— ' will be nothing. And, therefore, the moment of ^ or A —^°

wiU be— OJELD.II II
Casb & And since A^ into A^ is A, the moment of A^ drawn into 2A^

Will be a {by Case 3) ;
and, therefore, the moment of will be qt—- or

^A— And, generally, putting A-^ equal to B, then A'" will be equal

to B", and therefore maA'"— ' etjual to /iZ>B"— ' , and /naA— ' equal to

nbB— 'lOrn^A— and therefore ^ aA is equal to 6, that i^eqnal

to the moment of A-i« Q.E.D.

Cabs 6. Therefore the moment of any generated quantity A'B" is the

moment of A" drawn into B", tofi^ther with the moment of B" drawn into

A^ that is. 7/i(/A"*— • B" + w6B"— ' A'"; nml that whether theiiiJicea

m and ti of the j^owers be whole numbers or fractions, affirmative or neg-

ative. And the readoning is the same for contents under more powcra

Cor. 1. Hence in quantities continually proportional, if one term is

given, the moments of the rest of the terms will be as the same terms mul-

tiplied by the number of intervals between them and tbe given term. Let

A, B, C, D, E, F, be continually proportional ; then if the termC is given,

the moments of tbe rest of the terms will be among themselyesi as*— ^A,
— B, D, 2E, 3F.

Con. 2. And if in four proportionals the two means are given, the mo-

ments of the extremes wQl be as those extremes. The same is to be nn*

dentood of the sides of anj giTen rectangle.

Gob. 3b And if the sum or difference of two squares is giren, the mo-
ments of the sides will be reciprocally as the sidesL

SCHOUUM.

IsK a letter of mine to Mr. J, Cdlinsy dated December 10, 1672, haying

desGiibed a method of tangents, which I suspected to be the same with

i^usitis's method, which at that time was not made public, I subjoined these

words: This is one particular, or rattier a Corollary
j of a^^eneral Tne"
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ikodf wMeh tximiB Uself, wiihoui any traubkaome eafeulafioyi, not mlf

to the drawing of tans^nts to any curve lines, whether geometrical or

mechanical, or any how respecting right lines or otiicr curves, but also

to the resolving other abstriiser kinds ofproblems about the crookedness,

areas
J
lengths^ centres of gravity of curves, etc. ; 7ior is it {as Hudden's

method de Maximis <fc Minimis) limited to equaiions which are freefrom

surd quantities. This metliod I have interwoven with that other of

working in equations, by reducing them to infinite series. So far that

letter. And these last words relate to a treatise I composed on that sub-

ject ia the year 167L The foondation of that general method is oonttin-

ed in the preoeding Lemma.

PROPOSITION viiL theore:\i yi.
•

jff'
a body in anuntformmedUtm, being uniformly acted upon by thefwm
of gravity, ascends or descends in a tight line ; and the whole space

described be dieiingttiahed into equal parts, and in the beginmng of

each of the parts {by adding or subducting the resisting force of the

medium to orfrom theforce of gravUy, when the body ascends orde^

scettds) you ciUect the absohOe forces ; Isay, that thoseabsolutefereet
are in a geometrical progression,

H For let the force of gravity be expounded by the

given line AC ; the force of res instance by the indefi-

nite line AK
; the absolute force in the descent of the

j
V^^|L_ body by the difference KG ; the velocity of the body

Qj^LRIA/^yt/ hy a line AP, which shall be a mean proportional be-

tween AK and AC, and therefore in a subduplicate ratio of the resistance;

the increment of the resistance made in a given particle of time by the li-

neola KL, and the contemporaneous increment of the velocity by the 11-

neola PQ, ; and with the centre C, and rectangular asymptotes CA, CH,

describe any hyperbola BNS meeting the erected perpendiculars AB, KN,

LO in B,N and O. BecauseAK is as AP', the moment KL of the one will

be as the moment 2APCI of the other, that i% as AP X KC ; for the in-

crement PQ of tlie velocity is (by Law II) proportional to the genenting

force KC. Let the ratio of KL be oompoonded with the ratio KN, and

the rectangle KL X KN^ become asA? X KC X KN ; that is (bceatoe

the rectangle KG X KN is given), as AP. But the nitimatc ratio of the

hyperbolic area tNOL to the rectangle KL X KN becomes, when ibe

points K and L coincide^ the ratio of equality. Therefore that hyperbolic

evanescent area is as AP. Therefore the whole hyperbolic area ABOL
is composed of particles KNOL which arc always proportional to the

velocity AP; and therefore is itself proportional to the space described

with that velocity. Let that area be now divided into e^ual paxts^
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as ABMI, IMNE, KNOL, (&^, and tho absolute forces AC, IC, KC, LC,
6lc^ will be in a geometrical progresgion. QJLD. And by a like rea-

soning, in the aaeent of the body, taking, on the conlraiy side of the point

the equal areas ABmi, imnk, knol, it will appear that the absolute

fivoes AC, tC, kC, IC, are eontinuallj proportionaL Therefore if all

the spaces in the asoent and descent are taken equal, all the absolute fovoes

IC, kC, iC,AC, IC, KO^LO, d&o, will be continually proportionaL QLEX).

Cob. 1. Hence if the space described be expounded by the hyperbolic

area ABNK, the force of gravity, the velocity of the body, and the resist-

anoe of the medium, may be expounded hy tli« lines AC, AP, and AK re-

spectively ; and vice versa.

Cor. 2. And the greatest velocity which the body can ever acquire in

an infinite descent will beexpouiKled hy the line AC.

Cor. 3. Therefore if the resistance of the medium answering to any

given velocity be known, the greatest velocity will be found, by taking it

to that given velocity in a ratio subduplicate of the ratio which the force

of gravity bears to that known resistance of the medium.

PROPOsrnoN ix. theorem vii.

JSiipposimz irJifit is above demonstrated, I any, thai if the tangents of the

angles of the sector of a circlef and of an hyperbola, be taken propor^

txonal to t/ie velocities, the radius being of a Jit magnitude, all the time

of the ascent to the highest place wiU be as the sector of thacirciSf and
all UiB time of descendingfrom the highest jplace as the sector ef the

hyperbola.

To the right line AC, which ex-

presses the force of gravity, let AD be z

drawn perpendicular and equal From \^
the centre D with the semi-diameter

AD describe as well the quadrant A/E \^

ef a drcle^ as the rectangular hyper-

bola AVZ, whose axis is AK, principal

vertex A, and asymptote DC. Let Dp,

DP be drawn ; and the circular sector

AH) will be as all the time of the as-

cent to the hicrhest place ; and the hy-

perk)lic sector ATI) as all the time of descent from the highest place; if

so be that the tangents Ap, AP of those sectors be as the velocities.

Case 1. Draw Dr^ cutting off the moments or least particles tDv and
qDp, described in the same timc^ of the sector AD/ and of the triangle

AD^ Since those particles (because of the common angle D) areinads-

plicate ratio of the sides^ the particle iDv will be as ^^^^^t ^ftt is
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(bmuM <D is given), as But^^D* is AD* + thftt 1% AD*

+

AD X AAr, or AD X CA*; and qDp is | AD X pq. Theraforo tDv, ik

partiele of the seetor, ia 9a &] thai is^ as the leastdecreineDt j^^of the

velocity directly, aud the force C/r whicli diminishes the velocity, inversely

;

and therefore as the particle of time answerinj^ to the decrement of the ve-

locity. And, by composition, the sum of all the particles /Dr in the sector

AD^ will be as tlie sum of the particles of time answering to each of the

lost particles pq of the dccreasdng velocity Ap, till that velocity, being di-

minished into nothing, vanishes ; that is, the whole sector ADt is as the

irhole time of ascent to the highest place. Q.E.D.

Casb 2. Draw DQV cutting off the least particles TDV and PDQ of

the sector DAV, and of the triangle DAQ ; and these particles will be to

oadi other as DT* to DP% that is (ifTX and AP are parallel), as DX'
to DA* or TX« to AP«

;
and, by division, as DX«— TX« to DA«—

AP*. But, from the nature of the hyperbola^ DX*—TX' isAD' ; and, I7

thesnppesition, AP' is AD X AE. Therefore the particles are to each

other as AD' to AD'—ADx AK; that is, as AD toAD—AK orAC

to CK : and therefore the particle TDV of the sector is ~^g-~>^
therefore (becauseAC and AD are given) as ; that is, astheincrcment

of the velocity directly, and an the force generating the increment inverse-

ly ; and therefore as the particle of tlie time answering to the increment.

And, by composition, the sum of the particles of time, in which all the par-

ticles PQ, of the velocity AP are generated, will be as the sun of the par-

ticles of the sector ATD j that is, the whole time will be as the whole

sector. Q.E.D.

CoR. 1. Hence if AB be equal to a

fourthpartof AC,the8paoewhichabodj

will describe by falling in any time will

be to the space which the body conld de

scribe^ by moving uniformly on in tbe

same time with its greatest Tdocity

AC, as the area ABNX, whidi ex-

presses the space described in falling to

the area ATD, which cxjirc^ses the

time. For since AC is to AP Al*

to AK, then (by Cor. 1, Lcm. ii. of this

Book)LK is to Pd as 2AK to Al\ that is, as 2AP to AC, and thence

LK is to ^PU as AP to ^AC or AB j and KiN is to AC or AD as AB to
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CK ; and tliorefore, «r €Bquo, LKNO to DPQ as AP to CE. But DPQ.
was to DTY as OK to AG. llierefore^ ex aquo, LKNO is to DTT as

AP to AC; that ifl^ as the Telocity of iht falling body to the greakst

docity which the body by falling can acquire; Since^ therefore^ the

moments LKNO and DTY of the areas ABNK and ATD are as the to-

lodties, all the parts of those areas generated in the same time will be as

the spaecB described in thesametime ; and therefore the whole areas ABNK
and ADT, generated from the beginning, will be as the whole spaces de-

scribed from tlie bc^aiiiiiug of the descent. (oi.K.I).

Coji. The same is true also of the space described in the ascent.

That is to savj that all that space is to the space described in the same

time, witli the uniform velocity VC, us the area ABnk is to the sector AD/.

Cor. 3. The velocity of tlie body, falliiii; in the time ATD, is to the

velocity which it would acquire in tlie same time in a non-resisting space,

as the triangle APD to the hyperbolic sector ATD. For the velocity in

ft non-resisting medium would be as the time ATD, and in a resisting me-

dium is as AP, that is, as the triangle APD. And those velocities, at the

beginning' of the descenti are equal among themselves, as well as those

areas ATD, APD.
Cob. 4. By the svne argument, the velocity in the ascent is to the ve-

locity with which the body in the same tame^ in anon-resisting spacer would

lose all its motion of ascent, as the triangle ApD to the circular sector

A/D ; or as the right line A/? to the arc A^.

Cob. 5. Therefore the'time in which » body, by falling in a resisting

medium, would acquire the velocity AP, is to the time in which it would

acquire its greatest velocity AC, by falling in a non-resisting space, as the

sector ADT to the triangle ADC : and the time ia which it would lose its

velocity Ap, by ascending in a resisting medium, is to the time in which

it would lose the same velocity by ascending in a non-resisting space;, as

the arc A/ to its tangent Ap,

Cor. 6. Hence from the given time there is given the space described in

the ascent or descent. For the greatest velocity of a body descending in

infimtum is given (by Corol. 2 and 3, Theor. YI, of this Book) ; and thence

the time is given in which a body would acquire that velocity by falling

in a non-resisting space. And taking the sector ADT or AD^ to the tri*

angle ADC in the ratio of the given time to the time just now found,

Uiere will be given both the velocity AP or Ap, and the area ABNK or

ABfiiSr, which is to the sector ADT, or ADI, as the space sought to the

space which would, in the givoi time^ be uniformly described with that

greatest velocity found just before.

Cob. 7. And by going backward, from the given space of ascent or de-

scent ABnAr or ABNK, there will be given the time ADt or ADT.
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PROPOSITION X. PROBI^M IIL

Suppoie the un^armforee of gravitff to tend direetly Id theplane of the

horixonf and the resutanee io be as the density of themedium and the

square of the vdocity conjumUy : itis proposed tofind the density oj

the medkim in each jdaeSf wkich shaU make the My mom in any
gieen curve line ; this velocity of the body and the resistance of the

medium in each place.

Let PQ, be a piano perpendicular to

the plane of the scheme itsulf : I^F HQ,

ft curve line meeting that plane in the

points P and Q; G, U, I, K four

pliees of the body goinG^ on in this

curve from F to Q ; and GB, HC, ID,

KE four parallel ordinates let fall

"31—B c Ti £ a froJtt points to the horizon, and

gtaading on the horixontal line PQ, at the points B, C, E; and lei the

diBtanoes BC| CD, DB, of the ordinates be equal among themselTea. From
the points G and H let the right lines GL, HN, be drawn tonching the

ounre in G and H» and meeting the ordinates GH, DI, produced upwards^

in L andN : and complete the parallelogram HODBL And the times in

whioh the body describes the arcs GH, HI, will be in a subduplicate ratio

of the altitudes LH, NI^ which the bodies wonld describe in those times,

by falling from the tangents; and the velocities will be as the Icngtlw de-

scribed GH, Hi directly, and the times inversely. ]..et the times be ex-

GH HI
pounded bj T and ^ and the Telodties by -ijr ^d -^; and the deeranent

GH HId the Telocity produced in the time t will be e:[poandcd by p
This decrement arises from the resistance which retards the body, and from

the gravity which accelerates it Gravity, in a falling body, which in its

fall describes the space NI, produces a velocity with which it would be able

to describe twice that space in thesame time^ as OaUleo has demonstrated

;

2X1
that is, the velocity -j- - bat if the body describes the arc HI, it augments

«

MI X NI
thataroonlybythelengthHI—HNor— therefore gcnentcs

only ^e velocity
2MI X NI

^ ^ ^|-. Let ibis velocity be added to the before-

mentioned decrement^ and we shall have the decrement of the velocity

• A 1 .V . . GH HI 2MI X NI
arinng from the zesurtaiice alone^ that is, ^ +

jjp*

Diq, ogle
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Tbfirefore mnioe, in the same time^ the fustion of gravity ge&erates^ in a fall*

. ^ , , , .
2NT

.
, , GH

ing body, the velocity — the rcsiotauce wiil be to the gravity ad 7^-—

to2NL
HI 2MI X NI 2m t X GH 2M1 X NI

T + -orfflr*^-7-^^^-T— ™ +

Now for the abscissas CB, CD,
OE, put— 0, 0, 2o. For the ordinate

CH put P ; and for MI put any aeries

Qo 4- Ro' + 80=» +, <fec. And all

the terms of the series after the first,

that is, Ro» 4- So^ -f, &c., will be

NI ; and the ordinates DI, EK, and

BGwill beP— Qo— Ro*— So^—,P ^ B c d q
&c, P—2Qo— 4Ro«—8So»—

,
«kc^ and P + Oo— Ro« + So'-^

&c., respectively. And by aqtuinng the differences of the ordinatesBG^
CH and CH— DI, and to the squares thence produced adding theflqniM

of BO and CD themselves^ yon will have 00 + QCloo—2QRo* ^
•od 00 + QQoo + 2aRo* +»^tlie8qiiu€8of thearoBGHjHI; wluiie

ORoe . QRoo
loots 0 . —, aaao v'l 4- Q.O 4. are the

arcs GH and HI. Moreover, if from the ordinate CH there be subducted

half the sum of the ordinaton BG and DI, and from the ordinate DI there

be subducted half the sum of tlie ordinates CH and EK, there will remain

R )o rind Roo -f- 3Sq^, the versc<l Rines of the :nc^ (U and HK. And these

are proportional to the lineol» LU and NI, and therefore in the duplicate

ratio of the infinitely small times T and t : and thence the ratio ^ is

^ t X GH 2MI X NI , . .

and — al-i gj

—

,
by sulistitttting

R + 3So R + |So
or-R R »

— T
t 3S0O

the valueB of ^ GH, HI, MI and NI just foimdi becomes ^
I -f And since 2NI is 2Roo, the rcsistlwcc will be now to the

3Soo
gravity as -^g- ^Xf^^ to 2Roo, that aa 3S ^1 4- to4RR.

And the velocity will be rach, that a body going off therewith from any
plaoe in the direction of the tangent HN, would dc8crib«^ in jaono, a

HN* 1 + QQ,
parabola, whose diameter is HC^ and its latus rectum or—g

—

.

And ihe reabtanoe ia as the density of ihe medium and the square of

the velocity oonjunctly ; and therefore the density of the medium is as the

resistance directly, and the square of the velocity inversely ; that is,
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^ directly and 1 inveisely : that is, as ^.. L-^r^
4RR ^ R ^ Rv/l+QU-

, CuAw 1. If the tangent UN be produced both ways, so as to meet auy

ordinate AP inT -jg will be equal to ^T^CiU, and therefore in wbi*

has gone beforemaybe put for ^/ 1 -f QU. By this means the renstanoe

will be to the gravity as 3S X HT to 4RR X AC; the velocity will be as

AC R*
^^"^^ density of the medium will be as ^ ^

Cor. 2. And bence, if the curve line PFHQ. be defined by the relation

between the base or abscissa AC and the ordinate CH, as is usual, and the

value of the ordinate be resolved into a conver^ring series, tlie Problem

will be expeditiously solved by the first terms of the series * as in the fol-

lowing examples.

Example 1. Let the line PFHQ, be a semi-eircle described upon the

diameter PQ, to find the density of the medium that shall make a projec-

tile move in that line.

Bisect the diameter PQ, in A ; and call AQ, ii ; AC, a ; CH, e ; and

CD, o; then DP or AQ,'— AD' ~nn— aa— 2ao— oo, or et— 2ao

^oo; and the root being extracted by our method, will give Dl= e—
oo 00 oaoo an* a'o'^— — -gj- , tVc Here put nii for ec + aa, and

.„ , ao 711100 amio^ ,
DI will become= C jr-r jr-: , o&c.

Such series I distinguish into suoocssive tenns after this manner: I dH
that the first term in which Ihe infinitely small quantity o is not found;

the second, in which that quantity is of one dimension only ; 'the third, in

which it arises to two dimensions; the fourth, in which it is of three; and

so ad infinitum. And the first term, which here is p, will always denote

the length of the ordinate CU, standing at the beginning of the indehuite

quantity o. The second term, which here is—^,will denote the differenoe

between CH and DN ; that is, tlic lincola MN which is cut off by com-

pleting the parallelogram UCDM ; and therefore always determines the

09
jMsition of the tangent HN

^
as, in this case, by taking MX to HM as -j-

to 0| or a to e. The third term, which here is will represent the li-

neola IN, whioh lies between the tangent and the ourre ; and therefoi^

determines the angle of oontaot IHN^ or the cumturewhich the curve lioi
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has ill H. If that lineohi IN is of a finite magnitude^ il will be expressed

by the third term, together with those that follow in if^itum, But if

that lineola he diminished in iiijini-

tutHy the terms following become in-

finitely leas than the third term, and

therefore may be neglected. The
fourth tern determines the variation

of tlie curvatore; the fifth, the varia-

tion of the variation; and so on.

Whence^ by the way, appears no oon- p" S

—

b c s 'ii
6'

temptible use of ihcee series in the solntion of problems that depend upon

tangents, and the curvature of curves.

oo ftitoo ofiiio*
Now compare the series e— — with the

series P—Qo— Roo— So> ^du^ and for P, O, R and S, put e^
e 2e-

, ajin
, „ — ^ . aa n

. , , .

and ^,and for 1 -f UQ, put 1 -| or - ; and the density of
Tot es e

the medium will come out as that is (because n is given), as - or

AC
that is, as that length of the tangent HT, which is terminated at the

gemi-diamcter AF standini^ perpendicularly on PQ : and the resistance

will be to the gravity as 3a to that is, as 3AC to the diameter PQ, of

the circle; and the velocity will be aii v/ Therefore if the body goes

from the place F, with a due velocity, in the direction of a line parallel to

PQ, and the density of the medium in each of the places H is as the length

of the tanirent HT, and the resistance also in any place H is to the force

of gravity as 3AG to PQ, that body will describe the quadrant FHQ of a
circle. Q.E.L

But if the same ixidy should go from the place P, in the direction of a

line perpendicular to PQ, and should begin to move in an arc of the semi-

circle PFQ, we must take AC or a on the contrary side of the centre A

;

and therefore its sign must be changed, and we must put— a for + a.

a
Then the density of the medium would come out as • But nature

e

does not admit of a negative density, that ifl^ % density which aocelerateB

the motion embodies ; and therefore it cannot naturally oome to pass that

a body by ascending from P should describe the quadrant PF of a circle.

To produce such an effect, a body ought to be accelerated by an impelling

medium, and not impeded by a resisting one.

Ejcamfx^ 2. Let the line PFQ be a parabola, having its axis AF per-
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pendicular to the horizon PQ, to find the density of the mediuiUi which

will make a projectile move in that line.

^ From the nature of the parabola, the rectangle PDQ,
^ ij? c'<]ual to the rectangle under the ordinate DI and some

given right line
;
that is, if that right line be called 6;

PU, a; PQ, c; OH, e; and CD, o; the lectangk a

CD "Q+ointoc—a

—

om ae— aa—2ao + 09— oo^ ii

etc— tut
equal to the rectangle b into DI, and therefore DI is e<iual to—j h

e—2a 00 c—2a— 0—y. Now the second term—j— o of this series is to be put

terms, the oo-efHcient S of the fourth term will vanish ; and therefore the

g
quantity =r==, to whibh the denmty of tiie medium ii propoi*
^ Rv'l + QQ
tionaly will be nothing. Therefore, where the medium is of no density,

the projeoiile will more in a parabola ; as ChdUeo hath heretofore demon-

strated. QJSsJL

. Example 3. Let the line AGK be an hyperbola^ having its asymptote

NX perpendioular to the horizontal plane AE, to find the density of the

medium that will make a projectile more in that line.

Let MX be the other asymptote^ mi

the ordinate DG produced in Y ; and fima

the nature of the hyperbola, the rectangle of

XV into VG will be given. There is aUo

given the ratio of DN to VX, and therefore

the rectangle of DN into VG is given. Let

that be bb : and, completing the parallelo-

gram DNXZ, let BN be called a; BD, o;

NX, c; and let the given ratio of VZ to

m
ZX or DN be Then DN will be equal

bb
to o— o, VG ei^ual to ^ ^

VZ e^oal to — X a — o, and GD or NX

„^ , mm ^ » , . ^1-VZ-YG equal to c a + - o— -— Let the term -—

1

• ft ft <i— o 0

. . bb bb hb m'^
fOoWed mto the oonToging series~ + ~ ^ + ^ + dbo, and

aa a- a'

. _ m bb 9n bb hb bb
GD will become equal to 0 a— — H— o o— — -o*

* n a n aa a^ a*
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f?i bb
&C. The second tenn — o o of tliis series is to be used for Qjo ; the

n aa

third^ o', with its sign changed for Ro" ; and the fourth^ o*, with its

, , , - « , , . . ^ m bb bb .bb
Sim chanored also for So', and their coefficients ,

— and — are to

be put for Q,, R, and S in the former rule. Which being done, the den-

hb

a*

sity of the medium will come out as
bb ^ ^ mm— ^ 1+

7in

2mhb 6*
1 r or

naa a*

v/ mm
aa H aa —

that is, if in VZ you take VY equal to

7171 n

as For oo and

+ —
aa

m« 2mhb b* , ^ ^„
a' 1 are the squares of XZ

, n da
and ZY. But the ratio of the resistance to gravity is found to be that of

3XY to 2YG ; and the velocity is that with which the body would de-

XY*
scribe a parabola, whose vertex is G, diameter DG, latus rectum . Sup-

pose, therefore, that the densities of the medium in each of the places G
are reciprocally as the distances XY, and that the resistance in any place

G is to the gravity as 3XY to 2YG ; and a body let go from the place A,

with a due velocity, will describe that hyperbola AGK. Q..E.I.

Example 4. Suppose, indefinitely, the line AGK to be an hyperbola

described with the centre X, and the asymptotes MX, NX, so tha<^ having

constructed the rectangle XZDN, whose side ZD cuts the hyperbola in G
and its asymptote in V, VG may be reciprocally as any power DN° of the

line ZX or DN, whose index is the number n : to find the density of the

medium in which a projected body will describe this curve.

For BN, BD, NX, put A, O, C, respec-

tively, and let VZ be to XZ or DN as to

66
c, and VG be equal to ^^^a >

beequalto A— 0,VG = hb

A— 0|
o,
VZ =

- A— 0,andGDorNX—VZ— VGequal

d d hi
toC A4--0-- -. Let the

« « A-G|- fi
18

BD X US
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X 0 +
——— berewiTed into an infinite aencs +

2^,^ , X W 0» +—gjirp X 66 0%&c,andGD wiU be equal

+ nn + n

2A°+ •

W09,&c The second term -O - Oofthia
A° +6A» + >

BflrieB is to be used for Qo, the third oAn~~i ^Etoo^ the fovrdi

WO* for So*. And theuce the density of the mediuni

n + 2

6A" -h
»

A* H A* —
ft*2dnbb WW

and thcrefure if in VZ )'uu take VY equal to w X VG, that density is re-

dprocaUy as XY. For A« and - A« - A + are fl«

squares of XZ and ZY. But the resistance in the same place G is to the

force of grayity as 3S X to 4RR, that is, as XY to
^"^'^^^

yG.^ » +2
And the velocity there is the same wherewith the projected body wonU
move in a parabola, whose Tertex is G, diameter OD, and ktos rectom
1 + 2XY>—^or—- -—-. cua

nil + nx YG

SCHOLIUM.

In the same manner that the den-

sity of &e medium comes out to be as

S X AC . ^ . .

R >rHT' ' 1, if the resistance

is put a3 any power V° of the velocity

V, the density of the medium will

oome out to be as
S

^ B 0 1> S -4

AC
HT

n-l

4 —
R-T-

And therefore if a curye can be found, such that the ratio of
4 — 1R—

to
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HT
AC

n —

1

, or of j^f_^ to ^ ^^1" * may be given j the body, in an uni-

form medium) whose resiBtaiiee u M the power Y" of the yeiooitiy will

move in this curve. But let us return to more simple curves.

liccaurie there can be no motion in a para-

bola except in a non-resisting medium, hut

in the hyjjcrholas liere described it is produced

by a perpetual resistance ; it is evident that

the line which a projectile describes in an

uniformly resistinof medium approaches nearer

to these hyperbolas than to a parabola, That

line is certainly of the hyperbolic kind, but

about the vertex it is more distant from the

Miympiotcfl^ and in the parts remote from the

Tertex draws nearer to them than these hy- 2L X
perbolas here described. The difference, howwrer, is not so great between

the one and the other but that these latter may be oommodiouBly enough

used in practioe instead of the former. And perhaps thesemay provemove

nsefhl than an hyperbola thai is more aoenrate, and at the same time mora

oompomided. Thej may be made nse o( then, in this manner*

Complete the pandlelogram XYGT, and the right line OT will tondi

the hyperbola in G, and tiierefore the density of the medium in G is re-

GT«
dprocallj as the tangent GT, and the velocity there as y/ GV and the

TCBStanoe is to the Ibrce of gravity as GT to

* Therefore if a body projected from the

place A, in the direction of the right line

AIT, describes the hyperbola AdK and

AH produced meets the asymptote NX in

H, and Ai drawn parallel to it meets the

other asymptote MX in I; the density of

the medium in A will be reciprocally as

AH, and the velocity of the body as ^
ATT*

2nti + 2/i

n+2 X GY.

AI
and the resistance there to the force

2fm + 2n

» + 2
AL Uence the following rules axeof gravity as AU to

deduced.

Ri le 1 . If the density of the medium at A, and the vdoeity with which

the body is projected remain the same, and the auffle NAH be chaniced;

the lengths AH, AI, HX will remain. Therefore if those lengths, in any

ized by Google
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one case, are found, the hyperbola may afterwards be easily determined

from any given angle NAH.
RuLB 2m If the angle NAU, and the density of the medium at A, re-

mun the same, and the velocity with which the body is projected be

changed, the length AH will continue the same; and AI will be changed

in a dnplicate ratio of the velocity reciprocally.

Rule 3. If the angle NAH, the Telocity of the body at A, and the ao-

ederatiTe gravity remain the samc^ and the proportion of the redatanee at

A to the motive gravity be augmented in any ratio ; the proportion ofAB
to AI will Jbe augmented in the same latb, the latna rectom of the abore^

AH*
mentioned parabola remaining the same, and ako the length -^|-propor«

^ tional to it ; and therefore All will be diminished in the same ratio, and

AI will be diminished in the duplicate of that ratio. Hut the proportion

of the resistance to the weight is augmented, when either the specific grav-

ity is made less, the magnitude remaining eqnnl. or when the density of

the medium is made greater, or when, by diminishing the magnitude^ the

resistance becomes diminished in a less ratio than the weight.

Rule 4. Because the density of the medium is greater near the vertex

of the hyperbola than it is in the place A, that a mean density may be

preserved, the ratio of the least of the tangents GT to the tangent AH
ought to bo found, and the density in A augmented in a ratio a UtHe
greater than that of half the sum of those tangents to the least of the

tangents GT.
RuLx 5. If the lengths AH, AI are given^ and the figure AGK is to he

described, produce HN to so that HX may hetoAIasn + Itol; and

with the centre X, and the asymptotes MX, NX, desoribe an hyperboll

through the point A, such that AI may be to any of the lines YG aa X?^
to XP.
Rule 6. By how much the greater the number n is, so much the more

accurate are these hyperbolas in the ascent of the body from A, and leas

accurate in its descent to K ; and the contrary. The conic hyperbola

keeps a menu ratio between these, and is more simple than tlic rest. There-

fore if the hyperbola be of this kind, and you are to find the point K,

where the projected body falls upon any right line AN passing through

the point A, let AN produced meet the asymptotes MX, NX in M and N,

and take NK equal to AM.
Rule 7. And hence appears an expeditious method of determining this

hyperbola firom the phenomena. Let two similar and equal bodies be ps<H

jested with the same velocity, in difeent angles HAK, kJLk, and let them
All upon the plane of the horizon in K and Ar; and note the proportieit

ofAE to Ak. Let it be asil to & Then ereeting a perpendicular AI of

any lengthi assume any how the length AH or Ah, and thenoe graphically,
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or by scale and compass, collect the lengths AK, (by Rule 6\ If the

laiio ofAK to A/? be the same with that of d to the length ofAH was

rightly as3iime<l. if not, take on thu indefinite right line SM, the length

SM eijual to tlie iisrfumed AH ; and erect a perpendicular ALN et^ual to the

AK d
dilfereiioe -j^

—-of the ratios drawn into any giyen right line. By the

like method, from several nssuraed lengtlis All, you may find several points

N ; and draw through them all a regular curve iNNXN, cutting the right

line SMMM in X. Lastly, assume AH equal to the absciflsa SX, and

thence find again the length AK ; and the lengths, which are to the

somed length AI, and this last AH, as the length AK known by experi-

ment, to the length AK last fonnd, will be the trae lengths AI and AH,
whieh were to be fbnnd. But these being given, there will be given also

the resisting foroe of the medium in the place A, it being to the force of

gravity as AH to |AL Let the density of the medium be increased by

Rule A, and if the resisting force just found be increased in the same ration

H will become still more a4xnirate.

Rule S. The lengths AH, HX being found
;

let there be now re-

quired the position of the line AH, according to which a projectile thrown

with that given velocity shall fall upon any point K. At the points A
and K, erect the lines AC, KF perpendicular to the horizon ; whereof ]et

AC be drawn downwards, and be equal to AI or fHX. With the asymp-

totes AK, KF, dcicrihe an liyperbola, whose conjuLrato ^^hall pass thronirh

the point C ; and from the centre A, with the interval AH. describe a cir-

cle cutting that hyperbola in the point H ; then the projectile thrown in

the direction of the right lineAH will fall upon the point K. QJQ.I. For

the point H, because of the given length AH, must be somewhere in the

circumference of the described circle^ Draw CI I meeting AK and KF in

E and F ; and because GH, MX are parallel; and AC, A I equal, AE will

be equal to AM, and therefore also equal to KN. But GE is to AE as

FH to KN, and therefore C£ and FH are equaL Therefore the point H
fidls upon the hyperbolic curve described wi& the asymptotes AK, KF,
whose conjugate passes tiuroi^h the point 0 1 and is therefore found in the
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common intersection of this hyperbolic

curve and the circumference of the

scribed circle. Q.E.D. It is to Ik' ob-

served that this operation is the same,

whether the right line AKN be parallel to

the horizon, or inclined thereto in any an-

gle; and that from two intersections H,

h, there arise two angles NAH, NAA;

and ihat in mechanical practice it is suf-

ficient once to describe a oirde^ then to

apply a ruler CIl of an indeterminate length, so to the point C, that its

part FII, intcrcv i>te 1 between the circle and the right line FK, may be

e^ual to its piirt CE placed betwe -n the point O and the right line AK.

What has been said of hyperbolas may beeasilj

applied to parubolas. For if a parabola be re-

presented by XAGK, touched by aright liLcX\

in the vertex X, and the ordinates lA, VG be as

any powers XI", XV", of tlie abscissas XI. XV:

draw XT, GT, AH, whereof let XT be parallel

to VG, and let GT, AH touch the paralwjla in

G and A : and a body projected from any place

^ A , in the direction of the right line AH, with a

due velocity, will describe this parabola, if the density of the medium in

each of the places G be reciprocally as the tangent GT. In that case the

Telocity in G will be the same as wonld cause a body, moving in a MOr

resisting space, to describe a conic parabolai haying G for its Tertei» TO

2GT*
produced downwards for its diameter, and for its litui

nxVG
rectum. And the resisting force in G will be to the force of gravity as GT to

—n- Therefore ifNAE represent an horizontal line, and both

the density of the medium at A, and the velocity with which the body is

projected, remaininc: the same, the angle NAH be any how altered, the

lengths AH, AI, HX will remain ; and thence will be given the vertex X

of the parabola, and the position of the right line XI ; and by taking VG

to lA as XV to XI", there will be giT«a all tiie points G of thepin^
through which the projectile will pass.
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c

SECTION IIL

Of the motions of bodies which are resisted partiy in the ratio of theve-

locilieSf and partly in the duplicate of i/ie same ratio,

PROPOSITION XL THEOREM VllI

/jf a bodt/ be resistedpartly In the ratio and partly in the duplicate ratio

of its velooUfff and moves in a similar medium by its inflate force

onlyf and the times be taken in arithmetical progression; then

quantities redproeaUy proportional to the velocities, ineretued bya

tain given quantity, will be in s^eometrieal progression.

With the centre C, and the reotangnlar asymptotes ^
CAD(f and CH, describe an hyperbola BE^ and let

AB, DE, de, be parallel to the asymptote CH. In

the asymptote CD let A, G be given points ; and if

the time be expouuded by the hyperbolic area A lil lD

uniformly increasing, 1 say, that the velocity may

be expressed by the length DF, whose reciprocal

GD, together with the given line CG, compose the '
length CD increasing in a geometrical progression.

For let the areola VEed be the least given increment of the time, and

Dd will be reciprocally as D£^ and therefore directly as CD. Therefore

1 Dc2
the decrcmcut of which (by Lem. II, Book 11} is ^i^^ t>c also as

CD CG 4- GD ^ . 1 CG ^ ^ , .

GD* —GD«—' * ^^ GD GD»'
Therefore the tune ABED

uniformly imnreaong by the addition of the given particles ED«fe^ it fol*

lows that^ decreases in the same ratio with the velocity. For the d^

crement of the velocity is as the resistance, that is (by the supposition), as

the sum of two quantitieSi whereof one is aa the velocity, and the other as

the sqmure of the Telocity ; and the decrement of is as the sum of the

1 CG 1

quantities and whereof the first is itself, and the last

CG 1 1

GD* ^**GD*
' therefore is as the velocity, the decrements of both

being analogous. And if the quantity GD reciprocally proportional to

be augmented by the giyen quantity CG; the sum CD, the time

ABED uniformly increa^^ing, will increase in a geometrical piogiession..

CUiD.
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Cor. 1. Therefore, if, having the pointa A and G given, the time be

expounded bj tiie hyjperbolic area AB£D| the velooitjr may be ei^iuidBd

bj^ tiie reoipraoal of 6D.

Cor. 2L And by taking GA to GD as the reciprocal of the velodtj a4

the beginning to the reciprocal of the velocity at the end of any tuM
ABED| the point G will be found. And that point being found the

.looity may bo found from any other time giyen.

PROPOSITION XIL THEOREM IX.

The same thinrrs bein^ stqtpasedf 1 9ay^ that if the spaces deseribsd an
taken in arithmetiealprogression, the velocities augmented by a cff>-

tam gimn quaniiif will be in geometrical progression,

j£ ^ In the asymptote CD let there begiyen the

\^ point and, erecting the perpendicular BS
meeting the hyperbok in S, let the space de-^ Berihed he expounded by the hyperbolic area

p T USED
;
and tiie yelocity will be as the len^^

-J I GD, which, together with the given line CO,
C O ^ Bflf^ «3

ci^^^mposcfl a length CD tk-crca.sing iu a geo-

metrical progression, while the ^pace RSED increases in an arithmetical

progression.

For, because the increment "EDde of the space is given, the lineola Ddj

which is the decrement of GD, will be reciprocally as ED, and therefore

directly as CD ;
that is, as the sum of the same GD and the given length

CG. Hut the decrement of the velocity, in a time reciprocally propor-

tional thereto, in which the given particle of space DcivK is described, is

as the resistance and the time conjunctly, that directly as the ram ot

tiro quantities, whereof one is as the velocity, the other as the square of

the Telocity, and iuTeisdy as the velocity : and therefore directly as the

sum of two quantities^ one of which is given, the other is as the Tolooi^*

Therefore the decrement both of the velooity and the line GD ia as agiTea

quanti^ and a decreasing quantity conjunctly
; and, becauae the deete-

menta are analogous^ the decreasing quantities will always be analogous;

m, the Telocify, and the line GD. QJLD.
Cob. 1. If the Telocity be expounded by the length GD, liie vpsee

Mribed will be as the hyperbolic am DESK.
Cor. 2L And if the point R be assomed any how, the point G will be

found, by taking GR to GD as the Telocity at the beginning to the vde-

city i^ter any space RSED is described. The point G being giTcn, tks

space is iriven from the given velocity: and the contrary.

CoK. 3. Whence since ^by l^rop. XI) the velocity is given iroin thcgivea
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tune, and (by this Prop.) the space is given from the given velocity j the

spsoe will be given from the given time : and the contrary.

PROPOSITION XIU. THEOREM X.

Si^pponne^ that a body attracted doiamoards by an uniform grw/ky as-

cends or descends tit a right Um; and that the same is resisted

partljf in the ratie ofiU veloaiy, and partly in the dujiHcate ratio

ihatof: I say, thai, fright Unesparalld to the diameters ofaeMs
and an hyperbola he drawn through the ends of the conjugate dtame-

terSf and the velocities be as some segments of those paredlels draM
from a givenpoint, the times vfiU be as the sectors of the areas cut

off by right lines drawnfrom the centre to the ends of the segments ^
and the contrary.

Cask 1. Suppose first that the body is aficcndin2:^

and from the centre D, with any semi-dicimeter 1)1),

describe a quadrant BETF of a circle, and through

the end R of the semi-diameter DB draw the indefi-

nite line BAP, parallel to the semi-diameter DF. In

that line let there be given the point A, and take the

aegment AP proportional to the velocity. And since

one part of the resistance is as the velocity, and

another part as tiie square of the velocity, let the

wh^lc resistance be as AP* -f 2BAP. Join DA, DP, cutting the circle

in E and T, and let the gravity be expounded by DA', so that the gravity

riiall be to the resistanoe in P as D A' to AP>+2BAP ; and the time of the

whole aseent will be aa the seotor £DT of the circle.

For draw DYQ, cutting off the moment PQ, of the Telocity AP, and the

moment DTV of the sector DET answering to a given moment of time

;

and that decrement PQ of the velocity will be as the sum of the forces of

gravity DA« and of resistance AP« + 2BAP, that is (by Prop. XII,

Book II,Elem.),asDP*. Then the area DPQ, which is proportional to PQ,

is as DPS and the areaDTV, whiohbtotheareaDPaasDT» to DP»,i8

as the given (quantity DT Therefore the area EDT decreases nniformly

according to the rate of the future time, by subduction of given particles DTV,
and is therefore proportional to the time of the whole ascent. Q.E.D.

Case 2. If tho velocity in the ascent

of the body be expounded by the length

AP as l)efore, and the resistance be mtuie

as AP" 4- 2BAP,and if the force of grav-

ity be less than can be expressed by DA =

;

take BD of sneh a length, that AB^» —
BD* maylKj proportional to the gravity,

and let DF be perpendienlar and e^nal
WO
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l»o DB, and through the vertex F describe the hyperbola FTVE, whose OM-

jugatc semi -diameters are DB and DP, and which cuts DA in E, and DP,

DU in T and V ; and the time of the whole aacent will be as the hyper-

bolic sector TDE.
For the decrement PQ of the velocity, produced in a given particle of

time, is as the sum of the resistance AP= + 2BAP and of the gravity

ABi BD% that is, as BP« — \n)\ But the area DTV is to the area

DPd as DT* to DP«
;
and, therefore, if GT be drawn perpendicular to

DF, as GT« or GD«— DF* to BD«, and as GD« to BP*, and, by di-

vision, as DP > to BP* —BD*. Therefore since the areaDPQ is as PQ,

tiiat is, as BP'— BD*, the area DTY will be astheg^yen quantity DF*.

Therefore the area EDT deoreases nniformly in each of the eqnal particka

of time, by the snbdnction of so many given particles DTV, and thcrdbie

is proportional to the time. QJLD.
Cass 3. Let AP be the Telocity in the desoeat «f

the body, and AP» -f 2BAP the force of redstiooe^

and l^D^ — AB* the force of gravity, the angle DBA

being a right one. And if with the centre D, and the

principal vertex B, there be described a rectaogular

hyperbola BETV cutting DA, DP, and DQ, produced

in E, 1\ and V ; the sector DET of this hyperbola will

be as the whole time of descent.

For the increment PQ of the velocity, and the area DPQ proportional

to it, is as the excess of the gravity above the resistance, that is, as

BD« — AB* —2BAP— AP^ or BD*— BP^ And the area DTV

is to the area DPQ as liT* to DP» ; and therefore as G'V' or GD= -

BD* to BP*, and as GD* to BD», and, by division, as BD» to BD» -

BP*. Therefore since the area DP^ is as BD'— BP% the area DTV

will be as the given quantity BD«. Therefore the area EDT incieiiei

uniformly in the several equal particles of time by the addition of m

many given particles DTY, and therefore is proportional to the tima cf

the descent. Q.E.D.

CJoR. If with the centre D and the semi-diameter DA there be dfifs

through the vertex A an arc kt similar to the arc ET, and similarly wib-

tendini^ the an^le \\y\\ tlie velocity AP will be to the velocity ffhich the

body in tlie time EDT, in a non-resisting space, can lose in it^ ascent, or

ncquire in its descent, as the area of the triangle DAP to the area of the

sector DA^ ; and therefore is given from the time given. For thevelucit)

in a non-resisting medium is proportional to the time, and therefore to this

sector; in a resisting medium, it is as the triangle ; and in both mediums,

where it is least, it approaches to the ratio of eq^uality, as the sector and

triangle dot.
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SCHOLIUM.

One may demonstrate also that case in the ascent of the body, where the

force of gravity is less than can be expressed by DA* or AB* 4- BD', and

greater than can be expressed by Al>^ — DB^, and must be expressed by

AB^. But 1 hasten to other things.

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM XL
The same things being supposed^ 1 say, that the space described in the

ascent or descent is as the differenee of tfie area by which the time is

eagpressedf and ef some other area which is augtnetUed or dimimsiisd

in an aritkmeticalprogression j if theforces compounded of the r^^

sistance and the gravity be taken in a geometrical pn^^ression,

TVke AC (in these three figures) proportional to the grayity, and AK
to the resistance ; but take them on the same side of the point A, if the

H
\

K QP

body is desccndiug, otherwise on the contrary. Erect Ab, wbicli make to

DB as'DB* to 4BAC : and to the rectangular asymptotes CK, CH, de-

scribe the hyperbola bN : and, erecting KN perpendicular to CK, the area

A^NK will be angmented or diminished in an arithmetical progression,

while the forces OK are taken in a geometrioal progression. I say, there-

fore, that the distance of the body from its greatest altitude is as the ezeess

of the are* A6NK above the area DET.
For since AK is as the rcsistanoe, that is, as AP' X 2BAP ; assnme

any given quantity Z, and pat AK equal to then (by Lem.
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2APCI+2BAXPQU of this Book] themoment KL ofAK will be e^ual to

0BPCI
ox —

i and the momeat KLON of the area will be equal (o

2BPa X LO BPa X BD*
. Z ^'2Z X CK X AB*
Case 1. Now if the body ascemis, and the gravity be as AB* + BD*,

BET being a circle^ the line AC, which is proportional to the graTity,

wffl be ^ , and DP« or AP« +2BAP + AB« + BD« wfflbe

AKxZ + ACx Zor CK X Z; and therefore the area DTY will be to

the area DPQ as DT= or DB« to CK X Z.

Caab 2. If the body ascends, and the gravity be as AB^—BD%tbe

line AO will be ^ ,
and DT« wiU be to DP» DF» or DB>

«0 BP*—BD> or AP* + 2BAP + AB» --BD', thai 18» to AK X Z

+

H
\

B i% J.

N

K QP

AC X Z or CK X Z. And therefore the area DTV will be to the area

DPQaa DBMoCK X Z.

Case 3. And by tlio same reasoning, if the V)ody descends, and therefore

the gravity is as BD> — AB% and the line AC becomea eqnal to

BD»— AB» , _— ; the area DTV will be to the area DPQ as DBMo CK X

latio^ if Ibr M
Z

Z : as above.

Sinoe^ therefor^ ihMo areas an alwajB in
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DTV, by which the moment of the time, always e^iual to itself, is express-

ed, there be put any determinate rectan'^le, as BD X m, the area DPQ,
that is, ^BD X PQ, will be to BD X r/t as CK X Z to BD«. And thence

PQ, X BD> beoomeseqiiAl to2BD xm x CK x Z, and tliemomentKLON

of the area A6NK, found before, becomes ^^^^

DET sabdnofc iia moment DTV or BD X m, and dim will nmain
-AP X BD X fTi

IB • T^i^**i>^^^i<^<>i.^'^'^*i^i<>.^

moment of the diflferenoe of the arets, is equal to ^ ^
»

therefore (heoanee of the given qnantity —^;^~) ^ velocity AP

;

that is, as the moment of the space which the bodj describes in its ascent

or descent And therefore the difference of the areas, and that space, in-

creasing or decreasing by proportional momonts, and beginning together or

vanishing together, are proportional. GI.E.D.

Con. If the length, which arises by applying the area DET to the line

BD, be called M ; and another lengthY be taken in that ratio to thelength

My which the line DA has to the line DE; the space which a body, in »
resisting medium, describes in its whole ascent or descent^ will be to the

space which a body, in a non-resisting medinm, £gJling from rest, can de-

scribe in the same time^ as the dilforence of the aforesaid areas to

BD X Y'— — ; and therefore is given from the time given. For theapacein a

non-resisting medium is in a duplicate ratio of the timc^ or as V
;
and,

BD X
btoaiise BD and AB are given, as— —* ^ ^ ^

DA» X BD X ^ . r w J t
area i^rin tpl— and the moment of Jn. IS HI ; and tnereiore the

DE" X AB
. ^ u . DA» X BD X2MX m ^ .

^moment of this area is BE* X AB ' moment is to

ihe moment of the difference of the aforesaid areasDETand A6NK, viii, to

AP X BD X m DA* X BD X M ^ ,™ ^ . „ • * TM?m
AB i5E^ ^ ^ " DE5 "^^^^^

to DAP
J
and, therefore, when the areas I ) l:.T and DAP are least, in the

BD X V*
latio of eqnality« Therefore the area— — and &e difierenoe of tiie

areas DET and Ai»NK, when all these arcius are least, have equal moments

;

and are therefore equah Therefore since the velocities, and therefore also

tiie spaces in both mediums described together, in the beginning of the do-

Ma^ Of the end of the aaoen^ approach to cqnalily, and therefore are then
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one to another as the area t-:z— , and the difference of the areas DET

and A6NK ; and moreover since the space, in a non-resisting medium, is

BD X V*
perpetually as — , and the space, in a resisting medium, is perpetu-

ally as the difference of the areas DET and A^NK ; it necessarily follows,

that the spaces, in both mediums, described in any equal times, are one to

BD X
another as that area —, and the difference of the areas DET and

A6NK. aE.D.

SCHOLIUM.

The resistance of spherical bodies in fluids arises partly from the tenar

city, partly from the attrition, and partly from the density of the medium.

And that part of the rasistance which arises from the density of the fluid

is, as I said, in a duplicate ratio of the velocity ; the other part, which

arises from the tenacity of the fluid, is uniform, or as the moment of the

time
;
and, therefore, we might now proceed to the motion of bodies, which

are resisted partly by an uniform force, or in the ratio of the moments of

the time, and partly in the duplicate ratio of the velocity. But it is suf-

ficient to have cleared the way to this speculation in Prop. VIII and IX

foregoing, and their Corollaries. For in those Propositions, instead of the

uniform resistance made to an ascending body arising from its gravity,

one may substitute the uniform resistance which arises from the tenacity

of the medium, when the body moves by its vis insita alone ; and when the

body ascends in a right line, add this uniform resistance to the force of

gravity, and subduct it when the body descends in a right line. One

might also go on to the motion of bodies which are resisted in part uni-

formly, in part in the ratio of the velocity, and in part in the duphcate

ratio of the same velocity. And I have opened a way to this in Prop.

XIII and XIV foregoing, in which the uniform resistance arising from the

tenacity of the medium may be substituted for the force of gravity, or be

compounded with it as before. Bat I hasten to other things.
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SECTION IV.

Of the cvcuiar motion of bodies in resisting mediums*

LEMMA m.
Let PQR l/€ a spiral cutting all the radii SP, SU, Sll, jj-c, in equal

ang-les. Draw the right line PT touching the spiral in avfj point P,

and cutting the radius SO, in T ; drain PO, QO perpendicular to

the spiral, and tneeting in O, andjoin SO. / say, that if the points

P and Q approach and coincide, the angle PSO will become a right

ang-lf\ and the ultimate ratio of the rectangle TO, X 2PS to PU,^ toill

be the ratio of equality.

For from the right angles OPQ, OQR, sub-

duct the equal angles SPQ, SQR, and there

will remain the eqnal angles OPS, OQS.
Therefore a circle which passes through the

points OSP will pass also through the point

Q. Let the points P and Q, coincide, and

this cixc]|d will touch the spiral in the plaoe

of coincidence PQ, and urill therefore cnt the

right line OP perpendicnlarly. Therefore OP will heoome a diameter of

this cird^ and the angle OSP, heing in a semi-drdc^ becomes a right

one. QJLD.
Draw QD, S£ perpendicular to OP, and the ultimate ratios of the lines

will be as foUows : TQ to PD as TS or PS to PE, or 2P0 to 2PS ; and

PD to PQ as PQ, to 2P0
;
and, ex mjuo perturbatfi, to TQ to PQ, as PQ

to 2PS. Whence PQ,» becomes oiiuaX to TQ, x 2PS. a.E.D.

PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM XH.

Jlfthe density of a fnedium in each place thereof he reciprocally as the

distance of tfte placesfrom an ijnmovable centre, and the centripetal

force he in the duplicate ratio of the density ; I say, that a body may
revolve in a spiral which cuts all the radii drawn from that centre

in a given angle.

Suppose every thing to bo as in the forego-

ing Lemma, and produce SO, to Y so that SY
may be equal to SP. In any time let a body,

in a resisting medium, describe the least arc

PQ, and in double the time the least arc PR;
and the decrements of those arcs arising from

die resistance^ or their differences from the

ires which would be described in a non-resist-

ing medium in the same times, will be to each

o&er as the squares of the times in which they

are generated; thecefore the decrement of the
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arc PQ, is the fourth part of the decrement of the arc PR. Whence also

if the area QSr be taken equal to the area PSQ, the decrement of the arc

PQ, will be equal to half the lineola Rr ; and therefore the force of resist-

ance and the centripetal force are to each other as the lineola |Rr and TQ,
which they generate in the same time. Because the centripetal force with

which the body is urged in P is reciprocally as SP^, and (by Lem. X,

Book I) the lineola TQ, which is generated by that force, is in a ratio

compounded of the ratio of this force and the duplicate ratio of the time

in which the arc PQ is described (for in this case I neglect the resistance,

as being infinitely less than the centripetal force), it follows that TQ, X
SP», that is (by the last Lemma), ^PQ^ X SP, will be in a duplicate ra-

tio of the time, and therefore the time is as PQ X v^SP ; and the velo-

city of the body, with which the arc PQ is described in that time, as

PQ 1 .^ or— that is, in the subduplicate ratio of SP recipr-ocndly.

And, by a like reasoning, the velocity with which the arc QR is described,

is in the suMuplicate ratio of SQ reciprocally. Now those arcs PQ and

QR are as the describing velocities to each other ; that is, in the Subdu-

plicate ratio of SQ to SP, or as SQ to v^SP X SQ; and, because of the

equal angles SPQ, SQr, and the equal areas PSQ, QSr, the arc PQ is to

the arc Qr as SQ to SP. Take the differences of the proportional conse-

quents, and the arc PQ will be to the arc RrasSQto SP— v^SP X SQ,
or iVQ. For the points P and Q coinciding, the ultimate ratio of SP—
v^SP X SQ to ^VQ is the ratio of equality. Because the decrement of

the arc PQ arising from the resistance, or its double R/*, is as the resistance

Rr
and the square of the time conjunctly, the resistance will be ^pQa ^ gp*

Rr
But PQ was to Rr 08 SQ to iVQ, and thence 57: becomes asa ^ PQa X SP

PQ X^SP X SQ' ^ OP^^Ip»"' P^^"** ^ ^ coinciding,

SP and SQ coincide also, and the angle PVQ becomes a right one; and,

because of the similar triangles PVQ, PSO, PQ becomes to ]VQ as OP
OS

to ^OS. Therefore ^ ^1^7 is m the resistance, that is, in the ratio of

the density of the medium in P and the duplicate ratio of the velocity

conjunctly. Subduct the duplicate ratio of the velocity, namely, the ratio

1 OS
and there will remain the density of the medium in P, as 777^

SP' * OP X SP
Let the spiral be given, and, because of the given ratio of OS to OP, the

density of the medium in P will be as^. ITierefore in a medium whose

1
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density is reciprocally as SP the distance from the centrei a bodj will re-

Yolve in this spiral. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. The velocity in any place P, is always the same wherewith a

body in a non-resisting medinm with the same centripetal force would re-

olye in a circle, at the same distance SP from the centre.

Cob. 2, The density of the mediomi if the distance SP be given, is as

OS OS
gp, bat if that distance is not given, aa Qp ^ gp*

thence a spiral

may be fitted to any density of the medium.

Cob. 3L The foice of the resistance in any place P is to ike centripetal

force in the same place as |0S to OP. For these forces are to each other

•B 4Rr and TO, or as i~^77^- and that is, as i\Q, and PQ,

or l^JS and OP. The spiral tlicrefore being given, there i^s given the pro-

portion uf- the resistance to the centripetal force ;
and, vice versa, from that

proportion given the spiral is given.

Cor. -1. llierefore the body cannot revolve in this spiral, except where

the force of resistance is less than half the centripetal force. I^et the re-

sistance he made erjual to half the centripetal force, and the spiral will co-

incide with the right line PS, and in that right line the body will descend

to the centre with a Telocity that is to the velocity, witli which it was

proved before, in the case of the parabola (Theor. X, Book I), the descent

would be made in a non-resistiDg medium, in the sabdnplieate ratio of

uiity to the number two. And tie times of the deeoent will be here reoip-

rocaUy as the yelocities^ and therefore giTon.

Cob. 5. And because at equal distances

from the centre the velocity is the same in the

spiral PQR as it is in the right line SP, and

the length of the spiral is to the length of the

right line P»S in a given ratio, namely, in the

ratio of OP to OS ; the time of the descent in

the spiral will be to the tiuu' uf tlic descent in

the right line SP in the same given ratio^and

therefore given.

Cor. G. If Irom the centre S, with any two

given intervals, two circles are describeil ; and

these circles remaining, the angle which the spiral makes with the radios

PS be any how changed ; the number of revolutions which the body can
complete in the space between the circumferenoes of those Giiolfl^ going

PS
round in the spiral from one circumference to anotheri will he as or aa

the tangent of the angle whidi the spiral makes with the radius PS; and
19
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OP
the time of the same rerolations will be as 7^^, that is, as theaecani of the

same angle, or reciprocally as the density of tlic medium.

Cor. 7. If a Ixtfiy. in a mediuui whose density is reciprocally as the dis-

tances of places from the centre, revolves in any curve AEB about that

centre, and cuts the first radius AS in the same

angle in B as it did before in A, and that with a

Telocity that shall he to its first velocity in A re-

ciprocally in a subduplicate ratio of the distances

from the centre (that is, as AS to a mean propor-

tional between AS and BS) that body will con-

tinue to describe innumerable similar revolntioas

BFC, CQD, dco^ and by its intersections will

distinguish the Radius AS into parts AS, BS, OS, DS, dtc, that are con-

tinually proportional. But the times of the revolutions will be as the

perimeters of the orbits AEB, BFC, CGD,d^., directly, and thereloeities

J? *

at the beginnings A, B^ U of those orbits inversely ; that is as AS BS^

CS^ And the whole time in which the body will arrive at the centre,

will he to tlic time of the first revolution as the sum of all the continued

^ proportionals AS^, BS^, CS^, going on ftd infinitum, to the first teim
1 r« J

AS^ ; tliat is, as the first term AS- to tlie ditference of the two tirst AS'

— BS^, or as } AS to AB very nearly. Whence the whole time may be

easily found.

Cob. S. From hence also may be deduced, near enough, the motions of

bodies in mediums whose density is either uniform, or observes any other

assigned law. From the centre S, with intervals SA, SB, SC, con-

tinually proportional, describe as many circles ; and suppose the time of

liie revolutions between the perimeters of any two of those circles, in the

, medium whereof we treated, to be to the time of the revolutions between

the same in the medium proposed as the mean density of the proposed me-

dium between those circles to the mean density of the uiodium whereof we

treated, between the same circles, nearly : and that the secant of the angle

in which the spiral above determined, in the medium whereof we treated,

cuts the radius AS, is in the same ratio to the secant of theanirleiii which

the new spiral, in the proposed medium, cuts the same radius: and .-dso

that the niiinh. rof all the revoluti'>ii<^ between thc^ntic (wo circles is nearly

as the tanuaiits of th<\^o anirles. If this be done every where between every

two circles, the motion will be continued through all the circles. And by

this means one may without difficulty conceive at what rate and in what

time bodies ought to revolve in any regular medium.
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OoR. 9. And although these motions becoming eccentrical should be

performed in spirals ajiproaching to an ovul figurej yet, conceiving the

several revolutions oi those spirals to be at the same distances from each

other, and to approach to the centre by the same degrees as the spiral above

described, we may also understand how the motions of bodies may be per-

formed in spirals of that kind.

PROPOSITION XVI. THEOREM XIII.

J/ tlifj rhusitr/ of the inediurn in each of thr places be reciprocally as the

disifnire of the places from tfve immoveable centre, and the centripetal

force be reciprocally as any power of the same distance^ T say, that the

body may revolve in a spiral itUersectitig aU the radii drawn Jmm
that centre in a given an^le.

This is demonstrated in thesamemanner as

the foregoing Proportion. For if the centri-

petal force in P be reciprocally as any power

SP^+ * of the distance SP wliose index is n
+ 1 ; it will be collected^ as aboTe^ that the

time in which the body deBoribes any arc PQ,

will be as PQ X PS^" ; and the resistance in

*®pa« X sp^^'*^pa X SP" xsa'

therefore as
Qp ^ gP" + ~' (^Jecause

quantity), reciprocally asSP"+ ' . And therefore^ since the Telocity is redp-

rocally as SP^°, the density in P will be reciprocally as SP.

Cor. 1. The resistance is to the centripetal force as 1 — X OS
to OP.

Cob. 2. If the centripetal force be reciprocally as SP^ 1— ^n will be

sO; and tberefore the resistance and density of the medium will be

nothing, as in Prop. IX, Book I.

Cor, 3. If the centripetal force be reciprbcally as any power of the ra-

dios SP, whose index is greater than the nnmbor 3, the affirmatiye resist

anoe will be changed into a negative.

SCHOLIUM.

This Proposition and the former, which relate to mediums of nnequal

density, are to be understood of the motion of bodies that are so small, that

the greater density of the medium on one side of the body above that on

the other if not to be considered. I suppose also the resistance, CtBteri»

paribus, to be proportional to its density. Whence, in mediums whose
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force of resistance is not as the density, the density must be so much aug-

mented or diminished, that either the excess of the resistance may be taken

away, or the defect supplied.

PROPOSITION XVII. piiouli:m IV

Tiofind t/ie centripetalforce and tlve resisting force of tlie medium^ by

which a body, the kao of the vdodty being given, ehall revolve in a

gieenepiraL

Let that spiral be PQR. From the Telocity,

with which the body goes over the yerj small are

PQ, the time will begiTen; andfrom tiie altitude

TQ, whioh u as the centripetal foice^ aod the

sqiiare of the time, that force willbe giren. Tlun
from the difference RSrof the areas PSiland
^SR described in e<iiial partides of timi^ the re-

tardation of the body wiU be giTen ; aod from

tiie retardation will be foimd tiw resisting force

md dsDsity of the medium.

PROPOSITION XVm. PROHLEM V.

The law of centripetalforce being^ g^iven, to find i/ie density of the me-

dium in each of the phoes thereof, by which a body may deecribe a
given spiraf.

From the centripetal force the velocity in each place must be found j

then from the retardation of the Teloci^ the density of the median is

fonnd, as in the foregoing Ptoposition. ^
But I hare esplmned tiie method of managing ihese Problems in ibc

tenth Proposition and second Lemma of this Book; and will no longs

detain the reader in these perplexed disquisitions. I shall now add some

things relating to the forces of progreasiye bodies^ and to the density and

nristance of tiiose medinras in which the motions hitherto treated o( and

those akin to them, are performed.
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SECTION V.

Of the density and compression offluids ; and of hydrostatics,

THE DEFINITION OF A FLUID.

Afluid is atiy body whose parts yield to any force impressed on it, and^

by yielding, are easily moved among themselves,

PROPOSITIOx\ XIX. THEOREM XIV.

All the parts of a homogeneous and unmovedfluid included in any un^
moved vessel, and compressed on every side (setting aside the cottsider^

ation of condensation, gravity, and all centripetal forces), will be

eqtially pressed on every side, and remain in their places without any
motion arisingfrom that pressure.

Case 1. Let a fluid be included in the spherical

vessel ABC, and uniformly compressed on every

side : I say, that no part of it will be moved by

that pressure. For if any part, as D, be moved,

all such parts at the same distance from the centre

on every side must necessarily be moved at the

same time by a like motion ; because the pressure

of them all is similar and equal ; and all other

motion is excluded that does not arise from that

pressure. But if these parts come all of them nearer to the centre, the

fluid must be condensed towards the centre, contrary to the supposition.

If they recede from it, the fluid must be condensed towards the circumfer-

ence ; which is also contrary to the supposition. Neither can they move
in any one direction retaining their distance from the centre, because for

the same reason, they may move in a contrary direction ; but the same

part cannot be moved contrary ways at the same time. Therefore no

part of the fluid will be moved from its place. Q^E.D.

Case 2. I say now, that all the spherical parts of this fluid are equally

pressed on every side. For let EF be a spherical part of the fluid ; if this

be not pressed equally on every side, augment the lesser pressure till it be

pressed equally on every side ; and its parts (by Case I) will remain in

their places. But before the increase of the pressure, they would remain

in their places (by Case 1) ; and by the addition of a new pressure they

will be moved, by the definition of a fluid, from those places- Now these

two conclusions contradict each other. Therefore it was false to say that

the sphere EF wjw not pressed ef^ually on every side. Q.E.D.

Case 3. I say besides, that di|^* »t spherical parts have equal pressures.

For the contiguous spherical ^ each other mutually and equally

in the point of contact (by L it (by Case 2) they are pressed on

side with the same for any two spherical parts not
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contiguous, since an intermediate spherical part can touch both, will be

pressed with the same force. CA.E.D.

Case 4. I say now, that all the parts of the fluid are every where ftttBr

«d equally. For any two puts may be touclied by spherical p:irts in any

points whatever ; and there they will equally press tiiose spherical parts

(by Case 3)^ and are reoiproeally equally pressed by them (by Law Ufy

a£.D.
Cask 5. Sino^ therefore^ any part GHI of the flnid is indosed by the

test of the fluid as in a vessel, and is equally pressed on every side ; and

also its parts equally press one another, and are at rest among thenaselveB;

It is manifest that all the parts of any fluid as GUI, which is pressed

equally on every side, do press each other mutually and equally, and are at

rest among themselves. Q.E.D.

Case 6. Therefore if that tiuid be included in a vessel of a y ielding'

substance, or that is not rigid, and be not equally pressed on every side,

the sume will give way to a stronger pressure, by the Definition of fluidity.

Case 7. And therefore, in an inflexible or rigid vessel, a fluid will not

sustain a stronger pressure on one side than on the other, but will give

way to it, and thnt in a inoiaent of time; because the rigid side of the

vessel docs not follow the yielding liquor. But the fluid, by thus yielding,

will press against the opposite side, and so the pressure will tend on every

aide to equality. And because the fluid, as soon as it endeavours to recede

fiom the part that is most pressed, is withstood by the resistance of the

vessel on the opposite side, the pressure will on every side be reduced to

equality, in a moment of tim^ without any local motion : and from thence

fhe parts of the fluid (by Case 5) will press each other mutually and equal-

ly, and be at rest among themsdves. QJLD.
Cor. Whence neither will a motion of the parts of the fluid among

themselves be changed by a pressure communicated to the external super-

ficies, except 80 far as dther the figure of tiie superficies may be somewhere

altered, or that all the parts of the fluid, by pressing one another more in*

tensely or remissly, may sUde with more or less difficulty among them-

selves.

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM XT.

J/" all the parts of a sphericalJinid, homogentoiis at equal distancesfrom
the centre, li/in:r on n spherind concentric Oottofrif gi'aviiate towards

ilie centre of the whole, the bottnm will sustain the weight nf a cijlin-

drr, whose base is ((fval to the snperjicxes of the bottom^ aiid whose ol"

iitude is the same with that of the incundjent fluid.

Let DHM be the superficies of the bottom, and AEl the upper super-

ficies of the fluid. ] .et the fluid be distinguished into concentric orbs of
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conceive the force of gravity to act only in the

upper superficies of every orb, and the actions
,

to be equal on the equal parts of all the su-

perficies. Therefore the upper superficies AE / /

is pressed by the single force of ita owu grav- /

ity, bj which all the parts of the upper orb^
j j j

and the second superficies BFK, mil (by

Prop. XIX), according to its measure, be

equallj picssed. The second raperfieiesBFK
18 pressed Hkewise by the force of its own
gravity, whiehi added to the former foroe^

makes the pressure doable. The third snperfioies CQL is, aooording to its

measure, acted on by this pressure and the force of its own grayitj besida^

which makes its pressure triple. And in like manner the fourth snperfi-

des receiyes a qimdrnple pressure^ the fifth superficies a quintuple, and so

on. Therefore the pressure acting on every superficies is not as the solid

quantity of the incumbent fluid, but as the number of the orbs reaching

to the upper surface of the tluid
; and is equal to the gravity of the lowest

orb multiplied by the number of orbs: that is, to the gravity of a solid

whose ultimate ratio to the cylinder a]3ove-mentioned (when the number of

the orbs is increased and their thickness dinjinished, ad infinitum, so that

the action of crravity from the lowest superlicies to the uppermost may be-

come continued) is the ratio of equality. Therefore the lowest superticies

sustains the weight of the cylinder above determined. Ci,E.D. And by a

like reasoning the Proposition will be evident, where the gravity of the

fluid decreases in any assigned ratio of the distance from the centre, and

also where the fluid is more rare aboye and denser below. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Thcref >re the bottom is not pressed by the whole weight of the

incumbent fluid, but only sustains that part of it whidi is described in the

Proposition ; the rest of the weight beingsustained ardhwiseby theqpheri-

cal figure of the fluid.

Cob. 2. The quantity of the pressure is the same always at equal dis-

tances from the centre^ wheUier the superficies pressed be paralld to the

horison, or perpendicular, or oblique ; or whether the fluid, continued u|h

wards from the compressed superficiea, rises perpendicularly in a rectilinear

direction, or creeps obliquely through crooked cavities and canals, wheiher

those {-assages be regular or irregular, wide or narrow. 'I'hat the pressure

is not altered by any of these circumstances, may be collected by applying

the demonstration of this Theorem to the several cases of fluids.

Cor. 3. From the same demonstration it may also be collected (by Prop.

XIX), that the parts of a heavy fluid acquire no motion among themselves

by the pressure of the incumbent weight, except that motion which arises

from condensation.
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Cor. 4. And therefore if another body of the same specific gravity, in-

capable of condensation, be immersed in this fluid, it will ac({iiire no mo-

tion by the pressure of the incumbent weii^^ht : it will neither dej^cend nor

ascend, nor clumpre its ligura If it be spherical, it will remain so, notwith-

standing the pressure ; if it be square, it will remain square ; and that,

whether it be 8oft or fluid; whether it swims freely in the fluid, or lies at

the bottom. For any internal part of a fluid is in the same state with the

submersed body ; and the oase of all submersed bodies that have the same

magnitude, figure, and specific gravity, is alike. If a sabmersed body, re-

taining its weighty should diaroWe and pnt on the fozm of a fluid, this

body, if before it would have ascended, descended, or from any preBsore as-

some a new figure^ woTild now likewise ascend, descend, or pnt on a new

figure; and that) because its gravity and the other causes of its motion

remain. But (by Oase 6, Ptop. X(X) it would now be at rest, and retain

its figure. Therefore also in the former case.

Cob. Therefore a body that is specifically heavier than a fluid eon-

tiguous to it will sink ; and that which is specifically lighter will ascend,

and attain so much inotiuu and clianirc of figure as that excess or dL-fcct of

gravity is able to produce. For that excess or defect is the same thing an

impulse, by wliich a body, otherwise in equilibrio with the parts of the

fluid, is acted un ; and may be compared with the excess or defect of a

weight in one of the scales of a balance.

Cor. 6. Therefore ])odies placed in fluids have a twofold gravity ; the

one true and absolute, the other ajiparont, vulgar, and comparative. Ab-

solute gravity is the whole force with which the 1» ly tends downwards;

relative and vulgar gravity is the excess of gravity with which the body

tends downwards more than the ambient fluid. By the first kind of grav-

is the parts of all fluids and bodies gravitate in their proper places ; and

therefore their weights taken together compose the weight of the whol&

For the whole taken together is heavy, as may be experienced in vessels

full of liquor ; and the weight of the whole is equal to the weights of all

the parts^ and is therefore composed of them. By the other kind of grav-

ity bodies do not gravitate in their places ; that is, compared with one

another, they do not preponderate, but, hindering one another's endeavours

to descend, remain in their proper places, as if they were not heavy. Those

things which are in the air, and do not preponderate, are commonly looked

on as not heavy. Those which do preponderate are commonly reckoned

heavy, in as much as they are not siLstained by the weight of tl o air. The
common weights arc nothing else but tiie excess of the true weiLrhts above

the weight of the air. Hence also, vulgarly, those things are called light

which are less heavy, and, by yielding to the preponderating air, mount

upwards. But these are only comjuiratively light, and not truly so, bei-ause

.they doacend m vacuo. Thus, in water, bodies which, by their greater or
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less grayity, descend or asoend, are oomparatiydy and apparently heayy or

light ; and their comparatiye and apparent gravity or leyity is the excess

Qt defeot bj wliich their true gravity either exceeds the gravity of the

water or is exceeded hy it But those tilings which neither by preponder*

ftling desoend, nor, by yielding to thepr^nderating flnid, ascend, althoii||;h

by their tme weight they do increase the weight of the wholes yet com-

parativelyi and in the sense of the vulgar, they do not gravitate in the wik

tor. For these cases aie alike demonstiated.

Cor. 7. These things which hare been demonstrated oonoeming gravity

take place in any other centripetal forces.

Cor. 8. Therefore if the mcdinm in which any body moves he acted on

either hy its own *,^ravity, or by any other centripetal force, and the body

be urged more powerfully by the same force
; the difference of tlie forces is

that very motive force, which, in the foregoing Propositions, I have con-

sidered as a centripetal force. Hut if the body be more lightly urged by

that force, the ditfereuce of the forces becomes a centrifugal force, and is to

be considered as such.

Gob. 9. But since fluids by pressing the included bodies do not

change their e:cternal figures^ it appears also (by Cor. Prop. XIX) that they

will not change the situation of their internal parts in relation to on6

another; and therefore if animals were immersed therein, and that all sen-

sation did arise from the motion of their parts, the fluid will neither hurt

the immersed bodies, nor excite any sensation, unless so far as those bodies

may be condensed by the compression. And the case is the same of any

system of bodies encompassed with a compressing fluid. All the parts of

the system will be agitated with the same motions as if they were placed

in a vacuum, and would only retain their comparative gravity
; unless so

far as the fluid may somewhat resist their motions, or lie requisite to oon-

glutinate them by cumprcssion.

PROPOSITION XXL THEOREM XVL

Let ihedensUy of anyfluid be proportional to the compresaiony and Ue

parts be attracted downwards by a centripetal force reciprocally pro-

portional to the distances from the centre: I say, thaty if those dis^

tances be taken continnalli/ proportional, the densities of thefluid at

tlie same distances will be also cmtimtally proportional.

Let ATV denote the spherical bottom of the fluid, S the centre, SA, SB,

SC, SD, SE, SF, etc., distances continually proportional. I lrect the per-

pendiculars AH, BI, CK, I)L., KM, FN, <fcc., which shall be fis the densi-

ties of the medium in the places A, B, C, I), K, F j and the .specific grav-

AH BI CK
ities in those places ^ ^

^S» gg' Cg'
^^-^ is all on^ ag
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AH RI CK ••>•«
Air IK" CD'

Suppom^ first, theBe gravities to benmformly oontumed

from A to from B to C, from C to D, 6cc., the decrements in thepointd

B, D, d^c, being taken by steps. And these givri-

ties drawn into the altitudes AB, BC, CD, will

give the pressures AH, BI, CK, iVc, by which the bot-

tom ATV is acted on (by Theor. XV). Tlierefore the

pertiole A sustains all the pressures AH, BI, CK, DL^
&C., proceeding in infinitum f and the particle B sos-

tains the pressnres of all bat the first AH; and the par>

tude C all bnt the two first AH, BI; and so on : and

therefore the density AH of the fiiiit partide A is to

the density BI of the second partide B as the sum ci

all AH + BI + CK + DL, in injinitumj to the smn of

all BI + CK 4- DL, O^c. And BI the density of the second particle B is

to CK the density of the third C, as the sum of all BI -f CK + DL,
to the sum of all CK 4- DL, 6cc. Therefore these sums are proportional

to their differences AH, BI. CK, &c., and therefore continually pntpor-

tional (V'v Lcra. 1 of this Boukj ; and therefore the differences AH, BI,

CK, cVc, proportional to the sums, are also continual! > propurtionaL

Wherefore since the densities in the places A, B, C, &c.. are AH, BI.

CK, (fcc, they will also be continually proportional. Proceed intcrmis-

siyely, and, ex erquo, at the distances SA, SC, SE, continually proportional,

the densities AH, OK, EM will be continually proportional. And by the

same reasonini!^. at any distances SA, SD, SG, continually proportional,

the densities AH, DL, GO, will be continually proportionaL Let now the

points A, B, C, D, K, duv, coincide, so that the progression of the spedfio

grayities from the bottom A to the top of the fluid may bemade continnd

;

and at any distances SA, SD, SG, continually proportional, the densities

AH, DL, GO, being all along continually proportional, will still remain

oontinually proportional Q.RD.
Don. Hence if the density of the flnid in two plaesi^

as A and £^ be giyen, its densitj in any other plaoeQ

may be collected. With the centre S, and the rectan-

gular asymptotes SQ, SX, describe an hyperbola cut-

tinir the perpendiculars AH, EM, QT in a, r, and q.

H_ as also the perpendiculars HX, MY, TZ, let fall upon

the a?ypnitote 8X, in //, //?, and f. Make the urea

^ Y//?/Z*to the given area YmhX as the given area

Ee^Q, to the given area Ee«A ;
and the line Zt produced will cut off the

line QT proportional to tlie density. For if the lines SA. SE, SQ are

oontinually proportional, the areas Ee^Q, BeaA will be e^ual, and thenoe
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the areas Yw/Z, XAmY, proportional to them, will be also equal; and
the lines SX, SY, SZ, that is, AH, EM, QT continually proportional, as

they ought to be And if the lines SA, SB, SQ, obtain any other older

in the series of oontinued proportionalfl^ the lines AH, EM, QT, beeause

of the proportional hyperbolic areas^ will obtain thesame oider in anoth«r

series of quantities continually proportionaL

PROPOSITION XXII. TiIi:OREM XVII.

Let the density of any Jluid be proportional to tfie compression, and Us
parts be attracted downwards by a gravitation reciprocally propor-

tional to the squares of the distancesfrom the centrr T say, thtd if

the distances be taken in harmonic progression, the densities of the

fluid at those distances will be in a geometrical progression*

Let S denote the centre^ and SA,

SB, SO, SD, SE, the distances in

geometrical progression. Erect the

perpendiculars AI^ BI, CK| ^
which shall be as the dennties of ^
the fluid in the places A, B, C, D, ^

E, ice^ and the specific parities

thereof in those places will be as

AH BI CK ,

SU' S11^' SC^*
Suppose these

grnvitiet! to bo uniformly continued, the first from A to i), llie second from

B to C, the thir<] from U to I), &c. And thc-se drawn into the altitudes

AB, BU, CD, DE, <JcU; or, which ia the same thing, into the distances SA,

AH IM CK
SB, SC, <Scc, proportional to those altitudes, will giTe -g-^, ^^,

the exponents of the pressures. Therefore since the densities arc the

sums of those pressures, the differences AH— BI, BI— CK, d&c, of the

, M, , , . ,
AH BI CK

.
densities will be as the differences of those sums

g^, gg, g^, &c. VV ith

the centre S, and the asymptotes SA, Sjt, describe any liyperbola, cutting

the perpendiculars AH, BI, OK, in a, b, c, 6cc., and the perpendicu-

lars H/, In, Kia, let faU upon the asymptote S:r, in A, i, k ; and the dif-

ferences of the densities <u, d&c, will be as &o. And the

rectanglestuxtk^vw Xui,Ac, or tp, uq, &c., as

l' SB'

AH X BI X ui

SA SB~ "^^'

that is, as Aa, Bb, dus. For, by the nature of the hyperbola,SA is to AH
AH X th

or Si th to Aa, and therefore -— — is e^ual to Aa. And, by a like
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reasoning, ^^gj^^^* ^ equal to B6, &c But Aa, B6, Cc, &.c^ are continu-

ally proportional, and therefore proportional to their differenoes Aa— B^
Bb— CCf 6ce^ therefore the reetongles ip, uq, areproportiomd to those

difierenoes ; aa also the sums of the reottmglcs ip + uq, ot tp + uq -k- wr
to the sums of the differences Aa— or Aa— DtL Suppose sereral of

these terms, and the sum of all the differences^ as Aa—F/, will be pro*

portional to the sum of all the rectangles, as zihn. Increase the number

of terms, and diminish the distances of the points A, B, C, <^c, in iftJuA'

funtj and those rectangles will become equal to the hyperbolic area ztkny

and therefore the difhrencc Aa— F/ is proportional t<» this area. Take
now any distances, as SA, SD, SF, iu liarmonic progression, and tlie dif-

ferences \a — \)d— Vf will be t(|ual ; and tlierefore the areae tkU,

xlnz, proportional to iho^v dilfercnces will be equal among themselves, and

the densities 61^ Sjt, Sz, that is, AH, Dl^ FN, continually proportional

aE.D.
Cca, Hence if any two densities of the fluid, as AH and HI, be given,

the area thiu, answerinij t » their difference tn, will be given; and thence

the density FN will be found at any height SF, by taking the area lAitc to

that given area thiu as the difference Aa— f/ to the difference Aa

—

SCHOLIUM.

By a like rcJisonlnL; it may be proved, that if the gravity of the particles

of a fluid be dirainishef! in a triplicate ratio of the distances from the centre;

and the reciprocals of the squares of the distances SA, SB, SG,&^ (namely,

SC "^ taken in an arithmetical progression, the densities AH,

BI, CK, 4cc^ will be in a geometrical progression. And if the gravity be

diminished in a qnadmplicate ratio of the distances^ and the reciprocals of

SA« SA* SA*
the cubes of the distances (as gg^, d&c^) be taken iu arithmeti-

cal progression, the densities AH, BI, CK, ^c, will be in geometrical pro-

gression. And so it! uifinitttm. Again; if the gravity of the particles of

the fluid bo the same at all distances, and the distances be in arithmetical

progression, the densities will be in a geometrical progression as Dr. JJal-

leij has found. If the gravity be as the distance, and the squares of the

distances be in arithmetical ])rogression, the densities will be in geometri-

cal progression. And so in infinitum. These thinirs will be so, when the

density of the liuid condense*! by compression is as the force of compres-

sion
;

or, which is the same thing, when the space possessed by the liuid is

reciprocally as tliis force. Other laws of condensation may be supposed,

as that the cube of the compressing force may be as the biqiiadrate of the
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density ; or iKe triplicaie ratio of die force thesame with the qnadmplicate

ratio of the density : in which case, if the gravity be reeiprocally as the

6f4uare of the distance i'rom the centre, the density will be reciprocally as

the cube of the distance. Suppose that the cube of the comprcssin<^ force

be as the (iUudrato-cu))e of the density ; and if the gravity be reciprocally

as the square of the distance, the density will be reciprocally in a sesqui-

plicate ratio of the distance. 8u])))0se the compressing force to be in a du-

plicate ratio of the density, and the gravity reciprocally in a duplicate ra-

tio of the distance, and the density will be reciprocally as the distance.

To ran over all the cases that might be offered would be tedious. But as

to our own air, this is oertiun from experiment^ that its density is either

ac MiT itely, or very nearly at least, as the compressing force ; and therefore

the density of the air in the atmosphere of the earth is as the weight of

the whole incombent air, that is, as the height of the meronry in the bft-

rometer.

A

a

>

> c

PROPOSITION XXm. THEOREM XYIIL

ff afluid be composed of partieles mutually flying' each other, and the

deruUy he as the eompressUtn, the centrifugal forces of the particles

will be reciprocally proportional to the distances of their centres. And^
vice versa, particlesfly in fr each other, with forces that are reciprocally

proportional to the (listanc£s of their centres, compose an elasticfluid,

whose density is us the compression.

Let the fluid be supposed to be included in a cubic

space ACE, and then to be reduced by compression into

a lesser cubic space are ; and the distances of the par-

ticles rctnininsj a like situation with respect to each

other in both the spaces, will be as the sides AB, ab of

the cubes ; and the densities of the mediums will be re>

dprocally as the containing spaces AB% aft^ In the

plane side of the greater cube ABCD take the s^niro

DP eqnal to the plane side «(6 of the lesser cube : and,

by the supposition, the pressure with which the square

DP urges the inclosed fluid will be to the prevorewith
which that square db urges the inclosed fluid as the densities of the me-
diums are to each other, that is, as a6» to AB». But the prasmre with
which the square DB urges the ineluded fluid is to the pressure with which
tiie square DP urges the same fluid as the square DB to the square DP,
^t is, as AB* to ab*. Therefore, ex oiquo, the pressure with w hich the

square DB urges the fluid is to the pressure with which the square db
urges the fluid as (dt to AB. Let the planes FGH,/^/i, be drawn through

the middles of the two cubes, and divide the fluid into two parts. These

parts will press each other mutually with the same forces with which they

a

S
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are tfaemmlyeB preBsed by the planes AC, ac, that ifl^ m the proportion of

ab to AB : and therefore the centrifngal forces by whieh these pressmes

are sustained are in the same ratio. The number of the particles being

equal, and the fjittiation alike, in both cubes, the forces which all the par-

ticles exert, uccordin'/ to the planes FGII, /"i/-//, ii|)on nil, arc as the forces

which oacli exerts on each. 'I'lierefore the forces which each exerts on

each, according to the plane FTIIT in the f^reater cube, are to the forces

which each exerts on e^vch. according to the plane /V^ iri the lesj^er cube,

as afj to AB, that is, reciprocally as the distances of the particles from each

other. Q.E.1).

And, vine rcrsOf if the forces of the single particles are reciprocally as

the distances, that is, reciprocally as the sides of the cubes AB, ah ; the

sums of the forces will be in the same ratio, and the pressures of the side*

DB, db as the sums of the forces; and the pressure of the square DP to

the pressure of the side DB as ab* to AB And, ex €Bqtto, the pressure of

the square DP to the pressure of the side db as ab* to AB* ; that is, the

force of compression in the one to the force of compression in the other as

the density in the former to the density in the latter. Q^D.

SCHOLIUM.

By a like reasoning, if the centrifugal forces of the particles are lecip-

. locally in the duplicate ratio of the distances between the centres, the cubes

of the compressing forces will be as the biquadrates of the densities. If

the centrifugal forces be reciprocally in the triplicate or quadruplicate ratio

of the distances, the cubes of the coraprcssinc^forces willbeas thequadrato-

cubes, or cubo-cubes of the densities. And univrrsally, if D be put for the

distance, and K for the density of the comprt sst d fluid, and the centrifugal

forces be reciprocally as any power D" of the distance, whose index is the

number ri, the compressing forces will be as the cube roots of the power

E" + 2. whosp index is the number « -f 2 ; and the contrary. All these

things are to be understood of particles whose centrifugal forces terminate

in those particles that arc next them, or are diffused not much further.

We have an example of this in magnetical bodies. Their attractive rir-

. iue is terminated nearly in bodies of their ovtu kind that are next them.

The Tirtue of the magnet is contracted by the interposition of an iron

jdate^ and is almost terminated at it : for bodies furthv off are not attracted

by the magnet so much as by the iron plate. If in this manner particlesnpd
others of their own kind that lie next them, but do not exert their yiriue

on ibe more remote, particles of this kind will compose such fluids as are

treated of in this ^position. If the virtue of any particle diffuse itsdf

every way in infinitum^ there will be required a greater force to produce

an e^ual coudcuiiation of a greater i|uaiitity of the fluid. But whether
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elastic fluids do really consist of particles so repelling each other, is a phy-

sical qiiostion. We have here demonstrated mathematically the property

of fluids consisting of particles of this kind, that hence philosophers may
take occasion to dificuas that question.

SECTION 71

0/ the motion and resistance offunepetidulous bodies,

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM XIX.

The quantUies of nmtter infunependtiUms bodies^ whose centres of oscU-

UUion are equally distantfrom the centre of suspension^ are in a ratio

eomptntnded of the ratio of the weights and the duplicate ratio of the

times of the oscillations in vacuo.

For the velocity which a given force can generate in a given matter in

a given time is as the force and the time directly, and the matter inversely.

Tie greater the force or the time is^ or the less the matter, the greater ve-

looity will be generated. This is manifest from the seoond Law of Mo-
tion. Now if pendnlnms are of thesame length, the motive forces in places

equally distant from the perpendicular are as the weights : and therefore

if two bodies by oscillating describe eqoal dica, and those arcs are divided

into equal parts ; since the times in which the bodies describe each of the

corrcgi' litk iit parts of the arcs are as the times of tlie whole oscillations,

the velocities in the correspondent parts of the oscillations will be to each

other as the iiintivc forces and the wliole times of the oscillations directly,

and the quaiititiet* of matter reciprocally : ami therefore the quantities of

matter are a.s the forces and the times of the oscillations directly and the

velocities reciprocally. But the velocities reciprocally are as the times,

and tht rcfure the times directly and the velocities reciprocally are as the

squares <>f the times; and therefore the (juantities of matter are as the mo-

tive forces and the squares of the times, that is, as the weights and the

squares of the times. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. Therefore if the times are eqnaJ, the quantities of matter in

each of the bodies are as the weights.

Cob. 2. If the weights are equal, the quantities of matter will be as the

squares of the times.

Cor. 3. If the quantities of matter are equal, the weights will beredp-

rocally as the squarc^^ c f the times.

Cob. 4. Whence since the squares of the times, ctei&ris paribus^ are as

the lengths of tiie pendulums^ therefore if both the times anid quantities of

matter are equal, tiie weights will be as the lengths of the pendulums.
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Cob. 5. And aniTeisally, the quantity of matter in the pcndnlonB bodj

i0 as the weight and the square of the time directly, and the length of the

pendnlnm inyersdy.

Con. 6. But in a non-rcsisdng medium, the quanti^ of matter in tiie

pendulous hody is as the oomparatiye weight and the square of the time

directly, and the length of the pendulum inversely. For the comparatiye

weight is the motive force of the body in any heavy medium, as wiis shewn

above; and thcrefurc dues the same tiling in such a uuu-rcaistiiig medium

as the absolute weight does in a vacuum.

Cor. 7. And hence appears a method both of cum[»aring bodies one

amoniT another, as to the (|uantity of matter in each ; and of comparing

the weig^hts of the same body in diliurent places, to know the variation of

its gravity. And by experiments made with the greatest accuracy, I

have always found the quantity of matter in bodies to be proportional to

their weight.

PtlOPOSITION XXV. THEOREM XX.
£\inependul(nis bodies that are, in arnj inedituji, resisted i)i the ratio of

the moments of time, andfunepeudulous bodies that move in a non-

reaiiting medium of the tame specific gravity, perform their osciUa-

Hon9 in a cjfcUjid in the eame time^ and describepnportioml parte of

area together.

Let AB be an arc of a cycloid| which

a body D, by vibrating in a non-ie»

sisting medium, shall describe in any

time. Biseet that are in C, so that C
may be the lowest point thenof ; and
the aooelerative force with which the

body is urged in any place D, or or

will be as the length of theaic CD,
or Cd, or GE. T>et that force be ex*

pressed by that same arc ; and since the resistance is as the moment of the

time, and therefore given, let it be ei^ressed by the given part CO of the

cycloidal arc, and take the arc 0(< in the same ratio to the arc CD that

the arc OB has to the arc CB : and the force with which the body in t/

urged in a resisting medium, being the exct-ss uf the force Cd above the

resistance CO, will be expressed by the arc Ot/, and will therefore be to

the force with which the body \) is urged in a non-resisting medium in the

place D, as the arc Od to the arc CD ; and therefore ^ho m the place B,

as the arc OB to the arc CB. Therefore if two l>odics D, d go from the phicc

B, and are urged by these forces
;
since the forces at the beginning are as

the arc CB and OB, the lirst velocities and arcs first described will be in

the same ratio. Let those arcs be BD and Bd, and the remainii^ arcs
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iJD, Odf inU be in ike same Hierefore the foioeB, being piep<ns

lional to tfaoee arae CD, Od, will remain in the same ratio ae at the be>

g;inniDg, and thmfore the bodies will eontinne desoribing together ans in

the same ratio. Therefore the fbioes and rdodties and the ronainingaros

CD. Od, will be always as the whole aros CB, OB, and thereflbte those

maining arcs will be described together. Therefore the two bodies D and

d will arrive together at the places C and O ; that which moves in the

non-resisting medium, at the phice and the other, in the resisting me-

dium, at the place O. Now since tlie velocities in C and O areas the arcs

CB, OB, the arcs which the bodies dt'scribe when they go farther will be

in the same ratio. Let those arcs he CK and Oc. The force with which

the body D in a non-resisting medium is retarded in I I is as CE, and the

force with which the body d in the resisting medium is retarded in e, is as

the sum of the force Ce and the resistance (JO, that is, as Oe; and there- .

fore the forces with which the bodies are retarded are as the arcs CB, OB,
proportional to the arcs CE, Oe; and therefore the velocities, retarded in

that given ratio, remain in the same given ratio. Therefore the velocities

and the arcs described with those velocities are always to each other in

that giyen ratio of the arcs CB and OB ; and therefore if the entire aros

AB, aB are taken in the same ratio, the bodies D andd will describe those

aros together, and in the places A and o will lose all their motion together,

llierefore the whole oscillations are isochronal, or are performed in eqnal

times; and any parts of the arcs^ as BD, Bd, or BE, Be, thataredesoribed

together, are proportional to the whole arcs BA, Bo. QJLD.
Cob. Therefore the swiftest motion in a resisting medium docs not fill

upon Ae lowest point C, bat is found in that point O, in which tiie whole

arc described Ba is bisected. And the body, proceeding from thence to or,

is reti^rded at the same rate with which it was accelerated before in its de-

scent from B to 0.

PROPOSITION XXYL THEOREM XXL
JFunependtUous bodies, that are resisted in the ratio of t/ie velocity^ liave

their oscillations in a. c}jchnd isochronal.

For if two bodies, equally distant from their centres of suspension, de-

scribe^ in oscillating, unequal arcs, and the velocities in the correspondent

parts of the arcs be to each other as the whole arcs ; the rcsistancee^ pnH
portional to the yelocities, will be also to each other as the same arcs.

Therefore if these resistances he snbdncted from or added to the motive

fbiees arising from gravity which are as tiie same arcs^ the differences or

soms wiU be to each other in the same ratio of the arcs; and since the in-

cranents and decrements of the velocities are as these diiftrences or simi^

^ veiomties will he always as the whole arcs; therefore if the vdosttiei

minaay one case as the whole arcs, they will remain always In the sams

20
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ratio. But at the beginiuDg of the motion, when the bodies begin to de-

scend and describe those arcs, the foieei^ which at that time are proportional

to the arcs, will generate TelooitieB proportional to the arcs. Therefoie

the Telooities will be always as the whole arcs to be described| and ihmt'

lofe iboBeaioswiU be described in the same time* Q£D.

PROPOSITION XXVIL THEOREM XXU.

ff /ufupendidous bodies are resisted in the duplicate ratio of their

vdocUies, the differences between the times of the osdUatiims hi a re-

sistino- medium, and the times of the oscillations in a non-resistmg

medium of the same specific gramty, tpitt be proportional to ike arcs

described in oscillating^ nearly.

For let equal pendulums in a
sisting mediom describe die uneqinl

arcs A, B ; and the reaisianGe of the

body in the an A will be to the resist-

ance of the body in the correspondent

part of the arc B in the duplicate ra-

tio of the velocitieSj that is, AA to

BB nearly. If the resifltauce in the

arc B were to the resistance in the arc

A as AB to AA, the times in the arcs A and B would be equal {by the last

Prop.) Therefore the resistance AA in the arc A, or AB in the arc B,

causes the excess of the time in the arc A above the time in a uon-resistiog

medium ; and the resistance BB causes the excess of the time in the arc B

above the time in a non-resisting medium. Bat those excesses are as the

efficient forces AB and BB nearly, that is, as the arcs A and B. Q.EID.

Cor. 1. Hence from the times of the oscillations in unequal arcs in a

resisting medium, may be known the times of the oscillations in a non-re-

Bistiog medinm <^ the same specifio gcwitf. For the difference of the

times will be to the excess of tLe time in the lesser arc aboye the timeina

non-resisting medinm as the diffemce of the arcs to the lesser arc

Cob. 2. The shorter osoillalions are more laochronal^ and Teiy short

ones are performed nearly in the same times as in a non-resisting mediun.

Bat the times of those whidi are performed in greater ares are a little

greater, becanse the resistance in the descent of the body, by which the

time is prolonged, is greater, in proportion to the length described in the

descent than the resistance in the subsciiueut ustcnt, by which the time is

contracted. But the time of the oscillations, both short and long, seems to

be prolonged in some measure by the motion of the medium. For retard-

ed bodies are resisted somewhat less in proportion to the velocity, and ac-

celerated bodiesdomewhat more than those that proceed uniformly forwards i
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1»eaiiM the medimn, bj tiie motion it has reonTcd from the bodiei^ goiBff

fowaxds the same way with them, k more agitated in the former case^ and

hn in the latter; and 00 conspires more or less with the bodies mored.

Tlierefore it resists the pendnlums in their descent moxe^ and in thdr as-

cent lesB^ than in proportion to the Teloeity ; and these two oanses oononr-

ring prolong the time.

PROPOSITION XXYm. THEOREM XXm.
Mfafim^mdttkms body, oaeUlaHng in a ejfdM, beresiateiinthB roNo

of the moments of the timCj Us renatance Vfitt be to theforce of {;rav'

ity as the excess of the arc described in the whole descent above the

arc described in i/ie subsequent accent to twice tlw length of the pen*

dulum.
Let BC represent the arc described

in the descent, Ca the arc described in

the ascent, and Aa the Jifl't rence of

the arcs : and things remaining as they

were constructed and demonstrated in

Prop. XXV, the force with which the

oscillating body is urged in any place

D will be to the force of resistance as

the arc CD to the arc CO, which is

half of that difference Aa. Therefore the foroe with which the 0BftilUt»"g

body is urged at the beginning or the highest point of the cjdoid, that 1%
tho force of gravity, will be to the rcBistanoe as the are of the cycloid, be-

tween that highest pomt and lowest point C, is to the arc CO; that Is

(donUing those arcs], as the whole cydoidal arc, or twioe the length of the

pcndnlnm, to the arc Ao, Q.EJ>.

PROPOSITION XXUL PROBLEM VL
Suj)posing thai a body oaeUhiinffm a eyMd is resisted in a dujdicaU

raUo of the vdoeiip : tofind the resistance in each place.

Let Babe an arc described in one entire oscillation, C the lowest point

•f the eydind, and CZ half the whole cydoidal an, eqnal to the length of

the pendulum ; and let it be le^niied to find the zesistaBoe of the body in
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any place D, Cut the indefinite right line OQ, in tlie points O, S, P, Q,

so that (erecting the perpendicularij OK, ST, PI, QE, and with the centre

O, and the aysmptotes OK, OQ, describing the hyperbola TIGE cutting

the perpendiculars ST, PI, Q,M in T, I, and E, and through the point I

'drawing KF, parallel to the asymptote ( )U,nieeting the asymptote OK ia

K, and the perpendiculars ST and Q,E in L and F) the hyperbolic area

PIEQ, may be to the hyperbolic area PITS as the arc BC, described in the

descent of the l>ody, to the arc Ca described in the ascent ; and that the

area lEF may be to the area ILT as OQ. to OS. Then with the perpen-

dionlar MN cut oif the hyperbolic area PLNM, and let that area be to the

hyperbolic area PIE^ as the arc CZ to the arc BC described in the dft>

aoent And if the perpendicular RG cut off the hypeijlx>lic area PIGR,

wbidi shall be to the area PIEQ as any are CD to the aio BC deseribei

in the whole descent, the renstanoe in any place D will be to the fcm d
OR

gravity as the area^ I£F— IGU to the area PINM.

For since the forces arising from gravity with which the body is

urged in the places Z, li, 1), a, are as the arcs CZ, CB, CD, Ca and those

arcs are as the areas PIX.M, PIEQ, PIGR, PI TS; let those areas l»c the

exponents both of the arcs and of the forces respectively. Let D^/ bo a

very small space described by the body in its descent : and let it be expressed

by the very small area RGif/' comprehended between the parallels RG, r^-;

and produce r^- to h, so that GH/jij^ and RG^r may be the contemporane"

ous decrements of the areas IGH| PIGR. And the increment GHhg^

^ lEF, or Rr X HG— lEF, of the area^ lEF—IGH will k

lEF
to the decrement RGgr, or Rr x RG, of the area PIGR, as HG—

OR
toRG; and therefore as OR X HG—^lEF to OR X GRorOPx

PI, that is (because of the equal quantities OR X HG, OR X IIR — OR
X GR, ORHK— OPIK, PIHR and PIGR + IGH), as PIGR + IGH—
OR OR
^lEFtoOPIK. Therefore if the area^ lEF IGH be caOed

Y, and KGgr the decrement of the area PIGR be given, the increment of

the area Y will be as PKiR — Y.

Then if V represent the force arising from the gravity, proportional to

the arc CD to be described, by which the body is acted upon in D, and R
be put for the resistance, V—R will be the whole force with which the

body is nrged in D. Therefore the increment of the velocity is as Y—R
and the particle of time in which it is generated oonjunoily. Bnt the

lodty itself is as the oontemporaaeoiiB increment of tiie apaoe desoribed di-
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reetly and the same particle of time inTenelj. Therefore, since tiie re-

sistance is, by the supposition, afi the square of the velocity, the increment

of the resistance will (by Lem. II) be sa the yelocity and the increment of

the vdocitj conjunctly, that i% as the moment of the space and Y—

R

oonjnnotly
;
and, theiefore^ if the moment of the space be given, as Y—

R; that is, if for the force Y ve pat its exponent PIGR, and the resist-

ance R be expressed by any other area Z, as PIGR— Z.

Therefore the area PIGR uniformly decreasing by the snbdnction of

g^Ten moments, the area Y increases in proportion of PIGR— Y, and

the area Z in proportion of PIGR — Z. And therefore if the areas

Y and Z begin together, and at the beginning arc equal, these, by the

addition of equal nioraents, will continue to be e<{ual ; and in like man-

ner decreasing by equal moments, will vanish together. And, rice versa^

if they together begin and vanish, they will have equal moments and be

always equal ; and that, because if the resistance Z be augmented, the ve-

locity together with the arc Ca, described in the ascent of tlie body, will be

diminished; and the point in which all the motion together with the re-

sistance ceases coming nearer to the point C, the resistance vanishes sooner

than the area Y. And the contrary will happen when the resistance is

diminished.

Now the area Z begins and ends where the resistance is nothing, that is,

at the beginning of the motion where the aio CD is equal to the arc CB,

N P rR Q M
and the right line RG falls upon the right line QE ; and at the end of

the motion where the arc CD is eq^ual to the arc Co, and KG falls upon
* OR
the ri£^i liiw ST. And the area Y or ^lEF—IGH begins and ends

OR
also where the resistance is nothing, and therefore where I£F and

IGH are equal ; tiiat is (by the construction), where the right line RG
jfoHs snooessiyely upon the right lines QE and ST. Therefore thoee areas

begin andvanish together,andare thereforealways equaL TTierefore the area

OR~ lEF—IGH is eqnal to the area Z, by which the resistance is es-
\Jyjc

pressed, and therefore is to the area lUNM, by which the gravity is ox-

pressed, as the resistance to the gravity. Q.E.D.
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Cob. 1. Therefore the resistaDoe in the lowest place C if to th« fbioe

OP
of gravity as the area lEF to the area PINM.

Cor. 2. But it becomes greatest where the area PIHR is to the area

lEFasORtoOO. For in that ease its moment (that i% PIGR—Y)
becomes notiiing.

Cob. 3. Henoe also may be known the velocity in each plac^ as hmag
in the snbdnplioate rati<> of the renstance^ and at the beginning of the mo-
tion eqnal to the Telocity of^th^ body oscillating in the same eycloid with-

out any reristance.

Howerer, by reason of the difficulty of the calonlation by which the ro-

sistance and the velocity are found by this Proposition, we have tiiuught

fit to subjoin the Proposition following.

PROPOSITION XXX. THEOREM XXIV.

If a rig ht line aB be equal to the arc of a cycloid which an oscillaiing

body describes, and at each of its points D the perpendiculars DK 6e

erected, which shall be to the length of the pendulum as the j csistance

of tlw body in ilie correspond in rr points of the arc to the force of grav-

ity ; I say, that the difference between, the arc described in the whole

descent and the arc described in the whole subsequent ascent drawn
into half tlie sum of the same arcs wiU be espial to the area B£a
which ail those jpeq^endiculars take uj).

Let the are of the cycloid, de-

scribed in one entire oscillation, be

expressed by the right line oB,

eqnal to it, and, the arc whioh

wonld havebeen describedm vaem
by the length AB. Bisect AB in

C| and the point C will represent

^ the lowest point of the cydoid, and

CD -w ill be as the force arising from gravity, with which the body in D is

urged in the direction of the tangent of the cycloid, and will have the same

ratio to the length of the pendulum as the force in I) has to the force of

gravity. Let that force, therefore, be expressed by that length CD, and

file force of gravity by the length of the pendulum ; and if in DE you

take Dlv In the same ratio to the length of the pendulum as the resistance

has to the gravity, DK will bo the exponent of the resistance. From the

centre C with the interval CA or CB describe a semi-circle BEeA. Let

the body describe, in the least time^ the space Vd ; and, erecting the per-

pendiculars DE, de, meeting the circumference in £ and e, they will be as

the velociti» which the body descending tft vacuo from the point B would

acqoiie in the places D and This appears by Fkop. Lil, Book L Le^
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therefore, these velocities be expressed by those perpendiculars DE, de

;

and let DF be the velocity which it acquires in D by falling from B in

the resisting medium. And if from the centre C with the interval CF we
dcBcribe the circle F/M meeting the light lines de and AB in / and

then M will be the plaee to whidi it wonld thenorforward, without farthar

Muatanoe, ascend, uid the vdooitjit wonld aoqnire in d Whenec^

alao^ if represent the moment of the velooity wh^ the body D, in d^
•oribini^ tihe least space loses by the reastance of the mediun; and

GN be taken equal to C^^; then will N be the place to which the body, if

it met no farther resistance, wonld thenceforwiod ascend, and MN will be

the decrement of the ascent arising from the loss of that velocity. Draw
Fm perpendicular to df^ imd the decrement Fif of the velocity DF gener-

ated by the resistance DK will be to the incrcraciit ftn of the same velo-

city, generated by the force CD, as the generating force DK to the gener-

ating force CD. But because of the similar triangles Vmf, F//^, FDC,
fm is to Ft7i or Dd as CD to DF

;
and, ex aqiio, Fg" to Dd as DK to

DF. Also F/i is to Fir as DF to CF ; and, cx aqiio perturbati^^ Fh or

MN to Dr/ as DK to CF or CM ;
and therefore the sum of all the MX X

CM will be equal to the sum of all the Dd X DK. At tlie iiioveable

point M suppose always a rectangular ordinate erected equal to the inde-

terminate CM, which by -a continual motion is drawn into the whole

length Aa ; and the trapezium described by that motion, or its equal, the

rectangle Aa X iaB, will be equal to t!ie sum of all the MN X CM^ and

therefore to the sum of ail the Di< x DK, that i% to the am BKYTa
CtElD.

Cob. Hence from the law of resistance and the difference Aa of the

arcs Co, CB, may be collected the proportion of the resistance to the grar*

itj nearly.

For if the resistance DK be imiform, the figure BETa will Be a reo-

tangle under Ba and DK; and thence the rectangle under ^Ba and Aa
will be eqnal to the rectan^e under Ba and DK, and DK will be equal to

\Aa. Wherefore since DK is the exponent of the resistance, and the

length of the pendulum the exponent uf the gravity, the resistance will be

to the gravity as ^ Aa to the length of the pendulum
;
altogether as in

Prop. XXVIII is demonstrated.

If the resistance be as the velocity, the figure BKTa will be nearly an

ellipsis. For if a body, in a non-resisting medium, by one entire oscilla-

tion, sliould describe the length BA, tlie velocity in any place D would be

as the ordinate DE of the circle described on the diameter AB. There-

fore since Ba in the resisting medium, and BA in the non-resisting onc^

• are described nearly in th^ same times ; and therefore the velocities in each

of the points of Ba are to the velocities in the correspondent points of the

length BA nearly aa Ba is to BA^ the ydooi^ in the point D in the ze-
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sistin^ medium will be as the ordinate of the circle or ellipsis described

upon the diameter Ba / and therefore the figure BKVTa will be nearly an

ellipsis. Since the resistance is supposed proportional to the velocity, let

OV be the cx])onent of the r^istance in the middle point O ; and an eilip-

fiisBRVSa described with the centre O, and the semi-axes OB, OV, will

be nearly equal to the tigure BKVTa, and to its equal the rectangle Aa
X BO. Therefore Aa X BO is to OV X BO as the am of this ellipsis

io OY X BO ; that is, Aa is to OV as the area of the semi-circle to the

square of the radius, or as 11 to 7 nearly
;
and, therefore, fr^a is to tlis

length of the pendulam as ihe renstanoe of the oecillatiag body in O to

itB gravity.

Now if ibe reeistaiuse DK be in the dnplieate ratio of the Tel^dtj, the

£gare BKVTa will be almost a parabola having T for its vertex and OT
for its axis, and therefore will be nearly equal to the rectangle under fBa
and OV. Therefore the reotangle nnder ^Ba and Aa is eqnal to the reo-

tangle fBa X OV, and therefore OY is equal to |Aa ; and therefore ilie

resistance in O made to the oscillating body is to its gravity as fAa to the

length of the pendulum.

And I take these concliLsioiis to be accurate enough for practical uses.

For since an ellipsis or parabola BRVSa falls in with the figure BKVTa
in the middle point V, that figiure, if greater towards the part BRV or

YSa than the otheri is less towards the contrary part^ and is therefore

nearly equal to it.

PROPOSITION XXXI. THEOREM XXV.
Jfihe resistance made to an oscillati?)^ body in each of the proport ional

parts of the arcs described be ang;niL'nted or dimifiished in a given ror-

tio, the difference bvlween the arc dcscrii/cd in the descent and t/te arc
described in the subsequent ascent will be augmented or dimmiBhBd Is
lAe same ratio.

For that difference arises from

the retardation of the pendolnm
by the resistance of the mediiis^

and therefore is as the whole

tardation and the retardingresist

apce proportional thereto. In the

foregoing Proposition liie reetsn-
"XHa c o B gle under the right line ioB and

the differenoe Aa of tiie arcs CB, Ca, was equal to the area BKTo. A nd

that area) if^e length oB remains, is augmented or diminished m the ra-

tio of the ordinates DK ; that is, in the ratio of the resistance and is there-

fore us tlie length aB and the resistance conjunctly. And therefore the

rectangle under Aa and |aB is as aB and the resistaace conjunctlyi and
therefore Aa is as the resistance. QJELD.
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Cor. 1. Hence if the resistance be as the velocity, the difference of

the arcs iu the same medium will be as the whole aro described: and the

contrary.

Cor. 2. If the resistance be in the duplicate ratio of the velocity, that

difference will be in the duplicate ratio of the whole arc : and the cojitrary.

Coa. 3. And universally, if the resistance be in the triplicate or any

other ratio of the velocity, the difikenoe will be in the Btine ntio of the

whole arc : and the contrary.

Cor. 4. If the resistance be partly in the simple ratio of the velocity,

and partly in the duplicate ratio of the same, the differ«koe will be partly

in the ratio of die whole aro^ and partly in the dnplieate ratio of it: and

the contrary. So that the law and ratio of the resistance will ho the

same for the Telocity as the lav and ratio of that difference for the length

of the arc.

Con. S. And therefore if a pendnlnm describe soccessiy^ unequal aroi^

and we can find the ratio of the increment or decrement of this difference

for the length of the arc described, there will be had abo the ratio of the

increment or decrement of the resistance for a greater or less velocity.

GENERAL SCHOLIUM.
From these propositions we may find the resistance of mediums by pen-

dulums oscillating therein. I found the resistance of the air by the fol-

lowing experiments. I suspended a wooden globe or ball weighing

ounces troy, its diiimeter 6} London inches, by a fine thread on a firm

hook, so that tlie distance between the hook and the centre of oscillation of

the globe was 10^ feet. I marked on the thread a point 10 feet and 1 inch

distant from the centre of suspension ; and even with that point I placed a

mler divided into inohea^by the help whereof I observed the lengths of the

arcs described by the pendnlnm. Then I numbered the oscillations in

which the globe wonld lose { part of its motion. If the pendnlnm was

drawn aside from the perpendioolar to the distance of 2 inches^ and thenee

let go^ so that in its whole deseent it described an aro of 2 inches,' and in

the first whole oscillation) compounded ef the descent and snbseqnenl

ascent^ an arc of almost 4 inches^ the same in 164 oscillations lost {- part

of its motion, so as in its last ascent to describe an arc of 1} indiee. If

in the first descent it described an arc of 4 inches, it lost | part of its mo-

tion in 121 oscillations, so as in its last ascent to describe an arc of 3^

inches. If in the first descent it described an arc of 8, 16, 32, or 64 inches,

it lost I part of its motion in 69, 35,}, IS^, 9| oscillations, respectively.

Therefore the difference !)etween the arcs described in the first descent and

the last ascent was in the Ist, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th cases, |, f. 1, 2, 4, 8

inches respectively. Divide those differences by the number of oscillations

in each case^ and in one mean oscillation, wherein an aro of 3|y 7^, dO^
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60, 120 inches was described, the diflference of the ares described in the

descent and subsequent ascent will be j^-g, ^l^, ^V» A? If P^^rts of an
inch, respectively. But these differences in the c^reater oscillations are in

the duplicate ratio of the arcs described nearly, but in lesser oscillations

iomething greater than ia that ratio ; and therefore (by Cor. 2| Prop.XXKl
of this Book) the resistance of the globe^ when it moves very swiflk^ is in i

the duplicate ratio of the velocity, nearly; and when it moTcs alowlj,

iomflwhat greater than in that ratiob
|

Now let T rqiresent the greatest Tdooity in any oscillation, and let A,
By and C be given qnantities» and let ns snppoee ihn differenoo of theam
to be AV + BV* 4- CV'. Since the greatest velocities are in tlie cycloid .

as I the arcs described in oscillating, and in the circle as | the chords of

those arcs; and therefore in ec^ual arcs are greater in the cycloid than in

the circle in the ratio of ^ the arcs to their chords ; but the times in the

circle are greater than ia the cycloid, in a reciprocal ratio of the velocity

;

it ia plain that the differences ofthe arcs (\vhich are as the resistance and

the square of the time conjanctly) are nearly the same in both corves: for

in the «^doid those differences must be on the one hand augmented, with

the resistance, in about the duplicate ratio of the arc to the chord, becaose

of tiie Telocity augmented in the simple ratio of the same; and on the
,

other hand diminished, with the square of the time^ in the same duplicate

ratio. Therefore to reduce these observations to the cycloid, we must take
,

the same differences of the arcs as were observed in the circle^ and suppose

&e greatest velocities analogous to tiie half, or the whole arcs, that is, to

the numbers 1, 2, 4, S, 16. Therefore in the 2d, 4tli, and 6th eases, put
^

1,4, and 10 for V j and the diflerence of the arcs in the 2d case will become

4 2
A + B + C; inthedihcase,^ — 4A + 8B + 16C ; in the Gth

|

oase, g7 3« 16A + 64B + 256C. These equations redueed give A '

0,0000916^ B 0,001084r, and C~ 0,0029558. Therefore the difference

of the arcs is as 0,0000916V + 0,0010847T^ + 0,0029559V« : and there-

fore since (by Cor. Prop. XXX, applied to this case) the roistancc cf the

globe in the middle of the arc described in oscillating, where the velocity

IS y, is to its weight as tVAY + j\BY^ + {CY* to the length of the

pendulum, if for A, B, and G you put the numbers found, the resistance of

the globe will be to i weight as U U0005S3V + 0,000r593v'^ + 0,0 )221 69V«

to the length of the pendulum between the centre of suspension and the

ruler, that is, to 121 inches. Therefore since V in the second c;":se repre-

sents 1, in the 4th case 4. and in the Gth case IG, the resistance will be to

the weight of the globe, in the 2d case, as 0,0030345 to 121; in the ^ih^m

0/m74B to 121; in the 6th, as 0,6ir05 to 121.
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was of 120 — or lldfV inches. And therefore since the radius was

Hio in^ whioh thA posni wwrkf^ in tbo timid dcwsibod is Hm dlh mm^

91'

121 inohcB^ and the leogth of the pendnliim hetirMn the point of sospen-

mon and the centre of the globewm 126 inbhei^ the aie whioh the oentre of

the globe desoribed was VUfy incheSi Beoanae the gieateat Yelooitj of the

cacillftting body, by reason of the Tosistanee of the air, does not fall on the

lowest point of the arc described, but near the middle place of the whole

arc, tins velocity will be nearly the same as if the globe iii iis whole descent

ia a iiori-rusifitiu^ medium should describe i^^^j inches, the half of that arc,

and that in a cycloid, to which we have above reduced the motion of the

pendulum; and therefore that velocity will be equal to that which the

globe would acquire by falling perpendicularly from a height equal to the

Tersedsine of that arc. But that versed sine in the cycloid is to that arc

62^y as the same arc to twice the length of the pendulum 252, and there-

fore equal to 15,278 inches. Therefore the velocity of the pendulum is the

which a body would acquire by falling, and in its fall d(^ribing a

of I5|2r8 inches. Therefore with such a velocity the globe meets

with n resistance which is to its weight as 0,61705 to 121, or (if we take

that ])art only of the resistance whioh is in the daplioate ratio of the re-

loctj) as 0,56752 to 121.

I fonnd, by an hydrostatieal experiment, that the weight of this wooden

globe was to the weight of a globe of water of the same magnitude as 55

to 97 : and therefore sinoe 121 is to 2134 in^ 9UM ratio, Uie resistanoe

made to this globe of water, moving forwards with the abore-mentaoned

velocity, will be to its weight as'o,56752 to 213,4, that is, as 1 to 376jV.
Whence since the weight of a globe of water, in the time in which the

globe with a velocity uniformly continued descril^ a length of 30,556

inches, will gt^ierate all that velocity in the fulling globe, it is manifest

that the force of resistance uniformly continued in the same time will take

away a velocity, which will be less than the other in the ratio of 1 to 376^*^,

that is, the
,

part of the whole velooity. And therefore in the time

that the globe, with the same velocity uniformly continued, would describe

the length of its semi-diameter, or 3j\ inohes, it would lose the j^^^ part

of its motion.

I also eoqnted the osdllations in which the pendulum lost } part of its

motion. In the following taUe the upper numbers denote the length of the

are described in the first descent, ejcpressed in inches and parts of an inch;

the middle numbers denote the length of the arc described in the last as-

eent ; and in the lowest plaee are the numbers of the oscillations. I give

an account of this experiment^ as being more accurate than that in which
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oiilj j part of the motiott mm loiL I leave the oaloaUtioii to godi at aie

disposed to make it

First deseeni • . . 2 4 8 16 32 64

Lattoiceni • • • 1* 3 6 12 24 48
NumLofomU^ • . 374 273 mi 83^ 41| »1

I afterward gqapended a leaden globe of 2 inohea in diameter, weigbing

26^ ounces troy by the same thread, so thai between the oentre of ikm

globe and the point of suspension there was an interval of 10^ feet, and 1

counted the oscillations in which a given part of the motion wik>lost. The

first of the following tables exhibits the number of oscillations in Trhich \

part of the whole motion was lost ; the second the number of oacillations

in which there was lost { part of the same.

First descent , • • . 1 2 4 9 16 32 t\l

Zxist ascent . . • . I I 3i 7 14 28 56

Numb, of oscUL • .226 228 193 140 90^ 53 30

First duceni • • . . 1 2 4 8 16 32 &1

lAi$t ascent . « «
9
T u 3 6 12 24 4S

Numb^ of oscUL . 510 618 420 318 204 121 70

Seleeting in the first table the 3d, 6th, and 7th observations^ and express-

ing the greatest YelooitieB in these obsenrations particularly by the nnm-
bers 1, 4, 16 respectively, and generally by the quantity T as aboT^ there

I

irill come oat in the 3d obseryation ~ «b A + B + C,in the fftfa ohi«-

Tation ~ -i4A + 8B + 16C, in the7th observation^ ^-laA + 64B +
256C. These Cijuations reduced give A = 0,001414, B =« 0,000297, C «
0,000S79. And thence the resistance of the globe moving with the velocity

Y will be to its weight 26} ounces in the same ratio as 0^0009Y +
0,00()208V^ 4- 0,000659V« to 121 inches, the length of the pendulum.

And if we regard that part only of the resistance which is in the dupli-

cate ratio of the velocity, it will be to the weight of the globe as U,00U659V'

to 121 inches. Bnt this part of the resistance in the first experiment was

to the weight of the woudeii globe of o7^\ ounces us 0,002217 V* to 121;

and thence the resistance of the wooden globe is to the resistance of the

leaden one (their velocities being equal) as 57^\ into 0,002217 to 26^

into 0,000659, that is, as 7J to 1. The diameters of the two globes were

6} and 2 inches, and the squares of these are to each other as 47i and 4,

or im and 1, nearly. ITierefore the resistances of these equally swift

globes were in less than a duplicate ratio of the diameten* But wa have

not yet oousidered the resistance of the thread, whioh waa oertainlj ymj
«onsiderahU^ and oi^ht to be subdnoted from the renstanoe of the peBd»>

liiBUi hen fomL I oonld not detmino this aeouately, but I fraad it
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greater than a third part of the whole raistoxice of the leaser pendulum

;

and thcDoe I gathered that the rcBistaiiM of the globes^ idwn the resisi-

amie of tho thread la Bnhdooted, are neailj in the dapUoate ratio of their

diaaeten. For the raAb of 7|— } to 1— 1, or 10} to 1 is not jmf
diffbrnt horn the da^ieate ratio of the diameten 1 1|| to I.

Sinoe the naiataiwe of the thread is of less moment in greater globes^ I

tried the experiment also with a globe whose diameter was ISf inehoL

The leoQ^th of the pendulum between the point of suspension and the cen-

tre of oscillation was 122 ^ inches, and between the point of suspension and

the knot in the thread 109^ inches. The arc described by the knot at the

first descent of the pendulum was 32 inches. The arc described by the

same knot in the last ascent after five oscillations was 28 inches. The
sum of the arcs, or the whole arc described in one mean oscillation, was 60

inches. The difference of the arcs 4 inches. The j\ part of this, or the

difference between the descent and ascent in one mean oscillation, is f of

an inch. Then &a the radius 109^ to the radius 122^, so is the whole aro

of 60 inches described by the knot in one mean osoUlation to the whole are

inches described by the centre of the globe in one mean oscillation

;

and so is the difference } to a new difference 0,AAZ5» if the length of the

am desorihed were to remain, and the length of the pendnlnm shonld bs

augmented in the ratio of 126 to 122i, the time of the oscillation wonld

be aqgmented, and thsTelooitj of the pendnlnm wonld be diminished in

the sdbdnplieato of that ratio; so tiiat the difierenos 0^4475 of the arcs

scribed in the descent and sqbseqnent ascent would remain. Then if tha

aie desorihed be angmented in ihe ratio of 124/r to 67)|ihat difference

0,4475 would be augmented in the duplicate of that ratio, and so wonld

become 1,5295. These things would be so upon the supposition that the

resistance of the pendulum were in the duplicate ratio of the velocity.

Therefore if the pendulum describe the whole arc of 124 3^ inches, and its

leni^th between the point of suspension and the centre of oscillation be 126

inches, the difference of the arcs described in the descent and subsequent

ascent would be 1,5295 inches. And this difference multiplied into the

weight of the pendulous globe, which was 2U8 ounces, produces 318,136.

Again ; in the pendulum aboye-mentioned, made of a wooden globe^ when

its centre of oscillation, being 126 inches from the point of sospension, de-

scribed the whole arc of I2i^i inchesi the diffBrenoe of the axes doMribed

in the descent and ascent was into ^ This multiplied into the

weight of the globc^ which was 57^ onnceSy prodnoes 49,396. Bnt I mul-

tiply these differences into the weights of the globes^ in order to find their

resistances. For tiie dilfaences arise fkom the resistances^ and are as tha

verifltanees ^Krectly and tiie weights inTerselj. Therefore ih» re^tanees

are og the numbers 318|136r and 49,396. But that part of the resistance
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of the lesser globe^ which is in the duplicate ratio of the velocity, y^ns to

the whole ranstanoe as 0,56752 to 0,61675, that is, as 45,453 to 49,396;

whercM that part of the reaistaaoe of tho grcftter glohe is almost equal to

its whole xesietanoe; and so tfaoee parte are nearly as 318,136 and 46^453^

tfaftt ifl^ as 7 and 1. But the diameten of the glohes are 18f and 6}; and

thdr squares 351A ud 47H areas 7,438 and l,that is, aitheresiBtanea

fli tiie glohes 7 and 1, nearly. The difference of these ratios is aeane

greater than may arise from tiie renstanee of the thread. Therefore those

parts of the resistances which ir^ when tiie glohes are equal, as the sqnara

of the Telocitics, are also, when the velocities are equal, as the squares of

tlie diiimetcrs of the globes.

But the greatest of the globes I used iu these experiments was not per-

fectly spherical, and therefore in this calculation I have, for brevity's sake,

neglected some little niceties
;
being not very solicitous for an accurate

calculus in an experiment that was not very accurate. So that I could

wish that these experiments were tried again with other globes, of a larsfer

size, more in niunber, and more accurately formed
; since the demonstra-

tion of a faomun depends thereon. If the globes be taken in a geometrinl

proportion, as suppose whose diameters are 4| 8^ 16, 32 inches ; one may

eollect from the progression ohserred in tiio eiperinicnis what would hap-

pen if the glohes were still laiger.

In order to oorapare the resistanoes of different fluids with eaeh other, I

nado the following trials. I proenred a wooden Teml 4 feet long^ 1 foot

hioad, and 1 foot higL This toimI, heing noooimd, I fiOed with qpraf

water, and, having immersed pendnlvms therein, I made them oscillate ia

the water. And I found that a leaden globe weighing 166} onnoc^ andn
diameter 3f inches, moved theran as it is set down in thofollowing taUe;

the length of the pendulum from the point of suspension to a oertain

point marked in the tliiead being 120 inches, and to the centre of osciUaf

tion 134f inches.

TJie arc described in
'

iJie/ust descent, by

apoitU marh&l in

the thread was
mehes.

The arc deseribml in

lAe iosf osoml wot V 48 .d4.12.6.3.U.|.|.A
tncne.9.

The diff'crcnce nf thr
'

arcSy proportwnal
to the motion lost^

if05 inches.

ThenuiiibefofthBos-) it ii % 7 111 1^ m
nsniMilar

^ 535

64 . 32 . 16 . d . 4 . 2 . I . i . i

16.8.4.8.1.i.}.}.|V
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In the experiments of the 4tli column tbere were equal motions lost in

635 ostnllations made in the air, and 1} in water. The oscillations in the

sir were indeed % liitleswiftar than those in the wnter. But if the osoil-

Inlions in tiie water were aeoelerated in sneh n ratio that the motions of

the pendnlimiB might he equally swift in hoth medium^ there wonld be

BtiU the same number 1) of osoiUatioos in tiie water, and by these ik^

nme qnantity of motion would be lost as before ; because the resistanee is

Inereased, and the square of the time diminished in the same dnplieate nk
tio. The pendulums, therefore, being of equal velocities, there were equal

motions lust in 535 oscillations in the air, and 1} in the water; and thero-

fore the resistance of the pendulum in the water is to its resistance in the

air as 535 to 1 j. This is the proportion of the whole resistanoes in the

case of the 4th column.

Now let AV + CV- represent the difference of the arcs described in the

descent and subsequent ascent by the globe moving in air with the greatest

velocity V ; and since the greatest velocity is in the case of the 4th column

to the greatest velocity in the case of the 1st column as 1 to 8; and that

difierence of the arcs in the ease of the 4th column to the difoenoe in the

2 16
case of the 1st column as to or as 85^ to 42S0

j
put in these

eases 1 and 9 for the vdooitiea^ and S5| and 4290 for the diflsrenoes of

theaxes^and A + Cwillbe»-96i,and9A + 640 4280 or A + 80
« 535 ; and then by reducing these eqnationfl^ there will some out 70
44^ and 0= 64^^ and A = 21{ ; and therefore the resistance^ whibh is

as /-.AV + |CV», will become as IBfyY -f 48jVV«. Therefore in the

case of the 4th column, where the velocity was 1, the whole resistance is to

it^ part proportional to the square of the velocity as 13|-'j 4- 483'^ or

61} I to 4SjV >* <^^^ therefore the resistance of the pendulum in water is to

that part of tlie resistance in air, which is proportional to the square of the

velocity, and which in swift motions is tlie only part thatd(»erves consid-

eration, as 61 If to 4S/j and 535 to li conjunctly, that is, as 571 to 1,

If the whole thread of the pendulum oscillating in the water had been im-

mersed, its resistance would liave been still greater; so that the resistance

of the pendulum oscillating in the water, that is, that part which is pro-

portional to the square of the velocity, and which only needs to be consid-

ered in swift bodies, is to the resistance of the same whole pendulum, oscil«

lating in air with the same velocity, as about 850 to 1, that is as^ the den-

sity of water to the deosity of air, nearly.

In this oalonlation we onght also to have taken in that part of the re>

sistance of the pendnlmn in the water which was as the square of the re*

loeity ; bnt I foimd (which will perhaps seem strange) that the rcsistsnoe

in the water was augmented in more than a dnplioate ratio of the Telocity.

In sflSKohinii: after^ omsi^ I thoiight npon t^s^ that the iwad was too
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miic3L flie longeti and tiierefim to hsre letomed to tfaMwe mail» at tiie cmI

of 78 oBcillatioiia. Bat it returned to them at tlie end of 77 nawllitiwiai

Let^ therefore^ A repneetit the reoBtaiioe of tiie box opoQ its estmil

snperficiee, and B the raditaaoe of the empty box on its intenia] svperfidcf

;

and if the resiatances to the internal parts of bodies equally swift be as the

matter, or the number of particles that are resisted, then 7SB will be the

resistance made to the internal parts of the box, when full ; and therefore

the whole resistance A + B of the empty box will be to the whole resist-

ance A -f 78B of the full box aa 77 to 78, and, by division, A -f B to 773

a« 77 to 1 ; and thence A -f B to B as 77 X 77 to 1, and, by division

again, A to B as 5928 to 1. Therefore the resistance of the empty box in

its internal parts will be above 5000 times less than the resistance on its

tfteraal soperfideB. This reasoning depends npon the supposition that the

greater resistance of the full box arises not from any other latent caoM^

but only from the action of some sabtile fluid upon the included metal

This experiment is related by memory, the paper being lost in which 1

had dewribed it; so that I haTobeea obliged to omit some fraotioiialparl%

which are slipt out of my memoij; and I have no lelanre to try it agaia.

The fixBt time I made it, the hook being weak, the fall box was retaidid

woner. The oanse I fouid to he^ that the hook was not strong enough to

hear the weight of the box; so tfaa^ as it oseOlated to and fro, the heek

was bent sometimes this and sometimes that way. I theiefiMFe procured a

hook of sufficient strength, so that the point of snspension might remain

unmoved, and then all things happened as is above described.
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SECTIONm
Of the moUon qffiuids, and the rmskmce made tojpngected hodm»

PROPOSITION XXXn, THEOREM XXVh

Suppose two similar systems ef bodie.f consisting of an eqwd nwKfhsr sf
partictes, and let the correspondent particles be similar and propose

Hmudf each in one system to each in the either^ and have a like #ifMh

Hon among themsdves, and the same giom roHo of deneiiff lo each

other; and kt them begin lo mow among themoehes in pnporUeomi

tkneOf and vnih like meOone {that if
»
those in one eyetem amemg om

smother, and those in the other among one another). And if the pat*

tidee that arem the same system do not touch one another, eaetpt m
the moments of reflexionf nor attract^ nor repel each othcTf except wiA
aea^krativeforese that are as the diametere if the eonespondent parti'

dee inoersely, and the equaree of the vdooities iMreeUy ; I say, thai IA»

particles of those systems wiU continue to move among t/iemsdves with

like mot ions and in proport ional t inier.

Like bodies in like situatioDS are said to be mored among themaelTtB

with like motioDfl and in proportional time^ when their sitnations at tfie

end of those times are always fonnd alike in respect of each other; as

poee we oompaie the partides in one qratem with the oorrespondent paHi-

eles in the other, Henoe the times will he proportiinia], in which similar

and proportional parts of sioular figures will be described bjccnespondM
particles. Therefore if we suppose two systems of this kind, the coiso-

spondent particles; by reason of tlie similitude of the motions at their

beginning, will continne to be moved with like motions^ so long as they

more without meeting one another; for if they are acted on by no forces,

they will go on uniformly in right lines, by the Ist Law. But if they do

agitate one another with some certain forces, and those forces are as the

diameters of the correspondent particles inverselv and the squares of the

velocities directly, then, hecause the particles are in like situations, and

their forces are proportional, the whole forces with which correspondent

particles are agitated, and which are compounfled of each of the ai^itating

forces (by CoroL 2 of the T-aws), will have like directinns, and have the

same effect as if they respected centres placed alike among the particles;

and - those whole forces will be to each other as the several forces which

OMipefle them, that is^ as the diameters of the correspondent particles inp

vemlyyaDd the s^nares of tiie velocities directly: and therefore willcame
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correspondent particles to continue to describe like figures. These things

will be so (by Cor. 1 and S, Prop. IV., Hook 1), if those centres are at rest;

but if they are moved, yet, by reason of the similitude of the traiuUtioDS^

their situations among the particles of the system will remain similar , so

that the changes introduced into the fignreB described by the particles will

still be similar. So that the motions of ooireBpondent and qiwiilar pnw
tideB will continue similar till their first meeting with each other; and

thence will arise similar ooUision^ and similar reflexions ; which will again

beget similir motions of the particles among themselTeB (bj what was jost

now shown), till thij mutually &11 npon one another again, and 00 on ad
inJiniiunL

Cob. 1, Hence if anytwobodiee^ which are similar andinlike situations

to the correspondent particles of the systems^ hegin to more amongst them

in like manner and in proportional times, and their magnitudes and densi-

ties be to eacli other us the nuignitudea and densities of the corresponding

particles, these bodies will continue to be moved in like manner and in

proportional times ; for the case of the greater parts of both systems and of

the particles is the very same.

Cor. 2. And if nil the similar and similarly situated parts of both sys-

tems be at rest anionic themselves; and two of them, wliich are greater than

the rest, and mutually correspondent in both systems, I'eirin to move in

lines alike posited, with any similar motion whatsoever, they will excite

similar motions in the rest of the parts of the flyrstems, and will oontinne

to move among those parts in like manner and in proportional times; and

will therefore describe spaces proportional to their diameters.

PROPOSITION XXXIIL THEOREM XXVIL

The some ihmgs being supposed, I say, that the greater parts of the

systems are resisted in a ratio compounded of the dupHeate ratio

their velocities, and the duplicate ratio of their diameterefand the eioh

pie raUo of the density oftheparte of the systems.

For the resistance arises partly from tiie centripetal or oentrifbgal forotf

vith which the particles of the system mntnaBy act on each other, pardj

from the collisions and reflexions of the particles and the greater partti

The resistances of the first kind are to each other as the whole moliTe

forces from whidi they aris^ that is^ as the whole acoderatiYe foroes and

the quantities of matt« in corresponding parts ; that is (by the sup-

position), as the squares of the velocities directly, and the distances of the

corresponding particles inversely, and the quantities of matter in the cor-

respondent parts directly : and therefore since the distances of the parti-

cles in one system are to the correspondent distances of the particles of the

)ther as the diameter of one particle or part in the former eystem to the
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diameter of tiie oorrarpondeat particle or part in the other» and since the

qnantitiea of matter are as the denritieB of the parts and l^e oabes of the

diameters ; the resistances are to each other as tiie squares of thevelodtieB

and the sqaares of the diameters and the demuties of the parts of the sys-

tems. CtifcD. The resistances of the latter sort are as the number of

correspondent reflexions and the forces of those refleadons oonjnncfly ; hnt

the number of the reflexions are to each other as the ydocities of the cor-

responding parts directly and the spaces between their reflexions invcrsuly.

And the forced of the reflexions are us the velocities and the magnitudes

and the densities of the corresponding parts conjunctly
; that is, as the ve-

locities and the cubes of the diauaeters and the densities of the parts. And,

joining all these ratios, the resistancrd of the corresponding parts are to

each other as the squares of the velocities and the squares of the diameteacs

and the densities of the parts conjunctly. Q.E,D.

Cor. 1. Therefore if those systems are two elastic fluids, like our air,

and their parts are at rest among themselves ; and two similar bodies pro-

portional in magnitude and density to the parts of the fluids, and similarly

situated among those parts, be any how projected in the direction of lines

similarly posited ; and the accelerative forces with which the particles of

the fluids mutually act upon each other are as .the diameters of the bodies

projected inversely and the squares of their velocities directly ; those bodies

will excite similar motions in the fluids in proportional timee^ and will de-

scribe similar spaces and proportional to their diameters.

Cob. 2. Therefore in the same fluid a projected body that moves swilHy

meets with a resistance that is» in the duplicate ratio of its velodty, nearly.

For if the forces with which distant particles act mutually upon ono

another should be augmented in the duplicate ratio of the velocity, the

projected body would be resisted in the same duplicate ratio accurately

;

and therefore in a medium, whose parts when at a distance do not act mu-

tually with any force on one another, the resistance is in the duplicate rar

tio of the velocity accurately. Let there be, therefore, three mediums A,

B, C, consisting of similar and equal parts regularly disposed at equal

distances. Let the parts of the mediums A and B recede from each other

with forces that are amonf; tliemselves as T and V; and let the parts of

the medium C be entirely destitute of any srfch forces. And if four equal

bodies D, E, F, G, move in these mediums, tlie two first D and E in the

two first A and B, and the other two F and G in the third C; and if the

Telocity of the body D be to the velocity of the body and the velocity

of the body F to the velocity of the body 6, in the subduplicate ratio of

the force T to the force Y ; the resistance of the body D to the resistance

of the body and the resistance of the body F to the resistance of the

body G, will be in the duplicate ratio of the velocities ; and therefore the

leristaDoe of the body D will be to the resistance of the body F as the re-
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ilriaiioe of theMy E to the realstaaeeof theMy O. Let the bodies D
and P ie equally swift, as also the bodies E and G

;
and, augmentin*: the

velocities of the bodies U and F in any ratio, and diminishing the forc^

of the particles of the medium B in the duplicate of the same ratioj the

medium B will approach to the form and condition of the medium C at

pleasure; and therefore the resistances of the equal and equally swift

bodies E and G in these mediums will perpetually ap]>roach to ajuality,

80 that their difference will at last become less than any given. 'ITierc-

fore since the resistances of the bodies D and F are to each other as the

resistances of the bodies E and G, those will also in like maimer approadi

to the ratio of equality. Therefore the bodies D and F, when they more
with Tcry great swiftness, meet with resistances very nearly equal; and

therefore since the resistance of the body F is in a ddplicate ratio of tlie

Teloei^, the rcBistanoe of the body D will be nearly in the same ratioi

Cob* S, The resistanoe of a body moving very swift in an elastie fluid

is almost the same aa if the parts of the fluid were destitute of their oo-
trifngal foroes, and did not fly from each other; if so be that the elasla-

dty of tiie flnid arise from the centrifogal forces of the particlea^ aad the

Telocity be so great as not to allow the particles time enongh to act

Cor. 4. Therefore, since the resistances of similar and equally swift

bodies, in a medium whose distant parts do not fly from each other^ are as

the squares of the diameters, the resistances made to bodies moving with

very G^reat and equal velocities in an clastic Hold will be as the squares of

the diameters, nearly.

Cob. 5. And since similar, equal, and equally swift bodies, moving

through mediums of the same density, whose particles do not fly from ei\ch

other mutually, will strike against an c<{ual quantity of matter in eqnrd

Mmes, whether the particles of which the medium consists be more and

smaller, or fewer and greater, and therefore impress on that matter an equal

quantity of motion, and in return (by the 3d Law of Motion) suffer an

equal re-action from the same, that is, are equally resisted ; it is manifest,

•iso, that in elastio fluids of the same density,, when the bodies move with

eitreme swiitnesH^ ^eir resistanecs are nearly equal, whether the fluids

oonsist of gross parts, or of parts eyer so subtile^ For the resistance ef

projeotileB movingwith exceedingly great celerities is not much diminiriied

by the subtilty of the medium.

Gob. 6. All these things are so in fluids whose elastic force takes its rise

fwm the centrifugal forces of the particles. But if that force arise fitcm

some other cause, as from the expansion of the partides after the manner

of wool, ur the boughs of trees, or any other cause, by which the particles

are liindere<l from moving freely amoni^ themselves, the resistance, by

reason of the lesser fluidity of the medium, will be greater than in the

Corollaries above.
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6 I

if

PROPOSITION XXXIY* THEOREM XXYIIL

If in a rare medium, consisting of equal particles freely disposed at

equal distances from each other^ a globe a?id a cylinder described on
equal diameters rnove unth equal velocities in the direction of the axis

of the cylinder, the resigUmce of the globe wUl be but half so great a»
that of the cylinder.

For finee the action of the medi-

um upon the body is the saiae (by

Cor. 5 of Hie Lawe) wheUur the body

more in a qoieweni medium^ or

iriiieiher tiie partides of the med^mn
impinge with the «uiie relooity npon

the quiescent body, let us consider

the body as if it were quiescent, and

Bee with what force it would be im-

pelled by the moving medium. Let, therefore, ABKI represent a spherical

body described from the centre C with the semi-diameter CA, and let the

particles of the mcdinm impinpre with a pven velocity upon that spherical

body in the directions of rii^ht lines parallel to AC ; and let FB be one of

those right lines. In FB take LB equal to the semi-diameter CB, aad

draw BD touching the sphere in B. Upon KG and BD kt fall the per-

pendicalais BE, Lp ; and the force with which a particle of the mediom,

impinging on the globe obliquely in the direction FB, would strike the

globe in B| will be to the foroe with which the same partide^ meetiiig the

cylinder 0NG<1 dcsoribcd aboot the globe with the aiis AO^ would strike

it perpendicolarly in ^ as LD to LB| or BE to BC. Again; the effieaoy

of this foroe to more the globe^ aoooiding to the direction of its inddenee

FB or AC, is to the efficacy of the same to moTO the gfohe, aooordiog to

the direction of its determination, that is, in the direction of the right line

BC in which it impels the globe directly, aa BE to BC. And, joining

tlK.?c ratios, the efficacy of a particle, falling upon the globe obliquely in

the direction of the right line FB, to move the globe in the direction of its

incidence, is to the efficacy of the same particle falling in the same line

perpendicularly on the cylinder, to move it in the same direction, as BE*
to BC". Therefore if in ^E, which is perpendicular to the circular base of

the cylinder NAO, aad e^ual to the radius AC, w^ take bid e^oal to

BE«
CB

then &H will be to 6E as the effect of tiie particle npon the globe ie

the effect of the particle upon the cylinder. And therefore the solid which

is &imed by all the right lines 6H will bo to the solid formed by all the

fight lines 6E as the effwt of all the partides npon the globe to the effect

of all ihe particles npon the c|ylinder. Bat the former of these solids is a.
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paraboloid whoflo ertex is 0, its axb CA, and latoB notum CA^ and ^
latter solid is a ejliiider ciranmBeribiiig tlio paraboloid; and it is kiiMm
tbafc a paiaboloid is haJf its dronmacribod eylinder. Hienfofe tke idiola

16x06 of tho medium upon the globe is half of the entire&m of the suBft

iqMm the «^linder. And therefore if the partides of the medivm am aft

rest, and the cylinder and globe more with equal velocities, the reaistaDoe

of the globe will be half the resiiitaiice of the cylinder. Ci.E.D.

SOHOfJmL
By the same method other figures may be compared together as to their

resistance; and those may be found which are most apt to continue their

motions in resisting mediums. As if upon the circular base CEBII from

the centre O, with the radius 0(J, and the Jiltitude OD, one would construct

a frustum CBGt' of a cone, which should meet with less resistance than

any other frustum constructed with the same baae and altitude, and going

forwards towards D in the direction of its axis: bisect the altitude OD in

and produce OQ, to S, so that QS may be e^nal to QjO, and S will bt

the vertex of the eone whose frustom is sought

Whence, by the bye, since the angle CSB is always acute, it follows, that,

if the solid ADBE be generated by the convolution of an elliptical or oval

figure ADRE about its axis AB, and the generating ligure be touched by

three right lines FG, GH, HI, in the points F, B, and I, so that GH shall

be perpendicular to the axis in the point of contact B, and FG, HI maybe
inclined to GU in the angles FGB, BHi of 135 degrees: the solid arising

from the oonvolution of tho figure ADFGHIE about the same axis AB
will be less resisted than the former solid ; if so be that both move forward

in the direct! jn of their axis AB, and that the extremity B of each go

foremost Which Proposition I oonoeive may be of use in the building of

ihipSi

If the figure DNF6 be snoh a eonre^ that if, from any point thereof as

N, the perpendicular NM be let fall on the aads AB, and from the girm
point 6 there be drawn the right line GR parallel to a right line tondiiug

the figure in N, and cutting the axis produced in R, BIN becomes to GR
.as Gli^ to 4BK x GB-, the ^olid d^^ribed by the revolution of this figure
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about its axis AB, movincr in the before-mentioned rare medium from A
towards B, will be less resisted than any other circular solid whatweTOTi

dcBoribed of the same length and breadth.

PROPOSITION XXXV. PROBLEM VIL

Jfa roTB medium eonsist afverysmaU^meacenijHniides ofe^ual mag"
i niiudeSf and freely disposed at equal distaneee from one another: to

find the resistanoe of a globe moving uniformly forward m ih$$

medium.

Case 1. Let a cylinder described with the same diameter and altitude be

conceived to go forward with the same velocity in the direction of its axis

through the same medium ; and let us suppose that the particles of the

medium, on which the globe or cylinder falls, fly back with as great a force

of reflexion as possible. Then since the resistance of the globe (by the last

Propusitiuii) is but half the resistance of the cylinder, and since the p^lobc

is to the cylinder as 2 to 3, and since the cyliuder by falling p(.'r|)eiidicu-

larly on the particles, and reflecting them with the utmost force, commu-

nicates to them a velocity double to its own ; it follows that the cylinder,

in moving forward uniformly half the length of its axis, will communicate

a motion to the partidcB which is to tlie whole motion of the cylinder as

the density of the medium to the density of tbc cylinder; and that the

globe, in the time it describes one length of its diameter in moving oni-

formly forward, will commonic^te the same motion to the particles; and

in the time that it describes two thirds of its diameter, will communicate

a motion to the partidcs which is to the whole motion of the globe as the

density of the medium to the density of the globe. And therefore the

globe meets with a resistance^ which is to the force by which its whole mo-

tion may be either taken away or generated in the time in which it d^
scribes two thirds of its diameter moring nniformly forward, as the den-

sity of the medium to the density of the globe.

Case 2. Lict us suppose that the particles of the medium incident on

the globe or cylinder are not reflected ; and then the cylinder falling per-

pendicularly on the particles will communicate its own simple velocity to

them, and therefore me ets a resistance but half so great as in the former

case, and the globe ulso meets with a resistance but half so great.

C.\SE 3. Let us suppose the particles of the medium to fly back from

the globe with a force which is neither the greatest, nor yet none at all, but

with a certain mean force; then the resistance of the globe will be in the

same mean ratio between the resistance in the first case and the resistanoe

in the second. Q,.E.I.

Gob. 1. Hence if the globe and the particles are infinitely hard, and

destitute of all elastic force, and therefore of all force of reflexion ; the

KAStaooe of the globe will be to the force bjb which its whole motion may
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be destroyed or generated, in the time that the globe describes four third

ptrti of itt diimeteTi at the dflwdtj of tbe modinm to the damtj of

Cor. 2. The resistaiioe of the globc^ emteruparibus, la in the dopliostc

zatio of the velocity.

Cob. 3. The remstanfle of the globes eaUn»fagibu»^ ii in the diyliott

zatio of the diameter*
,

Cob. 4 The zesietanoe of the globe is^ tafUri^panbu»^ at the denaity of

themediaoau

Cob. & The raistanee of the globe is in a ratio eomponnded of thedu-
plieate ratio of the Telocity, and the duplicate ratio of tiie diametari and
the ratio of the density of the nicdium.

Cob. 6. The motion of the globe and its re-

sistance may be thus expounded. LetAB be the

time in which the globe may, by its resistance

uniformly continued, lose its whole motion.

Erect AD, BC perpendicular to AB. Let BC 1«

that whole motion, and through the point C, the

^ asymptotes being AD, AB, describe the hyperboln

CF. Prodace AB to any point E. Erect the perpendicular EP meeting

the hyperbola in F. Ci mplete the parallelogram CBEG, and draw AP
meeting BC in U. Then if the globe in any time BE^ with its first mo-

tion BC nniformly oontinnedi describes in a non-xesisting medium the space

CBEG eiq[>OQiided by the area of the parallelogram, the same in a lesistiiig

medium will describe the space CBEF ezpoonded by the area of the hj^

perbola; and its motion at the end of that time wiU be expounded by EF,

tiie ordinate of the hyperbola, there bdng lost of its motion the part F6«
And its resistance at the end of the same time will be expounded by the

length BH, there being lost'of its resist iincu the part CH. All these things

appear by Cor. 1 and 3, Prop. V., Book IL

Cor. 7. Hence if the globe in the time T by the resistance R uniformly

continued lose its wh(3le motion M, the same globe in the time f in a

resisting medium, whereiA the resistance K decreases in a duplicate

ratio of the velocity, will lose out of its motion M the part
,p ^ ^

the

TItf
part f^^^ remaining j and will describe a space which is to the space de-

sorihsd in the same time I, with the nniferm motion M, as the legaritim of

tim number multiplied by the number %3026S50d2994 is to tiie

number ^ beeaose the ^yp^^^ *>na BCFE is to the restaBigle BCGE

in that proportion.
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SCHOUUIL

I liave exhibited in this Proposition the resistance and retardation of

spherical projectiles in mediums that are not continued, and shewu that

this resistance is to the force by which the whole motion of the ghA>Q may bo

destroyed or produced in the time in which the globe can describe two thirds

of its diameter, with a velocity uniformly continued, as the density of the

medium to the density of the globe, if so be the globe and the particles of

Uie medium be perfectly elastic, and are endued with the utmost force of

reflexion ; and that this force, where the globe and particles of the medium

nre infinitely hard and Toid of anj refleeting foxee^ is diminished one hall

But in oontinoed mediums, as water, hot oil, and quicksilTer, the globe as

it passes through them does not immediately strike agunst all the parti-

cles of the fluid that generate the resistance made to it, hut presses only

the particles that lie next to it, which press the partides beyond, whi<^

press other partidee^ and so on ; and in these mediums the resistance is di«

minished one other half. A globe in these extremely fluid mediums meets

with a resistance that is to the force by which its whole motion may be

destroyed or generated in the time wherein it can describe, with that mo-

tion iinifuriiily Continued, eight third parts of its diameter, as the density

of the medium to the density of the globe. This Ishall endeavour to shew

i& what follows.

PROPOSITION XXXYL PROBLEM YUL

To define the rnolion of wafer nimnnn: out of a cylindrical vessel through

a hole made at tfie bottom.

LetACOB be a cylindrical vessel, AB the mouth

of it, CD the bottom parallel to the horizon, EFa
circular hole in the middle of the bottom, G the

centre of the hole, and (iH the axis of the cylin-

der perpendicular to the horizon. And suppose a

cylinder of ice APQB to be of the same breadth

with the cavity of the vessel, and to have the same

axis, and to descend perpetually with an uniform

motion, and that its par^ as soon as thej touch the

Sttperficies AB, dissolTc into water, and flow

down by their weight into the reasel, and in thdr

£iU compose the cataract or column of water

ABNFEM, passing through the hole EF, and filling up the same eanolly.

Let the uniform velocity of the descending ice and of tiiecontiguous water

in the circle AB be that whidi the water would acquire by falling through

the space IH \ and let IH and HG lie in Hie same rightlint; andthrough
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ih» point I lei tiim be drawB the right line EL parallel to the horiioa^

and meeting the ioe on both the sides thereof in K and L. Then ths

lodty of the water nnining oat at the hole EP will he the same that it

would acquire by falling from I through the space IG. ThcK&re, bj

GhdiMM Theorems, IG will be to IH in the duplicate ratio of the fdo>

city of the water that runs out at the hole to the Telocity of the water in

the circle AB, that is, in the duplicate ratio of the circle AB to the circle

EF; those circles beinj^ reciprocally as the velocities of the water which

in the same time and in equal quantities passes severally through each of

them, and completely fills them both. We are now considering the velo-

city with which the water teiid^ t i the plane of Ihc huri/oii. But the mo-

tion parallel to the same, by which the parts of the fulling water approach to

each other, is not here taken notice of; since it is neither produced by

grantyi nor at all changes the motion perpendicular to the horizon which tlw

gravity produces. We suppose, indeed, that the pwts of the water cohere

a little, that by their cohesion they may in falling approach to each other

with motions parallel to the horizon in order to form one single cataract^

and to prevent thdr being divided into several: but the motion parallel to

the horiaon arising from this cohesion does not come under our present

consideration.

Case 1. Conceive now the whole cavity in the vessel, which eDcompasM
the falling water ABNPEM, to be frill of ice, so tiiat the water may pa«

through tlic ice as through a funnel. Then if the water pass very near to

the ice only, without touching it; or, which is the same thing, if by rea-

son of the perfect smoothness of the surface of the ice, the water, thoujli

touching it, glides over it with the utmost freedom, and without the ka^t

resistance ; the water will run through tlie hole EF with the same velc»city

as before, and the whole weight of the colimni of water ABNFEM will be

all taken up as before in forcing out the water, and the bottom of the vesMl

will sustain the weight of the ice encompassing that column.

Let now the ice in the vessel dissolve into water
;
yet will the efflux of

the water romtun, as to its velocity, the same as before. It will not be

less, because the ice now dissolved will endeavour to descend ; it will not

be greater, because the ic^ now become water, cannot descend without hin-

dering the descent of other water equal to its own descent The same foice

ought always to generate the same velocity in the effluent water.

But the hole at^e bottom of the vessel, by reason of the oblique sxh

tions of theparticles of the effluent water, must be a littlegreater than befm
For now the particles of the water do not all of them pass through the

hole perpendicuhirly, but, liowing down on all parts from the sides of the

Vessel, and converging towards the liole, pass tlirough it with oblique mo-

tions ; and in tendins: downwards meet in a stream whose diameter is a little

smaller below the hole than at the hole itself \ its diameter being to the
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diameter of the hole as 5 to 6, or 5^ to 6^, very nearly, if I took the

measures of those diameteni right. I procured a very thin flat plate, hav-

ing a bole pierced in the middle, the diameter of the ciroolar hole heing

parts of an inch. And that the etream of running waten might not he

aooelerated in falling, and by that acceleration become nanrower, I fixed

this plate not to the bottom, bat to the ride of the vesBel, so as to make the

water go ont in die direetion of a line panJlel to tfab horison. Then, when

the Teasel was fall of water, I opened tiie hole to let it ran out ; and the

diameter of the stream, measared with great aoeoraoy at the distance of

abont hilf an inch from the holc^ was f ^ of an inch. Therefore the di*

ameter of this oiioolar hole was to the diameter of the stream Tcry nearly

as 25 to 21. So that the water in passing through the hole converges on

all sides, and, after it has run out of the vessel, becomes smaller by converg-

ing in -that manner, and by becoming smaller is accelerated till it comes to

the distance of half an inch from the hole, and at that distance flows in a

smaller stream and with greater celerity than in the hole itself, and this

in the ratio of 25 X 25 to 21 X 21, or 17 to 12, very nearly ; that is, in

about the snbdMplicnte ratio of 2 to 1. Now it is certain from experiments,

that the quantity of water running out in a given time through a circular

hole made in the bottom of a vessel is equal to the quantity, which, flow-

ing with the aforesaid velocity, would run out in the same time throogh

another circular hole, whose diameter is to the diameter of the former as

21 to 25. And therefore that ronning water in passing through the

hole itself has a velocity downwards equal to that which a heavy body

woold acquire in falling throagh half the height of the stagnant water in

the Tessel, nearly. But, then, after it has ran oat, it is still accelerated by

oonyerging, tall it arriyes at a distance from the hole that is nearly eqoal to

its diameter, and acqaires a velocity greater than the other in aboat the

snbdnplicate ratio of 2 to 1 ; which Telocity a heavy body would nearly

aoqaire by ftlling through the whole height of the stagnant water in the

esseL
Therefore in what follows let the diameter of

tlic stream be represented by that lesser hole which

we called EF. And imagine another piano VW
above the hole EF, and parallel to the plane there-

of, to be pbiced at a distance etjual to the diame-

ter of the same liole, and to be pierced through

with a greater hole ST, of such a magnitude that

a stream which will exactly fill the lower holeEF
may pass through it ; the diameter of which hole

will therefore be to the diameter of the lower hole as25 to 21, nearly. By
thk means the water will ran perpendicularly oat at the lower hole ; and

ftft quantity of the water rnnning oat will bi^ icooiding to the aagidtode
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of tbiB Utft holfl^ tiie mme, Ytrj nearly^ whkh the aolation of the PtMrn
nqmttB, The apaoe ineliided between thetwo pbuMB and thefiJling atiw
inaj be oonaidarad as the bottom of the veneL Bu^ to make the solatieB

more aimple and mathematioa], it la better to take the lower plane nkne
lor the bottom of the yeaael, and to aappoae that the w»ter which flawed

throfif^h the ioe ae through a funnel, and ran ont of the Teoeel throiiigii the

hole EF made in the lower plane, preserves its motion continnallj^ and tiial

the ice continues at rest. Therefore in what follows let ST he the diame-

ter of a circular hole described from the centre Z, and let the stream run

out of the veA^el through that hole, when the water in the vessel is all

fluid. And let EF he the diameter of the hole, wliich the stream, in fall-

ing throucfli. exactly fillrf up, whether the water runs out of the vessel by

that upper holv ST, or flows through the middle of the ice in the vessel,

as through a funnel And let the diameter of the upper hole ST be to the

diameter of the lower EF as about 25 to 21, and let the perpendicular dis-

tance between the planes of the holes be equal to the diameter of the lesser

hole EF. Then the velocity of the water downwards, in ronning out of

the yeeael through the hole ST, will be in that hole the same that a bodj

may aoqnire bj falling from half the height IZ ; and the yeloeity of both

Ihe falling streams will be in the hole EP, the same which n bodj would

ao^piire bj falling fnm the whole hd^t IG.

Cask 2. If the hole EF be not in the middle of the bottom of the

sd, but in some other part thereof, the water will stall ran out with the

same Telocity as before, if the magnitade of the hole be the samci For

though an heavy body takes a longer time in descending to the same depth,

by an oblir[ue line, than by a perpendicular line, yet in both cases it acquires

in its descent the same velocity
; as Galileo has demonstrated.

Case 3. The velocity of the water is the same when it runs out through

a hole in the side of the vessel. For if the hole be small, so that the in-

terval between the superficies AB and KIj may vanish as to sense, and the

stream of water horizontally issuing out may form a parabolic figure: from

the latus rectum of this parabola may be collected, that the velocitv nf the

effluent water is that which a body may acquire by falling the height IG

or HG of the stagnant water in the vessel. For, by making an experi-

ment, I found that if the height of the stagnant water ab ^ o the hole were

90 inches, and the height of the hole above a plane parallel to the horizon

were also 20 inohee^ a stream of water springing out from thenoe would

fikU vpon the planc^ at the distanee of ^ uibm, ray nearij, from a per>

pendieiilar let fdl i^n that plane from the hole; For without resistaee

'^stream wonld hare fallen upon the plane at the distanee of 40 indK%

Ae ktos reolnm of the paraboUo stream being 80 inches.

Cask 4. H tiie efflneat water tend npwaid, it will alill issneMh with

the same velocity. For the small stream of water springing npwardi s^
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with a perpendioolar motion to GH or G], the height of the stagnant

nwtcr m the tssmI; izoeptiDg in m £w as ite Mont is hindcrsd a littto bj

the ifMtMMse of iho air ; and tiifircfore it spriofs oat with the samo

hmtj that itwooM asqinre in faUing from that height Evcfypartiole of

the stagnant water is eqnaUy prased on all sides (by Prop. XIX, Book II),

and, yielding to the pioawue^ tends always with an eqnal forec^ whether it

dapswids through the hole in the bottom of the yessel, or gushes ont in an
hoiiiontal direction through a hole in the side, or passes into a canal, and

springs up from thence through a little hole made in the upper part of the

canal. And it may not only be collected from reasoning, but is manifest

also from the well-known experiments just mentioned, that the velocity

with wliich the water runs out is the veiy same that is assigned in this

Proposition.

Case o. The velocity of the effluent water is the same, whether the

figure of the hole he circular, or srpiarc, or triangular, or any other figure

equal to the circular
;
for the velocity of the effluent water does not depend

upon the figure of the hole^ but arises its depth below the plane

1^ Casb 6. K the lower part of the yessel ABDC
|B be inunened into stagnant water, and the height

of the stagnant water above the bottom of the Tea-

sel be GR» the Telocity withwhidi the water thai

is in the TesBel will run ont at the hole EF into

the stagnant water will be the same idiieh the

water would acquire by fiJling from the height

IR ; for the weight of all the water in the vessel

that is below the superficies of the stagnant water

will be sustained in equilibrio by the weight of the stagnant water, and

therefore does not at all accelerate the motion of the descending water in

the v^el. 'i'liis case will also appear by experiments, measuring the times

in which the water will run out.

Cor. 1. Hence if CA the depth of the water be produced to K. so that

AK may be to CK in the duplicate ratio of the area of a hole made in any
part of the bottom to the area of the circle AB, the veloci^ of the effluent

water will be equal to the velocity which the water would aoquire byfalling

from the height KC.
Cob. 2» And the force with which the whole motion of the effluent water

nay be generated is equal to the weight of a cylindrio column of water^

whose base is the hole EF^and its altitude 261 or 2CK. For the rfflnwt

water, in the time it beoomea eqnal to this column, may acquire^ by falling

by its own weiglitfiom the height a Telocity equal to that with which
itnnsawt.

CoB.a The weight of all the water in the TendABDC is to that part
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of the weight which is employed in forcing out the water as the mm €f

(he circles AB and EF to twice the circle EF. For let 10 be a nfean pro-

portional between IH and IG, and the water running out at the hole EF
Willi in the time that a drop falling from I would describe the altitad» IG^

beoome eqtial to a cjlinder whose base is the cinde EF and its altitude

SIQ, that ia^ to a «grluder whose base is the circle AB, and whose altitude

is 210. For theciideEFisto thedideABinthesabdiiplicateratlo cf

ihe altitudeIH to the altitude IG ; that i% in the simple ratio of the mean
proportional 10 to the altitude lO. Moreorer, in the time that a drop

&lling from I can describe the altitude IH, the water that runs ont will

have become equal to a cylinder whose base is the circle AB, and its alti-

tude 2IH; and iu the time that a drop falling from 1 through H to U de-

scribes HG, the difference of the altitudes, the effluent water, that is, the

water contained within the solid ABNFEM, will be equal to the difference

of the cylinders, that is, to a cylinder whose base is AB, and its altitude

2H0. And tlierefore all the water contained in the ve^el ABDC is to the

whole falling water contained in the said solid ABNFEM as HG to 2110,

that is, as HO 4- OG to 2H0, or IH -f- 10 to 2IH. But the weight of all

the water in the solid ABNFEM is employed in forcing out the water;

and therefore the weight of all the water in the yesscl is to that part of

the weight that is employed in forcing out the water as IH + 10 to 2IH,

and therefore as the som of the airdes £F and AB to twice the circle

EF«
Cctt. 4. And hence the weight of all the water in the Tessel ABDC is

to the other part of the wdght which is sustained hj the bottom of the

TCBsel as the sum of the cixcks AB and EF to the difiiarence of the same

didfls.

Cob. 6k And thai part of theweight which the bottom of theymd sos*

tains is to the other part of the weight employed in forcing out the water

as the dili'ercnce of the circles AB and BF to twice the leaser circle EF, or

as the area of the buttum to twice the hole.

Cor. 6. That part of the weight which presses upon the bottom is to

the whole weight of the water perpendicularly incumbent there<3n as the

circle AB to the sum of the circles AB and EF, or as the circle AB to the

excess of twice the circle AB above the area of the bottom. For that part

of the weiL^'lit which presses upon the bottom is to the weiijht of the whole

water in the vessel as the difference of the circles AB and EF to the siun

of the same circles (by Cor. 4) ; and the weight of the whole water in the

Tessel is to the weight of the whole water perpendicularly incumbent on

the bottom as the circle AB to the difference of the circles AB and EP«
Therefore, ex €Bquo perturbatf^, that part of the wei^t which presses upon

the bottom is to the wei^t of the whole water parpendiciilarly iimmbeni

/
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thmon as the oirole AB to the sum of the cixdeB AB and EF, or the ex-

MB of twice the circle AB above the bottom.

Goju 7. H in the middle of the hole £F there be placed the litUe oiide

PQ described about tiie centre G, and parallel to the horizon, the weight

of water which that little circle snstains is greater than the wdght of a

third part of a cylinder of water whose base is that little drde and its

hdght 6H. For let ABNFEM be the cataract or qplnmn of falling water

whose axis is GH, as above^ and let all the war
^

tor, whose fluidity is not requisite for the ready f— ^

and quick descent of the water, be su])posed to

be congealed, as well round about the cataract,

as above the little circle. And let PHQ, be the

column of water congealed above the little cir-

cle, whose vertex is H. and its altitude GH.
And suppose this cataract to fall with its whole

weight downwards, and not in the least to lie

against or to press PHQ, but to glide freely by

it without any friction, unless, perhaps, just at

the Tcry yertez of the ice, where the cataract at the beginning of its fall

may tend to a ooncaTe figure. And as the congealed waterAMEG, BNFD,
lying round the cataract, is conyez in its internal superficies AME, BNF,
towiurds the falling cataract, so this column PHQ irill be conTez towards

the cataract also, and will therefore be greater than a cone whose base is

that little circle PQ and its altitude GH; that is, greater than a third

part of a cylinder described with the same base and altitude. Now that

little circle sustains the weight of this column, that is, a weight greater

than the weight of the cone, or a third part of the cylinder.

Cor. 8. The weight of water which the circle PCI, when very small, sus-

tains, seems to lie less than the weight of two tliirds of a cylinder of water

whose bai=!e is that little circle, and its altitude HG. For, things standing

as al)ove supposed, imagine the half of a spheroid described whose base is

that little circle, and its semi- axis or altitude HG. This fio^nre will be

equal to two thirds of that cylinder, and will comprehend within it the

column of congealed water PHQ, the weight of which is sustained by thai

little circle. For though the motion of the water tends directly down-

wards, the external superficies of that column must yet meet the base PQ,

in an angle somewhat acute, because the water in its fall is perpetually ao>

eelerated, and by reason of that acceleration become narrower. Therefore^

nnce that angle is lees than a right one, this coliunn in the lower parts

thereof will lie within thehemi-spharoid. In theupper parts also it will be

acute or pointed; because to make it otherwise^ the horiiontal motion of

the water must be at the Yertex infinitely more swift than its mettoa to*

wards the horiMD. And the leas this duels PQ is, the more seats viH
2^
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the Tertex of this column be
;
and the circle being diminished in injinituw^

the angle PUQ will be diminished tit infiniium, and therefore the eo-

Imnn will Herwithin the hemi-spheroid. Therefore that colnmn is less thin

that hemi-spheroid, or than two-third parts of the cylinder whose hue if

that little cird^ and its altitude GH. Now the little circle snstaiu a

force of water equal to the weight of this column, the weight of theamUeot

water being employed in causing its efflujL out at the hole.

Cor. 9. The weight of water which the little circle PQ sustains, when

it is very small, is very nearly equal to the weight of a cylinder of water

whose liasc is that little circle, and its altitude ^GH ; fur this weight is an

arithmetical mean between the weights of the cone and the hemi-spheroid

above mentioned. But if that little circle be not ver}' small, but on the

contrary increased till it be equal to the hole EF, it will sustain the weight

of all the water lying })erpendicularly above it, that is, the weight of a

cylinder of water whose base is that little circle, and its altitude GH.

Cob. lU. And (as far as I can judge) the weight which this little circle

sustains is always to the weight of a cylinder of water whose base is that

little circle, and its altitude ^GH, as EF» to EF^ — iPQ», or as thedr-

cle EF to the eioessof this circle above half the little eirde PQ, retj i

nearly.

LEMMA IV.

ijf a i^Hnder move unifcmdy fonoard in the direcUon of Us length, the

mistonce made thereto is not at ail changed by atigtnentin^ or di-
'

minisiiing' that length ; and is therefore the same icith the resistance

of a circle, described with the sajiw diuiiictcr, and mnvijirr foncard

with the same veloeity in t/ie direction of a right line perj)aidkidar to

its plane.

For the sidi^ are not at all opposed to the motion
;
and a cylinder be-

comes a circle when its length is diminished in infinitum,

PROPOSITION XXXm THEOREM XXIX.

a cylinder move urnufonnly foncard in a compressed, infinite, and

mn-elnsticfluid, in the direction of its length, the rcsistanrr an'.^fflT

from the magnitude of its transverse section is to t/hc force by vhich

its whole motion may be destroyed or generated, in the time thai it

mores fn in- tinirs its length, as the density of the medium to the den-

sity of tlie cylinder, nearly.

For let the vessel AHJ)C touch the surface of stagnant water with itB

bottom CD, and let the water run out of this vessel into the stagnant wa-

ter through the cylindric canal EFTS perpendicular to the horiion ; and

let the little circle P^ be placed parallel to the horizon any where in the
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middle of the canal ; and produce CA to 80

that AK may be to CK in the duplicate of the

rat io, which the excess of the orifice of the canal

J 01' above the little circle PQ, bears to the cir-

cle AB. Then it is maTiifost (by Cvase 5, Case

6, and Cor. 1, Prop. XXXVI) that the velocity

of the water passing through the annular space

between the little circle and the sides of the ves-

sel will be the very same which the w.iter wniild

acquire by falling, and in its iaU describing the

altitude KC or IG.

And (by Cr,r. 10, Prop, XXXVI) if the breadth of the vessel be infinite^

so that the lineola HI may vanish, and the altitudes IG,UG become equal;

the force of the water that flows down and presses upon the circle will be

to the weight of a cylinder whose base is that little circle, and the altitude

ilG, as EF< to EF* — (PQ*, yery nearly. For the force of the water

flowing downward uniformly through the whole canal will be the same

upon tiie little eiide PQ, in whatsoerer part of the canal it be placed.

Let now the orifices of the canal EF, ST be dosed, and let the litde

circle ascend in the fluid compressed on every side^ and by its asoent let it

oblige the water that lies aboTe it to descend through the annular spaee

between the little circle and the sides of the canal. Then will the velocity

of the ascending little circle be to the velocity of the descendin<^ water as

the difference of the circles EF and PQ, is to the circle PQ,; and the ve-

locity of the ascending little circle will be to the sum of the velocities, that

is. to the relative velocity of tlie desccndincf water with which it passes by

the little circle in its ascent, as tlie dilference of the circles EF and PQ to

the circle EF, or as EF-'' — V(V to EF^ Let that rel tth-M velocity be

cfiual to the velocity with wliicli it was 5;hewn above tliat the water would

pass through tlie annular space, if tlic circle were to remain unmoved, that

is, to the velocity which the water would ac(|uire by falling, and in its fall

describing the altitude IG ; and the force of the water upon the ascending

circle will be the same as before (by ( .'or. 5, of the Laws of Motion) ; that

is^ the resistance of the ascending little circle will be to the weight of a

cylinder of water whose base is that little circle, and its altitude ^IG, as

EF* to EF* — iPQ% nearly. But the velocity of the little circle will

be to the velocity which the water acquires by fidling, and in its fall de-

acriHng the altitude IG, as EF» PCI' to EF>.

Let the breadth of the canal be increased in infinitum; and the ratios

between EF* — PQ' and EF*, and between EF* and EF* — }P<1*,

will become at last ratios of equality. And therefore the velocity of the

little circle will now be the same which the water would acquire in falling,

and in itd fall describing the altitude IG; and the resiataiwe will become
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equal to the weight of a cylinder whose base is that little circle, and its

altitude half the altitude IG, from which the cylinder must fall to acquire

the velocity of the ascending circle ; and with this velocity the cylinder in

the time of its fall will describe four times its length. But the resistance

of the cylinder moving forward with this velocity in the direction of it3

length is the same with the resistance of the little circle (by Lem. IV), and

is therefore nearly e^^jual to the force by which its motion may be generated

while it describes four times its length.

If the length of the cylinder be augmented or diminished, its motion,

and the time in which it describes four times its length, will be augmented

or diminished in the same ratio, and therefore the force by which the mo-

tion, so increased or diminished, may be destroyed or generated, will con-

tinue the same ; becaiLse the time is increased or diminished in the same

proportion ; and therefore that force remains still equal to the resistance

of the cylinder, because (by Lem. IV) that resistance will also remain the

same.

If the density of the cylinder be augmented or diminished, it-s motion,

and the force by which its motion may be generated or destroyed in the

Bame time, will be augmented or diminished in the same ratio. Therefore

the resistance of any cylinder whatsoever will be to the force by which its

whole motion may be generated or destroyed, in the time during which it

moves four times its length, as the density of the medium to the density of

the cylinder, nearly. Q,.E.D.

A fluid must be compressed to become continued ; it must be continued

and non-elastic, that all the pressure arising from its compression may be

propagated in an instant ; and so, acting ecjually upon all parts of the body

moved, may produce no change of the resistance. The pressure arising

from the motion of the body is spent in generating a motion in the parts

of the fluid, and this creates the resistance. But the pressure arising from

the compression of the fluid, be it ever so forcible, if it be propagated in an

instant, generates no motion in the parts of a continued fluid, produces no

change at all of motion therein
;
and therefore neither augments nor lea-

Bcne the resistance. This is certain, that the action of the fluid arising

from the compression cannot be stronger on the hinder parts of the body

moved than on its fore parts, and therefore cannot lessen the resistance de-

Bcril)cd in this proposition. And if its propagation be infinitely swifter

than the motion of the body pressed, it will not be stronger on the fore

parts than on the hinder parts. But that action will be infinitely

iiwifter, and propagated in an instant, if the fluid be continued and non-

«Iri8tic.

Oou. 1. The resistances, made to cylinders going uniformly forward in

tho direction of their lengths through continued infinite mediums, are in a
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ratio compounded of the duplicate ratio of the velocities and the duplicate

ratio of the diameters, and the ratio of the density of the mediums.

Cob. 2. If the breadth of the canal he not infinitely increased but the

cylinder go forward in the direction of its length through an included

quiescent medium, its axis all the while coinciding with the axis of the

canal, its resistance will be to the force by which its whole motion, in the

time in which it describes four times its length,

may be generated or destroyed, in a ratio com-

pounded of the ratio of EF> to EF» — iPQ'

once, and the ratio of EF» to EF^ PQa
twice, and the ratio of the density of the medium

to the density of the cylinder.

Cor. 3. The same thing supposed, and that a

length L is to the quadruple of tlic length of

the cylinder in a ratio compounded of the ratio

EF^ — |PGl» to EF» once, and the ratio of

EF:» — PQ» to EF« twice; the reaistanoe of

the cylinder will be to the force by which its whole motion, in the time

during which it describes the length L, may be destroyed or generated, as

the density of the medium to the density of the cylinder.

SCHOLIUM.

In this proposition we have investigated that resistance alone which

arises from the magnitude of the transverse section of the cylinder, neg-

lecting that part of the same which may arise from the obliquity of the

motions. For as, in Case 1, of Prop. XXXVI., the obliquity of the mo-

tions with which the parts of the water in the vessel converged on every

side to the hole EF hindered the efflux of the water through the hole, so,

in this Proposition, the obliquity of the motions, with which the parts of

the water, pressed by the antecedent extremity of the cylinder, yield to the

pressure, and diverge on all sides, retards their passage through the places

that lie round that antecedent extremity, toward the hinder parts of the

cylinder, and causes the fluid to be moved to a greater distance ; which in-

creases the resistance, and that in the same ratio almost in which it dimin-

ished the efflux of the water out of the vessel, that is, in the duplicate ratio

of 25 to 21, nearly. And as, in Case 1, of that Proposition, we made the

parts of the water pass through the hole EF perpendicularly and in the

greatest plenty, by supposing all the water in the vessel lying round the

cataract to be frozen, and that part of the water whose motion was oblique

and useless to remain without motion, so in this Proposition, that the

obliquity of the motions may be taken away, and the parts of the water

may give the freest passage to the cylinder, by yielding to it with the most

direct an-^ . . : motion possible, so that 0«"*" "luch resistance may re-
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main as arises from the magnitude of the transverse section, and which is

inoapableof diminution^ unless by diminishing the diameter of the cyliDder;

we must coDoeiTe those parts of the fluid whose motions are oblique and

nsdesB, and produce resistance, to be at rest among themselves at both et*

tremities of the cylinder, and there to coheri^ and he joined to the cyhndo.

Let ABOD be a rectaoglet^ and let ^AE and BE be two parabolic arcs, i ?
described with the axis AB, and q
with a latus rectum that is to the

|
^--v^

space HG, which must be described """-^..^w^, [^^
by the cylinder iu f.iUiiig, in orJcr

to acquire tlie velocity with which it moves, as HG to ^AB. Let CF and

DF be two other parabolic arcs described with the axis CI^. and a latas

rectum quadruple of the former: and by the convolutinn uf the ngure

about the iixis EF let there be generated a solid, wIk so middle part ABDC
ia the cylinder we are here speaking of, and whose extreme parts ABE and

CDF contain the parts of the fluid at rest among themselves, and concreted

into two hard bodies, adhering to the cylinder at each end like a head and

tail. Then if this solid EACFf)I> move in the direction of the length of

its axis FE toward the parts beyond E, the resistance will be the same

which we have here determined in this Proposition, nearly; that is, it will

have the same ratio to the force with which the whole motion of the cyl-

inder may be destroyed or generated, in the time that it is describing the

length 4A0 with that motion uniformly continued, as the density of the

fluid has to the density of the cylinder, nearly. And (by Cor. 7, Frofk

XXXYI) the resistance must be to this force in the ratio of 2 to 3^ at tlie

least

LEMMA T.

Jf a cylinder, a sphere, and a spheroid, of equal breadths be pineed sue-

cessivtli/ ik thf; niiildh: of a rylindiic cajial, so that their axes inay

coincide vith the (i ris of the caiud, these bodies will equally hinder thi

passage of the water ihivttgh the caimL

Fot the spaces lying betwe^ the sides of the canal, and the cylinder,

sphere and spheroid, through which the water passes^ are equal ; and the

water will pass equally through equal spaces.

This is true, upon the supposition that all the water abore the oyluuicr,

sphere, or spheroid, whose fluidity is not neoessaiy to make the passage of

^e water the quickest possible^ is oongealed^as was explained abofeinOor.

7, Prop. XXXVL
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LEMMA VL

The same suppomiion remainws^, the fore- mentioned bodies are equallff

acted on by the water Jlowifnj; through the canal.

This appears by Lem. Y and the third Law. For the water and the

bodies act upon each other matoally and equallj.

JLEMMA m
If the footer he at rest in the canal, and these bodies move vnth equal 00-

lodtff and the contrary way through the cofial, their resistances will

be equal among themselves.

This appears from the last Lemm% for the relative motioiis remain the

same among themselves.

SOHOUUM.
Tlie case is the same of all convex and round bodies, whose axes coincide

with the axis of the canal. Some difTerencc may arise from a greater or

less friction; but in these L/ mtnata we suppose the bodies to be perfectly

smooth, and the medium to be void of all tenacity and friction; and that

those parts of the fluid which by tbcir oblique and superfluous motions may
disturb^ hinder, and retard the flux of the water through the canal, are at

rest among themselves j beiTiir fixed like water by frosty and adherinjj to

the fore and hinder parts of the bodies in the manner explained in the

Scholium of the last Proposition ; for in what follows we consider the very

least renstance that round bodies described with the greatest given trans-

Terse sections can possibly meet with*

Bodies swimming upon fluids, when they move straight forward, cause

the fluid to ascend at ^dr fore parts and subside at lieir hinder parts,

especially if they are of an obtuse figure ; and thence they meet with ft

little moxe resistance than if they were acute at the head and tail And
bodies moving in elastic fluids, if they are obtuse behind and before, con-

dense the fluid a little inore at their fore parts, and relax the same at their

hinder parts ; and therefore meet also with a little more resistance than if

they were acute at the head and taih But in tbcse licmmaii and Proposi-

tions we are not treating of elastic but non-eiastic fluids : not of bodies

floating on the surface of the fluid, but deeply immersed therein. And
when the resistance of bodies in non-clastic fluids is once known, we may

then aiifrment this resistance a little in elastic fluids, as our air; and in

the surfaces of stagnating fluids, as lakes and seas.

PROPOSITION XXXYin. THEOREM XXX.

Ifa globe move umformfy forward in a compressed, infante, and nen-

datiicJknd, its resistanee is to the force by which its whole moHon,
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may be destroyed or gttmraied, m the time thai U deetriheeeijs^ht third

j>arts of its diameter, as the density of the fiuid to the dtn^Uy of tht

globCf very nearly.

For the globe is to its circumscribed cylinder as two to three : and there-

fore the force which can destroy all the motion of the cylinder, while the

same cylinder is describing the leM:rth of four of its diameters, will destroj

all the motion of the globe, while the globe is describing two thirds of tbk

lcni;th, tlir\t is, eight third parts of ita own diameter. Now the resistance

of the cylinder is to this force very nearly as the density of the fluid to the

density of the cylinder or globe (by Prop. XXX VII), and the resistance of

the globe is eqiud to the resistance of the oylinder (by Lem. Y^Yl^uA
m). Q.E.D.

Cob* 1. The resistaaoeB of globes in infinite eompressed mediams are is

a ratio compounded of th^duplioato ratio of the rdocity, and the di^
oate ratio of the diameter, and the ratio of the density of the mediums.

Gob. 2. The greatest velocity, with ¥rhieh a globe can descend bjiti

comparative weight through a resisting fluid, is the same which it mav

acquire by fallini; with tlie ?ame weight, and without any resistance, and

in its fall dc:5cribing a space that is, to four third parts of its diameter as

the density of the globe to tlie density of the fluid. For the globe in the

time of its fall, moving witli the velocity acquired in falling, will describe

a space that will be to eight third parts of its diameter as the density of

the globe to the density of the fluid ; and the force of its w eight which

generates this motion will be to the force that can generate the same m<h

tion, in the time that the globe describes eight third parts of its diameter,

with the same velocity as tlic density of the fluid to the density of the

globe; and therefore (by this Proposition) the force of weight will beeqsil

to the force of resistance and therefore cannot accelerate the globe.

Cob. 3. If there be given both the density of the globe and its vdodtf

at the beginning of the motioni and the density of (lie compressed quiesoeirt

fluid in which the globe moves, there is given at any time both tiie vdo-

eity of the globe and its resistance, and the spaoe deicribed by it (iiy Oar.

7, Prop. XXXV).
Cou. 1. A globe moving in a cum]»ressr(l quiescent fluid of the same

density with itself will lose half its motion before it can describe theleu^

of two of its diameters (by the same Cor. T).

PROPOSITION XXXIX. THEOREM XXXL

If a ^lohe mni^ vmformhj foru ard t!iro}i!jh a fluid iiiclosed and com-

pressed in a cyJiiidric rtnidK its resistance is to the force by which its

whole motion may be generated or destroyed, in the time in which it

deecribee eight third parte of ite diameter^ in a ratio compounded ef

*
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the ratio nf the orifice of the canal to the excess of that orifice above

half the greatest circle of the globe; and tlie duplicate ratio of the

orifice of the caual to the excess nf that orifice nhovp tlie greatest circle

of tfie globe ; and the ratio of the density of thefluid to the density of
the globe, nearly.

This appears bj Cor. 2| Prop. XXXVII, and the demonstratioii pro-

ceeds in the same manner as in the foregoing Proposition.

SCHOLIUM.

In the laat two Propositions we suppose (as was done before in Lem. Y)

that all the water which precedes the globe, and whose fluidity increases

the resistance of the same^ is congealed. Now if that water becomes flnid,

it will somewhat increase the resistance. But in these Propositions tiiat
'

increase is so smaU, that it may be neglected, because the convex superfi-

des of the globe produces tbe reiy same effeet almost as the congelation

of the water.

PROPOSITION XL. PROBLEM IX.

Tofind hyphenomena the resistance tf a giobe moving through a per"

fectlyfimd con^jn-eeeed mediuok

Let A be the wdght of Uie globe tft vacuo, B its weight in the resisting

medium, D the diameter of the globes F a spacewhich is to JD as theden-

sity of ^e globe to the density of the medium, that is^asAtoA— B, Q
the time in which the globe ftUing with the wdght B without resistance

describes the space F, and H the velocity which the body acquires by tliat

fall. Then H will be the greatest velocity with which the globe can pos-

sibly descend with the weight B in the resisting medium, by Cor. 2, Prop.

XXXVIII; and tlic resistance which the globe meets with, when descend-

ing with tliat velocity, will be e<|ual to its weight H
; and the re.si,<rance it

meets with in any other velocity will be to the weight B in the duplicate ra-

tio of that velocity to the greatest velocity II, by Cor. 1, Prop. XXXVIII.
This is the resistance that arises from the inactivity of the matter of

the fluid. That resistance which arises from the elasticity, tenacity, and

friction of its part^;. may be thus investigated.

Ijet the globe be let fall so that it may descend in the fluid by the weight

B ; and let P be the time of falling, and let that time be expressed in seo-

onds, if the time G be given in seodnds. Find the absolute number N
2P

agreeing to the logarithm 0,4342944819 and let L be the logarithm of

N + 1

the number —^— ; and the velocity acquired in falling will be
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IV 1 2PF
s-r4 H, and the height described will he 1,3S629436UF +

4y6051701S6LF. If the fluid be of a sufficient depih» we may neglect the

2PP
term 4,605170IS6LF; "G

l>386294361iF will be the aldtok

described, nearly. These things appear by Prop. IX, Book II, and itB Corol-

laries, and are true upon this supposition, that the globemeets withno othff

resistance but that which arises from the inactivity of matter. Now if it

really meet with any rt^istaiice of another kind, the descent will be sL. war,

and from the quantity of that retardation will be known the quantity oi

this new resistance.

That the velocity and descent of a body fulling in a fluid might more

easily be known, 1 h;ivc composed the following table ; the lirst eulumu of

which denotes the times of descent ; the second shews tlie velocities ac-

quired in falling, the greatest velocity being 100000000 ; the third cxhib-

the spaces described by falling in those times, 2F being the space which

the body describes in the time G with the greatest velocity
; and thefourth

gives the spaces described with the greatest velocity in the same timet.

The numbers in the fourth column are -^, and by subducting the number

1,38^944 ~'4,6051702L, are found the numbers in the third colmnn;

and these numbers must be multiplied by the space F to obtain the spaces

deseribecl in falliug. A fifth column is added to all these, containing the

spaces described in the same times by a body falling in vacuo with the

force of B its comparative weight

TiMTiiMi •loGjiktofthe
P. body ftlliog

IB tM fluid.

0,0(11G
OjOlG

99999|£
9999fi7

0,1G 9966799
0,2G 19737532
0,3G 29131261
0,4G 37994896
0,5G 46211716
0,6G 33704957
0,7G 60436778
0,SG 66403677
0,9G 71629787
IG 76159416
2G 96402768
3G 99505475
4G 99932930
5G 99990920
6G 99998771
7G 99999834
8G 99999980
9G 99999997
lOG 999999991

The •p*ce« de
•eribed inbU-
ingiatbsflaid.

Tht •|i«e«ide«eri
hti with th*
frtatMCnoUoB.

OjOOOOOlF
0.0'ioiF

(),(iU99834F

0,0397361F
0,0886815F
0,155nO7OF

0,2402290F
0,3402706F
0,454940dF
0,581 507 IF
0,7196r)09F

0,8675617F
2,65000ff5F
4.(n^fi.'i70F

G,6143765F
8,6137964F
10,6137179F
12,6137073F
14.fil37059F

1().6137057F

i8,6137056F

0,002F
0,02F
0,2F
0,4F
o.i>v

o;8F

1,0F

1,2F

LfiF

1,8F

2F
4F
6F
8P
lOF
18F
14F
16F
18F
20F

The tpacM de>

•oribedbjikU-
ing toMciw-

OjOOOOOlF
0.000 IF
0,0 IF
o;o4F
0,09F
o'agF
0,25F
0,36F
0,19F
0,64F
0.8IF
IF
4F
9F
16F
25F
36F
49F
64F
8lF
lOOF
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SCHOLIUM.
In order to uiTcsiigate the reBistaPcco of flnidB from experiments, I pro-

cured a square wooden veesel^irhose length and breadth on the inside was

9 inches English measure, aud its depth 9 feet \ ; this I liUed with rain-

water; and having provided globed made up of wax, and lead included

therein, I iiottnl the times of the descents of these ^rlobes, the height through

which thev descended beinj: 112 inches. A solid cubic iooi oi Eni^Ush

measure contains TO pounds troy weight of rain water ; and a solid inch

contains H ounces troy weight, or 253 J
grains; and a globe of water of

one inch in diameter contains 132,645 grains in air, or 132,bj grains in

vacuo; and any other globe will be as the excess of its weight in vacuo

above its weight in water,

£xpsB. 1. A globe whose weight was 156] grains in air, and 77 grains

in water, described the whole height of 112 inches in 4 seconds. And, upon

repeating the experiment^ the globe spent again the yeiy same time of 4
seconds in falling.

The wdght of this globe tn vacuo is 156|| grains; and tiie excess of

this weight aboYO the weight of the globe in water is 79|| grains. Hence

the diameter of the globe appears to be 0,84224 parts of an incL Then it

will be, as that excess to the weight of the globe in vactio^» is the density

of the water to the density of the globe; and so is ![
parts of the diametor

of the glube (viz. 2,2 1597 inclie.^) to the .sj>acc 2F, which will be therefore

4,4256 inclies. Now a lzImIic falling in r^ycj^a with its whole weight of

156', grains in one second of time will descrilte inches; aud falling

in water in the same time with the weight of 77 grjiins without rcrfistance,

will describe 95,219 inches; and in the time G, which is to one second of

time in the subduplicate ratio of the space F, or of 2,2128 inches to 9.').219

inches, will describe 2,2128 inches, and will acquire the greatest velocity H
with which it is capable of descending in water. Therefore the time G is

(^,15244. And in this time G, with that greatest velocity H, the globe

will describe the space 2P, which is 4,4256 inches ; and therefore in 4 sec-

ondswill describe a space of 116^1246 inches. Subduct the space 1,3862944 P,

or 3,0676 inches, and there will remain a space of 113,0569 inches, which

the globe falling through water in a yery wide vessel will describe in 48eo-

onda Bnt this space, by reason of the narrowness of the wooden Tcssel

before mentioned, ought to be diminished in a ratio compounded of the sub-

duplicate ratio of the orifice of the vessel to the excess of this orifioe above

half a irreat circle of the globe, and of the simple ratio of the same orifice

to its excess above a great circle of the globe, that is, in a ratio of 1 to

0,9914. This done, we have a space of 112,08 inches, which a globe f)»ll-

ing through the water in this wooden vessel in 4 seconds of time ought

nearly to describe by this theory; but it described 112 inches by the ex-

periment.
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Expuu 2. Three equal globes, whose wdghts were severaUy 76^ grabi

in air, and d^V grains in water, were let ftll snooesBdvely ; and ererf one

fell through the water in 15 seconds of time, describing in its fall a hf^t
of 112 inches.

By computation, the weight of eaeh globe in vacuo is 76 grain3 ; the

excess of this weight above the weight in water is 71 grains [ J ; the diaah

etcr of the globe 0.81296 of an inch; {
parts of this diameter 2.16799

inches; the space 2F is 2,o2l7 iuch(s; the s})uce which a giole ui o^'j

grains in weight would describe in one second witliout resistance, 12.S».iS

inches, and the time Hi)",.101056. Therefore the globe, with the greatesi

velocity it is capable of receiving from a weight of 5 grains in its de-

scent throni::h water, will deseribe in the time 0",3UlU5G the space of 2,3217

inches; and in 15 seconds the space 115,678 inches. Subduct the spac«

1,!JSG2941F, or 1,609 inches, and there remains the space 114,069 inches;

which therefore the falling globe ought to describe in the same timc^ if the

essel were very wide. But because our vt^scl was narrow, the space OQght

to be diminished by about 0,895 of an inch. And so the space will remiuo

113,174 inches, which a globe falling in this yessel onght nearly to de-

scribe in 15 seooudS) by the theory. But by the experiment it described

112 inches. The difference is not sensible;

ExPSB. 3L Three equal globes, whose weights were severally 121 grai» I

in air, and 1 grain in water, were suocessiTely let fall ; and they fdl

through the water in the times 46", 47* and 5(r, describing a height of

112 inches. i

By the theory, these globes oiii^ht to have fallen in about 40". NoW

whether tlicir i'allliig more slowly were occasioned from lience, that in slow ^

motiuus tlie resistance arising from the force of inactivitv docs reallv bear

a less proportion to the resistance arising from other causes ; or whether

it is to be attributed to little bubbk'S that miirht chance to stick to the

globes, or to the rarefaction of the wax by the warnitli of the weatlier, or

of tlie hand that let them fall; or, lastly, whether it proceeded from some

insensible errors in weighing the globes in the water, I am not certain.

Therefore the weight of the globe in water should be of several graiod^that

the experiment may be certain, and to be depended on.

ExPF.u. 4. I began the foregoing experiments to investigate the resistan- .

ces of fluids, before I was acquainted with the theory laid down in the

Propositions immediately preceding. Afterward, in order to examine the

theory after it was disoov^ed, I procured a wooden Tessel, whose breadth

on the inside was 8} incheSi and its depth 15 feet and ^ Then I made

four globes of wax, with lead included, each of which weighed 139} grains

in air, and 7\ grains in water. These I let fall, measuring tiie times of ihdr

falling in the water with a pendulum osNnUating to half seconds. The

globes were cold, and had remained so some time, both when thej wert
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weighed and when they were let fall ; because warmth rarefies the wax, and

hy rarefying it diminishes the weiglit of the globe in the water ; and wax,

when rarefied, is not instantly reduced by cold to its former density. Be-

fore they were let fall, they were totally immersed under water, lest, by the

weight of any part of them that might chance to be above the water, their

descent should be accelerated in its be2:inmDg. Then, when after their

immersion thej were perfectly at rest, they were let go with the greatest

care, that they might not receive any impulse from the hand that let them

down. And they fell successively in the times of 47^, 48^, 60, and 61 os-

cillationSy describing a height of 16 feet and 2 inches. But the weather

was now a little colder than when the globes were weighed, and therefore I

r^eated the experiment another day ; and then the globes fell in the times

of 49, 49^, 50, and 53; and at a third trial in the times of 49^, 50, 51,

and 63 oscillations. And by making the experiment several times otcTi I

fonnd that the globes fell mostly in the times of 49^ and 60 oscillations.

When they fell slower, I sospcct them tu have been retarded by striking

against the sides of the vessel.

Now, computing from the theory, the weight of the globe in vacuo is

139 1 grains; the excess of this weight above the weight of the globe in

water 132} i grains; the diameter of the globe 0,99868 of an inch;
-J
parts

of the diameter 2,(36315 inches; the space 2F 2,8066 inches; the space

which a globe weighing 7\ grains fulling without rcsi^^tiince describes in a

second of time 9,88164 inches; and the time GU',376S13. Therefore the

globe with the greatest velocity with which it is capable of descending

througli the water by the force of a weight of 7\ grains, will in the time

0',3r6S 13 describe a space of 2,8066 inches, and in one second of time a
space of r,44766 inclu^, and in the time 25", or in 50 oscillations, the space

1S6,1916 inches. Subduct the space 1,386294F, or 1,9454 inches, and

there will remain the space 184,^61 inches which the globe will describe

in that time in a very wide vessel. Because our vessel was narrow, let this

space be diminished in a ratio compounded of (he subduplicate ratio of the

orifice of the vessel to the excess of this orifice above half a great cirde of

the globe, and of the simple ratio of the same orifice to its excess above a
great circle of the globe; and we shall have the space of 1S1,S6 inches,

which the globe ought by the theory to describe in this vessel in the time

of 50 oscillations, nearly. But it described the space of 182 inches, by
experiment, in 49^ or 50 oscillations.

KxPER. 5: Four globes weighing 1542 grains in air, and 21a grains in

water, i)eing let fall several times, fell in the times of 28^, 29, 291, and 30,

and sometimes of 31, 32, and 33 oscillationc^ describing a keight of 16 feet

and 2 inches.

They ought by the theory to have fallen in the time of 29 oeoiUations^

ncttly.
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* EzpsB. 6. Fire globes, weighing 212f grains in air, aad r9^ in witor,

bttng gereral times let fall, fell in the times of 15, 16^, 16, 17, and 18 o»-

dilations, deacribing a height of 15 feet and 2 indies.

By the theory they ought to ha?e fallen in the time of 15 oecillatioQi^

nearly.

ExPKu. 7. Four f^looes, weighing 293? n^rains in air, and 3o grain? in

water, being let fall several time?, fell in the times uf ^Ui 30, 30] 31, 3^
and 33 oscillations, describinu'" a ln ight of 15 feet and 1 inch and \.

By the theory they ought to have fallen in the time of 28 oscillation^

nearly.

In searching for the cause that occasioned these globes of t1ie same weight

and magnitude to fall, some swifter and some slower, I hit upon tliis; that

the globes, wlien they were first let go and began to fall, oscillated about

their centres; that bide which chanced to be the heavier descending Hist,

and producing an oscillating motion. Now by oscillating thus, the globe

oommunicates a greater motion to the water than if it descended without

any oscillations ; and by this communication loses part of its own motioB

with which it should descend ; and therefore as this oscillation is greats

or less, it will be more or less retarded. Besides^ the globe always recedes

from tiiat side of itself which is deaoeuding in the oscillation, and by so

receding comes nearer to the sides of the yessel, so as even to strike agtdnst

them sometimes. And the heayier the globes are, the stronger this oscil-

lation is; and the greater they ar^ the more is the water agitated by it

Therefore to diminish this oscillation of the globes, 1 made new ones of

lead and wax, sticking the lead in one side of the globe rery near its sur-

face; and I let fall the globe in such a manner, that, as near as posnUc^

the heavier side might be lowest at the beginning of the descent. By this

means the oscillations became miicli less tlian before, and tlie tiiu-.^ in whi(i

the globes fell were not so une^jual: as in the folluwiug exj»eriijients-
-

ExPER. S. Four globes weighing 139 grains in air, and 6^ in water,

were let fall several times, and fell mostly in the time of 51 oscillationi?,

never in more than 52, or in fewer than 50, describing a height of

inches.

By tlie theory they ought to fall in about the time of 52 oscillations.

ExPER. 9. Four globes weighing 273^ grains in air, and 140| in water,

being several times let fall, fell in never fewer than 12, and nerer Biort

than 13 oscillations, describing a height df 182 inches.

These globes by the theory ought to have fallen in the time of 11^ os-

cillations, nearly. •

ExpER. 10. Four globes, weighing 3S4 grains in air, and 119} in water,

being let fall sereral times, fell in the times of 17} 19, 18|^and 19 osciUs^

tioPi^ describing a hmght of 1811 inchesi And when they fell in the time
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of 19 OBcillatiooa^ I sometimes heard them hit against the sides of the ves-

sel before they reached the bottom.

By the theory they ought to haye fallen in the time of 15f osciIlatioDs,

nearly.

lOxi'ER. 11. Three e^iual globes, weigliing 4S grains in the air, and

in water, being several times let fall, fell in the times of 43i, 44, 44 J, 45,

and 46 osciilations, and mostly iu 44 and 45, describing a height of 182}
inches, nearly.

By the theory they ought to have fallen in the time of 46 oscillations

and f ,
nearly.

TiVi'KR. 12. Three equal globes, weighing 141 grains in air, and 4f in

water, being let fall several times, fell in the times of 61, 6^, 63, 64, and

65 oscillations, describing a space of 182 inches.

And by the theory they ought to have fallen in 64^ oscillations^

nearly.

From these experiments it is manifest, that when the globes fell slowly,

as in the second, fourth, fifth, eighth, eleventh, and twelfth experiment
the times of falling are rightly eshifaited by the theory ; bnt when the

globes fell more swiftly, as in the sixth, ninth, and tenth experiments, the

resistance was somewhat greater than in the dnplicate ratio of the Telocity*

For the globes in fallbg oscillate a little; and this oscillation, in those

globes that are light and fall slowly, soon ceases by the weakness of the

motion ; hot in greater and heavier globes, the motion being strong, it con-

tinnes longer, and is not to be cheeked by the ambient water till after sev-

eral oecillatioDS. Besides, the more swiftly the globes move, the less are

they pressed by the fluid at their hinder parts ; and if the velocity be per-

petually iucrcxscd, they will at last leave an empty space behind tiiom,

unle&s the compression of the fluid be increased at the same time. For the

compression of the fluid oui^ht to be increased (by Prop. XXXII and

XXXIIl)in the duplicate ratio of the velocity,in order to preserve the re-

sistance in the same duplicate ratio. But because this is not done, the

globe<! tliat move swiftly are not so much presseil at their hinder parts as

the others; and by the defect of this pressure it comes to pass that their

resistance is a little greater than in a duplicate ratio of their velocity.

So that the theory agrees with the phenomena of bodies falling in water.

It remains that we examine the phaBnomena of bodies falling in air.

ExPBB. 13. From the top of St Faults Church in London, in June

1710, there were let fall together two glass globes, one fall of qnioksilver,

the other of air; and in their fall th^ described a height of 220 Ene^Ush

ieet A wooden table was suspended upon iron hinges on one sidc^ and the

other side of the same was supported by a wooden pin* The two globes

lying upon this table were let fall together by pnlling out the pin bj

means of an iron wire reaching from thence quite down to the ground ; so
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that, the piu being reiLOved, the table, wliich had then no support but the

iron hingec!, fell downv.ard, and turnirip^ round upon the hinges;, gave leave

to the globes to drop off from it. At the same instant, with the same pull

of the iron wire that took out the pin, a pendulum oscillating to Becocds

was let go, and began to oscillate. The diameters and weights of the

globes^ and their timeB of falliBg, axe exhibited in the following tableu

Theglolf

W«Igbti.

tsJUUdwUkmert
DiUMtoft.

wry.
Times iii

1

TktglobesjuUofinr.
Timet in

90S grains

983
866
747
808
784

0,8 of an inch

0,8

0,8

0,75

0,75

0,75

4^
1

4 —
4 '

* + !

t+
1

jo 10 grains

642
j99

[.^15

1483

|641

5,1 inciiHS

5,2

5.1

5,0

5,0

.5,2

8"i
8
8

8i
Si
8

But the times observed must be corrected; for the globes of mercury (by

Galileo's theory), in 4 seconds of time, will descril)e 257 English feet, and

220 feet in only 3'42"'. So that the wooden tablo, when the pin was taken

out, did not turn upon its hinges so quickly as it ought to have done ; and

the slowness of that revolution hindered the descent of the globes at the

beginning. For the globes lay abont the middle of the tables and indeed

were rather nearer to the axis upon which it tamed than to the pin. And
henoe the times of fidling were prolonged about 18*; and therefore ought

to be corrected by subducting that excess, especially in the larger globo^

which, by reason of the laigeness of their diameters, lay longer upon die

r«7olTing table than the others. This being done, the tunes in whidi the

six larger -lobes feU will come forth 8" 12*, V. 42* V 42", r 57*, 8- 12*

and 7" 42'".

Therefore the fifth in order amonc: the globes that Avere full of air being

6 inches in diameter, and 4S3 grains in weight, fell in b' l^*', de.scribing a

space of 220 feet. The weiglit of a bulk of water equal to this globe is

IGGOOgrains; and tlie wcightof an equalbulkof airis ' IIj?^ c^ninf^, (»r IQ^'^

grains; and therefore the weight of the globe in vacuo is 5()2p'j grn.in?:

and this weight is to the weight of a bulk of air equal to the globe as

602y\ to 19y\ ; and so is 2F to .} of the diameter of the globe, that ii^ to

13( inches. Whence 2F becomes 28 feet 11 inches. A globe, falling m
vaato with its whole weight of 502fV grains, will in one second of time

describe 193 inches as aboTe; and with the weight of 483 grains will de-

scribe 1S5,905 inches; and with that weight 4S3 grains in vacuo will de-

scribe the spaoeF, or 14 feet 5^ inches in the time of 57* 58*^, and le-

quire the greatest Telocity it is capable of desoending with in ibe air.

With this Tdocity the globe in 8* 12" of time will desovibe 245 feet end

Scinches. Subduct l,386aF, or 20 feet and i an inch, and then remain

225 liset 6 inches. This spaoc^ therefore, the falling globe ought Ijthe
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-theory to describe in 8 ' 12'". But by the eiperiment it deechbed a space

of 220 feet. The difference is inseDsiblew

By like calcolaUons ^iplied to the other globes full of air, I oompoeed
the following taUeu

of ibe glob«t.
Th» diame-

ten.

The timea of
iBlling from
a height oti

MOiMt
1

Tb« mscM whieh tkejr

wottla dtticribs by the
tb«or]r.

510 grains

642
599
515
4S3

641

5,1 inches

5,2

5
5

l5,2

8" 12'^
' ^2n feet 11 inch.

7 42 |230 9

7 42 227 10

7 57 1224 5
8 12 [225 5
7 42 11230 7

6 feet 1 1 inch.

10 9

7 0
4 5
5 5

10 7

ExPER. 14. Anno 1719, in the month of /«/y, Dr. Desa^uliera made
some ex])criinents of this kind nsrain, by forming hogs' bladders into spheri-

cal orbs; which was done by meauH of a concave wooden sphere, which the

bladders, being wetted well first, were put into. After that l)eing blown

full of air. they were obliged to fill up the spherical cavity that contained

them ; and then, when dry, were taken OTit. These were let fall from the

lantern on the top of the cupola of the >;uuc clrurch, namely, from a height

of 272 feet : and at the same moment of time there was let fall a leaden

globe, whose weight was about 2 pounds troij weight. And in the mean

time some persons standing in the upper part of the ohurch where the

globes were let fall observed the whole times of falling ; and others stand-

ing on the ground observed the differences of the times between the faU

of the leaden weight and the fall of the bladder. The times were measured

by pendulams oscillatiDg to half seconds. And one of those that stood

iqwn the gromid had a maehine vibrating four times in one second ; and

another had another machine aocnratdy made with a pendnlnm Tibrating

four times in a second also. One of those also who stood at the top of the

^nxch had a like machine; and these instruments were so contrived, that

their motions could be stopped or renewed at pleasure. Now the leaden

globe fell in about four seconds and i of time; and from the addition of

this time to the difference of time above spoken of, was collected the whole

time in which the bladder was falling. The times which the five bhulders

spent in falling, after the leaden globe had reached the ground, were, the

first time, 14 f^lSf, 1 If', 17f,andl6|"; and tlie second time, 1 li", M}",

M", 19", and 16^". Add to these the time in wliicli the leaden globe

was falling, and the wliole times in which the five bladders fell were, the

first time, 19", 17", is'f, 22", and 21 J"; and the second time, 1S\ ", \^\\

2.3|" and 21". The times observed at the top of the church were,

the first time, 19^", I7i", ISf', 22}", and 21f' ; and the second time, 19'V

ISf, ISf, 24". and 21 i". Hut the blablers did not always faU directly

down, bat sometimeB fluttered a little in the air} and waved to and fro^ at

23
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they vere descending. And by these motions the times of their failing

were prolonged, and increased by half a second sometimes, and sometimes

by a whole second. The second and fourth binddcr fell most directly the

jSrst time, and the first and third the second time. The fifth bladder was

wrinkled, and by its wrinkles was a little retarded. I found their diame-

ters by their circumferences measured with a yery fine thread wound about

them twice. In the following table I have compared the experiments nifh

the theory
;
making the density of air to be to the density of rain-water at

1 to 860, and computing the spaces which by the theory the globes oqg^
to describe in fiilUng.

The woichts
of th« Had*
dan.

rho tiniek of

failing from
a height ol

]The (paces ivhich liy

,
the llieory ou<;ht to

have bevu detcribed
io tbOM tiOIM.

'i'he illllcrcliC»;

tween the theory
and tbs «xpcn-
menti.

128 grains .5,28 inches 19" •271 feet 1 1 in. — 0 ft. 1 in.

156 5,19 17 272 Oi -1-0 Oi
137^ 5,3 18 272 7 H- 0 7

9H 5,26 22 1 277 4 + 5 4
99| 5 2U I 282 0 + 10 0

Our theory, therefore, exhi))it3 right!}', within a very little, all the re-

sistance that globe8 moving either in air or in water meet with ; which ap-

pears to be ]>roportional to the densities of the fluids in globes of equal ye-

locities and niai;nitutles.

In the Scholium snl)joine<l to the sixth Section, we shewetl. by experi-

nientvS of pendnhims, that the resistances of equal and equally swift irlobes

moving in air, water, and quick.<5ilvcr, are as the densities of the tiuidat

We here prove the same more accurately by experiments of bodies falling

in air and water. For pendulums at each oscillation excite a motion in

the fluid always contrary to the motion of the pendulum in its return ; and

the resistance arising from this motion, as also the resistance of the thread

by which the pendulum is suspended, makes the whole resistance of a pen-

dulum greater than the resistance deduced from the experiments of faUiqg

bodies. For by the experiments of pendulums described in that Scholiull^

a globe of the same density as water in describing the length of its semi-

diameter in air would lose the ^Vtt of its motion. But by the

tiieory delivered in this seventh Section, and confirmed by experiments of

falling bodies, the same globe in describing the same length would lose only

a part of its motion equal to * iVo? supposing the density of water to be

to the density of air as S60 to 1. Therefore the resistances were found

greater by the ex}>eriments of pendulums (for the rea-sons ju.-^t mentioned)

than by the experiments of fallin;; globes
; and that in tlie ratio of a!x»ut

4 to 3. But yet since the resistances of pendulums oiKjiHatimj^ in air, wa-

ter, and quicksilver, arc alike increased by like cnuses, the proportion of

the resistances in these mediums will be rightly enough exhibited by the
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experiments of pendiilnms, as well as by the experiments of falling bodies.

And from all this it may be concluded, that the resistances of bodies, moving

in anj fluids Trhatsoever, though of the most extreme fiaidity, asiettt

paribus, as the densities of the fluids.

These things being thus established, we may now detennine what part

of its motion any glolje [)rojccted in any fluid whatsoever would nearly lose

in a given time. Let D be the diameter of the globe, and V its velocity

at the beginning of ita motion, and T the time in whidi a globe with tiM

Tdodty V can describe In vacuo a space that is, to tiie space jD as tha

densitj of the globe to the density of the flnid ; and the globe projected

in that fluid will, in any other time t lose the part ^^ the part

TV
rp ^ ^

remaining ; and will describe a space^ which will be to that d^

scribed in the same time in vacuo with the uniform velocity Y, as the

T + /

logarithm of the number ^ multiplied by the number 2^903586093 ii

t

to the number 7^,
by Cor. 7, Prop. XXXY. In slow motions the renst-

ance may be a little less, because the fi^re of a globe is more adapted to

motioQ than the figure of a cylinder described with thesame diameter. In

Bwift motions the resistance may be a little greater, because the elasticiiy

and compression of the fluid do not increase in the duplicate ratio of the

Yclocity. But these little niceties I take no notice ol

And though air, water, quicksilver, and the like fluid% by the division

of thmr parts in infiniiumy should be subtilized, and become mediums in^

finitely fluid, nev^theless, the resistance they would make to projected

globes would be the same. For the resistance considered in tiie preceding

Propositions arises from the inactivity of the matter; and the inactivity

of matter is essential to bodies, and always proportional to the quantity

of matter. By the division of the parts of the fluid the resistance arising

from the tenacity and friction of the parts may be indeed diminished; but

the quantity of matter will not be at all diminished by this division; and

if the quantity of matter be the same, its force of inactivity will be the

same; and tlKrefore the resistance here spoken of will be the sanue, as being

always proportional to that force. To diminish this resistance, the quan-

tity of matter in the spaces through which the bodies move mu-st be dimin-

ished ; and therefore the celestial spaces, through which the globes of the

planeta and comets are perpetually pacing towards all ])arts, with the

ntmost freedom, and without the least sensible diminution of their motioBi

must be utterly void of any corporof^l fluid, excepting, perhapi^ some

tremely rue vapours and the rays of lights
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Projectiles exdte a motion in fluids as ikey pass through iheniy and tiiis

motion arises from the eioess of the pressure of the fluid at the fore parts

of the projectile ahove the pressure of the same at the hinder parts; and

cannot be less in mediums infinitely fluid than it is in air, water, and quiefc-

Bilver, in proportion to the density of matter in each. Now this eioeSB of

prepare docs, in proportion to its quantity, not only excite a motion in tfae

fluid, but also acts upon the projectile so as to retard its motion ; and there-

fore the resistance in every fluid is as the niotiou excited by the pruj-^tile

in the fluid ; and cannot be less in the most subtile ajther in proportion to

the density of that frther, than it is in air, water, and ^uickfiiiver, in pro-

portion to the densities of those fluids.

SECTION VIIL

Of motimpropagated thrimghftMs.

PROPOSITION XLL THEOREM XXXIL

A pressure is not propagated through a fluid in rectUincar dtreciims

unless where theparttdes of the fluid lie in a right line.

If the particles a, b, c, d^ e, lie in a right lin^ the pics-

snre may be indeed directly propagated from a to e; but

then the particle e will urge the obliquely posited parti*

clcs / and g" obliquely, and those particles / and s" will

not sustain this preSvSure, unless they be supported by the

particles // and k lying beyond them ; but the particles

that support them are also pressed by them ; and those particles cannot

sustain that pressure, without being supported by, and pressing upon, those

particles that lie still farther, as / and w, and so on in infinitum. ITiere-

fore the pressure, i\s soon as it is propagated to particles that lie out of

right lines, begins to deflect towards one hand and the other, and will be

propagated obliquely in inflnUum ; and after it has begun to be propagat-

ed obliquely, if it reaches more distant particles lying out of the right

line, it will deflect again on each hand ; and this it will do a? ften as it

lights on partides that do not lie exactly in a right line. Q,E.D.

Gob. If any part of a pressure, propagated through a fluid firom agirca

point, be intercepted bj any obstacle^ the remainiiig par^ which is not in-

tercepted, will deflect into the spaces behind the obetadei This may be

demonstrated also after the following manner. Let a pressure be propagat-

ed from the point A towards any part, and, if it be possible, in reotilinear
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directions ; and the ohstaclc

NBCK being perforated in BC,

let all the preflBure be intercepted

but the coniform part APQ pass-

ing through the cireolar hole BG.
Let the oone APQ be divided

into frostmns by the transverse

planes, de, fgj hi. Then while

the oone ABC, propagating the

preasore, urges the conic fmstmn
degy beyond it on the snperficies

de, and this frustum urges the ucxt ii ii>i\imfi^ih on the supcrficics/g^,and

that frustum urges a third frustum, and so in infinitum; it is manifest

(by tlie tliird Law) that the first frustum defg is, by the re-action of the

second frustum /if/n", as much ur^^ed and pressed on the superficies /V, as

it urges and presses that seeoiid frustum. Therefore the frustum dirrf is

compressed on both sides, that is, between the cone Adr and the frustum

/hig ; and therefore (by Case 6, Prop. XIX) cannot preserve its figure,

unless it be compressed with the same force on all sides. Theref >re with

the same force with which it is pressed on the superficies ctey/jg", it will

endeavour to break forth at the sides df^ eg ; and there (being not in tho

least tenacious or hard, but perfectly fluid) it will run ont^ expanding ifr*

self, nnleas there be an ambient fluid opposing that endeavour. Therefor^

by the effort it makes to run out, it will press the ambient fluid, at its sides

d/f eg, with the same force that it does the frustum fghi; and therefSnc^

the pressure will be propagated as much from the sides df, eg, into the

spaces NO, KL this way and that way, as it is propagated from the su-

perficiesfg towards PQ. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION ALII. THEOREM XXXIIL
AU motion j>ropagated through a Jluid dirrrnrcs from a reciUinear prth'

gress into tlie unmoved spaces.

Case 1. Let a motion be

propagated from the point A
through the Iiole BC, and, if it

be possible, let it proceed in the

oonic space BCQ.P according to

right lines diverging from the

point A. And let us first snp-"^

pose this motion to be that of

waves in the surface of standing

water; and let de^fg^ hi, A7, dec,

be the tops of the several waves,

divided from each other by as

Uiuoy iutermeifiatc valleys or hollows. Tlicn, because the water in the
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lidgeB of tiie waves is higher than in the munoyed parts of the fluid KL^

NO, it will mn down from off the tops of those ridgea e^^, % ( djf,

h, k; d&c., this way and that way towards KL and NO; and hecanae the

water is more depressed in the hollows of the waves than in the nnmovcd

parte of the fltiid KL, NO, it will ran down into those hollows out of those

unmoved partfj. By the lirst dcflux the ridges of the waves will dilate

theuisclvcs this wa^^ and that way. and he propu^^uted towards KL and NO.

And becaii«:e the motiou of the waves from A towards PQ, is cnrrie^l on by

a continual defliix from the ridges of the wavejs iuto the hollows ucxt to

them, and therefore cannot be swifter than in proportion to the ceKrity uf

the descent : and the descent of tlie water on each side towar^ls KL and NO
must be perfornKxl with the same velocity ; it follows that the dihitatii'n

of the waves on each side towards KL and NO will be propagated with the

same velocity as the waves themselves go forward with directly from A to

PCi. And therefore the whole space this way and tliat way towards KL
and NO will be filled by the dilated waves rf^i\ shis, tklt, r/zmv, dec

Q^D. That these things are so, any one may find by making the exper-

. iment in still water.

Case 2. Let us suppose that de, fg, At, Id, mn, represent poises sue-

oessively ])ropagated from the point A through an elastic medium. Con-

ceive the pulses to be propagated by sucoesfisive condensations and rarefactions

of the medium, so that the densest part of every pulse may occupy a

spherical superficies described about the centre A, and that equid inlervab

intervene between the successive pulses. Let the lines de, fix, hi, kl, 6cc^

represent the densest parts of the pulses, propagated through the hole BC:

and becan;3e the medium is Jtuscr there than in the spaces on eitiier ^iJc

towards KL and NO, it will dilate itself a.^ well towards those spaces KL,

NO, on each kind, as towards the rare intervrils between the pulses ; and

thence the medium, Kcoming always more rare next the intervals, and

more dense next the puL^ts, will partake of their motion. And boeausethe

progressive motion of the pulses arises from the perpetuul relaxation of the

denser parta towards the antecedent rare intervals; and since the pnlses will

relax themselves on each hand towards the quiescent parts of the medima

KL| KO, with very near the same celerity ; therefore the pulses will dilate

themselves on all sides into the unmoved part^ KL, NO, with almost tho

same celerity with which t^( y are propagated directly from the centre A;

and therefore will fill up the whole space KLON. Qt>^D* And we find

the same by experience also in sounds which are heard through a mountain

interposed ;
and, if they come into a chamber through the window, dilate

themselves into all the parts of the room, and are heard in every comer;

and not as reflected from the opposite walh^ but directly propagated from

the window, as far as our sense can judge.

Case 3. Let us suppose, lastly, that a motion of any kind is propagated
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from A through the hole BC. Then since the cause of thi3 propac:atioii is

that the parts of the medium that are near the centre A disturb and agitato

those vvhicli lie farther from it; and gince the parts which are urged are

fluid, and therefore recede every way towards those spaces wlure tliey are

less pressed, they will hy conse<juence recede towards all the ]>arts of tlie

qui^ent medium; as well to the parts on each hand, as KL and XO,
afi to those riglit hefore, as PQ.; and by this means all the motion, as soon

as it haa passed through the hole BC, will begin to dilate itself, and from

thence, as from its principle and centre, will be propagated directly evoy
waj. O^D.

PROPOSITION XLIIL THEOREM XXXIV.

Every tremulous body in an daatic 'medium prcpa^aies the melton of
thepuUes on every side right forward; buiina notireiasiie medinm
excites a circular motion,

Casb. 1. The parts of the tremulous body, alternately going and return-

ing, do in going urge and drive before them those parts of the medium that

lie nearest, and by that impulse compress and condense them ; and in re-

turning suffer those compressed parts to recede again, and expand them-

Belvcs. Tlierefore the part^ of the medinm that lie nearest to the tremulous

body move to and fro by turns, in like manner as tlic parts of the tremulous

body itself do; and for the same cause that the parts of this body agitate

these parts of the medium, these parts, bein<^ agitated by like tremors, will

in tlitir turn aijitate otliers next to tlicinselv* ; and these others, atritated

in like manner, will agitate those that lie beyond tlieni, and so on in iufin-

itiim. And in the same manner as the first parts of the mefliuin Merc

condensed in going, and relaxed in returning, so will the other parts be

condensed every time they go, and expand themselves every time they re-

turn. And therefore they will not be all L^^ing and all returning at the

same instant (for in that case they would always preserve determined dis-

tances from each other, and there could be no alternate condensation and

larebction); but since^ in the places where they are condensed, they ap»

pcoaoh to^ and, in the places where they are rarefied, recede firom each other,

therefore some of them will be going while others are returning; and so on

«n infimtum. The parts so goings and in their going condensed, are pulses,

by reason of tiie progressiTe motion with which they strike obstades in.

their way; and therefore the succesnve pulses produced by a tremulous

body will he propagated in rectilinear directions; and that at nearly equal

distances from each other, because of the equal intervals of time in which

the body, by ita several tremors produces the fiivoral pulses. And though

the parts of the tremulous body go and return in some certain and deter-

minate direction, yet the pubes propagated from thence tlu-ough the medium

will dilate themselves towards the aides^ by the foregoing Propodition \ and
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will be propagated on all sides from tbat tremulous body, as from a cma-

mon centre^ in superficies nearly spherical and oonoentrioaL An example

of this we have in waves excited by shaking a finger in water, whisk

proceed not only forward and backward agreeably to the motion of the

finger, but sprea<l themselves in the manner of concentrical circles all round

the finger, and are propagated on every side. For the gravity of ihe wat^r

supplies the place of elastic force.

Case 2. If the medium be not elastic, then, because itd parts cannot be

condensed by the pressure arising from the vibrating parts of tlie tremulous

body, the motion will be propagated in an instant towards the parts wh^
the medium yields most easily, that is, to the parts which the tremuloes

body would otherwise leave vacuous behind it. The case is the same with

that of a body projected in any medium whatever. A mediom yidding

to projectiles does not recede in Ififuiitumf hut with a circular motion coma
round to the spaces which the body leaves behind it Therefore aa often

as a tremulous body tends to any part, the medium yielding to it coma
round in a circle to the parts wMch the body leaves ; and as often as the

body returns to the first places the medium wUl be driven from the place it

came round to, and return to its original place. And though the tremulooi

body be not firm and hard, but every way flexible, yet if it continue of a

given magnitude, since it cannot impel the medium by its tremors any

where without yielding to it soinevvhere else, the medium reveding from tLc

parts of tlic body where it is pressed will always come round in a circle to

the parts that yield to it. U.E.D.

Cor. It is a mistake, therefore, to think, ar! some have done, that the

a LTitation of the parts of flame conduces to the propagation of a pressure in

rectilinear directions through an ambient medium. A pressure of that

kind must be derived not from the agitation only of the parts of flame^bot

from the dilatation of the whole.

PROPOSITION XLIY. THEOREM XXXY.

Jf irad r nsccml and drsrcnd altfrnafdi/ in the erected kgs Kl^ MN, nf

a cfinal or pipe ; and a petidnlnm be constmet(d irhose lensrth betin en

(he point of suspension and the centre of oscillation i^v ecjnal to half

ilte length of the water in the canal ; I say, thai tfie water itill aeeend

and descend in the same times in which thependulum oscillates,.

I measure the length of the water along the axes of the canal and its legs,

and make it equal to the sum of those axes ; and take no notice of the

resistance of the water arisinji: from its attrition bv the sides of the canaL

Let, tliereforc, Al*, CD, re}iresent the mean height of the water in ktth

legs; and wlun the water in the leg KL ascends to the height EF, the

^jwatcr will descend in the 1^ MiN to the height GH. Let P be a pendulous
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Iwdj) VP the thread, Y the point of siispeiisioii, RPQS the cycloid which

ft
M
r3)

D
ir

P Q
the pendnliim deaoribeB, P its lowest pointy PQ an am equal to the height

AE. The force with which the motion of the water is aocderated and re-

tarded alternately Is the excess of the weight of the water in one 1^ aboye

tiie weight in the other; and, therefore^ when the water in the leg KL
aaoends to EF, and in the other leg descends to GH, that force is doable

the weight of the water EABF, and therefore vs to the weight of the whole

Wftter as AE or PQ to VP or PR. The force also with which the body P
is accelerated or retarded in any place, as U, of a cycloid, is (by Cor. Prop.

LI) to its whole weight as its distance PU from tlic lu\\est place P to the

lens^th PR of the cycloid. Therefore the motive forces of tlie water and

pendulum, describing the e(j[ual spaces AE, PQ., are as tlie weights to be

moved; and therefore if the water and pendulum arc quiescent at first,

those forces will move them in equal times, and will cause them to go and

return together with a reciprocal motion. Q,.E.D.

Cor. 1. Therefore th^ reciprocations of the water in ascending and de-

floending are all performed in equal times, whether the motion be more or

less intense or remiss.

Cor. 2. K the length of the whole water in the canal be of 6^ feet of

French measure^ the water will descend in one second of time^ and will as-

cend in another second, and so on by turns in wfimhtm; for a pendulum

of 3 raoh feet in length will oscillate in one seocmd of time.

Con. 3, But if the length of the water be increased or diminished, the

time of the reinprocation will be increased or diminished in the snbdupli-

cate ratio of the length.

PROPOSITION XLV. THEOREM XXXVL

The velocity of waves is in the subduplvcato ratio of the breadths.

This follows from the construotion of the following Proposition.

PROPOSITION XLVL PROBLEM X.

7bfind the velocity o/vfovee.

Let a pendulum be constructed, whose length between the point of sus-

pension and tiie centre of oscillation is equal to the breadth of the waves;
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and in the time that the pendulum will perform one single oscillatioD the

waves will advance forward nearly a S]»ace ec^ual to their breadth.

That which I call the breadth of the waves is the transverse me^urc

lyino^ between the deepest

part of the hollows, or the

tope of the ridgea. Let

ABCDEF represent the surface of stagnant water ascending and desoend*

ing in successive waves ; and let A, C, E, (fco, be the tops of the waves:

and let D, F, dto, be the intermediate hoUows. Beoaoae flie motion of

the waves is carried on bj the soooessiTe asoent and deseent of the wats^

so that the parts thereof, as A, C, E, &^ which are highest at one time

become lowest immediately alter; and becanse liie motiTe foro^ by which

the highest parts descend and the lowest aspend, is the weight of the defa-

ted water, that alternate ascent and descent will be analogous to the recip-

rocal motion of the water in the canal, and observe the same laws as to the

times uf its ascent and descent; and therefore (by Prop, XLIV^ if the

distances Iwtween the highest places of the waves A, C. 10, and the lowest

B, D, F, be equal to twice the length of any pendulum, the highest parts

A, C, E, will become the lowest in the time of one o^^cillation. and in the

time of another oscillation will ascend again. Therefore between the pas-

saire of each wave, the time of two oscillations will intervene; that is. the

wave will describe its breadth in the time that pendulum will oscillate

twice ; but a pendulum of four times that length, and which therefore w
equal to the breadth of the waves^ will just cscill^ oooe in that timflL

a.£.L
CoR. 1. Therefore waves^ whose breadth is equal to 3^^ ^^I'^^^f^

will advance through a space equal to their breadth in one second of tune;

and therefore in one minute will go over a space of 183|^ feet ; and in an

hour a space of 11000 feet, nearly.

Cor. 2. And the velocity of greater or less waves will be augmented or

diminished in the subduplicate ratio of their breadth.

These things are true upon the suppositiott that the parts of watv as-

oend or descend in a right line
;
bat, in truth, that ascent and descent is

rather performed in a circle ; and therefore I propose the time defined by

this Pjcopositioa as only near the truth.

PROPOSITION XLm THEOREM XXXm
Ifptdses are propagated (hrov^-h a fluid, the several particles of the

fluid, ^oinrr aud rcturniwj irith fhr shortest reciprocal mntion. ore al-

ways acccleraled or retarded according to t/ie law of the osciiiaiiiig

pendiiluin.

Let AR. HC. CD, tVc. represent e<|ual distances of successive pulses;

ABU Che liue of directiuu of the motion of the successive pulses propagated
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1

1

iI'lVlll

o

At

from A to B
;
E, F, O tliroc physical points of the quiescent medium sit-

uate in the ri^^ht line A(J at equal distances from each otlicr; Ee, F/, Gg',

equal spaces of extreme shortness^ through which those

poinltf^ and retorn with a reciprocal motion in each vi-

Imtion
; ^ y, any intermediate plaoes of the same points

;

YSPy FG physical lineol», or linear parts of the medium

lying between those points, and snoeessiyely transferred into

the places c0, ^y, and e/*, /^. Let there be drawn the

right line PS equal to the ric^ht line Ee. Bisect the same

in O, and from the centre O, with the interval OP, describe

the circle SIPt. Let the whole time of one vibration ; with

its proportional parts, be exponnded by the whole cironm-

ferenee of this cirole and its partem in snoh sort^ that^ when

any time PH or PHSA is completed, if there be let fall io

PS the perpendicular HL or My and there

be taken Ee equal to PL or P/, the physi-

cal point E may be found in e. A point,

as E, moving acccording to this law with

a reciprocal motion, in its going from E
through e to e, and returning again through

« to will perform its several vibrations with the same de>

grees of acceleration and retardation with those of an os(»l-

lating pendulum. We are now to prove that the several

physical points of the medium will be agitated with such a

kind of motion. Let us suppose, then, that a medium hath

such a motion excited in it from any cause whatsoever, and

consider what will follow from thence.

In the circumference PHSA let there be taken the equal

arcs, HI, IK, or At, tA;, having the same ratio to the whole

oiTCumferenee as the equal right lines EF, FG have to BC,

the whole interval of the pulses. Let fall the perpendicu-

lars LM, KX, or kn ; then because the points E, F, G are

successively afritatcd with liko motit»iiM, and perform their entire vibrations

composed of their i^oing and return, while the pulse is transferred from B
to C; if PII or be the time elapsed since the beginning of the mo-

tion of the point E, tlien will Pi or PHSi be the time elapsed since the

beirirming of the motion of the point F, and PK or PHSA* the time elapsed

since the l>eginning of the motion of the point G ; and therefore Ef, F<>,

Gy, will be respectively equal to PL, PM, PN, while the points arc going,

and to P/, Pm, P/', when the points are returning. Therefore ty or EG
•f Gy-^Et will, when the points are going, he equal to EG— LN,

9"
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ftod in their return equal to EG 4- In. But ey is the breadth or ex-

pansion of the part EG of the medium in the place ey ; and therefore the

expansion of that part in its going is to its mean expansion as EG —
LN to EG; and in its return, as EG + /1 or EG + LN to EG.

Therefore since LN is to KH as IM to the radius OP^andKHtoBG
as the cirenmferenoe PHSAP to BC; that is^ if we put Y for the

radius of a circle whose dreumferonce is equal to BC die interral of the

pulses, as OP to T ; and, ex aqiiOj LN to EG as IM to Y ; the ezpaosioa

of the pa^ EG, or of the physical pointF in the place ey, to the mean a-

pansion of the same part in its first place EG, will he as Y— IM to T

in going, and as V 4- im to Y in its return. Hence the elastic force of the

point F in the place «y to itd mean elastic force in the place EG li ii

==
—
^-nr to in its eoi&ff, and as

^ — to ^ in its return. And h?Y — IM V ® V + im y '

the same reaaoiung the elastic forces of the physical points £ and G in going

are as §,7- and ,>— to ^ : and the dilference of the forces to the

, . . u . HL— KN
mean elastic force of the medium as YY-Y X HL-Yx KN + HL X KN

1 HL—KN 1
io y j that is, as— to^ or as HL— KN to V ; if we suppose

(bj reason of the very short extent of the vihrations) HL md KN to be

indefinitely less than the quantity V. Therefore since the (juantity V is

given, the difference of the forces is as HL — KN : that is (because HL
— KN is proportional to HK, and OM to 01 or OP; and because HK
and OP are triven) as OM : that is, if Ff be bisected in fl. a.-? ilft*. And

for the same reason the dillerence of the ehistic forces of the j^by^ical points

c and y, in the return of the |-)hysical lineola is as il^h. Unt thut dif-

ference (that is, the excess of the elastic force of tlie point e above the

elastic force of the ]>oint y) is the very force by which the intervening phy-

sical lineola of the medium is accelerated in going, and retarded in re*

turning ;
and therefore the accelerative force of the physical lineola r is

as its distance from i2, the middle place uf the vibration. Therefore (by

Prop. XXXVllI, Book I) the time is rightly expounded by the arc PI;

and the linear part of the medium sy is moTed acoording to thelawaboTC'

mentioned, that is^ acoording to the law of a pendulum oscillating ; and

the case is the same of all the linear parts of which the whole medium is

compounded. Q^D.
Cob. Hence it appears that the number of the pulses propagated is the,

same with the number of the Tibrations of the tremulous body, and is not

multiplied in their progress. For the physical lineola ry as soon is it

returns to its first place is at rest ; neither will it move again, unless it
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receiTeB a new motion either from the impulse of the tremnlons body, or

of the pulses propagated firdkn that body. Ab aoon, therefore^ as the pulses

cease to be propagated from the tremnlons body, it will return to a state

of rest, and move no more.

PROPOSITION XLVin. THEOREM XXXVm.
T7ie velocities of pnlses propagated in an clastic Jlitid are in a ratio

compottndrd nf the snhduplicate ratio of the clastic force directly, and
t/ie snhduplicate ratio of the density inversely ; supposuig t/ie elastic

Jorce of theJiuid to be proportional to its condensation.

Case 1. If the mediums be homogeneous, and the distances of the pulses

in tliotfe mediums be equal amongst themselves, but tlie motion in one me-

dium is more intense than in thj» other, the contractions and dilatations of

the correspondeat parts will be as those motions ; not that this proportion

is perfectly aocnrate. However, if the contractions and dilatations are not

eioeedingly intense, the error will not be sensible ; and therefore this pro-

portion may be considered as physically exact. Now the motive elastic

forces are as the contractions and dilatations ; and the velocities generated

in the same time in equal parts are as the forces. Thaefore equal and

oorresponding parts of corresponding pulses will go and return together,

tiirough spaces proportional to their contractions and dilatations^ with ye»

locities that are as those spaces; and therefore the pulses, which in the

time of one going and returning advance forward a space equal to their

breadth, and are always succeeding into the places of the pulses that im-

mediately go before them, will, by reason of the equality of the distances,

go forward in both mediums with equal velucity.

Cask '2. If the distances of the pulses or llicir lengths are greater in one

medium than in another, let us suppose that the correspondent parts de-

scribe spaces, iu g^^ing and returning, each time proportional to tlic Itreadths

of the pulses ; then will their contractions and dilatations be equal ; and

therefore if the mediums are homogeneous, the motive elastic forces, which

agitate them with a reciprocal motion, will be equal also. ISow the matter

to be moved by these forces is as the breadth of the pulses ; and the space

through which they move every time th^ go and return is in the same

ratio. And, moreover, the time of one going and returning is in a ratio

compounded of the subduplicate ratio of the matter, and the subduplicate

latio of the lyace ; and therefore is as the space. But the pulses advance

a space equal to their breadths in the times of going once and returning

once; that ia, they go over spaces proportional to the timei^ and therefore

are equally swili

Case 3. And therefore in mediums of equal density and elastic foroe^

all the pulses are equally swift Now if the densi ty or the elastic force of

the medium were augmented, then, because the motiTe force is iacrased
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in the ratio of the elastic force, and the matter to be luovcd is increased in

the ratio of the density, tlie time which is necessary fur producing the

same motion as before will be increased in the subduplicate ratio of the

density, and will be diminished in the subiliip]ic;ite ratio of the elastic

force. And therefore the velocity of the pulses will be in a rati < com-

pounded of the subduplicate ratio of the density of the medium inTorselj,

and the subduplicate ratio of the elastic force direotlj. (ctE.D.

This Proposition will be made more dear from the oonstnictioii of the

following Problem.

PROPOSITION XLIX. PROBLEM XL

The density and elasticforce of a medtirm being given, to find the ve-

locity of thepulses.

SnppOBC themedium to be pressed by an incumbent weight after themann«r

of onr air ; and let A be the height of a homogeneous medium, whose

weight is equal to the incumbent weight, and whose density ia the wae
with the density of the compressed medinm in which the pulses are pfopsr

gated. Suppose a pendulum to he constructed whose length between the

point of suspension and the centre of oscillation is A : and in the time in

which that pendulum will perform one entire oscillation composed of

its going and returning, the pulse will be propagated right onwirdi

through a spaoe equal to the circumference of a circle described with ihe

radius A.

For, letting those things stand which were constructed in Prop. Xl iMI,

if any physical line, as KF, describing the space PS in each "vibration, be

acted on in the extremities P and S of every going and return that it

makes by an elastic force that is equal to its weight, it will perform itg

several vibratiuiis in tlie time in which the same might oscillate in a cy-

cloid whose whole perimeter is equal tn the Iciigtli PS : and that becmise

equal forces will impel equal corpuscles through e<]ual spaces in the snrce

or equal times. Therefore since the times of the oscillations are in the

subduplicate ratio of the lengths of the pendulums, and the length of the

pendulum is equal to half the arc of the whole cycloid, the time of one ri-

bration would be to the time of the oscillation of a pendulum whose lenjth

is A in the subduplicate ratio of the length ^PS or PC to the length A.

But the elastic force with which the physical lineola EG is urged, when it

is found in its e.xtreme places P, was (in the demctistratiott of Prop.

XLYII) to its whole elastic force as HL—EN to that is (since tiie

pdnt K now falls upon P), as HE to Y : and all that force;, or wluch is

the same thing, tiie incumbent weight hy which the lineola EG is com*

pressed, is to the weight of the lineola as the altitude A of the incumbent

weight to EG tiie length of the lineola; and therefore^ ear o^uo, the force
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with which the lineok EG is urged in the plaoes P and S

18 to the weight of that lineola as HK X AtoT X EG; or

ae PO X A to YY ; because HK was to EG as PO to V.

Therefore since the times in which eqnal bodies are impelled

through equal spaces arc reciprocally in the subJuplicate

ratio of the forces, the time of one vibration, produced by

the action of that ehiiitio forc€^ will be to the time of a vi-

iHration, produced hy {he impulse of the weight in a subda-

plicate ratio of VV to PO x A, and therefore to the time

of the oBciUation of a peodnlnm whose length is A in the

snbdnplicate ratio of YY to PO X A, and the snbdupli- >
| |||

cate ratio of PO to A conjunctly ; that is, in the entire ra-

tio nf V to A. But in the time of one

vibration composed of the going and re-

turning of the pendulum, the pulse will

be propagated right onward through a

space eqnal to its breadth BC. There-

fore Uie time in which a pulse rons orer

the space BC is to the time of one oscillation composed of

the going and returning of the pendnlnm as Y to A, that is,

as BC tu the circumference of a circle whose radius is A.

But the time in whidi the pulse will run over tlic space BC
is to the time in which it will run over a length e(|ual to

thai oircomference in the same ratio ; and therefore in the

time of sach an oscillation the pulse will ran over a length

equal to that cireomference. CI.E.D.

Cor. 1. The Telocity of the pulses is equal to that which

heavy bodies acquire by falling with an equally accele-

rated mot ion, and in their fall describing half the alti-

tude A. F(»r the pulse will, in the time of tliis full, sup-

posinsT it to move with the velocity accjuired by that fall, run over a

Bpace that will be equal to the whole altitude A; and therefore in the

time of one oscillati^'n romp('>:ed of ttne guiiig and return, will go over a

space equal to the circumference of a circle described with the radius A;

for the time of the fail is to the time of oscillation as the radius of a circle

to its circumference.

Cor. 2. Therefore since that altitude A is as the elastic force of the

fluid directly, and the density of the same inversely, the velocity of the

pulses will be in a ratio compounded of the su^duplicate ratio of the d«n-

mtj inrersely, and the subduplicate ratio of the eUstio force directly.
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PROPOSITION L. PROBLEM XIL

Tofind the distances of the pulses.

Let the number of the Tibrations of the body, by whosetremor the pnlMi

are produoed, be found to any given time; By that number divide the

spaoe which a pdee can go oyer in the same timc^ and the part foond will

be thebreadth of one pulse. QJBX

SCHOLIOM.

The last Propositions respect the motions of light and sounds; forflinoe

light is propagated in right lines, it is certain that it cannot consist in ac-

tion alone (by Prop. XLI and XLIl). As to sounds, since they arise fxm

tremulous bodies, they can be nothing else but pulses of the air propagated

through it (by Ptop. XLIII) ; and this is confirmed by the tremors wludi

sounds, if they be loud and deep^ excite in the bodies near them, as we ex-

perience in the sound of drums ; for quick and short tremors ate leas easily

excited. But it is well known that any sounds, falling upon strings in

unison with the sonorous bodies, excite tremors in those strings. This is

also confirmed from the Telocity of sounds ; for since the specific grarities

of rain-water and quicksilver are to one another aa about 1 to 13^, and

when the mercury in the barometer is at the height of 30 inches of oar

measure, the specific gravities of the air and of rain-water are to > uc

another as about 1 to 870, therefore the specitic gravity of air and quick-

silver are to each other as 1 to 11S90. Therefore when the height of

the quicksilver is at 30 inches, a height of uniform air, whose weight would

be sufficient to compress our air to the density we find it to he of, must be

equal to 3567U0 inches, or 29725 feet of our measure; and this is that

very height of the medium, which I have called A in the construction of

the foregoing Proposition. A circle whose radius is 29725 feet is 13676$

feet in drcumference^ And since a pendulum 39} iuches in length cob-

pletes one oscillation, composed of its going and return, in two seconds of

time, as is commonly known, it follows that a pendulum 29725 feet, or

356700 inches in length will perform a like oscillation in 190f seconds.

l*herefore in that time a sound will go right onwards 186768 leet^ aad

therefore in one second 979 feet.

But in this computation we have made no allowance for the onsBitade

^ of the solid particles of the air, by which the sound is pro] agated instan-

taneously. Because the wdgfat of air is to the weight of water as 1 to

870, and because sal ta are almost twice aa dense as w;iter
; if the particles

of air are supposed to he of near the same density as those of water or salt,

and the rarity of the air arises from the intervals of the particles; the

diameter of one particle of air will be to the interval between the centres
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of the particles as 1 to about 9 or 10, and to the interval between the par-

ticles themselves as 1 to 8 oi 9. Therefore to 979 feet, which, according to

the above calculation, a sound will advance forward in one second of tim<^

we may add ^^t^ or about 109 foot, to compensate for the craasitude of the

pwtiolfis of the air : and then » Bound will go forward about 1088 feet in

one seoond of time;

MareoTCTi the vapours floating in the air being ef another springs and a
different tone^ will hardly, if at al]| partake of the motion of the true air

in which ihe sounds are pioiHigated. Now if these Tapours remain unmor*

edy that motion will he propagated the swifter through the true air aloni^

and that in the snbduplicate ratio ofthe defect of the matter. So if the

atmosphere consist of ten parts oftme air and one part of Tapours, the

motion of sounds will be swifter in ihe subdupHcate ratio of 11 to 10, or

yery nearly in the entire ratio of 21 to 20, than if it were propagated

through eleven parts of true air : and therefore the motion of sounds above

discovered must be increased in that ratio. By this means the sound will

paa8 through 1 142 feet in one second of time.

These things will be found true in spring and autumn, when the air is

rareBed by the gentle warmth of those seasons, and by that means its elas-

tic force becomes somewhat more intense. But in winter, when the air is

condensed by the cold, and its elastic force is somewhat remitted, the mo-

tion of sounds will be slower in a subduplicate ratio of the dennlj ; and,

on the other hand, swifter in the summer.

Now hj e^Mriments it actually appears that sounds do really advance

in one seoond of time about 1142 feet of EngUth messnrfl^ or 1070 feet of

JWncA measure.

TheTelocity of sounds being known, theintervals of the pdsesareknown
also. For M. Setuvwr^ by some ei^eriments that he made^ found thai an
open pipe about five Paris feet in length gives a sound of the same tone

with a viol-Btring that vibrates a hnndred times in one seoond. Therafbie

there are near 100 pulses in a space of 1070 Paris feet^ which a sound runs

over in a second pf time ; and therefore one pulse fillsup a space ofahouti0j\
Paris feet, that is, about twice the length of the pipe. From whence it is

probable that the breadths of the pulses, in all souucU made in open pipes,

arc equal to twice the length of the pipes.

Moreover, from the Corollary of Prop. XLVIl appears the reason why
the sounds immediately cease with the motion of the sonorous body, and

why they are heard no lonp^er when we are at a great distance from the

sonorous bodies than when we are very near them. And besides, from the

fortgoiog prino^es, it plainly appears how it comes to pass that sounds are

so mightily increased in q»eaking-trumpetSi for all reeiprooal motion uses

to be increased by the generating cause at each return. And in tubes hia>

diriiur the dilatation cf the seondi^ the netion deoi|i mm i0wlj,ui
24
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reooiSJam linreiUy; and therefore is the more increased by the neir »»•

tion imprefleed »t eaeh retanu And these are the priaoipalphmoBieDAff

•oiinds.

SECTION IX,

Of the circular motion offluids,

H7P0THE8X8.

7%e fMMlafiee arisingfr&m the want ofluhrkUyin theparts of aJImd,

tBf cnteris paribus, proportional to the vdodly with which the parts

thefluid are eqfaratedfrom each other,

PROPOSITION LL THEOREM XXXIX.
|

Jf a solid cylinder infinitely long, in an uniform and infinite fluid, retdtt

with an unifonn motion about an axis given in position, and the fluid

he forced round by only this impulse of tlie cylinder, and enry pnrt
j

of the fluid persevere uniformly in its motion ; I say, thai (lie periodic ,

times of i/ie parts of thefluid are as their distances Jrom l/ie axis of

the cylinder*

Let AFL be a cylinder turning uni-

formly about the axis S, and let the

ooDGentrio cizdea BGM, CHN, DiO^

EKP, duSi, divide the flind into imn-

merafale oonoentrio cylindric aolid «te

of the same thickneaa. Then, becaw

the fluid is homogeneoos!, the inpn^ i

sions which the contiguous orbs make

upon each other mutuLiUy will be 1)t
|

the Hypothesisi ns tlieir translation;

from each other, aiid as the contiguous

superHcies upon which the impres«oQ3

aie made. If the imprcflsion made upoa any orb be greater or less on ie

eoncave than on its couTex side, the stronger impression wiU prerai], aai

will citiier aooderate or retard the motion of the orb. aoeoiding as it apes

«iti^ or 18 oentraiy to^ the motion of tiie same. Thereftic^ that erery orb

may penenre imifoimlJ in its motion, the impressioiis made on both Sli*
|

mnsi be eqmd and tinir directioiis eontrary. Therefore sinee liie imfni* I

moBB an as the oontignovs si^arfieiei^ and as liieir tiaadaliona 6em am
another,the traadations winbe inTewdy as the superfieki^tha*ia^iarfl^

if^hedlrtamof the supetfidef fitomtlMaik Btft tim diftwsm
|
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the angular motions about the axis are as those translations applied to the

distances, or as the translations directly and the distances inversely ; that

is, joining these ratios together, as the squares of the distances inversely.

Therefore if there be erected the lines Aa, B6, Cc, Dei, Ee, &c^ perpendic-

ular to the several parts of the infinite right line SABCDEQ, and recip-

rocally proportional to the squares of SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, &c^ and

through the extremities of those perpendiculars there be supposed to pass

an hyperbolic curve, the sums of the differences, that is, the whole angular

motions, will be as the correspondent sums of the lines Ao, B6, Cc, Dd, Ee,

that is (if to constitute a medium uniformly fluid the number of the orbs

be increased and their breadth .diminished in infin%tum\ as the hyperbolic

areas AaQ, B6Q, CcQ, Dc/Q, E^Q, analogous to the sums ; and the

times, reciprocally proportional to the angular motions, will be also recip-

rocally proportional to those areas. Therefore the periodic time of any

particle as D. is reciprocally as the area "DdQ^ that is (as appears

from the known methods of quadratures of curves), directly as the dis-

tance SD. aE.D.
CoR. 1. Hence the angular motions of the particles of the fluid arc re-

ciprocally as their distances from the axis of the cylinder, and the absolute

ydocities are equal.

Cob. 2. If a fluid be contained in a cylindric vessel of an infinite length,

and contain another cylinder within, and both the cylinders revolve about

one common axis, and the times of their revolutions be as their semi-

diameters, and every part of the fluid perseveres in its motion, the peri-

odic times of the several parts will be as the distances from the axis of the

cylinders.

Cor. 3. If there be added or taken away any common quantity of angu-

lar motion from the cylinder and fluid moving in this manner
;
yet because

this new motion will not alter the mutual attrition of the parts of the fluid,

the motion of the parts among themselves will not be changed ; for the

translations of the parts from one another depend upon the attrition.

Any part will persevere in that motion, which, by the attrition made

on both sides with contrary directions, is no more accelerated than it is re-

tarded.

Cor. 4. Therefore if there be taken away from this whole system of the

cylinders and the fluid all the angular motion of the outward cylinder, we

shall have the motion of the fluid in a quiescent cylinder.

Cor. 5. Therefore if the fluid and outward cylinder are at rest, and the

inward cylinder revolve imiformly, there will be communicated a circular

motion to the fluid, whichmill be propagated by degrees through the whole

fluid ; and will go on cp^ increasing, till such time as the several

parts of the fluid acquii j^determined in Cor. 4
Cor. 6. And because ^Vayours to propagate its motion still
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farther, its imptiise will carry the oatmost cylinder aLso abovi with it,!ti-

Im th« i^linder be yiolently detained; andaooeUrate its motion till

pcnodic times of both cylinders become equal among theaBolTCi» Sitii

tiw oviward cylinder be yiolently detained, it will make an effort to Htal

tiie uotioii of the fluid; and nnlesB the inwaid ojlinder pwagyc ibtM>

tin by means of aome eztcnial fovea imprcsaed thereon, it will mb it

aiaae by degreeii

All thiie thinga will he found trne by making the experiaMatiadaf

ita&ding wftln.

PROPOSITION Ln. THKOREM XL.

T/Ta solid ^here, in an uniform and infinite fluid, revolves ahoui an aiis

given in position with an uniform mot inn. aitd thefluid he forced mind

by only this impulse of t/ie sphere ; and every j>art of the fluid pn^
rcrrs uniform/y in its motion; fsny. thai the periodic tifnesf^ ik

parts of ttuifluid am at the squares of their distances from the CMftt

of thesphere,

Casb 1. Let AFL be a sphere tnm

ing uniformly about the azia audit

the oonoentric cixdesBOB^ CHN, DI(

EKP^ dte.| divide the fluid into vae

merable conoentrio orbs of the m
thickness. Suppose those orba to

solid
;
and, because the fluid is hon

geneoiis, tlie impressions which the o

tiguous orbs make one upon anotl

vrill be (by the supposition) as it

translfttioDs^m one another, nnd

oontiguous Buperfides upon which
impNBBions are made. If the impression upon any orb be greater or

upon its eoneaye than upon its oonTex side^ the more forcible imprai
will prevail, and will cither aocderate or retard the velocity of the orl

cording as it is directed with a conspiring or contrary motion to

the orbi Therefore that every orb may persevere uniformly in its nu
it is necessary that the impressions made upon both sides of the orb sh

be equal, and have contrary directions. Therefore since the iin]>rcso

are ns the contiguous superficies, and as their translations from one ano

the translations will be inversely as the superficies, that is, inversely a;

squares of the distances of the superficies from the centre. But the d
enccsof the angular motions about the axis are as those translations ap

to the difftanflfflj or as the translations directly and the distances inver

that is, by compounding fhose ratios, as the cubes of the distances inve

Thccefoie if upon the seteral parts of the infinite right line jSABClj
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there be erected the perpendiculars Aa, Bb, Cc, Drf, Ee, &c., reciprocally

proportional to the cubes of SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, <kc., the sums of the

differences, that is, the whole angular motions will be as the corresponding

sums of the lines Aa, Bb, Cc, Drf, Ee, &c., that is (if to constitute an uni-

formly fluid medium the number of the orbs be increased and their thick-

ness diminished in infiniium), as the hyperbolic areas AaQ, BbQ, CcQ,
Dc^Q, EeQ, <fcc., analogous to the sums; and the periodic times being re^

ciprocally proportional to the angular motions, will be also reciprocally

proportional to those areas. Therefore the periodic time of any orb DIO
is reciprocally as the area DdQ^ that is (by the known methods of quadra-

tures), directly as the square of the distance SD. Which was first to be

demonstrated.

Case 2. From the centre of the sphere let there be drawn a great num-
ber of indefinite right lines, making given angles with the axis, exceeding

one another by equal differences
;
and, by these lines revolving about tho

axis, conceive the orbs to be cut into innumerable annuli ; then wiU every

annulus have four annuli contiguous to it, that is, one on its inside, one on

its outside, and two on each hand. Now each of these annuli cannot be

impelled equally and with contrary directions by the attrition of the inte-

rior and exterior annuli, unless the motion be communicated according to

the law which we demonstrated in Case 1. This appears from that dem-

onstration. And therefore any series of annuli, taken in any right line

extending itself in infinitum from the globe, will move according to the

law of Case 1, except we should imagine it hindered by the attrition of the

annuli on each side of it. But now in a motion, according to this law, no

such is, and therefore cannot be, any obstacle to the motions persevering

according to that law. If annuli at equal distances from the centre

revolve either more swiftly or more slowly near the poles than near the

ecliptic, they will be accelerated if slow, and retarded if swift, by their

mutual attrition ; and so the periodic times will continually approach to

equality, according to the law of Case 1. Therefore this attrition will not

at all hinder the motion from going on according to the law of Case 1, and

therefore that law will take place ; that is, the periodic times of the several

annuli will be as the squares of their distances from the centre of the globe.

"Which was to be demonstrated in the second place.

Case 3. Let now every annulus be divided by transverse sections into

innumerable particles constituting a substance absolutely and uniformly

fluid ; and because these sections do not at all respect the law of circular

motion, but only serve to produce a fluid substance, the law of circular mo-

tion will contin*^ ~.e as before. All the very small annuli will either

not at all cha* ^grity and force of mutual attrition upon account

of these sectio Nrill change the same equally. Therefore the

proportion of v "ig the same, the proportion of the effects
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viUNmiaillii SMieaibo; iliai ui^^ pi^oportiioii of the nolians tod

^

periodio tiiii«9i QJID. But now the dxoolar motki^ and tliA

filgal finoe tiiaioe arising, is greater at the ediptie than at tiie poles» Uicn

mast be emeeaiiae operating to retom the aefml paitida in their eiides;

otherwise the matter that is at the ecliptic will always recede from the

centre, and come round about to the poles by the outside of the vortex,

and from thence return by the axis to the ecliptic with a perpetual circo-

lation.

Cor. I. Hence the angular motions of the parts of the fluid about the

axis of the globe are reciprocally as the squares of the distances from the

centre of the globe, and the absolute velocities are reoiprocallj as the nme
equares applied to the distances from the adds.

Cob. 2. If a globe revolve with a uniform motion about an aiis of a

given position in a similar and infinite quiescent fluid with an imiform

moiuNii it will communicate a whirling motion to the fluid like that of a

Tertei^ and that motion will by degreoi be propagated onward inif^inUum ;

and this motbn will be inereased eonttnnalljin ereiy part of the flmd, till

the psriodieal'timM of the sereial parte beoome ae tlieflqnares of the dia-

tanees from the oentre of the globe.

Con. 3, Beoanse the inward parts of the Tortez are hf reason of thior

greaterTdoeitj eontinnally pressing upon Ind driying ferward the eademal

parts, and by that action are perpetually commimicatiiig motion to them,

and at the same time those exterior parts communicate the same quantity

of motion to thoae that lie still beyond them, and by this action preserve

the quantity of their motion continually unchanged, it is plain that the

motion is perpetually transferred from the centre to the circumference of

the vortex, till it is quite swallowed up and lost in the boundless extent of

that circumference. The matter between any two spherical superficies

eoncentrical to the vortex will never be accelerated; because thaV' matter

will be always transferring the motion it teodrm ftm. the matter nearer

the centre to that matter which lies nearer the circumference*

Cob. 4. Therefore, in order to oontinue a vortex in the same slate of

aiotieii, some active principle is required from which the globe may reottve

eontinuaUy the same quantity of motion whioh it is always communieatiBg

to the matter of the vortex. Without such a principle it will undoubtedly

oome to pass that the globe and the inward parts of the Tortex, being al-

ways propagating their motion to Hie outward partemand not receiving any

new motion, will gradually move lilower and sioweri and at last be carried

round no longer.

GoR. 5. If another globe should be swimming in the same vortex at a

certain distance from its centre, and in the mean time by some force revolve

constantly about an axis of a given inclination, the motion of this globe

will drive the fluid round after the manner of a vortex j and at first this
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new and small voitas will revolTO with its glob« about the centre of the

oth«r ; and in the mean time ite motion will creep on further and fiurthcr,

and hj degiw be propagated in ii^imivm, after the manner of the fixst

ortes. And for the same reason that the globe of the new yortez was

earried abont before by the motion of the other Tortez, the globe of tins

other will be earried i^nt by the motion of .this new yorteii so that the

two globes wiQ levolye abont some intermediate pointy and by reason of

that circular motion mutually fly from each other, unless some force re>

strains them. Afterward, if the constantly impressed forces, by which the

globes persevere in their motions, should cease, and every thing be left to

act according to the laws of mechanics, the motion of the globes will lan-

guish by degrees (for the reason afisigned in Cor. 3 and 4), and the Tortices

at last will quite stand still.

Cor. 6. If several a^lobes in eiven places should constantly revolve with

determined velocities about axes given in position, there would arise from
them as many vortices going on tit infiniiunu For upon the same account

that any one globe propagates its motion in infinitum^ each globe apart

will propagate its own motion in wfiniium also ; so that erery part of the

infinite fluid will be agitated with a motion resulting £rom the actions of

all the globes. Therefore the Tortioes will not be confined by any oertain

limits^ bnt by d^ees run mutually into each other; and by the mutual

notions of the Tortices on each other, the globes will be perpetually mored

from their places, as was shewn in the last Corollary; neither can they

possibly keep any certain position among themselves, unless some force re*

strains them. Bat if those forces, which are constantly impressed upon

the globes to continue these motions, should cease, the matter (for the rea-

son a^6i*jned in Cor. 3 and 4) will gradually stop, and cease to move in

vortices.

Cor. 7. If a similar fluid be inclosed in a spherical vessel, and, by the

uniform rotation of a globe in its centre, is driven round in a vortex; and

the globe and vessel revolve the same way about the same axis, and their

periodical times be as the squares of the semi-diametQrs ; the parts of the

fluid will not go on in their motions without acceleration or retardation^

till their periodical times are as the squares of their distances from

the centre of the vortex. No constitution of a vortex can be permanent

but this.

Cor. 8. If the vessel, the inclosed fluid, and the globe^ retain this mo-

tion, and revolve besides with a oommoni angular motion abont any given

azis^ because the mutual attrition of the parts of the fluid is not changed

by this motion, the motions of the parts among each other will not be

changed ; for the translations of the parts among themselves depend npon

this attrition. Any part will persevere in that motion in whidi ibi attri-
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taon on one ndo ntaiii it joit as Mflk ai Ui «Itntion oa ibo other si4«

•oedflrates it

Cob. 9. Therefore if the Tessel be qniesoenfi and tha moCkMi oC

H^ba be gino, the motion of the fluid will be giyen. For oonodto a plaM

to paai throng^ the axia of tho gbbe^ and to lerolve with a oontnry mo-

tioa; aodai^poaetlioaiimof thotiinaof thumdatimiaiidof tliof«^^

tioft of the globe to bo to the time of the rerolotion of the gbbe aa the

aqnare of the aemi-diameter of thoTeiMlto the aqwe of the aemi-iiametff

eC the globe; and the periodie timea of the parta of the fluid In rapeot of

thispluieinllbeaatheaqiianaQf their diataaoea from the oentM of tiw

globe.

Cor. 10. Therefore if the vessel moye about the same axia with llie globe^

or with a given velocity about a dilferent one, the motion of the fluid will

be given* For if from the whole system we take away tlie angular motion

of the vessel, all the motions will remain the same among themselves as

before, by Cor. 8, and those motions will be given by Cor. 9.

Cor. 11. If the vessel and the fluid are quiescent, and the globe revolves

with an uniform motion, that motion will be propagated by degrees through

the whole fluid to the vessel, and the vessel will be carried round by it,

unless violently detained ; and the fluid and the vessel will be continually

aooelerated till their periodic times become equal to the poiodio timea of

the globe. If the vessel be either withheld by some force, or revolve with

any constant and imiform motion, the medium will come by little and

little to the atate of motion defined in Cor. 8, 9, 10, nor will it ever perse-

TCfe in any other atata But if then the l6roe% bj whieli the g^be and

Teaad rerolre with oertain motioni^ ahonld oeaac^ and the whole qfatem be

left to aot aooQiding to the medianioal Inwi^theTeBMl and globc^ bymeana

of the intonrening fluid, will aot upon each other, and will oontinne to

propagate their motiona through the fluid to each other, till their periodio

timea beoome equal among thoaaelvefi^ and the whole system mohia to-

gether like one solid body.

SCHOLIUM.
In all these reasonings I suppose the fluid to consist of matter of uniform

density and fluidity ; I mean, that tlie fluid is such, that a globe pkiced

any where therein may propagate with the same motion of its own, at dis-

tances from itself continually equal, similar and equal motions in the fluid

in the same interval of time. The matter by its circular motion endeavours

to recede from the axis of the vortex, and therefore presses all the matter

that lies beyond. This pressure makes the attrition greater, and the

Reparation of the parts more difficult ; and by consequence diminishes

the fluidity of the matter. Again ; if the parts of the fluid are in any one

plaoe denser or larger than in the others, the fluidity will be in that

plaoib iNONia then aie fever aapcifieiea where the parta oan be atpaiatod
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Unbi Mil «te; In thw BWM 1 flippoe iha drfwt qf Ihd fluidity to be

fopplied by the smoothnow or softneaB of the parii^ or tome otiier eondi-

tiou; tihanriee the matter where it is Im fluid will oohm more^ and be

mmeiliiggiehy aad therafore will reoel?e fti» motioii more dowly, end pro-

pegafte it &rUur than agrees with the ratio ahore assigned. If the Teaid

be not epherioa], the partacks will moTe in lines not cireiilar, bat answer^

ing to the figure of ^ewBel; and the periodio times will be nearly as the

sqaares of the mean distances from the centre. In the parts between the

centre and the circumference the motions will be slower where the spaces

are wide, and swifter where narrow ; but yet the particles will not tend to the

circumference at all the more for their greater swiftness ; for they then

describe arcs of less curvity, and the conatus of receding from the centre is

as much diminished by the diminution of this curvature as it is augment-

ed by the increase of the velocity. As they go out of narrow into wide

gpaces, they recede a little farther from the centre, but in doing so are re-

tarded
;
and when they come out of wide into narrow spaces, they are again

aooelerated ; and so eaoh partide ia retarded and aooelerated by turns for

srer. These things will come to pass in a rigid vessel ; for the state of

Tortiees in an infinite fluid is known by Cor. ti of this Proposition.

I haye endearo^ed in this Proposition to inyestigate the properties of

fortiea^ that I might find whether the celestial phmnomenacan be ezplain-

ed by than; for the pluenomenon is this* that the periodic times of the

plaiiets rerolTing about Japiter are in the sesqniplicate ratio of their dis*

Uaom from Jupiter's ontre; and the same nde obtains also among the

pbmets that rerolTo about the son. And these roles obtain also with the

gieatflst aeooracj, as far as has been yet disooTered by astronomioal obser-

tisiL Therefore if those planets are carried round in Tortices rerolving

absoA Jupiter and the snn, the TortiMS must rerolye according to that

law. But here we found the periodic times of the parts of the Tortez to

be in the duplicate ratio of the distaiioeri from the centre of motion ; and

thig ratio cannot be diminished and reduced to the scsquiplicate, unhjad

either the matter of the vortex be more fluid the farther it is from the cen-

tre, or the resistance arising -from the want of lubricity in the parts of the

fluid should, as the velocity with which the parts of the fluid are separated

goe3 on increasing, be augmented with it in a greater ratio than that in

which the velocity increases. But neither of these suppositions seem rea-

sonable. The more gross and less fluid parts will tend to the circumfer-

ence, unless they are heayy towards the centre. And though, for the sake

of demonstration, I proposed, at the beginning of this Section, an Hypoth-

esis that the resistance is proportional to the yelooity, neyertheless, it is in

troth probable that the resistance is in a less ratio than that of the yelo-

eity; whioh granted, the periodic times of the parts of the yortez will be

in a greater than the duplieate ratio of the distanftfls from its oentrOi tf,

as some think, the Yortices mote mors swiiUy near the centre^ thai dower
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to a certain limit, then again swifter near the circumference, certainly

neither the sesquiplicate, nor any other certain and determinate ratio, can

obtain in them. Let philosophers then see how that phgnoiawwn of the

seiqiiiplioate ratio can be aooonnted for bj vortioes.

PR0P0SiT10x\ LUI. THEOREM XLL
Bodies carried about in a vortex^ and returning in the sotne orbf an of

the same density toith Vie vortex, and are moved according to the

same law with thejMrts of the vortex, ae to velocity and direction of

motion.

For if any amall part of the Tortei^ whose partidee or phyflical pomii

preserve a giren ntuation among each other, be sappoeed to be oongvakd,

this partiele will move aocording to the samelaw as befq^ since no ehangf

ismade either in its density, vis instta, or figure. And again ; ifa congealed

or solid part of the yortez be of the samedensity with the rest of the Tortei,

and be resolved into a floid, this will move according to the same law as

before^ escept in so far as its particle^ now become fluid, may be mored

among themselyes. Neglect, therefore^ the motion of the particles among

themselves as not at all concerning the progressive motion of tlie whole, and

the motion of the whole will he the same as before. But thia motion will be

the same with the motion of other parts of the vortex at equal distancei

from the centre ; because the solid, now resolved into a fluid, is k-come

perfectly like to the other parts of the vortex. Therefore a solid, if it be

of the same density with the matter of tlie vortex, will move with thesame

motion as the parts thereof, being relatively at rest in the matter that sur-

rounds it. If it be more dense, it will endeavour more than before to re-

cede from the centre; and therefore overcoming that force of the vortex,

by which, being, as it were, kept in e^uilibrio, it was retained in its orbit^

it will recede from the centre, and in its revolution describe a spiral, re-

taming no longer into the same orbit And, by the same argument^ if ii

be more rare, it will approach to the centre. '^I'herefore it can never con-

tinually go round in the same orbit, unless it be of the same densi^ with

the fluid. But we have shewn in that case that it would revolve aooord*

ing to the same law with those parts of the fluid that are at the same or

equal distances from the centre of the vortex.

Cor. 1. Therefore a solid revolving in a vortex, and continually going

round in the same orbit^ is relatively quiescent in the fluid that carries ii

Cor. 2. And if the vortex be of an uniform density, the same body may
revolve at any distance from the centre of the vortex.

SCHOLIUM.
Hence it is manifest that the planets are not carried round in corporeal

TCftices; for, aocording to the Copemican hypothesis, the planets going
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fomid ihe sun rerolye in cUipses, having tiie Mm in ihdr muiMm fbow

;

and hf ndii drawn to the sun dflMKibd

«Mt pioportuniii to the tunMi But
now tlio parti of ft tertez can iMrerre-

Tolre with^meh » motioiL Let AD,
be; CF, represent three orints deeerih-

«d abovt the inn S,of whkii let the

utmost circle CF be concentric to the

Bun ; and let the aphelia of the two in-

nermost be A, B ; and their perihelia

D, E. Therefore a body revolving in

the orb CF, describing, by a radius

drawn to the sun, areas proportional to

the timee^ will move wi^ an nniform motion. And, aoeoiding to thelaws

of astronomy, the body revolfing iu the orb BE will move slower in its

aphelion B, and swifter in its perihelion £ ; whereas^ aeeording to the

laws of mechanical the matter of the vortex onght to more more swiftly in

tiie narrow apace between A and C than in the wide apaoe between D and

F ; thai ia, more awiffly in the aphdion than in the perihelion. Now these

two oondnsionB oontradiet each other. So at the beginning of tha sign of

Tixgo^ where the aphelion of Man is at present^ the distance between the

orbits of Mars and Yenns is to the distance between the same orbits^ nt the

beginning ofthe sign of Pisces^ as about 3 to 2; and therefore the matter

ef the Tortcz between those orbits onght to be swifter at the beginning of

Pisces Chan at the banning of Virgo in the ratio of 3 to 2 ; for the nar-

rower the space is ihrongh which the same quantity of matter passes in the

same time of one revolution, the greater will be the velocity with which it

passes through it. Therefore if the earth being relatively at rest in this

celestial matter should be carried round by it, and revolve together with it

about the sun, the velocity of the earth at the beginning of Pisces

would be to its velocity at the beginning of Virgo in a sesquialteral ratio.

Therefore the sun's apparent diurnal motion at the beginninrr of Virgo

ought to be above 70 minutes, and at the beginning of Pisces less than 4S

minutes; whereas, on the contrary, that apparent motion of the sun is

really greater at the beginning of Pisces than at the beginning of V irgo,

as experience testifies ; and therefore the earth is swifter at the beginning

of Virgo than at the beginning of Pisces; so that the hypothesis of Tor-

tiees is ntterly irreoonoikftble with astronomical phsBnomena^ and rather

serves to peiplei than explain the heavenly motionSt How these mo-

tions are performed in free spaces without Tortices, may be understood

by the first Book; and I shall now mon follj tnat of it in the ibUowing

Book.
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BOOKIII.



BOOK III.

In the preceding Books I have laid down tlie prindpleB of philosophy

;

principles not philosopliica]) but maChematioal
; such, to wit^ as we may

onr reasonings upon in philosopliical inquiries. These principles are

the laws and oonditions of certain motions, and powers or fortes, which

chiefly have respect to philosophy
;
hut, lest they should have appeared of

themselves dry and barren, I have illustrated them here and there with

BODic philosophical scholiums, giving an account of such thinors as are of

more general nature, and wliich philosophy set-m? chitfiy to be founded on;

such as the density and the resistance of bodies, spaces void of nil bodies,

and the motion of light and sounds. |lt remains thnt from the same prin-

ciples. I now demonstrate the frame of the System of the WorlcL Upon
this subject 1 had, indeed, composed the third Book in a popular method,

that it might be read by many; but afterward, considering that snob as

had not sufhciently entered into the principles could not easily discern the

strength of the oonseqnences, nor lay aside the prejudices to which they had

been many years accustomed, therefore, to prerent the disputes which might

be raised npon such aooonnta^ I chose to reduce the snhstance of this Book
into Uie form of Propomtions ^n the mathematical way), which should be

read by those only who had first made themselves masters of the principles

established in the preceding Books : not that I would advise any one to the

previous study of every Proposition of those Books; for they abound with

such as might cost too much time^ em to readers of good mathematical

learning. It is enough if one carefully reads the Definitions, the Laws of

Motion, and the first three Sections of the first Book. He may then pass

on to this Book, and consult such of the remaining Propositions of the

first two Book^ as the references in this, and his occasions, shall require.
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RULES OF REASONING IN PHILOSOPHY.

RULE L

WemioadmkmmonemtM$4ftiaiuralikmg9 than suekoimkA
iruB and mifiamU to espltam iMr â pearoMceM,

To tliis purpose the philosopben say thftt Nature does nothing in nin,

and more is in vain when less will serve ; for Nature is pleased wiLkaiia-

plioitji and affects not the pomp of supcriiuous causes.

RULE XL

Thsr^ore to the same natural effects we mustj asJar aapossibUf oifi^

the same causes.

Asto reBpirati<m in a man and in a beast; the descent of sUmmhkBunft
and in America ; the light of our culinary fin and of tbe «im; tiM ni»
tion of light in the earth, and in the planetgp *

RULE UL

Ths qwdUm efbodm, wkieh admii mkher wiumm nor rutmnm ^
degnegf and tohM anfaand io beitmg to all bodiu witkm the rod

of our espenmenUt^ ^ ^ ettmmed the unOvereal qualiimefdl

hodieeyfhateoever»

For sinoe the qualities of hodies are only known io ns by experimentalve

are to hold for universal all such as universally agree with experimcBta;

and fudi tls are not liable to diminution can never be quite taken away.

We arc certainly not to relinquisli the evidence of experiments for the sale

of dreams and vain fictions of our own devising; nor are we to recede from

the analop^y of Nature, which UiSes to be simple, and always consonant to

itself. We no other way know the extension of lx)dies than by our senses,

nor do these reach it in all bodies; but because we perceive extensioD in

all that arc sensible, therefore we ascribe it universally to all othcn tka*

That abundance of bodies are hard, we learn by experience; and becan»

the hardness of the whole arises from tlie hardness of the parts, we therefore

justly infer the hardness of the undivided particles not only of the boditf

we ftel but of all otheis. Tlial all bodies are.impenetnUc^ we gaUieriMt

from reason, bat from sensation. The bodies whidi we handle we find in-

penetrable, and thenoe oondnde impenetraUlity to be an nnirenal propertf

of all bodies whatsoerer. That all bodies are moreable^and endowed witt

certain powers (whidiwe call the vine mertioi) of perserering in their i»*

tion, or in their rest, wc only infer from the like properties observed in At
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bodies which we have seen. The extension, hardness, impenetrability, mo-

bility, and vis inertub of the whole, result from the extension, hardness,

impenetrability, mobility, and I'ircs iiieriim of the parts; and thence we
conclude the least particles of aM bodies to be also all extended, and hard,

and impenetrable, and moveable, and endowed with their proper vires inerivt.

And this is the foundation of all philosophy. Moreover, that the divided

Imt contiguous psrtioles of bodies may be separated from one another, is

matter of obserration; and, in the partides that lemain nndiTided, our

minds are aUe to distiii^idi yet lesser parts^ as Is mathematically demon-

strated. But wheUier the parts so distingoished, and not yet divided^ may,

by the powers of Natnre, be actually divided and s^arated from one an-

other, we cannot certainly determine Yet, had we the proof of bnt one

experiment that any undivided particle, in breaking a hard and solid body,

suffered ;i division, we might by virtue of this rule conclude that the un-

divided as well as the divided particles may be divided and actually sep-

arated to infinity.

Lastly, if it universally appears, by experiments and astronomical obser-

vations, that all bodies about the earth gravitate towards the earth, and

that in proportion to the quantity of matter which they severally contain

;

that the moon likewise, according to the quantity of its matter, gravitates

towards the earth
;

that, on the other hand, our sea gravitates towards the

moon ; and all the planets mutually one towards anothsr; and the oomets

in like maoner towards the son ; we mnsl» in consequence of this ndc^ uai-

* Tenally allow that all bodies whatsoever are endowed with a prineiple of

mntul gravitation. For the argomentfirom the appeaiancescondndes with

more force for the advenal gravitaticii of all bodies than for their impen-

etrability ; of which, among these in the celestial regions, we have no ex-

periments, nor anymanner of observation. Not that I affirm gravity to be

essential to bodies : by their via msUa I mean nothing but their vis ineiikt.

This is immutable. Their gravity diminished m they recede from the

earth.

RULE IV.

^ experimental philosophy wp arc to look vpmi propositions collected by

^neral induction from phchnomeiia as accurately or very marly truBf

nottinthstandmg any contrary kypoiheses that may be imagined^ till

such timmaacther pfuenomena oectir, bywhkh thty mayeUhar bemuds
more acciiraU, or liable to exceptions.

Has rale we mnst follow, that the ssfpmmk of induetion may not hs
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PflJ;N0M£NA, or APf£A£M(;£&

PIL£^0MEIS0N L

That the circumjavial plands, by radii ilruicn to Jupiter's centre, dt

scribe areas propnrtvmal to the times of description ; and that their

periodic times, the Jlxvd stars being^ at rest, are in the sesquiplkak

proportinn of their distances from its centre.

This we know from astronomical observations. For the orbits of these

planets diifer but insensibly from circles couceutric to Jupiter; andtkir

motions in those circles are found to be oniform. And all aftronome»

agree that their periodic times are in the sesquiplicate proportion of the

semi-Hliameters of their orbits; and so it manifestly appears from thefol-

lowing table.

The periodie timea of the acUdlUes ofJupUer,

K 19». 27'. 34". 3*. IS**. 13' 42", 7*. 3". 48* 36". m 16». 32' 9".

The distances of the satdiUea from Jupiter's centre.

From the observations of 1 2 ' 3 4

Borelli

Townly 61/ ihc Microm. . . .

Cassini by the Teteseope . . .

CaMini hy the cclip. of the saUl. .

51

5,52

5

5i

81

8,78

8
9

14

13,47

13

14«

24}

24,72
23

semi^iameter oj,

JufHer,

From the periodie time* 5,667 9,017 14,384 25,299

Mr. Pound has determined, by the help of excellent micrometers, tbe

diameters of Jupiter and the elons^ation of its satollites after the following

manner. The irreatest heliocentric eloni^ation of the fourth satellite frum

Jupiter's centre was taken with a micrometer in a 15 feet telescope, and at

the mean distance of Jupiter from the earth was found alnjut S" 16". The

elongation uf the third satellite was taken with a micrometer in a telescope

of 11^3 feet, and at the same di.stance of Jupiter from the eiirth was found

4' 42". The greatest elongations of the other satellites, at the same dis-

tance of Jupiter from the earth, are foond from the periodic times to bei^

66" 47'", and 1' 51 6 ".

The diameter of Jupiter taken with the micrometer in a 123 feet iel»-

0oope several times^ and reduced to Jupiter's mean distance from the eardit

proved always less than 40", never less than 38", generally 39". Thii di"

ameter in shorter telescopes is 40", or 41" ; for Jupiter's light is a little

dilated by the unequal re&angibility of the rays, and this dictation bens

a less ratio to the diameter of Jupiter in the longer and more perfect tde*

csco])e.s tlian in those which aro shorter and less perfect. Tlie timua itt
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which two satellites, the first and the third, passed over Jupiter's body, were

observed, from the beginning of the ingress to the beginning of the egress,

and from the complete ingress to the complete egress, with the long tele-

scope. And from the transit of the first satellite, the diameter of Jupiter

at its mean distance from the earth came forth 37j", and from the transit

of the third 371". There was observed also the time in which the sIImIow

of the first satellite passed over Jupiter's body, and thence the diameter of

Jupiter at its mean distance from the earth came out about 37". Let us

suppose its diameter to be 37 1" very nearly, and then the greatest elongar

tions of the first, second, third, and fourth satellite will "be respectively

equal to 6,965, 9,494, 15,141, and 26,63 semi-diameters of Jupiter.

PHENOMENON IL

ThcU the circumsaiurnal planets, by radii draitm to SaturrCs centre, d&'

scribe areas proportional to the times of description ; and thai their

periodic times, the fixed stars beitig at rest, are in t/ie sesquiplicaU

proportion of t/ieir distances from its centre.

For, as Cassini from his own observations has determined, their distazH

ces from Saturn's centre and their periodic times are as follow.

The periodic times of the satellites of Saturn,

V, 2l\ 18' 27". 2\ 17\ 41' 22". A\ 12^ 25' 12". W. 22»». 41' 14".

79^. 7^ 48' 00".

The distances of the satellitesfrom Saturn^s centre, in semi-diameters of

its ring'.

From observations l^g. 2^. 3|. 8. 24.

From tlie periodic times . . . 1,93. 2,47. 3,45. 8. 23,35.

The greatest elongation of the fourth satellite from Saturn's centre is

commonly determined from the observations to be eight of those semi-

diameters very nearly. But the greatest elongation of this satellite from

Saturn's centre, when taken with an excellent micrometer in Mr. Huy^en^
telescope of 123 feet, appeared to be eight semi-diameters and j\ of a semi-

diameter. And from this observation and the periodic times the distances

of the satellites from Saturn's centre in semi-diameters of the ring are 2,1,

2,69. 3,75. 8,7. and 25,35. The diameter of Saturn observed in the same

telescope was found to be to the diameter of the ring as 3 to 7 ; and the

diameter of the ring, May 28-29, 1719, was found to be 43" ; and thence

the diameter of the ring when Saturn is at its mean distance from the

earth is 42", and the^jp^^'^r of Saturn 18". These things appear so in

very long and exceU*" ^es, because in such telescopes the apparent

magnitudes of the 1 bear a greater proportion to the dilata-

tion of light in the * those bodies than in shorter telescopes.
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If wtf then, ngeot all tlie BpnioiiB lights the iliMni>ar «f Safani win wi

amount to more than 16".

PH^OMENON m.
theJive primary planets. Mercury, VenuSj Mars, Jupiter^ und tSui-

urn^ with ifieir several orbits, enconipass the mn.
That MeroQiy and YenoB revolve about the sun, is erident fron ikat

moon-like appearances. When they ahine out with a fall face, they ue^a

iCBpect of va, lieyond or above the sun ; when they appoir half £dU» iktf

are about the same height on one side or other of tiie eon; when han4
they are below or between ns and the ean; and thiy areaoMtimca^ dbe

dtnctfy under, seen like spots traTening the son's diak. That Maia»
rounds the son, is as plain from its fall face when near its conjonction wift

the son, and from the gibbons figure whiA it shews in its qnadiakM
And the same tiling is demonstrate of Jupiter and Saturn, from their i{k

pearing full in all situations ; for the shadows of their satellites that appear

sometimes upon their disks make it plain that the light they shim wiUa ii

not their own, but borrowed from the sun.

PHENOMENON IV.

'Tkot thefixed stars being' at rest, the periodic times of thefive primary

planeiSf and {whether of the sun about the earthy or) of the earth abmA

Ms tun, an in the sesqu^icate proportim of thair mean dietaem

from the sum

Hus proportion, first observed ty Kepler, is now reoeived bj all aBlNB>

4NMS ; for the periodie lames are the same^ and the dimensions of theeilili

are the same, whether the sun revolves about the earth, or the earth aM
the sun. And 3\s to the mejisures of the periodic times, all astronomers are

agree<l about them. But for the dimensions of the orbits, Kcpbr and Bid-

lialdus, above all others, have determined them from observations with tlio

greatest accuracy ; and the mean distances corresponding to the periodic

times differ but insensibly from those which they have assigned, andfor

the most part fall in between them \ as we may see from the following table.

Theperiodic times ^vith respect to thefixed atare, of the planets and ear&

revolving about tJui sitti, in days and decimal parts of a day.

h U t S ? V

10759,275. 4332^14. 686,9765. 365;2565. 22^6176. 87,9698,

Themeandistantesof theplanets and of the earthfrom the wua»

Aimtding to Kepler • . 951(m 519650. 152350.

•* to BtOUaidus 954198. 622520. 152:1=50.

« to the periodie times . . . . 954006. 520096. 15236a
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i ? ^

AcQOzdiDg to Kepler 100000. 72100. 38806.

« to BuUialdus • . . 100000. 72398. 38585.

» to the periodic times 100000. 72333. 38na
Ai to Menmrj and Yeniifl^ tiim can be no doubt about their disUaov

from ihe ton; for they are determined by the elongations of those planets

fion the son; and for the distances of the superior planetB, all dii^nte is

eat off by the edipses of the satellites of Jnpiter. For by those eelipses

the position of the shadow whieh Jnpiter projects is detennined; whence

we ha?e the heliooentrio longitude of Jnpiter. And from its hdii»-

centric and geocentrio longitudes compared together, we determine its

PHiBNOMENON y. .

Thm theprinuary planets, hyrwiU drmm to the earth, describe areas no

wise proporikmai to the times; but that the areas which thsiy describe

by nuKf drawn to the sun are proportional to the times of descr^
Hon.

For to the earth they appear sometimes dtreet, sometimes stationary,

nay, and sometimeB retrograde. But from the sun they are always seen

direct, and to ])roceed with a motion nearly uniform, that is to say, a little

swifter in the ])crihelion aud a little slower in the aphelion distances, so as

to maintain an equality in the description of the areas. 'Hiis a. noted

proposition among uatronomers, and particularly demonstrable in Jupiter,

from the eclipses of his satellites; by the help of which eclipse?, as we hare

said, the heliocentric longitudes of that planet, and its distances from the

sun, are determined.

PHJINOMENON VL

7%af the moon,bp a radius drawn to the earUis eentrs,deserilbesanarea

proportional to the Hme of descriptwn.

This we gather from the apparent motion of the moon, compared wilh

its apparent diameter. It is tme that the motion of the moon is a little

disturbed by the action of the sun : but in laying down these Phajnomena,

1 neglect those small and inconsiderable errors.
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piioposmoNS.
' PROPOSITION I. THEOREM L

TluU thefarces by which the eircutnfavial planets are conHnuallf drawn

^/rom reetUinear motwn», and reiained in their proper arbiie, tend

ioJt^Uer^s centre ; and are reciprocally as the sfuaree of the dietaneee

Iff the fdacee of those planets/rofi» that centre.

The former part of this Proposition appeus from Ph»ii. I, and Prop.

nor ni^ Book I; the latter from Phnn. I, and Cor. 6, Prop. lY, of the sum
Book. ^

The same thing we are to understand of the planets which encompass

SatuTD, hy PIucd« XL %

PROPOSITION n. THEOREM II

That the forces by w/iic/i t/ir' pr'u/iari/ plumts arc roniinually drawn off"

from rectilimar motions, and retained in tlieir proper orbits, tend to

the sun ; and are reciprocal}ij as the squares of the distances of the

places of those planetsfrom t/ie sim^s centre.

The former part of the Proposition is manifest from Phacn. V, and

Fh>p. II, Book I ; the latter from Phain. IV, and Cor, 6^ Prop. IV, of the

same Book. But this part of the Proposition is, with great aocnraqr, de-

monstrable from the qniesoence of the aphelion points; for a rerj small

ftherration from the reciprocal duplicateproportion would (by Cor. 1, Prop.

XLYi Book I) produce a motion of the apsides sensible enough in ereiy

single rerolutiouy and in many of them enormously great

PROPOSITION HL THEOREM UL
That the force by which the moon is retained in its orbit tends to the

earth ; and is reciprocally as t/ie square of the distance of its place

from the cartlCs rrntre.

The former part of the Proposition is evident from Phapn. VI, and Ptopu

U or III, Book 1; the latter from the verj slow motion of the moon's apo-

gee; which in every single revolution amounting but to 3^ 3' in conet'

quentia, may be neglected. For (by Cor. 1, Prop. XLV, Book I) it ap-

pears, that, if the distance of the moon from the earth's centre is to

semi-diameter of the earth as D to 1, the force^ from which such a motion

will result^ is rccij^rocally as D^^^,, L e., reciprocally as the power of D,

whose exponent is 2,1, ; that is to say, in the proportion of the distance

something greater than reciprocally duplicate^ but which comes 59} times

nearer to the duplicate than to the triplicate proportion. But in regard

that this motion is owing to the action of the sun (as we shall afterwards
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shew), it is here to be neglected. The action of the sun, attracting the

mooD from the earth, is nearly as tlie moon's distance from the earth ; and

therefore (by what we have shewed in Cor. 2, Prop. XLV, Book 1) is to the

centripetal force of the moon as 2 to 357,45, or nearly so ; that is, as 1 to

178f g . And if we neglect so inconsiderable a force of the sun, the re-

maimng force, by which the moon is retained in its orb^ will be recipro-

cally as D*. ThiB will yet more folly appear from comparing this foroe

with the force of granty, as is done in the next Proposition.

Cor. If we augment the mean centripetal force by which the moon is

retained in its orb^ first in the proportion of 177;' ^ to 178f f, and then in

the dnplicate proportion of the semi-diameter of the earth to the mean ^ii^

tsnee of the centres of the moon and earth, we shall have the centripetal

force of the moon at the surface of the earth
;
snppcdng tiiis forces in de-

soending to the earth's surface^ continnaUy to inoresse in the reciprocal

dnplicate proportion of the height

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM IV.

Thai the moon gravitates towards the earth, and by theforce of gravity

is continually drawn ojffrom a rectilinear motioti, and retained in

its orbit.

The menu distance of tlic moon from tlic earth in the syzygies in semi-

diameters of the eartli, is, according to Ptohmy and most a.^tronomers,

59 : according to Vendelin and Hui/gens, 60 ; to Coptrnicus, Gi)}^ ; to

iStnf f, GU| ; and to Tijchn^ 56^. But TycJio^ and all that follow his ta-

bles of refraction, making the refractions of the sun and moon (altoo;cther

atrainst tlie nature of liirht) to e.\( ( «d tlie refraction.s of the fixed stars, and

that by four or five minutes near the horizon, did thereby increase the

moon's horizontal parallax by a like number of minutes, that iSy by a
twelfth or fifteenth part of the whole parallas. Correct this error, and

the distance will become about 60^ semi-diameters of the earth, near to

what others hare assigned. Let as assume the mean distance of 60 diam*

eters in the sjiygies; and suppose one revolution of the moon, in respect

ni the fixed staf% to.be completed in 27\ 7^ 43', as astronomers hare d^
termined ; and the ciiemnferenoe of the earth to* amonnt to 1231^9600

Paris feet, as the French hare found by mensuration. And now if we
imagine the moon, deprived of all motion, to be let go, so as to descend

towards the earth with the impulse of all that ibroe by which (by Cor.

Ph>p. HI) it is retained in its orb^ it will in thespace of one minute of time,

dffieribe in its fall 1 5 j\ Paris feet This we gather by a calculus, founded

fiitiier upon Prop. XXXVI, Book I, or (which comes to tlio samo tiling)

l^n Cor. 9, Prop. IV, of the same Book. P''or the versed .sine of LluU arc, .

which the moon, in the space of one minute of time, would by its meaa
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'motion describe at the distance of 00 semi-diameters of the earth, is nearly

15 j\ Paris feet, or more accurately 15 feet, 1 inch, and 1 line Where-

fore, since that force, in approaching to the earth, increases in the recipro-

cal duplicate proportion of the distance, and. upon that account, at the

surface of the earth, is 60 X 60 times greater than at the moon, a body

in oar regions, falling with that force, ought in the space of one mimiteof

time, to describe 60 X 60 X 15j\ Paris ieet; and, in the space of one sec-

ond of time, to desoribe 15 j\ of those feet; or more accurately 15 feet, 1

inob, and 1 line |. And with this very force we actually find that bodies

iMrenpon earth do really desoend ; for a pendnlnm oeeillating seconds in

the latitode ofParu niH be 3 Porta feet^ and 8 lines i in length, as Mr.

Ekjf§fM8 has obsenred. And the space which a heaTj bodj describes

bj falling in one second of time is to half the length of tiiis pendnlnm in

the dnplioate ratio of tiie dvramference of a circle to its diameter (as Mr.

Buffgens has also shewn), and is therefore 16 Porta fet^ 1 inch, 1 line f
And therefore the force by which the moon is retained in its orbit beoomei^

at the very surface of the earth, equal to the force of i;ravity which we ob-

serve in heavy bodies there. And therefore (by Rule I and II) the force by

which the moon is retained in its orbit is that very same force which we

commonly call gravity
;

for, were c;ravity another force different from that,

then bodicri descending to the eartli with the joint impulse of both forces

would fall with a double velocity, and in the ?pace of one second of time

would describe 30;^ Paris feet
;
altogether against experience.

This calculus is founded on the hypothesis of the earth's standing still

;

for if both earth and moon move about the sun, and at the same time abont

&eir common centre of gravity, the distance of the centres of the moon and

earth from one another will be 60^ semi-diameters of the earth ; as maj

be found by a computation from Prop. LX, Book L

SCHOLIUM.
The demonstfation of this Proposition may be more difiosely eiplained

aUcr the following manner. Suppose sereral moons to reyoWe about the

.eaItil^ as in the system of Jupiter or Saturn ; the periodic times of these

iBOons (by the argument of induction) would observe the same law whidi

Xidphr found to obtain among tiie planets ; and therefore thdr centripetal

fytim would be reciprocally as the squares of the distances from the centte

ci the earth, by Pro[% I, of this Book. Now if the lowest of these woe
yery small, and were so near the earth as almost to touch the tope of the

highest mountains, the centripetal force thereof, retaining it in its orb,

would be very nearly equal to the weiglits of any lerresirial bodies that

should be found upon the tops of those mountuiiis, as may be known by

, the foregoing computation. Therefore if the same little moon should be

•deserted by its oentrifugal force that carries it through its orb, and so be
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disabled from going onward therein, it would descend to the earth ; and

that with the same velocity as heary bodies do aotually fall with upon the

tops of those yery mountains ; because of the equality of the forces thai

oUige them both to descend. And if the force by which that lowest moon
would descend were different from granty, and if that moon weretograTi-

tate towards the earth, as we find terrestrial bodies do npon the tops of

moimtauii^ it would thai desoend witii twioe the yelooityi as being impel»-

lad by both these foroes eonspiring together. Therefore ainee both these

fnees^ tiiat ib, the gravity of heavy bodies; and tiie oentripetal f<»aes of ilie

moons, respect the oentre of the etfth, and are similar and eqnal between*

themselves, they will (by Rnle I and U) have one and the same eanseu And
therefore the force which retains the moon in its orbit is that very force

which we commonly call gravity ;
because otherwise this little moon at the

top of a mountain must either be without gravity, or fall twice ad swiftly

as heavy bodies are wont to do.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM V.

7*^42/ the circttiitjovial planets s'ramiate towards Jfrpiter ; t/te circumsai-

umal towards Saturn ; t/w circumsolar towards the sun ; and />// (/le

forces of tfipir s:;ravit}j arc drawn offfrom reclUinear motions, and rd-

ta 'uted in curvilinear orbits.

For the revolutions of the circiimjovial planets about Jupiter, of the

ououmsatumal about Saturn, and of Mercury and Venus, and the other

mronmsolar planets, about the sun, are appearances of the same sort with

the revolution of the moon about the eivth; and therefore^ by Rule 11,

must be owing to the same sort of causes; espeeially since it has beat

demonstrated, that the forces upon which those revolutions depend tend to

the centres of Jupiter, of Saturn, and of the sun ; and that those forces, in

receding from Jupiter, from Saturn, and from the sun, deorease in the same

proportion, and according to the same law, as the force of gravity does in

receding from the earth.

Cor. 1. There is, therefore, a power of gravity tendinis to all the plan-

ets
;

for, doubtless Venus, Mercur}-, and the rest, are bodies of tiie same

sort with Jn)>iter and Siiturn. And since all attraction (by Law III) is

mntiuil. Jupiter will therefore g:ravitate towards all his own satellites, Sat-

urn tow:irds his, the earth towards the moon, and the sun towards all the

primary planets.

Cob. 2. The force of gravity which tends to any one planet is r&- *

eiprocally as the square of the distance of phkoes from that planefs

oentre.

Con. 3. All the planets do mutually gravitate towards one toother, by

Cor. 1 and 2. And hence it is that Jupiter and Satum» when near their
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conjunction, by their mutual attractions sensibly disturb each otlur's m:-

tions. So the sun disturbd the motions of the moonj and both sun and

moon difltuib our sea» as we shall hereafter explain.

SCHOLIUM.

The force which retains the celestial bodies in their orbits has been

hitherto called centripetal force; but it being now made plain that it can

be no other than a gravitating force, we shall hereafter call it gravity.

For the cause of that centripetal force which retains the moon in iti orbit

will extend itaelf to all the plaoetat, by &ale 1, II, and lY.

PROPUiSmON VL THEOKEM VL

That all bodka gravitate towards every planet; and thai the weights of

bodies Uneards any the sameplanet, at equal distanees/nm the centre

of the planetf are proportional to the quanOtiee of nuUter whM they

severally contain.

It has been, now of a long time, observed by others, that all sorts of

heavy bodies (allowance being made for the inequality of retardation which

they suffer from a small power of resistance in the air) descend to the

earth from equal heights in ct^ual times ; and that equality of times we

may distin^^uish to a great accuracy, by the hel]) of pendulums. T tried the

thing in gold, silver, lead, glass, sand, common salt, wood, water, and wheat

I provided two wooden boxes, round and equal: I filled the one with wood,

and suspended an equal weight of gold {as exactly as I could) in the centre

of oscillation of the other. The boxes hanging by equal threads of II feet

made a couple of pendulums perfectly equal in weight and figure, and

equally receiving the resistance of the air. And, placing the one by the

otiLer, I obserred them to play together forward and backward, for a long

timei with eqnal TifarationB. And therefore the quantity of matter in the

gold (by Cor. I and 6^ Ptop. XXJY, Book II) was to ihe quantify of mat-

ter in the wood as the action of the motive force (or via fnotris) upon all

the gold to the action of the same upon all the wood ; that is, as the weight

of the one to the weight of the other : and the like happened in the other

bodies. By these experiments, in bodies of the same weight, I eould mta-

ifestly haye disooyered a difierenoe of matter less than the thousandth part

of the whole, had any such been. But, without all doubt, the nature of

gravity towards tlic planets is the same as towards the earth. For, should

we imagine our terrestrial bodies removed to the orb of the moon, and

there, toirether with the moon, deprived of all motion, to be let c:o. so as to

fall toLTc ther towards the earth, it is certain, from what we have dcmonstra-

texi before, that, in e<)ual tinu^. they would describe equal spaces with the

moon, and of couse(juoiiee are lo the moon, in quantity of matter, as their

weights to its weight. Moreoveri since the satellites of Jupiter p^oxm
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their iev*>lutions in times which observe the sesquiplicate proportion of

their distiiDce:^ from Jupiter's centre, their accelcrativc gravities towards

J u]. iter will be reciprocally the squares of their distanced from Jupiter^s

centre; that is, e<]ual, at equal distances. And, therefore, these satellites,

if supposed to fall towards Jupiter {vom equal heights, would dcscri he equal

spaces in equal tiiiie% in like maimer as heavy bodies do on our earth.

And, by the same argument, if the oircoiiiBolar planets w^e sapposod to bo

let fall at e<|ual distances from the Bun, they would, in their descent towards

the sun, describe equal spaocB in equal times. But forces which equally

accelerate uucqual bodies must be as those bodies : that is to say, the weights

of the planets towards the sun must be as their quantities of matter.

Further, that the weights of Jupiter and of his satellites towards the sun

are proportional to the sereral quantities of their matter, appeaia from the

ezoeediuglj regular motions of the satellites (fay Cor. 3^ Prop. LXY, Book

I). For if some of those bodies were more strongly attracted to the sun in

proportion to their quantity of matter than others, the motions of Ae sat-

ellites would be disturbed by that inequality of attraction (by Cor. 2, Prop.

LXV, Book I). I( at equtd distances from the sun, any satellite, in pro*

portion to the quantity of its matter, did gravitate towards the sun with a

force [greater than Jupiter in proportion to his, according to any given pro-

purtiuii, suppose of d to e ; then the distance between the centres of thesuu

and of the satellite's orbit would be always greater than the distance

tween the centres of the sun and of Jupiter nearly in the sulxluplicate of

that pro])ijrtion : as by some computations I have found. And if the sat-

ellite did gravitate towards the sun with a force, les.ser in the proportion of e

to d, the distance of the centre of the satellite's orb from tlie sun would be

less than the distance of the centre of Jupiter from the sun in the subda-

plicate of the same proportion. .Therefore if, at equal distances from the

sun, the accelerative gravity of any satellite towards the sua were greater

orless than the accelerative gravity of Jupiter towards the sun but by one ^

part of the whole gravity, the distance of the centre of the satellite's orbit

from the son would be greater or less than the distance of Jupiter from the

Bun by one y^Vv whole distance; that is» by a fifth part of the

distance of the utmost satellite from the centre of Jupiter; an eccentricity

of the orbit which would be very sensible. But the orbits of the satellites

are concentric to Jupiter, and therefore the accelerative gravities of Jupiter,

and of all its satellites towards the sun, are equal among themselves. And
by the same argument, the weights of Saturn and of his satellites towards

the sun, at equal distances from the sun, are as their several quantities of

matter ; and the weights of the moon and of the earth towards the sun are

either none, ur ;iccuiat( I)- proportional to tlie masses of matter which they

Contain. But oume they are, by Cor. 1 and 3, Prop. V.

But further ; the weights of all the parts of every planet towards any other
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planet are one to another as the matter in the several parts ; for if somt

parte did gravitate more, others less, than for the ^uautity of their matter,

then the whole planet, according to the sort of parts with which it most

abounds, would gravitate more or less than in proportion to theqiiAati^«€

Miter in the whole Nor is it of any moment whether these parte «e
external or internal ; for if, for enraple^ we should imagine the teiieaUial

bodies with us to lie raised up to the orb of the moon, to be tfaeraoompved

witii its body ; if the weights of sooh bodies were to tibe weights of Hie ex>

tsmal parts of the moon as the quantities of matter m the one and in As
other respectiTelj ; bat to the weights of tiie internal parts in a greattr or

less proportion, then likewise the weights of those bodies wotdd be to the

weight of the whole moon in a greater or proportion; against what

we have shewed above.

CoH. 1. Hence the weights of bodies do not depend upon their forms

and textures ; for if the weights could be altered with the forms, they

would bo irreater or less, according to the variety of forms, in equal matter;

alto<^etlier ajj^aiiist experience.

Cor, 2. Universally, all bodies about the earth gravitate toward;? the

earth; and the weights of all, at equal distanoes from the earth's centre^

are as the quantities of matter which they severally contain. This is the

quality of all bodies within the reach of our experiments ;
and therefore

(by Rule III) to be affirmed of all bodies whatsoever. If the €Uher,<x taj

oUier body, were either altogether void of gravity, or were to gmiitaAekif

in proportion to its quantity of matter, then, because (aooording to iiris^

mU^ Des Carie», and others) there is no difference betwixt that and other

bodies but in mere form of matter, by a sucoesrive change from form ts

ibm, it might be changed at last into a body of the same condition with

those which gravitate most in proportion to their quantity of matter
;
and,

on the other hand, the heaviest bodies, acquiring the first form of that

body, miirht by degrees quite lose their gravity. And therefore the weights

Would |icnd upon tlie forms of bodies, and with those forms might be

changed: contrary to what was proval in the preceding Corollary.

Cor. 3. All spaces are not e<|ually full: for if all spacis were c\jual]y

full, then the speeilic i:;ravity of the lluid which fills the reirion of the air,

on aceount of the extreme density of the matter, would fall noth ng short

of the specific gravity of quicksilver, or gold, or any other the most dense

body
;
and, therefore, neither gold, nor any other body, could descend in

air; for bodies do not descend in liuida unleas they are qwaficaUy heavier

than the fluids. And if the quantity of matter in a given speee tta, hj

any rarelaetion, be diminished, what should hinder a dimiantien t»

infinity?

Con. 4 If aU the solid partrdes of all bodies are of smm dcMity,

nor can be rarefied without pores^ a Toid, space, or vaarammuBt begrantei
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liodics of the same denritj, I mean those whose vin$ wwrikB aiem the

proportion of their hulks.

Cob. 6. The power of grwitj is of a different nature from the power of

magnetism ; for the magnetio attraetion is net as the matter attnwtel

Some hodics are attracted more bj the magnet; others less; most bodies

not at alL The power of magnetism in one and the same bodj maj be

increased and diminished ; and is sometimes &r stronger, for the quantity

of matter, than the power of gravity ; and in reoeding ^m the magnet

decreases not in the duplicate but almost in the triplicate proportion of tiie

distance, as nearly as I could judge from some rude observations.

PROPOSITIONm THEOREM VH
T/iat there is a power of rrravity tending" to all bodies, proportional to

the several quantities of matter which they contain.

That all the planets mutually gravitate one towards another, we have*

proved before ; as well as that the force of gravity towards every one of them,

oonsidered apart, is reciprocally as the square of the distance of places from

the centre of the planet. And thence (by Prop. LXIX, Book I, and its

dorollaries) it follows, that the grayity tending towaids all the planets is

proportional to ^e matter which they oontain.

Moreorer, since all the parts of any planet A gmTitate towards any

oHier planet B ; and the gravi^ of every part is to the gmity of the

whole as tile matter of the part to the matter of the whole ; and (by Law
in) to every action oorre^Hmds an equal ra-actioa ; tfaereliDio the plaaetB

will, on the other hand, gravitate towards all ih» parts of the planet A

;

and its gravity towards any one part will be to the gravity towards the

whole as the matter of the part to the matter of the whole. (i.I^.I).

Cor. 1. Therefore the force of gravity towards any whole planet arises

from, and is compounded of, the forces of gravity towards all its parts.

Marrnctic and electric attractions atfovd us examples of this; for all at-

traction towards the whole arises from the attractions towards the several

parts. The thing may be easily understood in gravity, if wc consider a
greater planet, as formed of a number of lesser plaoeti^ meeting together in

one globe ; for hence it would ofpeat that the force of the whole mnst

srise from the foroes of the component parts. If it is ol^ieeted, that^ my
cording to tiiis law, aU bodies with ns miast mntnally grantate one to-

wards another, whereas no sneh graTitation any where appeai% I answer,

tiiat sineo the gravitation towaids thesebodies is to tiM graritation towasds

the whole earth as tiiese bodies are to the whole earth, the grafitation to-

wards them must be far lees than to ftll under the eibeervation of onr omsos.

Cor. 2. The force of gravity towards the several equal particles of any

body is reciprocally as the square of the distance of places from the parti-

dee j as appears from Ooit, 3, Prop. LILXIV, Book L
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PKOPOSlTlOiS VUL THEOREM VUL

In two spheres rmdually gravitating each touards the other, if the matter

in places on all sides rmnid about and equi-distaut from the centres is

similar, the weifrht of either sphere towards the ol/ter will be recipnh

cally as t/ie square of the distance beticeen their centres.

After I had found that the force of gravity towards a whole planet did

arise from and was oompoimded of the forces of grayity towards all its

partSy and towards every one part was in the reciprocal proportion of the

squares of the diatances from the part» I was yet in doubt whether that re-

ciprocal duplicate proportion did accurately hold, or but nearly so, in the

total force compounded of so many partial ones;, for it might be that the

proportion which accurately enough took place in greater distances should
" be wide of the truth near the surfece of the planet^ where the distances of

the particles are unequal, and their situation dissimilar. But by the help

of Prop. LXXY and LXXYI, Book I, and their OoroUarios, I was at last

satisfied of the truth of the Proposition, as it now lies before us.

Con. 1. Hence we may find and compare together the weights of bodies

towards diU'ereut planets ; for the weights of bodies revolving in circles

about planets are (by Cor. 2, Prop. IV, I3uok I) a^j the diameters of the

circles directly, and the sijiiares of their periodic times reciprocally : and

their weights at the surfaces of the planets, or at any other distances from

their centres, are {by tbis Prop.) greater or less in the reciprocal duplicate

proportion of the distances. Thus from the periodic times of Venus, re-

volving about the sun, in 221'^ KiJ'', of the utmost circumjovial satellite

revolving about Jupiter, in IG '. 10 of the Iliiygenian satellite about

Saturn in 15**. 22f.; and of the moon about the earth in ^T'. 7^43';

compared with the mean distance of Venus from the sun, and with the

greatest heliocentric elongations of the outmost circumjovial satellite

from Jupiter's centre, 9' IG"; of the Huygenian satellite from the centre

of Saturn, 3* 4"
; and of the moon from the esrth, 10' 33" : by computa-

tion I found ihat the weight of equal bodies, at equal distances from the

centres of the sun, of Jupiter, of Saturn, and of the earth, towards the sm,

Jupiter, Saturn, and the eardi, were one to another, ae 1» riVi' ¥s'it)

jjim respeotiyely. Then because as the distances are increased or di-

minished, ihe weights are diminished or increased in a duplicate ratio, the

weights of equal bodies towards the sun, Jupiter, Saturn, and the earth,

at the distances 10000, 99?, 791, and 109 from their centres, tliat is, at their

very superficies, will be as 10000, 943, 529, and i'So respectively. How

much the weights of bodies are at the superlicies of the moon, will be

shewn hereafter.

Cofi. 2. Hence likewise we discover the quantity of matter in the several
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planets : for their quantities of matter arc as the forces of gravity at equal

distances from their centres; that is, in the sun, Jupiter, 8atnrn, and the

earth, as 1, t*Vt> ji it> ttAtj respectively. If the parallax of the

sun be taken greater or less than 10" 3U"', the quantity of matter in

the earth moBt be augmented or diminished in the tripUoate of that pro-

portion.

Coiu 3. Hence also we find the densities of the planets; for (by Prop,

f.YTfl^ Book S) the weights of equal and similar bodies towards similar

spheres are^ at the snrfoocs of those spheres, as the diameters of the spheres;

and therefore the densities of dissimilar spheres are as those weights applied

to the diameters of the spheres. Bat the tme diameters of the San, Jnpi-

ter, Satom, and the earth, were one to another as 10000, 997, 791, and.

109; and the weights towards the same as 10000, 943, 529, and 435 re>

spectively ; and therefore their densities are as 100, 91 67, and 400. The
density of the earth, which comes out by this computation, does not depend

upon the parallax of tlie sun, hut is detrrniined by the parallax of the

moon, and therefore is here truly (kfnuMl. The sun, therefore, is a little

denser than Jupiter, and Ju})iter than Saturn, and tlie earth four times

denser than the sun ; for the sun, by its great heat, is kept in a sort of

a rarefied state. The moon is denser than the earth, as shall appear after-

ward.

Cor. 4. The smaller the planets are, they are, coitcj'is paribus, of so

much the greater density ; for so the powers of gravity on their several

sur&oes come nearer to eqoali^. They are likewise, cateris parilnUf of

the greater density, as they are nearer to the snn. So Jupiter is more

dense than Saturn, and the earth than Jupiter; for the planets were to be

placed at different distances from the son, thal^ according to their degrees

of density, they might enjoy a greater or less proportion to the son's heat.

Oar water, if it were remoyed as far as the orb of Satom, wonld be con-

erted into ie^ and in the orb of Merooiy woold qoickly fly away in ya-

pour ; for the light of the son, to which its heat is proportional, is seren

times denser in the orb of Mereory than with as : and by the thermometer

I haye foond that a seyenfold heat of car summer san will make water

boil. Nor are we to doubt that the matter of Mercury is adapted to its

heat, and is therefore more dense than the matter of our eartli : since, in a

denser matter, the operations of iSature re<^uire a stronger heat.

PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM IX.

That the force of gravity^ considered downwcu'd from the surface

of the planeiSf deaw3ea nearly in the proportion of the distancesfrom
their centres.

If the matter of the planet were of an uniform density, this Proposi*

tloA would be aocuratdy troe (by Prop. TiXXII^ Book Q. The error,
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^tuBtdan, can be no gmier tliaa wbMi vrnj arise itom ihe iMfnifilj «f

thedensi^.

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM X.

That the motions of tfie planets in the heavens

long time.

In the Scliolium of Prop. XL, Book II, I have shewed that a ^<>ho of

water frozen into ice, and moving freely in our air, in the time that it wi uld

describe the length of its semi-diameter, would lose by the resistance of the

air
4 jVff V^"^^ of its motion ; and the same proportion holds nearly in ail

globes, how great soever, and moved with whatever velocity. But that onr

globe of earth is of greater density than it would be if the whole

ooneisted of water only, I thus make out. If the whole eunsisted of

water only, whaAerer was of less density than water, because of ite kai

Specific grayily, would enieEge and float above. And apee thie loooiBt» if

a globe of teraeetrial maiiori oorcred on all sides with water, wae \m deaee

tiian wrater, it woidd emerge eomewiiere; and, the sabeidiiig water faUiag

back, would be gattoed to the oppoaite aide. And eiuii k the ooiiditiMi

of our earth, whioh in a great meaaue is eoTered with aeaa. Hie earth, if

it was not Ibr its greater doisity, wonld eoieige fimn tiie seas, and,aoeQid»

ing to its degree of lerity, would be raised more or less aboTe tiieir surlhee^

the water of the seas flowing backward to the opponte side. By the same

argument, the spots of the sun, which float upon the lucid matter tlier» >f.

are lighter than that mutter : and, liowever the planets have l>een formed

while they were yet in lluid masses, all the heavier matter subsided to the

centre. Since, therefore, the common matter of <iur eartli on the surface

thereof is about twice as heavy as water, and a iittle lower, in mine?, is

found about three, or four, or even five times more heavy, it is probcible tliat

the quantity of the whole matter of the earth may be five or six time?

greater than if it consisted all of water
;
especially since I have before

Viewed that the earth is about four times more deaao than Jupiter. H
therefore, Jupiter is a little more dense than water, in the space of thirtj

days, in which that planet describes the length of 459 of its 8emi-diame>

tsn^ it would, in a medhwi of the same densiij with onr air, lose almosia

Intii part of its motion. But sinee the resistance of medinms deereas^

in proportion to their weight or density, so that water, which is 1^ tiiMS

lighter than .qnieksilTer, resists less in that proportion; and air, whichos

860 times lighter than water, resists less in the same proportion ; therefore

IB the heaTens^ where the weight of the medium iu which the planels mere

IB immensdy diminished, ihe resistance will almost vainsh.

It is shewn in the Scholium of Prop. XXII, Book II, that at the height

of 200 miles above the eartli the air i3 more rare than it is at the super-

ficies of the eartli in the ratio of 30 to 0,0000000000003998, or as
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7fiQ0OOO0tQOQOOO to 1 nearly. And henoe the pludt Jupiter, rcYolving in

% medium of the same density with that superior air, would not lose by the

ifoatuice of the medium the ipOQpOOth pari of ite motion in 1,000000

ycen. In the spaoeB near the ewth the resistuiee Is produoed only by the

air, exhalations^ and yaponis. When tiiese are oaiefolly exhausted bj the

air-pumpfrom under the reoeiTer, heavy bodies&11 witfain the leoeiTcr with

perfect freedom, and without the least seusibtle resistance; gold itsiif, and

the lightest down, let fall together, will descend with equal Telocity ; and

though they fall through a space of four, six, and eight feet, they willconM

to the bottom at the same time; as appears from experiments. And there-

fore the celestial regions being perfectly void of air and exhalations, the

planets and comets meeting no sensible resistance in those spaces will con-

tinue their motions through them for an immense tract of time.

HYPOTHESIS I.

That the centre of the system of the world is immm-allc.

This is acknowledged by all, while some contend that the earth,

others that the sun, is fixed in that centre. Let us see what may ijNkm

hence follow,

PROPOSITION XL THEOREM XL
That the common centre i)f graviiy cf the earth, the sun, tmd aU the

pkmetSf ieimmomMe,
For (by Cor. 4 of the Laws) that centre either is at rest, or mores uni-

formly forward in a right line ; hut if that centre moved, the cenlre of the

world would moTe also, agsdnst the Hypothesis.

PROPOSITION XIL THEOREM XH.

TiiaL the sun is afsltated by a perptlual fnotion^ but never recedes Jar
from the common centre of gravity of all the planets.

For since (by Cor. 2, Prop. VIII) the quantity of matter in the sun is to

the quantity of matter in Jupiter as 1U67 to 1'; and the distance of Jupi-

ter from the sun is to the semi-diameter of the sun in a proportion but a

small matter greater, tliu rAinmon centre of gravity of Jupiter and the sun

will fall upon a point a little without the surface of the Fiin. By the same

aigument} since the quantity of matter in the sun is to the quantity of

matter in Saturn as 302 1 to 1, and the distance of Saturn from the sun is

to the semi-diameter of the sun in a proportion but a small matter leaa^

the common centre of gravity of Saturn and the sun will fall upon a point

a litUe within the surface of the sun. And, pursuing the jnnnciples this

computation, we should find that though the earth and all the planets wera

pbced on one side of the sun, the distance of the common centre ofgnmiy
ef all ttm, the centre of the sun would soarcely amount to one diameter of

26
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the sun. In other c:ises, llic distances of those centres are iilways less: and

therefore, since that centre of gravity is in perpetual rest, the sun, acc.ni-

inj» to the various positions of tlie planets, must peipeluall^ be moved everj

way, but will never recede fur from that centre.

Coiu Hence the common centre of j^ravity of the earth, 'the sun, and a!]

the planets, is to be esteemed the centre of tlie \vorld; for since the canh,

the sun, and all the planets, nuitually gravitate one towards another, and

are thercforCi according to Uieir powers of gravity, in perpetual agitatki^

is the Laws of Motion require^ it is plain that their moveable centres CSft-

not he taken for the immovable centre of the world. If that hodj wen to

be placed in the centre^ towavds which other bodies gravitate most (aeooid> '

ii^ to oonunon opinion), that privily ought to be diowed to the sim; bat

sinee the sun itsdf . is moved, a fixed point is to be chosen from which the

eentre of the sun recedes least, and from which it would recede jet

less if the body of the sun were denser and greater, and thetcfore less apt

to bo moved.

PROPOSITIOiX XIIL THEOREM XUL

T/tc planets move in ellipses wh^h haw ih^common focus in the centre

of the sini ; and, by radii drawn to tliat ceiUre^tliey describe areas pro-

porL 'wJial to tJie times of description.

We have discoursed above of these motions from tlie Phainomena, Now
that we know the princiiiles on which they depend, from those principles

wc deduce the motions of the heavens d priori. Because the weights of

the planets towards the sun are remprocally as the squares of their distan-

ces from the sun's centre, if the sun was at rest, and the other planets did

not mutually act one upon another, their orbits would be ellipsca^ having

the sun in their common focus ; and they would describe areas proportional

to the times ^ducripHm^ by Ph>p. I and XI, and Gor. 1, P^op. XID,

Book I. But the mutual actions of the planets one upon another are se

very small, that they may be neglected ; and by Prop. LXYl, Book I, thef

less disturb the motions of the planets around the sun in motion than

thots motions were performed about the sun at rest
I

It is true, that the action ofJupiter upon Saturn is not to be neglected;
^

for the force of suavity towards Jupiter is to the force of gravity towards

the sun (at equnl distances, Cor. 2, Prop. V III"* as 1 to 1067: and tlirrcure

in the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, because the distance of .Saturn

from Jupiter is to the distance of Saturn from thesur, almost as 4 to 9, the

gravity of Saturn towards Jupiter will be to the gravity of Saturn toward.*;

the sun as 81 to 16 x 1067 : or, as 1 to about 21 1. And hence arises a

perturbation of the orb of Saturn in every conjunction of this planet with

Jupiter, 80 sensible^ that astronomers are pussled with it As the planet
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18 differently siiaated in theee oonjnnotiomi^ its eooentriinlj is Bomdiinet

augmented, sometaxnes diminiefaed; its aphelion is Bometames oanried for-

wardy sometimeB baokwaid, and its mean motion is l»y tuns aooderated and

retarded
;
yet the whole error in its motion about the .snn, though arisbg

from so great a force, may be almost avoided (except in the mean motion)

by placing the lower focns of its orbit in the common centre of gravity of

Jupiter imd the sun (aooording to Pfop. LXYII, Book I), and therefore that

error, when it is greatest, scarcely exceeds two minutes ; and the greatest

error in tlie mean motion scarcely exctudri two minutes yearly. But in the

conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, the accclerativc forces of gravity of the

sun towards Saturn, of Jupiter towards Saturn, and of Jupiter towards the

son, are almost as 16^ 81, and ^5 156609; andtherafoie

the difference of the forces of gravity of the sun towards Saturn, and of

Jiqpiter towards Saturn, is to the force of gravity of Jupiter towards the

sun as G5 to 156609, or as 1 to 2409. But the greatest power of Satum
to disturb the motion of Jupiter is proportional to this difference; and

therefore the perturbation of the orbit of Jupiter is much less than that of

Saturn's. The perturbations of tlie other orbits are yet ftBrlen^ except that
^

the orbit of the earth is sensibly disturbed by the moon. The oommon
centre of gravity of the earth and moon moves in an ellipsis about the sun

in the foeus thereof and, by a radius drawn to th&sun, describes areas pro-

portional to the times of description. But the earth in the mean time by
a menstrual motion is revolved about ihis oommon centre.

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM XIY.

The (iphflions and nodes nf the orbiis of the planets arc fixed.

The aphelions are immovable by Prop. XI, Book I ; and so are the

planes of the orbits, by Prop. 1 of the same Book. And if the planes are

fixed, the nodes must be so too. It is true, that some inequalities may
arise from the mutual actions of the planets and comets in their revol«-

ttons; but these will be so small, that they may be here passed by.

CoR. 1. The fixed stars are immovable, seeing they keep the same posi*

tion to the aphelions and nodes of the planets.

Cob. 2. And since these stats are liable to no sensible parallax from the

annual motion of the earth| they can have no fbroei beouise of their im-

mense distance^ to produce any sensible effect in oui? system. Not to

mention that the fixed stai% every where promiscuously dispersed in the

heavens, by thrir contraiy attractions destroy their mutual actions, by

Ph>p. LXX, Book I.

SCHOLIUM.

Sinoe the planets near the sun (vis. Meronry, TennSi the Earth, and
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Mars) are so small that they can act with but little force up'^n each other,

therefore their aphelions and nodes must be fixed, excepting in so far as

they are disturb^ by the actions of Jupiter and iSaturn, and other high^

bodies. And hence wo may ^d, by the theory of gravity, that their aphe-

lions move a little in conseqnentia, in respect of the fixed stars, and that

in the sesquiplicate proportion of their sereral distances from the son. So

that if the aphelion of Mars, in the space of a hundred years, is carried

33' 20" tn coruequentiOf in respect of the fixed stais^ the aphelions of the

Earth, of Yenns^ and of Mercury, will in a hundred years be carried for-

wards 17' 40", 10' 53", and 4' 16", respectiTely. But these motions are

so inconsiderable^ that we haTe neglected them in this Proposition.

PROPOSITION XV. PROBLEM L

Tofind the principal diameters of the orbits of the planets.

They are to be taken in the sub-sesquiplicate proportion of the periodic

times, by Prop. XV, Book 1, and then to be severally augmented in the

proportion of tlie sum of the masses of matter in tlie sun and each planet

to the first of two mean proportionals betwixt that sum and the quantity of

matter in the sun, by Prop. LX, Book L

PROPOSITION XVL PROBLEM U.

Th find the ecoenirioities and aphelvms of thepUmet$,

This FtoUem is resolred by Prop. XYIII, Book L

PROPOSITION Xm THEOREM XV. •

J%ai tlie diurnal mntinns of the planets arp iiit[fi>nn. and that the

libration of the tnoon arises from its diiiniai motion.

The I*ro position is proved from the first Law of Motion, and Cor.

Prop. LXVI, Book L Jupiter, with respect to tlie fixed stars, revolves in

i^. 66^ ; Man in 39' ; Venus in about 23^ ; the Earth in 23". 56' ; the

Sun in 25) days, and the moon in 27 days, 7 hours,^ 43'. These tUogs

appear by the Phenomena. The spots in the sun*s body return to tlie

same mtuation on the sun% disk, with respect to the earth, in 27),days; sod

therefore wiih respect to the fixed stars the sun rerolves in about 25|daja

But because the lunar day, arising from its uniform rerolniion about itt

azis^ is menstrua], thai is^ equal to the time of its periodic revohiiion ts

Us orb, therefore the same face of the moon will be always nearly tamed te

the upper fbeus of its orb ; but, as the situation of that focus requires^ will

deviate a little to one side and to the other from tlie earth in the lower

focus; and this is the libration in Lin^^itudo; for the libration in latitude

arisea from the moon's latitude, and the inclination of it^ axis to the plane

of the ecliptic This theory of the libration of the moon, Mr. iV.Ma caioi,
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in Us AstroBomy, published at ihe beginning of the year 1676; explained

xnoie folly ont of tiie letters I sent him. The ntmost satellite of Satnm
seems to rerolve abont its axis with a motion like this of the moon, respect-

ing Saturn cuuLimially with the sriuio face; for in its revolutiuu round

Saturn, as often ns it comes to the eastern part of its orbit, it is scarcely

visible, and generally c|uite disa])|)ears ; which is like to be occasioned by

some spots in that part of its l)odY, which is then turned towards the earth,

asM. Cassini has observed. So also the utmost satellite of Jupiter seerag

to revolve about its axis with a like motion, because in tliatjtart of its body

which is turned from Jujiiter it has a spot, which always appears as if it

were in Jupiter's own body, whenever the satellite passes between Jupiter

and onr eye.

PROPOSITION XVUL THEOREM XVI.

That the axes of the planets are less ifuin the diameters drawn perpetir

dieular to the axes.

The equal grayitation of the parts on all sides would g^ve a spherical

figure to the planets, if it was not for their diurnal revolution in a oirde.

By that circular motion it comes to pass that the parts receding from the

axis endeavour to ascend about the equator
;
and therefore if the matter is

in a tluid state, by its ascent towards the equator it will enlarge the di-

ameters there, and liy its descent towards the poles it willsliorten the axis.

So the diameter of Jupiter (by tlie concurring observations of astronomers)

is found shorter betwixt pole and pole than from east to west. And, by

the same argument, if our eartli was not higher about the equator than at

the poles, the seas would subside about the poles, and, rising towards the

equator, would lay all things there under water.

PROPOSITION XIX. PROBLEM m.
Tofind Uie projportion of the axis of a planet to the diataeters perpen-

dir.nlar thereto.

Our countryman. Mr. Nonroofl, measuring a distance of 905751 feet of

London measure between London and York, in 1635, and observing tlio

difference of latitudes to be 2^ 2S', determined the measure of one degree

to be 36ri96 feet of Tendon measure, that is 57300 Paris toises. M.
Picart, measuring an arc of one degree, and 22' 65" of the meridian be-

twoon Amieiis and Malvoisine, found an arc of one degree to be 57060
Paris toiscs. M, Casfini, the father, measured the distance upon the me-
ridian from the town of Coflionra in Roussillrtn to the Observatory of

Paris ; and his son addel the distance from the Observatory to the Cita-

del of Dunkirk. The whole distance was 486156^ toises and the differ-

enoe of the latitndeB of OAlwure and Dwikirk was 8 degrees, and 3V
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llf". Henoeanaio of <me degree appears to be 57061 Paris towa.

And from these measnres we conoliide tiuit the eiromnferenoe of the eaith

ii 123IS49600, and ita temi-diameter 19615800 Paris &et» i^n the S19-

poritioB that the earth is of a spherical figme.

In the latitndo of Paris a hiwj body falling in a second of time d»>

tmbes 15 Pari* feet»linoh,l}line^ as above, that ia^ 2173 linesf Hie
weight of the body is diminidied by the weight of the ambient air. Let

OS aoppose tbo weight leet thereby to be Trivv the whole wei^t;

then that heavy body fidliDg in vacuo wttl deseribe a height of 2174 linfls

in one seoond timei

A body in crcry sidereal day of 23^ 56' 4" uniformly revolving in a

circle at the distance of 19615S00 feet from the centre, in one second of

time describes un arc of 1133,16 feet ; the versed sine of \i Inch is 0,05236561

feet, or 7,5 1064 lines. And therefore the force with which bodies de?cniii

in the latitude of Paris is to the centrifugal force of bodie?? in the equator

arising from the diurnal motion of the earth as 2174 to 7,5-li)f) 1.

The centrifugal force of bodies in the equator is to the centrifu^'al force

with which bodies recede directly from the earth in the latitude of Pans
48° 50' 10" in the duplicate proportion of the radius to the cosine of the

latitude, that is, as 7,54064 to 3,267. Add this force to the force witli

which bodies descend by their weight in tlie latitude of Paris,md a body,

in the latitude of Paris, falling by its whole undiminished force of gravity,

in the time of one aeoond, will describe 2177,267 lineSi or 15 Paris feet,

1 inch, and 5,267 line?. And the total force of gravity in that latittide

will be to the centrifugal force of bodies in the eqnator of the earth as

8177,267 to 7,54064» or as 2S9 to 1.

4^ Wherefofe if APBQ represent the fignie of tiw

earth, now no longer spherical, bnt generated by the

.rotation of an ellipsis abont its lesser axis PQ,; and

ACCI9O0 a oanal fall of water, reaching from the pek

Qiq to the oentre Ce^ and thence rising to the eqiator

An; the weight of the water in the leg of the etasl

AGm will be to the wdght of water in tfao other kg
Qpcq as 299 to 28^ because the centrifogal force arising from the cutcs-

lar motion sustains and takes off one of the 2S9 parts of the weight (in the

one leg), and the weight of 2S8 in the other sustains the rest. But by

computation (from Cor. 2, Prop. XCI, Book I) I 6nd, that, if the matter

of the earth was all uniform, and without any motion, and its axis PQ
were to the diameter AB as 100 to 101, the force of gravity in the

place towards the earth would be to the force of gravity in the same

place Q, towards a sphere described about the centre C with the radio.^

PC, or QC, as 126 to 125. And, by the same argument, the force of

gravity in the place A towards the spheroid generated by the rotation of
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ihe eUipsifl APBQ about the asis AB id to the fovoe of gravity in the

Mme place A, towards the sphere described about the centre C with the

ndius AC, 18 125 to 126. Bat the force of gravity in the plaoe A to-

-wards the earth is a mean proportional betwixt the foroee of graviij to-

wards the spheroid and this sphere; because the sphere^ bj having its di-

ameter PQ, diminished in the proportion of 101 to 100^ is transformed into

the figure of the earth; and this figure^ )iy having a ^ird diameter per-

pendtcnUtf to the two diameters AB and PQ diminished in the same pro-

portion, is converted into the said spheroid ; and the force of gravity in A,

in either case, is diminished nearly in the same proportion. Therefore the

force of gravity in A towards the sphere described about the centre C with

the radius AC, is to the force of gravity in A towards the earth as 12G to

125^. And the force of gravity in the place Q towards the sphere de-

scribed about the centre C with the radiiu QO, is to the f «rce of ^avity

in the jilace A towards the sphere described about the centre C, with the

radius AC, in the proportion of the diameters (by Prt ji. LXXII, Book I),

that is, as 100 to 101. If, therefore, we compound those three proportions

126 to 125, 126 to 1251, and 100 to 101, into one, the force of gravity in

the place Q, towards the earth will be to the force of gravity in the place

A towards the earth as 126 x 126 x 100 to 125 x 125^ x 101; or as

601 to 600.

Now sinoe (by Cor. 3, Prop. XCI, Book I) thefoscc of gravity in either

1^ of the canal ACccr, or QCc^, is as the distance of the places from the

centre of the earth, if those 1^ are conceived to be divided by transvenN^

panlldy and equidistant snrftMses, into parts proportional to the wholes^

the weights of any number of parts in the one leg ACea will be to the

weights of the same nnmber of parts in the other leg as their magnitndes

and the acoderative forces of their gravity conjunctly, that is^ as 101 to

100, and 600 to 501, or as 505 to 501. And therefore if the centrifngal

fbree of every part in the leg ACca, arising from the dinmal motion, was

to the weight of the same part as 4 to 505, so that from the weight of

every part, conceived to be divided into 605 part«, the centrifugal force

might take off four of those parts, the weights would remain equal in each

leer, and therefore the fluid would rest in an ef|uilibriura. But the centri-

fugal force of every part is to the weight of the same part as 1 to 289

;

that is, the centrifuLr:il r>rco, which should be j parts of the weight, is

only part there* -f. And, therefore, I say, by the rule of proportion,

that if the centrifugal force make the height of the water in the leg

ACca to excee<l the height of the water in the leg QCcy by one part

of its whole height, the centrifugal force j{j will make the eiceas of the

height in the 1^ ACca only part of the height of the water in the

Other leg QCcq ; and thertfore the diameter of the earth at the eqnator, is

to its diameter from pole to pole as 230 to 229. And since the mean semi-
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diameter of the earth, aooording to Picarfs mensuration, is 19615S00

Paris feet, or 3923,16 miles (reckoning 5UU0 feet to a mile), the earth

will be higher at clic equator than at the poles by S5472 feet, or IT/^

miles. And its height at the equator will be about 1965S600 feet, aud at

the poles 1957oUU0 feet.

If, the density and periodic time of the diurnal revolution remaining the

same, the planet was greater or less than the earth, the proportion of the

centrifugal force to that of gravity, and therefore also of the diameter be-

twixt the poles to the diameter at the equator, would likewise rcm^tin the

same. But if the diurnal motion was accelerated or retarded in anj pro-

portion, the centrifugal force would be augmented or diminished nearly in

ihe same duplicate proportion ; and therefore the difference of the diaoie>

tera will be increased or diminished in the same duplicate ratio very nflMrly.

And if the density of the planet was augmented or diminished in any pro-

portion, the force of grayi^ tending towards it would also be augmented

or diminished in the same proportion : and the difference of the diametos

oontrarlwise would be diminished in proportion as the force of giavity k
augmented, and augmented in proportion as the force of gravity is dtmia*

ished. Wherefore^ since the earth, in respect of the fixed stais» rerolreiin

23^ 56', but Jupiter in 9\ 66', and the squares of their periodic times are

as 29 to 5, and thar densities as 400 to 94^, the difference of the diamefaw

29 400 1
of Jupiter will be to its lesser diameter asy X X^ to 1« or as 1 to

9^,, iic:irly. Therefore the diameter of Jupiter from east to west is to its

diameter from pole to pole nearly as l()i to 9^. Therefore since its

greatest diameter is 37", its lesser diameter lying between the poles will

be 33" 25"'. Add thereto about 3 " for the irregular refraction of liirht,

and the apparent diameters of this planet will become 4U" and 36
;

which are to each otlRT as 11} to lU^, very nearly. These thiiiurs are s<)

upon the supposition that the body of Jupiter is uniformly dense. But

now if its body be denser towards the plane of the equator than towardi

the poles, its diameters may be to each other as 12 to 11, or 13 to 12, or

perhaps as Id to 13.

And Casaim obsenred in the year 1691, that the diamet^ of Jupiter

reaching from east to west is greater by about a fifteenth part than the

olhcr diameter. Mr* Pmitd with his 123 feet tdescope^ and an esoellc&t

micrometer, measured the diameters of Jupiter inthe year 1719, and found

them as follow.

The Timei. OreatettdiUB. L«uer diam. Th« diam. to each other.

Dsy. Houra.

January 28 6

March S 7
March 9 7
Apiil 9 9

Fiut».

13,40

13,12

13,12

12,32

I'art*

12,28

12^20

12^08

11,48

As 12 to 11

13i to 12|
12} to 111

lik to 18|
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So that the theory agrees with the phenomena ; for the planets arc more

heated by the sun's rays towards their equators, and therefoM are a little

more ooxidensed hy that heat than towards their poles.

Moreover, that there is a diminution of gravity occasioned by the dior-

lud rotation of the earth, and therefoN the earth rises higher there than it

does at the poles (aupposiiig that its matter is uniformly dense), will ap-

pear by the experiments of pendulums related under the following Propo-

sition*

PROPOSITION XX. PROBLEM IV.

Tofind and compare together the weights of bodiet in tAe different re>

gions of our earth.

Because the weights of the unequally of the canal

of water ACQqca are equal ; and the weights of the

parts proportional to the whole legs, and alike situated

in them, are one to another as the weights of the P
wholes^ and therefore equal betwixt themselves ; the

weights of equal parte, and alike situated in the legs,

will be reciprocally a^i the leirs, that is, rcciprocallY as I
230 to 229. And the case i.s the .same in all homogeneous equal bodies alike

situated in the legs of the canal. Their weights are reciprocally as the legs,

that is, reciprocally a.s the distances of the bodies from the centre of the earth.

Therefore if the bodies are situated in the uppermost parts of the canals, or on

the surfiice of the earth, their weights will he one to another reciprocally as

their distances from the centre. v'And. by the same argument, the weights in

all other places round the whole surface of the earth are reciprocally as the

distances of the places from the centre
;
and, therefore, in the hypothesis

of the earth's being a spheroid are given in proportion.

Whence arises this Theorem, that the increase of weight in passing from

the equator to the poles is nearly as the versed sine of double the latitude

;

or, which comes to the same things as the square of the right sine of the

latitude ; and the arcs of the d^rees of latitude in the meridian increase

nearly in the same proportion. And, therefore^ since the latitude of Paria

is 48^ 50', that of places under the equator (Xf and that of places

under the poles 90^; and the versed sines of double those arcs are

11334,00000 and ^0000, the radius being 10000 ; and theforce of gravity

at the pole is to the force of gravity at the equator as 230 to 229 ; and

the excess of the force of gravity at the pole to the force of gravi^ at the

equator as 1 to 229 ; the excess of the force of gravity in the latitude of

Paris will be to the force of gravity at the equator asl X i^^^to 229,

or as 6667 to 22901)00. And therefore the whole forces of gravity in

those places will be one to the other as 229500? to 22900U0. Wherefore

since the lengths of pendulums vibrating in equals times are as the forces of
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gimyity, and in the latitude of Pari9, the leBgih offt peodaliun vibr&ting

fleoondfl is 3 Paris feet, and 8^ lines, or rather because of the weight of

tiie air, 8f linear the length of a peadulam Tibntmg in the flMne time

under the eqnator will be shorter by Ifi&t lines. And by a like caknlH

the following taUe is made.

Mmmuv oi OO* dMIM

USM. TolMil
0 3 7. 4ns 56637
5 3 7.4S-2 56642

10 3 • 7,526 56659
15 3 • 7)596 56687
20 3 « 7,692 56724
25 3 7. SI 2 56769
30 3 • 7,94« 56823
35 3 8,099 56882
40 3 • 8,261 56945

1 3 • 8,294 56958
2 3 • 8,327 56971
3 3 • 8,361 56984
4 3 • 8,394 56997

45 3 8,428 57010
6 3 • 8!461 57022
7 a • 8,494 57035
8 3 • 8,528 57048
9 3 8,5fil 57061
50 3 8,594 57074
55 3 • S,7j6 57137
60 3 • 8,907 57196
65 3 9,044 67250
70 3 9,162 57295
75 3 • 9,258 57332
80 3 • 9,329 57360
85 3 9,372 57377
90 3 • 9,387 57382

By this table, therefore, it appears that the inequality of de^rrees is so

small, that the figure of the earth, in geographical matters, may be con-

sidered as spherical; especially if the earth be a little denser towards the

plane of the equator than towards the poles.

Now several astronomers, sent into remote countries to make astronomical

obeerrationB, have found that pendulum clocks do accordingly move slower

near the equator than in our climates. And, first of all, in the year 1672;

M. Richer took notice of it in the island of Cayenne ; for when, in the

month of yltigns^, he was observing the transits of the fixed stars ova* the

meridian, he fonnd his dock to go slower than it ought in respect of the

mean motion of the sun at the rate of 2' 2S" a day. Therefore^ fitting up

a Ample pendulum to vibrate in seconds^ which were measured by an ex-

eellent dock, he observed the length of that simple pendulum ; and thishe

did over and over every week for ten months together. And upon his re-

turn to fVriftee, comparing the length of that pendulum with the length

. J ^ .d by Google
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«f tlw pendnliiia at ParU (wbkli was 3 Pori» fbrtand 8| Vnm)^ hefbimd

it shorter hj H line.

Afltenrird% our firicnd Dr. EUUey, about the year 1677,amTing at the

Mland of St Afatta, found his pendQlnm dook to go slowor ihm thtii at

Landmu without marking the differeaee. But he diortoned the rod of

his dofiic by more than the f of an inch, or \\ line ; and to eflfect this, be-

cause the length of the screw at the lower end of the rod was not suflicientj

he interposed a wooden ring betwixt the nut and the ball.

Then, in the year lOS:^, M. Variii and M. des Hayes found the length

of a simple pendulum vibrating in seconds at the Royal Observatory of

t*ariit to be 3 feet and lines. And by the same method in the island

of Goree, they found the length of an isochronal pendulum to be 3 feet and

6| lines, differins: from the former by two lines. And in the same year,

going to the islands of GuadaLoupe and Martinico, they found that the

length of an isochronal pendulum in those islands was 3 feet and 6^ lines.

After this, M. Couplet, the son, in the month of July lG9r|at the Royal

Obaenratory of Pom, so fitted his pendulum clock to the mean motion of

the sun, that for a considerable time together the olock agreed with the

motion of |he sun. In November following, upon his arrival at LUbon, he

found his dock to go slower than before at the rate of ^ 13" in 24 houis.

And next March oomingto Paraibaf he found his docik to go slower than

at Paris, and at the rate 4' 12" in 24 hours; and he affirms, that the pen-

dulum Tibrating in seconds was shorter at Listen by 2^ lines, and at Pa*
raiba by 3} lines, than at Paris, He had done better to hare reckoned

those difoences 1) and 2f ; for these differenoos correspond to the difllsr-

ences of the times 2' 13" and 4' 12". But this gentleman's observations

are so gros*!, that wc cannot confide in them.

In the following years, 1699, and 1700, M. des Hayes, makiTio; another

voyage to America, determined that in tlie island of Cayenne and Granada

the length of tlie pendulum vibrating in seconds was a small matter less

than 3 feet and 6| lines ; that in the island of St Christophers it was

3 feet and 6} lines \ and in the island of St Domingo 3 feet and 7

lines.

And in the year 1704, P. Fhiille, at Puerto Bello in America, found

that the length of the pendulum vibrating in seconds was 3 Paris feet,

and only 5^^, lines, that is, almost 3 lines shorter than at Paris ; but the

obserration was faulty. For afterward, going to the island of Martinico,

he found the length of the isochronal pendulum there 3 Paris feet and

5-1-1 ]ine&

Now the latitude of Parat&i]s6<» SS'sontii; 1^ dl Pusrio Bstto 9"

aS' north; and the latitudes of the islands Cofsmm, Gsrss, Oaudttlsmft,
Mariimeo, Oranada,St Ckriakphtrs, and BLD&mmga, sre rapsetiTely

4•6S',14•40'^1«• W,14'44^12*06',ir 19',andW48',iiortJL And
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the excesses of the leni,'th of the peDdnlom at Paris ab^e the lengths of

the isochronal pendulums observed in those latitudes are a little greater

than by the table of the lengths of the pendulum before computed. And
therefore the earth is a little higher under the equator than by the prece-

ding oalcnlna, and a little denser at the centre than in mines near the sor-

hee, nnlesB, perhaps the heats of the torrid cone have a little extended the

length of the pendulums.

For M. Pieart has ohserredi that a rod of iron, which in frosty wciUicr

in the winter season was one foot long, when heated by fir^ was lei^gthened

into one foot and f line; Afterward JLdela Hire fonnd that a rod of

iron, whidi in the like winter season was 6 feet long, when exposed to the

heat of the summer sun, was extended into 6 feet and ? line. In the former

case the heat was greater th;iii in the latter; but in the latter it wiLi greater

than the heat of the external parts of a human body ; for metals exposed

to the summer sun ac({uire a very considerable degree of heat. But the rod

of a penduluiu clock is never exposed to the heat of tiie summer sun. nor

ever acquires a lieat equal to that of the external parts of a liuman i> i'Jv;

and, therefore, thuugli the 3 feet rod of a pendulum clock will indeed k- :%

little longer in the summer than in the winter season, yet the di^ereuce will

soaroely amount to | line. Therefore the total difference of the lengths of

isochronal pendulums in different climates cannot be ascribed to the differ-

enoe of heat ; nor indeed to the mistakes of the French astronomers. For

although there is not a perfect agreement betwixt their observations, yet

the errors are so small that they may he neglected; and in this they all

agrees that isochronal pendulums are shorter nnder the equator thu

•I the Royal Ofasenratory of Parts, hy a difference not less than 1| liiu^

nor greater than 2f lines. By the ohserrations of M. Richer, in the islani

of Cayenney the differencewas 1^ line. That difoence being correotedlij

those of Bit dies Hayes^ becomes 1( line or If lineu By the leas accurate

ohserrations of othm, the same was made about two lines. And this dis-

agreement might arise partly from tiie errors of the observations, partly

from the dissimilitude of the internal parts of the earth, and the height of

mountuwi- ; ]>artly from the Jiirorent heats of the air.

1 take an iron rod of feet long to be shorter by a sixth part of one line

in winter time witli us here in England than in the summer. Because of

the great heats under the equator, subduct this quantity from the difference

of one line and a quarter observed by M. Bic/ter, and there will remain one

line y'j, which agrees very well with lyolr ^^^^ collected, by the theory a

little before. M. RlcJier repeated liis observations, made in the island of

Cayenne, every week for ten months together, and compared the lengths of

the pendulum which he had there noted in the iron rods with the lengths

tiiereof which he observed in Fraiuse» This diligence and care seems to

lim been waoting to the other ohsenren. If this gentleman's ofaserratieiii
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are to depended on, the earth is higher under the equator than nt the

poles, and that by an excess of about 17 miles j as appeared above bj the

theoxj.

PROPOSITION XXL THEOREM XVIL

That the equinoctial points g-o backward, and that the axis of the earthy

di/ a nidation in every an nital revolution, ticice vibrates towards t/te

ecliptic, and as often returns to its former position.

The proposition appears from Cor. 20, Prop. LXVI, Book I; bat
that motion of nutation must be very smali, and, indeed, soaiodj per^

oeptible;

PROPOSITION XXIL THEOREM XYUL

Tiial all the motions of the 7/Loon, and all the inequalities of those molionSf

followfrom the principles which ice ham laid dowiu

That the greater planets, while they are carried ahout the sun, may in

the mean time carry other lesser pknetiS, revolving about them ; and that

those lesser planets must move in ellipses which have their foci in theeen-

trcs of the greater, appears from Prop. LXV, Book I. But then their mo-
tions will be several ways disturbed by the action of the 80D| and tbey will

miSet such inequalities as are observed in our mooD. Thus our moon (by

Cor. 2fZfAf and 5, Prop. LXYI, Book J) moves faster, and, by a radius

drawn to the earth, describes an area greater for the time^ and has its orUt
leas eurred, and therefore approaohes nearer to the eartli in the Bjzjfpm
than in the quadratnree^eioeptiDg in so far as these efieeto are hindered bj
the motion of eooentrioity ; for (by Cor. 9, Ptop. LXYl^ Book I) the eooen-

tridty is greatest when the apogeon of the moon is in the syzygies, and

least when ths ssme is in the quadratures; and this aooonnt the pe-

rigeon moon is swiHer, and nearer to us, bnt the apogeon moon slower,

and farther from us, in the syzygies than in the quadratures. Moreover,

the apogee goes forward, and the nodes backward ; and this is dune not with

a rcG^ular but an unequal motiuu. For (by Cor. 7 and 8, Prop. LXVI,
Hook 1} the apogee goes more swiftly forward in its syzygies, more slowly

backward in its quadratures; and, by the excess of its proj^ress above its

r^ess, advances yearly in consequentia. But, contrariwise, the nodt^ (by

Cor. 11, Prop. LXVI, Hook I) are quiescent in their syzygies, and go fastest

back in their quadratures. Farther, ihe greatest latitude of the moon (by

Cor. 10, Prop. LXVI, Book I) is greater in the quadratures of the moon
than in its fljsygics. And (by Cor. 6, Prop. LXVI, Book I) the mean mo*

tion of the moonisslower in the perihelion of the earth than in its aphdioB.

And these are the pfiaoipalineqiialitici (of the moon) taken notwe of by

sstronomcKBi
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But there are yet other inequalities not obsen^ed by former adtronomerg,

hf which the motions of the moon are so disturbed, that to this day w«

bava not been able to bring them nnder any certain rule. For the Tdoo>

itics or homy motions of the apogee and nodes of the moon, and their

cqnatlonfl^ as well aa the diference betwixt the greatest eccentricity in the

ayaygio^ and the least eocentrioity in the qnadratnres^ and that ineqoalitj

whid^ we call the variation, are (by Cor. 14, Prop. IJCYI, Book I) in Hie

eoniae of the year augmented and diminished in the triplicate proporticii

of the son'g apparent diameter. And bcndcB (by Cor. 1 and 2, Lem. 10;

and Cor. 16^ P)rop. LXVl, Book I) the yariation is sngmented and

diminished neariy in the dofdicale proportion of the time between

the quadratures. Bnt in astronomical caknlatioQB, this inequality

is commonly thrown into and confounded with the equation of the moon's

centre.

PROPOSITION XXm. PROBLEM V.

Jh dtnm the mujual moHtms the saieUUes ofJupUer and SaOum
from the meikne ef war moon.

From the motions of our moon we deduce tiie corresponding motions of

the moons or satellites of Jupiter in this manner, by Cor. 16, Prop. LXVI,

Book I. The mean motion of the nodi's uf tlie outmost satellite of Jupiter

is to the mean motion of the nodes of our iiiooii iu a proportion compound-

ed of the duplicate proportion of the periodic times of the earth about the

sun to the periodic times of Jupiter about the sun, and the simple propor-

tion of the periodic time of the satellite about Jupiter to the periodic time

of onr moon about the earth; and, therefore, those nodes, in the space of

a hundred ysars, are carried 21' backward, or in antecedentia. The

mean motions of the nodes of the inner satellites are to the mean motion of

the nodes of the ontmost as their periodic times to the periodic time of the

Ibfmer, by the same Corollary, and are thence giyen. And the motion of

the apsis of ereiy satdlitem conss^iisfitta is to the motion of its nodes tii

mtmsedeniia ss the motion of the npogee of onr moon to the motion of its

nodes (by the same Corollary), and is dience giTeo: Bnt the motions of

the apsid« thus fonnd must be diminished in the proportion of 6 to 9; or

of about I to 2, on aooount of a cause whidi I cannot here descend to ex-

plain. The greatcit ei|uations of the noda^ and of the apsis ofemj ssld-

liie, are to the greatcut equations of the nodea^ and apogee of onr moon re-

epectively, as the mutiuns of the nodes and apsides of the satellites, in the

time of onerevolutiuii of ih« former equations, to the motions of the nodes

and upogeo of our m«Mm, in the time of one revolution of the latter equa-

tions. The vuriHtom ui u mitellite seen from Jupiter is to the variation of

our moon m the tuime proportion as the whole motions of their nodes
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respectively duriDg the times in which the satellite and our moon (after

parting from) are revolved (again) to the sun, by the same Corollary ; and

therefore ip the outmost satellite the variation does not exceed 5" 12"',

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM XIX.

jT/uU theJiux and reflux of the sea arise from tfie actions of i/te su7i

and moon.

By Cor. 19 and 20, Prop. LXVI, Book I, it appears that the waters of

the sea ought twice to rise and twice to fall every day, as well lunar as solar

;

and that the greatest height of the waters in the open and deep seas ought

to follow the appulse of the luminaries to the meridian of the place by a

less interval than 6 hours ; as happens in all that eastern tract of the Atlantic

and jEthutpic seas between Prance and the Cape of Good Hope ; and on

the coasts of Chili and Peru in the South Sea ; in all which shores the

flood falls out about the second, third, or fourth hour, unless where the

motion propagated from the deep ocean is by the shallowness of the chan-

nels, through which it passes to some particular places, retarded to the

fifth, sixth, or seventh hour, and even later. The hours I reckon from the

appulse of each luminary to the meridian of the place, as well under as

above the horizon ; and by the hours of the lunar day I understand the

24th parts of that time which the moon, by its apparent diurnal motion,

employs to come about again to the meridian of the place which it left the

day before. The force of the sun or moon in raising the sea is greatest in

the appulse of the luminary to the meridian of the place ; but the force

impressed upon the sea at that time continues a little,while after the im-

pression, and is afterwards increased by a new though leas force still act-

ing upon it. This makes the sea rise higher and higher, till this new force

becoming too weak to raise it any more, the sea rises to its greatest height.

And this will come to pass, perhaps, in one or two hours, but more fj-fr-

qucDtly near the shores in about three hours, or even more, where the sea

is shallow.

The two luminaries excite two motions, which will not appear distinctly,

but between them will arise one mixed motion compounded out of both.

In the conjunction or opposition of the luminaries their forces will be con-

joined, and bring on the greatest flood and ebb. In the quadratures the

sun will raise the waters which the moon depresses, and depress the waters

which the moon raises, and from the difference of their forces the smallest

of all tides will follow. And because (as experience tells us) the force of

the moon is greater than that of the sun, the greatest height of the waters

• will happen about the third lunar hour. Out of the syzygies and quadra-

tures, the greatest tide, which by the single force of the moon ought to fall

out at the third lunar hour, and by the single force of the sun at the third

solar hour, by the compounded forces of both must fall out in an interme-
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diatc time that aproaches nearer to the third hour of the moon thin to

that of the son. And, therefore, while the moon is passing from the sjiy-

'

gies to the quadratureSi during which time the 3d hour of thesnnpnseda

the 3d hour of the moon, the greatest height of the waters will alsepreecde

the 3d hour of the moon, and that, by the greatest interFal, a little afts

the octants of the moon; and, by like intervals, the greatest tide will fol*

low the 3d lunar hour, while the moon is passing from the qmdraturcs \»

the Byzygies. Thus it happens in the open sea; for in the months oC

rivers the greater tides eome later to ikmt height

But the elFects of the luminaries depend upon their distances from tic

earth ; for when they are less distant, their etFeots are greater, and ^hei

more distant, their effects are less, and that in the triplicate pruijortion c-

their apparent diameter, "^rherefore it is that the sun, in the winter timt

being tlicn in its perigee, has a greater effect, and makes the tide' in th

pyzygies something greater, and those in the quadratures something lee

than in the summer season ; and every month the moon, while in the peri

gee, raises greater tides than at the distance of 15 days before or aft€

when it is in its apogee. Whence it comes to pass that two highe

tides do not follow one the other in two immediately succeeding sysygies

The effect of either Inminaiy doth likewise depend upon its deoUnatic

or distance from the equator ; for if the luminary was placed at the po

it would constantly attract aU the parts of the waters without any inte

sion or remission,of its action, and could cause no reciprocation of motic

And, therefore, as the luminaries decline from the equator towards eitb

pole, they will, by degrees, lose their force, and on this account will exc

lesser tides in the solstitial than in the equinoctial syzygies. But in t

solstitial ((uadratures they will raise greater tides than in the quadratu

about the e(|uinoxe9; because the force of the moon, then situated in i

equator, most exceeds the force of the sun. Therefore tlic greatest ti

fall out in those syzygies, and the least in those quadratures, which h

pen about the time of both equinoxes : and the greatest tide in the sy

gies is always succeeded by the least tide in the quadratures, as we f

by experience. Bat, because the sun is legs distant from the earth

winter than in summer, it oomes to pass that the greatest and least ti

more frequently appear before than after the remal eqmnoi^ and n
frequently after than before the autumnal

Moreoyer, the effects of the In

naries depend upon the lattindeE

places. Let ApEP repreoent

earth covered with deep waters
""

its centre; P, its poles: AH
ct^uator; F any place without
equator; F/'the parallel of t lie pi:

Dd the correspondent parallel on
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other side of the equator
;

the place of the moon three hours before;

II the place of the earth directly under it; h the opposite place
;
K, k the

places at 90 degrees distance
;
CH, C/z, the greatest heights of the sea

from the centre of the earth ; and CK, CA*, its least heights : and if with

the axes lih, Kk, an ellipsis is described, and by the revolution of that

ellipsis about its longer axis HA a spheroid HVKhpk is formed, this sphe-

roid Trill nearly represent the figure of the sea; and CF, C/, CD, Cd,

will represent the heights of the sea in the places F/, l)d. But far-

ther ; in the said revolution of the ellipsis anj point N describes the circle

NM. cutting the parallels F/, Dc/, in any places RT, and the equator AE
in S ; ON will reprawnt the height of the sea in all those places

T, situated in this cifdei Wherefore^ in the dinnial revolntion of any

plkoe F, the greatest flood will be in F, at the thitd honr after thesppnlse

of the moon to the meridian abore the horizon ; and afikerwards the great-

fist ebb in at the third honr after the setting of the moon ; and then

the greatest flood in/, at the third hour after the appnlse of the moon to

the meridian nnder the horizon
;
and, lastly, the greatest ebb in at the

third hour after the rising of the moon
;
and the latter Hood in / will be

less than the preceding flood in F. For the whole sea is divided into two

hemispherical tloods, one in the hemisphere KH^* on the north side, the

other in the opposite hemisphere Khk, which we may therefore call the

northern and the south rrn floods. These floods, being always opposite the one

.

to the other, come by turns to the meridians of all places, after an interval

of 12 lunar hours. And seeing the northern countries partake more of

the northern flood, and the southern countries more of the soithern flood,

timoe arise tides, alternately greater and less in all pkoes without the

sqnator, in which the luminaries rise and set But the greatest tide will

happen when the moon declines towards the Tcrtez of the places abont the

Ihhrd hour lifter ihe appnlse of the moo|^ to the meridian above the hori-

nm; and when the moon changes its decUnatlon to ihe oiher tide of the

$fuaUir, that which was the greater tide will be changed into a lesser.

And the greatest diflEarence of the floods wiU fiill out about tiie times of

At solstices; espeoiallj if the ascending node of the moon is about the

first of Aries. So it is found by experience that the morning tides in

winter exceed those of the evening, and the evening tides in summer ex-

ceed those of the morning ; at Plymmdh by the height of one foot, but at

Bristol by the height of 15 incheS| according to the observations of Co/e^

fress and Sturm ij.

But the motions which we have been describing sufler some alteration

from that force of reciprocation, which the waters, being once moved, retain

a little while Irtf their via insita. Whence it comes .to pass that the tides

msf contannis fsr some Ume, though the actions of the lominaries should

2r
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cease. This power of retaining the impressed motion lessenB the difiraoe

of the alternate tides, and makes tiiosa tides which immediatelj sneeeed

after the syzy^jies ^rrcater, and those which follow next after the quadn-

tures less. And hence it is that tlie alternrite tides at Plynumik aad

Bristol do not differ much more one from the other than by the height of

a foot or 15 inches, and that the grentest tides of all at those ports are nut

the first hut tlic tliird after the syzygics. And, besides, all the motions are

retarded in their passage thruu-rli sliallow channels, so that the greatest

tides of all, in some straits and mouths of rivers^ are the fourth or even the

fifth after the syzygies.

Farther, it may happen that the tide may be propagated from the ocean

through different channels towards the same port, and may pass quicker

through some channels than through others ; in which oase the same tidi^

divid 1 int ' tw o or more succeeding one another, may compound new iimk

tions of different kinds. Let us suppose two eqnnl tides Howing towaidi

the same portfrom different places, the one preceding the other by 6 hours;

and suppose the first tide to happen at the third hour of the appnlse ol the

moon to the meridian of the port If the moon at the time of the appnlse

to tho meridian was in the equator, every 6 hours altematdj tfliere wouU
arise equal floods, which, meeting with as many et^ual ehhs, would so bal-

ance one the other, that for that day, the water woidd stagnate and remain

quiet If the moon then declined from the equator, the tides in the ocean

would be alternately greater and less, as was said ; and from thence two

greater and two lesser tides would be alteruately propagated towards that

port. Hut the two greater floods would make the greatest height of the

waters to fall out in the middle time ])etwixt both
;
and the greater and

lesser floods would make the waters to rise to a mean height in the middle

time between them, and in the middle time between the two lesser floods the

waters would rise to their l( ;ist height. Thus in the space of 24 hours the

waters would come, not twice, as commonly, but once only to their irreat-

est, and once only to their hast height; and their greatest height, if the

moon declined towards the elevated pole, would happen at tlie (ith or 30tk

hour after the appulse of the moon to the meridian ; and when the moon

changed ita declination, this flood would be changed into an ebb. An ex-

ample of all which Dr. Halley has given us, from the observations of sea-

men in the port of Botsham, in the kingdom of Tunqmnf in the latitodo

of 20° 50' north. In that port, on the day which foUows aft» the paasige

of the moon over the equator, the waters stagnate : when the moon dedines

to the north, the} ^egin to flow and ehK not twioe^ as in other poHa^ hut

once only every day ; and the flood happens at the setting, and the greatest

ebb at the rising of the moon. This tide increases with the declination of

the jiioon till the rth or 8th day j then for the 7 or 8 days following it
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decreases at the same rate as it had increased before, and ceases when the

moon chana;e9 its declination, cro3sin«^ over the ecjuatur to tlic south. Af-

ter "svliich the Hood is immediately ehanged into an ebb; and thenceforth

the ebb liajipens at the setting and the Hood at the rising of the moon ; till

the moon, again passing the equator, changes its declination. There are

two inletd to this port and the neighboring channela^ one from the seas of

China, between the continent and the island of Lexicnma ; the other from

the Indian sea, between the continent and the island of Borneo. Bat

whether there be really two tides propagated thionghthe said channels, one

from the Indian sea in the space of 12 honis, and one from the sea of

China in the space of 6 honrs, which therefore happening at the 3d and

9th Itmar hours, bj hdng componnded together, produce those motions; or

whether there be any other circumstances in the state of these seas^ I leave

to be determined bj obserrations on the neighbouring 'shores.

Thus I haTC ezphuned the causes of the motions of the moon and of the

sea. Now it is fit to subjoin something concerning the quantity of those

motions.

PROPOSITION XXy. PROBLEM VL

Ta find theforces wUh which the sun disiuHfs the motions of the moan.

Let S represent the suniT the

earth, P the moon, GADB the

moon's orUt In SP take SK
equal to ST; and let SL be to g
SK in the duplicate proportion

of SK to SP: draw LM parallel

to PT; and if ST or SK is sup- J>

posed to represent the accelerated force of gravity of the earth towards the

sun, will represent the aecclerutivc force of gravity of the moon towards

the sun. But that force is compounded of the parts 8M and LM, of which

the force LM, and that part of SM which is represented by disturb

the motion of the moon, as we have shewn in Prop. LXVI, Book I, and

its Corollaries. Forasmuch as the eartli and moon are revolved about

tlieir common centre of gravity, the motion of the earth about that centre

will be also disturbed by the like forces ; but we may consider tlie suhih

both of the forces and of the motions as in the moon, and represent the sum

of the forces by the lines TM and ML, which are analogous to them both.

The force Ml. ^in its mean quantity) is to the centripetal force by which

the moon may be retained in its orbit revolving about the earth at rest, at

the distance PT, in the duplicate proportion of the periodic time of the

moen about the earth to the periodic time of the earth about the sun (by

Cor. 17, Prop. LXYI, Book I) ; that is, in the duplicate proportion of 274.

r'.43'to36&>.6^.9';oriBl(XX)tol787d5; orasltol78}f. Butiathe
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4tli Prop, of this Book we found, tliat, if both earth and moon were revolved

about their common centre ( f i^^ravit)', the mean distance of the one from

the other would be nearly OUi mean semi-diameters of tne earth ; and the

force by which the moon may be kept revolving in its orbit about the eartk

in rest at the distance PT of 60 * semi-diametera of the earth, is to the

force by which it may be revolved in the same time, at the distance of 60

semi-diameten^ as 60| to 60: and this force is to the foroe of gravity with

us very nearly as I to 60 X 60. Therefore the mean foroe ML is to the

foroe of gravity on the surface of our earth aslx60}to60 x 60 x 60

X 178ff,or as 1 to 639092,6 ; whence hj the proportion of the linesTl^
ML, the forceTM is also given; and these are the forces with which the

son disturbs the motions of the moon. Q.EX

PROPOSITION XXYL PROBLEM VIL

To find the horary increment of thr area tchich the 7noon, by a radius

drawn to tlte earthy describes in a drcular orbit.

Gy. T —^ We have above

shown that the am
which the moon de-

soribes by a ndis
drawn to the earft

IS proportional ta

^ the time of dcsei^

ti<»i, excepting ins»

&r as tiM mooii^

motion IS disturbed

by tiie action <tf the

smi; and here we

propose to inverti-

gate the inc<[uality of the moment, or horary increment of that area or

fiiotioii so disturbed. To render the calculus more easy, we shall suppose

the orbit of the moon to be circular, and neglect all inequalities but that

only which is now under consideration
;
and, because of the immense dis-

tance of the sun, we shall farther suppose that the linos SP and ST are

parallel. By this means, the force LM will bo always reduced to its mean

quantity TP, as well as the force TM to its mean quantity 3PK. These

forces (by Cor. 2 of the Laws of Motion) compose the force TL; and

this force, by letting fall the perpendicular LE upon the radius TP, is

resolved into the forces TE, EL ; of which the force T£^ acting constantly

in the direction of the radius TP, neither accelerates nor retards the de-

scription of the area TPC made by that radios TP; bat £L, acting on

the radius TP in a perpendicular direction, accelerates or retards tkt d»-

sct^iMmi^^^ OHM in proportion as it aooektata or ntmds the uMi*
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That acceleration of the moon, in its passage from the quadrature C to the

cozijimctioii Af is in every moment of time as the g&ierating accelerative

3PK X TK
fofoe ELty that as ^pp » Let the time be represented by the

mean motion uf the moon, or (which comes to the same thing) by the angle

CTP, or even by the arc CP. At right angles upon CT erect CG equal

to CT ;
aad, supposing the quadrantal arc AC to be diyided into an infinite

number of equal parts Pp, &,c., these prirts mB.y represent the like infinite

number of the equal parts of time. Let fall pk perpendicular on C'V. and

draw TG meeting with KP, kp produced in F and /; then will FK be

equal to TK, and Kk be to PK as Pp to Tpf that is, in a given proper-

3PK X TK
tiou \ and therefore FK X KA;, or the area FKk/, will be as ,

that ia, as EL; and compounding, the whole area GGKP will be ss the

sum of all the forces EL impressed upon the moon in the whole time OP

;

and therefore also as the velocity generated by that sum, that is, as the ac-

celeration of the description of the area CTl*, or as the increment of the

moment t/itrtof. The force by which the moon may in its periodic time

CADB of 27''. 7^. 43' be retained revolving about the earth in rest at the

distance TP, would cause a body falling in the time CT to describe the

length 5CT. and at the same time to acquire a velocity equal to that with

which the moon is moved in its orbit. This appears from Cor. 9, Prop.

IV., Hook I. But since Kd, drawn perpendicular on TP, is but a third

part of EL, and cf/iffil to the half of TP, or ML, in the octants, the force

£L in the octants, where it is greatest, will exceed the force ML in the

proportion of 3 to 2; and therefore will be to that force by which the moon
in its periodic time may be retained revolving about the earth at rest ss

100 to } X 17872}, or 11915; and in the time CT will generate a Te-

locity equal to rHfr P*''^ ^ velocity of the moon; but in the tame

CPA will generate a greater velocity in the proportion of OA to CT or

TP. Let the greatest force EL in the octants be represented by the am
PK X Kk, or by the rectangle ^TP x Fp, which is equal thereto ; and

the vdodty which that greatest force can generate in any time CP will be

to the velocity which any other lesser force EL can generate in the same

time as the rectangle .^TP X CI* to the area K(>CF; but the velocities

generated in the whole time CI*A will be one to the other as the rectangle

jTP X CA to the triangle 'VCCm, or as the quadrantal arc* OA to the

radius TP; and therefore the latter velocity trenerated in the whole time

be yflxj parts of the velocity of the muon. To this velocity of the

Dioon, which is proportional to the mean moment of tlic area (supposing

this mean moment to be represented by the number 111)15), we add and

subtract the half of the other velocity ; the sum 11915 + 50, or 119G5,

viU repNsent the greatest moment of Uie area in the ayzygy A; and the
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difference 11915— 60, or 11865, the least moment thereof in the qmdn-
tures. Therefore the areas which in e<]ual times arc JescribtJ in the syzj-

gic's and quadratures are one to the utlicr as 11965 to IISOJ. And if to

the h ast moment 11S().") we add a mument wliich shall be to lUO, the dif-

ference of the two foniit.T luumuats, as the trapeziuiu FKCG to the triangle

TCG, or, which comes to the same thing, as the square uf the sine VK to

the stjuare of the radius TP (tliat is, as to TP), the sum will represtsit

the moment of tiie area when the moon is in any intermediate place P.

But these things take place only in the hypothesis that the sun and the

earth are at rest, and that the synodical revolnti' <a of the moon is finished

in 27'^. 7\ 43'. But since the moon's synodical period is really 29*^.

44', the increments of the moments must be enlarged in the same propor-

tion as the time ia^ that is, in the proportion of IU8U853 to lOOOOOQl

Upon which account, the whole increment^ which was ttif7 F^te of the

mean moment, will now become tIHt thereof; and therefore the

moment of the area in the quadrature of the moon will be to the moment

thereof in the syzygy as 11023 --50 to 11033 + 50; or as 10973 to

llOrS ; and to the moment thereofi when the moon is in any intermediate

place as 10973 to 10973 + M; that is, supposing TP» 100.

The area, therefore, which the moon, by a radius drawn to the earth,

describes in the several little e(|ual parts of time, is nearly as the sum of

the number 219,4(5; and the versed sine of the double distance of the moon

from the nearest quadrature, considered in a circle which hath unity for its

radius. Thus it is when the variation in the octants is in its mean quantity.

But if the variation there is greater or less, that versed aine must be aug-

mented or diminished in the same proportion.

PROPOSITION XXVIL PROBLEM VIIL

Drom the horary motion of the moon tofind iia dktanee from the earth.

The area which the moon, by a radius drawn to the earth, deseril^es in

every moment of time, is ns the horary motion of the moon and the s^juare

of the distance of the moon from the earth conjunctly. And therefore the

distance of the moon from the eartli is in a proportion compounded of the

sul)du]dicate proportion of the area directly, and the subduplioate propor-

tion of the horarv motion inversely. Q.K.I.

Cor. 1. Hence the apparent diameter of the moon is c^iven
; for it is re-

ciprocally as the distance of the moon from the earth, l^et astroDomcn

try how accurately this rule a^ccs with the phaenomena.

Cor. 2. Hence also the orbit of the moon may be more exactly defined

from tiie ph»nomena than hitherto could be done.
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PROPOSITION XXVm. PROBLEM DL
3i» jitid the diameters of the orbit, in which, without ecceniricUy^ the

moon would move.

The cnrrature of the orbit which a body describe^ if attracted in lines

perpendicnlar to the orbit, ia as the foroe of attraction directly, and the

aqiuure of the velocity inrersely. I estimate the corratmes of Unes com-

pared one with another according to the evanescent proportion of the sines

or tangents of their angles of contact to equal radii, supposing those radii

to be infinitely diminished. Bat the attraction of the moon towards the

eartli in the syzygies is the excess of its gravity towards the earth above

the force of the gun 2FK (sec Fi'j;. Prop. XXV), by which force the accel-

erative gravity of the moon tu wards tlic sun exceeds the accelerative gravity

of the eartli towards the snn. (^r is exceeded by it. But in the quadratures

that attractiuii is the sum of the gravity of the moon towards the earth,

and the sun's foroe KT, by which the moon is attracted towards the earth.

. , ^ . . . AT 4- CT , 178725
Asd these attractions, putting N for ^ , are nearly as ~£r^ —

2000 178726 1000 _
OT"^ + A?fT"N' ^ ^^^^^^ ^ 2000AT»

X or, and 178725N X AT*^ + lOOOCT* X AT. For if the accelera-

tive gravity of the moon towards the earth he represented by the nomber

178725, the mean force ML, which in the qnadratnres is PT or TK, and

draws the moon towards the earth, will he 1000, and the mean forceTM in

the syzygies will be 3000 ; from which, if we subtract the mean force ML,
there will remain 2000, the force by which the moon in the syzygies is

drawn from the earth, and wliicli wc above called .'^PK. But the velocity

of the moon in the syzygies A and B is to its velocity in the quadratures

C and D as CT to AT, and the moment of the area, which the moon by

a radius drawn to the earth describes in the syzygies, to the moment of that

area described in the quadratures conjunctly; that is, as 11U73CT to

10973AT. Take tliis ratio twice inversely, and the former ratio once di-

rectly, and the curvature ctf the orb of the moon in the syzygies will be to

the cur\'aturc thereof in the quadratures as 120406729 X 17S725AT2 x
CT» X N— 120400729 x 2000AT* X CTto 122611329 X 17S725AT='

X C T^ X N + 122611329 X lOOOCT* X AT, that is, as 215 1969AT
X CT X N — 24081AT» to 21913nAT X CT X N + 12261CT».

Because the figure of the moon^s orUt is unknown, let us, in its stead,

asBome the ellipsis DBCA, in the centre of vrhich we suppose the earth to

be atoated, and the greater axis DC to lie between the quadratures as the

ksBer AB between the syzygies. But since the plane of this ellipsis is re-

volved about the earth by an angular motion, and the orbit, whose onrvsp

tore we now examine, should be described in a plane void of such motion,.
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9 we are to coDsider the figure whidi the mooa,

while it is rerolTed in tlubt ellipas, descnbom
this plane^ ibat is to say, the figure C/w, tfe

Sereral points of wbich arefotmd by ?»<«nmi^

any point P in the ellipsis, which may represeat

the place of tlic moon, and clruvviu^ 'i^p e^uiii

to TP in such manner that the anirle PlTp may

be equal to the apparent motion of the sun from

the time of the last quadratnre in C ^ or (which

comes to the same thing) that the angle CTp
may be to the angle OTP as the time of the

synodic rerolntion of the moon to the Hme ot

ihe periodic rerolvtion thereof, or aa29<^. 12^. 44' to 27«. 7^. 43'. I^tlim-
fofc^ in this proporti<m we take the angle CTa to the right angle CTA,
and make Ta of equal length with TA, we shall haye a the lower and G
the upper apsis of this orbit Cpa, But, by computation, I find that the

difference betwixt the curvature of this orbit Cj)a at the vertex a. and the

curvature of a circle described about the centre T with the interval TA, is

to the difference between the curvature of the ollipsi.'^ at the vertex A, and

the curvature of the same circle, in the duplicate proportion of the angle

CTP to the ani^le CVp ; and that the curvature of the ellipsis in A is to

the curvature of that circle in the duplicate proportion of TA toTC; and

the curvature of that circle to the curvatiure of a circle described about the

centre T with the interval TC as TC to TA ; but that the curratuie of

this last (irrh is to the curvature of the ellipsis in C in the duplicate pio»

portion of TA to TC ; and that the difoence betwixt the curvature of the

ellipsis in Ihe Tcrtez C, and the cur?ature of this last circle, is to the dif-

ference betwixt the cuxrature of the figure Qpo, at the vertex and the

curvature of this same last cirde^ in the duplicate proportion <^ the aii|^

CTp to the angle CTP ; all whidi proportions are easily drawn from tiie

sines of the angles of contact, and of the differences of those angles. But,

by couiitarini; those proportions together, we find the curvature of the figure

Qpa at a to be to its curvature at C AT\~ ^^V/^^-CT^AT to CT^ -h

jJjY-YjjAT^ X CT; where the nmninT y'/'oVoV represents the dilFerencc

of the squares of the angles CTl* and ( ''ly), applied to the square of the

lesser angle CTP; or (which is all one) the dillVrence of the S(|uare8 of the

times 27\ 7^43', and 29^. 12^ 44', applied to the square of the time 27*.

7\ 43'.

Since^ therefore^ o represents the syzygy of the moon, and C its quadi»>

tur^ the proportion now found must be the same with that proportion of

the curvature of the moon^s orb in the syzygies to the curvature thereof in

ihe quadraturei^ which we found abova Therefor^ in order to find the
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pvopoftion of CT to AT, let us multiply tho extremes and the mean% and

tli« tenns whieh oome out, applied to AT X OT, beoome 206279CT« —
2151969N X 0T» + 3G9676N X AT X CT* +38842 AT* X 0T« —
96204m X AT' X OT + 21918nN X AT* + 4051MT« » 0.

Now if for the half sum N of the terms AT and CT ve put 1, and Ibr

their half difference, then CT will be^l+^r^andATsl And
svibstitating those values in the equation, after resolving thereof, we shall

find T= 0,00719 ; and from thence the semi-diamctcr CV = 1,00719, and

the semi-diameter AT = 0,99281, which numbers are nearly as 70:j\, and

Therefore the moon's distance from the earth in the syzygies is to

its distance in the quadratures (setting aside the consideration of ecccatrici-

tj) as 69fV to 70,*^ ;
or, in round nombecs, aa 69 to 70.

PllUPOSlTION XX iX. PROBLEM X.

To find the variatim of the moon,

Thifl inequality is owing partly to tbe elliptic figure of the moon's orhit^

partly to the inequality of the moments of the area whidi the moon hy «
radins drawn to the earth descrihes. If ^e moon P reToWed in the ellipsis

OBCA ahont the earth qniescent in the centre of the ellipsis, and hy the

radius TP, drawn to the earth, described the area CTP, proportional to

the time of description ; and the greatest semi-diameter CT of the ellipsis

was to the least TA as 70 to 69 ; the tangent of the angle CTP would be

to the tangent of tlie an^^le of the mean motion, computed from the quad-

rature C, as the Beini-diameter TA of the ellipsis to its semi-diameter "^FC,

or as 69 to 70. But the description of the area CTP, as the ihoum advan-

ces from the quadrature to the syzygy, ought to be in such manner accel-

erated, that the moment of the area in the moon's syzygy may be to the

moment thereof in its quadrature as 11073 to 10973; and that the excess

of the moment in any intermediate place P above the moment in the quad-

rature may he as the square of the sine of the angle CTP ; which we may

efiect with accuracy enough, if we diminish the taneent of the angle OTP
in the suhduplicate proportion of the numher 1097o to the numher 1107^
that is, in proportion of the number 68,6877 to the number 69. Upon
which account the tangent of the angle CTP will now be to the tangent

of the mean motion as 68»6877 to 70; and the angle CTP in the octants,

where the mean motion is 45% will be found 44*^ 27' 28", which sub-

tracted from 45°, the angle of the mean motion, leaves the greatest Taria-

tion ?yZ ". Thus it would be, if the moon, in passing from tlie quad-

rature to the syzygy, described an angle CTA of 90 degrees only. But

because of the motion of the earth, by which the sun is apparently trans-

ferred itL comef^uctitia, the moon, before it overtakes the sun, describes an

angle CTa, trreater than a riG:ht angle, in the proportion of the time uf tlie

synodic revolution of the moon to the time of its periodic revolution, that
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is, in the proportion of 29^. 12^. 44' to 27*. 7^. 43'. Whence it comes to

paaB ihai all the angles ahont the centre T are dilated in the same pro-

portion ; and the greatest yariation, whieh othoirise wonld be Imi 32^

32", now augmented in the said proportion, becomes 35' 10".

And this is its magnitude in the mean distance of the sun from the

earth, neglecting the diflercnces whicli may arise from the curvature of

the orhis ?/ia<^7ws,aind the stronger action of the sun upon the ni' Ou when

horned and now, than when gil)bou3 and full. In other distances of the
^

sun from the earth, the greatest variation is in a proportion compouD<k-d

of the duplicate proportion of the time of the synodic revolution of the

moon (the time of the year being given) directly, and the triplicate pro-

portion of the distance of the sun from the earth inversely. And, there-

fore, in the apogee of the sun, the greatest variation is 33' 14!', and in iii

perigee 37' 11", if the eccentricity of the sun is to the transverse Bemi-di-

ameter of thearbismagnus as 16 |f to 1000.

Hitherto we have investigated the variation in an orb not eccentric^ u
which| to wit, the moon in its octants is always in its mean distance from

the eurth. If the moon, on acoonnt of its eccentricity, is more or less re-

moved from the earth than if placed in this orh^ the variation may be
|

something greater, or something less, than according to this tvle. But I

leave the excess or defect to the determination of astronomera from the

phienomena.

PRoroSITION XXX. PROBLEM XL
To find the horary motion of the nodes of the moon in a circular orbit.

Let S repfesent the sun, T the earth, P the moon, NP#t the orbit of the i

moon, Nj9ft the orthographic ]>rojection of the orbit upon the plane of the

ecliptic; N, n the nodes^ nTNm the line of the nodes prodooed inde£-

m i
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nitely
;
PI, PK perpendiculars upon the lines ST, Q/j', Vp a perpendicu-

lar upon the plane of the ecliptic; A, B the moon's syzygies in ilie plane

of the ecliptic; AZ a perpendicular let fall upon N71. the line of the

nodes; q the quad nit 11 res of the moon in the plane of the ediptiO) and

pK a perpendicnlar on the line Qq lying between the quadratures. The
force of the sun to disturb the motion of the moon^ Prop. XXY) is

twofold, one proportional to the line LM, the other to the line MT, in the

flciheme of that Proposition; and the moon bj the former force is drawn

towards the earth, bj the latter towards the son, in a direction parallel

the right line ST joining the earth and the son. The former force LM
aets in the direction of the plane of the moon's orbit, and therefore makes

no change upon the situation thereof, and is upon tiiat account to be neg-

lected ; the latter force MT, by which the plane of the moon's orbit is dis-

turbed, is the same witli tlie force 3PK or 3IT. And tliis force (by Prop.

XX\^ is to the force by which the moon may, in its periodic time, be uni-

formly revolved in a circle about the earth at rest, as 3IT to the radius of

the circle multiplied by the number 178,725, or as IT to the radius there-

of multiplied by 59,575. But in this calculus, and all that follows, I

consider all (he lines drawn from the moon to the sun as parallel to the

line which i"ins the earth and the sun; because what inclination there is

almost as much diminishes all e£fects in some cases as it augments them

in others ; and we are now inquiring after the mean motions of the nodei^

neglecting such niceties as are of no moment^ and would only senre to ren-

der the calculus more perplezedi

Now suppose PM to represent an arc which the moon describes in the

least moment of time^ and ML a little line, the half of which the moon^

by the impulse of the said force 3IT, would describe in the same time ; and

joining PL> MP, let them be produced to m and 1^ where they cut the plane

of the ediptic^ and upon Tm let fall the perpendicular PH. Now, dnoe

the right line ML is parallel to the plane of the ecliptic, and therefore can

never meet with the right line nd which lies in that plane, and yet both

, those right lines lie in one common plane LMP^n/, they will be parallel,

and upon that account the triangles LMP, ImP will be similar. And
stcinir ]MP;/i lies in the plane of the orbit, in which the moon did move

while ill the place P, the point in will fall upon tlie line N//, which pas.-?e3

thronijh the nodes N, ?/, of that orbit. And because tho fnrce by which the

half of the little line LM is generated, if the whole had been together, and

at once impressed in the point P, would have trenerated that whole line,

and caused the mo>ai to move in the arc whose chord is LP; that is to say,

would have transferred the moon from the plane ^TP7/?T into tlie plane

LP/T; therefore the angular motion of the nodes generated by that force

will be eriual to the angle mTL But inl is to mV as INTT- to MP; and

smce MP, because of the time giren, is also given, nd will be as the reotan-
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gle ML X mPj that ib, as the rectaDgle IT X mP. And if Tml is a right

inl ITX Pi?i»

angles the angle mTl will be a» and therefore ae

—

Tfr^
— that is(be-

ITvPH:
cause Twand fnP, TP and PH are proportioniilij itd

—

^^^'^' tli re-

fore, because TP is giyen, as IT X PH. But if the angle Tm/ or STN
is oblique, the angle mTl will be yet less, in proportion of the sine of the

angle STN to the radius, or AZ to AT. And therefore the velocity of

the nodes is as IT X PH X AZ, or as the solid content of the sines of tiie

three angles TPI, PTN, and STN.
If these are right angles, as happens when the nodes are in the qoadiar

tores, and the moon in the syzjgy, the little line ml will be remoyed to

an infinite distance, and the angle mT/ will become equal to the angle

mPl. But in ihia c;i.se tlie angle f?iPl is to the angle PTM, which the

moon in the same time by its apparent motion describes about tlic earth,

as 1 to 59,575. F^r the an<:Ie f/iPl is equal to the angle LPM. tliat is, to

the angle of the Uiuuii's dctiexion from a rectilinear path; whieli aM.r1e. if

the gravity of the moon should have then ceased, the said force - f the sun

31T would by itiiielf have generated in that given time; and the angle

PTM is equal to the angle of the moon's deflexion from a rectilinear path;

which angle, if the force of the sun 31T should have then ceased, the force

alone by which the moon is retained in its orbit would have generated in

the same time. And these forces (as we have aboTO shewn) are the one to

the other as I to 59,575. Since, therefore, the mean horary motion of the

moon (in respect of the fi:ced stars) is 32' 56" 2T'" 12^\ the horary motion

of the node in this case will be 33'^ 10"' 33^*. 12^. But in other cases Uie

horary motion will be to 33" 10'" 33^* 12*. as the solid content of the siacs

of the three angles TPI, PTN, and STN (or of the distances of the moon

from the quadrature, of the moon from the node^ and of the node from the

sun) to the cube of the radius. And as often as the dne of any angle is

changed from positive to n^tiv^ and from negatiye to positive, so often

must the regressive be changed into a j)rogressive, and the progressive into

a regressive motion. Whence it comes to pass tluit the nodes arc pro-

gressive as uften as the moon happens to he placed between either quadra-

ture, and the node nearest to that quadniture. In other cases thcv are

regressive, and by the excess of the regress ahove tlie progress, they are

monthly transferr»Hl in aitttrtdrntia.

Cob. I. Hence if from P and M, the extreme points of a least arc P>I,

on the line joining the «inadratures we let fall the perpendiculars PK,

M/«", and produce the same till they cut the line of the no b - Sn in D and

the horary motion of the nodes will be as tlie area MPD^/, and the

sqyare of the line AZ conjunctly. For let PK, PH, and AZ, be the three

said sinefl^ tis, PK the sine of the distance of the moon irom the quadra-
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9
ture, PH the sine of the distance of the moon from the node, and AZ the

Bine of the distance of the node from the sun ; and the velocity of the node

will be as the solid content of PK X PH X AZ. But PT is to PK as

PM to K/t"
;
and, therefore, because PT and PM are given, Kk will be as

PK. Like wise AT is to PD as AZ to PH, and therefore 1>H is as the

rectangle PI) X AZ; and, by compounding those proportions, PK X PH
is as the j^olid content K^ X PD X AZ, and PK X PH X AZ as KA:

X PD X AZ"*
i
that 18, as the area PD(/M and AZ> Gonjuuctlj. a.E.D.

Cor. 2. In any given position of the nodes their mean horary motion is

half tlieir horary motion in the moon's syzygies; and therefore is to 16"

W*. 36\ as the square of the sine of the distance of the nodes from

the fljzyg^es to the square of the radius, or as AZ' to AT*. For if the

moon, by an nniform motion, describes the semi-circle OA;, thesmn of all

tlie areas PDciM, dnring the time of the moon's passage from^ to B( will

make np the area Q}MEf terminating at the tangent QE of the dide;

and by the time that the moon has airiyed at the point ti, that sum will

make np the whole area' EftAn described by the line PD : bnt when the

moon proceeds from n to 7, the line PD wil} fall without the circle, and

describe the area nqe, terminating at the tangent qe of the circle, which

area, because the nodes were before regressive, but are now progressive,

must be subducted from tlie former area, and, being itself equal to the area

Q.EN, will leave the semi-circle IS'Q,A7i. ^Vhile, therefore, the moon de-

scribes a semi-circle, the sum of all the areas PDc/M will be the area of

that semi-circle ; and while the moon describes a complete circle, the sum

of those areas will be the area of the whole circle. But the area PDc/M,

when the moon is in the ^zygies, is the rectangle of the arc PM into the

r^ius PT; and thesnm of all the areas, every one equal to this area, in

the time that the moon describes a complete cirde^ is the rectangle of the

whole circumference into the radios of the circle; and this rectangle^ being

double the area of the dxd^ wiU be donble the quantity of the former sum.
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If, therefore, the nodes went on with that Telocity fmiformly oontiMMi

which they acquire in the moon's syzygies, they would describe a space

double of that which they dc;?Lril»c in tVict; and, therefore, the mean motion,

by which, if uniformly continued, they would describe the same ?})a€e with

that wliich tlu v iId in fact describe by an une<|ual motion, io bid oiit^half

of that motion which tliey are possessed of in the moon's syz^'gics. Where-

fore since tlicir greatest horary motion, if the nudes are in the quadrature?,

is 33" lU' ' 33'\ 12'. their mean horary motion in this case will be 10

35"' 16'\ 36''. And sccinG: the horary motion of the nodes is every where

as AZ' and the area PU</M conjunctly, and, therefore, in the moon's

fljxygies, the horary motion of the nodes is as AZ' and the area PDctM
conjunctly, that is (because the area PDc^M described in the syzygies ii

given), 80 AZ'i therefore the mean motion also will be as AZ^
;
and, th«»-

fore, when the nodes are without the quadratures, this motion will be to

16" 35"' W\ 36^ as AZ« to AT«. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XXXL PROBLEM XH
» To find the horary fnotian of the nodes of the moon in an elliptic orhiL

Let Q,pmaq represent an ellipsis described witli tlie greater axis Q//, and

the lesser axis ah] UA^B a circle circumscribed : T tlie earth in the com-

mon centre of both; S the sun; p the moon moving in this ellipsis; and

9
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an arc which it describes in tlie least moment of time: N and 7i the

nodes joined by tlieline N« ; pK and pcrpendicnlars npon tlie axis tly,

produced both ways till they meet the circle in P and M, and the line of

tlie nodes in D and d. And if the moon, by a radios drawn to the earth,

describes an area proportional to the time^ descriptioti, the horary motion

of* the node in the ellipsis will be as the area pT)dm and AZ' conjunctly.

For let PF touch the dide in and produced meet TN in F; taidpf

touch the ellipsis in p, and produced meet the same TN in/, and hoth

tangents concur in the axis TQ at Y. And let ML represent the space

which the moon, hj the impulse of the aboye-mentioned force 3IT or 3PEy
would describe witii a transverae motion, in the meantime while revolving

in the circle it describes the arc PM ; and ml denote the apace which the

moon rcTolving in the ellipeis would describe in the same time by the im-

pnlse of the same force 31T or 3PK ; and let LP and Ip be produced till

they meet the plane of tlie ecliptic in G and and FG and /if be joined,

of which FG produced may cut pf,p^, and TU, in c, <?, and R respect-

ively
;
and/:?' produced may cut TQ. in r. Because the force 31T or 3PK

in the circle is to the force 3IT or S/jK in the ellipsis as PK to /;K, or

as AT to nV. tlic s|)ace ML generated by the former force will be to the

Space ml generated by the latter as PK to pK
;
that is, because of the

similar figures PYK/? and I'^Vllr, as Fll to cR. But (because of the

similar triangles PL.M, PGF) ML is to FG as PL to PG, that is (on ac-

count of the parallels LA', PK, GR), as to^ that is (because of the

similar trianirUs plm, cpc\ aalmU) ce; and inyersely as LM is to Im, or

as FR is to cR, so is FG to ce. And therefore if was to ce as/y to

cYj that is, as fr to cR (^t ia^ as /r to FR and FR to cR conjunctly,

tliat is, as/T to FT, and FG to ee conjunctly), because the ratio of FG
to ce, expunged on both sides, leaves the ratios/^ to FG and/T to FT,

would be to FG as/T to FT; and, therefore, the angles which FG
and/^ would subtend at the earth T would be equal to each other. But

these angles (by what we have shewn in the preceding Proposition) are the

motions of the nodes, while the moon describes in the circle the arc Pl^

in the ellijtsis the arc pm ; and therefore the motions of the nodes in the

circle and in the ellipsis would be e^ual to each other. Thus, I say, it

ceX/Y
would be, if /o^ was to ce as/y to cY, that is, if/ff was equal to—^ s,

But because of the similar trimgles/g^p, cep, /§• is to ce as/p to cp; and

therefore/§• is equal to— ; and therefore the angle which/§• sub-

tends in Isct is to the former angle which FG 8ubtcnd5. that is to say, the

motion of the nodes in the ellipsis is to the motion of the same in the

dicle as this/g' or—^^to the former/g^ ot ^

cY^
"^* is, as y^p X
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cY to/Y X cp, or asfp to/Y, and cY to c/? ; that is, if ph parallel to

TN meet FP in A, as FA to FY and FY to FP ; that is, a3 FA to FP

or Djo to DP, and therefore as the area Upmd to the area DPM</. And,

therefore, seeing (by Corol. 1, Prop. XXX) the latter area and AZ' con-

junctly are proportional to the horary motion of the nodes in the circle,

the former area and AZ^ conjunctly will be proportional to the horaij

motion of the nodes in the ellipsis. Q.KD.
Cor. Since, therefore, in any given position of the nodes, the sum of all

the areas pDdm, in the time while the moon is carried from the quadra-

ture to any place m, is the area 7nj}(^Ed terminated at the tangent of the

ellipsis Q,E
;
and the sum of all those areas, in one entire revolution, i^

the area of the whole ellipsis ; the mean motion of the nodes in the ellip-

sis will be to the mean motion of the nodes in the circle as the ellipsis to

the circle ; that is, as Ta to TA, or 69 to 70. And, therefore, since (by

Corol 2, Prop. XXX) the mean horary motion of the nodes in the circle

is to 10" 35'" 16". 30'. as AZ^» to AT% if we take the angle 16" 21"'

3''. 30'. to the angle 16" 35"' 16". 36\ as 69 to 70. the mean horary mo-

tion of the nodes in the ellipsis will be to 16" 21"' 3'\ 30'. as AZ> to

AT^
J
that is, as the square of the sine of the distance of the node from

the sun to the square of the radius.

But the moon, by a radius drawn to the earth, describes the area in the

eyzygies with a greater velocity than it does that in the quadratures, and

upon that account the time is contracted in the syzygies, and prolonged in

the quadratures ; and together with the time the motion of the nodes ia

likewise augmented or diminished. But the moment of the area in the

quadrature of the moon was to the moment thereof in the syzygies as

10973 to 1 1073 ; and therefore the mean moment in the octants is to the

excess in the syzygies, and to the defect in the quadratures, as 11023, the

half sum of those numbers, to their half difference 50. Wherefore since

the time of the moon in the several little equal parts of its orbit is recip-

rocally as its velocity, the mean time in the octants will be to the excess

of the time in the quadratures, and to the defect of the time in the syzy-

gies arising from this cause, nearly as 1 1023 to 50. But, reckoning from

the quadratures to the syzygies, I find that the excess of the moments of

the area, in the several places above the least moment in the (|uadraturcs,

is nearly jis the square of the sine of the moon's distance from the quad-

ratures
;
and therefore the difference betwixt the moment in any place,

and the mean moment in the octants, is as the difference betwixt the square

of the sine of the moon's distance from the quadratures, and the square

of the sine of 45 degrees, or half the Si^uare of the radius ; and the in-

crement of the time in the several places between the octants and quad-

ratures, and the decrement thereof between the octants and syzygies, is In

the same proportion. But the motion of the nodes, while the moon de-

scribes the several little equal parts of its oil ' ^-^jcelerated or reta~'
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in the duplicate proportion of the time; for that motion, while the moon

describes PM, is {cateris paribus) as ML, and ML is in the duplicate

proportion of the time. Wliereforc the motion of the nodes in the syzy-

gies, in the time Avliile the moon describes given little parts of its orbit,

is diminished in the duplicnte proportion of the number 11073 to the num-

ber 1 1023 : and tlie decrement is to the remaining motion as 100 to

10973 : but to the whole motion as 100 to 11073 nearlv. But the deore-

ment in the places between the octants and syzygies, and the increment in

the places between the octants and quadratures, is to thi.s decrement nearty

as the whole motion in these places to the whole motion in the ajsjgie^

and the difference betwixt the square of the sine of the moon's distance

from the qnadraturc^ and the half sqnare of the radius, to the half sqiian

of the radios conjnncUj. Wherefore, if the nodes are in the quadratures^

and we take two places, one on one side^ one on the other, equaUj distant

from the octant and other two distant the same interval, one from the

syzygy, the other from the qnadratnre^ and from (he decrements of the

motions in the two places between the syzygy and octant we subtract the

increments of the motions in the two otlier places between the octant and

the quadrature, the remaining^ decrement will he equal to the decre-

ment in the syzygy, as will easily appear by computation ; and therefore

the mean decrement, which ought to be Bubducted from the mean motion

of the nodes, is the fourth part of the decrement in the syzyi^. The
whole horary motion of the nodes in the syzycries (when the moon by a ra-

dius drawn to the earth was supposed to describe an area proportional to

the time) wa.s 32" 42'
' And we have shewn that the decrement of

the motion of the nodes, in the time while the moon, now moving with

greater velocity, describes the same space, was to this motion as 100 to

11073; and therefore this decrement is 17'" 43'\ U\ The fourth part

of which A'" 26'", 48\ subtracted from the mean horary motion aboro

found, 16" 21'" 30*. leaTCS 16" le'" 37^ 4SS', their correct mean ho-

raarj motion.

If the nodes are without the qnadratnres^ and two places are considered,

one on one sid^ one on the other, equally distant fiom the syzygiefl^ the

sum of the motions of the nodes, when the moon is in those places^ will he

to the som oftheir motions, when the moon is in the same places and the

nodes in the quadratures, as AZ' to AT'. And the decrements of the

motions arising from the causes but now explained will be mutually as

the motions tliemselves, and therefore the remaining motions will be mu-

tually betwixt themselves as AZ^ to AT'
;
and the mean motions will bo

as the remaining motions. And, therefore, in any given position of the

nodes, their correct mean horary motion is to 16" IG'" 37''. 42'. as AZ*
to AT' ;

that is, as the s<]uare of the sine of the distance of the nodea

from the ^zygies to the square of the radius.

28
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PKOVUSlTIOxN XXXU. PKUiiLKM illL

7 o find the mean motion of the nodes of the mom.

The yearly uicmu motion is the sum of all the mean horary motions

throughout the course of the year. Suppose that the node is in A", and

that, after every hour is elapse l, it is drawn back again to its former

place; so that, notwithstanding^ its proper motion, it may const^intly re-

main in the same situation with respect to the fixed stars; while in the

mean time the sun by the motion of the earth, is seen to leave the nodi^

and to proceed till it completes its appa*

rent annual course bj an uniform motioo.

Let Aa represent a giren least arc^ whidi

the right line TS dvays drawn to the

sun, by its intersection with the drde

NAn, describes in the least given moment

of time; and^ the mean horary motion

(from what we have above shewn) will W
71 as AZ , that is (beeavise AZ und ZY are

proportional), as the rectanc^lc of AZ into ZY. that is. as the area

AZYa ; and the sum of all the mean horary motions frum tlic Ije^'inning

will be as the sum of all the area? ^A'ZA, that is, as the area IS"AZ. Hut

the greatest AZY<i is equiil to the rectangle of the jirc Aa into the radius

of the circle : and there fore the sum of all those rectangles in the whole

circle v,ili be to the like sum of all the L'reatest rectansrles jls the area >f

the whole circle to tlie rectangle of the whole circumference into the ra-

dius, that is, a.^ 1 to :i. l?ut the horary motion corresponding to that

greatest rect in-le w .s l(> "
37"'^ 42'. and this motion in the complete

course of the sidereal year. 6''. 9', amounts to 3^ 38' 7" 60"', and

therefore the half thereof, 19"^ 19' 3" 55"', is the mean motion of tbe

nodes corresponding to the whole circle. And the motion of die nodei^

in the time while the sun is carried from N to A, is to 49' 3" 55'" is

ihe area NAZ to the whole circle.

Thus it would be if the node wns after every hour drawn baok again to

its former plao^ that so, after a complete revolution, the sun at the yesi's

end would be found again in the same node which it had left when tbe

year begun. But, because of the motion of the node in the mean tame^ the

sun must needs meet the node sooner ; and now it remains that we compute

the abbreviation of the time. Since^ then, the sun, in the conrse of Ae
year, travels 360 degrees, and the node in the same time by^its greatest

motion would be carried 39'' 38' 7" 50"', or 39,0355 decrees ; and the mean

motion of the node in any place >i is to its mean motion in its quadratures

ftS AZ' ti» -V i" ,
lai hi iiivtii '. f tiiC suii will le to (liC luotioii cC tlic liodc
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in N 360AT^ to 39,6355AZ%- that is, as 9,0S2r646AT^ to AZ^
Wherefore if we suppofle the cireumfereiice \.\// of the whole cizde t(> be

dmdcd into little equal parts, such as Aa, the time in which the stin would
describe the little arc Aa, if the circle was quiescent, will be to the time of

which it would describe the same arc, supposing the drcle together with

the nodes to be roFolved about the centre T, reciprocallj as 9,0627646AT*
to 9,0S2r646AT' + AZ« ; for the lime is reciprocsUy as the Telocity

with whidi the little arc is described, and this velocity is the sum of the

vdodtieB of both sun and nod& If, therefor^ the sector NTA refremi
the time in which the sun by itself, without the motion of the nodc^ would

describe the arc NA, and the indefinitely small part ATa of the sector

represent the little moment of the time in which it would describe the least

arc Aa ; and (letting fall aY perpendicular upon N//) if in AZ we take

dZ of such leiiLctli that the rectangle of dZ into ZY may be to the least

part ATa of the sector as AZ^» to OjUS^rOlGAT^ 4- AZ^, that is to

sav, that dZ inuy 1)0 to \ AZ an AT^ to 9,0S2764(iAT- + AZ^ ; the

rcct:ingle of (/Z into ZY will represent the decri'nient of the time arising

from the motion of the node, while the arc Aa is described ; and if the

curve NdGji is the locus wliere the point d is always found, the curvilinear

area iSdZ will ho as the whole decrement time while the whole arcNA
is described : and, therefore, the excess of the stxjtor NAT above the area

Nf/Z will be as the whole time. But because the motion of the node in a
less time is less in proportion of the time, the area AaYZ must also be di-

minished in the same proportion; which may be done by taking in AZ the

line eZ of such length, that it may be to the length of AZ as AZ* to

9,0S2r64GAT=» -h AZ* ; for so the rectangle of eZ into ZY will be to

the area AZY« as the decrement of the time in which the arc Aa is de-

scribed to the whole time in which it would haye been de8(nribed, if the

node had been quiescent
;
and, therefore, that rectangle will be as the de-

crement of the motion of the node. And if the curve NeFn is the locus of

the point e, the whole area NeZ, which is the sum of all the decrements of
that matianf will be as the whole decrement thereof during the time in

which the arc AN is described ; and the remaining area NAe will be as the

remaining motion, which v2 the true motion of tiie nod^ during the time

in which the whole arc NA iff^lesoribed by the joint motions of both sun

and node. Now the area of the semi-circle is to the area of the figure

SeFn found by the method of iufinite series nearly as 793 to GO. Rut the

motion corresf>onding or proportional to the whole circle was 19° 49' 3"

55"'; and therefore the motion c rresjM.nding to doultle the figure IS't'F//.

is I' 29' 59" 2' ', which fnken from the formbr motion leave? IS^ 19' 5"

53"', the whole motion of the node with respect to the fixed stars in the

interval between two of its conjunctions with the sun ; and this motion sub-

ducted from the annual motion of thr sun 3G0% leaver 3 11^ 10' 54 ' 7^"',

ized
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the motion of the sun in the interval between the same conjunctions. But

a« this motion is to the annual motion 360°, so is the motion of the node

but just now found IS"* 19' 5" 53"' to its annual motion, which will there-

fore be 19° 18' 1" 23"' ; and this is the mean motion of the nodes in the

sidereal year. By astronomical tables, it is 19° 21' 21" 50'". ITie dif-

ference is less than , J y part of the whole motion, and seems to arise fnun

the eccentricity of the moon's orbit, and its inclination to the plane of the

ecliptic. By the eccentricity of this orbit the motion of the nodes is too

much accelerated
;
and, on the other hand, by the inclination of the orbit,

the motion of the nodes is something retarded, and reduced to its just

velocity.

PROPOSITION XXXIII. PROBLEM XIV.

To find the true motion of the nodes of the mofm.

In the time which is as the area

NTA—NrfZ (in the preceding Fi^.)

that motion is as the area NAc, and

is thence given
; but because the cal-

culus is too difficult, it will be better

to use the following construction of

the Problem. About the centre C,

with any interval CD, describe tlie circle BEFD
;
produce DC to A so as

AB may be to AC as the mean motion to half the mean true motion when

the nodes are in their quadratures (that is, as 19° IS' 1" 23"' to 19° 49' 3

'

66"' ; and therefore BC to AC as the difference of those motions 0° 31' 2"

32"' to the latter motion 19° 49' 3" 55"', that is, as 1 to 3Sj\). Then

through the point D draw the indefinite line Ggj touching the circle in

D ; and if we take the angle BCE, or BCF, equal to the double distance

of the sun from the place of the node, as found by the mean motion, and

drawing AE or AF cutting the perpendicular DG in G, we take another

angle which shall be to the whole motion of the node in the interval be-

tween its syzygies (that is, to 9"* 11' 3") as the tangent DG to the whole

circumference of the circle BED, and add thi^ /a^^ angle (for which the

angle DAG may be used) to the mean motion, of the nodes, while they arc

passing from the quadratures to the syzygies, and subtract it from their

mean motion while they are passing from the syzygies to the quadratures,

we shall have their true motion ; for the true motion so found will nearly

agree with the true motion which comes out from assuming the times as

the area NTA—Nc/Z, and the motion of the node as the area NAe; as

whoever will please to examine and make the computations will find : and

this is the semi-menstrual equation of the motion of the nodes. But there

is also a menstrual equation, but which is by no means necessary for find-
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iDg of the moon's latitude : for since the variation of the inclination of the

xnoon'B orbit to the plane of the eoUptio 10 liable to a twofold inequality,

the one semi-menstrual, the other menstrnali the menstnial inequality of

this variation, and the menstrnal equation of the node% 80 moderate and

correct each other, that in oompnting the latitude of the moon both may
be neglected.

Cob. From this and the preoeding Prop, it appean that the nodei an
quiescent in their syzygies, bnt rigressive in their qnadratnrfs, by an

hourly motion of 16" 19"' 26^*.; and that the eqoation of the motion of

the nodes in the octants is 1^ 90'; all which exactly agree with the phsi-

nomena of the heaTens.

SCHOLIUM.
Hi, Machiriy Astron., Prof. Gresh., and Dr. Hemy Pemberton, sepa-

rately found out the motion of the nodes by a different method. Mention

has been made of tliis mctliod in Hii^tliLT |il;icc'. Their several papers, both

of which I have seen, contained two Propositions, and exactly a^eed with

each other in both of them. Mr. MadMs paper coming tot to my handily

I shall here insert it

OF THE MOTION OF THE MOON'S NODESL
"PROPOSITiON I.

" The mean moiiim the sun from the node %e d^ned by a geometric

meanproporOenal between the mean motion <f the eun and that mean
motion with tMeh the eun reeedee with the greaieet ewiftneeefrom the

node in the quadrainree,

"Let The the earth's place, Nn the line of the moon's nodc5? at any

giveu time, KTM a perpendicular thereto, TA a right line revolving

about the centre with the same angular velocity with which the sun and

the node recede from one another, in sucli sort that the aniijle between the

quiescent right line N/i and the revolving line TA may be always equal

to the distiince of the places of the sun and node. Now if any riiht line

TK be divided into parts TS and SK, and those parts be taken as the

mean horary motion of the sun to the mean horary motion of the node in

the quadratures, and there be taken the right line TH, a mean propor-

tional between the part TS and the whole TK, this right line will be firo-

portional to the sun's mean motion from the node.

For let there be described the oirole NKitM from the centre T and

with the radios TK, and abont the same oentr^ with the aemi-aads TH
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and TiV, let there be described an ellipsis NIf//].; and in the lime ill

which the sun recedes from the node through the arc \a, if thi^re be drawn

the right line Tba, the area of the sector NTa will be the exponent of the

gum of the motions of the sun and node in the same time. Let, there-

fore, the extre:iiely small arc aA be that which the right line T6t/, revolv-

ing accordini;; to the aforesaid law, Avill uniformly describe in a given

particle of time, and the extremely small sector TAa will bo a* the sum

of the velocities with which the sun and node are carried two diflferent

ways in that time. Now the sun's velocity is almost uniform, its ine*

quality being so small as scarcely to produce the least inequality in the

mean motion of the nodes. The other part of this sum, namely, the mesa

qiuiitity of the velocity of the node, is increased in the recess from ilie

Byiygies in a duplicate ratio of the sine of its distance from the son (by

Cor. Prop. XXXI, of this Book), and, being greatest in its qnadratnrci

with the snn in K, is in the same ratio to the sun's vdocity aa SK to TSi

that is, as (the difeence of the squares of TK and TH, or) the rectangle

KHM to TH*. But the eUipsis NBH divides the sector ATo, the expo-

nent of the sum of these two velocities, into two parts ABba and BT^
proportional to the velocities. For produce RT to the circle in /3, and

from the }>oiiit H let fall upon the irreater axis the perpendicular BG,

which being producc J both ways may meet the circle in the points F and

/ ; and because the space WMm is to the sector TB^ as the rcctani'-le ABi3

to BT^ (that rectangle l)cing eqnal to tlie difference of the squares of TA
and TB, because the riarht Hue A >i is equally cut in T, and une«iually in

B\ therefore when the space AUha is the greatest of all in K, tliis ratio

will be the same as the ratio of the rectangle KHM to HT^. I^ut the

greatest mean velocity of the node was shewn above to be in that very
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ratio to the Telocity of the son ; and therefore in the qnadiatnrflB tiie oeo-

tor ATa is divided into parts proportional to tKoTelomtieB. And beeanse

the rectangle KHM is to HT* as PB/ to BG», and the rectangle ABj3 is

equal to the rectangle FB/, therefore the little area AB6rt, where it is

greatest, is to the remaining riectur 'VUb aa the rectangle AiiJ to BG*.

But the ratio of these little arejLS always was as the rectangle AB/i to

BT' ; and therefore the little area ABba in the place A is less than its

correspondent little area in the quadnitures in the duplicate ratio of BG
to BT, that is, in the duplicate ratio of the sine of tlie sun's distance

from the node. And therefore the sum of all the little areas ABba, to

wit, the space AI^N, will he as the motion of the node in the time in

which the sun hath been going over the arc NA since he left the node

;

and the lematning space, namely, the elliptic sector iiTB, will be as the

son's mean motion in the same time. And because the mean annual mo-

tion of the node is that motion which it perfonns in the time that the sun

oompletes one period of its course, the mean motion of the node from the

son will be to the mean motion of the son itself as the area of the eirde

to the area of the eUip»s; that is, as the right line TE to the right line

Tfiy which is a mean proportional between TK and TS; or, which oomas

to the same ss the mean proportionalTH to the right line TS.

PROPOSITION IL

j[lie mean motion of tlie nwon's nodea being f^ive/if to find their true

motion.

*^ Let the angle A be the distance of the son from the mean place of the

node, or the sun's mean motion from the node. Then if we take the anjrle

By whose tangent is to the tangent of the angle A as TH to TK, that is^

N

n
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in tbe anb-duplkate ratio of the mean boiuy motion of the 8im to the

mean horary motion of the enn from the nod^ when ihe node is in the

qnadratore^ that angle B will be the diatanoe of the aon from the node*a

tme pbuse. For join FT, and, by the demonstration of the last Propor-

tion, ihe angle FTN will be the dietanee of the ann from the mean place

of the node, and the angle ATN the distance from the troe plaoe^ and the

tangents of these angles are between themselves as TK to TH.
"Con. Iknce the angle FTA is the equation of the moons nodes: and

the sine of this angle, where it is greatest in the octant^?, is to the radius

as KH to TK + TH. But the sine of this e<|uation in any other place

A is to the greatest sine as the sine of the sums of the angles FTN +
ATN to the radius ;

that is, nearly as the sine of double the distance of

the sun from the meaa place of the node (namely, 2FT^) to the radios.

"SCHOLIUM.
" If the mean horary motion of tlie nudes in the quadratures be 16"

16"' :i7K i2\ that is, in a wh(»U' sidereal year, 39° 38' 7" 50'", TH will

be to TK in the subduplicate ratio of the number 9,0827616 to the nma*
ber 10,082/646, that is, as 18,6524761 to i9,662476L And, therefore^

TH 13 to HK as 18,65:^4761 to 1
;
that is, as the motion of the son in a

sidereal year to ihe mean motion of the node 19" 18' 1' 23^"'.

" But if the mean motion of the moon^s nodes in 20 Julian yean is

386^ 50' 15", as is collected from the obserTations made use of in the

theory of the moon, the mean motion of the nodes in one sidereal year will

beW 20' 31" 58"'. and TH will be to HE as 360" to IfP 20^ 31"

68"'; that is, as 18,61214 to 1; and from heuce the mean horaiy motion

of the nodes in the qnadratures will come out 16" 18"' 48*\ And the

greatest equation of the nodes in the octants will be P 29^ 57"."

PROPOSITION XXXIV. PROBLEM XV.

njind the horary variation of the inclination of the moon's orbit to tlie

plane of the ecliptic.

Let A and a represent the syzygies ; Q and </ the quadratures ; N and

n the nodes; P the place of the moon in its orbit; p the ortho[,^rapliic

prc.jirtion of that place upon the plane of the ecliptic; and 7/^7 tbe mo-
meiihmcous motion of the nodes as above. If upon Tw we let fall the

perpendicular PG, and joining pil, we produce it till it meet T/ in aod

join also the angle PG/? will be the inclination of the moon's orbit to

the plane of the ecliptic when the moon is in P ; and the angle ¥gp will

be the inclination of the Fame after a small moment of time is dafoed;
and therefore the angle GP^ Avill be the momcntaneons Tariation of the

inclination. But this angle GP^^ is to the angle GT^" as TG to PG and
P/} to jPG conjunctly. And, therefore, if for the moment of time we ae-
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same an hour, since the angle GTg^ (by Prop. XXX) is to the angle 33"

10"' 33^ as IT X PC; x AZ to AT^ the angle GP^^ (or the horary va-

riation of the inclination) will be to the angle 33'' 10'" 33''. as IT X AZ

X TG X to AT^ aE.L

And ihui it wonld be if the moon vas uniformly revoWed in a ciieular

orHt. Bat if the orlnt' is elliptical^ the mean motion of the nodes will

be diminished in proportion of the lesser aids to the greater, as we have

shewn abore ; and the Tariation of the inclination will be also diminished

in the same proportion.

Con. 1. Upon Nn erect the perpendiciilar TP, and letpM be the horary

motion of the moon in the plane of the ecliptic; upon QT let fall the

perpendienhirs pK, MA-, and produce them till they meet TF in H and h\

then IT will be to AT as K/v to Mjyj and TG to \\p as TZ to ATj and,

therefore^ IT X TG iHll be eqnal to
K/v X \\p X_

TZ

TZ
, that is, eqnal to

the area HpMh multiplied into the ratio : and therefore the horary

Tariation of the inclination will be to 33" 10'" 33'\ as the area KpMh
TZ Pj?

multiplied into AZ X
jj^

^ "^^^'

Cob. 2. And, therefore^ if the earth and nodes were after ereiy hour

drawn back from their new and instantly restered to their old places, so as

their situation might continue given for a whole periodic month together,

the whole variation of the inclination during that m^nth would be to 33"
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10'" 33''. as the aggregate of all the areas UpMh, generated in the time of

one revolution of the point j) ^with due regard in summing to their proper

agDB + —), mnltipUedintoAZxTZx^ io lU^ x AT>; ihat is, as

Pp
the whole circle UAqa multiplied into AZ X TZ X^ to M/7 X AT^

Pp
that i% as the circumference QiAqa multiplied into AZ X TZ X ^ to

SMp X AT*.
Cob. 3. And, therefore^ in » giren poeitioii of the nodes, the mean ho-

rary variation, from whidi, if miifonnly continued through the whole

,

month, that menstrual variation might be generated, is to 33" 10'" 33'^ a&

P/7 Ay V 'IVAZXTZX j^to2AT«,oraBPiiX toPGx4AT;tliat

is (because Vp is to PG as the sine of the aforesaid inclination to the ra-

AZ X TZ
dinfl^ and — — to 4AT as the sine of donble the angle ATn to fom

times the radius), as the sine of the aame inclination multi])1ied into the

sine of double the distance of the nodes from the sun to four times the

square of the radius.

Cob. 4 Seeing the horary Tariation of the inclination, when the nodes

are in the quadratures, is (1^ this Prop.) to the angle 33" 39*. as IT

P» IT X TG Pi?
X AZ X TG X ^ to AT% that is, as 2^'^» ^
is, as the sine of douUe the distance of the moon from the quadratorei

Pp
multiplied into to twice the radius, the sum of all the horary Taiia-

tions during the time that the moon, in this situation of the nodes, passes

from the quadrature to the syzygy (thut is, in the space of \77l hours) will

be to tlie sum of us many an^^les 33" Id ' 33'^ or 5S7S", as the sum of

the sines of double the distance of the moon from the quadratures muld-

pp
plied into to the sum of as many diameters ; that is, as the diiuutter

Pp
multiplied into to the circumference ; that is, if the inclination be 5'

as r X rllU ^^OT 9B 27S io 10000. And, therefor^ the whole

variation, composed out of the sum of all the horary variations in (lis

aforesaid tim^ is 163", or 2^ 43''.
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PROPOSlTlUxN XXXV. PROBLEM XVL

Jh a given time to find the inelinaiion of the moon^e erhU to the plane
* of the ecliptic

Let AD be the sine of the greatest inclination, and AB the sine of the

least. Bisect Bl) in C; and round the centre C, with the interval BC,

describe the circle BGD. In AC take CE in the same proportion to £B

M EB to twice BA. And if to the time given we set off the angle AEG
equal to double the distance of the nodes from the quadratures, and upon

Af) let fall the perpendicular GU, AH will be the sine of the inclination

required.

For GE^ is e<iual to GIP 4- HE» = BHD + HE= = HBD + HE>
— BIP = HBD + BE» — 2BH x BE= BE= + 2EC x Bli = 2EG
X AB 4- 2EC X BH= 2EC x AH; wherefore since 2EC is given, GE«
will be as AH. Now let AEg represent double the distance of the nodes

£rom the quadratures, in a given moment of time after, and the arc G^*, on

aooount of the given angle GEi^, will be as the distance GE. But Hh is

to as GH to GC, and, therefore, HA is as the reotangle GH X Qgt or

GH GH
GH X GE, that is, as^ X GE% or X AH j that is, as AH and

the sine of the angle AEG oonjanctly. If, therefore, in any one oas^ AH
be the sine of inclination, it wiU increase by the same increments as the

sine of inclination doth, by Cor. 3 of the preceding Prop, and therefore will

always continue e<|UJil tu th:it sine. But when the point G falls upon

either point B or D, AH b equal to this sine, and therefore remains always

equal thereto. U.i'^i.D.

In tliis demonstration I have supposed that the angle BEG, representing

double the distance of the nodes from the quadratures, increascth uniform-

ly ; for I cannot descend to every minute circumstance of incMjuality. Now

suppose that BVAl is a right angle, and that G«- is in this case tlie ho-

rary increment of double the distance of the nodes from (he sun ;
then, by

Cor. 3 of the last Prop, the horary variation of the inclination in the same

oase wiU be to 33" 10 " 33**. as the rectangle of AH, the sine of the indi-

DAtion, into the sine of the right angle BEG, double the distance of the

nodes from the sod, to four times the aqtuureof the radios; that is, as AH,
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the sine of the mean inclination, to four times the radius; that is, seeing

the mean inclinatioa IB about 5"* S^, as its sine S96 to 400U0, tht quad-

tvple of the radius, or as to 10000. But the whole YariatioD corrah

ponding to BD, the difference of the sines, is to this horafry variation m
the diameter BD to the arc Gg", that is, conjunctly as the diameter BD to

the semi-ciiciimfcreiice BGD, and as the time of 2079fy horn, in which

the node proceeds from the quadratarcB to the aysygiee^ to one hour, that

1% as 7 to 11, and 2Q79fy to 1. Wherefore, compounding all these pro-

portions, we shall have the whole yariation BD to 33" lO^" 33^^ as 224 X
7 X to 110000, that is, as 29645 to 1000; and from thence that

ariation BD will come ont IG' 231".

And this is the greatest variation of the inclination, afaetracting from

the situ-ition of the moon in its orbit : for if the nodes are in the syzy^ie.-s,

the incliiuitiijn suirer.s no change from the various positions of the moon.

But if the nodes are in the i^uadraturcs, the inclination is less when the

moon is in the svzvirics than when it is in the onadralures bv a difference

of 2' -13", a3 we shewed in Tor. 4 of the
j
recedin!; Prop.; and the whole

mean variation BI). diniinhslied by 1' 21 f, the half of this C"\c(s-«;, becomuJ

15' 2", when the moon is in the quadratures: and increased bv the same,

becomes 17' 1' ' when the moon is in the syzygies. If, therefore, the

moon be in the syzygies, the whole variation in the passage of the nodes

from the quadratures to tlie syzygies will be 1/' 45"
j
and, therefore, if the

inclination be 5^ 17' 20", when the nodes are in the syzygies^ it will be 4*

59^ 35" when the nodes are in the quadrature and the moon in thefljij*

gies. The truth of all which is confirmed by observations.

Now if the inclination of the orbit should be required when the moon is

in the syzygies, and the nodes any where between them and the quadratures^

let AB be to AD as the sine of d"" 59" 35" to the sine of XT' 20", and

take the angle AEG equal to double the distance of tiie nodes from the

quadratures; and AH will be the sine of the indination desired. To tUs

inclination of the orbit the inclination of the same is e(|ual, when the moon

is 90° distant from the nodes. In other situations of the moon, this men-

strual iniYjuality, to whicli tlie variation of the inclination is obnoxious in

the calculus of the moou^s latitude, is balanced, and in a ruanner t<<ok ofij

by the menstrual inequality of the motion of the nodes (as we said

before), and therefore may be neglected in the computation of the said

latitude.

SCHOLlLxM.

By those computations of the lunar motions I was willing to shew that

by tlie theory of gravity the motions of the moon could be calculated from

their physical causes. By the same theory I moreover found that thesn- I

jnual equation of the mean motion of the moon arises firom the vsrious
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dilatation whith the orbit of the moon suifers from the action of the sun,

according to Cor. 6, Prop. LXVI, Book 1. The force of this action is

greater in the perigeon sun, and dilates the moon's orbit ; in the apogeon

Bon it is leas, and permits the orbit to be again contracted. The moon

moYCS sloirer in the dilated and faster in the contracted orbit ; and the

^n^>^a| equation, by which this inequality is regnlated, vanishes in the

apogee and perigee of the snn. In the mean distance of the snn firom the

eaxth it arises to ahoat 11' 50" ; in oiher distances of the snn it is pro-

portional to the equation of the sun's centre^ and is added to the mean

motion of the moon, while the earth is passing from its aphelion to its

perihelion, and subducted while the earth is in the opposite semi-cirele.

TU:ing for the radius of the orbis ma^nnis 1000, and 16} for the earth's

eccentricity, this equation, when of the greatest magnitude, by the theory

of gravity comes out 11' 19 '. But the eccentricity of the earth seems to

be something greater, and with the eccentricity this equation will be aug-

mented in the same proportion. Suppose the eccentricity 16}^, and the

greatest eijuatiou will be \ V ol".

Farther ; 1 found that the apogee and nodes of the moon move faster

in the perihelion of the earth, where the force of the sun's action is greateri

than in the aphelion thereof, and that in the reciprocal triplicate propor-

tion of the earth's distance from the sun
;
an4 hence arise annual equa-

tions of those motions proportional to the equation of the sun's centre.

Now the motion of the son is in the reciprocal duplicate proportion of the

earth's distance from the sun ; and the greatest equation of the centre

which this inequality generates is 1^ 56' 20", corresponding to the above-

mentioned eooentricitj of the sun, 16}^. But if the motion of the sun

had been in the redprooal triplicate proportion of the distance^ this in^

quality would liavc generated the greatest equation 3*W 30"
; and there-

fore the greatest ci^uatiuns which the inequalities of the motions of the

moon's apogee and nodes do generate are to 2° 54' 30" as the mean diur-

nal motion of the moon's apogee and the mean diurnal motion of its

nodes are to the mean diurnal motion of the sun. Whence the greatest

equation of the mean motion of the apogee comes out 19' 43", and the

greatest equation of the mean motion of the nodes 9' 24". The former

equation is added, and the latter subducted, while the earth is passing

from its perihelion to its aphelion, and contrariwise when the earth is in «

tiie opposite semi-circle.

By the theory of gravity I likewise found that the action of the sun

19011 the moon is something greater when the tnnsrene diameter of the

moon's orhit passeth through the sun than when the same is perpendicu-

lar upon the line which joins the earth and the sun ; and therefore the

moon's orbit is something larger in the former than in the latter oasa

And hme aiises another equation of the moon^ meaa motion^ di^diog
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upon the situation of the moon's apo^;ce in r<^])ect of the sun, which is in

its (greatest quantity \Then tlie mouiis ajx^i^'cc i^^iti tlie ociantis of Jjj^ sun,

and vanishcij when the apogee arrives at the quadrature.^ or syzygies ; and

it is added to the mean motion while the moon's ajx '-^cc is passing from

the quadrature of the sun to the syzygy, and subducted while the apogee

ifl passing from the BJVfgy to the quadrature. Tliis equation, which 1

flihall call tlie Fcmi-annual, when greatest in the octants of the apogei^

arises to about 3' 45", so far as I could collect from the phsenomena : and

this is its quantity in the mean distance of the sun from the earth. Bat

it IS increased and diminished in the reciprocal triplicate proportion of

the sun's distance, and 'therefore is nearly 3' 34" when that distance is

greatest, and 3' 56" when least. But when the moon's apogee is without

the octants^ it becomes less, and is to its greatest quantity as the sme of

double the distance of the moon's apogee from tiie nearest syzygy or quad*

raturo to the radius.

By the same tlieory of gravity, tlie action of the sun upon the moon is

something greater when the line of tlie moon's nodes p;isses through the

sun than when it i? at right angles with the line which joins the sun and

the earth ; and hence arises another equation of tlie moon's mean motion,

which I shall call the second semi-annual ; and this is greatest wlu^n the

nodes are in the octants of the sun, and vanishes when thev are in the

fiyzygies or quadratures ; and in other positions of the nodes is prDpor>

tional to the sine of double the distance of either node from the nflsivt

syzygy or quadrature. And it is added to the mean motion of the moon,

if the sun is in antecedentia^ to the node which is nearest to him, and

subducted if in conseqventia f and in the octants^ ixHhere it is of llw

greatest magnitude, it arises to 47" in the mean distance of the sun fron

the earth, as I find from the theory of gravity. In other distances of the

sun, this equation, greatest in the octAnts of the nodes, is reciprocally ti

the cube of the sun's distance from the earth ; and therefore in the sairti

perigee it comes to about 49", and in its apogee to about 45".

By the same theory of gravity, the moon's apogee goes forward at the

greatest rate when it is either in conjunction with or in oj)position to the

sun, but in its quadrattires with the sun it goes backward: and the ec-

centricity comes, in the former case, to its greatest quantity : in the latter

to its Icutft, by Cor. 7. and 9. Prop. lA'Vl, l^ook 1. And those ine-

qualities, by the Corollaries we have named, are very great, and generate

the principal which I call the semi-annual equation of the apojce: and

this semi-annual equation in its greati^t quantity comes to about 12* IS",

as nearly as I c.'uM collect from the pha?nomena. Our countmoao,

Horror, was the first who advanceil the theory of the moon's moriog is

an ellipsis about the earth placed in its lower focus. Dr. HaUnj imnmT^d

the notion, by putting the centre of ihe ellipsis in &n epicycle whtvpoecr-
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tre 13 uniformly revolved about the earth; and £rom the motion in Uus
epicycle the mentioned inequalities in the progress and regress of the apo-

gee^ and in the quantity of eccentricity, do arise. Suppose the mean di»»

tancc of the moon from the earth to be divided into lOOQOO parti^and

let T represent the earth, and TC the moon's mean ecoentrieity of 5605
aneh parts. Produce TO to so as CB may be the sine of the greatest

aemi«annual equation 12* 18' to the radius TC; and the oirde BDA de-

scribed about ihe centre O, with the

interval CB, will be the epicycle

spoken of, in which the centre of the

moon's orbit is placed, and revolved

according to the order of the letters

BDA. Set off tlie angle BCD equal

to twice the annual argument, or

twice the distance of the sun's true place from the place of the moon's

apogee once equated, and CTD will be the semi-annual equation of the

moon's apogee, and TD the eccentricity <^f its orl>it, tending to the place

of the apogee now twice equated. But, having the moon's mean motion,

the place of its apogee, and its eccentricity, aa well as the longer axis of

its orbit 200U00, from these data the true place of the moon in its orbit,

together with its distance from the earth, may be determined by the

methods commonly known.

In the perihelion of the earth, where the force of the sun is greatest,

the centre of the moon's orbit moves faster about the centre C than in the

aphelion, and that in the reciprocal triplicate proportion of the sun's duEh

tance from the earth. But, because the equation of the sun's centre is

included in the annual argument, the centre of the moon's orbit moves

teter in its epicycle BDA, in the reciprocal duplicate proportion of the

sun's distance from the earth. Therefore, that it may move yet faster in.

the reciprocal simple proportion of the distance, suppose that from D, the

centre of the orbit, a l iLfht line DE is drawn, tendins; towards the moon's

apogee once expiated, that is, parallel to 'PC ; and set olF the angle KDF
equal to the excess of the aforesaid annual argument above the distance

of the moon's! apogee from the sun's perigee /« conscqiicntia ; or, which

conies to tlie saiiic tiling, take tlie angle CDF erjual to the complement of

the sun's true anomaly to 3G0^ ; and let DF be to DC as twice the eccen-

tricity of the orbis niai^uus to the sun's mean distance from tbo earth,

and the sun's mean diurnal motion from the moon's apogee to tlw sun's

mean diurnal motion from it.s own apogee corjimctly, that is, as 33i to

1000, and 52' 27" 16'" to 69' 8" ' 10"' conjunctly, or as 3 to 100; and

imagine the centre of the moon's orbit placed in tbe point F to be revolved

in an epicycle whose centre is D, and radius DF, while the point D moves

in the circumference of the circle DABD : for by this means the centre of



the moon'j< ci'i it c«.'incs to describe a certain curve line about the cei.tre C,

with a velocity which will be almost reciprocally as the cube of the cnui's

distance from the earth, as it ought to be.

The calculus of this motion is difficult, but luay be rendered more easy

by the following approximation. Assuming, as above^ the moon's mean
distance from the earth of lOOOOO parts, and the eccentricity TC <>f 5505
8iich parts, the line CU or CD will be found 1172f, and DF 35j of those

parts ; and this line DF at thedistance TC subtends the angle at the earth,

which the removal of the centre of the orbit from the place D to the plaee

F generates in the motion of this oentre; and double this line DF in a

pinlld position, at the distance of the upper focus of the moonis orbit from

the eartii, subtends at the earth the same angle as DF did before which

that removal generates in the motion of this upper focus; but at the di^

tance of the moon from the earth this double line 2DF at the upper fooM^

in a pandld position to the first line DF, subtends an angle at the moon,

which the said removal generates in the motion of the moon, which an^le

may be therefore called the second equation of the moon's centre : and this

equation, in the mean distuncc uf the moon from the earth, is nearly a^s the

sine of the angle which that line DF contains with the line drawn from

the point F to the moon, and wliea in its greatest quantity amounts to 2*

25". But the angle which the line DF contains with the line drawn from

the point F to the moon is fi>und either by suV>tractin£r tl^e angle EDF
from the mean anomaly of the moon, or by adding the distance of the moon

from the sun to the distance of the moon's apogee from the apogee of the

sun ; and as the radius to the sine of the angle thus foiind, so is 2' 25'' to

the second equation of the centre: to be added, if the forementioned sum

be less than a semi-cirde; to be subducted, if greater. And from the moott%

place in its orbit thus corrected, its longitude may be found in the syxygieB

of the luminaries.

The atmoBphoe of the earth to the height of 35 or 40 miles refracts the

sun's light This refraction scatters and t^sreads the light OTer the earth's

shadow ; and the dissipated light near the limits of the shadow dilates the

shadow. Upon which account to the diameter of the shadow, as it comes

out by the parallax, I add 1 or 1} minute in lunar edipseei

But the theory of the moon ought to be esamined and prored from the

phsenomena, first in the syzygies, then in the quadratures^ and last of sH

in the octanti: ; and whoever pleases to undertake the work wiU find it

not amii5s to assume the following uuaii motions of the sun and m vn a;

the Roval Oliservatory of Gro Jitrirh, ti> the last day of December at noon,

aimo irOO, O.S. viz. The mean motion of the sun 20^ 43 10 and of

its apogee ~ \\ 3») : the mean motion of the moon 15^ 21 (X)
;

of its aporreo. K S~ 20 00 ': nnd of its ascending node /^. 27' 24' 20 ';

and the difference of meridians betwixt the Obsenratoiy at Grwtwich and
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the Royal Olsenratoiy at Pom, 0^. 9' 20": but tlie mean motion of dw
moon and of its apogee are not yet obtained with soflBeient aoeunMy.

PROPOSITION XXXVL PROBLEM XYIL
4

Tofind theforce of the tun to mate the setu

The siin^i foroe ML ot PT to disturb the motions of the moon, was (by

Prop. XXV.) in the moon's quadratures, to the force of gravity with uh, as

1 to 63S092,6; and the force TM — LM or 2PK in the moon's syzy^im

is doul)lc that quantity. But, descending to the surface of the earth, these

forces are diminished in proportion of the distances from the centre of the

earth, that is, in the proportion of 60 [ to 1 ; and therefore the former force

on the earth's surface is to the force of gravity as 1 to 38G04600 ; and by

this force the sea is depressed in such places as are 90 degrees distant from

the sun. But by the other force, wliich is twice as great, the sea is raised

not only in the places directly under the sun, but in those also which are

dir^tly opposed to it ; and the sum of these forces is to the foroe of gravity

as 1 to 12S6820U. And because the same force excites the same motion,

whether it depresses the waters in those pkces which are 90 degrees distant

from the sun, or raises them in the places which are directly under and di-

rectly opposed to the sun, the aforesaid sum will be the total force of the

son to disturb the sea^ and will have the same eflfect as if the whole wai

employed in ndnng the sea in the places directiy under and direotiy op*

posed to the sun, and did not act at idl in the places which are 90 degrees

removed from the sun.

And this is the force of the sun to ^turb the sea in any given places

where the sun is at the same time both vertical, and in its mean dirtMM»

from the earth. In other positions of the sun, its force to raise the sea is

as the versed sine of double its altitude above the horizon of the place di-

rectly, and the cube of tlio distance from the earth reciprocally.

Cor. Since the centrifugal force of the parts of the earth, arising from •

the earth's diurnal motion, which is to the force of gravity as 1 to 289,

raises the waters under tlie er^uator to a height exceeding that under the

poles by Sr> \72 Paris feet, as above, in Prop. XIX., the force of the sun,

which we have now shewed to be to the force of gravity as 1 to 1286S200,

and therefore is to that centrifugal force as 289 to 12S6S200, or as 1 to

44527, will be able to raise the waters in the places directly under and di-

rectly opposed to the sun to a height exceeding that in the places which aM
90 degrees removed from the sun only by one Paris foot and 1 13 inehes;

for tids measure is to the measure of 85472 feet as 1 to 44627.

PROPOSITION XXXVIL PROBLEM XVIIL

Tofind theforce of the moon to move the sea,

TbB force el the moon to move the sea is to bededuoed horn its propor*
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tion to the force of the snn, and this projiortion is to be collected fruin the

proportion of tlie motions of the sea, which are the cffi.>cts of thuse for<»s.

Before the mouth of the river Avon, three miles below Bristol, the heiirht

of the ascent of the watex iu the vernal and autimmal syzygies of tlie lu-

minaries (by the observations of Samuel Sturmy) amounts to about 45
f^eif but in the quadratures to 25 only. The former of those heights art-

WB from the sum of the aforesaid forces^ the latter from their differaiM;

1^ therefore^ S and L are supposed to represent respectively the foioes of

the sun and moon while they are in the equator, as well as in their mma
distances from the earth, we shall have L + S to L— S as 45 to 25^ or M
9to5.
At PhfnunUh (by the observations of Samttd CMqprm) the tide in its

mean height rises to about 16 feet, and in the spring and autumn the

height thereof in the syzygies may exceed that in the quadratures by more

than 7 or 8 feet Suppose the greatest difference of those heights to be 9
feet, and L -f S will be to L — S as 20| to 11|, or as 41 to 23 ; a pro-

portion that agrees well enough with the former. But because of the ^reat

tide at Bristol, we arc ratlier to depend upun the observations of Stunny ;

and, therefore, till we procure something that is more certain^ we shall use

the proj)ortion of 9 to o.

But becau&c uf the reciprocal motion^? of the waters, the greatest tif^es do

not happen at the times of tlie syzyi^nes of the luminaries, but, as we Iiave

said before, are the third in order after the syzygies; or (reckoning from

the syzyi!;ies) follow next after the third appulse of the moun to the me-
ridian of the place after the syzygies; or rather (as SSturmy observes) are

the third after the day of the new ^r full moon, or rather nearly after the

twelfth hour from the new or full moon, and therefore fall nearly upon the

forty-third hour after the new or full of the moon. But in this port tlicj

611 out about the seventh hour after the appulse of the moon to the me*
ridian of the place; and therefore follow next after the appulse of the

moon to the meridian, when the moon is distant from the sun, or £rom op-

position with the sun by about IS or 19 degrees tit consequetUkL So the

sommer and winter seasons come not to their height in the solstices them-

sdves, but when the sun is adyanced beyond the solstices by about a tenth

part of its whole course^ that is, by about 36 or 37 degrees. In like man-

ner, the greatest tide is raised after the appulse of the moon to the meridian

of the place, when the moon has passed by the sun, or the opposition thereof

^

by about a tenth part of the whole motion from one qrcatesl tide to the

next folloiriiiir n^mittsl tide. Suppose that distance about IS^ degrees;

and the sun's force in this distance of the moon from the syzygies and

quadratures will be of less moment to augment and diminish that part «jf

the motion of the sea which proceeds from the motion of the moon than in

the T^ygics and ouaf^raturcs themselves in the proportion of the radios to
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the co-sine of double tUs distance^ or of an angle of ST dc^grecB; thai if, in

proportion of 10000000 to 7986355; and, therefore^ in file pneeding aa»

alotry, in pl<ace of 8 wc must pnt 0,79S6355S.
' But farther; the force of the moon in the (juadratures must "be dimin-

ished, on account of \\& declination from the equator ; for the moon la

those Tjuadratures, or rather in ISi degrees past the (quadratures, declincB

from the e<|u'ator l)y alxjut 23^ 13'; and the fo^c of cither luminary to

move the sea is diminished as it declines from the e<]uator nearly in the

duplicate proportion of the co-sine the declination ; and therefore tlie

force of the moon in those quadratures is only 0,S57U327L ; whence we

have L +079863558 to 0,s.j70327L— 0,79S6355S as 9 to 5.

Farther yet ; the diameters of the orbit in which the moon should move,

setting aside the consideration of eccentricity, are one to the other aa 69

to 70 ; and therefore the moon's distance from the earth in the syzygies

is to its distance in the quadratureay ctBteris paribus^ as 69 to 70 ; and its

diBtances^ when 18| d^ees advanced beyond the eyzygics, where the greafr-

est tide was excited, and when 18| d^ees paased bj the qoadiataxei^

where the least tide was produced, are to its mean distance as 69,096747

and 69,897345 to 69^. Bnt the force^of the moon to more tihe sea is in

ihe reciprocal triplicate proportion ^ its distance; and therefore Us

fOToeS) in the greatest and least of those distance^ are to its foiee in its*

mean distance as 0;9S30427 and 1,017522 to 1. From whence we have

1,017522L X 0,79863558 to 0,9830427 X 0,8570327L^0,7966356S

as 9 to 5 ; and S to L as 1 to 4,4815. Wherefore since the force of the

sun is to the force of gravity as 1 to 12S6S200, the moon's force will be

to the force of gravity as 1 to 2871400. *

Cor. 1. Since the waters excited by the suns force rific to the height of

a foot and 11 jV i"t^lics, the nnxtn's force will raise the same to the heiirht

of S feet and 777^ inches : and the joint forces of botli will raise the j^ianc

to the heiirht of 101 feet : and when the iimoii i,'^ in its perigee to the

heiirht of 12^ feet, and more, especially wlun tlie wind sets the same way

us the tide. And a force of that qnantity is abundantly sufficient to ei-

dte all the motions of the sea, and agrees well with the proportion of

those motions; for in such seas as lie free and open from cast to west, as

in the Pacific sea. and in those tracts of the Atlantic and Bthiopie seas

which lie without the tropics, the waters commonly rise to 6^ 9^ 12, or 15

feet ; bnt in the Paeijie sea, which is of a greater d^th, as well as cf a

larger extent, the tides ai^ said to be greater than in the Aikmtie and

Eihiqpic seas ; for to haye a full tide raised, an extent of sea from east to

west is required of no leas than 90 degrees. In the EthMpk sea, the watem
rise to a lees height within the tropics than in the temperate lonea, be-

cause of the narrowness of the sea between A/rka and the Bonthem parts

cf America, In the middle of the open sea the waters cannot rise with-
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oat faUing together, and at the same time, upon both the eastern and weet-

cm shores, when, notwithstanding, in our narrow fleaa^ they ought to fall

on those shores by alternate turns
;
npon which account there is com-

monlj but a small flood and ebb in such islands as lie far distant from

the continent. On the contrarji in some ports, where to fill and empty

the bays altematelj the wateis are with great violence forced in and out

through shallow channels, the flood and ebb must be greater than ordinaiy

;

as at Pfymouih and Ch^stow Bridge in England, at the mountains of

St Mkhadf and die town of AuranckeSf in Normandy^ and at Com&nd
and Pegu in the East Indies, In these places the sea is hurried in and

out with Budi violenoe^ as sometimes to lay the shores under water, some-

times to leaye them dry for many miles. Nor is this force of the influx

and efflux to be broke till it has raised and depressed the waters to 30, 40.

or 5i) feet and aljove. And a like account is to be jriven of lun"r and shal-

low channels or straits, such as tlie Magellanic straits, and those cLan-

neb which environ Etigland. The tide in stkIi port>; and straits, by the

violence of the influx and efflux, is augmented above measure. 15ut on

such shores as lie towards the deep and open sea with a steep di^s^ent,

where the waters may freely rise and fall without that precipitation of

influx and efflux, the proportion of the tides agrees with the forces of the

un and moon.

CoR. 2. Since the moon's force to move the sea is to the force of grm^
as 1 to 2871400, it is evident that this force is far leas than to appear

sensibly ix^ statical or hydrostatical experiments, or even in those of pen-

iulums. It is in the tides only that this force shews itself by any scns^

Ue elfect*

Cob. 3. Because the force of the moon to moTe the sea is to tiie like

force of the sun as 4,4816 to 1, and those forces (by Cor. 14, Prop. LXT^
Book 1) are as the densities of the bodies of the sun and moon and the

eobcs of thdr apparent diameters conjunctly, iihe density of the moon win

be to the density of the sun as 4,4S15 to 1 directly, and the cube of the

moon's diameter to the cube of the sun s diameter inversely
;
that is (see^

ing the mean apparent diameters of the moon and sun are 31' 16j and

32' 12 as 4S91 to 1000. But the density of the sun was to the den-

sity of the earth as 1000 to 4000: and therefore the density of the moon

is to the density of the earth as 4sHl to 4000, or as 11 to 9. Theref ore

the body of the moon is more dense and more earthly than the earth

itself.

Cor. 4. And since the true diameter of the moon (from the observationa

of astronomers) is to the true diameter of the earth as 100 to 365, the

mass of matter in the moon will be to the mass of matter in the earth ai

1 to 39,7S8.

Cor. Ik And the aooeleratiTe grsviiy on the snrfiMe of the moon will bt
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about time timeB ksB than aooelmtiTtt gnmtj on the soi&oe of tbs

earth.

Con, 6. And the distance of the moon's centre from the centre of the

eaxth will he to the distance of the muun ij centre from the commou ceatre

of gravity of the earth and moon as 40,788 to 39,788.

Cob. 7. And the mean distance of the centre of the moon from the

centre of the earth will be (in the moon's octants) nearly GOf of the <rreat-

est semi-diameters of the earth ; for the greatest semi- diameter of (ha

earth was 19658(i00 ParU feet, and the mean diataooe of the centreB of

the earth and moon, consisting of 60| such semi-diameters, is equal to

1187379440 feet. And this distance (by the preceding Cor.) is to the dia-

tanoe of the moon's centre from the common centre of graYitj of the

earth and moon as 40,788 to 39,788 ; which latter distance^ therefor^ if

1156266534 feet And since the moon, in respect of the find 8tai% pct-

forma its reroliition in 27^. 7^ 43}', the Tersed rine of that angle which

tiie moon in a minnte of time describes is 12752341 to the radios

1000,000000,000000 ; and as the radius is to this vened sine, so are

1158268634 feet to 14,7706353 feet. The moon, therefore, falling tow-

ards the earth hy that force which retains it in its orbit, would in one

minute of time describe 14,7706353 feet ; and if we augment this force

in the proportion of 178j | to 177J§, we shall have the total force of

gravity at the orbit of the moon, by Cor. Prop. Ill ; and the moon falling

by this force, in one minute of time would describe 11,8538067 feet. And
at the 60th part of the distance of the moon from the earth's centre, that

is, at the distance of 197896573 feet from the centre of the earth, a body
^

falling by its weight, would, in one second of time, likewise describe

14,8538067 feet And, therefore^ at the distance of 19615800, which

oompose one mean semi-diameter of the earth, a heavy body wonld de-

aeiibe in falling 15,11175, or 15 feet, 1 inch, and d^V liaes^ in the same

time. This will be the descent of bodies in the latitude of 45 degrees.

And by the foregoing tables to be found under Prop^ XX, the descent in •

the latitude of Pom will be a little greater by an excess of about ) parti

of a line. Therefore, by this computation, heavy bodies in the latitode of

Paris falling in raeuo will describe 15 Paris feet, 1 inch, 4|f lines, very

nearly, in one S(c<iiicl of time. And if the gravity l>e diminished by tak-

ing away u (quantity equal to the centrifugal force arising in that latitude

from the earth's diurnal motion, heavy bodies falling there will describe

in one second of time V> feet, 1 inch, and lA line. And with this velo-

city heavy bodies do really fall in the latitude of Poiis, as we have shewn

above in Prop. IV' and XIX.

Cob. 8. The mean distance of the centres of the earth and moon in the

syzygics of the moon is equal to 60 of the greatest semi-diameters of the

earth, subducting only about one 30th part of a semi-diameter; and in the
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moon's quadnttareB the mean dutance of thesmc centresu I

diftmeten of the esrth; for these two distances are to the mean distance if I

the moon in the octants as 619 and 70 to 69 1, by Prop. XXYUL I

Con. 9. The mean distance of the centres of the earth and moon in ike
^

syzygies of the moon is 60 mean semi-diameters of the earth, and a UMi

pan of one semi-diameter; and in the moon^s quadratures the mean dis-

tance of the same centres is (il nuaii semi- diameters of the eitrth, buLduct-

ing one 30th part of one sciiii-diumetcr.

Cor. 10. In the iiK on s sy«ygies its mean horizontal parallax in tiie lat-

itudes .,f (I, ;J0, 45, u2, 60, 1)0 degreed is 57' 2U 57' 16", 57' 14 ,57

12 , r>r 10 57' 3", 57' 1 re.-pi-ctively.

In these computationri I do not consider the niapietic attraction of the

earth, whose quantity is very small and unknown : if this quantity should

-erer be found out, and the measures of degrees upon the meridian, the

lengths of isochronous pendulums in different parallels, the laws of the mo-

tions of the sea, and the moon's parallax, with the apparent diametefS cf

the snn and moon, should be more exactly determined from phmnomena : we

flhodd then be enabled to bring this calculation to a greater accoracf.

PROPOSITION XXXYIU. PROBLEM XUL
To find thefigure of the moon's body.

If the moon^s body were fluid like our sea, the force of tlie earth to raise

that fluid in the nearest and remotest parts would be to tlie force of the

moon by which our sea is raised in the places under and oppusite to the

moon as the accelerativc gravity of the moon towards the eartli to the ac-

celerative gravity of the earth towards the moon, and the diameter of the

moon to the diameter of the earth conjunctly ; that is, as 39,/S8 to 1, and

100 to 366 conjunctly, or as lOSl to 100. Wherefore, since our sea, by

the force of the moon, is raised to S| feet, the lunar fluid would be raised

hj the fofoe of the earth to 93 feet; and upon this account the figure of

the moon would be a spheroid, whose greatest diameter produced would

pass thiongh ike centre of the earth, and exceed the diameters perpendioih

lar thereto bj 186 feet Such a figure^ therefor^ the moon affeeti^ ani

mnst haye pot on from the beginning. CtBlL

Con. Hme it is that the same fooe of the moon always respects the

earth; nor can the body of the moon posnbly rest in auj ther positicii,

but wonld return always by a libratory motion to this situation ; but those

librations, howem, mnst be exceedingly slow, because of the weaknc^^ of

the forces which excite them ; so that the face of the moon, which should

be always obrerted to the earth, may, for the reason ;\i?signed in l^r..].. XVII.

be turned towards the other focus of the moon's orbit, without being im-

mediately drawn back, and converted again towards the earth.
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LEMMA I.

Jf APEp repretent the earth uniformly dense^ marked with the centre C,

ihe poles P, and the equator A£; and if about the cetitre C, with

the radius CP, we suppose the sphere Pape to be described, and QR io

denote the plane oh whic/i a ri^ht line, drawn from the centre of the

9un to the centre of the earth, insists at right angles; and further

suppose that the severalparticles of the whole exterior earth PapAPepE,

tsiihont the height of the said sj)/wn\ endeavour to recede towards this

side and that side from the plane QR, every particle by a force pro-

portional to its distancefrom that plane ; I say, in the first placcj that

the tchole force and efficacy of all the particles that are situate in AK,
the circle of the equator, and disposed uniformly without the ^lobe^

encofnpassins^ the same after tJic maimer of a rin^, fo icheel the earth

about its centre, is to the wholeforce and tfficacy of as many particles

ifI that point A of ihe equator which is at the greatest distance from
the plane QR, to wheel the earth about its centre itrith a like circular

motion, as I to 2. A^tid that circular motion icill Ixi performed about

an axis lying t» ihe conm/on section of the equator and the platte QJL

For let there be deecribed from the centre K, with the diameter IL^ the

0enii-<arcIe INL. Suppose the Bemi-oironmferenoe INL to be divided

Into imuimcraUe equal parts, and fitom the 8e?enl pirtB N to the diameter

Q

IL lei f:ill the sint'S r\M. Then the siirns of the squares of all the sines

NM will be equal to the sums of the squares of the sines KM, and both

sums together will be e<]ual to the sums of the squares of as many semi-

diaiiiettrs Ki\; and therefore the sum of the squares of all the sines NM
will l)e l)ut half so ^reat as the sum of the squares of as xuauy scnu-diam*

eters KN.
Suppose now tlie circumference of the circle AE to be divided into the

like number of little equal parts, and from every such part P a perpen-

dicular FG to be let fall upon the plane Q,R, as well as the perpendicular

AH from the point A. llien the foiee bj whioh the partiole F reoedcs
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from the plane QR will (by supposition) be as that perpendicular FG ; and

this force multiplied by the distance CG will represent the power of ths

particle F to turn the earth round its centre. And, thiercfore, the power

4if a particle in the place F will be to the power of a particle in the place

Aa0FGxGCtoAHxHC;thatifl^aB FC* to AG« : and therefore

(he whole power of all the particles F, in their proper places F, will he to

the power of the like numher of particUs in the phioe A as the sum of all

ihe FG* to the smn of all the AG', that is (by what we haye demonstrated

hefoie), as 1 to 2. OELD.
And because the action of those particles is exerted in (he direction of

lines perpendicnlarly receding from the plane QR, and that equally ficm

each side of this plane, they will wheel about the circumference of thecirde

of the e<]u;it()r, toi^ether with thu adherent body of the earth, round an axis

which lies ud well in the plane Q.R as in that of the equator.

LEMMA n.

The same things still supposed, I sat/, in the second place, that the total

force nr power of all tlie particles situated every where about the sphere

to turn the earth ahout tlie said axis iy to tJie whole force of tlie like

number ofparticles, uniformly disposed round tlie whole circumference

of the equator AE in t/ie fashion of a ringj to turn the whole earth
\

about ioith the lUee cireuitir motion, ae2to6.

For let IK be any lesser dide parallel to

the eqnator AE^ and let li be any two equal

partides in this cird^ situated without the

sphere Vape
;
and if upon the plane QB,

which is at right angles with a radios drawn
|

to the sun, we let fall the perpendienlaTS LM,
l/n, tlic total forces by which these particles

recede from the plane Q,R will be propor-

tional to the perpendiculars LM, If/i. Let

the rifi^ht line be drawn parallel to the

plane Pa/?c, and bisect the same in X ; aud

through the point X draw ))arallel to the plane QR, and meetinj^ the

perpendiculars LM, Im, in N and n : and upon the plane Q,iv let full the

perpendicular XY. And the contrary forces of the particles L and i to

wheel about the earth contrariwise are as LM X MC, and Im X mC ; that

is, as LN X MC + NM x MC, and In X mC— nm x mC ; or LN X
MG + ISM X MC, and LN X fiiG—NM X f»G, and LJi X Mm—
NM X MG + fiiGi ihe difference of the two, is the force of both taken

icgether to torn the earth round. Hie affirmative part of this differoioe

LN X Mm> or dLN X NX, is to 2AH x HG, the force of two partides

«f thesame siie dtnated in A, as LX* to AG' \ and the native part NM
|
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X MC +inC,or2XY X GY^ktoSAH X HC^ibefone of the same

two particles flituated in A» as OX' to AC*. And therefore the difiiarenoe

of the parte, that the force of the two partideB L and taken togethor»

to wheisl the earth ahont, is to the force of two particles, equal to the

former and situated in the place A, to turn in like manner the earth round,

ad LX=» — CX* to AC =
. But if the circumference IK of the circle IK

ifl supposed to be divided into an infinite number of little equal parts L,

all the LX' will be to the like number of IX' as 1 to 2 (by Lem. 1) ; and

to the same number of AC* as IX' to 2AC2 ; and the same number of

CX« to as many AC as 2CX' to 2AC'. Wherefore the united forces

of all the particles in the circumference of the circle IK are to the joint

forces of as many particles in the place A as IX* — 2CX* to 2AC= ; and

ihearefore (by Lem. 1) to the united forces of as many particles in thedir-

onmfercnce of the circle AE as IX« — 2CX* to AC.
Now if P/i^ the diameter of the sphere^ is conceived to be divided into

an infinite number of ec|ual parts, upon which a like number of circles

IK are supposed to insist, the matter in the circumference of every circle

IK will be as IX* ; and therefore the force of that matter to turn the

earth about will be as IX* into IX*— 2CX* ; and the foroe of the same

matter, if it was situated in the circumference of the circle A£^ would be as

IX* into AC*. And therefore the force of all the particles of the whole

matter situated without the sphere in the circumferences of all the circles

is to the force of the like number of particles situated in the circumfer-

ence of the greatest circle AI-l as all the IX- into IX* — 2CX2 to as

many IX» into AC^
;
that as all the AC^ — CX^ into AC= — 3CX*

to as many ^0=« — CX^ into AC^ ;
th:it is, all the AC* — 4AC-' X

CX^ 4- 3CX ' to as many AC* — AC= X CX« ; that is, tiie whole

fluent quantity, whose tiuxion is AC* — 4AC» X CX=^ + 3CX*, to the

whole fluent quantity, whose fluxion is AC* — AC X CX»
;
and, there-

fore, by the method of fluxions, as AC* X CX — * AC x CX' +
{CX^'to AC* X CX— ^AC* X CX^ : that is, if for CX we write the

wholeQpfOr AC^asrVAC' toiACS thatis,as2to5. a£.D.

LEMMA liL

The same things still supposed, I say, in the third placcj that the mo-
/»0» of the whole earth about the oris above-named arisiurr^fr&m the

motions of all the partidea, will be to the motion of the aforesaid ring

about the same axis in a proportion compounded of the proportion of
the nkUfer in the earth to the matter in the ring; and the proportion

of three squares of the quadrantal are of any drele to two squares

of Us diameter, that is, in the proportion of the matter to the matter,

and of the number 9^5275 to the number 1000000.

For tfie motion of a cylinder revolved ahout its quiescent axis is to the
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motion of the inscribed sphere revolved together with it as any four e<|u^

squares to three circles inscribed in tliree of those squares ; and tlie mo-

tion of this cylinder is to the motion of an exceedingly thin ring snr-

roundiiig both sphere and cylinder in their common contact as double the

matter in the cylinder to triple the matter in the rir^ ; and this motion

of the ring, uniformly continued about the axis of the cylinder, is to the

uniform motion of the same about its own diameter performed in the

same periodic time as the drcumferenoe of a circle to doable its diameter

HYPOTHESIS n.

Jf the otherparts of the earth ttere taken away, and the remaining fwg
was carried alone about the sun in the orbit of the earth by the annual

motion^ while by the diurnal motion it teas in the mean time revolved

about its own axis mclined io the plane of the ecliptic by an an^
of 23^ de^reeSf the motion of the e^inodial points would be the

same, whether the ring were fluid, or whether it consisted tf a hard

and rigid matter.

PROPOSITION XXXUL PROBLEM XX.
Tofind the precession of the equinoxes*

The middle horary motion of the moon's nodes in a circular orbit, when

the nodes are in the quadratures, was 10" 35"' 16'\ 36^ ; the half of

wliii'li, S" 17'" 3S'^ IS'', (for the reasons above explained) is the mean h(v

rar) motion of tlie nodes in such an orbit, which motion in a whole side-

real year Ikc hiks 2U° 11' 46". Hocause, therefore, the nodes of the moon

in such an orbit uould be vearly transferred 20^ 11' 46" in antccedcittia ;

and, if there were more moon.«, the motion of the nodes of every one (by

Cor. 16y Prop. LXVI, Book 1) would be as its periodic time; if upon the

surface of the earth a moon was rcv.ilved in the time of a sidereal day,

tiie annual motion of the nodes of this moon would be to 20^ 11' 46" iS

23'>. 56', the sidereal day, to 27\ 7^. 43', the periodic time of our moon,*

that i% as 1436 to 39343, And the same thing would happen to the

nodes of a ring of moons encompassing the earth, whether these mooos

did not mntnally touch each the other^ or whether thej were molten, and

formed into a continued ring, or whether that ring should become rigid

and inflexible.

Let US) then, suppose that this ring is in quantily of matter equal to

the whole exterior earth PapAPepE, which lies without the sphere Pa/w

(see fig. Lem. II) ; and becaiLse this sphere is to that exterior earth as flC*

to AC* — aC^, that is (seeing PC or aC the le.^st ?c'iui-di;iuuter of the

earth is to AC the greatest semi-diameter of the same as 2'2[i to 23(li, as

52441 to 459 ; if this ring encompa.«sed the earth round the equator, and

both together were revolved about the diameter of the ring, the motion of
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the ring {hy ] .cm. Ill) would be to the motion of the inner sphere as 459

to 5:^4 11 and lODUUOO to 92.>2r5 conjunctly, that is, as 4590 to 485223^

and therefore the motion of tlio ring would be to the sum of the motions

of both ring and sphere as 4590 to 489813. Wherefore if tlic ring ad-

heres to the sphere, and communicates its motion to the sphere, l)y which

Us nodes or equinoctial points xeced^ the motion remaining in the ring will

be to its former motion as 4590 to 489S13; upon which acoonnt the

motion of the equinoctial points will be diminished in the same proper*

tion* Wherefore the annnid motion of the equinoctial points of the body,

composed of both ring and sphere^ will be to the motion 20* 11' 46" as

1436 to 39343 and 4590 to 489813 conjunctly, that is^ as 100 to 292369.

But the forces by which the nodes of a numb^ of moons (as we explained

above), and therefore by which the equinoctial points of the ring recede

(that is, the forces 3IT, in fig. Prop. XXX), are in the .several particles

as the ilistauccs of those particles from the plane 0,11 ; and hy these forces

the particles recede from that plane : and therefore (by Lcm. II) if the

matter of the ring was spread all over the .surface of the sphere, after the

fashion of the figure PapAPcp^, in order to make up that exterior part

of the earth, the total force or power of all the particles to wheel about

the earth round any diameter of the equator, and therefore to move the

equinoctial points, would become less than before in the proportion of 2 to

5. Wheref ore tlie annual regress of the ec^uinoxes now would be to 20°

ir 46" as 10 to 73092 ; that is,"would be 9" 56"' 50".

But because the plane of the equator is inclined to that of the ecliptic,

this motion is to be diminished in the proportion of the sine 91706

(which is the co-sine of 23| deg.) to the radius 100000 ; and the remain-

ing motion will now be 9" 7'" 20^% which is the annual precession of the

equinoxes arising from the force of the sun.

But the force of the moon to move the sea was to the force of the sun

nearly as 4,4816 to 1 ; and the force of the moon to move the equinoxes
'
is to that of the sun in thesame proportion. Whence the annual precession

of the equinoxes proceeding from the force of the moon comes out 40^'

52"' 52*\ and the total annual precession arising from the united forces

of both will he 50" 00"' 12'*'. the quantity of which motion agrees with

the phanioiiiciia
;
for the precession of the equinoxes, by a;>tronomical ob-

servations, is about 50" yearly.

If the height of the earth at the equator exceeds its lieic^ht at the

poles by more than 17^ miles, the matter tlicreof will be more rare near

the surface than at the centre; and the prcccs-^ion of the equinoxes will

be augmented by the excess of height, and diminished by the greater rarity.

And now we have described the system of the sun, the earthy moo%
and planeti^ it remains that we add something about the comets.
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LEBiMA IV.

77uU the comets are higher than the moon, and in the regions ^ the

planets,

the comets were placed by astronomers aboYe the moon, because they

were found to have no diurnal parallax, so their annual ]>ara]lax is a c

vincing proof of their descending into the regions of the planets; for all

the comets which move in a direct course according to the order of the

signs, about the end uf their appearance become more than ordinarily slow

or retrograde, if the earth is between them and the sun ; and more than

ordinarily swift, if the earth is approaching to a heliocentric opposition

with them
;
whereas, on the otlier hand, those which move against the or-

der of the signs, towards the end of their appearance appear swifter than

they ought to be, if the earth is between them and the sun ; and slower,

and perhaps retrograde^ if tlie earth is in the other side of its orbit And

these appearances proceed chiefly from the diverse sitttatioiis which the

earth acquires in the course of its motion, after the same manner as it hap-

pens to the planctSj which appear sometimes retrograde, sometimes moie

slowly, and sometimes more swiftly, progressivo^ according as the moti<m of

the earth falls in with that of the planet, or is directed the contrary way.

If the earth move the same way with the comet, hut, by an angular motum
about the sun*, so much swifter that right lines drawn from the earth to

the comet converge towards the parts beyond the com^ the comet seen

firom the eardi, because of its slower motion, will appear retrograde : and

even if the earth is slower than the comet, the motion of the eanli king

subducted, the motion of the comet will at least a[»pcar retarded ; but if the

earth tends the contrary way to that of the comet, the motion of the comet

will from thence appear accelerated; and frum this appurent acccleratiuD,

or retardation, or regres.sive motiou, the distance of the comet may be in-

ferred in this manner. Let TQA,
TU.B, TQC, be three observed lotf-

gitudes of the comet about the time

of its first appearing, and TQF its

last observed longitude before its

disappearing. Draw the right line

ABC, whose parts AB, BC, inter-

cepted between the right lines CIA

and QB, QB and QC, may be one to the other as the two times hetveoi

the three first observations. Produce AG to G, so as AG may be to AB
as the time between the first and last observation to the time between the

first and second ; and join QG, Now if the comet did move uniformly iu

a right line, and the earth citiier stood still, or was likewise carried for-

wards iu a right liue by an uniform motion, the angle TQG would be the
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oQgitude of the comet at the time of the hst observation. The angle,

lieirefore, FQG, which is the differeiioe of the longitnde, proceeds £rom the

nequality of tho motioos of the oomet ind the earth ; and this angle, if

the earth and oomet move contrary waji^ is added to the angle TdG, and

aooeleratea the apparent motion of the oomet; bat if the oomet move the

same way with tlie earth, it is snbtraofted, and eiUier ntaids the motion off

the comet, or perhaps renders it retrograde, as we haye bnt now eiplained.

Tliia angle, therefore^ proceeding ducfly firom the motion of tibe earth, is

justly to be esteemed the parallax of the comet
;
neglecting, to wit, some

little increment or decrement that may arise from the unequal motion of

the cuinet in its orbit; and from this parallax we thus deduce the distance

of the comet. Let S represent the sun, acT v
the orb is rna^infs, a the earth's place in the

first observation, c the place of the earth in

the third obscrvution, T the place of the

eartb in the last observation, and TX a right Y\
line drawn to the beginning of Aries. Set ' \ \^ *jr

off the angle TTV equal to the angle TQP, \ N^^il^^^^
t&at is, eqxial to the longitude of the comet •

^^^^''''''^''^^^^n^^^^
at tbe time when the earth is in T; join £MV

and prodnce it to g", so as og^ may be to oe / V
as AG to AC ; and g will be the place At [ M n

whiflh the eari^ wonld have arriTed in the V Jhr

^me of the last obserration, if it had con- \ /
tinued to move uniformly in the right line

ac. Wherefore, if we draw j»arallel to Tt, and make the angle Tf^Y
equal to the angle TQG, this angle TgY will be equal to the longitude of

the comet seen from tlie ])lace g-, and the angle TVs;' will be the parallax

which arises from the earth's being transferred from the place ^ into tho

place T ; and therefore V will be the place of the comet in the plane of the

ecliptic And this place V is commonly lower than the orb of Jnpiter.

The same thing may be deduced from the incurvation of the vray of the

comets; for these bodies move almost in great circles, while their velocity

is gnat; bnt about the end of their course^ when that part of their appa-

rent motion which arises from the parallax beats a greater pxoportion to

their whole apparent motion, tiiey commonly deviate from those dxelei^ and

when the earth goes to one side, they deviate to the other; and this deflex-

ion, because of its corresponding with the motion of the earth, must arise

chiefly from the parallax ; and the quantity thereof is so considenble^ as^

hy my computation, to place the disappearing comets a good deal lower

than Jupiter. Whence it follows that when they approach nearer to us in

their perigees and perihelions they often descend below the orbs of Man
' a&d the inferior planets.
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The near approach of the comets is farther confirmed from the light of

their heads; for the light of a, celestial body, illuminated by the sun. and

receding to remote parts, is diminished in the quadruplicate proporiion of

the distance : to wit, in one duplicate proportion, on account of the increase

of the distance from the sun, and in another duplicate proportion, on ac-

count of the decrease of the apparent diameter. Wherefore if ^^"'h the

quantity of liirlit and the apparent diameter of a comet are i^iveii, its dis-

tance will be also [riven, by taking the distance of the comet to the distance

of a planet in the direct proportion of their diameteis and the reciprocal

Bubduplicate proportion of their lights. ThnSy in the comet of the jear

1682, Mr. Flamsted observed with a telescope of 16 feet, and measured

with a micrometer, the least diameter of its head, 2' 00; but the nacleaB

or star in the middle of the head scaxcdy amounted to the tenth park of

this measnre; and therefore its diameter was only 11" or 12" ; bat in tlie

light and splendor of its head it snrpassed that of the comet in the year

16S0, and might be compared with the stars of the &8t or second magni-

tode. Let ns suppose that Satnm with its ring was abont fonr times more
lucid ; and because the light of the ring was almost eqnal to the light of

the globe within, and the apparent diameter of the globe is abont 21", and

therefore the united light of both globe and ring would be equal to the

light of a globi' w hose diameter is 30", it follows that the distance of the

comet was to the distance of ^Saturn as 1 to ^/4 inversely, and \2" to 30

directly ; that is, as 21 to 30, or 4 to 5. Again ; the comet in the month

of April 1665, as iit ielins informs us, excelled almost all the fixed stars

in splendor, and even Saturn itself, as being of a much more vivid colour;

for this comet was more lucid than that other wliich had appeared about

the end of the preceding year, and had been compared to the stars of the

fiist magnitude. The diameter of its head was about 6' ; but the nucleus^

compared with the planets by means of a telescope, was plainly less than

Jupiter; and sometimes judged less, sometimes judged equal, to the globe

of Satnm within the ring. Since, then, the diameters of the heads of the

comets seldom exceed 8' or 12', and the diameter of the nucleus or central

star is bat about a tenth or perhaps fifteenth part of the diameter of the

head, it appears that these stars are generally of about the same apparent

magnitude with the planets. But in r^ard that thdr light may be often

compared with the light of Saturn, yea, and sometimes exceeds i^ it is eri-

dent that all comets in their perihelions must either be placed below or not

fKt aboye Satnm ; and they are much mistaken who remove them almost

as far as the fixed stars : for if it was so, the comets could reodye no more

light from our sun tlian our planets do from the \\\v^\ stars.

So far we have gone, without considerini; the obscuration which comets

suffer from that plenty of thick smoke whicli encompasseth tbeir hiad**,

and through which the heads always shew dull, as through a cloud ; for by
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how much the more a body is obecured by this smoke, by so much the more

near it must be allowed to come to the sun, that it may vie with the plan-

ets in the quantity of light which it reflects. Whence it is probable that

the comets deecend far below the orb of Saturn, as we proved before from

their parallaZi But, above all, the thing is evinced from their tails, which

must be owing either to the sun's light reflected by a smoke arising from

them, and dispersing itself through the nther, or to the light of thdr own

heads. In the former oas^ we must shorten the distance of the cometa^

lert we be obliged to allow that the smoke arising from their heads is

propagated through such a vast extent of space, and with such a Telocity

and expansion as will* seem altogether incredible; in the latter cas^ the

whole light of both head and tail is to be ascribed to the central nucleus.

But, then, if we suppose all this light to be united and condensed within

the disk of the nucleus, certainly the nucleus will by far exceed Jupiter

itself in splendor, especially wlicn it emits a very lar^^e and lucid tail. If,

therefore, under a Kss apparent diameter, it rotlects more light, it must be

much more illuminated by the sun, and therefore much nearer to it ; and

tile same argument will bring down the heads of comets sometimes within

the orb of Venus, viz., when, being hid under the sun's rays, they emit such

huge and splemlid tails, like beams of fire, as soim t imes they do : for if all

that light was supposed to be gathered together into one star, it would

soni( times exceed not one Venus only, but a great many such united

into one.

Lastly; the same thing is inferred from the light of the heads, whidi
increases in the recess of the comets from the earth towards the sun, friyd

decreases in their return from the sun towards the earth ; for so the comet
of the year 1665 (by the observations of Hevelius), from the time that it

was first seen, was always losing of its apparent motion, and therefore had
abeady passed its perigee ; but yet the splendor of its head was daily in-

creasing, till, being hid under the sun's rays, the comet ceased to appear.

The comet of the year 1683 (by the observations of the same Hevdws\
about the end of July, when it first appeared, moved at a very slow rate,

advancing only about 40 or 45 minutes in its orb in a day's time
;
but

from that time '\is diurnal motion was continually upon the increase, till

September 4, when it arose to about 5 degrees; and therefore, in all this

interval of time, the comet was approaching to the earth. Which is like-

wise proved from the diameter of its head, measure<l with a micrometer;
for, A?/:rusf 0, IJtvdiiu found it only G' 0."^ including tli" 'oma, which,
Seplcf/i/ji r 2 he observed to be 9' 07", and therefore it.s head appeared far

less about the beginning than towards the end of the motion; though
about the b-irinrnn.:. because nearer to the sun, it appeared far more lucid

than towards the end, as the same Hevelius deolarea Wherefore in all

this interval of time, on account of its recess from the sun, it decreased
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in qklcodori notwifhstanding its aooos towaids ilie eartk The oomei of

the year 1618, about the middle of December, and that of the jear 1680^

aboat the end of the same month, did both move with their greatest rdo-

cityi and were therefore then in tiieir perigees ; but the greatest splendor

of their heads was seen two weeks before, when they had just got dear of

the son's ra^s ; and the greatest splendor of their tails a little more early,

when yet nearer to the sun. The head of the former comet (according to

the observations of Cysatris), December 1, appeared greater than the stars

of the first inagiiitude : and, December 16 (thcu iii the perigee), it was

hut little diminished in magnitude, but in the gplendor and brightness of

its light a great deal. January 7, Kepler^ being,, uncertain about the

head, left off observing. December 12, the head of the latter comet wu3

seen and observed by Mr. Fla/nsted, when but 9 degrees distant from the

sun; which is scarcely to be done in a star of the third magnitude, De^

cember 16 and 17, it appeared as a star of the third magnitude, its lustre

being diminished by the brightness of the clouds near the setting snn.

December 2% when it moved with the greatest Yelooity, being almost in

its perigee, it was less than the mouth of Pegasits, a star of the third

magnitude. January 3, it appeared as a star of the fourth. January %
as one of the fifth. January 13, it was hid by the splendor of the moon,

then in her increase. January it was searcdy equal to the stats of

the seventh magnitude. If we compare equal intervals of time on ona

side and on the other from the perigee we shall find that the head of the

«nnet, which at both intervals of time was far^ but yet equally, removed

from the earth, and should have therefore shone wi^ equal splendor,

peared brightest on the side of the perigee towards the sun, and disap-

peared on the other. Therefore, from the great difference of light in the

one situation and in the other, wc conclude the great vicinity of the sun

and comet in the former ; for the light of comets uses to be regular, and

to appear greatest when the heads move fastest, and are therefore in their

perigees excepting in so far as it is increased by their nearness to the

Bun.

Cor. 1. Therefore the comets shine by the sun's light, which they reflect

Cob. 2. From what has been said, we may likewise understand why

comets are so fre<|uently seen in that hemisphere in which the sun ifi, and

80 seldom in the other. If they were visible in the regions far above

Saturn, they would appear more frequently in the parts opposite to the

sun; for such as were in those parts would be nearer to the earth, whereas

the presence of the son must obscure and hide those that appear in the

heodsphere in which he is. Yet, looking over the history of comeiBb I

find that four or five times more have been seen in the hembphere towanli

the sun than in the opponte hemisphere; besidei^ without doubt, not a

few, which have been hid by the light of the sun: for comets desoeoding
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into our p«rtB naihflr emit nor aroso well illuminated by thown,

88 to dieoorer themeelTcs to our naked eym» until tbej are come nearar to

10 tlian Jnpiter. But the £ur greater part of tliat aplierieal apaee^ whidi

is dowribed abont the son so amiU an interval, lies on tbat ride of

the earth wbieh regards the son ; and the eomete in that greater part ace

commonly move atrongly illuminated, as being for tiie most part nearer to

the sun.

Luu. 3. Hence also it is evident that the celestial spaces arc void of

resistance ; for though the comets are carried in oblique paths, and some-

times contrary to the course of the planets, yet they move every way with

the greatest freedom, and preserve their motions for an exceeding long

time, even where contrary to the course of the planets. 1 am out in my
judgment if they are not a sort of planets revolving in orbits returning

into themselves with a perpetual motion
;

for, as to what some writers

oontend, that they are no other than meteors, led into this opinion by the

perpetual changes that happen to their headfl^ it seems to have no fotmdlk

lion : fur the heads of comets are encompamed with huge atmospherei^

and the lowermost parts of these atmospheres must be the densest; and

therefore it is in the eloods only, not in the bodies of the oomets tiiem*

selves, that these changes are seen. Thns the earth, if it was vieired from

the planets, would, withont all doubt, shine by the light of its clouds^ and

the solid body would scarcely appear through the surrounding doudSi

Thus also the bdts of Jupiter are fionned in the donds of tbat planet,

for th^r change theirposition one to another, and the solid body of Jiq»iter

is hardly to bo seen through them ; and much more must the bodies of

comets be hid under their atmospheres, which are both deeper and thicker.

PROPOSITION XL. THEOREM XX.
That ifie comets move in some of the conic sections, havins^ their foci

in tfte centre of t/ie sun ; and by radii draxcn to the sun desaibe

areas proportional to the times.

This proposition appears from Cor. 1, Prop. Xlli, Book 1, compared

trith Prop. VIII, XII, and XIII, Book HI.

Cor. 1. Hence if comets are revolved in orbits returning into tliem-

selvei^, those orbits will be ellipses ; and their periodic times be to the

periodic times of the planets in the sesquiplicate proportion of their prin*

mpal axes. And therefore the comets, which fur the most part of their

course are higher than the planets, and upon that account describe orbits

with greater axes, will require a longer time to finish their revolutions.

Hius if the axis of a comet's orbit was four times greater than the axis

of the orbit of Saturn,- the time of the rerolutlon of the comet would be

to the time of the rerolntion of Saturn, that ii^ to 30 yeai% as 4 ^ 4
(or 8) to 1, and would therefore be 240 yean.
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, Cor. 3. Bnt their orbits will be so to parabolas, that parabohB

may be used for them without sensible error.

Cob. 3L And, therefore, by Cor. 7, Pro}). XYl, Book 1, the yelocttj of

ereiy comet will always be to the velocity of any planet^ supposed to be

molved at ihe same distanoe in a ciide about the sun, nearly in the snV-

dnplioate proportion of double the distanoe of the planet from the centre

of the son to the distance of the comet from the son's centre, very nearl/«

Let OS suppose the radios of the orbU ma^nus, or the greatest semi-

diameter of the ellipsis which the earth.describes, to consist of 100000000

parts; and then the earth by its mean diomal motion will describe

ir20212 of those parts, and TliyTri}^ by its horary motion. And there-

fore the comet, id the suiiic mean distance of the earth from the sun, with

a velocity ^vliicK is to the velucity of the earth as v/ 2 to I, would by its

diurnal motion Jiscribe 2V.i27i7 parts, and 101364^ parts by its horary

motion. But at greater or less distance.-? Ix^tli the diurnal and horary

motion will be to this dinrnal«and horary moti' n in the reciprocal subdu-

plicate proportion of the distances, and is therefore j^iven.

Cob. 4. Wherefore if the laiua rectum of the parabola is quadruple of

tiie radios of the orbis magmts, and the sqoare of that radios is sup-

posed to consist of 100000000 parts, the area which the comet will daily

describe by a radios drawn to the snn will be 1216373} paria, and the

horary area will be 50682^ parts. Hot, if the laius recium is greater

or less in any proportion, the dinmal and horary area will be leas or

greater in the sobdoplicate of the same proportion reciprocaUy.

LEMMA y.

Tofold a curve line of ihe parabidic kind which shall jxiss through Any

s^ivm number of poifUs.

Let those points he A, B, C, D, E, F, d&o, and from the same to any

right line HN, given in position, let fall as many perpendicolais AH, BI»

CK, DL, EM, FN, &c
b 2b Zb 45 5b

c 2c 3c 4c

d 2d 3d

e 2e

Case 1. K HI, IK, KL, <kc., the intervals of the points H, I, K, Bl^

N, d^ are equal, take b, 2b, 36, Ab, 56, d&c., the first differences of the per*

pcndiculars AH, BI, CK, <fce.: their second differences c, 2c, 3c, 4c, (fcc;

ihdr third, <i, Stil, 3tf, d&c, that is to say, so as AH — BI may he^b,Bl

h\ M N
H ]r n
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— CK«t26,CK— DL-=c36,DL + £M=«.46,~£M + FN
6cc. : then 6— 26 as ^ fto, and so on to the last difference^ which ia Imm
/*. Then, erectiiig any porpendicakr RS, which may be oonsidefed ae aa

OTdinaie of the eunre reqnixed, in <nder to find tiw loigili of tint ftrdinitfy

Buppoae the intervaLi HI, IK, KL, Llf,d^ to benmtB» andkt AH-«ii^— HS«i]^ ij>into^IS->7, i^into + SK» r, into +SL«4^
is into + SM #; prooeeding, to wit> to ME^ the last perpendienk^ hat

ODfl^ and prefixing negative signs before the tenns HS, IS, 6cc^ whioh lie

from S towards A ; and alBrm»tiye signs before the terms SK, SIj,

which lie on the other side of the point S
;
and, obgerTing well the sign%

RS will be= a + i»/? + + rfr + ef + //, +
Case 2. But if HI, IK, 6cc., the intervals of the points H, I, K, L, 6cc^

are uneqnal, take 6, 2b, 36, Ab, 5b, «kc^ the first differences of the perpen-

diculars AH, BI, CK, 6cc., divided by the intervals between those perpen-

diculars
;

c, 2c, 3c, 4c, <fcc., their second differences, divided by the intervals

between every two
;
d, 2rf, 3d, <fcc, their third differences, divided by the

intervals between every three; e, Se, t^eir fourth differences, divided

by the interrals between every font ; and so forth ; that is, in such manncft

* A u
AH^BI BI—

C

K CK-DL .
that 6 may be «=—gj—, 2o ==—

—

, 36 «=6 —
, then

c--g^,2c _,3c---^-,&c,thenrf--jjj^,2rf

2e— 3c
mm— —^ &e. And those difoenoes being fonnd, let AH be

HS = p,p into — IS = 9, 7 into + SK = r, r into + SL = s into

+ SM = t
;
proceeding, to wit, to ME, the last perpendicular but onej

and the ordinate RS will he= a + bp -^- cq + dr es -\- ft, -\- <fec

Cor. Hence the areas of all curves may be nearly found ; for if some

number of points of the curve to be squared are found, and a parabola be

supposed to be drawn through those points, the area of this parabola will

be nearly the same with the aii^a of the enrvilinear figure proposed to be

squared : but the parabola can be always squared geometrically by methods

vulgarly known.

LEMMA YL

Certain obMrved plaeet of a eomei bring given, io find tkeplaee ef the

eame to any intermeduUe given Hme,

Let HI, IK, KL, LM (in the preceding Fig.), represent the times between

the observations
;
HA, IB, KC, LD, ME, five observed longitudes of the

comet ; and HS the given time between the first observation and the longi-

tude required. Then if a regular curve ABCDE is supposed to be drawn

through the points A, B, C, D, E, and the ordinate RS is found out by the

preceding lemma, K& will be the longitude required.
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After Uio suie sMtliod, from five obeerved laiitiidea^ we may find Um
ktitode to « giTon iimt.

tf the diffsraioaB of tiie obscrvei longitudes are small, suppose of 4 or 5

d^gteq^ihreeof four obMrvatioiiBwiU be euffioifliLt to find a new loii^tude

and latitude; but if thedifoenocB aregnater,aaof 10 or 20 d^giea^fire

obeerratioiis ought to be naed.

LEMMA VIL

Through a given point P to drawarighi lim BC, v/leie porlit PB, PC»

cut off by two right lines AB, AC, g¥MnmpoMonf map one lo lAe

other in a given proportion,

W i\ From the given point P suppose any right line

PD to be drawn to either of the right lines given,

as AB; and produce the same towards AC, the

other given right line, as far as E, so as PE may

be to PD in the £:;iven proportion. Tjet EC be

parallel to AD. Draw CPB, and PC wiU be to PB
asPEtoPD. O.EJ'.

LEMMA Vra.

Zee ABC he a parabola, having its focus in S. By the chord AC bi-

MBied inlcuiiffthe segment ABCI, whose diameter is 1m atid vertex

^ 1/t produced take fiO equal to one half of Iju. Join OS, and

pr9du»itiof,soa8B€maybee9ualto2SO, Now, supposing a conui

to iwofeetii/Ae arc OBA,dr»w{B,CMtttiig'AC tnE; Isay,thepomi

EwUlaUofffrom th» ehn^AC the segmeni AE, iiear/y propariwrnU

to thB time.

For if we join EO, cutting the parabolie are ABC in Y, and drawftX

touching the same arc in the vertex f*, and meeting EO in thecnrri-

linear area AEX/iA will be to the curvilinear area ACYfiA aeAE to AC

;

and, therefore, since the triangle ASE is to the triangle ASO in the same

proportion, the whole area ASEX/iA will be to the whole area ASCYf*A as
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ABtoAC. Biife,beeaiBe|Ouio80as3tol,a]idEOtoXOiniheiiiiie

proportioii, SX be pmlld to EB ; aiid, therdbre, jombg BX, tlw tri*

angle 8EB will be equal to die triangle XEB. Whmfere if to the aiea

ASBXnAwe add tbe triangle EXB, and from thesum sabdnetllietriangle

8EB, there will lemaifi theam ASBX/<A, eqaal to &eam ASEX/iA, and

therefore in proportion to the area ASCYfiA as AE to AC. But the am
ASB\>A is nearly cviual to the area ASBXaA ; and this area ASBY/iA

is to the area ASCY/xA as the time of description of the arc AB to the

time of description of the whole arc AC; and, therefore, AE is to AC
nearly in the proportion of the times. Q.E.D.

Cor. When the point B falls upon the vortex f» of the parabola^ A£ ig

to AC accurately in the proportion of the times.

SCHOLIUM.

If we join ^ cutting AC in d, and in it take in proportion to /uB as

STMI to IGM//, and draw Bn, this Bn will cut the chord AC, in the pro-

portion of the timcfl^ more accurately than before ; but the point 71 ia to be

taken bejond or on this side tbe point aocording as the point B is

more or leas distant from the principal vertex of the parabola than the

point /!• •

LEMMA IX.

AV
The rigid lines ifi and /4M, and the length are e^ml among thm"

sdves.

For 4S/i IS the lutus rectum of the parabola belonging to the vertex /u.

LEMMA X.

Produce Sn to N mid P, so as /iN may he one third of /il, and SP may
be to SN as S\ to Su, ; and in the time that a comet would describe

the arc A/iiC, ij it iras supposed to move always forwards with the ve-

locity which it liath in a height eqwd to iSP, it would describe a length

equal to the chord AC.
For if the comet with the velocity

which it hath in fft was in the said time

supposed to moYe uniformly forward in

theright line which touches the parabola

in /I, theam which it would describe by

a radios drawn to the point S would be

equal to the parabolic area ASC/*A ; and

therefore the space contained under the

leng^th described in the tangent and the

length S/Awould be to the space contained under the iengthdAC and SM as the
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area ASC/iA to the triangle ASC, that is, as SN to SM. Wherefore AC
is to the length described in the tangent as Sfx to SN. Bat since the Te-

locity of the comet in the height SP (by Cor. 6, Prop. XYL, Book I ) is to

th« Toilocity of the same in the height in the reciprocal subduplicate

proportion of SP to Sf<, that is, in the proportion of Sfi to SN, the length

4flfBhbed with this velocity will be to the length in the same time deacribei

in tiM tugoit 18 6f» to SN. Wherefore ainoe AC, end the length deeoribed

with this new veloeity, am in the seme proportion to the length deMribed

in the tangent, Qaj most be eqnal betwixt themselfeaL CtELD.

Cob. ThecdTore % comet, with that yelocity whieh it hath in the height

9^ + wonld in the saimB time deaoribe the chord AC nearly.

LEMMA XL

If a cornet void of all motion was let fallfrom the hei^^ht SN, or Su -f-

llfij towards the swij and was stUL impelled to the sun by tJie same

/orcB uniformly continued by which it was impelled at first, t/te same,

in one half of that time m which it might describe the arc AC in its

mm ofM, would in deeeendinff describe a space e^ual to the length

For in the same time ihat the comet would require to describe tilie par*-

bolic arc AC, it would (by the last Lemma), with that Telocity which it

hath in the height SP, describe the chord AC : and, therefore (by Cor. 7,

Prop. XVI, Book 1), if it was in the same time supposed to revolve by the

force of its own gravity in a circle whose semi-diameter was SP, it would

describe an arc of that circle, the length of which would be to the chord

of the parabolic arc AC in the subduplicate proportion of 1 to 2. Where-

fore if with that weight, which in the height SP it hath towards the sun,

it should fall from that height towards the sun, it would (by Cor. 9,

Prop. XVI, Book I) in half the said time describe a space equal to the

sqmffe of half the said chord applied to quadruple the height SP, that ii^

AI*
it would describe the space ^gp. Bat since the weight of the comet

towards the son in the height SN is to

the weight of the same towards the

son in the height SP as SP to^ the

comet, by the -weight which it hath in

the height SN, in falling from that

height toward^) the sun^ would in the

AI*
same time describe the space— ; that

is, a space eqnal to the length 1^ or

mM. ojia
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PROPOSITION XLL PROBLEM XXL
Dnm t/vm obsavations given to determine the orbit of a comet moeing

in a parabola.

* This bang ft Problem of ycry great difficQltj, I tried many methods of

vesolTing it ; and sereral of these Problems^ the oomposition whereof I

have giyen in the first Book, tended to this purpose. But afterwazds I

oontriTed the following solution, which is something more simple.

Select three observations distant one from another by intervals of time

nearly e<{ual ; bnt let that interval of time in which the comet moves

more slowly be somewhat grreater than the other
;

so, to wit, that the dif-

ference of the times may be to the sum of the times as the sum of the

times to about 600 days ; or that the point £ may fall upon M nearly,

and may err therefrom rather towards I than towards A. If such direct

observations are not at hand, a new place of the comet must be found, bj

Ijem* TL
Let S represent the sun

;
T, t, r, three places of the earth in the orbu

magnus; TA, tBj tCj three observed longitudes of the comet; V the

time between the first observation and the^econd ; W the time between

the second and the third; X the length which in the whole time Y + W
0

T

the eomet might describe with that velocity which it hath in the mean

distanoe of the eaith from the sun, which lengtii is to be found by Cor. %
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Prop. XL, Book III ; and /V a perpendicular upon the chord Tr. In the

mean obBerved longitude /B take at pleasure the point B, tot the place of

the comet in the plane of the ecliptic ; and firom thence, towards the gum

8, draw the line BE, which may be to the pefpeodicular tV as the content

Wider SB and S^' to the cube of the bypothenusc of the right angled iri-

ai^k^ wlioee adee ere 83, end the tangent of the klitade of the comet ia

the aeoond obeemtion to the ndine <B. And throng^ the point fi (by

Lenuna Til) draw tiie right line AEC, whose parteAE and EC, tenninat*

ing in the right linee TA*and tC. may be one to the other as the times Y
aaiW : then A and C will be nearly the plaoee of the comet in the plaae

el the ebliptic in the fint and third obeerratiou^ if B wae its place

rightly aaanmed in the seoond.

Upon AC, bisected in I, erect the perpendicular It. Through B draw

the obscure line Bt parallel to AC. Join the obscure lino 8i, cutting AC
in A, and complete tiie parallelogram il A//. Take lo e^uaJ to 3IA ; and

through the sun S draw the obscure line o$ equal to 'SSo 4- 3 iA. TTien,

cancelling the lettcrfl A, E, C, I, from the point B towards the point

draw the new obscure line BE, which may be to the former BK in the

duplicate proportion of the distance BS to the quantity -f ] iA. And
through the point E druw again the riijht line AEC by the same rule as

before ; that is, so as its parts AE and EC may be one to the other as the

timee Y and W between the obsenrationa. Thoe A and C will be the

places of the comet more accurately.

Upon AC, bisected in I, erect the perpendiculars AM, CN, lO, of which

AM and CN may be the tangents of the latitudes in the first and third db-

amation% to the radii TA and tC. Join MN, cutting |0 in O. Draw the

leotaagnlarparaUdogramtlAfiy as before. In IA prodnoed take ED eqnal to

Qfft + I Then in lIN,#owards N, take MP, which may be to the

abore firand length X in the enbduplicate proportion of the mean distance

of the eartii from the snn (or of the semi-diameter of the or6it ma^mut)
to the distance OD. If the point P &11 npon the point N; A, B, and C,

will be three places of the comet, through which its orbit is to be descriM
in the plane of the ecliptic. But if the point P fulls not upon the point

N, in the right line AC take CG equal to NP, so as the points G aud P
may lie on the same side of the line NC.
By the same method as the points E, A, C, G, were found from the

-sumed point B, from other points b and fi assumed at pleaFure, find out the

new points e, a, c, ^ ; and a, y. ITien through G, g, and y, draw the

circumference of a circle Gory, cutting the right line tC in Z : and Z will

be one place of the oomet in the plane of the ecliptic. And in AC, aCj ac,

taking AF, of, eqnal respectively to CG, eg, xy
;
through the points F,

ff and 0, draw the circumference of a circle F/(f>, cutting the right lineAT
kkX; and the point X will be another place of the comet in the plane of
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the ecliptic And at the points X and Z, erecting the tangents of the

latitodeB of the comet to the radii TX and rZ, two places of the comet in

its own orbit will be determined. Lastly, if (by Prop. XIX., Book 1) to

the focus S a parabola is described ptasin^^ through those two plaoes^ this

p«rabola will be the orbit of the comet. Q.RL
The demonstration of this constraction follows from the preoeding Lem-

msfl^ becanse the right line AO is eat in E in the proportion of the timci^

hy Lem. Tit, as it onght to be, bj Lem. TIEL; and BI^ by Lem. XL, is a

,

portion of the right line BS or in the plane of the eeliptk^ intercepted

hetween the are ABC and the chord AEG; and MP (by Cor. Lem. X) is

the length of the chord of that arc, which the comet should describe in its

proper orbit between the first and third observation, and therefore is eqnal

to MN, providing 13 is a tme place of the comet in the plane of the

ecliptic.

But it will be convenient to assume the points B, b, /3, not at random,

but nearly true. If the angle AQ,/, at which the projection of the orbit in

the plane of the ecliptic cuts the right line /B, is rudely known, at that

angle with B^ draw the obscure line AC, which may be to §Tt in the sub-

duplicate ])roportion of SO, to St
;
and, drawing the right line SEB so as

its part EB may be equal to the length V/, the point B will be determined,

which wo are to use for the first time. Then, cancelling the right line

AC, and drawing anew AC according to the preceding construction, and,

moreover, finding the length MP, in^B take the point 6, by this rule, that,

if TA and tO intersect each other in Y, the distance Yb may be to the

distance YB in a proportion componnded of the proportion of MP to MN,
and the sobdnplicate proportion of SB to S& And bj the ssme mslhod

yon may find the third pointA if yon please to i^eat tfaeopcmtion the

tiiird time ; bat if this method is followed, two operations generally will be

sufficient; ibr if the distance B6 hsppens to be Tfiy small, sflcr the poinis

F,/, and G, g, are fbnnd, draw the right lines F/and Qg, and thfly wiU

cot TA and tO in the points required, X and Z,

BXAMPLS.

Let the comet of the year IGSO be proposed. The following table shews

the motion thereof, as observed by Flanisted, and calculated afterwards by

him from his observations, and corrected by Dr. UaUey from the same oh-

serrations.
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TinM.

1660. Jkc. 12

21

U
26

Sun's

Appar.i True. 1 Longitude.

h. "

4.46

6.32i
6.U
5.14

29|7.55

30 8.4)2

1681, Jim. 6 S.91
9'6.49

10,5.54

13

25
30
o

6.56

7.44

8.07

() '20

5i6.50

Longitude. iLat. N.

.30| 8.28. 0

.12.21.42.131

.23{25.28. S\

.13'27.00 52

.41 28,09.58

.20128. 11.53

.53 26.15. 7

.0424.11.56

.5023.43.52

.4822.17.28

. 0

.51

53

.06

17.56.30

16.42.18
16.04.

15.27. 3

To iliMe you may add some obaemtioiui of mine.

1

Ap.
Time

1681, Feb. 25
27

1

2

5

7
9

Loogitnde.

h.

8.30

8.15

11. 0
8. 0

11.30

9.30

8.801

Comet's

26.16.85

27.04.30

27.52.42

28.12.48

29.18. 0

0. 4. 0
0.48.

• t •

12.46.46

12.36 12

12.23.40

12.19.38

18.03.16

11.57. 0

.45J»2411

These observations were made by a telescope of 7 feet, with a microme-

ter and threads placed in the focus of the telescope
;
hy which instruments

vre determined the positions both of the fixed stars among themselves!, and

of the comet in respect of the fixed stars. Let A represent the star of the

fourth ma^itude in the left heel of Perseiis {Bayer's o), B the following

star of the third magnitude in the left foot [Bayer's C), C a star of the

•izth magnitude {Bayer's n) in the hod of the same foot, and D, F, G,

^ K, Ii» Bf, N, O, d, other smaller stars in tho same foot;

and lot jD^ P, Ri T, X, lepresent tho plaoes of the oomet in tho

obsemtions aboYo setdown
;
and, reckoning the distanceAB of 80,^ parta^

AC was eat of Oiose parts; BC, 58| ;
AD, 57/,; BD, SS/r; CD, 83f

;

AE, 294 ;
CE, ^T^i ;

DE, 49H ;
AI, 27 ,\ ;

BI, 52\ ;
CI, 36f, ;

DI, 53^

;

AK,39}; BK, 43; CK, 3H; FK, 29; FB, 23; FC, 36| ;
AH, ISj;

DH, 60f; BN, 46,^5; CN, 31 1; BL. 15/,; NL, 3I4. HO was to HI

as 7 to 6, and, produced, did pass between the stars D and E, so as the

distance of the star D from this right line was ^Cl). LM was to LN as

2 to 9, and. produced, did pass through the star H. Thus were the posi-

tions of the fixed stars determined in respect of one another.
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Mr. Pmmi has siiioe olmmd % seooad time the poeidoiif of tiicie fiiad

Stan amongst thcmsdvca^ and collected their longitudes and laHtiides so*

cording to the following tabK

The
find

A
B
G
IE
P
G
H

Their
LoagitndM

26.41.50

28.40.23

27.58.30

«e.«7.1T
28.28.37

26.56. 8

27.11.45

27.25. 2
27.42. 7

Latitude

North.

fixed

12. 8.36

11.17.54

12.40.25

L
M
N

Their
Longitodea

i2.se. 7 z
11.52.22

12. 4.58

12. 2. 1

11.53.11

11.53.261.

a
a
y

29.33.34

29.18.54

28.48.29

te.44.4e
29.52. 3

0. 8.23

0.40.10

1. S.20

Latitude

12. 7.48
12. 7.20

12.31. 9
ll.S7.ie

11.55.48

11.48.56

11.65.18

11.30.4

1
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The positioDS of the comet to these fixed stus were obBenred to be m
follow

:

Friday, Eebmary 25, O.S. at 8^^ P. M. the distance of the comet inp
from the star E was leas than -^jAE^ and greater than jAE, and therefore

nearly equal to t\AE ; and the angle A/'E was a little obtnae, but almoet

right For from A, letting fall a perpendienlar on j»E^ the diatanoe of tbe

eomet from that perpendicolar waa ipE.

The 8ame nigh^ at 9y^, the distance of the comet in P from the star E

was greater than AE» and lees than Jr AE, and therefore nearlj equal

to j7 of AE, or ^AE. But the distance of the comet from the perpen-

dicular let fall from the star A upon the right line PE wa^ ^ PE.

Sunday, t\ibnmry 27
j
8{*^. P. M. the distance of the comet in U from

the star O was equal to the distance of the stars O and H ; and the right

line 0,0 produced passed between the stars K and B.' I could not, by

reason of intenrening cloud% determine the position of the star to greater

accuracy.

Tuesday, March 1, 1 1^ P. M, the comet in R lay exactly in a line

tween the stars K and so as the part CR of the right line CRK was a

litUe greater tiian ^CK, and a litUe less than iCK + iCK, and thenfoie

» iCK + tV ok, or iiCIL
Wednesday, Mttrck 2, 8^. P. M. die distance of the comet in S from the

star C was nearly |FC; thedifltaaceof the star F from the right lineG8
produced was -fiFC ; and the distance of the star B from the same right

line was five times greater than the distance of tiie star F ; and the right

line NS produced pafwed between the stars H and I five or six times nearer

to the star H than to the star I.

Saturday, March 5, 1 1 ^\ P. M. when the comet was in T, the right line

MT was equal to ^ML, and the right line LT produced pas^cil between B
and F four or five times nearer to F than to B, cutting off from 13F a fifth

or sixth part thereof townrds F: and MT produced passed on the outside

of the space BF towards the star B four tiiucs nearer to the star B than

to the star F. M was a Tery small star, scarcely to be seen by the tele-

scope; but the star was grenter, and of about the eighth magnitude.

Monday, March 7, 9^«». P. M. the comet being in V, the right line Va

produced did pass between B and F, cutting off, from BF towards F, -^^ of

BF, and was to .the right line ¥/) as 5 to 4. And the distance of the comet

from the right line «|9 was iY^.

Wednesday, March % S^K P. M. the comet heing in X, the right line

yX was equal to (yd; and the perpendicular let frll from the star 6 upon

the right yX was t of yd.

The same night, at 12^« the comtt heing iu Y, the right line yY wm
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«q«al to { of ytl^ or a litde Ices, as perhaps tV ^ perpendioiilar

let &U from tiie star d on the right line yY was equal to about i or 4 yd.

But the oomet beuig thm eztramdy near the horisoni was scaicelj diaoeni-

iUfi^ and therefore its place oonU not be determined witii that certainty as

in the forefroing observations.

From tliesc observations, hy constructions of figures and calculatiuos, 1

deduced the longitudes and latitudes; of the comet ; and Mr. Pound, by

correcting the places of the fixed stars, hath determined more correctly the

places of the comet, which correct pliices are set down above. Tliough my
micrometer was none of the l>est, yet the errors in longitude and latitude

(as derived from my observations) scarcely exceed one minute. The comet

(according to my observations), about tlie end of iti^ motion, be;ran to decline

eensibly towards the north, from the parallel which it described about the

end of F^nruary,

Now, in order to determine the orbit of tlie comet out of the obeervations

above described, I selected those three which Flamstcd made, Dec. 21, Jan»

5, and Jan. 25 ; from which I found S< of 9642,1 parte, and Vl of 455,

soch as the semi-diameter of the orbis magnua contains IOOOOl llien ftr

tiie first observation, asBuming^Bof 5657 of those parts, I found SB 9747,
• BE for the first time 412, Sfi 9503, A 413, BE for the second time 421,

OD 1018^ X 8528,4, PMS460^MN 8475, NP 25; from whence, bj the

second operation, I collected the distance th 5640 ; and bj this operation I

at last deduced the distances TX 4775 and rZ 11322. From which, lim-

iting the*orbit, I fonnd its descending node in ®, and ascending node in

!• 53'; the inclination of its plane to the plane of the ecliptic 61° 20|';

the vertex thereof (or the perihelion of the comet) distant from the node
8° 3S', and in t 27^ 43', with latitude M' south: its latu^ rectum

236,S ; and the diurnal area described by a radius drawn to the sun 935S5,

supposing the square of the semi-diameter of the orbis magixiis lOOOOOOUO

;

that the comet in this orbit moved directly according to the order of the

signs, and on Dec. S'^ 00\ 04' P. M. was in the vertex or perihelion of its

orbit. All which I determined by scale and compass, and the chords of

angles, taken from the table of natural sines, in a pretty large figure, in

which, to wit, the radius of the orhis magnua (consisting of 10000 parts)

was eqnal to 16^ inches of an English foot.

Lastly, in order to discover whether the comet did truly move in the

orbit so determined, 1 investigated its places in this orbit partlj by arith-

metical operatiomi^ and partlj bj soale and oompaai^ to the tioMS of sobm
of the obscmtiii^ as maj be seen in the ftUowing tables—
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The Comet's

DlBt,

from

sun.

Longitude

computed.

Latitud.

compu-
ted.

Longitude
observed.

Dec 12
29

lU. 5
Mar, 6

2792
8403
16669
121737

6°.32'

K 13.131
a 17 .00'

29.19J

8^.18 i

28. 00
15. 29|
12. 4

6*'.31i
X 13.111
a 16.69J
29.20^

Latitude

obeerved

8°J26

28 .10^,
15 J27|

12. 3\

Lo.
Di£
Lai.

-hi - 7^
4-2-lOy^
+0!+ 2i
-ll-h 1

But afterwards Dr. Halley did determine the orbit to a greater accu-

racy by an arithmetical calculus than could be done by linear descriptions;

and, retaining the place of the nodes in 25 and V)* 1° 63', and the inclina-

tion of the plane of the orbit to the ecliptic 6P 20 i', as well as the time

of the comet's being in perihelio, Dec, 8**. 00^ 04', he found the distance

of the perihelion from the ascending node measured in the comet's orbit

9° 20', and the latut rectum of the parabola 2430 parts, supposing the

mean distance of the sun from the earth to be 100000 parts ; and from

these dcUa^ by an accurate arithmetical calculus, he computed the places

of the comet to the times of the observations as follows :

—

The Gomel's

Dist from Longitude Latitude Errors in

True time. the mm. computed. computed. Long. Lat.

d. b. ' « e « m t m r •

Dec, 12. 4.46. 28028 V^* 6.29.25 8.26. Obor. — 3. 5— 2. 0
21. 6.37. 61076 -s; 5. 6.30 21.43.20 — 1.42 + 1. 7
24. 6.18. 70008 18.48.20 25.22.40 — I. 3— 0.25

26. 5.20. 75576 28.22.45 27. 1.36 — 1.28 4- 0.44

29. 8. 3. . 84021 K 13.12.40 28.10.10 -f- 1.59i-f 0.12

30. 8.10. 86661 17.40. 5 28.11.20 -(- 1.45— 0.33

Jan. 5. 6. 1.4 101440 HP 8.49.49 26.15.15 -1- 0.56 + 0. 8

9. 7. 0. 110959 18.44.36 24.12.54 + 0.32H- 0.58

10. 6. 6. 113162 20.41. 0 23.44.10 -f- 0.10 0.18
13. 7. 9. 120000 26. 0.21 22.17.30 -f- 0.33 -f- 0. 2

25. 7.59. 145370 » 9.33.40 17.57.55 — 1.20 + 1.25

30. 8.22. 155303 13.17.41 16.42. 7 — 2.10— 0.11

Feb. 2. 6.35. 160951 15.11.11 16. 4.15 — 2.42! -1- 0.14

5. 7. 4.4 166686 16.58.55 15.29.13 — 0.41 -1- 2. 0
25. 8.41. 202570 26.15.46 12.48. 0 — 2.49 + 1.10

Mir. 5.11.39. 216205 29.18.35 12. 5.40 -f- 0.35 -1- 2.14

This comet also appeared in the November before, and at Coburgy in

Saxtmy^ was observed by Mr. Gottfried Kirch, on the 4th of that month, <m

the 6th and 11th O. S. ; from its positions to the nearest fij^ed stars observed

with sufficient accuracy, sometimes with a two feet, and sometimes with a

ten feet telescope ; from the difference of longitudes of Coburg and Lon-

don, 1 1° ; and from the places of the fixed stars observed by Mr. Pound,

Dr. Halley has determined the places of the comet as follows :

—
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JVov. 3^ 17^. d'l appamt time at London^ the «omot wis in 29 dig.

51', with 1 dflg. 17' 45" latitude nortL

NaoembarB, 15^. 58' the comet was in i!K 3« 23', with 1"* 6^ northlat.

Nofomlber 10, le**. 31', the comet wee e^naUy diatant from two atan in

Slf which are o and r in Bayer ; hat it had not qnite tonehed the ri|^t

line that joins them, but ww Tevy little distant from it In HomffsiPa

oatalogve this star <r was tiien in ^ 14^ 15', with 1 deg. 41' lat north

nearly, and r in W 17° with 0 deg. 34' lat. south ; and the middle

point between those stars was ^1 15^ 39^', with 0° 33}' lat. north. Let

the distance of the comet from that right line be about lU' or 12' : and

the difference of the longitude of the cornet and that middle point will be

7'
;
and the difference of the latitude nearly TV ] and thence it follows

that the comet was in W 15^ 32', with about 20' lat north.

The first observatiou from the position of the comet with respect to

certain small fixed stai^ had all the cxactncs.s that could be desired ; the

second also was accurate enough. In the third observation, which was the

least accurate, there might be an error of 6 or 7 minutes, but hardly

greater. The longitude of the comet, as foond in the first and most

aoearate observation, being computed in the aforesaid parabolic oihit^

oomes ont a 29° 30' 22", its latitude north VW 7", and its distanoe

from the son 115546.

Moreover, Dr. ^a/2ey,*observing that a remarkable oomet had appeared

fonr times at equal intervals of S7B years (that is^ in the month of 8Bp-

Umber alter JMus Casar was killed ; An. Chr, 531, in the oonsolate of

LampadmM and Omte$i An, Chr, 1106, in the month of FAruary ;

and at the end of the year 1680 ; and that with a long and remarkable

tail, except when it was seen after Ccesar's death, at which time, by reason

of the inconvenient situation of tlie earth, the tail was not so conspicuous),

set himself to lind out an elliptic orbit whose greater axis should be

13829.57 parts, the mean distance of the earth from the sun containing

10000 such ; in wliich orbit a comet might revolve in 575 years
;
and,

placing the ascending node in 2> 2° 2', the inclination of the plane of the

orbit to the plane of the ecliptic in an angle of 6P 6' 48", the perihelion

of the comet in this plane in t 22° 44' 25", the equal time of the pcrihe-

. lion December T**. 23\ 9', the distance of the perihelion from the amend-

ing node in the plane of the ecliptic 9** 17' 35", and its conjugate axis

1S4S1,2, he computed the motions of the comet in this elliptio orbit The
plaott of the comet, as dednced from the observations, and as arising froaa

computation made in this orbit^ may be seen in the following table.
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a. h. '

Not. 3.16.47

5.15.37

10.16.18

16.17.00

18.tlJ4
20.17. 0

23.17. 5

Dec. 12. 4.46

«1. 6.87
24. 6.18

26.

29.

ao.

Jia. 5.

9.

10.

13.

Longitude

9-.t «

Si 29.51. 0
TtU 3.23. 0

15.32. 0

6.32.30

Feb.

6.21

8. 3

8.10

6. 1|
7. 1

6. 6

7» 9
25. 7!59
30. 8.22

2. 6.35

5. 7. 4i
25. 8.41

1.11.10

5.11.39

9. 8.38

18.49.23

28 21 13

X 13.10.41

17.38. 0

<r 8.48.58

1^^.44. 4

20.40.50

25.59.48

H 9.35. 0
13.19.51

l.'i. 13.53

16.59. 6

26.18.35
27.52.42

29.18. 0
U 0.43. 4

Latit'de

Nortb

O f »

1.17.45

1. 6. 0

0.27. 0

Longitude
oomp.

8.28. 0
5. 8.12 21.42.13

25.23. 5

27. 0.52

28. 9.58

28.11.53

26.15. 7
24.11.56

23.43.32

22.17.28

n.56.30
16.42.18

16. 4. 1

15.27. 3

12.46.46

12.23.40

12. 3.16

11.45.52

CI 29.51.22

W 3.24.32

15.33. 2

^ 8.16.45

18.52.15

28.10.36

13.22.42

6.31.20

5. 6.14
18.47.30

28.21.42

13.11.14

17.38.27

8.48.51

18.43.51

20.40.23

26. 0. 8

9.34.11

13.18.28

15.11.59

16.59.17

26.16.59

27.51.47

29.20.11

0.42.43

y5*

Lfttitnde

ooinpiitod.

» f »

1.17.32

1. 6. 9

0.25. 7

0.53. 7
1.26.54

i.53.:?,->

2.29. 0

8.29. 6

21.44.42

25.23.35

27. 2. 1

28.10.38

28.11.37

26.14.57

24.12.17

23.43.25

22.16.32

17.56. 6
16.40. 5

16. 2.17

15.27. 0
12.45.22

12.22.28

121 2.50

U.45.35

in

Lon^. Lat

4. 0.22

-f-
1.32

+ 1. 2

— 0.13

-f- 0. 9— 1.53

— 1.10— 1.58— 1.53— 2.31

+ 0.331

H-0. 7— 0. 2
— 0.13
— 0.27

^0.20
— 0.49
— 1.23

— 1.54

+ 0.11— 1.36
— 0.55

-f 2.11

— 0.21

+ 1. 6

+ 2J2
+ OJO
4. 1. 9

0.40

I

O.ltij

o.im+ 0.21'

— 0. 7

1— 0.56

I
— 0.24— 2.13;— 1.54— 0. 3— 1.^4'

— 1.121— 0.26j— 0.1

1

The observations of this comet from the beginning to the end auree aa

perfectly with the motion of the comet in the orbit just now desoribcti as

the motions of the planets do with the theories from whence they are cal-

culated
; and by this agreement plainly evince that it wiis one and the

same comet that appeared all that time, and also that the orbit of thftt

comet is here rigbUy defined.

In the foregoing table we have omitted the observations of Nao, 16^

M iiThI

flons had observed the oomet Nov, 17j O. S. Ponther u!? and his compan*

ioDfl^ftt6K in the morning atifome (tliai ii^ W at l4mdon),hj ihrmk
direoted to the fixed 8tan^ oljeerved the oomet in a 9" 90', with latitude

40' south. Theb obeenratiooa may be seen in a treatiBe which Ponihem
pnUiflhed oonceming this oomet Cellma, who was present and oomm-
nioated his olmmtions in a letter to CoMtni, saw the oomet at thesM
hour m ^ 8^ 30', wilh latitude 0^ 90' south. It was likewise seen hj

Oalletim at the same hour at AvigTion (that is, at 5^. 42' morning at

L0O7idon) in ^ 8° without latitude. But by the theory the comet was at

that time in === 8° 16' 45", and its latitude was 0** 53' 7" south.

Nov. 18, at 6*». 30' in the morning at Rome (that is, at 5^ 40' at Lon-

don), Fonihmts obflerved the comet in ^ 13" 20', with latitude l** 20
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aouth ; and CdUu$ in ^ 13» 3(y, witih Utitade VW sontL But at

90* in tike morning at Aviif?ion, Oatteiiua saw it in ^ l^" OO'» with lati-

tude 1=^ 00' south. In the University of La Fleehej in FYanee, at 5*. in

the morning (that is, at 3''. 9' at London), it was seen by P. Aiifro, in the

middle between two small stars, one of which is the middle uf tlie three

which lie in a right line in the southerrf hand of Vir^o, Bayers V ;
and

the other is the outmost of the wing, Bayer's 6. Whence tiic comet was

then in ^ 12° 46' with latitude 50' south. And I was informed by Dr.

Halley, that on the same day at Boston in New Enfrland^ in the latitude

of 42^ deg. at 5^ in the morning (that is, at 9^'. 44' in the morning at

Zjondon), the comet was seen near ^ 14°, with latitude 1° 30' south.

Nov, 19, at at Cambridge^ the oomet (by the observation of a

jonng man) was distant from Spica *>K ahont 2» towards the north west

Now the spike was at that time in ^ 19" 23' 47", with latitude 2<» 1' 59"

•oath. The same day, at 5^ in the mornings at Bosim in New Ekgipndf

the oomet was distant from jSjpiea IK 1% with the differenoe of 40^ in lati-

tude. The same day, in the island of Jbmatoa, it was about 1** distant

fro^ Spiea W> The same day, Mr. Artkur Siorer, at the river Pahuemti,

near Hunting Creek, in Maryland, in the confines of Vir^iniaj in lat

38^°, at 5 ill the morning (that is. at 10**. at l^ndon\ saw the comet

above tSjJtca and very nearly joined with it, the distance between them

being about f of one deg. And from these observations compared, I con-

clude, that at 9^. 44' at London the comet was in ^ W 50', with about

1° 25' latitude south. Now by the theory the oomet was at that time in

i^ii 18° 52' 15 ", with V 26' 64" lat. south.

Nsv. 20, Montenarij professor of astronomy at Padua, at 6^ in the

morning at Venice (that is, 5K 10' at Londm)j saw the comet in 23*,

with latitude 1° 30' south. The same day, at Boston, it was distant from

Spka nx by about 4^ of longitude east, and therefore was in ^ 23** 24'

nearly.

Abv* 21, Pontham and his eompanioni^ at 7i\ in the morning, ob-

served the oomet in A 2r Siy, with latitude l*" 16' south ; Caiiu9,mA
28^ ; P. Ango at 6^ in the morning, in . ^ 27** 45' ; Mmtenan in ^
27® 61'. The same day, in the island of Jamaiea, it was seen near the

beginning of ^H, and of about the same latitude with Spica f^, that is, 2°

2'. The same day, at 5''. morning, at Bal/ason
, in the East Indies (that

is, at 11*'. 20' of the night preceding at London), the di.>?tance of the

comet from Spica W was taken 7° T^o' to the east. It was in a right line

between the spike and the buhiiice, and therefore was then in ^ 26^ 58',

with about PIT lat. south; and after 5^ 40' (that is, at 5''. morning at

Lmdon), it was in ^ 28° 12'. with V 16' lat. south. Now by the thcoij

the comet was then in 28*» lO* 36", with 1° 63' 35" lat. south.

jMw. 22, the oomet was seen by Monienari in R 2® 33'
j but at BaHm

31
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in New England^ it was found in about iH. 3^, and with almost the BMoe
latitude as before, that is^ 1^ 30'. The same day, at 5^*. morning at

BaUason, the comet was observed in ^ 1^ 50' ; and therefore at 6*>. mora*

ing at London, the comet was in ^ 3® 5' nearly. The same day, at

in the morning at London, Dr. Hook observed it in about in. 3^ SC, and
that in the right line which passeth through Spiea W and Cor Leonis ;

not, indtcd, exactly, but deviating a little from that line towards the

north. Mvutcimi I likewit^o observed, that ihi^ day, and some du\s after,

a right line drawn from the comet through Spica pa^ed by the south

side of Cur Jaohis at a very small distance therefrom. The ri^ht line

through Cor Jjt^nnis and Spica W did cut the ecliptic in 3^ 46' at an

angle of 2'-' 51' ; and if the comet had been in this line and in 3^, its

latitude would have been 2^ 26' ; but since IJook and Moutcnarl a^ee
that the comet was at some smaU distance from this line towards the

north, its latitude must have been something leas. On the 20th, by the

observation of Mmitauiri, its latitude was almost the same witli that of

l^pica that is, about l"" 30". But by the agreement of Hook, Monio-

nari, and Ango, the latitude was continually inoreasing^ and thcrelbfe

must now, on the 22d, be sensibly greater than V Sfy
;

and, taking a

mean betwera the extreme limits but now stated, 2^ 2& and 1^ 30^, the

latitude will be about V* SS\ Hook and Montenari agree that the tail

of the comet was directed towards Spica % declining a little from that

star towards the south according to Hook, but towards the north according

to Mniitenari ; and, therefore, that declination was scarcely sensible : and

the tail, lying nearly [iarulicl to the equator, deviated a little from the op-

position of the sun tuw urds the north.

Aor. O. S. at 5". morning, at XuituilMn^ (that is, at 41'*. at Txin-

don), Mr. Zlimm nnan saw the comet in 8', with 2"" 31' .south lat

its place being ccllectcd Ity taking its distances from fixed stars.

Nov. 24, before sun-rising, the conu t was seen by Miuitcrtnri in ^\ 12*

52' on the north side of the right line tlirough Cor Lco/iis and Spica ^T,

and therefore its latitude was. something less than 2° 38' ; and since the

latitude, as we said, hy the concurring observations of Monienariy Ango^

and Hook, was continually increasing, therefore, it was now, on the 84tli,

something greater than V 58'
;
and, taking the mean quantity, may be

redLoned 2^ 18', without any considerable error. PmUheeus and GhdleUma
will have it that the latitude was now decreasing; and CoUius, and the

observer in New England, that it continued the sam^ vis^ of about 1^
or 1 The observations of PontfuBUS and Cetfttis are more rude, espe-

eially those which were made by taking the azimuths and altitudes : as

are also the observations of Galletw9. Tliose are better which were

made by taking the position of the^oomet to the fixed stars by Monk^miri,

Hook, Ango, and the obscrVcf in New England, and sometimes by
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Ponthans and CeUtus. The same day, at 6^ morning, at BaUeuore, the

comet was observed in ^ 45'
;
and, therefore, at 5''. morning at Lon-

dntt, Avas ill 13^ nearly. And, by the theory, the comet was at that

time in 13° 22' 42".

Nor, 2o. before sunrise, Monteiuiri observed the comet in -^l 17|

nearly ;
and Cell ins observed at the same time that the comet was in a

right line between the bright ir in the rii^^ht thigh of Virgo and the

eoiithern scale of Libra ; and this right line cuts the comet's waj m R
IS^ 3G'. And, by the theory, the comet was in ^ 18j° nearly.

From all this it is plain that these observations agree with the theory,

8o far as they agree with one another; and by this agreement it is made

dear that it was one and the same comet that appeared all the time from

4 to Mar, 9. The path of this oomet did twice cat the plane of the

ecliptic, and therefore was not a right line. It did cut the ediptio not in

opposite parts of the heavens, bat in the end of Tirgo and h^inning of

Capricorn, inclading an arc of about 96®; and therefore the way of the

oomet did very mnch deviate from the path of a great drde ; for in the

month of Nov. it declined at least 3* from the ediptie towards the south

;

and in the month of Dec. following it declined from the ecliptic to-

wards the north ; the two parts of the orbit in which the comet descended

towards the snn, and ascended again from the sun, declining one from the

other by an apparent angle of above 30°, as observed by MuiUeuaru This

comet travelled over 9 signs, to wit, from the last deg. of ft to the begin-

ning of n, beside the sign of I, through which it passed before it began

to be seen ; and there is no otlier theory by which a comet can go over so

great a part of the lieavens with a regular motion. The motion of this

comet was very inie<|uable ; for about the '^Oth of AW. it described about
5"" a dav. 'J'heu its motion beinir retarded between .Vor. 26 and Dee,

12, to wit, in tlie «]>aeo of |.',^ days, it described only lO^- But the mo-

tion thereof being afterwards accelerated, it described near 5** a day, till

its motion b^an to be again retarded. And the theory which justly cor-

r^ponds with a motion so onequablc, and through so great a part of the

heavens, which observes the same laws with the tlieory of the planets, and

which accurately agrees with aoourate astronomical observations^ cannot

be otherwise than trnep

And, thinking it woold not be improper, I have given a trne representa-

tion of the orbit which this comet described, and of the tail which it

emitted in several places, in the annexed figure
;
protracted in the plane of

the trajectory. In this schemeABC represents the trajectory of the comet,

D the snn DE the axis of the trajectory, DF the line of the nodes, GH
the intersection of the sphcare of the orbia magnus ^th the plane of the

trajectory, I the place of the comet Nmy. 4, .4////. 16S0; K the place of the

same Nov, 11; L the ^luce of the same Xjl: 19; M its place Dec. 12; N
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C5

its plMe />0& 21 ; Oits place i>ec. 29 ; P its place /on. 5 followiog; Q
its place Jan. 25; R its place Feb, 6; 8 its place FBb.25; T its pIiM

Maith 5; and Y its place March 9. In determining the length ef the

tail, I made the following obserrationflL

Nop. 4 and 6^ tibc tail did not appear; Nm, II, the tail jnat b^gim to

shew itsdi^ bnt did not appear above ^ dcg. long through a 10 ftet ttle

aoope ; Nw. 17, the taQ was seen by Ponthaus more than 10" long; Nb»»

16, in NeuhEn^iand, the tail appeared 30" long, and directly opponte to

the snn, exjtending itself to the planet Maia^ which was then in %^Bk]
Nov. 19, in Maryland, the tail was Ibond 15" or 20^ long; Dee, 10 (bj
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the observation of Mr. Flamsted), the tail parsed through the middle of

the distance intercepted between the tail of the Serpent of Ophiwhu» and

the star tJ in the south wing of AquUa^ and did terminate near the stars

A, w, A, in Bayer'it tables. Therefore the end of the tail was in \S 19^°,

^th latitude about 34j*' north f Dec. 11, it ascended to the head of SagH"

la 0» /3), tenninating in SG^* 43', with latitude 38<' 34' north;

Dec \2f it passed through the middle of SagUta^ nor did it reach much
further

;
terminating in % 4% with latitude 42^** north nearly.^ But these

things are to be understood of the length of the brighter part of the tail;

for with a more faint light, observed, too, perhapsf, in a serener sky, at

Rome, Dec 12, dO', by the observation of Ptrnthaue, the tail arose to

10* above the rump of the Swan, and the side thereof towards the- west

and towards the north was 45' distant from this star. But about that time

the tail was 3° broad towards the ui)})er end ; and therefore the middle

thereof was 2^ 15' distant fiuiu that star towards the soutli, and the upper

end was in 2^^, with latitude 61° north; and tlience the tail w.is alwut

7U^ long ; Dec. 21, it extended almost to Cassiopeia's chair, eciually dis-

tant from i3 and from Schedir, so as its distance from either of the two

was equal to the distance of the one from the other, and therefore did ter-

minate in ^'^ 2\°, with hititude \7}°
;
Dec. 29, it reached to a contact with

tSc/ieat on its left, and exactly filled up the space between the two stars in

the northern foot of Androvieda, being 54° in length; and therefore ter-

minated in y 19°, with 35° of latitude; Jan. 5, it touched the star rrin

the breast of Andromeda on its right side, and the star /x of the girdle on

its left; and, according to our observation^ was 40^ long; but it was

curved, and the convex side thereof lay to the south ; and near the head of

the comet it made an angle of 4^ with the circle which passed through the

sun and the comet's head; but towards the other end it was inclined to

that circle in an angle of about 1(P or 11** ; and the chord of the tail con-

tained with that circle an angle of 8°. Jon, 13, the tail terminated be-

tween Mamedi and Algol, with a light that was sensible enough ; but

with a faint light it ended over against the star « in Pereeu^e sida The
distance of the end of the tail from the ciide passing through the sun and

the comet was 3^ 50' ; and the inclination of the chord of the taiVto that

circle was 8^°. Jan. 25 and 26, it shone with a faint light to the length

of 6° or 7° ; and for a iiii,^ht or two after, when there was a very clear sky,

it extended to the len^tli of 12^. or somethinGT more, with a lio^ht that was

very faint and very hardly to be seen ; ])iit the axis thereof w;us exactly di-

rected to the bright star in the eastern shoulder of Auriga, and therefore

deviated from the opposition of the sun towards the north by an ani^le of

10°. Lastly, fhb. 10. witli a telescope I observed the tail 2^ loncf ; for that

fainter liglit which i spoke of did not appear throufrh the Lr^^sse3. But

Ponthaus writes, that, on Feb. 7, he saw tlie tail 12° long. Feb, 25, the

comet was without a tail, and so continued till it disappeared.
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How if one reflects upon the orbit described, and duly considers the otlicr

tppeamioes of this comet, he will be easily satisfied that the bodies of

comets are 8(^d, compact, fixed, and darahleylike the bodies of theplaaets;

for if they were nothing else but the Yapoors or ezhalatioiis of the earth, of

the sun, and other planets^ this comet, in its passage hj the neighbourhood

of the BOB, wonld have been immediately dissipated ; for the heat of the

son is as the density of its rays, that is, reciprocally as the square of the

distance ofithe places from the san. Therefore, since on IJee, 8^ when fikt

comet was in its perihelion, the distance thereof from the centre of the sun

was to the distance of the earth from the same as about 6 to 1000^ the

snn's heat on the comet was at that time to the heat of the snmmcram
with us as 1000000 to 36, or as 28000 to 1. But the heat of boiling

water is about 3 times greater than the heat which dry earth acquirt:s (rviu

the suiamer-sun, as I have tried: and the heat of icd-hot iron (if my con-

jecture is right) is about tlirce or four times [greater tlian the heat of boil-

ing water. And therefore the heat wliich dry earth o!i the comet, while in

it^i perihelion, mi^ht have conceived from the rayo of the sun, w»uj about

2000 times greats r than the heat of rcd-liot iron. But by so fierce a heat,

vapours and exhalations, and every Yolatile matter, must have been imme-

-diately consumed and dissipated.

This comet, therefore, must have conceived an immense heat from the

Snn, and retained that heat for an exceeding longtime; for a globe of iron

of an inch in diameter, exposed red-hot to the open air, will scarcely lose

•all its heat in an hour's time ; but a greater globe would retain its heat

longer in the proportion of its diameter, because the surface (in proportion

to which it is cooled by the oontaet of the ambient air) is in that proportion

hm in respect of the quantity of the included hot matter
;
an4 thei^ore a

globe of ted hot iron equal to our earth, that is, about 40000000 feet in

diameter, would scarcely cool in an equal number of day% or in above

00000 years. But I suspeot that the duration of heat may, on account of

tome latent causes, increase in a yet less proportion than that of the

diameter ; and I should be glad that the true proportion was inTestigated

by experiments.

It is farther to be observed, that the comet in the month of December,

just after it had been heated by the sun, did emit a mucli longer tail, and

much more splendid, than in tlie month of Norcfnber before, when it had

not yet arrived at its perilielion; and, universally, the greatest and most

fulgent tails always arise from comets immediately after their ]>nssiiJi,^ by

the neighbourhood of the sun. Tliorefore the heat received by tlie comet

conduces to the greatness of the tail: from wlience, 1 think. 1 may infer,

. that the tail is nothing else but a very hne vapour, which the head or

nucleus of the comet emits byuts heat.

But we have had three se?eral opinions about the tails of comets; ftr
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some will have it ihAt fliey are nothing else but the beams of the sun's

light transmitted throngb the oometo* h€a4lfl^ which they suppose to be

InnqmreDt
;
others, that they proceed from the refraction which light suf-

fers in passing from the comet's head to the earth : and, lastly, others, that

they are a sort of clouds or yapour constantly rising from the comets' heack,

aad tending towards the parts opposite to the sun. The first is the opin-

ion of such as are yet uuuc(|uainted with optics; for the bcMiiis of (lie sun

are seen in a darkened room only in conseciuenee of the lii^ht that is re-

flected fr )m them by the little particles of dust and smoke whieli are

always liy in :^ ahont in the air; and, for that reason, in air imI)^e^•nated

with tliick smoke, those beams appear with great brii:;litiH'.-<. inni move the

sense vigorously; in a yet finer air tlu-y appear una-e faint, and are less

easily discerned ; but in the heavenSj where there is no matter to reflect

the Ught, they can never be seen at all. Light is not seen as it is in the

beam, but as it is thence reflected to our eyes ; for vision can be no other-

wise produced than by rays falling upon the eyes
;
and, therefore, there

must be some reflecting matter in those parts where the tails of the comets

aare seen : for otherwise, since all the celestial spaces are equally illumin-

ated by the sun's lights no part of the heavens could appear with more

splendor than another. The second opinion is liable to many difficulties.

The tails of comets aie never seen variegated with those colours which

oommonly are inseparable from refraction ; and the distinct transmission

of the light of the fixed stars and planets to us is a demonstration that

the mther or celestial medium is not endowed with any refractive power

:

for as to what is alleged, that the fixed stars have been sometimes seen by

the EgypHana environed wi1& a Coma or CajntiUutm^ because that has

but rarely happened, it is rather to be ascribed to a casual refraction of

clouds; and so the radiation and scintillation of the fixed stars to the

refractions both of the eyes and air ; for upon laying a telescope to the

eye, those radiations and scintillations immediately disappear. Hy the trem-

ulous agitation of the air and ascending vapours, it liappens lliat the rays of

light are alternately turned aside from the narrow space of the pupil of the

eye; but no such thing can have place in the much wider aperture of the ob-

ject-glass of a telescope ; and hence it is that a scintillation is occasioned in

the former case, which cea^ses in tlie latter : and this cessation in the latter

case is a demonstration of the refjular transmission of liirht through the

heaYens, without any sensible refraction. But, to obviate an objection

that may be made from the appearing of no tail in such comets as shine

but with a faint light, as if the secondary rays were then too weak to af-

leot the eyee^ and for that reason it is that the tails of the fixed stars do

not appear, we axe to consider, thHt by the means of telescopes the light of

the fixed stars may be augmented above an hundred fold, and yet no tails

are seen ; that the light of the planets is yet more copious without any

.
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tail; but that oomets ue Been somelimeB with Irage taili^ when tiie%hi
of their heads U but faint and dnlL For ao it hi^tpened in the oomet

the year 1680, when in the month of Deoemher it was aoaicely equal in

light to the stars of the second magnitude and yet emitted a notable taily

extending to the length of 4(y*, 50°, GO'', or 70^, and upwards; and after*

ward% on the 2rth and 28|h of January^ when the head appeared bat at
' A star of the 7th magnitude, yet the tul (as we said above), with a light

• that was sensible enough, thouijh faint, was stretched out to 6 or 7 degrees

in length, and with a laiii^^uisliiiig light that v.as more difficultly seen, even

to 1:^-', aiid upwards. But on the 9th and 10th of Febnuuy, when to the

naked eye the head appeared no more, through a telescope 1 viewed the

tail of 2'^ in length. But farther ; if the tail was owing to the refrac-

tion of the celestial matter, and did deviate from the opposition of the

sun, according to the figure of the heavens, that deviation in the same

places of the heavens should be always directed towards the same parts.

Bu: tl e comet of the year IGSO, December 28'^. 8^''. P. M. at Lomion, was

seen in X 8^ 41', with latitude north 28° 6' ; while the sun was in V:? 18*

20'. And the comet of the year 1577, December 29^ was in K 8^ 41',

with latitude north 2S' 40', and the sun, as before^ in about v> 18° 2&.

In both cases the situation of the earth was the same, and the comet ap-

peared in the same place of the heavens
;
yet in the former case the tail

of the comet (as wdl by my obeerrations as by the obsenrationB of othcn)

deviated from the oppodtion of the son towards the north by an angle of

H d^ees ; whereas in the latter there was (aoeording to the observatioiis

of Tijcho) a deviation of 21 degrees towards the sonih. The refraction,

therefore^ of the heavens being thus disproved, it remains that ihephe-
nomena of the tails of comets must be derived from some reflecting matter.

And that the tails of oomets do arise from their head% and tend towards

the parts opposite to the sun, is farther confirmed from the laws which

the tails observe. As that, lying in the planes of the comets' orbits

which ]»a.<.s tlirough tlie sun, they constantly deviate from the opposition

of the sun towards the parts which the comets' heads in their progress

along these orbits have left. That to a spectator, placed in those ]dan..^

they appear in the parts directly opposite to the sun
;
but, as tlie spectator

recedes from those planes, their deviation begins to appear, and daily he-

comes greater. That the deviation, ca fcris paribus, appears less when

the tail is more oblique to the orbit of the comet, ps well as when the

head of the eoniet apjiroaches nearer to the sun, especially if the angle of

deviation is estimated near the head of the comet. That the taib which

have no deviation appear straight, but the tails which deviate are like-

wise bended into a certain curvature. That this curvature is greater when

the deviation is greater ; and is more sensible when the tail, cfpieris par^

buSf is longer
i
for in the shorter tails the curvature is hardly to be per-
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MTed. That the angle of deyiation is less near the comet's head, but

grater towards the other end of the tail ; and that because the conyex

side of the tail regaids the parta firom which the deviation is made^ and

which lie in a right line drawn out infinitely from the sun through the

oomet'a head. And that the tails that are long and broad, and shine with

a stronger light, appear more resplendent and more exactly defined on the

oonvez than on the ooncave side. Upon which accounts it is plain that

ikep/uBnomena of the tails of comets depend upon the motions of their

heads^ and' by no means upon the places of the heayens in which their

heads are seen ; and that, therefore, the tails of comets do not proceed from

the refraction of the heavens, but from their own heads, which furnish the

matter that forms the tail. For, as in our air, the eraokc of a heated body

ascends either perpendicularly if the body is at rest, or obliquely if the

body is moved obliijuely, 30 in the lieavens, where all bodies gravitate to-

wards the suD, smoke and vapour mast (as we have already said) a:3cend

from the sun, and either rise perpendicularly if the smoking body is at

rest, or obliquely if the body, in all tlie progress of its motion, is always

leaving those places from which the upper or higlier parts of the vapour

had risen before ; and that oblitjuity will be least where the va])our ascends

with most velocity, to wit, near the smoking body, when that is near the

son. But, because the obliquity varies, the column of vapour will be in*

enrvated ; and because the vapour in the preceding sides is something more

recent, that is, has ascended something more late from the body, it will

therefore be something more dense on that side, and must on that account

reflect more light, as well as be better defined. I add nothing concerning

the sudden uncertain agitation of the tails of comets, and their irregular

figures, which authors sometimes describe, because they may arise from the

mutations of our air, and the motions of our clouds, in part obscuring

those tails
;

or, perhaps^ from parts of the Via Lactea^ which might have

been confounded with and mistaken for parts of the tails of the comets as

they passed by.

But that the atmospheres of comets may furnish a supply of vapour

great enough to fill so immense spaces, we may easily understand from the

rarity of our own air; for the air near tlie surface of our earth possesses

a space S50 times greater than water of tlie same weight ; and therefore

a cylinder of air s.>U feet high is of equal weight with a cylinder of water

of the same breadth, and but one foot high. But a cylinder of air reach-

• ing to the top of the atmusplicre is of e^^ual weight with a cylinder of

water about "X^ tVct hi.r1i : and, therefore, if from the whole cylinder of

air the lower part ot" 851) feet high is taken away, the remaining upper

part will be of equal weight with a cylinder of water 32 feet high : and

from thence (and by the hypothesis, contirmed by many experiment^ that

the compression of air is as the weight of the incumbent atmosphere^ and
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that the force of grarity is reciprocally as the square of the distance from

the centre of the earth) raising a calculus, by Cor. Prop. XX^fl, Book
I found, tliat, at the height of one semi-diameter of tiie earth, reckoned

from the earth's surface^ the air is more rare than with as in a far greater

proportion than of the whole space within the orb of Saturn to a spherical

space of one inch in cliainctcr
;
and therefore if a sphere of our air of but

one inch in thickness was Cjually rarefied with the air at the height of

one semi-diamctcr of the cai tli from the earth's surface, it would fill all

the rei^ions of tlie planets to the orb of Saturn, and far beyond it. \N Ik rc-

fore since the air at greater distances is immensely rarefied, and the mnui

or atniojipbere of comets is ordinarily about ten times hii^her. reckoning

from their centres, than the surface of the nucleus, and the tails rise yet

higher, they miLst therefore be exceedingly rare; and though, on account

of the much thicker atmospheres of comets, and the great gravitation of

their bodies towards the sun, as well as of the particles of their air and

vapours mutually one towards another, it may happen that the air in the

celestial spaces and in the tails of comets is not so vastly rarefied, yet

from this computation it is plain that a very small quantity of air and

vapour is abundantly sufficient to produce all the appearances of the tails

of comets ; for that they are, indeed, of a very notable rarity appeals from

the shining of the stars through them. The atmosphere of the earth,

illuminated by the sun's light, though hut of a few miles in thicknesB^

quite obscures and extinguishes the light not only of all the stan^ hat

even of the moon itself; whereas the smallest stars are seen to shine

through the immense thickness of the tails of comets, likewise illuminated

by the sun, witliuut the lea.st dimiuntion of tlieir splendor. Nor is the

brightness of the tails of most comets oi Jiuarily greater than that of uur

air, an inch or two in thickness, reflecting in a darkened room the light of

the snn-beanis let in by a liole of the window-shutter.

And we m:iy pretty nearly determine the time spent during the ascent

of tin' vapour from the comet's head to the extremity of the tail, by draw-

ing a right line from the extremity of the tail to the sun, and marking

the place where that right line intersects the comet^s orbit ; for the vapour

that is now in the extremity of the tail, if it has ascended in a right line

frx>m the sun, must have begun to rise from the head at the time when the

head was in the point of intersection. It is true, the vapour does not rise

in a right line from the sun, but, retaining the motion which it had from

the comet before its ascent, and compounding that motion with its motion

of ascent, arises obliquely
; and, therefore^ the solution of the Problem will

he more exact, if we draw the line which intersects the orbit parallel to

the length of the tail ; or rather (because of the curvilinear motion of the

oomet) diverging a little from the line or length of the taiL And by

means of this principle I found that the vapour which, January 25, was
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in the extremity of the tail, had begun to rise from the head before Dc-

cembtr 11, and therefore had spent in its vrholc ascent 45 days ; but that

^6 whole tail which appeared on December 10 had finished its ascent in

the space of the two days then elapsed from the time of the comet's being

in its perihelion. The vapour, therefore^ about the beginning and in the

Beighbonrhood of the sun rose with the greatest velocity, and afterwards

continued to asoend with a motion oonstantlj retarded by its own gravity

;

and the higher it asoended, the more it added to the length of the tail

;

and while the tail continued to be seen» it was made up of almost all that

T^)onr which had risen sinoe the time of the comet's being in its perihe-

lion ; nor did that part of the vapour which had risen fiist, and which

formed the extremity of the tail, cease to appear, iiU its too great dis-

tance^ as well from the sun, from which it received its light, as from our

eyes, rendered it invkihle. Whence also it is that the tails of other comets

which are short do not rise from their heads with a swift and continued

motion, and soon after disappear, but are permanent and lasting columns

of vapours and exhalationf, which, ascending from the heads with a slow

motion of many days, and partaking of the motion of the lieads which

they had from the beginning, continue to go along together with them

through the heavens. From whence again we have another argument

proving the celestial spaces to be free, and without resistance, since in

them not only the solid bodies of the planets and comets, but also the ex-

tremely rare vapours of coraetrf' tails, maintain their rapid motions with

great freedom, and for an exceeding lony: tinu\

Kepler ascribes the ascent of the tails of the comets to the atmospheres

of their heads : and their direction towards the parts opposite to the sun to

the action of the rays of light carrying along with them the matter of the

cometd* tails; and without any great incongruity we may suppose, that^ in

80 free spaces, so fine a matter as that of the sther may yield to the action

of the rays of the sun's light, though those rays are not able sensibly to

move the gross substances in our parts, which are dogged with so palpable

a resistance. Another author thinks that there may he a sort of particles

of matter endowed with a prindple of levity, as wdl as others are with a

power of gravity ; that the matter of the tails of comets may be of the

former sor^ and that its ascent from the sun may he owing to its levity

;

but, considering that the gravity of terrestrial bodies is as the matter of

the bodies, and therefore can he neither more nor less in the same quantity

of matter, I am inclined to bdieve that this ascent may rather proceed from

the rarefaction of the matter of the comets* tails. The ascent of smoke in

a chimney is owing to the impulse of the air with which it is entangled.

The air rarefied by heat ascends, because its specific gravity is diminished,

and in its ascent carries along with it the smoke with which it is engaged

;

and why may not the tail of a comut li^c from the sua after the Siime man-
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ncr ? For the sun's rnys do not act upon the mediums which they per-

vade otherwise than by reflection and refraction ; and those reflecting par-

ticles heated by this action, heat the matter of the aether which U involved

with them. That matter is rarefied by the heat which it acquires, and he-

eanse^ by this rarefaction, the specific gravity with which it tended towards

the sun before is diminished, it will ascend therefrom, and carry along with

it the reflecting particles of which the tail of the comet is composed. Bat

the ascent of the vapours is further promoted by their eircQrogyration

about the snn, in consequence whereof they endeaTonr to recede from tho

snn, while the son's atmosphere and the other matter of the heayens are

either altogether quiescent^ or are only moved with a slower circomgyrir

tion derived from the rotation of the snn. And these are the causes of the

ascent of the tails of the comets in the neighbourhood of the sun, where

their orbits are bent into a greater curvature^ and the comets themsdves

are plunged into the denser and therefore heavier parts of the sun's atmos-

phere : upon which account they do then emit tuls of an huge length ; for

the tails which then arise, >retaining their own proper motion, and in the

mean time gravitating towards the sun, must be revolved in ellipses about

the sun in like manner as the heads are, and by that inotiun must always

accompany the heads, and freely adhere to them. For the gravitation of

the Ya[)ours towards the sun can no more force the tails to abandon the

heads, and descend to the sun, than the g:ravitation of the heads can i l liire

them t<» fall from the tails. They must by their common crravitv citlicr

fall together towards the sun, or be retarded together in their common as-

cent therefrom
;
and, therefore (whether from the causes already described,

or from any others), the tails and heads of comets may easily acquire and

freely retain any position one to the other, without disturbance or impedi-

ment from that common gravitation.

Tlie tails, therefore, that rise in the perihelion positions of the comets

will go along with their heads into far remote parts, and together with

the heads will either return again from thence to us, after a long course of

years^ or rather will be there rarefied, and by degrees quite vanish away;

for afterwards, in the descent of the heads towards the sun, new short tails

win be emitted from the heads with a slow motion ; and those tails by de-

grees will be augmented immensely, especially in such comets as in ihar

perihdion distances descend as low as the sun's atmosphere; for all vapour

in those free spaces is in a perpetual state of rarefaction and dilatation

;

and from hence it is that the tails of all comets are broader at their upper

extremity than near their heads. And it is not unlikely but that ^e va-

pour, thus perpetually rarefied and dilated^ may be at last dissipated and

scattwed through the whole heavens, and by little and little be attracted

towards the planets by its gravity, and mixed with their atmosphere : for

as the seas are absolutely necessary to the constitution of our tarih, that
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from them, the sun, by its heat, may exhale a sofiBoieiitqiuuiUty of Taponrs,

which, being gathered together into clouds, may drop down in raiuj for

watenng of the earth, and for the prodaotion and nourishment of v^geta-

hles
;
or, being condensed with cold on the tops of monntuns (as some phi-

loBophen with reason judge], may ran down in . springs and riTers; so for

the conserration of the seas, and fluids of the planets, comets seem to be

required, that^ from ihdr exhalations and vapours condensed, the wastes of

the planetary fluids spent upon T^tation and putrefaction, and converted

into dry earth, may be continually supplied and made up ; £or all vegeta-

bles entirdy derive their growths from fluids, and afterwards, in great

measure, are turned into dry earth by putrefaction ; and a sort of slime is

always found to settle at the bottom of putrefied fluids ; and hence it is

that the bulk of the suljd earth is continually increased; and tlie fluids, if

they are not supplied from without, must be in a continual decrease,

and quite fail at last. I suspect, moreover, that it is chiefly from the

comets that spirit comes, which is indeed the smallest but the most subtle

and useful part of our air, and so much re<^uired to sustain the life of all

things with as.

The atmospheres of comets, in their descent towards the sun, ))y running

out into the tails, are spent and diminished, and become narrower, at least

on that side which regards the sun ; and in receding from the sun, whea

they less run out into the tails, they are again enlarged, if Hnrlius has

justly marked their appearances. But thcj are seen least of all just after

they have been most heated by the sun, and on that account then emit the

longest and most resplendent tails; and, perhaps, at the same tim^ the

nuclei are environed with a denser and blacker smoke in the lowermost

parts of their atmosphere; for smoke, that is raised by a great and intense

heat is commonly the denser and blacker. Thus the head of that comet

which we have been describing,, at equal distances both from the sun and

from the earth, appeared darker after it had passed by its perihelion than

it did before; for in the month of December it was commonly compared

with the stars of the third magnitude^ but in November with those of the

first or second ; and such as saw both appearances have described the first

as of another and greater comet than the second. For, November 19, this

comet appeared to a young man at Cambridge^ though with a pale and

dull ligiU, yet e<{ual to Spica Vir^inis ; and at that time it shone with

greater brightness than it did afterwards. And Montenari^ November 20,

Bt. vet observed it larger than tlie stars of the first magnitude, its tail

being then 2 degrees long. And ^Ir. Storer (by letters which liave come

into my hands) writes, that in the month of December, when the tail ap-

peared of the greatest bulk and splendor, the head was but small, and far

less than that which was seen in the month of A^ot?em6cr before sun-rising

;

and, ooigecturing at the cause of the appearance he judged it to proceed
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from there being a greater quantitj of matter in the head at first» iriiidi

was afterwards gradually spent.

Andy which farther makes for the same pnrpos^ I find, that the heids of

other comets, which did put forth tails of the greatest bulk and splendor,

have appeared but obscure and smalL For in BrazUy March 5, 1668^ 7^

P. St. N* P. Valeniimts Estancius saw a comet near the horizon, and

towards the south* west, with a head so small as scarcely to be discerned,

but with a tail above measure splendid, so that the reflection thereof from

the rfca was easily seen by those who stood upon the shore; and it looked

like a fierv beam extended 23^ in length from the west to south, almost

parallel to the horizon. But this excessive sjik-ndor continued only three

days, decreasing apace afterwards; and while tlic .s{)lendor was decreasing,

the bulk of the tail increased : whence in Puriui^al it is said to have taken

up one quarter of the heavens, that is, 45 dcLfrces. extending fium west to

east with a very notriblo splendor, thcuL^h the wliule tail wji8 not seen in

those parts, because tlie head was always hid under rlic horizon : and from

the increase uf the bulk and decrease of the splendor of the tail, it appears

that the head was then in its recess from the sun, and had iMien very near

to it in its perihelion, as the comet of 1680 was. And we rend, in the

iSbfon Chronicle, of a like comet appearing in the year 1106, the star

whereof was small and obscure (as that of 1680), but the splendour of Us

tail was very bright^ and like a hugefiery houn stretched out in a dirt>

timi between the east and north, as Hevelius has it also from Simeon, the

monk of Durham, This comet appeared in the beginning of PBbruarff

about the evening, and towards the south west part of hearen; from

whence^ and from the position of the tail, we infer that the head was near

the sun. Matthew Paris says, lit was distant from the sun by about a .

cubit,from three of the dock (rather six) tiU nitie, putting forth a long

taiL Such also was that most resplendent comet described by ArisMk,

lib. 1, Meteor, The head whereof could not be seen, because it hadset

before the snn, or at least was hid under the sun^s rays ; but next day

it was seen as well as misi^ht he ; for, havins^ left the sun but a very lit'

tie way, it set iinmcdiatdy after it. And the scattered light of (he head,

obscured by the too great splendour (of the tail) did not yet appear. But

afterwards (as Aristotle says) irhcn the splendour (of the tail) itas now

diminis/ied (the head of), the m/nrf rrmvered its ndtive brightness ; and

the splendour (of its tail) reachtd now to a third part of the hearens (that

is, to 00'). This apfycarance was in the winter season (an. -J. Olymp.

101), and, rising in Orion's girdle^ it there vanished away. It is tr^ie

that the comet of 101 S. which came out directly from under the sun'- r-ivs

with a very large tail, seemed to equal, if not to exceed; the stars of the

first magnitude; but, then, abundance of other comets bnve appeared yet

greater than this, that put forth shorter tails; some of which are said
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to liaye appeared as big as Jupiter, others as big as Venus, or even as

the moon.

We have said, that comets are a sort of planets rerolyed in very eccen-

tric orbits about the sun ; and as^ in the planets which are without tails^

those are commonly less which are rerolved in lesser orbit% and nearer to

the snn, so in comets it is probable that those which in their perihelion ap-

proach nearer to the sun are generally of less magnitude, that they may
not agitate the sun too much by their attractions. Cut as to tlie trans-

verse diauieters of their orbits, and the periodic times of tlieir revolutions,

1 leave them to be determined by comparing; comets together ^sliich after

long intervals of time return again in the same orbit. In the mean tim^

the followiiig Proposition may give some light in that inquiry.

PROPOSITION XLIL PROBLEM XXIL

To correct a cornel's trajectoryfound as above,

Opskation 1. Assume ^t position of the plane of the trajectory which

was determined according to the preceding proposition ; and select three

places of the comet, deduced from very accurate ohaenratioms and at great

distances one from the other. Then suppose A to represent the time be-

tween the first observation and the second, and B the time between the

second and the third ; but it will be cony^ent that in one of those times

the comet be in its perigeon, or at least not far from it. From those ap-

parent places find, by trigonometric operations, the three true places of the

comet in that assumed plane of the trajectory ; then through the places

found, and about the centre of the sun as the focus, describe a conic section

by arithmetical operations, according to Prop. XXI., Book 1. Let the

areas of this figure which are terminated by radii drawn from the sun to

the ])laces found be 1) and K; to wit, D the area between the first observa-

tion and the second, and K tlie area between the second and tliird ; and let

T represent the whole time in which the whole area 1) + Fi should be de-

Scribed with the velocity of the comet found l>y Prop. XVI., Hook 1.

Oi'EK. 2. Retaining the inclination of tlie plane of the trajectory to the

plane of the ecliptic, let the longitude of the nodes of the plane of the tra-

jectory be increased by the addition of 20 or 30 minutes, whicli call P.

Then from the aforesaid tliree oh>erved [daces of the comet let the three

true places be found (as before) in this new plane; as also the orbit passing -

through those places, and tlie two areas of the same described between the

two observations, which call d and e ; and let t be the whole time in which

the whole area d c should be descriM.

Oper. 3. Retaining the longitude of the nodes in the first operation, let

the inclination of the plane of the trajectory to the plane of the ecliptic be

increased by adding thereto 20' or 30', which call Q. Then from the
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afoTCsaid three olMCfred apparent plaoa of the oomet let the three trae

plaocB be found in this new plane, as weU as the orbit passing through

them, and the two areas of tiie same described between the obsenration,

which call S and e ; and let r be the whole time in which the whole area

d + s should be described.

'I'lien taking (J to i a.s A to U ;
and G to 1 lis D to E ; aud ^ to 1 as

d to e ; and y to 1 as <J to £ ; let S be the true time between the first ob-

servation and the third
;
and, observing well the signs + and —, let such

numbers m and n be found out as will make 2G — 2C, = mG — mg
-f 7iG — ny ; and 2T — 2S = mT — mi + nT — nr. And if, in

the first operation, I represents tlie inclination of the plane of the trajec-

tory to the plane of tin- ecliptic, and K the longitude of either node, then

I + wQ. will be the true inclination of the plane of the trajectory to the

plane of the ecliptic, and K + ?nP the true longitude of the node. And,

lastly, if in the fiist» second, and third operation^ the quantities R, r, and

p, represent the parameters of the trajectory, and the c[uantitles y^fj» p
the transverse diameters of jhe same, then R + snr— mR + up— fiR

will be the true parameter, and ^ ^ -f wA . nL ^^
true transverse diameter of the trajectory which the oomet describes ; and

from the transverse diameter given the periodic time of the comet is also

given. Ci.E.I. But the periodic times of the revolutions of comets, an-i

the transverse diameters of their orbits, cannot be accurate!}' enuuuh de-

termined but by comparing comets together which appear at dilFerent

times. If, after eijual intervals of time, several comets are found to have

described the same orbit, we may thence conclude that they are all but one

and the same comet revolved in the same orbit ; and tlien from the times

of their revolutions the transver.se diameters of their orbits will be given,

and from those diameter.-^ the elliptic orbits themselves will be determined.

To this purpose the trajectories of many comets ought to be compated,

supposing those trajectories to be parabolic; for snch trajectories will

always nearly agree with the pfuenornena^ as appears not only from the

parabolic trajectory of the comet of the year 16S0, which I compared

above with the observations, but likewise from that of the notable oomet

which appeared in the year 1664 and 1665, and was observed by &veUuSf
who, from his own observation^^ calculated the longitndes and latitndei

thereof, though with little accuracy. But from the same observations Dr.

BaUejf did again compute its places ; and from those new places deter-

mined its trajectory, finding its ascending node in n 2V 13' 65^' ; the in>

dination of the orbit to the plane of the ecliptic 21"* 18' 40" ; the dis-

tance of its perihelion from the node, estimated in the comet's orbit, 49*

ST' 30 ", its perihelion ukSl9>4Xy 30", with hdiooentrie latitude south
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111" 01' AS" ; the comet to hate been in its penhelion November 24^. lib.

62' P.M. equal time at London, or 13*^. 8' at Dantzkk, O. S.; and that

the latus rectum of the parabola, vviuj 4102S6 such parts as the sun's mean

distance from the earth is supposed to contain lOUUUO. And how nearly

the places of the comet computed in this orbit agree with the observations,

will appear from the annexed table, calculated bj Dr. Halky,

App«T. Tin* Tbfl obierred Dittaacet of the Comet Uom The obicrvftd riac«a.

The PiaOM
computad la

the Orb.

December
d. h. '

3.18.29^

Oil!
The Lion's heart 46.24.20

The Virgin's spike 22.52.10

Loner. ^ 7.01.00

Lat. S. 21 39. 0

r2r 7. 1.29

21.38.50

4.18. Ik
The Lion's heart 46. 2.45

ThB Yiigia'i qiike 23.82.40

Long. a£i 6.15. 0

Lat. S. 22.24. 0

:2b 6.16. 5

22.24. 0

7.17.48
The Lioii's heart 44.48. 0
The Virgin's spike 27.56.40

Long. t£te 3. 6. 0
Lat. S. 25.22. 0

^ 3. 7.33

25.21.40

17.14.43
1

The Lion's heart 63.15.15

Orion's right shoulder 45.43.30

Long. .Q. 2.56. 0

Lat. S. 49.25. 0

Si 2.56. 0
49.25. 0

19. 9.28
Procvon 35.13.50

Bright star of Whale'ijaw 52.56. 0

Long, n 28.40.30

Lai. S. 45.48. 0

U 28.43. 0
45.46. 0

20. 9.581
Procvoa 40.49. 0
BrightitarofWhali^ijaw 40.04. 0

Long, n 13.03. 0

Lat. S. 89.54. 0
n 13. 5. 0

39.53. 0

01 0 Qi 1- OriOD'i right shonlder 26.21.28

1
Brightstarof Whale'sjaw 29.28. 0

Long, n 2.18. 0
Lat. S. 33.41. 0

n 2.18.30

33.39.40

22. 9. 0
Orion's right shoulder 29.47.0
Bright star of Whale'sjaw 20.29.30

Long. « 24.24. 0

Lat. S. 27.45. 0
» 24.27. 0

27.46. 0

26. 7.88
The bright star of ATMS 23.20. 0
Aldebaran 26.44. 0

Long, b 9. 0. 0
Lat. S. 12.36. 0

» 9. 2.28

12.34.13

27. 8.45
The bright star of Aries 20.45. 0
AMebaran 28.10. 0

Long. H 7. 5.40

Lat. S. 10.23. 0
« 7. 8.45
" 10.23.13

28. 7.39
The bright atar of Ariea 18.29. 0
Paliliciom 29.37. 0

Long. 8 5.24.45
Lat. S. 8.22.50

» 5.27.52

8.23.37

31. 6.45
Aiutromeda's giidle 30. 48.10

Paliliciam 32.53.30

Long, y 2. 7.40
Lat. S. 4.13. 0

» 2. 8.20

4.16.25

Jan. 1665

7. 7.37i

Andromeda's gtrdlo 28.11. 0
Palilicium 87.12.25

Long. T 28.24.47

Lat. N. 0.54. 0

T 28.24. 0

0.53. 0

18. 7. 0
Andromeda 8 head 28. 7.10

FaliUohim 88.58.20

Long. T 27. 6.54

Latn. 3. 6.50
T 27. 6.39

3. 7.40

24. 7.29
Andromoda'a girdlo 20.82.18
Paliliciam 40. 5. o

Long, 26.29.15
Lat. N. 5.25.50

T 26.28.50

5.28. 0
Feb,

7. 8.37

Long, qp 27. 4.46

Lat. N. 7. 3.29

nP 27.24.65

7. 3.15

22. 8.46
Long. T 28.29.46

Lat. N. S 12.36
T 28.29.58

8 10.25

March.
1. 8.18

Long. T 29.18 15

Lat.N. 8.36.26

29.18.20

8.36.12

7. 8.37
Long. \S 0. 2.48
Lat. N. 8.56.30

» 0. 2.42

8.56.56

In February, the beginning of the year 1665, the first star of Aries,

which I shall hereafter call was in nr> 28° 30^ 15'', with 7"" S' 6Bf' north
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Iftt ; the geoond ttar of ArueiniB in np 89« 17' 18", with 9* 28^ 16^' iwHb
lat.; and another star of the seventh magnitude, which I call A, waa in

^ 28° 24' 45", with 8° 28' 33 ' north lat. The comet Feb, 7\ 7\ 3U at

Paris [that is, Feb. 7'\ 8''. 37' at Dautzick) O. S. made a triangle with

those stars y and A, which was right-angled in y ; and tlie distance of the

comet from the star y was equal to the distance of the stars 7' and A, that

is, 1° 19' 46" of a great circle; and therefore in the parallel of the lati-

tude of the star y it was 1° 20' 26". Therefore if from the longitude of

the star y there be subducted the longitude 1° 20' 26". there will remain

the longitude of the comet 27° 9' 49". M. Auzoul, from this observa-

tion of his, placed the comet in ""r 27° 0', nearly
;
and, by the scheme in

which Dr. Hooke delineated its motion, it was then in HP 26° 59' 24". I

place it in HP 27° 4' 46", taking the middle between the two extremes.

From the same observations, M. Auzoui made the latitude of the comet

at that time 7° and 4' or 5' to the north ; but he had done better to haft

made it 7° 3' 29", the difference of the latitudes of the oomet and the star

y being eqnal to the difference of the longitude of the atan y and A*

FWuarjf 22^. 7\W at London, thai is, Ihbruarf 22**. 8^. 46' at

Daniziek, the diataiue of the oomet from the star A, aoooiding to Dr.

Biook^o obeerration, as waa delineated bj himaelf in a scheme^ aod alao

by the obaerrationa of M. AuzoiU, delineated in like manner by M. PoUt^

was a fifth part of the distanoe between the atar A and the fiiat star of

.^lieSi orW St** ; and the diatanoe of the oomet from a right line joining

the star A and the first of Aries was a fourth part of the same fifth part,

that IS, 4' ; and therefore the comet wab in T 28° 29' 46", with 8" 12*

36" nortli lat.

March 1, 7^. 0' at Lfuidoti, that is, March 1, 8^ 16 at Dautzick, the

comet was observed near the second star in Aries, the distance between

them being to the distance between the first and second stars in jtliries, that

is, to 1° 33', as 4 to 45 according to Dr. Hooke, or as 2 to 23 according

to M. GoUignies. And, therefore, the distance of the comet from the

second star in Aries was 8' 16" according to Dr. JJovke, or 8' 6" according

to M. Gottigniea ; or, taking a mean between both, 8' 10". But, accord-

ing to M. GottignieSj the comet had gone beyond the second star of AriM
about a fourth or a fifth part of the spaoe that it oommonlj went over in

a day, to wit, about 1' 35" (in whioh he agrees retj well with M. AuzotU^;

or, according to Dr. Hookcj not quite so much, as perhaps only 1'. Where-

fore if to the longitude of the first star in Aries we add V, and 8' W* to

its latitude, we shall hays the kngitiide of the oomet <l> 29* 19, with 8*

36^ 26'' north Ut
March 7, 7^. 30' at Pario (that is, Mnth 7, 8^. ST at Dantziek),

firom the observatioiiB of M. Auxomi, the distanoe of the comet fitom IIm

seoond star in Aries was equal to the distanoe of that star from the stir
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that ia, 62,'29" ; and the difierenoe of the longitude of the comet and

•Qke aeeond star in Aries was 45^ or 46^1 or, taking a mean qnantity, 45^

aiK' ; and therefore the oomet was in 0^ 2^ 48". the adieme of

the ohserrationB of M. iiumi/^oonBtnioted bj in PM, BmeImB ooQeotod'

the latitnde of^ oomet 8* 64'. But ihe engnTer did not zightly traoe

the oorvatnre of the comets way towards the end of the motion
;

and';

EMliu9y in the seheme of M. AuxiOfut% observations whioh he oonstmoled

himself, corrected this irregular onrvatnre^ and so made the latitude of the'

comet 8^ 55' 30 And, by farther correcting thia irregularity, the lati-

tude may become 8° 56', or 8° 57'.

This comet was also seen March 9, and at that time its place must ha?e

been ia « 18', with 9° 3i' north lat. nearly.

This comet appeared three months together, in which space of time it

travelled over almost six signs, and in one of the days thereof deecribed

almost 20 deg. Its course did very much deviate from a great circle^ bend-

ing towards the north, and its motion towards the end £rom retrograde be-

came direct ;
and, notwithstanding its course was so uncommon, yet by the

table it appears that tiie theory, from b^^inning to end, agrees with iJia

obsenrations no less aoourately than the theories of the j^ets usually do

with the obsertations of them ; but we are to subdnet about 2' when tiie

oomet was swiftest whioh we may effisct by taking off 12" from the an§^
between the ascending node and the perihelion, or by making that an^
49* ST' 18". The annual paraDaz of both these comets (this and the

preceding) was very conspicuous, and by its quantity demonstrates the an-

nual motion of the earth in the orhis inagnus.

This theory is likewise confirmed by the motion of that comet, which

in the year 1683 appeared retrograde, in an orbit whose plane contained

almost a right angle with the })lane of the ecliptic, and whose ascending:

node (by the computation of Dr. Halley) was in nj 23** 23' ; the inclina-

tion of its orbit to the ecliptic 83° 11' ; its perihelion in n 26^ 29' 30"

;

its perihdion distance from the sun 56020 of such parts as the radius of'

the orbis magnus contains 100000 ; and the time its perihelion Jiily

-

S', 3^. And the places thereof computed by Dr. Hatky in this orbit»

aie compared with the places of tiio same obserfed by lilr. Itamaiedf in

tiie fallowing taUe
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Comet's
Sun's place Long. com.

d« ii»

o
A J it WWW

J^iIm 1 1 9 ft So 1.1.V) .) ,4 J

1

1

.61 .AH

17 in 90 4.40.40 1 A T a:lU. 7. o
tA OA At It lA Aw

12.35.28 3.27.53

18.09.22 n 27.55. 3

31.14.55 27.41. t

Aug. 2.14.56 2U. 17.10
ts e On oo20.29.32

22.02.50 23.18.80
D. J u. y 23.56.45 20.42.23
o 1 n ooy. lu.^o 26.50.52 16. 7.57

15.14. 1 2.47.13 3.30.48

16.15.10 3.48. 2 0.43. 7
18.15.44 5.45.38 \S 24.52.53

22.14.44 9.35.49 11. 7.14

28.15.52 10.36.48 7. 2.18

26.16. 2 13.31.10 24.45.31

Lat.Nor.

com£ut.
-r-i—

I

29 28.13

I.'9.3l. 0

2y.33.30

28.51.42

24.24.47

2 fi. 2 2.52

26.16.57

25.16.19

24.10.40

22.47. 5

20. 6.37

II.37.33

9.34.16

5.11.15

South.

5.16.58

8.17. 9
16.38. 0

Comet's
Long, obs'd

Lat.Nor.

observ'd

25

A

13.

T It

6.42

p f m

29.28.20

ll.39.43i29.34.50

10. 8.40

5.11.80

3.27. 0

29.34. 0

28.50.28

28.23.40
27.54.24 26.22.25

27.41. 8 26.14.50

25.28.46

23.16.55

20.40.32

16. 5.55

3.26.18

0.41.55

24.49. 5

25.17.28

24.12.19
22.49. 5
20. 6.10

11.32. 1

9.34.18

5. 9.11

South
11.07.12

7. 1.17
«Y> 24.44.00

Diff.

Long. Lat
r m

+ 1.00 + 0,07

"1- 1.55 + 0.50

+ 1.34 + 0.30

-1- 1.03 — 1.14

— 0.53 — 1.7
— 0.39 — 0.27

+ 0. 1 — 2. 7

— 0.46 + 1. ft

— 1.25 + 1JII

— 1.51m V A

— 2. 2 — 0.27]

—4.30 -5.32]— 1.12

—3.48

— 0. 2:r— 1. 1 —OJM
— 1.31 + 0.20|

This theory is yet farther confirmed by the motion of that retrograde

comet which appeared in the year 16S2. The ascending node of this (by

Dr. //a//cy'5 computation) was in d 21^^ 16' 30"; the inclination of ita

orbit to the plane of the ecliptic 1?^ 56' 00"
; its perihelion in 2* 52*

50 " ; its perihelion distance £rom the sun 5S32S parts, of which the radius

of the orbis niagnus contains 100000 ; the equal time of the comet's

hoin^ in its pcrihelioii SqpL4,\7^.d&, And its plaoei^ ooUected from

Mr. Fiamsted's ohservations, are oompmd with its plaMS oompiited from

our theory in the foUowing taUe :

—

1682

App. Time.—a. k. '

ilgg 19.16.38

20.15.38

21. 8.21

22. 8. 8
29.08.20

30. 7.45

Sept, 1. 7.33

4. 7.22

5. 7.32

8. 7.16

9. 7.26

Sun'g place

p .1 I»

7. 0. 7

7.55.52

8.36.14

9.33.55

16.22.40

17.19.41

19.16. 9

2^11.28
23.10.29

26. 5.58

27. 5. 9

Comeths
Lon. oomp.

• f «

18.14.28

24 46.2.3

29.37.15

6.29.53

12.37.54

15.36. 1

20.30.53

25.42. 0
27. 0.1(5

2U.5H.44

0.44.10

Lat.Nor
comp.

"It I iT

25.50. 7

2<i. 14.42

26.20. 3

26. 8.42

18.37.47

17.26.43

15.13. 0

12.23.48

1 1.33.08

9.26.46

8.49.10

Com. LoQj

• f «

18 14.40

24.46.22

29.38.02

6.30. 3
12.37.49

15.35.18

20.27. 4

25.40.58

26.59.24

29.58.45

0 44. 4

LatJ^or

9 1»

Diff.

Long.
t m

25.49.55— 0.12

26.12.52

26.17.37

+ 0. 1

1—0.47
26. 7.12— 0.10
18.34. 5

17.27.17

15. 9.49

12.26. 0
n ..3.1.51

9.26.43

8.48.25

Diff.

Lat.

+ 0. 5

+ 0.43

-t- 3.49

+ 1. 2

+ 1.22

— 0. 1

-f 0. 6

+ 0.12

+ 1.50

-f 2.26

4- 1.30

-I- 3 42

— 0.34

4- 3.11

4- 1.48

— 0.43

+ 0. 3

+ 0.45

This theory is ako confirmed bj the retrograde motion of theoomet that

Appeared in the year 1723. The ascending node of this comet (aeoordiif

te the oompatation of Mr. Bradkif^ Sayiliaa Professor of Astronomy at

Oxford^ was in ^ 14*" 16^. The indinatMn of the orbit to the plane qf

tiie eeliptio 49*» 59^. Its perihelion was in Its perihdion

distaneefirom the smi 996651 parts, of which ihe radius of theonltf im^
iiiis omtains lOOOOOOL and the eonal time of its Mrihilioin jShirflMnftiii 16".
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16»». 10'. The places of this comet computed in this orbit by Mr. Bradley,

ftnd compared with the plaoes observed by himself| his undo Mr* Pounds

•ad Dr. Halleif, may be aeen in the foliowisg ^aUe.

1723

Eq. time.

d. h.

<kL 9.8. 5

10.6.21

12.7.22

14.8.57

15.6.35

21.6.22

22.6.24

24.8. 2

29.8.56

SO.6.20

Nov. 5.5.53

8.7. 6

14.6.20

SO.7.45

UHc. 7.6.45

Comet's
Long, obs.

7.22.15

6.41.12

5 39.58

4.59.49

4.47.41

3.59. 2

3.55.29

3.56.17

8.58. 9
4.16.30

4.29.36

5. 2.16

8. 4.13

Lat.Nor
obs.

5. 2. 0
7.44.13

11.55. 0

14.43.50

15.40.51

4. 2.82119.41.49

20. 8.12

20.55.18

22.20.27

22.82.28

23.38.33

24. 4.30

24.48.46

5.42.2025.24.45
26.54.18

Comet's
Lon. com.

iLat.Nor

comp.

7.21.26

6.41.42

5.40.19

5. 0.37

4.47.45

4. 2.21

3.59.10

3.55.11

3.56.42

5. 2.47

7.43.18

11.54.55

14.44. 1

15.40.55

19.42. 8

20. 8.17

20.55. 9

22.20.10

8.58.17122.32.11^

4.16.23

4.29.54

5. 2.51

5.48.18

8. 3.55

Diff.

Lon.

4-49— 47
— 50 -j- 55
— 21 4- 5
— 48—11
— 4—4
+ 11 — 14
— 8—5
+ 18 -f 9
— 25 4- 17
^ 8 4.16

23.38. 7 4- 7 4-26
24. 4.40— 18 _ 10

24.48.16— 33 4. 30
25.25.17— 53— 82
26.53.42+ 18 4- 36

Diff.

Lat.

From these examples it is abundantly evident that the motions of com-

ets are no less accurately represented by our theory than the motions of the

planets commonly are by the theories of them
;
and, therefore, by means of

this theory, we may enumerate the orbits of comets, and so discover the

periodic time of a comet's revolution in any orbit
;
whence, at last^ we

shall have the traDS?erse diameteni of their eUiptio orhit« and iheir aph^
lion distances.

That retrograde comet which appeared in the year 1607" deaorihed an
orhit whose ascending node (aooording to Dr.HaU^s computation) was im

V 20° 21' ; and the indinatioii of the plaae of the orlit to the plane of

the eeliptie 17* 2^; whose perihelion was in ^ 2" 16'; and its p^iheliott

distance from the snn 68660 of sndi parts as the radius of the orbis mag*
mu oontains 100000; and theoomet was in its perihelion Odober 16^.

60^ ; wbieli orhit agrees Teiy nearly with the orUt of the comet whidi wat

seen in 1682. If these were not two different comets, but one and the

same, that comet will finish one revolution in the space of 75 years ; and

the greater axis of its orbit will be to the greater axis of the orbis magmts

as v/ ^ •
7'6 X 75 to 1, or as 177S to 100, nearly. And the aphelion dis-

tance of this comet from the sun will be to the mean distance of the earth

from the snn as about 35 to 1 ; from which data it will be no hard matter

to determine the elliptic orbit of this comet. But these things are to be

supposed on condition, that, after the space of 75 jem, the same comet

shall retnm again in the same orbit The other comets seem to ascend to

greater heighten and to require a longer time to perform their revolntions.

Bnt^ heoMse of the great nnmber of comeISp of the great distance of their
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aphdions from the gnu, sod of iho sIowdcbb of tiuir motions in the aplie-

lionsy they will, by tfa^, mutual graTitatioius» disturb eadi other; w tlmi

their eccentricities and the times of their reyolutions will he sometimes a

little iiicri.:ii>ed, and sometimes diiaiuished. Therefore we are not t .' ex-

pect that the same comet will return exactly in the same orbitj and in the

same periodic times: it will be sufficient if we find the changes no greater

than may arise from the causes just spoken of.

And hence a reason may be assigned vtHv comets are not comprehended

within the limits of a zodiac, as the planets are; but, being confined to no

bounds, are with various motions dispersed all over the heavens; namely,

to this purpose, that in their aphelions, where their motions are exoefdingly

slow, receding to greater distances one from another, they may sulfer less

disturbance from their mutual gravitations : and hence it is that the comets

which descend the lowest, and therefore move the slowest in their aphdioM^

ought also to ascend the highest.

The comet which appeared in the year 16S0 was in its periheUoQ less

distant from Uie sun tiian by a sixth part of the sun's diameter; and be-

CMise of its extreme ydociiy in that proximity to the sun, and some density

ofIhe sun's atmosphere^ it must have suffered some resistanoe and retnd»>

Mon; and therefore^ bdng attracted something nearer to the sun in ewy
mdution, will at last fdl down upon the hody of the sun. Nay, in its

tpheUon, where it moves the slowest it may sometimes happen to be yet

&rther retarded by the attractions of other comets^ and in oonsequeooe of

this retardation descend to the sun. So fixed staia^ that have heen gradu*

afly wasted by the light and vapours emitted from them for a long time^

may be recruited by comets that fall upon them ; and from this fresh sup-

ply of new fuel those old stars, acquiring new splendor, may piusi fur new

stars. Of this kind are such fixed stars as appear on a sudden, and shine

with a wonderful brightness at first, and afterwards vanisli by little and

little. Such was that star which appeared in Cassiupt 'xa s (^vxv^ \ which

Cornelius Getm/m did not see upon the 8th of November, 1572, though

he was observing that part of the heavens upon that very night, and the

sky was perfectly serene; but the next night {N(n'>ember 9) he saw it

shining much brii^^htcr than any of the fixed stars, and scarcely inierior to

Venus in splendor. Tjfcho Brake saw it upon the 11th of the same month,

when it shone with the greatest lustre ; and from that time he observed it

to decay by little and litUe; and in 16 months' time it entirely disap>

peered. In the month of Mmmmier^ when it first speared, its l^t wis
equal to that of Vemu, In tiie month of December its li^t was a little

diminished, and was now become equal to tiiat of JtgMter. In Jammf
ISTZ it was leas than JupUer, and greater than 8irmsi and about the

end of FAruary and the beginning of March beeame equal to that stai^

In the months of April and Ifby it was equal to a star of the second mag-
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idlnde; in JunSf My, and August^ to a star of Hie thifd mignitnde; in

fifeptemter, Oc/o6er, and Novemberj to those of the fourth magnitude ; in

December and January 1574 to those of the fifth ; in February to those

of the sixth magnitude; and in March it entirely vanished. Its colour at

the beginning was clear, bright, and inclining to white; afterwards it

turned a little yellow; and in March IHT'S it became ruddy, like Afais or

Aldeharan: in May it turned to a kind of dusky whiteness, like that we

observe in Saturn ; and that coloiu* it retained ever after, but growing al-

ways more and more oljscure. Such also was the star in the right foot of

Serpeniarius, which Kepler's scholars first observed September 30, O.S.

1604, with a light ezoeeding that of Jupiter, though the night before it

was not to be seen ; and from that time it decreased bj little apd little^

and in 16 or 16 months entirely disappeared. Such a new star appearing

with an unoBual splendor is said to have moved Hipparchus to obserre^

and make a catalogne the ^zed staia JkB to those fixed stars that ap>

pear and disappear hy tnma^ and increase slowljr and bjr degrees, and

soaiodj c?er exoeed the stars of the third nagniinde^ ihej seem to be of

another kind, whieh rerolve abont their axeSy and, having a light and a
dark side^ shew those two different sides bj tarns. The vapours whieh

arise from the snn, the fixed stars, and the tails of the comets, may meet

ai last withy and ftU into, the atmospheres of the planets by their gravity,

and there be condensed and tamed into waiter and hnmid spirits ; and from

Aence, by a alow heat, pass gradually into the form of salts, and sulphurB^

and tinctures, and mud, and clay, and sand, and stones, and coral, and other

terrestrial substances.

GENERAL SCHOLIUM.

The hypothesis of vortices is pressed with many difficulties. That every

planet by a radius drawn to the sun may describe areas proportional to the

times of description, the periodic times of the several parts of the vortices

should observe the duplicate proportion of their distances from the sun

;

but that the periodic times of the phmets may obtain the sesquiplicate pro-

portion of their distances from the snn, the periodic times of the parts of

the Yortez ought to be in the sesqaiplicate proportion of their distances.

That the smaller vortices may maintain their lef^er revolutions about

Saium, Jupiier^ and other planets^ and sidm quietly and nndistarbed in

ihe greater vortes of the son, tiie periodic times of the parts of the sun's-

Tcrtez should be equal ; bat tiie rotation of the son and planets about their

mm, whieh ought to correspond with the motions of tiieir vortices^ rececle-

te from all these proportions. Hie motions of the comets are exceedingly

ngular, are governed by iiie same laws with the motions of the planeti^

and can Iqr no SMans be aooownted lor by ^e hypothesis of vortices ; for

•omets are carried with very eooentrio motions dirough all parts of the.
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heavens indifereniiyi with a freedom that is incompatibLe with^he notion

of a vortex.

Bodies projected in our air suffer no resistance but from the air. With-

draw the air, as is done in Mr, Boyle's vacuum, and the resistance ceases

;

for in this void a bit of hoc down and a piece of solid gold descend with

equal Telocity. And the parity of Meon must take place in the celestial

gpaoee above the earth's atmosphere ; in which spaces^ where there is no

air to resist their motiona^ all bodies will move with the greatest freedom;

and the planets and comets will constantly pursue their rerolutions in oi>>

bite given in kind and position, aooording to the laws aboTe eiplalned ; but

ihongh these bodies may, indeed, pecaevere in their orUte by the mereUm
of gravity, yel they oonld by no means haye at first deriTed the r^ular

poeition of the orHte themseLTes from those laws.

Hie six primary planets are refolved about the son in oiieles eonemtrie

with the sun, and with motions direeted towards the same parts, and al-

most in the same plane. Ten moons are revolyed about the earth, Jupiter

and Saturn, in circles concentric with them, with the same direction of

motion, and nearly in the planes of the orbits of those planets; but it is

not to be conceived that mere mechanical causes could give birth to so

many retrular motions, since the comets range over all parts of tlie heavens

in ver}' eccentric orliits; for by tliat kind of motion they pass easily through

the orbs of the planets, and with great rapidity; and in their aphelions,

where they move the slowest, and are detained the longest, they recede to

the greatest distances from each other, and thence sutler the lea:?t distur^^-

ance from their mutual attractions. This most beautiful system of tlie son,

planets, and comets, could only proceed from the counsel and dominion of an

intelligent and powerful Being. And if the fixed stars are thecentres of oth-

er like systems, these, being formed by the like wise counsel, must be all sub-

ject to tiie dominion of One
;
especially since the light of the fixed stars is

of the same nature with the light of the son, and from eveiy system ligjht

passes into all the other aystcms: and lest the systems of tiie fixed stea

should, by their gravity, &11 on each other mutually, he hath placed tbm
systems at immense distances one firom another.

This Being goyems all things^ not as the soul of the world, but as Loid

OTsr all; and on account of his dominion he is wont to be called Lard €hi
mnoKpArup, or Unwermd Ruler; for Ood is a reUtiTe word, and has a

: respect to serrante; and Deitp is the dominion of God not oyer his own
body, as those imagine who fancy God to be the soul of the world, hat over

r servants. The Supreme God is a Being eternal, infinite, absolutely per-

fect; but a being, however perfect, without dominion, cannot be said to be

Lord God ; for we say, my God, your God, the God of Israel, the God of

• Gods, and Lord of Lords ; but we do not say, my Eternal, your Eternal,

the Eternal of Israel, the Eternal of Gods j we do not say, my Infinite^ or
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my Perfect : these are titles which lunre no respect to servants. The word
God* usually signifies Lord ; hut ererj lord is not a God. It is the do*

minion of a spiritual being which oonstitntes a God: a trns^ snpieme^ or

imaginary dominion makes a trn^ saprem^ or imaginazy God. And from
bis tme dominion it follows ihat the tme God is a living, intelligent, and

poweorfnl Being; and, from his other perfeetions, that he is supreme^ or

most perfect. He is eternal and infinite, omnipotent and omniscient; that

18^ his duration reaches from eternity to eternity ; his presence fromlnfinity

to infinity; he goyems all things, and knows all things that are or can be

done. He is uot eternity or infinity, but eternal and infinite; he is not

duration or space, but he endures and is present. He endures for ever, and

is every wliere present ; and by existing always and every where, he consti-

tutes Juration and space. Since every particle of space is always^ and

every indivisible moment of duration is everi/ w/icre, certainly the Maker
and Lord of all things canuDt' be jiever and ik) where. Every soul that

has perception is, though in dilTerent times and in different organs of sense

aud motion, still the same indivisible person. There arc given successive

parts in duration, co-existent parts in space, but neither the one nor the

other in the person of a man, or his thinking principle; and much less

ean they be found in the thinking snbetance of God. ETery man, so far

as be is a thing that has perception, is one and the same man daring his

whole life^ in all and each of his organs of sense. God is the same God,

always and every where. He is omnipresent not viriually only, but also

subsianiiaUff; for virtue cannot subskt withoat substance. In himf are

all things contained and moved; yet neither affects the other: God snfifers

nothing firom the motion of hodies ; hodies find no resistance from the om-

nipresence of God. It is allowed hy all that the Snpreme God exists

necessarily ; and by the same necessity he exists aJliways and every where.

Whence also he is all similar, all eye, all ear, all hrain, all arm, aJil power

to perceive, to nnderstand, and to act; hut in a manner not at all human,

in a manner not at all corporeal, in a manner utterly unknown to us. As

a blind mail has no idea of colours^ so have we no idea of the manner hj

* Dr. Pocock derives the Latin word D§m» from the Arabic du (in the oblique cue i2cj,

which signifies Lord. And in this ponse princes are calleil ir'^'?^ Ptal. Ixxxii. ver. 6; and

John X. ver. 3'). And Mo$e$ \» called n god to hit bruther Aarun, and a god to Pharaoh

(Exod. iv. T«r. 16 ; and viL ver. 1 ). Aud in the same aense the «ouls of dead princes were

fermerlf, hy the HaatluM» oalled gods, bat falsely, baotOM of thvir wiat of dimihikm.

t This WW tbe opiDioB of tho AndaBta. So FythagorM, ia Cietr. de JVM. Deor. lib. i.

Tiale», AnaxagoroB, Virgit, Georg. lib. iv. ver. 220; and Mnexd, lib. vi. ver. 721. Philo

AUfgor, at tho bopinniiij? of lib. i. AratuSj in bia Phfpnora. at the beginning. So also the

wcred writer» ; a? St. Paul, Act; xvii. ver. 27, 28. St. John$ Gotp. chap. xiv. ver. 2. ifo»

in Deut. iv. ver. 30; and x. ver. 14. David, Ptal. cxxxix. ver. 7, 8, 9. Momtn, 1

Kimi», vIH. v«r. S7. Job, xzn. v«r. IS. 13, 14. JtrewM, xxni. var. 93, 94. ThoIdoUlom

•oppoaod tbe rao, moon, and ttan, tbe aoala of men, and other potto of tiw woild, to bo

portoof thoSopronoOodfOndtharafinotobo.wonbippod; bat ocnmoondf.
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whicli the all-wise God perceives and understands all things. He is ut-

terly void of all body and bodily figure, and can therefore neither be seen,

nor heard, nor touched ; nor ought he to be wori^hipped under the repre-

sentation of any corporeal thing. | We have ideas of his attributt.-s, but

what the real substance of any thing is we know not. In bodies, we see

Onlj their figures and colours, we hear only the sounds, we touch only their

outward surfacea^ we smell only the smells, and taste the savours ; but their

inward substances are not to be known either bj our senaes, or by any

nflez act of our minds : much less, then, have we any idea of the sob*

Stanoe of God. We know him only by his most wise and e:ueUent ooii-

triYanoea of thiogs, and final cauBes; we admire him for his perfections;

bat we reverence and adore him on aooonnt of his dominion : for we adore

him as his servants; and a god without dominion^ providence^ and final

. canseSi is notiiing else bat Fate and Nature. Blind meti^bysieal neoes-

sityi which is certainly the same always tuid every wher^ ooold prodnoa

no varied of things. All that diversity of natoral things which we find

suited to different times and places could arise fnm nothing bat the ideis

and will of a Being necessarily existing. But, by way of allegory, God

is said to see, to speak, to biu^h, to love, to hate, to desire, to i^ive, to re-

ceive, to rejoice, to be angry, to fight, to frame, to work, to build ; for all

our notions of God are taken from the ways of mankind by a certain

similitude, which, though not perfect, has some likeness, however. And

thus much concerning God ; to discourse of whom from the appearances

of things, does certainly belong to Natural Philosophy.

Hitherto we have explained the phenomena of the heavens and of our

sea by the power of gravity, but have not yet assigned the cause of this

power. This is certain, that it must proceed from a cause that penetrates

to the very centres of the sun and planetfl^ without suffering the lea^t

diminution of its force ; that operates not according to the quantity ef

the surfaces of the particles upon which it acts (i\a meohanical causes us
to do), but according to the quantity of the solid matter whidi th^ eoft-

tain, and propagates its virtue on all sides to immense distanoo^ decNssng
always in the duplicate proportion of the distances. Gravitation towards

the sun is made up out of the gravitations towards the several p«tidis

of whidi the body of the sun is composed ; and in reoed^ from the son

deereases accurately in the duplicate proportion of the distances as far m
the orb of Satom, as evidently appears from the quiescence of the aphe-

lions of the planets; nay, and even to the remotest aphelions of the comets,

if those aphelions are also quiescent. But hulierto I have not been able

to discover the cause of those properties of gravity from pha?noniena, and

I frame no hypotheses
;
for whatever is not deduced from the pbapnomena

is to be called an hypothesis
; and hypotheses, whether metaphysical or

physical, whether of occult qualities or mechanicali have no place in ex-
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perimental philoflophy. In ilus philosophy partienltr propontioBS m
inferred from the phaenomcna, and afterwards rendered general by mdai^*

tion. Thus it was that the impenetrability, the mobility, and the impul-

sive force of bodies, and the laws of motion and of gravitation, were

discovered. And to us it is enough that gravity does really exist, and act

according to the laws which we have explained, and abundantly serves to

aooount for all the motions of the celestial bodies, and of our sea.

And now we might add something concerning a certain most subtle

Spirit which pervades and lice hid in all gross bodies
;
by the force and

action of whic^ Spirit the particles of bodies mutually attract one another

•t near distanoflfl^ and ooh^ if oontigoooi ; and electric bodies operate to

greater distances, as well repelling as attracting the neighbotkrisg corpus-

dies; and light is emitted, reflected, refracted, inflected, and heats bodies;

and all senntion is eimted,aDd the memhen of animal bodies move at the

oommand of the wiU* namely, by the Tifarstiona of this &pn% mutually

propagated along the solid lUamenlB of the nenres^ from llie oatwaid or-

gans of sense to the braini and from (lie bnm into tiiemivoIeB. Bat these

an things that cannot be eq»lained in few wordfl^ nor an we fbnushed

with tiiat snffieiency of experiments which is reqnired to an aoonrate deter-

mination and demonstration of the laws by which this deotrio and dastio

Spirit operates.

BHD or THE MATHBMATXCAt PKIMCIPUU.
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THE

SYSTEM OE THE WOELD.

It WM the ancient opinion of not a feir, in the oaarliflst ag«B of pbilofio-

phy, that the tizad stan stood inunoyeable in the highest parts of the world

;

that nnder tiie fixed stars the planets were earned abont the snn ; that the

tartb, as one of the planets^ described an annual course ahont the snn, while

bj a diomal motion it was in the mean time rerolred abont its own aads;

and that the sun, as the common fire which served to inraxm the whole, was

fixed in the centre of tlie universe.

This was the phil<>su}j]iy tuught of old by Philolans, Arisiarchus of

Satnos, Plato in his riper years, and the whole sect of the Pythagoreans ;

and this was the jud^^ment of Anaximaiider, more ancient than any of

them ; and of that wise king of the Ro^nam^ Numa Pompilius, who, as

a symbol of the figure of the world with the sun in the centre, erected a

temple in honour of Vesta, of a round form, and ordained perpetual fire to

be kept in the middle of it.

The Egyptians were early observers of the heavens ; and from them,

probably, this philosophy was spread abroad among other nations; for £rom

them it was^ and the nations about them, that the Greeks^ a people of

themselves more addicted to the study of philology than of nature, derived

tlieir first) as well as soundest^ notions of philosophy; and in the vestal

ceremonies we may yet trace the ancient spirit of the Egf^iem9$ for it

was their way to ddiver their mysteries, that is^ their philosophy of things

above the vulgar way of thinking, nnder the veil of religiouB rites and

Meroglyphic symbola

It is not to be denied but that AnaxagwoB, Democriius, and others^

did now and then start up, who would have it tlmt the earth possessed the

eentre of the world, and that tiie stars of all sorts were revolved towards

the west about the earth (quiescent in the centre, some at a swifter, others

at a slower rate.

However, it was agreed on both sides that the motions of the cek-istial

bodies were perft<rmed in spaces altogether free and void of resistance. The
whim of solid orbs was of a later date, introduced by Eitdoxiis, Calippus,

and Aristotle ; when the ancient philosophy began to decline^ and to give

place to the new prevailing fictions of the Greeks.

But, above all things, the phienomena of comets can by no means consist
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with the notion of solid orbs. The Chaildeam, the meet leani4*<l aetrono-

mcra of their time, looked upon the comets (which of ancient times before

had been numbered among the celestial bodies; as a jjartieular sort of plan-

ets, which, describing verj eccentric orbits, presented themselves to our riew

only by turns, viz., once in a revolution, when they deaoended into the

lower partij of their orbits.

And as it was the unavoidable consequence of the hypothesis of solid

or})s, while it prevailed, that the comets should be thrust down below the

moon, so no sooner had the late observations of astronomers restored the

oomets to their ancient places iu the higher heavens, but these celestial spaces

wm at onoe deared of the ineomlmioe of solid orfao^ whkh bj these ob-

servations were broke into pieces, and discarded for ever.

Whence it was that the planets came to be retained within any Mrtain

bounds in these free spaces, and to be drawn off from the rectilinear comtei^

which, left to themselTei^ ^ej should have pnxsoed, into regular rerohi-

tions In eunrilinear orbi^ are questions which we do not Imow bow tbe

aadents explained; and probably it was to giTO some sort of saluAetiMi

lo this diflSculty that solid orbs were introduced..

The later pldloaopben pretend to account for it either by the aetion of

certain Tortice% as Kepler and De» CarteBf or by some other principle ef

impulse or attraction, as Bord/l^Snke, and others of our nation
;

for,

from the laws of motion, it is most c^tain that these effi»ts must proceed

from the action of some force or other.

But oiir purpose is only to trace out the quantity and properties of this

force from the phaenomena (p. 218), and to apply what we discover in some

simple cases as principles, by which, in a mathematical way, we may esti-

mate the effects thereof in more involved cases ; for it would be endless and

impossible to bring every particular to direct and immediate observation.

We said, in a mathematical way, to avoid all questions about the na-

ture or quality of this force, which wc would not be understood to deter-

mine by any hypothesis ; and therefore call it by the general name of a

centripetal force^ as it is a force which is directed towards some centre;

and as it regards more particularly a body in that centre^ we call it circum-

solar, circum-terrestriali cucum-jorial; and in like manner in respect of

other central bodies.

That by means of centripetal forces the planets may be retained in ce^
tain orbits^ we may easily understand, if we consider the motions of pro-

jectiles (pb 75, 76^ 77); for a stone projected is by the pressure of ita own
weight forced out of tiie rectilinear path, which by the projection alone it

should have pursued, and made to describe a cunre line in tiie air; and

through that crooked way is at last brought down to the ground; and the

greater the Telocity is wHh which it is projected, the farther it goes befors

it fidla to the earfL We may therefore suppose the TCikMi^ to be so ift-
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emsed, that it would deBoribe an an: of 1, 2, 5, 10, 100, 1000 mOei before

H amyed at the eartb, till at laat» exceeding the limits of the earth, it

sboiiU paag quite by without tonohing it.

Let AFB represent the mirfaoe of the earth, C its centre, TD, YE, YF,
the curve lines which a body wonld describe, if projected in an horiaontal

direction from the top of an high mountain sucoeniTelj with more and -

more velocity (p. 400) ;
and, because the celestial motions are scarcely re-

tarded by the little or no resistance of the spaces in which they are per-

formed, to keep np the parity of cases, let iis suppose either that there is

no air about the earth, or at least that it is endowed with little or no power

of rcgistin^; and for the same reason ti at the body projected with a less

velocity describes the lesser arc YD, and with a greater velocity the greater

arc VE, and, augmenting the velocity, it goes farther and farther to F and

G, if the velocity was still more and more augmented, it would reach at

last quite beyond the circumference of the earth, and return to the monn*

tain from which it was projected.

And since the areas which by this motion it describes by a radius drawn
to the centre of the earth are (by Prop. 1, Book 1, Prindp. Math.) propoi^

tional to the times in which they are described, its velocity, when it returns

to the mountain, will be no less than it was at first; and, retaining the

suie velocity, itwiU describeHhe same curve over and over, by the same law.
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Bnt if we now imagine bodiea to be projected in the directions of lines

parallel to the horizon from greater heights, iia of 5, 10, 100, 1000, or more

miles, or rather as many scmi-diamcters of the earth, those bodies, accord-

insr to ihcir liiilcrent vcL»citv, and the dilicreiit force of erravitv in dillfreiit

heiglit^, will dc>cril)e arcs either concentric with the eiirth, or variously

eccentric, and go on revolving through the heavens in those trajectories,

just lis the planets do in their orbs.

As when a stone is projected o1>li(|U('ly, that i^', any way but in the per-

pendicular tiirection, tlie perpetual dellection thereof towards the earth

from tlie right line in which it; was projected is a proof of its gravitation

to the earth, no leas certain than its direct descent when only sulfered to

fall freeij from rest; so the deviation of bodies moving in free spaces from

rectilinear paths, and perpetual dcticction therefrom towards any place, is

a sure indication of the existence of some force which from all qoarteiB

impels those bodies towards that place.

And asy from the supposed existence of gravity, it neoessarily foUows

that all bodies abont the earj|yiy]pt press downward^ and therefore most

either descend directly to ^MfiHP^ are let fall from rest, or at

least perpetually deviN4|||^j^9Qplines towards the earth, if they an
projected obliquej^ fruii;^ «

posed existence of a force directed to

any cmt^^^^^^^^jj^^ftf^ES^e necessity, that all bodies upon which

this fof^^j^^«E^ either desc^^^irectly to that oentr^ or at least deri-

ate perj^etually towards it from right lines, if otherwise they should have

moved obliquely in these right lines.

And how frtiiu the uiutions given we may infer the forces, or from the

forced given we may determine the motions, is shewn in the two lirst Books

of our Principles of Pliilmoplnj.

If t)ie earth is supposed to stand still, and the fixed stars to be revolved

in free spnces in the space of 21 hr)iirs, it is certain the forces by which

the fixed stars are retained in their orbs are not directed to the earth, but

to the centres of the several orbs, that is, of the several parallel circles,

which the fixed stars, declining to one side and the other from the equator,

describe daily ; also that by radii drawn to the centres of those orbs the

fixed stars describe areas exactly proportional to the times of description.

Then, because the periodic times are eqnal (by Cor. Ill, Prop. IV, Book 1),

it follows that the centripetal forces are as the radii of the sereral orbi^

and that they will perpetually rerolTo in the same orbs. And the like

consequences may be drawn from the supposed diurnal motioa tte

planets.

That forces should be directed to no body on which they physically de-

pend, but to innumerable imaginary points in the axis of the earth,v n
hypothesis too incong^ous. It is more iocongruous still that those forces

should increase exactly in proportion of the distances from this axis : for

y GoOgl
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this is an indication of an increase to immensity, or rather to infinitj^

whereas the forces of natural things commonly decrease in receding from

the fouatain from which they flow. But, what is yet more ahsurd, neither

are the areas described by the same star proportional to the times, nor are

its revolutions performed in the same orb; for 88 the star recedes from the

neighbouriog pole, both areas and orb inoreaae; and from the increase of

the area it is demonstrated that the forces are not directed to the axis of

the earth. And this difficulty (Cor. 1, Prop. U) arises from the twofold

motion that is obserred in the fixed stars^ one dinmal ronnd the axis of

the earth, the o^er exceedingly slow round the axis of the eclipiio. And
the explication thereof requires a composition of forces so perplexed and

so yanable, that it is hardly to be reconciled with any physical theory.

That there arc centripetal forces actually directed to the bodies of the

sun. of the oarth, :ind t»ther planets, I thus infer.
^

The m<M.n revolves about om* cartli, and by radii drawn to its centre

(p. 390) describes areas nearly ]»ro])ortiftnal to tlie times in which they are

described, is evident from its vchx'ity compared with its apparent diame-

ter : for its motion is slower wlien its diameter is less (and therefore its

distance greater), and its motion is swifter when its diameter is greater.

The revolutions of the satellites of Juj^ter about that planet are mom
regular (p. 386) ; for they describe circles concentric with Jupiter by eqofr-

ble motions, as exactly as our senses can distinguish.

And so the satellites of Saturn are reTolved about this planet with mo-
tions nearly (p. 387) circular and equable^ scarcely disturbei hj mj eoo»
tridty hitherto ob8CT7ed.

That Venus and Mercury are rerolved about, the sutti 18 demonstrable

from their moon-like appearances (p. 388) : when thqr shine with a full

faoe^ they are in those parts of their orbs which in respect of the eardi lu
beyond the sun ; when they appear half full, they are in those parts whidi

lie over against the sun ; when homed, in those parts which lie between

the earth and the sun ; and sometimes they pass over the sun's disk, when
directly interposed between tiie earth and the sun.

And Venus, with a motion almust uniform, describes an orb nearly cir-

cular and concentric with the sun.

But iMcrcury, with a more eccentric motion, makes remarkable ap-

proaches to the sun, and goes olV again by turns ; but it is always swifter

as it i.< Tu ar to the sun, and therefore by a radius drawn to the sun still

describes areas proportional to tlfb times.

Lastly, that the earth describes about the sun, or the sun about the

earth, by a radius from the one to the other, areas exactly proportional to

the times, is demonstrable from the apparent diameter of the sun oom->

pared with its apparent motion.

These are astronomical experiments ; from which it followiB^ by Prop. 1,
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II, III, in the first Book of our Principles^ and their Corollaries (p. 21^
213, 214}| that there are centripetal forces actually directed (either aocn>

lately or without considerable error) to the centres of the earth, of Jupi-

ter, of Saturn, and of the soil In Mercury, Venus, Mars, and the lener

planeli^ where experiments are wanting, the aigmnoits fron\ analogy mati

be allowed in their place.

That those forces (pw 212, 213, 214) decrease in the di^licate propor-

tion of the distances from the centto of erery planet^ appears by Cor. Vl,

Ptop. lY, Book 1 ; for the periodic times of the satellites of Jupiter are

one to another (p. 38^ SST) in the sesquiplicate proportion of their dis-

taees from the centre of this planet

Tbis proportion has been long ago ohserred in those satellites ; and Mr.

Plamstedf who had often measured their distances from Jupiter by the

micrumetcr, and by the eclipses of the satellites, wrote to me, that it^ holds

to all the accuracy that possibly can be discerned by our eeuscis. And he

Bent Die the dimensions of their orbits taken by the micrometer, and re-

duced to the mean distance of Jupiter from the earth, or from the son,

together with the times of their revolutions, as follows :

—

The greatest elou-

pration of the sale-

liiesfrom tlie cen-

tre of Jupiter as

seen from the sun.

The periodic

times oftheir
reroltttioiMi.

l8l 1 48 or 108

2d 3 01 or 181

3d 4 46 or 886
4th 8 134 or493ik

d h '

"

1 18 28 36

3 13 17 54
7 03 59 36

16 18 ff 13

Whence the sesqniplicate proportion may be easily seen. For example

;

ihe W. 18^ 05' 13" is to the time I**. 1S^ 28' 36" as 493|" x l^p
to 106" X 108", neglecting those small fractions whidi, in ofaserri]^

cannot be certainly determined.

Before the inventicn of the micrometer, the same distances wen delci^

mined in semi-diameters of Jupiter thus :

—

Distance of the 1st 2d
1

3d 4th

By Galileo, ... 6
Simon MarinB . 6

10 in 28

10 16 26
*» Cassini ... 5 8 13 23
" Borelli, more ex-t

aclly . . . '5% 14 24^3

After the invention of the micrometer

By Townley , . . 5,51 8.78 13,47 24,72
" Flamsted . . . 5,31 8,85 13,98 24,23

More acrurately by
the eclipses . . 6,678 8^876 14.159 24,903
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And the periodic times of thooe MteUities, by tbe obsemttons of Mr.

Flamsted,m K18^.28'3e" \ 2^. l^. 17' Si" \
7*. HQ' \ W.

18^. 5' 13", as aboTe.

And the distamccs tbence computed are 5,678
|
S,878

]
14,168

|
24,968,

accurately agreeing with the distances by observation.

Cassiiii assures us (p. 388, 3Sl)) that the same proportion is observed

in the circum-satumal planets. But a longer course of observ ations is

required before we can have a certain and accurate theory of those planets.

In tbe circum-solar planets, Mercury and Venim. the same proportion

holds with srreat nrcura< y. according to the dimensions of their orbs, as

determined by the observations of the best astronomers.

That Mars is revolved about the sun is (l(inoiistrate<l from the phases

which it shews, and tlie pro]iortion of its apjiaront diameters (p. 3R8, 389,

and 390) ; for from its appearing full near conjunction with the sun, and

gibbous in its quadratures, it is certain that it surrounds the sun.

And since its diameter appears about five times greater when in oppon*

tion to the sun than when in conjunction therewith, and its distance from

the earth is reciprocally as its apparent diameter, that distance will be

abont five times less when in opposition to than wben in conjunction witih

ihesnn; but in both cases its distance from the sun will be nearly about

ihe same with the distance which is inferred from its gibbons appearanoe'

in the quadratures. And as it enoompasses tbe son at almost eqtial distan-

oes^ but in respect of the earth is rery nneqnally distant^ so by radii diftlm

to the snn it describes areas nearly uniform ; bat by radii drawn to thi

earth, it is sometimes swift, sometimes stationary, and sometimes retrograde

Tbat Jupiter, in a higher orb than Maia^ is likewise revolTed about the

sun, with a motion nearly equable, as well in distance as in the areas des-

cribed, I infer thns:

Kfr. Ptamiimi assured me^ by letters, that all the eclipses of the inner-

most satellite which hitherto have been well observed do agree with his

theory so nearly, fis never to differ therefrom by two minutes of time;

that in tbe outmost tlie error is little greater : in the outmost but one,

scarcely three times greater; that in the iniicriuost but one tbe difference

is indeed much greater, yet so as to airree as nearly with his computations

as the moon does with tbe common tables ; and tliat he computes those

eclipses only fr.>m tbe mean motions corrected by tlie ctjuation of light dis-

covered and introduced by Mr. Romer. Sujiposing, then, that the theory

differs by a less error than that of 2' from tlie motion of the outmost sat-

ellite as hitherto described, and taking as the periodic time Ui '. 18"'. 5' 13"

to 2' in time, so is the whole circle or 36()° to the arc I '"48", the error of

Mr, Flamsted^s computation, reduced to the satellite's orbit) will be less

than r 48"
; that is, the longitude of the satellite^ as seen from the centre

of Jupiter, will be determined with a kss error than 1' 48". Bat wheo
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the satellite is in tlie miJJlc of the shadow, tliat longitude is the same wilh

the heliocentric longitude of Jupiter
;
and, therefore, the hypothesis which

Mr. Flamsted follows, viz., the CojKniican, as improved by Kepler, and

(afi to the motion of Jupiter) lately corrected by himself, riirhtly re})rcsents

that longitude within a less error tlian 1' IS"; but by this longitude, to-

getlier with the geocentric longitude, which is always eiusily found, the dis-

tance of Jupiter from the sun is determined ; wliich must, therefore, be the

very same with that which the hypothesis exhibits. I 'or that greatestemr

of I' 48" that can happen in the heliocentric longitude is almost insensi-

ble^ and quite to be neglected, and perhaps may arise from some yet undis-

covered eocentriciij of the satellite; but since both longitude and distance

aire rightly determined, it follows of necessity that Jupiter, by radii drawn

to the sun, describes areas so conditioned as the hypothesis reqniresi that ia,

prt portional to the times.

And the same thing may be concluded of Saturn from his satellite^ by

the observations of Mr. Huygens and Dr. Halley ; though a longer series

of observations is yet wanting to confirm the thing, and to bring it under

a suflicieiitly exact computation.

For if Jupiter was viewed from the sun, it would never appear retro-

grade nor stationary, ius it is seen sometimes from the earth, but always to

^0 forward with a motion nearly uniform (p. 389). And from the very

great inequality of its ap})arLiit L^eoeentric motion, we infer (by Prop. Ill

Cor. IV) that the force by which Jupiter is turned out of a rectilineiir course,

and made to revolve in an orb, is not directed to the centre of the earth.

And the same argument holds good in Mars and in Saturn, Another centre

of these forces is therefore to be looked for (by Prop. II and III, and the

Corollaries of the latter), about which the areas described by radii inter-

yening may be equable ; and that this is the sun, we have proved already

in Mars and Saturn nearly, but accurately enough in Jupiter. It may be

alledged that the sun and planets are impelled by some other force equally

and in the direction of parallel lines ; but by such a force (by Cor. YI of

&e Laws of Motion) no change would happen in the situation of the

planets one to another, nor any sensible effect follow : but our business is

with the causes of sensible effects. Let us, therefore, neglect every such

force as imajrinary and precarious, and of no use in the pha-nomena of the

heavens ; and the whole remaining force by which Jupiter is impelled will

be directed (by Prop. Ill, Cor. I) to the centre of the sun.

The distances of the planets from the sun come out the same, whether,

with Tijcho, we ])laee the earth in tlie centre of the system, or the sun witli

Copernicus : and we have already proved that these distances are true in

Jupiter.

Rpph^r and DiiUialdus have, with great care (p. 36S), determined the

distances of the planets from the sun; and hence it is that their taUei
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agree best with the heavens. And in all the planets^ in Japiter Jind Mars,

in Saturn and the earth, as well as in Yenns and Mercnry, the cubes of their

distances are as the squares of their periodic times; and therefore (by Cor.

VI, Prop. lY) the centripetal circum-solar force throughout all the plane-

tary regions decreases in the duplicate proportion of the distances from the

sun. In examining this proportion, we are to use the mean distances^ or

the transverse semi-axes of tiie orbitfi (by Prop. XV]; and to neglect those

little fractions, which, in defining the orbits, may have arisen from the in-

sensible errors of observation, or may be ascribed to other causes which we
tliidl iiftcrwards explain. And thus we sliall dlways tiud the said propor-

tion to hold exactly; for the distances of .Saturn, J upittTj Mars, the Earth,

Venus, and Mercury, from tlie sun, drawn from the observations of as-

tronomers, are, accordinir to tlio compututiun of Kepler, as tlie numbers

95I()()0, 519fir>0, 1523r.O, lOODUO, 72100,38806; by the computation of

Bullialdiis, as the numbers 954198, 522520, 152.350, 100000, 72398,

38585
; and from the periodic times tliey come out 953806, 5201 16, 1 52399,

lUUUOO, 72333, 38710. Their distances, according to Kepler and

Bullialdus, scarcely differ by any sensible quantity, and where thej

differ most the distances drawn from the periodic times, fall in between them.

That the eircnm-terrestrial force likewise decreases in the duplicate pro-

portion of the distances, I infer thus.

The mean distance of the moon from the centre of the earth, ia^ in semi-

diameters of the earth, according to Ptolemy^ Kepler in his Ephemerideaj

Buttialdus, Bewiius, and Hkeiolus, 59 ;
according to f^attuted, 59}

;

according to Tyeko, 56^ ; to Vmdelin, 60; to Copernicus, 60}; to Ktr^

Cher, 62 \ (p. 391,392, 393).

But Tycho, and all that follow his tables of refraction, makinj^: tlie

refractions of the sun and moon (alto^^ethcr against the nature of liL,^lit)

to exceed those of the fixed stars, and that by about four or live minutes

in the horizon, did thereby augment the horizontal parallax of the moon

by about the like number of minutes ; that is, by about the 12th or 15th

part of the whole jiarallax. Correct this error, and the distance will be-

come 60 or 61 semi-diameters of the earth, nearly agreeing with what

others have determined.

Let us, then, assume the mean distance of the moon 60 semi-diameters

of the earth, and its periodic time in respect of the fixed stars 27'^ 7'*. 43',

as astronomers have determined it. And (by Cor. VI, Prop. IV) a body

rerolyed in our air, near the surface of the earth supposed at rest, by

means of a centripetal force which should be to the same force at the dis-

tance of ihe moon in the reciprocal duplicate proportion of the disianoes

from the centre of the earth, that is, as 3600 to 1, would (secluding the

resistance of the air) complete a rerolution in W 24' 27"»

Suppose die circumference of the earth to be 123249600 Paris feet, aa
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has been detennined hj the late menmiratioii of the French (vide p. 406)

;

then the same body, deprived of its ciicular motioii, and falUng by the

impulse of the same centripetal foioe as b^or^ would, in one second of

time, describe 15t', Paris feet.

This we iufer by a calculus formed upon Prop. XXXVI, and it agrees

witli what we observe in all bodies iibout the eartli. For by the experi-

ments of pendulums, and a computation raised therQon, Mr. lluygens has

demonstrated that bodies fallini^ by all that centripetal force with which

(of whatever nature it is) they arc impelled near the surface of the earth,

do, in one second of time, describe ISy'y Paris feet.

But if the earth is supposed to move, tlie earth and moon together (by

Cor. IV of the Laws of Motion, and Prop. LVII) will be revolved about

their common centre of gravity. And the moon (by Prop. LX) will in

the same periodic time, 27\ 7\ 43', with the same circum terrestrial force

diminished in the duplicate proportion of the distance describe an orbit

whose semi-diameter is to the semi-diameter of the former orbit, that is, to

60 semi-diameters of the earth; as the sum of both the bodies of the earth •

and moon to the first of two mean proportionals between this sum and the

body of the earth ; that if we suppose the moon (on aoconnt of its

mean apparent diameter 31 to be about ^ of the earth, as 43 to

42 -f- 43|', or as about 128 to 127. And therefore the semi-diameter

of the orbit, that is^ the distance between the centres of the moon and

earth, will in this case be 60^ semi-diameters of the eartii, almost the same

with that assigned by CopermcuSj which the TVcAontc observntions by no

means disprove ; and, therefor^ the duplicate proportion of the decrement

of the force holds good in this distance. I have neglected the incroncnt

of the orbit which arises from the action of the sun as inoonrideraUe;

but if that is subducted, the true distance will remain about 60 1 smi-

diameters of the earth.

Put farther (}>. 390) ; this proportion of the decrement of the forces is

confirmed from the eccentricity of the planets, and the very slow motion

of their apses: for (by the Corollaries of Prop. XI.V) in no other pro-

portion could the circum-solar planets once in every revolution descend to

their least and once ascend to their greatest distance from the sun, and the

places of those distances remain immoveable. A snuill error from the da-

plicate proportion would produce a motion of the apses oonsidemUe in

every revolution, but in manv enormousL

But now, after innumerable revolutions, hardly any sudi motion has

been perceived in the orbs of the oireum-solar planets. Some astronomcra

affirm that there is no such motion; others reckon it no greater than wbii

may easily arise from the causes hereafter to be aongnecl, and is of no mo-

jnent in tiio present question.
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We may even ncgleoi ihe motion of ihemooii'kiap9i8(p. 390, wMoh
is far greater than in the eirctim-flolar planets, amoTmting in every revoln-

tion to three degrees ; and from this motion it is demunstrable that the

circuin-terrestnul force decreai>e6 in no less than the duplicate, but far less

than the triplicate proportion of the distance ; for if the duplicate propor-

tion was gradually changed into the tri])licate, the motion of the apsis

would thereby increase to infinity; and, therefore, by a very small muta-

tion, would exceed the motion of the moon's ap^'i5?, This slow motion arises

from the action of the circum-solar force, as we shall afterwards explain.

But, secluding this causei the apsis or apogeon of the moon will be hxed,

and the duplicate proportion of the decrease of the circum-terresirial fozeo

in different distanoea from the earth will accurately take place.

Now that this proportion has been eBtabliahed, we may compare tiie

Ibvoes of the aereral planeta amoi^ themadyes (p. 391).

In the mean distance of Jnpiter from the earth, the greatest elongation

of the outmost satellite from Jupiter's centre (by the obsenrations of Mr,

Hamsied^ iB S*' 13" ; and therefore the distance of the satellito from the

centre of Jnpiter is to the mean distance of Jupiter from the centre of the

sun as 124 to 52012, but to the mean distance of Venus from the centre

of the sun us 124 to 7231 ; and their periodic times arc 1^)?* '. and 224§''
;

and from hence (according to Cor. II, Prop. IV), dividiu'^^ tlie distances by

the Sijuares of the times, we infer tliat the force by wliich the satellite is

impelled towards Jupiter is to the force by which Venus is im])elled to-

wards the sun as 412 to 143: and if we diininish the force l)y which the

satellite is impelled in the duplicate proportion of the distance 121 to

7234, we shall have the circuni-jovial fVirre in the distance of Venus from

the sun to the circum solar force by which Venus is impelled sui to

143. or as I to 1100 ; wherefore at equal distances the oiroum-solar force

is 1100 times greater than the circum-joviaL

And, by the like computation, from the periodic time of the satellite of

Saturn 16**. 22**. and its greatest elongation from Saturn, while that planet

is in its mean distance from us, 3' 20", it follows that the distance of this

satellite from Saturn's centre is to the distance of Venus from the sun as

^1 to 7234; and from thence that the absolute circum-solar force is 2360

times greater than the absolute circumHsatumal.
' From the regularity of the heliocentric and irregularity of the geocen-

tric motions of Venus, of Jupiter, and the other planets, it is evident (by

Cor. IV, Pro{>. Ill) that the circum-terrestrial force, compared with the cir-

cum-solar, is very small.

Rkc'vdus and Vtndelin have severally tried to determine the sun's par-

allax from the moon's dichotomies observed by the telescope, and they agree

that it docs not exceed half a minute.

Kepler
J
from Tycho^s observations and his own, found the parallax of
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Mars insensible, even in opposition to the sun, when that parallax is some-

thing greater than the sun s.

Flainsted atteuijited the same parallax with the micrometer in the peri-

geon position of iMurs^ but never found it above 2o" \ and thence condod-

cd the sun's jiarallax at most 10".

Whence it follows that the distance of the moon from the earth bears

no greater proportion to the distance of the earth from the sun tlian 29 to

lOOOO ; nor to the distance of Venus from the sun than 29 to 7Z^.
From which distances, together with the periodic times, by the method

above explained, it is easy to infer that the absolute circum-solar foroe is

greater than the absolute oirenm-terrestrial foroe at least 229400 times.

And though we were only certain, from the observations of Ricdelvs

and Vendelinf that the sun's parallax was less than half a minute, yet ftm
this it will follow that the absolute dicum-solar foroe exceeds the absolute

circum-terrefltrial force 9500 times.

By the like computations I happened to discover an analogy, that is ob-

served between the forces and the bodie? of the planets
;
but, before I ex-

plain this analogy, tlie apparent diuiuLt rrs of the planets in their mean

distiinces fr*an the earth must be first detti iuiited.

Mr. FUnnsted (p. 3S7}, by the micrometer, measured the diameter of

Jupiter 40" or 11" ; the diameter of Saturn's ring 50"
\ and the diameter

of the sun about 32' 13"
(]>. 3Sr).

But the diameter of Saturn is to the diameter of the ring, according to

Mr. Hinjgens and Dr. Halley, as 4 to 9; according to Ga/lctiN.'t, as 4 to

10; and according to Hooke (by a telescope of tiO feet), as 5 to 12. And

from the mean proportion, 5 to 12^ the diameter of Saturn's body is in*

ferred about 21".

Such as we have said are the apparent magnitudes; but, because of the

unequal refrangibility of light, all lucid points are dilated by the tcle>

seop^ and in the focus of the object-glass possess a circular space whose

breadth is about the 50th part of the aperture of the glass.

It is true^ that towards the circumference the light is so rare as hardly

to move the sense ; but towards the middle^ where it is of greater density,

and is sensible enough, it makes a small lucid circle, whose breadth varies

according to the splendor of the lucid point, but is generally about the 3d,

or 4th, or 5th part of the breadth of the whole.

Let ABD represent the circle of the whole light ; PQ. the small circle

of the denser and clearer liuht : C the centre of both; CA, CB, semi-di-

ameters of tlie L^reater circle containing a right angle at C: ACBE the

h>4uare comprehended under these semi-diameters ; AB the diagonal of that

square; EGII an hypeiVi ila with the centre C and asymi»totes GA, CB;

PG a perpendicular erected from any point P of the line BC, and meeting'

the hyperbola in G, and the right lines AB, A£, in K and F : and the
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deuBity of the liirht in any place P, will, by my computation, be as the

line FG, and tlierefure at the centre infinite, but near the circumference

very small. And the whole light within the small circle PQ, is to the

wlioie without as the area of the quadrilateral figure CAKP to the tnan-

gle PKB. And we are to understand the small circle PQ, to be there

terminated, where FG, the deDsity of the light> begins to be less than what

is required to move the sense.

Hence it was^ that, at the distance of 1913S2 feet, a fire of 3 feet in di-

ameter, through a telescope of 3 feet, appeareil to Mr. Picart of S" in

breadth, when it should have appeared only of 3" 14"' ; and hence it is

that the brighter fixed stars appear through the telescope as of 5" or 6" in

diameter, and that with a good full light; but with a fainter light thej

appear to run out to a greater breadtL Hence^ likewise^ it was that J9^

v^iuSf by diminishing the aperture of the telescope did cut off a great part

of the light towards the circumference, and brought the disk of the star to

bo more distinctly defined, which, though hereby diminished, did yet ap-

pear as of 5" or (V in diameter. But Mr. Jfinji(ciis, only by cloudinj^ the

cye-i^hi.'^s with a little smoke, did so effectually extinguish this scattered

litrht, that the fixed stars appeared aa mere points, void of all sensible

breadth. Hence also it was that Mr. Hvysrens^ from the breadth of bodies

interposed to intercept the whole li^ht of the planets, reckoned their diam-

eters greater than others have measured them by the micrometer \ for the
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scattered light, which could not be «een before for the stronger light of the

plaaet» when the planet is hid, appcan eroy way farther spread. Lastly,

from henoe it is tiiat the planets appear so small in the disk of the san,

bang lessened by the dilated light For to Ikvdius, GaUelius, and Dr.

HaUeyf Mercury did not seem to ezoeed 12" or 15"; and Venus appeared

to Ifr. Crabtrie only 1' 3
'

; to Hamup but 1' 12"; though by the men-
surations of Heodius and Uugenius without the sun's disk, it ought to

haye been seen at least 1' 24". Thus the apparent diameter of the moon,

which in 16S4, a few days both before and after the sun's eclipse^ was
measured at the obderv^tory of Paris 31' 30", in the eclipse itself did nut

seem to excLvd 30' or 30' 05
;
and therefore the diameters of the planet,s

are to be dimiuiohcd wlien without the sun, and to be augmentetl when

within it, by some seeonds. But the errors smn to be less than usual in

the meujjurations tliat are made by the micrometer. So from tlie diameter

of the shadow, (Utermined by the eclipses of the satellites, Mr. Flanisted

found that the semi-diameter of Jupiter was to the tj:reatest elongation of

the outmost satellite as 1 to 24,903. Wherefore since that elongation is

S' 13 ', the diameter of Jupiter will be 39^"; and, rejecting the scattere<i

light, the diameter found by the micrometer 40" or 41" will be reduced to

39^" \ and the diameter of Saturn 21" is to be diminished by the like cor-

rection, and to be reckoned 20", or something less. But (if I am not m\&~

taken) the diameter of the sun, because of its stronger light, is to be dimin*

isbed something more, and to be reckoned about 32', or 32' 6''.

That bodies so different in magnitude should oomeso near to an analogy

with their forces, is not without some mystery (p. 400).

It may be that the remoter planet^ for want of heat^ have not thoee me-

tallic sidistanceB and ponderous minerals with which our earth abounds;

and that the bodies of Venus and Mercury, as they are more exj ised to the

son's heat, are also harder baked, and more compact

For, from the experiment of the buming-gliuis, we see that the heat iii-

creases with the density of light ; and this density increases in the recipro-

cal duplicate proportion of the distance from the sun; from whence tlie

son's heat in Mercury is proved to be sevenfold its heat in our summer
seasons. But with this heat our water boils ; and those heavy fluids, quick--

silver and the spirit of vitriol, ircntly eva]Mjrate, ;is I have tried by the

thermometer; and therefore there can be no fluids in- Mercury but wliat

are heavy, and able to 1)ear agreat heat, and from which substances of great

density may be nourished.

And why not, if (Jod has placed diflfereut bodies at different distances

from the sun, so as the denser bodies always possess tlie nearer places, and ll

each body enjoys a degree of heat suitable to its condition, and proper for

its nourishment ? From this consideration it will best appear that the ,

weights of ail the phuiets are one to another as their forces.
I
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Bui I should be glad the diameters of the planets were more accurately

messored ; and that may be done, if a lamp, set at a great distance, is made

to ahioe through a circular hole, and both the hole and the light of the

lamp are so diminished that the spectrum may «^[>p€W thxoQgh the teleioope

just like the planet^ and may be defined by the same measure : then the

diameter of the hole irill be to its distance from the objeotiTe glass as the

trae diameter of the planet to its distanoe from ns. The light of the lamp

may be diminished by the interposttioii either of pieces of cloth, or of

smoked glass.

Of kin to the analogy we hare been describing, there is another obserred

between the forces and the bodies attracted (p. 995, 396, 397), Since the

action of the centripetal force upon the planets decreases in the dnplieate

proportion of the distance, and the perix)dic time, increases in the sesquipli-

cate thereof, it is evident that the actions of the centripetal force, and

therefore the periodic times. uonM )>(' v^[\ud in equal planets at equal dis-

tances frciii the sun ; arnl in ( ([ual Ji.stances of nne<|ual ])lanets the total

actions of the centripetal furco would be as the bodies of the planets ; for

if the actions were not proportional to the bodies to be moved, they could

not f<|ually retract these bodies from the tangents of their orbs in equal

times : nor could the motions of the satellites of Jupiter be so rcppilar, if it

was not that the circum-solar force was equally exerted upon Jupiter and

all its satellites in proportion of their several weights. And the same thing

is to be said of Satom in respect of its satellites, and of our earth in re-

spect of the mooni as appears from Cor. 11 and ill. Prop. LXV. And,

therefore, at equal distanceSi the actions of the centripetal force are equal

upon all the planets in proportion of their bodies^ or of the quantities of

matter in their several bodies; and for the same reason must be the same

npon all the particles of the same size of which the planet is composed ; for

if the action was greater upon some sort of partides than upon others than

in proportion to their quantity of matter, it wonld be also greater or less

upon the whole planets not in proportion to the qnantity only, bat lik<^

wise of the sort of the matter more wpkmLj ibnnd in one and mom
sparingly in another.

In snch bodies as are fbond on onr earth of yery different sorti^ I oam-
ined this analogy with great accuracy (p. 343, 344).

ITthe action of the circum-terrestriaJ force is proportional to the bodies

to be moved, it will (by the Second Law of Motion) move them with equal

velocity in equal times, and will make all bodies let fall to descend throuLjh

equal spaces in e<}uul times, and all bodies hung by equal threads to vibrate

in etjiial times. If the action of the force waa greater, the times would be

less ; if that was less, these would be greater.

Hut it has been long ago oWrved by others, that (allowance being made

for the small resistance of the air) all bodies descend through equal spaces
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in c([iml times; and, by tlie help of peudoluinB, that equality of times loaj

be (listiiiGruishetl to rrreat exactness.

1 tried the tliin<!: i^i g'^ld, silver, lead, glass, sand, common salt wood,

water, and wheat. 1 provided two equal wooden boxes. I filled the one

witli wood, and suspended an (S[nn\ weight of <^^old (as exactly as I couM)

in the centre of oscillation of the other. The boxes, hung by equal threads

of 11 feet| made a couple of pendulums perfectly equal in weight and fi^

ure, and eqnally exposed to the resistance of the air : and, placing the one

by the otlier, I observed them to play together forwards and backwards for

a long whilc^ with equal vibratioos. And therefore (by Cor. 1 and YI,

Prop. XXIY, Book IQ the quantity of matter in the gold was to the qnan*

tity of matter in the wood as the action of the motive force upon all the

gold to the action of the same upon all the wood ; that is^ as the weight of

the one to the weight of the other.

And by these experiments, in bodies of the same weight, ooold have di»-

oovered a difference of matter less than the thousandth part of the wholes

Since the action of tho centripetal force upon the bodies attracted is, at

equal distances, proportional to the quantities of matter in those bodies^

reason requires that it should be also proportional to the quantity of mat-

ter in the body attracting.

Fur all action is mutual, and (p. S'3, 93. by the Third Law of Mudun)

makes the bodies mutually to approach one to the other, and therefore must

be the same in both bodies. It is true that we may consider one l>ody as

attracting, another as attracted ; but this distinction is more mathematic:il

than natural. The attraction is really common of either to other, and

therefore of the same kind in both.

And hence it is that the attractive force is found in both. The sun at-

tracts Jupiter and the other planets; Jupiter attracts its satellites; and,

for the same reason, the satellit t s act as well one upon another as upon Ju-

piter, and all the planets mutually one upon another.

And though the mutual actions of two planets may be distinguished

and considered as two, bj which each attracts the other, yet> as those ac-

tions are intennediatc^ they do not make two bit one operation between

two terms. Two bodies may be mutually attracted each to the other by

the contraction of a cord interposed. There is a double cause of action,

to wi^ the disposition of both bodies, as well as a double action in so^
as the action is considered as upon two bodies ; but as betwixt two bodies

it is but one single one^ It is not one action by which the sun attracts

Jupiter, and another by which Jupiter attracts the sun ; but it is one ac-

tion by wliich the sun and Jupiter mutually endeavour to approach each

the other. By the action with which the sun attracts Jupiter, .Inpiter and

the .sun endeavours to come nearer together i^by tlie Third Law of Mo-

tion) ; and by the action with which Jupiter attracts the sun^ likewise Ju>
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}.itcr and the sun endeavor to oome nearer together. Bnt the son is not

attracted towarda Jupiter by a twofold action, nor Jnpiter by a twofold

action towards the sun ;
but it is one single intermediate action, by which

both approach nearer toijether.

Thus iron draws the load-stone (p. 93), as well as the load-stone

draws the ir'^ti : for all iron in the neighbourhood of the load-stone draws

other iron. But the action betwixt the load-stone and iron is simple, and

is considered as single by the philosophers. The action of iron upon the

load-stone, is, indeed, the action of the load-stone bctwi.xt itself and the

iron, by which both endeavour to come nearer together : and so it mani-

festly appears ; for if you remoye the load-stone, the whole force of the

iron almost ceases.

In this sense it is that we are to conceive one single action to be ex-

erted betwixt two planets, arising from the conspiring natures of both

;

and this action standing in the same relation to both, if^ is proportional

to the quantity of matter in the one^ it wiU be also p]^K)rtional to the

quantity of matter in the other.

Perhaps it may be objected, tiuit, according to this philosophy (j). 39S},

all bodies should mutnally attract one another, contnuy to the evidence

of experiments in terrestrial bodies
i
bnt I answer, that the experiments in

terrestrial bodies come to no account ; for the attraction of homogeneous

spheres near their surfaces are (by Prop. LXXll) as their diameters.

\Vhencc a sphere of one foot in diauietcr, and of a like nature to the

earth, would attract a small body placed near its surface with a force

20000000 times less than the e:irth would do if placed near its surface

;

but so small a force could produce no sensible effect. If two such spheres

were distant but by ^ of an inch, they would not, even in spaces void of
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resistance, come together by the force of their mntnal attraction in len

than a month'3 time ; and le?s spheres will come together at a rate vet

slower, viz., in the proportion of their diameters. Nay, whole mountiiins

will not be sufficient to produce any sensible effect. A mountain of an

hemispherical figure, three miles hij^h, and six broad, will not, by its at-

traction, draw the pendulum two minutes out of the true perpendicular;

and it is only in the great bodies of the planets that these forces are to be

perceived, niiless wc may reason about smaller bodies in manner following^

Let ABCD (p^ 93) represent the globe of the earth cut by any plane

AG into two parts ACB, and ACD. The part ACB bearing upon the

part ACD presses it with its whole weight; nor ean the part ACD aostain

this pressure and continue unmoved, if It is not opposed by an equal con-

trary pressure. And therefore the parts equally press each other Ivy thdr

veights, that is, e(|ually attract each other, according to the third Law of

Motion
I
and, if separated and let go, would fall towards each other widi

clocities rccijAcallv as the bodies. All which we may try and see in the

load-stone, whose attracted part does not propel the part attracting, but ia

only stopped and sustained thereby.

Suppose now that ACB represents some small body on the earth's sur-

face
;
then, because the mutual attractions of this particle, and of the re-

mainini^ part ACD of the earth towards each other, are cquul, but the

attraction of the particle towards the earth (or its weight) is as the matter

of the particle (as we have proved by the experiment of the pendulon^),

the attraction of the earth towards the particle will likewise be as the

matter of the particle ; and therefore the attractive forces of all terns-

trial bodies will be as their sereral quantities of matter.

The forces (p. 396), which are as the matter in terrestrial bodies of all

forms^ and therefore are not mutable with the /onns^ must be found in aQ

sorts of bodies whatsoever, cdestial as well as terrestrial, and be in all

proportional to their quantities of matter, because among all there is no

difference of substance, but of modes and forms only. But in the celes-

tial bodies the same thing is likewise proved thus. We have shewn that

the action of the dronm-salsr force upon all the planets (reduced to equal

distances) is as the matter of the planets ; that the lietion of the circum-

jovial force upon the satellites of Jupiter observes the same law
; and the

same thing is to be said of the attpuction of all the planets towards every

planet : but thence it follows (by Prop. LXIX) that their attractive forces

are as their several quantities of matter.

As the parts of the earth mutually attract one another, so do those of

all the planets. If Jupiter and its satellites were brought together, and

formed into one globe, without doubt they would continue mutually to

attract one another as before. And, on the other hand, if the body of

Jupiter was broke into moie globo^ to be snr% these would no less attract
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that the hodiea of the earth aod all ^the planeta effect a apherioal fignn^ ud
their parts oohere^ and are not diqieraed through the athcr. But we h»fi

before proved that these foroes arise from the imiTcnal nature of maltsr

(p. d&S), and that, therefore, the fonse of any whole j^he is made up of

the several forces of all its partSi And from thenee it foUows (by Oor*

III, Prop. LX.XrV) that the force of every particle decreases in the dapli-

cate proportion of the distance from that particle ; and (by Prop. LXXIII
and LXXV) that the force of an entire glol>e, reckoning from the surface

outwards, decreases in the duplicate, but, reckoning inwards, in the sim-

ple proportion of the distances from the centres, if the matter of the globe

be uniform. And tliouirli the matter of the globe, reckoning from the

centre towards the surface, is not uniform (p. 39S, 399), yet the decrease in

the duplicate proportion of the distance outwards would (by Prop. LXXVI)
take place, provided that difformity is similar in places ronnd al)out at

equal distances from the centre. And two such globes will (by the same

Ftoposition) attract one the other with a force decreasing in the daplicate

proportion of the distance between their centres.

Wherefore the absolute force of every globe is as the quantity of matter

which the globe contains; bnt the motive force by which every globe is

attracted towards another, and which, in teircstrial bodies, we commonly

call their weight, is as the content under the quantities of matter in boib

globes applied to the sqnare of the distance between their centres (bj Cor.

IT, Prop. LXXYI), to which force the quantity of motion, by which each

globe in a given time will be carried towards the other, is proportional

And the aocderative force, by which every globe according to its quantity

of matter is attracted towards another, is as the quantity it matter in that

other globe applied to the square of the distance between the centres of

the two (by Cor. II, Prop. LXXVI) ; to which forces the velocity by which

the attracted globe will, in a given time, be carried towards the other is

proportional. And from these principles well understood, it will be now

ex^y to determine the motions of the celestial bodies among themselves.

From comparing the forces of the planets one with another, we have

above seen that the circum-solar does more than a thousand times exceed

all the rct^t : but by the action of a force so grca!; it is unavoidable but that

all bodies within, nay, and far beyond, the bounds of the planetary system

must descend, directly to the sun, unless by other motions they are impelled

towards other parts : nor is our earth to be excluded from the number of

such bodies ; for certainly the moon is a body of the same nature with the

planets, and subject to the same attractions with the other planets, seeing

it is by the circum-teircstrial force that it is retained in its orbit But

that the earth and moon are equally attracted towards the son, we have
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the said common laws of attraction. Nay, supposing any of those bodki

to be derived of ita circular motion about the sun, by having ite distance

from the sun, we may find (by Prop. XXXVI) in what space of time it

would in its descent arrive at the sun ; to wit, in half that periodic tine in

which the body might be revolved at one half of its former dietanoe; ora
a space of time that is to the periodic time of the planet as 1 to 4v^; at

that Tenns in its deaoent would arrive at the sun in the space of 40 daj%

iopiter in the space of two yean and one m^mtfa, and the earth and mean

together in the space of 66 days and 19 homa But, since no aneh thing

happen^ it must needs that those bodies are moved towards other parti

(p. 7S), nor is every motion sufficient for this purposOi To hinder saeb a

descent, a due proportion of velocity is required. And hence depends

force of the argument drawn from the retardation of the motions of the

planets. Unless the circum-solar force decreased in the duplicate ratio of

their increasing slowness, the excess thereof would force those bodies to de-

scend to the sun ;
for instance, if the motion [cctteris paribus) was retarded

by one half, the planet would be retained in its orb by one fourth of the

former circum- solar force, and by the excess of the other three foiu-tba

would descend to the sun. And therefore the planets (iSaturn, Jupiter,

Mars, Venus, and Mercury) are not really retarded in their perigee's, nor

become really stationary, or rcgrcs.sive with slow motions. All these are

bat apparent, and the absolute motion?, by which the planets continue to

revolve in their orbits, are always direct, and nearly equable. But that

such motions are performed about the sun, w c have already proved; and

therefore the sun, as the centre of the absolute motions, is quieaoent For

we can by no means allow quiescence to the earth, lest the planets in their

perigees should indeed he truly retarded, and become truly stationary and

regressive and so for want of motion should descend to the sun. Bat

tether; since the planets (Yenui^ Mars^ Jupiter, and the rest) by ladii

drawn to tiie sun describe regular orbits^ and areas (as we have shews)

nearly and to sense proportional to the timcs^ it follows (by Prop. ID, and

Cor. in, Prop. LXY) that the sun is moved with no notable fmt, unksi

periiaps with such as all the planets are equally moved with, according to

their several quantities of matter, in paralld lines, and ao the whole lya-

tem is transferred in right lines. Reject that tranalation of llie whcile

system, and the sun will "be almost quieaoent in the centre thereof. If the

gun was revolved about the earth, and carried the other planets round about

itself, the earth ought to attract the sun with a ^rreat force, but the cir-

cnm-solar planets with no force priKiucing any sensible effect, which is

contrary to Cor. Ill, Prop. LXV. Add to this, that if hitherto the earth,

because of the gravitation of its parts, has been placed by most authors io

the lowermost re(;ion of the universe
;
now, for better reason, the sun po*-

Hwd of a centripetal force exceeding our terrestrial gravitation a thousatfi
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timefl and mm, ought to be.depnBBed into the lowwmott pboi^ and to bo

held for the centre of the sygtem. And thoi the trne di^ontioii of tho

wholo system will be more folly and moro osaotly ondostood.

BeoMise the fixed stais are qnieioent one in fcapooi of another (p. 401,

4U2), we may consider the smi, earth, and jdaoeta^ as one qfstcm of bodies

oarried hither and thitfaer bj wions motions among themselfes; and the

common centre of graTitj of aU (by Cor. IT of the Laws of BfoUon) will

either be qniesoen^ or moTO nnifomly forward in a right line : in which

case the whole BjaUm will likewise move nniformlj forward in right linen

Bnt this is an hypothesis hardly to be admitted ; and, therefore^ setting it

nside, thai common centre will be qni«eent : and from it the snn is never

far remored. The common centre of gravity of the son and Jupiter frlls

on the surface of the 8un ; and though all the planets were placed towards

the same parts from the sun with Jupiter the common centre of the sun

and all of them would scarcely recede twice as far from the sun's centre;

and, therefore, though the sun, according to the various situation of the

j)lanets, is variously agitated, and always wandering to and fro with a slow

motion of libration,yet it never recedes one entire diameter of its own body

from the quiescent centre of the wliolc system. But from the weights of

the sun and planets above determined, and the situation of all among them-

Belvcs, their common centre of erravity may be found
;
and, this being given,

the sun's place to any supposed time may be obtained.

About the sun thus librated the other planets are revolved in elliptio

orbits (p 403), and, by radii drawn to the sun, describe areas nearly pro-

portional to the times, as is explained in Prop.LXV« If thesnnwaa qni* «

csoent, and the other planets did not act mutually one upon another, their

orHtB would be elliptic, and the areas exactly proportional to the times (by

Propb XI, and Cor. 1, Prop. XIII). But the actions of the planets among
tiiemeelveB^ compared with the actions of the sun on the planets^ are of no
moment^ and prodooe no sensible errors. And those errors are less in rev^

olntions abont the son agitated in the manner bnt.now described than if

those revelations were made abont the son qniescent (by Prop. LXYI, and
Cor. Propb LXYIII), especially if the focns of every orbit is placed in the

common centre of gravity of idl the lower indnded planets; vis., the §aem
of the orbit of Mercury in the centre of the snn ; the focos of the orbit of

Tenns in the common centre of gravity of Mcronry and the son ; the focns

of the orMt of the earth in the common centre of gravity of Venns, Mer^

cnry, and the snn ; and so of ihe rest And by this means the foci of the

orbits of all the planets, except Satnm, will not be sensibly removed from

the centre of the sun, nor will the focus of the orbit of Saturn recede senai*

bly from the common centre of gravity of Jupiter and the sun. And
therefore astronomers are not far from the truth, when they reckon the

sun's centre the common focus of all the planetary orbits. In Saturn itself
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the error thence arising does not exceed 1 ' 45". And if itg orbit, by placixxj^

the focus thereof in the common centre of gravity of Jupiter and the srrrvr

shall happen to agree better with the phaenomena, from thence all that -w^^
have said will be farther confirmed.

If the sun was quiescent, and the planets did not act one on another, tift0

aphelions and nodes of their orbits would likewise (by Prop. 1, XI, and Cor.

Prop. XIII) be quiescent. And the longer axes of their elliptic orbita

would (by Prop. XV) be as the cubic roots of the squares of their periodi-c

times : and therefore from the given periodic times would be also given-

But those times are to be measured not from the equinoctial points, which

are moveable, but from the first star of Aries. Put the semi-axis of the

earth's orbit 1(K)000, and the semi-axes of the orbits of Saturn, Jupiter,

Mars, Venus, and Mercury, from their periodic times, will come out

953806, 520116, 152399, 72333, 38710 respectively. But from the sun's

motion every semi-axis is increased (by Prop. LX) by about one third of

the distance of the sun's centre from the common centre of gravity of

the sun and planet (p. 405, 406.) And from the actions of the exterior

planets on the interior, the periodic times of the interior are something

protracted, though scarcely by any sensible quantity ; and their aphelions

are transferred (by Cor. VI and VII, Prop. LXVT) by very slow motions

in conseqxientia. And on the like account the periodic times of all, espe-

cially of the exterior planets, will be prolonged by the actions of the

comets, if any such there are, without the orb of Saturn, and the aphe-

lions of all will be thereby carried forwards in coiisef/uetitia. But from

the progress of the aphelions the regress of the nodes follows (by Cor.

XI, XIII, Prop. LXVI). And if the plane of the ecliptic is quiescent, the

regress of the nodes (by Cor. XVI, Prop. LXVI) will be to the progress of

the aphelion in every orbit as the regress of the nodes of the moon's orbit

to the progress of its apogcon nearly, that is, as about 10 to 21. But as-

tronomical observations seem to confirm a very slow progress of the aphe-

lions, and a regress of the nodes in respect of the fixed stars. And hence

it is probable that there are comets in the regions beyond the planets, which,

revolving in very eccentric orbs, quickly fly through their perihelion parts,

and, by an exceedingly slow motion in their aphelions, spend almost their

•whole time in the regions beyond the planets j as we shall afterwards ex-

plain more at large.

The planets thus revolved about the sun (p. 413, 414, 415) may at the

same time carry others revolving about themselves as satellites or moons,

as appears by Prop. LXVI. But from the action of the sun our moon

must move with greater vebcity, and, by a radius drawn to the earth, de-

scribe an area greater for the time; it must have its orbit less curve, and

therefore approach nearer to the earth in the syzygics than in the quadr*-

turee, except in so far as the motion of eccentricity hinders those effect^-
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For the eccentricity is greatest when the moon's apogeon is in the syzygies,

•ad Uast when the same is in the qnadr-itures ; and hence it is that the

perigeon moon is sirifter and nearer to ns, but the apogeon moon slower and

further irom in the syzygies than in the qnadratureB. But farther ; the

apogwm has a progreMiTe and the nodes a rcgreBBiYe motion, both nnequa-

ble For the apogeon is more swiftly piogresBiTe in its flysygiee^ more

slowly rcgTeesire in its quadratures^ and by the exoess of its progreasaboT»

ilB legresB is yearly transferred in consequeniia ; bnt the nodes are quie^

centin their sy zjgics, and most swiftl}' regressive in their quadratures. But
farther, still, the greatest latitude of the moon is greater in its quadra-

tures than in its syzygies ; and the mean motion swifter in the aphelion of

the earth th^i in it=? perihelion. More inc(|ualitie8 in the moon's motion

have not hitherto heon taken notice of by astronomers : but all these fol-

low from our principles in Cor. 11, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI,

XII, XIII, Prop. LXVI, and are known really to exist in the heavens.

And this may pcen in tliat most ingenious, and if I mistake not, of all, the

most acccuratc, hypothesis of Mr. Horror, which Mr. Flainsted haa htted

to the heavens ; but the astronomical hypothcaes are to be corrected in the

motion of the nodes ; for the nodes admit the greatest equation or pros-

thaphssresis in their octants, and this inequality is most eonspieuous when

the moon is in the nodes, and therefore also in the octants; and hence it

was that Tycho^ and others after him, rd<erred this inequality to ths

octants of the moon, and made it menstrual ; but the reasons by us addu-

ced prove that it ought to be referred to the octants of the nodes, and to

be made annual.

Beside those inequalities taken notice of by astronomers (p. 414, 44fl^

447,) there are yet some others, by which the moon's motions are so dis-

turbed, that hitherto by no lawoould they be reduced to any certain regu-

lation. For the velocities or horary motions of the apogee and nodes of

the moon, and their equations, as w ell the difference betwixt the greatest

eccentricity in the syzygies and the least in the quadratures, and that ine-

quality which we call the variation, in the progress of the year are aug-

mented and diminished (by Cor. XIV, Prop. l.XVl) in the trijdicate ratio

of the sun's apparent diameter. Beside that, the varintion is mufable

nearly in the duplicate ratio of the time between tlie quadratures (by Cor.

I and II, Lem. X, and Cor. XVI, Prop. LXVI) ; and all those inequali-

ties are something greater in that part of the orbit which respects the sun

than in the opposite part, but by a difference that is scarcdy or not at all

perceptible.

By a oomputation (pw 422), which for brevity's sake I do not describe^ I

also find that the area which the moon by a radius drawn to the earth

teeribes in the several equal moments of time is nearly as the sum of tiie

mimbsr fXST^^t and Tosed sias of tlie douUo distaiboe of ths moon fitm
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the nearest quadrature in a circle whose radius is unity
;
and therefore

that the square of the moon's distance from the earth is as that sum divid-

ed hy the horary motion of the moon. Thus it is when the variation in

the octants is in its mean quantity ; but if the rariation is greater or leas,

that versed sine most be augmented or diminished in the same ratio. Let

•stronomen try how enotly tlie difltanoea thus foond will agree with the

noon's iqipareDt diameten.

Fkom the motions of our moon we may derive the motions of themoeos

or sateUites <fi Jnpiter and Satnm (p. 413); for the mean motion of the

nodes of the ontmost satellite of Jupiter is to themean motion of thenoda

of onr moon in a proportion oomponnded of the dnpUeate proportion ef

tiie periodio time of the earth ahont the son to the periodie time of Jnpitor

' about the sun, and the simple proportion of the periodic time of the sat-

ellite al>out Jupiter to the periodic time of our moon about the earth (by

Cor. XVI, Prop. LXVI) : and therefore those nodes, in the space of a hun-

dred years, are carried 24' backwards, or in antecedent ia. The mean

motions of the nodes of the inner satellites are to the (mciui) moticm of

(the nodes of) the outmost as their periodic times to the periodic time of

this, by the same corollary, and are thence given. And the mution of the

apfiis of every satellite in coiisequeiitia is to the motion of its nodes in

antecedentia, aa the motion of the apogee of our moon to the motion of id

nodes (by the same Corollary), and is thenoe given. The greatest equa-

tions of the nodes and line of the apses of each satellite are to the greatest

equations of the nodes and the line of the apses of the moon respectively

as the motion of the nodes and line of the apses of the satellites in the

time of one revolution of the first equations to the motion of the nodes

and apogeon of the moon in the tame of one revolution of the last equa^

tions. Hie wtation of a satellite seen from Jupiter is to the Tsriation

of our moon in the same proportion as the whole motions of their nodes

respectively, during Ihe times in which the satellite and our moon (aHer

parting from) are revolved (again) to the sun, by the same Corollary ; and

therefore in the outmost satellite the variation does not eioecd 6" 12'".

From the small quantity of those inequalities, and the slowness of the

motions, it happens that the motions of the satellites are found to be so

regular, that the more modern astronomers either deny all motion to the

nodes, or affirm them to be very slowly regressive,

(P. 404). While the planeta are thus revolved in orbits about remote

centres, in the mean time they make their several rotations about their

proper axes; the sun in 26 days; Jupiter in 9''. 56'; Mars in 24=^;

Venus in 23^; and that in planes not much inclined to the plane of the

ecliptic, and according to the order of the signs, as astronomers determine

from the spots or mactds that by turns present themselves to our sight in

their bodies; nnd there is a like revolution of our earth pafoimed in IM^;
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and those motions are neither accelerated nor retarded by the actions of

the centripetal forces, as appean by Cor. XXII, Prop. LX VI ; and there*

fore of all others they are tiie moBt eqvahle and most fit for the meoatirap

tion of time; bat these rerolntioos are to be reckoned equable not from

their return to the son, but to some fixed star : for as the position of the

planets to the son is uneqnably Taried, the rerolutions of those planets

fiom son to son are rendered unequable.

In like manner is the moon rerolTed abont its axis by a motion most

equable in respeot of the fixed stars, tis^ in 27^. 7*. 4S^, that is, in the

space of a sidereal month ; so that this diurnal motion is equal to the

mean motion of the moon in its orbit
;
upon which account the same face

of the moo a always respects the centre about which this mean motion is

performed, that is, the exterior focus of tiie moon's orbit nearly; and hence

arises a deflection of the moon's face from the earth, sometimes towards

the east, and other times towards the west, according to the position of the

focus which it respects ; and this deticction is equal to the efjfmtion of the

moon's orbit, or to the difference betwixt it^ mean and true motions; and

this is the moon's libration in longitude: but it is likewise affected with

a libration in latitude arising from the inclination of the moon's axis to

the plane of the orbit in which the moon is revolved about the earth ; for

that axis retains the same position to the fixed stars nearly, and hence the

poles present themselves to our view by tums^ as we may understand from

the example of the motion of the earth, whose poles, by reason of the incli-

nation of its axis to the plane of the ecliptic^ are by tarns illuminated by

the son. To determine exactly the position of the moon's axis to the

fixed stars, and the variation of this position, is a problem worthy of an

astronomer.

By reason of the dinmal revolutions of the planets^ the matter whidi

they eontain endeavours to recede from the axis of this motion ; and hence

the fluid parts rising higher towards the equator than abont the poles

(p. 405), would lay tJie solid parts about the equator under water, if tiiose

parts did not rise also (p. 405, 409) : upon which account the planets are

something thicker about tlie equator than about the poles ; and their equi-

noctial points (p. 413) thence become regressive; and tlieir axes, by a

motion of nutation, twice in every revolution, libratc towards their eclip-

tics, and twice return again to their former inclination, as is explained in

Cor. XVIII, Prop. LXVl; and lience it is that Jupiter, viewed through

very long telescopes, does not appear altogether round (p. 409). but having

its diameter that lies parallel to the ecliptic something longer than that

which is drawn from north to south.

And from the diurnal motion and the attractions (p. 415, 41 S) of the

sun and moon our sea ought twice to rise and twice to fall every day, as

wsll Innar as iohur (by Cor. XIX, XX, Prop. LXYI), and the greatest



height of the water to happen before the sixth hour of either day and after

the twelfth hour preceding. By the slowness of the diurnal motion thi

flood is retracted to the twelfth hour ; and hy the force of the motion of

reciprocation it is protracted and deferred till a time nearer to the sixth

how. But till that time is more certainly determined bjr the phmoO'

mena, choosing the middle between those extremes^ why may we not

conjecture tbo greatest height of the water to happen at the third hoar?

foa thus the water will rise all that time in which the force of the Imiu-

nariet to raise it is greater, and will fall all that time in which their Uut
k less

; jvl, from the ninUi to the third hour when that force is greater

and from the third to the ninth when it is less. The honn I reckon fron

the appulse of each luminary to the meridian of the plaee, as well nnder

as aboTo the horizon ; and by the hoilxs of the lunar day I undentand the

twenty-fourth parts of that time which the moon spends before it oomes

about again by its apparent diurual motiuu tu the iiieridiau of the ^htce

which it lef^ the day before.

But the two motions which the two luminaries raise will not appear distin-

guished, but will make a certain mixed motion. In the conjunction or op-

position of the luminaries their foj^cs will be conjoined, and brino:^ on the

greatest flood and ebb. In the quadratures the sun will raise the waters

which the moon dcpressetli, and depress the waters which the moon rai^etb;

and from the difference of their forces the smallest of all tides will follow.

And because (as experience tells us) the force of the moon is greater than

that of the sun, the greatest height of the water will happen about the

third lunar hour. Out of the sysygics and qnadratorea the greatest tide

whioh by the single force of the moon ot^ght to fall out at the third lonar

honr, and by the single forae of the snn at the third solar honr, by the

flomponnded forces of both most fall ont in an intermediate time that ap-

proaohes nearer to the third honr of the moon than to that of the soa;

and, therefore, while the moon is passing from the syzygies to the quadra-

tures, daring which time the third honr of the snn precedes the third of

the moon, the ^reiitest tide will precede the third lunar hour, and that by

the greatest interval a little after the octants of the moon ; and by like

intervals the greatest tide will follow the third lunar hour, while the mooa

is passing from the quadratures to the syzygies."

But the effects of the luminaries depend upon tbeir distance? from the

earth ; for ^vhen they are less distant their effects are greater, and when

more distant their etfects are less, and that in the triplicate proportion of

their apparent diameters. Therefore it is that the sun in the winter tim^

being then in its perigee, has a greater effect^ and makes the tides in the

qrsygieB something greater, and those in the quadratures something la|

ecBteris partbu^f than in the summer season ; and every month the mooB^

while in the perigee^ raiseth gnatar tides than at the distance of 16dsji
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before or after, when it is in its apogee. Whence it comes to pass that two

highest tides do not follow one Uie other in two immediateljf sacoeeding

syzygies.

The effect of either Inmiiuury doth likewise depend i^n its declination

or distance from the equator ; for if the luminary was placed at the poli^

it would constantly attract all the parts of the waters^ without anj intea-

fiion or remission of its action, and could cause no reciprocation of motion;

and, therefore, as the luminaries decline firom the eijuator towards either

pole^ they will by degrees lose their foioe^ and on this aooount will oeiti

lesser tides in the solstitial tliaa in the equinoctial qri7gi«> But in tlio

solstitial quadratures the]r will raise greater tides than in the quadraliM

about the equinoxes ; because the effect of the moon, then sittntcd in tho

equator, most exceeds the effect of the sun ; thercfoia the greatest tides

fall out in those syzygies, and the least in those quadratnrefl^ whiob happen

ahout the Umeof both equinoxes ; and the greatest tide in the syzygies ia

always sueeeeded by the lesst tide in the quadratures, as we find by expe-

rience. But because the sun is less distant from the earth in winter than

in summer, it comes to piuss that the greatest and least tides more fre-

quently appear before than after the Ternal equinox, and mora frequently

after than before the autumnal

Moreover, the effects of che lumina- ^ K N
ries depend upon the latitudes of places.

Let ApEP represent the earth on all

sides covered with deep waters; C its

centre; P,/>, its poles; AE the efjua-

tor; F any place without the equator;

V/ the parallel of the place : l)d the

correspondent parallel on the other side
' ^ M

of the equator ; h the place which the moon poesesMd three hours before;

H the place of the earth directly under it; A the opposite place
;
K,

the places at 90 degrees distance; CH, OA, Uie greatest heights of the ae»

from the centre of the earth; and OK, Cl^ the kast heights; andifwiyt

the axes HA, Kk, an cUipsis is desmribsd» and bj the rerolutioa of thalX

ellipsis about its longer axis HA a spheroid HPKApA is formed, this spho-

roid will nearly represent the figure of tho sea; and CF, C/, CD, Crf, will

represent the sea in the places P,/, D, d. But farther ; if in the said rero-

lution of the ellipsis any point N ^Kcribcs the drde NM, cutting the

parallels Ff, Dfl, in any places R, T, and the equator AE in S, ON will

represent the height of the sea in all (hose places R, S, T, situated in this

circle. Wherefore in the diurnal rcvolutiun of any place F the greatest

flood will be in F, at the third hour after the appulse of tlie moon to the

meridian above the horizon : and afterwards the greatest ebb in Q, at the

third hour after the setting of the moon ; and then the greatest flood in/^

ed by Google
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•t the thifd hoar after the appulse of the moon to the meridiaa under the

boriion
;
and, iMtlj» the greatest ebb in Q, at the third hour aflte the

risinn: of tlie moon ; and the latter flood in/ will be less than the picoed-

ing flood in F. For the whole Bea is divided into two huge and hem»-

pherieel floods, one in the hemisphere KHkG on the north sid^ the other

in the oppoeite hemisphere KHkC, which we may therefore call the nortkp

«m and die «mthem fleode : these floods^ heing always opposite the one to

the other, oome by turns to the meridians of places after the interfal

of twdTO Inner hem ; and, seeing the northern oonntries partake moie

of the northern flood, and the sonthem oonntries more of the sonthrm

flood, thence arise tides alternately greater and less in all places without

the eqnAtor in which the Inminaries rise and set But the greater tide

will Ittppen when the moon declines towards &m Tertez of the place, ahovt

tiie third honr after the appulse of the moon to the meridian above the

horizon; and when the moon charijC^es ita declination, that which was the

greater tide will be changed into a lesser; and the greatest difference of

the floods will fall out about the times of the solstices, especially if the

asccndino; node of the moon is about the first of Aries. So the morning

tides in winter exceed those of the evening, and the evening tides exceed

those of the morning in summer ; at Plymouth by the height of one foot,

but at Bristol by the height of 15 inches^ acoordiog to the obsenratioDS of

Colepress and Slttrnitj.

But the motions which we have been describing suffer some alteration

from that force of reciprocation which the waters [having onoe received]

retain a little while by their vi$ inaita ; whence it comes to pass that the

tides may oontinne for some time, though the actions of the luminaries

should cease. This power of retaining the impressed motion lessens the

difference of the alternate tidc% and makes those tides which immcdiatd^

snoceed after the syzygies greater, and thoee which follow next after the

qnadratnrcs less. And hence it is that the alteniate tides at Plffmmak
and BrUiol do not difl^er mneh more one from the other than hj the height

of a foot, or of 16 inches; and that the greatest tides of aU at those ports

are not the flrst hot the third after the syzygies.

And, heside% all the motions are retarded in their paassge throngh shal*

low channels, so that the greatest tides of all, in some stnii's and months
of rivcn^ are the fourth, or even the flfth, after the syzygies.

It may also happen that the gr^est tide may be the fourth or fifth

after the syzygies, or fall out yet later, because tlic motions of the sea are

retarded in passing through shallo\v places towards the shores; for so the

tide arrives at the western coast of Ireland at the third lunar hour, and an

hour or two after at the ports in the southern coast of the same island
; as

also at the islands Cassiterides, commonly Sorling-s ; then successively at

FaimoiUh, Plymouih, Portland, the iale^of Wight, WtttcheUer, Dover,
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the mouth of the Thames^ and London Bridge, spending twelve hours in

this passage. But farther ; the propagation of the tides maj be obBtructed

even by the channels of the ocean itself, when (hqr &re not of depth enough;

for the flood happens at the third lunar hour in the Canary islnnds ; and

at all those western coasts that lie towards the Atlantic ocean, as of

kmd, France^ tSpain, and all Afiica^ to the Cape of Qood Hope, except

in some shallow places, where it is impeded, and £ftUs out later ; and in tha

straits of QibraUar, wheie^ fay xesson of a motion propagated from the

Meditenanean 8e% it flows sooner. Bat» passing from those coasts over

ilie breadth of the ocean to the coasts of Ammiea, the flood anriTes flxst at

the most eastern shores of Brazil, abont the fonrth or fifth Innar honr;

then at the month ci the river of the AmazoM at the siiith honri but at

the neighbouring islands at the fonrth honr; afterwards at the islands of

Bermudas at the seventh honr, and at port St. Augustin in Fkfida at

Mven and a hall And therefore the tide is propagated through the ocean

with a slower motion than it should be accordinp: to the course of the

moon; and this retardation is very necessary, that tlic sea at the same time

may fall hetwccn Brazil and New France, and rise at the Canary islands,

and on the coasts of Europe and Africa, and vice versa: for the sea can-

not rise in one place but by falling in another. And it is probable that

the Pacific sea is agitated by the same laws ; for in the coasts of Chili and

Pern the highest flood is said to happen at the third lunar hour. But

with what velocity it is thence propagated to the eastern coasts of

Japan, the Pkilippim and other islands adjacent to China, I have not

yet learned.

Farther; it may happen (p. 41S) that the tide maj be propagated from

the ocean through different channels towards the same port, and may pass

.quicker through some channels than through others, in which case the

same tide, divided into two or more snooeeding one another, may compound

new motions of different kinds. Let ns suppose one tide to be divided into

two equal tides, the former whereof precedes the other by the space of six

lionis^ and happens at the third or twen^-ecventh honr from the appulas

of the moon to the meridian of the port If the moon at the time of this

appulse to the meridian was in the equator, every six houn altematdj

there would arise equal floods, which, meeting widi as many equal ebb%

would so balance one the other, that, for that day, the water would stag^

nate^ and remain quiet If the moon then declined from the equator, the

tides in the ocean would be alternately greater and Im, as was said ; and

from hence two greater and two leBBer tides would be alternately propa-

gated towards tliat port. But the two greater floods would make the

greatest licight of the waters to fall out in the middle time betwixt both,

and the crreatcr and lesser floods would make the waters to rise to a mean

height in the middle time between them j and in the middle time between
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tiii two IcM floodf ilia wtten woqM riie to thor kail Ttam
Hm ipaoe of ttcntj-fonr hoon ibo wtftctB would oom^ not twiei^ bnl ow
only to their greatest) and onoo only to their least height; and their grcil-

eit height, if the moon deelined towards the derated pol^ woqM happa

at the sixth or thirtieth hour after the appnlse of themoon to the mcridbfli;

and when the mooQ changed it0 deciination, thiB flood would be chaDged

into an ehh.

Of all which we have an example in the port of Batsham, in the king-

dom of Tunquin, in the latitude of 20° 50' north. In that port, on the

day which follows after the passage of the moon over the equator, the

waters stagnate; when the moon declines to the north, they bes^in to flow

and ebb, not twice, as in other ports, but once only every day ; and the

flood happens at the setting, and the greatest ebb at the rising of the moon.

This tide increaseth with the declination of the moon till the seventh or

oighih day ; then for the eerenth or eighth day following it decreaseth tt

the same rate as it had increased before, and ceaseth when the mooa

ohangeth its dedination. Alter which the flood is immediately changed

into an ebb; and thenceforth the ebb happens at llio setting and the iftod

at the rising of the moon, till the moon again ehanges its diclinatieB.

There are two inlett from the ocean to this port; one moio direct and short

between the island £Riifiiiii and the coast of Qtiontofig-, a province cf

Cfkma ; the other round about between the same island and tiie coast Of

Cochim ; and through the shorter passage the tide is sooner propagated to

Hatsham.

In the channels of rivers the influx and reflux depends upon the current

of the rivers, which obstructs the ing^ress of the waters from the sea, and

promotes their egress to the sea, making the innjess later and slower, and

the egress sooner and faster; and hence it is that the reflux is of longer

duration that the influx, especially far up the rivers, where the force of the

sea is less. So Sturmy tells us, that in the river iitxm, three miles below

Bristol, the water flows only five hours, but ebbs seren; and without doubt

the diflerencc is yet greater above Bristol, as at Caresham or the BailL

This difference does likewise depend upon the quantity of the flux and re-

flox ; for the more Tehement motion of the sea near the sysygics of the

Inminaries more easily overcoming the resistance of the riveia^ will make

the ingress of the water to happen sooner and to continue longer, and will

theidbre diminish this difference. But while the moon is approaching to

tiie sysygies, the rivers will be more plentifully filled, thdr currents being

obstructed by the greatness of tbe tides, and therefore will something more

retard the reflux of the sea a little after than a little before the syzygiea.

Upon which account the slowest tides of all will not happen in the syzy-

gies, hut precede them a little; and I observed above that the tides before

tbcsyzjgics were also retarded by the force of the son; and from both
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maam eopjoiacd tiie retardation of the tides will be both greater and sooner

before the Bjqrgiak AU whioh I find to be ao^ by the tide-teU« wbioh

JUunsied has eompoBad from a great many obKmtiona.

By the lam we hare been dflfleiilniigy the times of the tides aiegoi^^
Ink tbe giealaeBB of the tides depends upon the gnatneas of the seasL Let

O xepMsent the eentre of the earth, BADB the oral figure of the sca^ CA
ike longer soni-azis of this oval, CB the shorter insisting at right angles

i^on the fbrmer, D the middle point between A and B, and ECF or eCf
the angle at the eentre of tiie earth, sohtended by the breadth of liie sea

that terminates in the shores £, F, or 6^/1 Now, supposing that the point

A is in the middle between the points £^ F, and the point D in the middle

between the points Cj/y if the difference of the hoghts CA, CB, represent

• the qnantity of tiie tide in a Teiy deep sea sorronnding the whole earth,

theemsof the height CA above the heightCE orCF will represent the
,

quantity of the tide in the middle of the sea EF, terminated by the shorn

F; and theezoeasof the hpght Ce above the height C/ will nearly

representtheqnantityof the tide on the shores/ of the same sea. Whenee
it appeals that the tides are less in the middle of the sea than at the

dMm; and that the tides at the shores are nearly as EF (p. 461, 452), the

breadth of the sea not exceeding a quadrantal arc. And hence it is that

near the equator, where the sea between Africa and America is narrow,

the tides are far less than towards cither side in the temperate zones, where

the seas are extended wider; or on almost all the shores of the Pacific sea,

as well towards America as towards China, and within as well as without

the tropics ; and that in islands in the middle of the sea they scarcely rise

higher than two or three feet, but on the shores of great continents are

three or fovr times greater, and above, especially if the motions propagated

from the ocean are by degrees contracted into a narrow space, and the water,

to fill and empty the bays alternately, is forced to flow and ebb with great

violence through shallow places ; as Plymouth and Chepstow Bridge in

Bngkmdf at the mmmt of St. Michael and town of Avranchcs in Nar^

Mntfyittdat CMiMciaiidiV**!^^-^^ In whieh pkoei^
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ihe aea> hinrMd in and out with great violenea^ Boinetimcs Ujs the shoni

under water, aometimeB leaves them dry, for many miles, iior is the font

of the influx and efflnz to be broke till it has raised or deprewcd the water

to fortj or tity feet and morOi Thne also long and shallow straits thai

open to the sea with months wider and deeper than the rest of their chan-

nel (snoh as thoee about Briiain and the MageUank Straits at the eas^

em entry) will have a greater flood and cbb^ or will more intend and remit

their eonrse^ and therefore will rise higher and be depressed lower. On
the coast of Somih America it is said that tiie PaeSjic sea in its reflux

sometimes retreats two milcB^ and gets out of sight of those that stand on

shore. Whence in these plates the floods wiU be also higher ; hut in deeper

waters the velocity of influx and efflux is always less, and therefore the

«iscuiit and descent is so too. Nor in such phices is the ocean known to

a^end to more than six, eight, or teu feet. The (quantity of the a^iceat I

compute in the following manner.

Let S represent the sun, T the

earth (419, 4:^U), P the moon,

PAGH the moon's orbit, in SP
take SK equal to ST and SL to g
SK in the duplicate ratio uf SK
to SP. Parallel to PT draw LM

;

and, supposing the mean quantity j)

of the circum-solar force directed towards the earth to be represented by

the distance ST or SK, SL will rqirescnt the quantity thereof directed

towards the moon. But that force is compounded of the parts SM, LM :

of which the force LM and that part of SAl whioh is represented by TM,
do disturb the motion of the moon (as appears from Prop. LXVf, and its

Corollaries). In so far as the earth and moon are revolved about their

common centre of gratitj, the earth will be liable to the action of the like

forces. But we may refer the soms as well of the forces as of the mottons

to the mooni and represent the sums of the forces by the lines TM and

ML^ whioh are proportional to them. The force LM, in its mean quaa-

tity, is to the force whioh the moon may be revolved in an orbits about

the earth quiescent at the distance PT in the duplicate ratio of the moon^
periodic time about the earth to the earth's periodic time about the son

(by Cor. XYII, Prop. LXVI) ; that is, in the duplicate ratio of 7^

43' to S65<*. 6". 9' ; oraslOUO to 178726, or i to \7^H. Thefoiveby
which the moon may be revolved in its orb about the earth in rest, at the

distance PT of GO} semi*diameters of the earth, is to the force by which

it may revolve in the same time at the distance of 6<) serai- diamelL^rs ;i3

60^ to GO; and this force is to the force of gravity with us a^ 1 to X

60 nearly ; and therefore the mean force ML is to the force of orravity at

the surface of the earth afilx60^to60x00x or 1 to
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638092,6. Wbence the force TM will be also giren fimi the proportion

«f the lines TM, ML. And these aw the finms ef ihs son, bj whieh ths

noon's motions sie disturbed.

If fnm the moon^ orbit (p. i49) wodesoend to the CBrth% sufiM^ those

Ibms will he diminidied in the ntio of the distanoes 60^ and 1 ; and
therefore the foroe LM will then beoome 38604600 times Imb tiian the

fom of grarity. Bat this foroe acting eqnallj erery where npon the

earth, will aoaiody effect any change on the motion of the seS) and there-

Ibte may be neglected in the explication of tiiat motion. The other fines

TM, in places where the son is ertical, or in their nadir, is triple the

quantity of the force ML, and therefore but 12S6S200 times less than the

force of gravity.

Suppose now ADBE to represent the spherical surface of the earth,

oD6E the surface of the water overspreading it, C the centre of both, A
the place to which the sun is vertical, B the place opposite : 1), E, places

at 90 degrees distance from the former ; ACKmIt a right angled cylindric

canal passing through the earth's centre. The force TM in any place is

as the distance of the place from the ^lane D£^ on which a line from A
to C insists at right angles, and

therefore in the i»art of the ca-

nal which is represented by EC
im is of no quantity, but in the /
other pari AClk is as the gravity /
ftt the several heights; for in /

dcsoendiog towards the eentte of ^
the earth, gravity is (by i

LXXIO) every where as the \
height ; and therefore the foroe

TM, dimwing the water upwards

will diminish its gravity in the

leg AClk of the eimal in a given

ratio : upon which account the

water will ascend in this leg, till its defect of gravity is supplied by its

greater height ; nor will it rest in an equilibrium till its total gravity

becomes equal to the total gravity in KClm, the other leg of the canal.

Because the gravity of every particle is as its distance from the earth's

oentrc, the weight of the whole water in either leg will increase in the

duplicate ratio of the height ; and therefore the height of the water in the

leg AClk will be to the height thereof in the leg C7mE in the subdupli-

cate ratio of the number 12S68201 to 12868200, or in the ratio of the

number 25623053 to the number 25623052, and the height of the water

in the leg EC/m to the difference of the heights, as 25623052 to 1. Bat

the height ill thel^ ECfot is of 19616800 Paris feel» as has been ktdj
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found bj the meuoniion of the Prmcks ud, ChorofoN^ly tiie prmdiiy
difSercnoe of the hdghtB oomcs out 9) indieB of the Pan9

foot ; aod the son's foioe will make the height of the sen at A to exceed
the height of the same at E bj 9 inohes. AxA though the of the
eanal ACEmik be snpposed to be Itomd into a hard and solid eonsisietiee^

yet the hdghts thereof atA and^ andall other intermediate places, would
still remain the same.

Let Aa (in the following figure) represent that excess of height of 9
anohcs at A, and hf the excess of height at any other place h ; and upon
DC let fall the perpendicular yO, meetinsr the L'lohe of tlie earth in F :

and because the distance of the sun is so great that all the riirht lines

drawn thereto may be considered as parallel, the force TM in any place

/

will be to the same force in the place A as the sine FG to the radius AC.
And, therefor^ since those forces tend to the sun in the direction of par-

allel lines, they will generate

the parallel heights F/, Ao,

in the same ratio ; and Uicro^

fore the figure of the water

Dfaeb will be a qiheioid

made bj the rerolntion of aa

eUipsis abont its longer ana
ab. And the perpendieolar

hdght/A will be to tiie ob-

liqne height F/* as/G to JC,

or asFG to AC: and there-

fore the height fh is to the

height Aa in the duplicate

ratio of FG to AC, that is, in the ratio of the versed sine of douMe the

angle DC/" to double the radius, and is thence given. And hence to the

several moments of the apparent revolution of the sun about the earth we

may infer the proportion of the ascent and descent of the waters at any

given place under the equator, as well as of the diminution of that ascent

and de^^oent, whether arisinir from the latitude of places or fmrn the svm's

declination
;

viz., that on account of the latitude of places, the accent and

descent of the sea is in aU places diminished in the duplicate ratio of the

oo-sines of latitude ; and on aoeonnt of the sun^s declination, the ascent

and descent under the equator is diminished in the duplicate ratio of tbe

oo-sine of declination. And in places without the equator the half sum

of the momingand ereniag asocnts (thai ii^ the mean asocnt) is dimimshfd

nearly in the ssme ratia

Let S and L respectiTdj npnani tfe Ibras of ihe son and mm
plaoed in the eqnalor, and alMr mean distanoes from the earth; R the

radius: TaadV the Tcned sIm of donUe tlMoonakmmilief thesM
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and moon's deolinatioiis to anj given time; D and £ the mean appamt
diametcn of the son and moon : and, supposing F and G to be tluor vffff^

rent diameters to that giren time, their forces to raise the tides under the

eqnlor willH in ^wpjpea^^^L + -^j^S; intheqaateturcii^

VG» TP*
^^7^ L— 2RD^ ^ ^ ^"""^^ ^ likewise ohserred nndsr

the parallels, from observations accurately made in our northern climates

we may determine the proportion of the forces L and S ; and thsn Iqr

means of this role ptediot the qnantitiflB of the iidss to oTeiy Bj^gj and

quadrature.

At the month of the riw Avon, three miles bebw Briatol (p. 450 to

4B3^ in spring and antomn, the whole ascent of the water in the oo^jnnio*

tion or opposition of the Inminarics (by the obaomiiion of Sham^) k
abont 45 feet> bat in the qnadiftturfls only 25« Because the appaitni di*

•meters of the luninaries are not here determined, let ns aasnme then in

their mean quantities^ as well as the moon's declin»tion in the eqoinootial

quadratures in its mean quantity, that is, 23^"" ; and the versed sine of

double its complement will be 1682, supposing Uie radius to be 1000. Hut

the declinations of the sun in the equinoxes and of the moon in tho »yty^

gies arc of no quantity, and the versed hiiied of double t)u» compUm)ont?<

are each ;^U1>U. Whence those forces become L + S iu the i^xjgi^ nud

2^^^ L— S in the qnadnttnres, respectiTely proportional to the hei|thlB

of the tides of 45 and ^5 feet, or of 9 and 5 paoes. And, therefore, mul-
1 5 1 iiH

tipljing the extremes and the meanSi we hafe 5L + ^»
'^hlUliu

^

128000
9S,orL«-^^S«5^^.
Boi fiothcr; I remember to have been tdd tlint in rammer the sMSBt ef

iha am in tiie syscygies is to the assent thetecf in the qnadratnres as abovl

5 to 4. In the solsttocB themMlTCB it is probaUe that the proportion may
be something ka^ as about 6 to 5 ; whcnee it would follow tiiat L is

5iS [for then the proportion is -h
^^^^

; L— „ jS : ; 6

:

Till we can more certainly determine the proportion from ol>servation, let

us assume 1- ^ 5^S; and since the heii!:)its of the tides are jus tho forcee

which excite them, and the force of the sun iri able to raine the tUli^ to tlio

height of nine inches, the moon's force will be eufhcient to raise the samo

to the height of four feet And if we allow that this height may b»

donbledy or perhaps tripled, by that force of reciprocation which we obserre

in tiie motion of wntert^ and by which their motion onceb^gim is Jupi

35
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up for same time, there will be force enough to generate all that ij^uautitj

of tides wliich we really find in the ocean.

Thus we have seen that these forces are suflScient to move the sea. But,

so fftr as I can ohscrvc, they will not be able to produce any other effect

sensible on our earth ; for since the weight of one grain in 4000 is not

sensible in the nicest balance; and the sun's force to move the tides is

12868200 less thaa the force of gravi^ ; and the sum of the forces of both

moon and sun, exceeding the son's force only in the ratio of 6^ to 1, is still

2032890 times less than the force of gravity ; it is evident that both foiceB

together are 500 times leas than what is required sensibly to increase or

diminish the weight of ftny body in a balanee. And, therefore, they will

not sennbly move any suspended body ; nor will they prodnce any sensible

effect on pendnlums^ barometers, bodies swimming in stagnant water, or in

the like statical experiments. In the atmosphere, indeed, they will excite

SQflh a flnx and reflux as they do in the sea^ but with so small a motion

that no sensible wind will be thence produced.

If the effects of both moon and sun in raising the tides (p. 454), as well

as their apparent diameters, were equal among themselves, their alisolute

forces would (by Cor. XIV, Prop. LXV'I; be as their magnitude.-^. Uut the

effect of the moon is to the effect of the sua as about 5^ to 1 ; and the

moon's diameter less than the sun's in the ratio of 3H to 32}, or of 45 to

46. Now the force of the moon is to be increased in the ratio of the effect

directly, and in the triplicate ratio of the diameter inversely. Whence the

force of the moon compared with its magnitude will be to the force of the

sun compared with its magnitude in the ratio compounded of 5i to 1, and

the triplicate of 45 to 46 inversely, that is, in the ratio of about 5j\ to h
And therefore the moon, in respect of the magnitude of its body, has an

absolute centripetal force greater than the sun in respect of the magnitude

of its body in the ratio to 5tV to 1, and thearefore more dense in the

same ratio.

In the time of 27*^ 7^. 43', in which the moon makes its le?dution about

the earth, a planet may be rerolTcd about the sun at the distance of ISjUi
diameters of the sun from tiie sun's centra supposinf tiie mean tppavcnt

diameter of the Sun to be 32}'; and in the same time the moon may bc?^
Ydved about the earth at rest, at the distance of 90 of the earth's diaa^
ten. If in both cases the number of diameters was the sam^ the absolute

einmm-terrcstrial force would (by Cor. U, Ptop. LXXIl) be to the absolute

droum-solar force as the magnitude of tiie earth to the magnitude of the

son. Because the number of the earths diameters is greater in the ratio

of 30 to 18,954, the body of the earth will be less in tlie trijilieate of th:i:

ratio, that is, in the ratio of 3|| to I. W herefore the earth s force, for the

maecnitude of its body, is to the sun's force, for the magnitude of its U>dy,

Sii ^11 to 1 ; and cou^icx^ucutly the earth's density to the sun's will be in
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the flame ratio. Sinoe^ then, the moon's denniy is to the 9011^ deoflity as

5)^9 to I, the moon's density will he to the earth's density as 5j\ to 3||,

or as 23 to 16. Wherefore nnoe the moon's magnitude is to tiie earth's

magnitnde as about I to 41 1, the moon's absolute centripetal force will be

to the earth's absolute centripetal force as about 1 to 2ii, and the quantity

of matter in the moon to the quantity of matter in the earth in the same

ratio. And hence the common centre of «jravity of the earth and moon is

more exactly determined than hitherto has been done; from the knowledge

of which we may now infer tlie moon's distance from the earth with greater

accuracy. But I would rather wait till the proportion of the bodies of the

moon and earth one to the other is more exactly defined from the phe-

nomena of the tides, hoping that in the mean time the circumference of the

earth may be measored from more distant stations than any body has yet

employed for this pnzpoee.

Thus I haYe given an account of the sjsUm of the planets. As to tha

fixed stars, the smallness of their annual parallax proves them to be re-

moved to immense distances from the system of the planets : that this

parallax is less than one minute is most certain ; and from thence it folloiiv

that the distance of the fixed stars is ahove 260 times greater than tlM

distance of Saturn from the sun. Such as reckon the earth one of the

planetS; and the sun one of the fixed stars, may remove the fixed stars to

yet greater distances by the following arguments: from the annual motion

of the earth there would happen an apparent transposition of the fixed

stars, one in respect of another, aknost equal to thdr double parallax ; hot

the greater and nearer stars, in respect of the more remote, which are only

seen by the telescope, have not hitherto l)een observed to have the least

motion. If we should suppose tliat motion to be but less than 2U", the

distance of the nearer fixed stars would exceed the mean distance of Saturn

by above 2000 times. Acfain; the disk of Saturn, which is only 17" or

18" in diameter, receives but about ., -^J^^--^^ of the sun"s liglit; for so

much less is that disk than the wK"le spherical surface of the orb of Saturn.

Now if we snppnsc Saturn to reflect about A of this light, the whole light

reflected from its illuminated hemisphere will be about ^777^7700 the

whole light emitted from the sun^s hemisphere; and, therefore, since light

is rarefied in the duplicate ratio of the distance from the luminous body, if

the sun was 10000v^i^ times more distant than Saturn, it would yet 1^
pear as lucid as Saturn now does without its ring, that i% something more

lucid than a fixed star of the first magnitude. Let us, therefor^ suppose

that the distance from which the snn would shine as a fixed star exceeds

that of Saturn by about 100,000 times, and its apparent diameter will be

7\ 16*^. and its parallax arising from the annual motion of the earth 13"''

:

and so great will be the distance, the apparent diameter, and the parallax

of the fixed stars of the first magnitude, in bulk and light equal to our sun.
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Some may, perhaps, imagine i^t a great part of the light of the fixed stttS

id intercepted and lost in its passage through 80 T88t spaces, and upon that

account pretend to place the fixed stars at nearer distances ; but at this

rate the remoter stars cuiild be t^carcely seen. Suppose, for example, that

I of the light perish in its p;L>s:Lii;e froiu the nearest fixed stars to us; then

I will twice perish in its passage through a double space, thrice throngh a

triple, and so forth. And, therefore, the fixed stars that are at a doublf

distance will be 10 times more ol«cure, viz., 4 times more obscure on ac-

count of the diminished apparent diameter; and, again, 4 times more on

account of the lost light. And, by the same argument, the hxed stars at a

triple distance Avill be 9 X 4 X 4, or 144 times more obscure; and those

at a quadruple distance will be IH x 4 X 4 X 4, or 1024 times more ob-

8imre; but so great a diminution of light is no ways consistent with the

phacnomena and with that hypothesis which places the fixed stars at difib^

ent distances.

The fixed stars being, therefore^ at such vast distances from one another

(p. 460, 461X can neither attract each other sensibly, nor be attracted by

our son. But the comets must nnavoidably be acted on by the circom*

aolar force ; for as the comets were placed by astronomers above the moon,

hecanse they were fonnd to hare no diurnal parallax^ so their annual

parallax is a oonyincing proof of their descending into the regions of the

planets. For all the comets which move in a direct oonrse, according to

the order of the signs, about the end of their appearance become more than

ordinarily slow, or retrograde, if the earth is between them and tlic son

;

and more than ordinarily swift if the earth is approaching to a heliocen-

tric opposition witli them. Where;is, on the other hand, those which moTC

against the order of tlic signs, towards? the end of their appearance, appear

swifter than they ought to be if the earth is between them and the sun

;

and slower, and perhaps retrograde, if the earth is in the other side of its

orbit. This is occasioned by the motion of the earth in different situa-

tions. If the earth go the same way with the comet, with a swifter

motion, the comet becomes retrograde ; if with a slower motioui the comet

becomes sloweri however ; and if the earth more the contrary way, it be-

comes swifter; and by collecting the differences between the slower and

swifter motions, and the sums of the more swift and retrograde motions^

and comparing them with the situation and motion of the earth from

whence tiicy arise^ I found, bj means of this paialhu^ that the distanoci

of the comets at the time thc^ cease to bo yisible to the naked ^e aio

always less than the distanoe of Saturn, and generaUy even leas than tiie

distance of Jupiter.

The same thing may te oolleoted from the ourraturo of the way of the

oomets (p. 462). These bodies go on nearly in great circles while iheir

motion oontinues swift \ but about the end of their course, when that part
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of their apparent motion which arises from the parallax bears a greater

laroportion to their whole apparent motion, they commonly deviate from

those circles ; and when the earth goes to one sid^ they deviate to th«

other ; and this defleotion, because of its corresponding with the motion

of the earth, must arise chiefly from the paiallaz; and the quantity ther^

of 18 80 considerable^ as^ bj my computation, to place the disappearing

comets a good deal lower than Jnpiter. Whence it follows^ that» when
they approach nearer to ns in their perigees and pcrihelion% they often de-

scend below the orbits of Bfais and the inferior planets.

MoreoTer, this nearness of the comets is confirmed by the annual paral-

lax of the orbit) in so &r as the same is pretty nearly collected by the

supposition that the comets move uniformly in right lin^ The method

of collet-ting the distance of a comet according to this hypothesis from

four observations (first uttcLnpted by Kepler^ and perfected by Dr. Walli»

and Sir Christopher Wrtii) is well known ; and the comets reduced to

this regularity generally pass through the middle of the planetary region.

So the comct.s of the year lfi07 and 1618, as their motions arc defined by

Ki-pfcr, passed between the sun and the earth; that of the year 16')4 be-

low the orbit of Mars; and that in 16S0 below the orbit of Mercury, as

its motion was defined by Sir Christopher Wrm and others. By a like

rectilinear hypothesis, Hevelius placed all the comets about which we have

any observations below the orbit of Jupiter. It is a false notion, there-

fore, and contrary to astronomical calculation, which some have enter-

tained, who, from the regular motion of the comets^ either remove them

into the r^ons of the fixed stars, or deny the motion of the earth ; wher^

as their motions cannot be reduced to perfect r^|;ularity, unless we suppose

them to pass through the regions near the earth in motion ; and these are

the arguments drawn from the parallax, so far as it can be determined

without an exact knowledge of the orbits and motions of the comets.

The near approach of the comets is farther confirmed from the light of

their heads (p. 463, 465] ; for the light of a celestial body, illuminated by

the sun, and receding to remote parts, is diminished in the quadruplicate

proportion of the distance ; to wit, in one duplicate proportion on account

of the increase of the distance from the sun ; and in another duplicate

proportion on account of the decrease of the ap}>arent diameter. Hence it

may be inferred, that Saturn being at a double distance, and having its

apparent diameter nearly half of that of Jupiter, must appear about 16

times more obscure; and that,, if its distance were 4 timt^ greater, its

light would be 256 times less : and therefore would be hardly j^rccivable

to the naked eye. But now the comets often equal Saturn's light, without

exceeding him in their apparent diameters. So the comet ff the year

1668, according to Dr. Hooke's observational equallc-d in brightness the

light of a fixed star of the first magnitude ; and its head, or the star In
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the middle of tiie coma, aopeared, through a tdeaoope of 15 £eet>w lind

as Saturn near the horison ; but the diameter of the head was only 25"

;

that is, ahnost the same with the diameter of a circle equal to Saturn

and his ring. The coma or hair surrounding the head was al)out ten times

as broad; namely, 4^ min. Again ; the kast diamctcT of the hair of the

oomet of the year 16S'i, observed by Mr. fuu/isled with a tube of 16 feet,

and measured with the micrometer, was 2' 0"
; but the nucleus, or star in

the middle, scarcely possessed the tenth part of this breadtli, and was

therefore only 11" or 12" broad; but the light and clearness of its head

exceeded that of the year 1680, and was equal to that of the stars of the

first or second magnitude. Moreover, the comet of the year 1665, in Aprils

as Hevelixis informs us, exceeded almost all the iixed stars in splendor, and

creQ Saturn itself, as being of a much more vivid colour ; for this comeft

was more lucid than that which appeared at the end of the foregoing year,

and was compared to the stars of the first magnitude. The diameter of

tfie coma was about 6' ; but the nudeus^ compared with the planets bj

means of a telescope was plainly less than Jupiter, and was sometimct

thought less, sometimes equal to tike body of Saturn within the ring. TV
tliis breadth add that of the ring, and the whole Uat of Saturn will be

twice as great as that of the comet,* with a light not at all more intense;

and therefore the comet was nearer to the sun than Saturn. From the

proportion of the nucleus to the whole head found by tliese observations,

and from its breadth, which seldom exceeds 8' or 12 , it appears that the

stars of the comets are most commonly of the same apparent magnitude

as the planets ;
but that their light may be compared oftentimes with that

of Saturn, and sometimes exceeds it. And hence it is certain that in their

perihelia their distances can scarcely be greater than that of Saturn. At

twice that distance, the light would be four times less, wliich besides by its

dim paleneas would be as much inferior to the light of Saturn as the light

of Saturn is to the splendor of Jupiter : but this difference would be ea^y
observed. At a distance ten times greater, their bodies must be greater

than that of the sun ; but their light would be 100 times fainter than

that of Saturn. And at distances still greater, their bodies would hx
esoeed the sun ; but^ being in such dark regions^ they must be no longer

visible. So impossible is it to place the comets in the middle regions be-

tween the sun and fixed stars^ accounting the sun as one of the fixed stars;

for certainly th^ would reoeiye no Inore light there from the sun than we

do from the greatest of the fixed stars.

So far we haye gone without considering that obscuration which comets

suffer from that plenty of thick sm^ke which encompasseth their heads,

and tlir(^gh which the heads always shew dull as through a cloud ; for

by how much the more a body is obscured by this smoke, by so much the

more near it must be allowed to come to the sun, that it may vie with the
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planeti in tha qnantiij of light which it lefieetB ; whenoe it is prohalile

that the comets deeoend &r hdow the orHt of Saturn, as we proTed hefore

from their parallaz. Bnt» ahove all, the thing is evinced from their taila^

which must he owing dther to the snn'a .light reflected from a smoke

arising from them, and dispersing itself through the a^ther, or to the light

of their own heads.

In the former case we must shorten the distance of the comets, lest we bo

obliged to allow that the smoke arising from tlieir heads is propagated

through such a vast extent of space, and with sucli a velocity of expansion,

as will seem altogether incredible ; in the latter case the whole light of

both head and tail nm?!t he ascribed to the central nucleus. But, then, if

we suppose all this light to be united and condensed within the disk of the

nucleus, certainly the nucleus will by far exceed Jupiter itself in splendor,

especially when it emits a veiy large and lucid tail. If, therefore^ under a less

apparent diameter, it reflects more light, it must be much more illuminated

3j the sun, and therefore ranch nearer to it. So the comet tliat appeared

Dec. 12 and 15, OJS» Anim 1679, at the time it emitted a very shining

tail, whose splendor was equal to that of many stars like Jupiter, if their

light were dilated and spread through so great a spaco^ waa^ as to the mag^

nitude of its nucleus^ leaa than Jupiter (as Mr. FlamHed observed), and

therefore was nradi nearer to the sun: naj, it was era less than Mercufj.

For on the 17th of that month, when it was nearer to the earth, it

peered to Caanni through a telescope of 35 feet a little leae than the globe

of Saturn. On the 8th of this month, in the morning, Dr. Halley saw the

tail, appearing broad and Teiy diort, and as if it rose from the body of Ihe

sun itself, at that time Terj near its rising. Its form was like that of an

extraordinary bright cloud; nor did it disappear till the sun jtself began

to be seen aljove the horizon. Its splendor, therefore, exceeded the light of

the clouds till the sun rose, and far surpassed that of all the stars together,

m yielding only to the immediate brightness of the sun itself. Neither

Mercury, nor Venus, nor the moon itself, are seen so near the risini^ sun.

Imagine all this dilated light collected togetlur, and to Ite crowded into

the orbit of the comet's nucleus which was less than Merctiry
;
by its

splendor, thus increased, becoming so much more conspicuous, it will vastly

exceed Mercury, and therefore must be nearer to the sun. On the 12th

and 15th of the same month, this tail, extending itself OTcr a much greater

space; appeared more rare; but its light was still so vigorous as to become
^

visible when the fixed stars were hardly to be seen, and soon after to appear

like a fiery beam shining in a wonderful manner. From its length, whieU

was 40 or 50 degreei^ and its breadth of 2 dcgreee^ we may compute vhalt

the light of the whole must be.

This near approach of the comets to the sun is confirmed from the situ<^

tion they aie seen in when their tails appear most re^lendeni; for when
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the head passes by the sun, and lies hid under the solar rays, very bri|!%t

and shining tails, like fiery beams, are said to issue from the horizon ; Kut

afterwariLs, wlit n the head heii^ina to appear, and is got farther from the

Bun, that spicndur always decreases, and turns by degrees into a paleness

like to that of the milky way, but much more sensible at first ; after that

vaniiihiiig graduiJly. Such was that most resplendent comet described by

Aristotle, Lib. 1, Meteor. 6. " The head thereof oould not be seen, because

it set before the sun, or at leeft was hid under the sun's rays ; but the next

d&y it wag seen as well as might be; for, having left the sun but a very

little way, it set immediately after it ; and the scattered light o£ the head

obflcored by the too great splendour (of the tail) did not yet i|>pear. Bu<

afterwards (sajB AriMMle), when the splendoYir of the tail was now dimio'

ished (the head ofX^ comet- reeoTered its natiTe hrightaesB. And tb
.splendour of its ttdl reaohed-now to a third part of the hettvm (that i% t
60^). It appeared in the winter season, and, ri8i]^^ to Orieit'^giid^tl^

-widicd away/' Two comets of the same kind are described bj JusHi,

lib. which, aocording to his aooount^ "shined so bright^ that wiioe

heaven seemed to be on fixe; and bj liieir greatness filled up a fonrCih put
• of the heavenfl^ and by their s|dendottr exoeeded that of the son." Bj
which last wovds a near position of these -bright comets and the rising ot

. setting sun is intimated (p. 494, 495). We may add to these the comet of

the year 1101 or 1106, " the star of which was small and uWurc (like that

of IGbUj ; but the splendour arising from it extremely bright, reaching, iike

a fiery l»e.'un to the cast and north," as Hevelius has it from S\m*t>n, the

monk of Durham. It appeared at the beginning of Febntary about the

evening in the south-west. From this and from the situation of the tail

we may infer thut the head was near the sun. Matthew Paris says, "it

was a])out one cubit from the sun; from the third [or rather the sixth] to

the ninth hour sending out a long stream of light'' The comet of 1264,

in Jail/, or about the solstice, preceded the rising sun, sending out its beams

with a great light towards the west as far as the middle of the heaYCBj

and at the beginning it ascended a little above tho horizon : but as tbeiim

went forwards it retired ^ < ry day farther from the horiaon, till it pasMd

by the very middle of the heavensw It is said to have been at the beginning

large and bright, having a large coma, which decayed from day to day* h
is described in AppetuL MaUh, ParU, IStL Ant[. after thismanner : **A9l

Chrisii 1265, there appeared a comet so wondcrfnl, thai none thcB'fiviBg

had ever see^ the like; for, rising from the-east with a great brightMsi^ it

extended itsdf with a great light as fiur as the middle of the hcmispkie
towards the west*' The Latin original being somewhat barbarons aad e^
•sonre, it is here subjoined. Ab onente enim tmm magm J'ulgorB jmt-

geiis, usque ad maimm hemtphmii «srsiia ocddmdun, omnia jperlmuU
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"In the year 1401 or 1402, the sun beirt!^ got below the horizon, th»e

appeared in the wc-st a bright and shinini,^ comet, sendinc: out a tail up-

wards, in splendor like a flame of lire, and in form like a spear, darting ita

rays from west to east. When the sun was sunk below the horizon, by the

lostre of its own rays it enlightened aU the borders of the earth, not per-

mitting the other stars to aliew their light, or the shades of night to darken

the Mt, bcoMiBe its light flaooeeded that of the others, and extended itself to

Hie vpper part of the hesrens, flaming,'* (fc<x, HUt, Bffzant. Due. Mich,

Nqiti, From the ntnatkm of the tnl of this cornet^ and the time of its

tet wppmnooi, wt may inftr that the head was then near the snni and

went fiurther from him erefy day; fior that oomet oontiniied three montiis.

Id tiie year 1527, Aug, 11, ahont four in the morning, there was seen al-

most ^ronghont Bitnpe a terriUe oomet in Leo, which oonthraed flaming

•n hour and a qnarter every day. It rose from the cast, and ascended to

flie sonth and west to a prodigious length. It was most oonspioiioiia to the

north, and its cloud (that is, its tail) was very terrible
;
having, according

to the fancies of the vulgar, the form of an arm a little bent holding a

Bword of a vast magnitude. In the year 1618, in the end of Xom/ihcr,

there began a nimour, that there ajipcare l about sun-rising a briirht beam,

which was the tail of a comet whose head was yet concealed within the

brightness of the solar ray?'. On Nov. 24, and from that time, the comet

itself appeared with a Itright light, its head and tail being oxfremcly re-

splendent. The Icntrtli of the tail, which was at first 20 or 30 de^^'., in-

creased till December 9, when it arose to 75 deg., hut with a liuht much
more faint and dilute than at the beginning. In the year 1668, March 6,

S., about 7 in the evening, F, Valent jEstaftciuSj being in Brazil, saw

ft oomet near the horizon in the south-west. Its head was small, and

searcely discernible, but its tail extremely bright and refulgent, m that the

lafleotion of it from the sea was easily seen by those who stood npon the

shore. This great splendor lasted but three daya^ decreasing very remark-

ably frm. tiiat tim& The CaO at the bqpnning extended itself from west

•to south, and in a situation almost parallel to the horison, appearing like

» shining bcem 2S d9g. in length. Aflerward^ the light deereasiiig, its

magnitude increased till the oomet ceased to he visilile; so that Casami,

at BologtiUj saw it {Mar, 10, 11, 12) rising from the horison 32 dfg. in

length. In Porttt^ it is ssid to haye taken up a ft>urth part of the

heayens (that is, 45 deg.), extending itsdf from west to esst wi^ a notaUe

brightness
;
though the whole of it was nofseen, because the head in this

part of the world always lay hid below the horison. Prom the increase of

the tail it is j.lain that the head receded from the sun, and was nearest to

it at the beginning, when the tail appeared bric^htest.

To all these we may add the comet of ItiSO, whose wonderful splendor

at the oonjonction of the head with the sun was above described. But so
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great a splendor argues the comets of tbib kind to haye really passed near

•the fountain of light, especially since the talk never shine so mneh in

their opposition to the sun ; nor do we read that fiery beams haye ever ap-

' peared there.

Lastly, the same thing is inferred (p. 466, 467) from the liirht of the

heads increasing in the recess of the comets from the earth towards the

sun, and decreasing in their return from the sun towards the earth ; fur so

the hist comet of the year 1665 (by the observation of Jlei tlius]^ from the

time that it was first seen, was always losing of its apparent motion, and

therefore had already passed its perigee : yet the splendor of its head was

daily increasing, till, being hid by the sun's rays, the comet ceased to ap-

pear. The comet of the year 1 683 (by the obserration of the same

v$Uus)t ahout the end of July, when it first appeared, moved at a very

silow rate, advancing only about 40 or 45 minutes in its orbit in a day's

time. But from that time its diurnal motion was continually upon the

increase till September 4, when it arose to about 5 degrees ; and thcrofon

in all this interral of time the comet was api»roabhing to the earth. Which
is likewise proved from the diameter of its head measured with a miorcme-

ter ;
for, August the Gth, Bevdme found it only 6' Bf\ including the

ooma; which, September 2, he observed 9^ 7". And therefore its head

appeared £ur less ahout the beginning than towards the end of its motion,

though ahout the beginning, beoause nearer to the sun, it speared fiff

more lucid than towards the end, as the same Hevdhts dedares. Where*

fore in all this interval of time, on account of its recess from the snn,

it decreased in splendor, notwithstanding its access towards the earth. The
comet of the year 161J?. ahout the middle of December, and that of the

year 1680, about the end of the same month, did both move with their

greatest velocity, and were therefore th«n in their ])erigees ; but the greatest

splendor uf their heads was seen two weeks before, wlien they had just got

clear of the sun's rays : and the greatest splendor of their tails a little

more early, when yet nearer to the sun. The head of the former comet,

according to the observations of Cysatus^ Dec, 1, appeared greater tha#
the stars of the first magnitude

;
and, Dec. 16 (being then in its perigee),

of a small magnitude^ and the splendor or clearness was much diminished.

Jan, 7, Kepler, being uncertiun about the head, left off observing. Dec
12, the head of the last comet was seen and observed by Ftatnsted at the

distance of 9 d(^ecs from the sun, which a star of the third magnitude
could hardly have been. December 15 and 17, the same appeared like a
star of the third magnitude^ its splendor being diminished bj the bright

clouds near the settbg sun. Dee. 26, when it moved with the greatest

swiftness^ and was almost in its perigee, it was in£erior to 0» Pegasi, a

star of the third magnitude Jan. 3, it appeared like a star of the fourth

;

/an. 9, like a star of the fifth. Jan, IZ, it disappeared, by reason of the
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brightaees of the moon, which was then in its increase. Jan, 25, it was

scarcely equal to the stars of the seventh magnitude. If we take equal

times on each hand of the perigee, the heads placed at remote distances

would have shined equally before and afteri because of their equal distances

£rom the eartL That in one case they shined yery bright, and in the

other vanished, is to be ascribed to the neameas of the son in the first case^

and his distance in the other; and from the great difference of the light

in these two cases we infer its great nearness in the first of them ; for

the light of the comets uses to be regular, and to appear greatest when

their heads move the swiftest, and are therefore in their perigees; except- •

ing in so far Jis it is increasc<l by their nearness to the sun.

PVom these things I at last di^overed why the uoinets frequent so much
the region of the sun. If they were to be seen in the rei^ions a great way

beyond Saturn, they must appear oftener in those parts of the heavens

that are oj»]>osite to the sun ; for those which are in that situation would

be nearer to the eartli, and the interposition of the sun would ol>scure the

others; but, looking over the liistory of comets, I find tliat four or hve

times more have been seen in the hemisphere towards the sun than in the

opposite hemisphere
;
besides, without doubt, not a few which have been

bid by the light of the sun
;
for comets descending into our parts neithei

emit taShf nor are so well illuminated by the son, as to discover them«

Belves to our naked eyes, till they are come nearer to ns than Jupiter. But

tlie far greater part of that spherical spac^ whidi is described about the

son with so small an interval, lies on tlubt ride of the earth which regards

the sun, and the comets in that greater part are more strongly illuminated,

as being for the most part nearer to the sun : besides, from the rcmarka>

ble eccentricity of their orbits, it comes to pass that their lower apsides

are much nearer to the sun than if their revolutions were performed in

circles concentric to the sun.

Hence also we understand why the tails of the comets, while their heads

are dcseending towards the sun, always appear short and rare, and are sel-

dom said to have exceeded 15 or 20 deg. in lengtli ; but in the rcxiess of

the heads from the sun often shine like fiery beams, and soon after rejich

to 40, 50. ()0, 7() (k'lr. in length, or more. This great splendor and length

of the tails arises from the heat which the sun communicates to the comet

as it passes near it. And thence, I think, it may be concluded, that all the

comets that have had such tails have passed very near the sun.

Ilcnce also we may collect that the tails arise from the atmospheres of

the heads (p. 4S7 to 488) : but we have had three several opinions about

the tails of comets ; for some will have it that they are nothing else but

the beams of the sun's light transmitted through the comets' heads, which

they suppose to be transparent ; others, that they proceed from the refrao-

tion which light sutfeis in passing from the comefs head to the earth

;
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and, lastly, others, that they axe a sort of clouds or vapour constantly

rising from the comets' headfl^ and tending towards the parts opposite u
the sun. Tlie fust is the opinioa of saoh as are yet unacquainted vith

optica; for the beams of tlie sun are not seen in a darkened room, but in

consequence of the light that is reflected from them by the little partidfli

of dost and smoke which are always flying about in the air ; and henoe it

is that in air impregnated with thick smoke they appear with greater

hrightnesBf and are more fitintly and more difficultly seen in a finer air;

hut in the heavenSy where there is no matter to reflect the light, they axe

not to be seen at all. Light is not seen as it is in the beams, but as it ii

thence reflected to our eyes ; for vision is not made but by rays fallii^

upon the eyes, and therefore there must be some rcflectinj^ matter in thosa

parts where the tails of comets arc seen
;
and so the aruumcat luriis upcn

the third opinion ; for that reflecting mattiT can be no where found but in

the place of the tail, because otherwise, since all the celestial cpucts are

equally illuminuted by the sun's light, no part of the heavens cuuld appear

with more s}»lcnJur than anotlier. "^rhe second opinion is liable to many

difficulties. The tails < f comets are never seen variegatcxl with thence

oolours which ever use to be inseparable from refraction ; and the distinct

transmission of the light of the iixed stars and planets to us is a demon*

stration that the aether or celestial medium is not endowed with any re-

fractive power. For as to what is alledged that the fixed stars have been

sometimes seen by the Ei^yptiaus environed with a coma or capiUitiuDy

because that has but rarely happened, it is rather to be ascribed to a casual

refraction of clouds, as well as the radiation and scintillation of the fiied

stars to the refractions both of the eyes and air ; for upon applying a tele-

soope to the eye, those radiations and scintillations immediately disappear.

By the tremulous agitation of the air and ascending vapoursy it lu^pens

that the rays of light are alternately turned aside from the narrow ^ace

of the pupil of the eye; but no such thing can have place in the much

wider aperture of the object-glass of a telescope ; and hence it is that a

scintillation is occasioned in the former case which ceases in the latter:

and tliis cessation in the latter case is a demonstration of liie re:;ular trau?-

mission of light through the heavens without any sensilde rufractioiL

But, to obviate an objection that niay be made from the ap]»eariiiii of no

tail in such comets as shine but with a faint light, as if tiie secondary

rays were then too weak to aifect the eyes, and for this reason it is that

the tails of the lixed stars do not a])pear, we are to consider that by the

means of telescopes the light of the tixed stars may be augmented ah ve

an hundred fold and yet no tails are seen ; that the light of the planets u

yet more copious without any tail, but that comets are seen sometimes

with huge tails when the light of their heads is but faint and dull ; for

80 it happened in the comet of the year 1680| when in the month of Dt-
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fmher it ma souoely equal in ligbt to the stan of the second magnitude^

nd yet emitted a notable tail, extending to the length of 40", 50°, 60°, or

0^, and upwards ; and afterwards, uu the LVth and 28th of January, the

.ead appeared but as a star of the seventh magnitude; but tlie tail (as

ras said above), witli a lii::ht that was sensible enough, though faint, was

tretclied out to fj or 7 degrees in length, and with a languishing light

,hit was more difficultly seen, even to 12° and upwards. But on the 9th

iiid 10th of Fcbritari/,yihcn to the naked eye the head appeared no more,

[saw through a telescope the tail of 2° in length. Hutfartiier; if the

tail was owing to the refraction of the celestial mattcT, and did deviate

from the opposition of the sun, according as the figure of the heavens re-

quires, that deviation, in the same places of the heavens, ahould be always

directed towards the same parts : but the comet of the year 16S0, Decem-

ber 2S'. S]''. P. M. at London, was seen in Pisces, S° 41', with latitude

north 2$^ 6', while the sun was in Capricorn 18° 2&, And the comet of

the year 1577, December 29, was in Pisces 41', with latitude north

28^ 40^ ; and' the snn, as before, in about Capricorn 18^ 26'. In hoth

cases the situatioii of the earth was the same, and the comet appeared in

the same place of the heavens
;
yet in the former case the tail of the comet

(as well by my observations as by the observations of others) deviated

from the opposition of the snn towards the north by an angle of 4| de-

grees, whereas in the latter there was (according to the observation of

Tychn) a deviation of 21 de;^^rees towards the suiith. The refraction,

therefure, of the heavens being thus disproved, it remains that the j)ha'nu-

mena of the tails of comets must be derived from some reflecting matter.

That vapours .-udicient to fill such immense spaces may arise from the

comet's atmosplieres, may be easily understood from what follows.

It is well known that the air near the surface of our earth possi^ses a

Space about 1200 times greater than water of the same weiLHit ; and there-

fore a cylindric column of air 1200 feet high is of equal weight with a

cylinder of water of the same breadth, and but one foot higL But a

cylinder of air reaching to the top of the atmosphere is of equal weight

with a cylinder of water about 33 feet high ; and therefore if from the

whole cylinder of air the lower part of 1200 feet high is taken away, the

nmaining upper part will be of equal weight with a cylinder of water 38

feet high. Wherefore at the height of 1200 feet, or two furlongs, the

wdght of the incumbent air is less, and consequently the rarity of the

compressed air greater, than near the surfiice of the earth in the ratio of

33 to 32. And, having this ratio^ we may compute the rarity of the aar

in an places whatsoever (by the hdp of Cor. Prop. XXI( Book 11), sup-

posing the expansion thererf to be recipfooally proportional to its oompres-

sion ; and this proportion has been proved by the experiments of J9bofo

and others. The result of the compatation I have set down in the IbUow-
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in^ tables in the fint oolnmn of which yoa hare tiie height of the air is

miles, whereof 4000 make a semi-diameter of the earth ; in the second the

compression of the air, or the incumbent weight; in the third its rarity or

expansion, supposing gravity to decrease in the duplicate ratio of the

distaiici'S frvun the earth's centre. And the f^ntiii numeral charactera

are lure used for certain numhers of ciphers, as O.xvii 1221 for

0,00UUU0UUUUU000U001224, and 2(3956 iv for 2Gy5G0Ul>0(XHXKi0U0UUU.

AIR^s

Height.
1

Compresaton. £xpBii«oii.

0 33 1

5 17.8r>15 1,8486

10 3,4151

11,57120 2,852
40 0,2525 136,83

400 O.xvii 1224 26956' xr
4000 Ojcv. 4465 73907 cii

40000 0,cxcii 1628 20263 clzzziz
.400000 0,ccx 7895 41798 ccvii

4000000 0,ccxii 9H78 33414 ccix

Intinite. 0,ccxii 6041 54622 ccix

But from this table it appears that the air, in proceeding upwanb^ is

rarefied in such manner, that a sphere of that air which is nearest to the

earth, of but one inch in diameter, if dilated with that rarefection which

it wonld have at the height of one semi-diameter of the earth, would fill all

the planetary regions ;ls far ari the sphere of Saturn, and a i;re:it way be-

yond; and at the h(:i^]ll of ten semi-diameterfl of the earth would fill up

mure space tlum is contained in the wliole lieavens on this side the fixed

stars, according to the preceding computation of their distance. And
though, by reason of tlie far greater thickness of the atmospheres of comet?,

and the irreat quantity of the circum-solar centripetal force, it may happen

that the air in the celestial spaces, and in the tails of comets^ is not 80

vastly rarefied, yet from this computation it is plain that a very small

quantity of air and yapoor is abundantly sufficient to produce all the ap-

pearances of the tails of comets ; for that thej are indeed of a very notaliia

rarity appears from the shining of the stars through them. The atmos-

phere of the earth, illuminated by the sun's light, though but of a few miles

in thickness, obscures and extinguishes the light not only of all the stsn^

but even of the moon itself; whereas the smallest stars are seen to shine

through the immense thickness uf the tails of comets, likewise illuminated

by the sun, without the least diminution of their splendor.

Kepler ascribes the ascent of the tails of comets to the atmospheres of

their heads, and their direction towards the parts opposite to the sun to the

action of the rays of light carrying along with them the matter of the

comets' tails; and without any great incongruity we may sujiposc thai, in

SO ixee spaoee^so fine a matter as that of the «ther may yield to the action
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of the njs of thesun's light, though those rays are not able sensiUy to more
the gross sabstanocs in our partem which are dogged with so palpable a re-

nstaace. Another author thinks that there may be a sort of particles of

matter endowed with a principle of levity as well as others are with a
power of gravity ; that the matter of the tails of comets may be of the

former sort, and that its ascent from the sun may be owing to its levity

;

but, considering the gravity of terrestrial bodies is as the matter of the

bodies, and therefore can he neither more nor less in the same quantity of

inatter, I am inclined to helieve that this ascent may ratlier proceed from

the rarefaction of the matter of the comets' txiils. The ascent of smoke in

a chimney is owing to the impulse of the air with which it is entangled.

The air raretied hy heat ascends, because its specific gravity is diminished,

and in its ascent carries alonj; with it the smoke with which it is en^nf]:ed.

And why may not the tail of a comet rise from the sun after the siime

manner? for the sun's rays do not act any way upon the mediums which

they pervade but by reflection and refraction ; and those reflecting parti-

cles heated by this action, heat the matter of the aether which is inyolved

with them. That matter is rarefied by the heat which it acquires, and

because by this rarefaction the specific gravity, with which it tended

towards the son before is diminished, it will ascend therefrom like a stream,

and cany along with it the reflecting particles of which the tail of the

comet is composed ; the impnlse of the son's lights as we have said, pro-

moting the ascent

Bnt that the tails of oomets do arise from thor heads [p. 488), and tend

towards the parts opposite to the son, is farther confirmed from the laws

which the tails observe
;

for, lying in tiie planes of the comets^ orbits which

^ii6S tlirough tlie sun, they constantly deviate from the opposition of the

sun towards the parts which the comets' heads in their progress al(»mr those

orbits have left; and to a spectator placed in those planes they apjjear in

the parts dirtx^tly opposite to the sun ; but as tlie spectator recedes from

those planes, their deviation begins to appear, and daily becomes greater.

And the deviation, catf i is paribus, appears less when the tail is more ob-

lique to the orbit of tlie comet, as well a.^ when the head of the comet ap-

proaches nearer to the sun; especially if the angle of deviation is estimated

near the head of the cnniet. Farther: the tails which have no deviation

appear straight, but the tails which deviate are likewise bended into a cer-

tain curvature; and this curvature is greater when the deviation is greater,

and is more sensible when the tail, mfn-is parihuSf is longer; for in the

shorter tails the cnrvatnre is hardly to be perceived. And the angle of

donation is less near the comet^s head, bnt greater towards the other end

of the tail, and that because the lower side of the tail regards the parts

from which the deviation is made, and which lie in a right line drawn out

infinitely from the sun through the comet's head. And Ihe tails that are
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longer and broader, and shine with a stroni^er light, appear more resplendent

and more exactly defined on the convex than on the concave side. Upon

which accounts it is plain that the phainomena of the tails of comets de-

pend upon the motions of their heads, and bv no means upon the places of

the heavens in which their heads arc seen ; and that^ therefori^ the tails of

the oomets do not proceed from the refraction of the heavens, hat ftom

their own heads, which furnish tlie matter that farms the tail ; for as in

our air the smoke of a heated body ascends either perpendicularly, if the

body is at rest, or ohliquely if the body is moved obliquely, so in the

heaTODS, irhere all the bodies gravitate towards the son, smoke and Ti^oor

must (as we have already said) ascend from the sun, and either rise perpen-

dicularly, if the smoking body is at rost^ or obliquelyi if the body, in the

progress of its motion, is always leaving ^oae places from which the upper

or higher parts of the vapours had risen before. And that oblitjuity will

be less where the vapour ascends with more vdocitj, to wit^ near the

smoking body, when that is near the sun ; for there the force of the sun by
which the vapour ascends is stronger. But because the obliquity is varied,

the column of vapour will be iucurvated; and because the vapour in the

preceding side is something more recent, tliat is, has ascended something

more lately from the body, it will therefore be something more dense on

that side, and must on that account reflect more light, us well as be better

defined ; the vapour on the other dide languishing by degrees^ and vanish-

insr out of sitjlit.

But it is none <>f our present business to explain the causes of the ap-

pearances of nature. Let those things which we have last said be true or

false, wc have at least made out, in the preceding discourse, that the rays

of light are directly propagated from the tails of oomets in right lines

through the heavens, in which those tails appear to the spectators wherever

placed ; and consequently the tails must ascend from the heads of the oomeii

towards the parts opposite to the sun. And from this principle we maj
detennine anew the limits of their die-

tanoes in manner following. Let S rep-

resent the son, T the earth, STA the

elongation of a comet fnm the sun, and

ATH the apparent Iciiirth of its tail;

and because the light is })ropagated from

the extremity of the tail in the direction

of the right line TB, that extremity

. must lie somewhere in the line TB.
Suppose it in D, and join DS cutting

TA in 0. Then, because the tail is al>

ways stretched out towards the parts

8 nearly opposite to the sui^ and thoefim

. d by Google
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the fiu% the head of ihe comet, and the extremity of the tail, lie in a right

line^ the comet's head will be found in C. Parcel to TB draw SA, meet- 1

ing the line TA in A, and the comet's head C must neoeflBarilj be found

between T and A, because the extxemiij of the tail lies somewhere in the

iafinite line TB; and all the lines SD which cm poeaihly be dzawn fnm
the point S to the line TB mual cat the line TA aomewhcfe betweenT
and A. Wherefore the dietanoe of the comet from the earth cannot ewed.

the interval TA, nor its dietanoe from the son the iateml SA beyond, or

ST on Hub nde the enn. For instaooe: the elongation of the comet of

1680 from the sun, Dec. 12, was 9°, and the length of its tail 36° at least

H therefore, a triangle TiSA is made, whose angle T is equal to the elon-

gation 9\ and angle A equal to ATE, or to the length of the tail, viz., 35'^,

then SA will be to ST, that is, the limit of the greatest possible distance

of the comet from the sun to the semi-diameter of the orlns nuignus^ as

the sine of the angle T to the sine of the angle A, that is, as about 3 to

11. And therefore the comet at that time was leas distant from the sun

than by -^j of the earth's diatance from the sun, and consequently either

wag within the orb of Mercury, or between tiiat orb and the earth. Again,

21| the elongation of the comet from the son was 32f% and tiie length

ofiiata070°. WhcMfoieaa thaaineof SSt"* to tbeaneof 70», tbatisi

aa 4 to 7, 80 was the limit of the comet's distance from the san to the dis-

tance of the earth from the son, and consequently the cooMt had not then

got without the orb of Yenna. Dk* 2^ the elongation of the comet fram

the ran was 66% and the length of its tail 66P; and Ihcnfm ihe limit ef

the Comeths dietanee from the ean was not yet equal to the distance of the

earth from the same, and consequently the comet had not then got without

the ca.rth's orbit. But from its parallax we find that ita egress from the

orbit happened about Jan. 5, as well as that it had descended far within

the orbit of Mercury. Let us suppose it to have been in its perihelion

Dec. the Sth, when it was in conjunction with the sun ; and it will follow

that in the journey from its perihelion to its exit out of the earth's orbit

it had spent 28 days ; and consequently that in the 26 or 27 days fol-

lowing, in which it ceased to be farther seen by the naked eye, it had

seaicely doubled its distance from the son; and by limiting the distaneet

of Other comets bj the like arguments, we come at last to this conohfr*

aoiV—that all comeli^ daring the time in which they are visible bj

aie within tha eomyan of a sEphericai epace deraribed about the son aa a

centra with a radius douhU^ or at most tripl% ef the distaaee of tiie eattii

from the sun.

And hence it follows that the cometi^ during the whde time of their

appearance unto us^ being witiiin the sphere of aotivity ef tha ciroum-

Bolar force, and therefore agitated by the impulse of that force^ will (by

Cor. 1, Prop. XU, Book I, for the same reason as the planets) be made to

36
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more in oonb seetioiu that liave one foeoB in the centre of tlie siuiy and,

hj ndii drawn to tlie son, to deeoribe areas proportional to the times; ftr

that foroe is propagated to an immense distance, and will govern the

motions of bodies far beyond the orbit of Saturn.

There are three hypothccieii about comets i\K IGG) ; for some will have it

that they are p^enerated and perish as often ixs they appear and vanish:

others^ that they come from the regions of the fixed stars, and are seen by

OS in their passage tlirough the system of our planets; and, lastly, others,

that they are bodies perpetually revolving about the sun in very eccentric

orbits. In tlie first case, the comets, according to their different velocities,

will move in conic sections of all sorts ; in the second, they will describe

hyperbolas, and in either of the two will frequent indifferently all quar-

ters of the heavens, as well those about the poles as those towards the

ecliptic ; in the third, their motions will be performed in ellipses Tcry e^
centric, and very nearly approaching to parabolas. But (if the law of the

planets is observed) their orbits will not much decline from the plane of

ih^ ecliptic; and, so &r as I conld hitherto observe^ tiie third case obtains;

fm the comets do, indeed, chiefly frequent the aodiac, and scarcely ew
attain to a heliocentric latitude of 40^« And that they move in orbotts

yery nearly parabolical, I infer from thdr Telocity ; for tiie vdocity with

whkh a parabola is described is eveiy where to the Telocity with wliidi a

comet or planet may be rerolTcd about the sun in a drde at the same &-
tance in the subduplicate ratio of 2 to 1 (by Cor. VII, Prop. XVI) : and,

by my computation, the velocity of comets is found to be much about

the same. I examined the thing by inferring nearly the velocities from

the distances, ami the distances butli frum the parallaxes and the phapno-

mena of the tails, and never found the errors of excess or defect in the ve-

locities greater than what might have arose from the errors in the dis-

tances collected after that maimer. But I likewise made use of the reason-

ing that follow?.

Supposing the radius of the orbis magnus to be dividal into 1000

parts : lei the numbers in the hrst column of the following table represent

the distance of the vertex of the parabola from the sun's centre, expiessed

by those parts ; and a comet in the times expressed in coL 2, will pass

from its perihelion to the surface of the sphere which is desoibed about

the son as a centre with the radius of the orhis magnus ; waA in ^
tUDOi ej^ressed in coL 3^ 4^ and ^ it will douhl% tiipk^ and qnadropH

tiial its distance from tiie ion.
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TABLE I

Th* (U»
turn of •
eonttt't

psribcUon
tnm Um

Ixt.

Tka Itaie of a comet*• pamage fiom itiM
dirtmo trom tka rao aqutl tc

idlMlionl»»

TiMmcUi of

To lt« triple To iU Quad-
ruple.

0
d. h. '

«7 11 1«

d. h.

rt 16 28
d. h. '

d. b. '

219 17 30

5

10

it/ lb U7

27 21 00
77 23

78 06

14

24

20 28 06 40 78 20 13 144 08 19 221 08 54

40 29 01 32 79 23 34

80 30 18 25 82 04 66

160
320

33 05 29
37. 13 46

86 10

93 23
26
38

153 16 08 232 12 20

640 27 09 49 lOd .01 28

1280 106 06 35 200 06 43 297 08 46

2560 147 22 31 300 06 03

[Tlu8 taU^ here ooneeted, is made on the Bupposition thai the eiilh%

diunal motion is just 59^, and the measure of one minute loosely 0/3908^

in respect of the radius 1000. If those measures are taken tnu^ the

true nvmben of the table will all oome ont tsBS. Bni the difforenoi^

e?en when greatest^ and to the qnadraple of the earths distanoe from

the Bnn, amounts only to 16^ 55'.]

The time of a comet's ingress into the sphere of the or5i9 ma^nu»^ or

of its egress from the same, may be inferred nearly from its parallax, hot

with more expedition by the followiiii^

TABLE IL

The apparent

•loagAtion of

a OMMt Ikvai

llMna.

Hi api'Hrent diur'

aal motion in its

ownottiL

a< diiUnce from
the earth m paiii

whereof the raiUa*

of the »r6i« IMJIUM
eoDtaina 1000.

Direct. Reirug.

60« 2» 18' 00» 20' 1000
65 o

*• 33 00 35 845

70 2 55 00 57 684

72 3 07 01 09 618

74 3 23 01 25 551

76 3 -13 01 45 484
78 4 10 02 12 416
80 4 57 02 49 847
82 5 45 03 47 278
84 7 18 05 20 209

86 10 27 08 19 140

88 18 37 16 39 70
90 Iiia*ite Infinite 00
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TTie ingras ot a oomet into the sphtte of the orKt magmts, or its

egicsB firom tho same, bsppeDB *t the time of its elongation from Ihe em,

cxproBcd in. col. 1, against ite dinmal motion. So in the comet of

Jan. 4, OJS. the apparent diurnal motion in its orbit was abont 3^ 5% and

the corresponding elongation 71 ^° ; and the comet had acquired this elon-

gation from the sun Jan. 4, about six in the evening. Airain, in the ) t-ar

1680, Nov. 11, the diurnal motion of the comet that then appeared was

about 4 1° ; and the corresponding elongation 79§ happened Nov. 10, a

little before midnight. ISow at the times named these cometa had arrived

at an e<|ual distance from the sun with the earth, and the earth was then

almost in its perihelion. But the first table is fitted to the earth's m«in

distance from the sun assumed of 1000 parts: and this distance is irreater

by such an excess of space as the earth might describe by its annual motion

in one day's tim^ or the comet by its motion in 16 hours. To reduce the

oomet to ibis mean distance of 1000 parts, we add those 16 hours to the

Ibnner time, and subduct them from the latter ; and thus the fonner he>

oomes Jan, 4*^. lO**. afternoon ; the latter Nov. 10, about six in the morn-

ing. But from the tenor and progiesB of the dinrnal motions it appcan

that both comets were in conjunction with the ran between Dec, 7 and Dk,
8; and from thence to Jan, 4^ W, afternoon on one side^ and to Nov.

10^. 6^. of the morning on die other, there are abont 2S dajA And so

many days (by Table 1) the motions in parabolic trajectories do require.

Bnt though we have hitherto considered those comets as two, yet, from

the coincidence of tiidr perihelions and agreement of their TelodtieB^ it is

probable that in effisct they were hut one and ike same ; and if so, tiie

orbit of this comet must haTO cither been a parabola, or at least a conic

section very little differing from a parabola, and at its vertex almost in

contact with the surface of the sun. For (by Tab. 2) the distance of the

comet from the eartli, Nov. 10, was about 360 parts, and Jan. 4, about

630. From Avliich distances, together with its longitudes and latitudes,

we infer the distance of the places in which the comet was at those times

to have been about 2S0 : the half of which, viz., 140, is an ordinate to the

comet's orbit, cutting; off a portion of its axis nearly cfjuaJ to the radius

of the orhis ma<:nus, that is, to 1000 parte. And, therefore, dividintir the

square of the ordinate 140 by 1000, the segment of the axis, we find the

laius rectum 19, 16, or in a round number 20 ; the fourth part whereof

5, is the distance of the vertex of the orbit from the sun's centre. But the

time corresponding to the distance of 5 parts in Tab. 1 is 27**. 16^ 7'. In

which time, if the comet moved in a parabolic orbit, it would have been

onried from iti perihelion to the surface of the sphere of the ordtt ffio^

mu dflBoribed witii the radius 1000, and would haye spent the doaUe of

that time^ Tiz., 55^. in the whole course of its motion within that

aphere: and so in fret it did; ht from Not, 6^. of ^e mornings the
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iime of ilie comets ingroB into the ephae of tiie orM« ifio^iit», to J&n,

4'. 10^ afternoon, the time of its cgresB from the same^ then are 66** I6^

The small differenoe of 7}**. in this nide way of computing is to he

looted, and perhaps may arise from the oomet^s motion heing some and!
matter slowa, as it mnst haTO heen if the tme orhit in whidi it was eai^

ried was an ellipsis. The middle time hetweoi its ingress and egress im
Deemnber 8^. 2^ of the moining ; and therefine at this time tiie oomet

ought to have been in its perihelion. And accordingly that very day, just

before suiirising, Dr. Hallcy (as we said) saw the tail short and broad, but

very bright, rising perpendicularly from the horizon. From the position

of the tail it is certain that the comet had then crossed over the ecliptic,

and got into north latitude, and therefore had jtassed by its perihelion,

which lay on the other side of the ecliptic, though it had not yet come into

conjunction with the sun ; and the comet [see more of this famous comet|

p. 475 to 4S6] being at this time between its perihelion and its conjuno-

tion with the sun, must have been in its perihelion a few hours before;

for in so near a distance from the suii it must have been carried with great

velocity, and have apparently described almost half a degree every hour.

By like compntations I find that the comet of 10 IS entered the sphm
of the orbui tnagmis December 7, towards sun-setting ; but its oonjmio*

tion with the son was Nov, 9, or 10, about 2^ ihys intcr^-cning, as in the

preceding comet ; for from the size of the tail of this, in which it #as

equal to the preceding, it is probable that this comet likewise did come

almost into a contact with the son. Four comets were seen that year of

whieh this was the last. The second, which made its first appearance

October 31, in the neighbonrhood of the rising son, and was soon after hid

mider the son's rays, I suspect to haye been the same with the ibnrtli,

which emerged ont of the son's rays ahont Nov* 9. To these we may add

fSttd oomet of 1607, whieh entered the sphere of the orbts tnagnus

14, O.S. and arrived at its perihelion distance firom the sun about OcttAer

19, 35 days intervening. Its perihelion distance subtended an apparent

angle at tlie earth of about 23 dei^rees, and was therefore of 390 parts.

And to this number of parts about 31 days correspond in Tab. 1. Far-

ther ; the comet of 1665 entered the sphere of the orhis marrnus about

March 17, and came to its perihelion about April 16, 30 days intervening.

Its perihelion distance subtended an angle at the earth of about seven

decTCtt*, and therefore was of 122 parts : and corresponding to this number

of parts, in Tab. 1, wc find 30 days. Again
;
the comet nf 16S2 entered

the sphere of the orlns magnum about Aug. 11, and arrived at its perihe-

lion about Sep. 16, being then distant from the sun by about 350 parts, to

which, in Ttih. I, belong 33^ day& Lastly ; that memorable comet of

BegionwntanuSf which in 1472 was carried through the circum-polar

parts of our northern hemisphere with such rapidity as to describe 40
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d^recs in one day, entered the sphere of tlie orbis mas^mts Jan. 21, about

the time that it was passing by the pok', and, hastening from thence

towards the sun, was hid under the sun's rays about the end of Fy>.

;

whence it is probable that 30 days, or a few more, were spent between its

ingicflB into the sphere of the orbis magnus and its perihelion. Nor did

ihis oomet truly moYO with more velocity than other comets, bat awed the

greatnesB of its apparent velooity to its passing by the ewth at a netr
Jl* A ____

^

It appeals^ then, that the velocity of comets (p. 471), so far as it can be

deteradned ly these mde ways of oomputing^^is that veiy Tdodtj with

which parabolsi^ or ellipses near to parabolasf, ought to be described ; and

therefore the distance between a comet and the snn being given, the Tdocity

of the comet is nearly given. And hence arises this problem.

PROBLEM.

7Ae rtiation betwixt the velocity of a comet and its distance from lAe

9un*9 eenin being gtveu, the comers trajedory is nquirmL

If this problem was resolved, we should thence have a method of dete^

mining the trajectories of comets to the greatest aoenraoy: for if that re-

lation be twice a^umed, and from thence the trajectory be twice cunijmted,

and the error of each trajectory be found from observation^, the assumption

may be corrected by the Rule of False, and a third trajectory may tlieuce

be found that will exactly agree with the observations. And by deter-

mining the trajectories of comets after this method, we may come, at last,

to a more exact knowledge of the parts through which those bodies travel,

of the velocities with which they arc carried, what sort of trajectories they

describe, and what are the true magnitudes and forms of their tails accord-

ing to the various distances of their heads from the snn; whether, after

certain intervals of time^ the same comets do return again, and in what

periods they complete their several revolutions. But the problem may be

resolved by determining, first, the hourly motion of a comet to a given time

from three or more observations, and then deriving the trajectory firam this

motion. And ihns the invention of the trajectory, depending on one ob-

servation, and its hourly motion at the time of this obsorvation, will either

confirm or disprove itsdf ; for the condnsion that is drawn fi;om the mo-

tion only of an honr or two and a fiJse hypothesis^ wiU never agree witii

the motions of the comets from bi^ginning to end. The metiiod of the

whole computation is this.
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LEMMA L

2b cul /tew f^Al Itne» OR, TP, s^iveti in pontkn, by a tkM right Inm
RP, JO a« TRP may be a right angle ; ami, if another right line SP
is drawn to any ^iven point S, the solid contained under this line SP,

and the square of the rigJit line OR t&'minattd at a given point O,
may be of a given magnitude.

It \& done by linear descrfption thus. Let the given magnitude of the

solid be M' X ^ ; from any point r of the right line OH ereot the per-

pendicul&r rp meeting TP in Then through the point &p draw the

M' X N
Ime equal to—q^^* ^ manner draw three or mofe right linfli

S2^, 8%, &c.; and a regular line q^qZij, drawn through all the points

9^9^; <^c., will cut the right line TP in the point from which the per*

pendicular PR is to be let fall Q.E.F.

By trigonometry thus. Aasmning the right line TP as found by the

preceding method, the perpendiculars Til, SB, in the triangles TPR, TPS^
will be thence given; and the side SP in the triangle SBP, as wdl as the

error SP. Let this error, suppose D, be to a new error, sup-

pose as the error 2|i2^ ± to the error 2p^p; or as the error 2p2q
+ D to the error 2pV\ and this new error added to or snbdneted from the

length TP, will give the correct length TP + R The inspection of the

figure will shew whether we are to add to or subtract ; and if at any time

there should be use for a further correotioDi the operation may be repeated*
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Bj ariibmetio thus. Lei us suppose ike thing done, and let TP + e be Hi

oomot leiigtli of the right lineTP as found ont by delineation ; and tteate

theoorreci lengths of the lines OA, BP, and SP, wiU be OR—

^

BP-F^and;.SP..^2BPe.fee- ^^^^"^^^^
OR* + + Tppi*

BP SB'
Whence, b^- the iiitLhod joi converging series, we have SP -i- +

M^'N 2TR M»N 3TR« M«N .
ee, O&c^

gigy + ,j,p- X Qj^, « + ippi X ^^^^ Forthegiven

BW^ 2TB JMf BP 3TR« M«N SB*
•^*^™*^^ OR* TP" ^ OR* ~ SF TP* ^ 0R«

^
F F P

patting -^, and oarefnUy ofasenring the sign% wo find F + q • +
P een 0, and e + g OB ~ O. Whence, ueglecting the Tciy BmaO

e« e*
term g, e comes out equal to — G. If the error g is not despicable, take

And it is to be obsenred that here a gencial method is hinted at hi
aolving the more intricate sort of problemfl^ as well, by trigonometry as by

arithmetifl^ without those perplexed compntations and xesolntions of afieoted

eqnaticns which hitherto have been in nse.

LEMMA n.

To cut three risfht lines given in position by a fourth ri^ht Hue that

shall pass throvsrh a point assign^ in any of the three, and so as its

intercepted parts ahull be in a given ratio one to the other.

Let AB, AC, BC, be the riirbt lines given in position, and suppose D to

bethegivenpointin theline AC. Parallel to AB draw DG meeting BC

X
in G

;
and, taking GP to BO in the giTsn ratio, draw ggE; FD

will be to DE as FG to BG. OE-F.
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By trigonometry thus. In the trimgleCGD ill the and the side

CD are given, and fifom ihenoe itB nnuuning ndai are found; and fnm

the given ratios the lines QF and BE are aba giyen.

LEICHA HL

Tofind and rqrresent by a linear description the hourly motion of a comet

to any given time.

From observations of the best credit, let three longitudes of the comet

be given, and, sapposing ATR, RTB, to be their differences, let the hourly

motion be leqoired to the time of the middle observation TR. By Lam,

I( draw the right line A&B, 80 as its intfln)epted parts AR, RB, may be

afi the times between the observations; and if we snppose a body m the

whole time to describe the whole line AB with an eqnal motion, and to be

in the mean time viewed from the plaoc T, the apparent motion of tiiai

body about the point R will be nearly the same with that of the oomet at

the time of the observation TR.

The same more aeeuraidy.

Let Ta, Tb, be two longitudes given at a greater distance on one side

and on the other ; and by Lem. H draw the right line oBA so as its inters

cepted parts aR, R6 may be as the timesbetween the observationsaTR, RTA.

Suppose this to cut the lines TA, TB, in D and B; and bei»nse tiie errw

of the inclination TR« increases nearly in the duplioate ratio of the time

between the observations, draw FRG, so as either the angle DRP may be

to the ancrlc ARF, or the line DF to the line AF, in the duplicate ratio

of the whole time between the observations aTB to the whole time between

the observations A I'B, and use the Une thus found FG in place of tiie

line AB found above.

It will be convenient that the angles ATR, RTB, «TA, BTb, he no

less than of ten or Mtmi degrees, the times corresponding no greater than
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of eight or twelve days, and the longitude^ taken when the comet moTcs

with the greatest velocity ; for thus the errors of the observations will

bear a less proportion to the differences of the longitudes.

LEMMA IV.

Tofind the longitudes of a comet to any given times.

It is done by taking in the line FG the distances Rr, Rf>, proportional

to the times, and drawing the lines Tr, Tp. The way of working by

trigonometry is manifest

LEMMA V.

Tofind the latitudes.

On TF, TR, TG, as radiuses, at right angles erect F/, RP, Gg, tan-

gents of the observed latitudes ; and parallel to fg draw PH. ITie per-

pendiculars rpf pu), meeting PH, will be the tangents of the sought latitudes

to Tr and Tp as radiuses.

PROBLEM L

From tite assumed ratio of the velocity to determine the trajectory of a

comet.

Let S represent the sun
; /, T, t, three places of the earth in its orbit

at equal distances
; pj P, cj, as many corresponding places of the comet in

its trajectory, so as the distances interposed betwixt place and place may

AtiHwcr to the motion of one hour
;
pr, PR, wp, perpendiculars let fall on

iho plane of the ecliptic, and rRp the vestige of the trajectory in thii

|iUi>n. Join Sp, SP, Sw, SR, ST, /r, TR, rp, TP
,
and let tr, rp, meet in

1
1, 'I'll will nearly converge to the same point O, or the error will be in-

<»<iiini«li'riiblc. By the premised lemmas the angles rOR, ROp, are given,

M M the ratios pr to /r, PR to TR, and wp to rp. The figure /TrQ
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is likewise given both in magnitude and position, together with the dis-

tance ST, and the angles STR, PTR, STP. Let us assume the velocity

of the comet in the place P to be to the velocity of a planet revolved

about the sun in a circle, at the same distance SP, as V to 1 ; and we shall

have a line jdPw to be determined, of this condition, that the space jdcu,

described by the comet in two hours, may be to the space \ X tr (that is,

to the space which the earth describes in the same time multiplied by the

number V) in the subduplicate ratio of ST, the distance of the earth from

the sun, to SP, the distance of the comet from the sun ; and that the space

pPj described by the comet in the first hour, may be to the space Pw, de-

scribed by the comet in the second hour, as the velocity in jo to the velocity

in P ; that is, in the subduplicate ratio of the distance SP to the distance

SjD, or in the ratio of 2Sp to SP + Sp ; for in this whole work I neglect

small fractions that can produce no sensible error.

In the first place, then, as mathematicians, in the resolution of affected

equations, are wont, for the first essay, to assume the root by conjecture,

so, in this analytical operation, I judge of the sought distance TR as I

best can by conjecture. Then, by Lem. II. I draw rp, first supposing rR
equal to Rp, and again (after the ratio of SP to Sp is discovered) so as

rR may be to Rp as 2SP to SP -f Sp, and I find the ratios of the lines

pu)j rp, and OR, one to the other. Let M be to V X ^~ as OR to pi^
; and

because the square of pCj is to the square of V X /t as ST to SP, we

shall have, ex aqiio, OR' to M' as ST to SP, and therefore the solid

OR* X SP equal to the given solid M* X ST; whence (supposing the

triangles STP, PTR, to be now placed in the same plane) TR, TP, SP,

PR, will be given, by Lem, I. All this I do, first by delineation in a rude

and hasty way ; then by a new delineation with greater care
;
and, lastly,

by an aritlmietical computation. Then I proceed to determine the position

of the lines rp, /ho, with the greatest accuracy, together with the nodes and

inclination of the plane Spd to the plane of the ecliptic ; and in that

plane Spw I describe the trajectory in which a body let go from the place

P in the direction of the given right line pC) would be carried with a velo-

city that is to the velocity of the earth asj^w to V X Q.RF.

PROBLEM n.

To coirect the assumed ratio of the velocity and the trajectory thence

found.

Take an observation of the comet about the end of its appearance, or

any other observation at a very great distance from the observations used

before, and find the intersection of a right line drawn to the comet, in that

observ:. ^li the jdane S/7w, as well as the comet^s place in its trajec-

tory *^^^^^^^f the observation. If that intersection happens in this

lat the trajectory was zylr Stermined ; if other-

Coogle
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irise, a new number Y is to be assamed, and a new trajectory to be foaod;

aad then the place of the comet in this trajectory to the time of that pio-

hatoiy obflerratioDjand the intetseetion of a right line drawn tc the comet

with the plane of the trajectory, are to be detennined as before; and bj

comparing the Tariation <Xf the error with the variation of the other %iian-

titieB» we may oondnde^ by the Rnle of Thre^ how &r those other

quantities onght to be varied or corrected, so as the error may become is

small as possible. And by means of these corrections we may haTe the

trajectory exactly, providing the observations npon wldch the compntatmi

was founded were exact, and that we did not err mnch in the assumptk»

of the quantity V; for if we did, tlie operation is to be repealed till the

trajectory is exactly enough determined. Q.E^.

CUD OF THE SYSTEM OF THE WOBU).
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" its apogwon movee more slowly when the earth is in its aphelion, more swiftly in the peri-

hehon, 414.445
" its apogscon goes forward most swiftly when in the syzygies with the sun ; and goes back-

ward in the quadratures 414, 446
" its eccentricity greatest when the apo^aeon is in the syiygies with the sun ; least when the

same is in the quadratures, .
' 414, iSB.

" its nodes move more slowly when the earth Is in its aphelion, and more swiftly in the peri-

hehon 414.445
" its nodes arc at rest in their syxygies with the sun, and go back most swiftlyjs the qoad-

ratoref , 41i
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MooK, the motionf of the nodes and the ineqaa]ittea of its motions coiopat«d from the theorj of

gmrity, ^ 427. 430. 436

" the same from a different principle, 43Z
" the rariatioDS of the inclination computed from the theory of gravity, . . . 441, 443
" the equ&tions of the moon's motions for astronomical uses, <143

" the annual equation of the moon's mean motion, 415
" the first semi-annual equation of the same, ......... 442
" the second semi-annual equation of the same, 447

" the first equation of the moon's centre, 44Z
" the second equation of the moon's centre, 448

Moom'b first variation 42ii

" the annual equation of the mean motion of its apogee, 44a

^ the semi-annual equation of the same, 44Z
" the semi-annual equation of its eccentricity, 44Z
" the annual equation of the mean motion of its nodes, 44§
" the semi-annual equation of the same, 42Z
" the semi-annual equation of the inclination of the orhit to tlie ecliptic, . . . 444

** the method of fixing the theory of the lunar motions from observations, . . . 4&1

MoTXOH, its quantity defined, Zli

** absolute and relative, 23
** ab»olute and relative, the separation of one from the other possible, demonstrated by

an example, ... * S2
" laws thereof, SI
" of concurring bodies after their reflection, by what experiments collected, ... 21
" of bodies in eccentric sections,

" in moveable orbits, 1Z2
" in given superficies, and of the reciprocal motion of pendulums, .... ISi
" of bodiee tending to each other with centripetal forces, 1^
" of very small bodies agitated by centripetal forces tending to each part of some very

great body, 2S
*' of bodies resisted in the ratio of the velocities, ^1
" in the duplicate ratio of the velocity 253
** partly in the simple and partly in the duplicate ratio of the same, .... 280
•* of bodies proceeding by ihcir ris insila alone in resisting mediums, 251. 256, 259, 280, 281. 330
** of bodies ascending or descending in right lines in resisting mediums, and acted on by

an untfonn force of gravity, 252, 265, 2ril , 283
" of bodies projected in resUting mediums, and acted on hy an imiform force of gravity, 255,

" of bodies revolving in resisting mediums, 287
" of funependulous bodies in resisting mediums, 304
*• and resistance of fluid.', 32;i

" propagated through fluids, 356
" of fluids after the manner of a vortex, or circular, 370

Motions, cumpotition and re^ilution of them, ty.

OvAU for optic u:^, the method of flnd'mg them which Cartesius concealed, .... 246
" a general solution of Carte^ixis's problem, 247. 243

Oairrs, the invention of those which are described by bodies going ofi* from a given place with

a given velocity according to a given right line, when the cenlrt|>ctal force is recipro-

cally as the square of the dUtance, and the ab94:)lute quantity uf that force Is known, . \22
" of those which are described by bodies when the centripetal force is reciprocally as the

cube of the distance, 114^ 171^ Ufi
" of those which are describe*! by bodies agitated by any centripetal forces whatever, IfSi

PARaBOLA, by what law of centripetal force tending to the focus of the figure the same may bo

described, 120

pBirDVLCMs, their properties explained, 186. 190,
•* the diverse length* of isochronous pendulums in dlflerenl latitudes compared among

them'^'lvos, both by observations and by the theory of gravity, . . 4QQ to 413
Place defined, and distinguished into absolute and relative, 78
Placib of bodies moving in conio sections found to any assigned time, 153
PtAwcra not carried about by corporeal vortices, 32B
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pLAMSTs, their p«riodi« tunes, 2SL
'* their dist&Dces fVt)in the ran,

" the apheliA and nodes of their orbits do almost rest, 4ila.

" their orbits determined, 406

" the way of finding their places in their orbits, ^to^
" their density suited to the heat they receire from the sun, ...... iS&
" their diurnal revolutions equable,

" their axes leas than the diameters that stand upon them at right angles, . . . 4Qd

Planets, PrimAB 7, surround the sun ^
** " move in ellipses whose focus is in the sun's centre, . . . . . Mi
" ** by radii drawn to the sun describe areas proportional to the times, . 388, 4(C
" revolve in periodic times that are in the seequiplieate proportion of the dis-

tances from the sun, 3gZ
" " are retained in their orbits by a force of gravity which respects the sun,

and is reciprocally as the square of the distance f^om the son's centre, 369.^
Planets, Sbcokdabv, move in ellipses having their focus in the centre of the primary, 41i

" " by radii drawn tu their primary describe areas proportional to the

times 386, 3b7. 390
" revolve in periodic times that are in the sesquiplioate proportion of their

distances from the primary, 386, 387

PaoBLBM KBPLxaiAW, solved by the trochoid and by approximations, .... 157 to 160
" of the ancients, of four lines, related by Pappus, and attempted by Car-

tcidus, by an algebraic calculus solved by a geometrical composition, 135

Projbctilbs move in parabolas when the reAiftanoe of the medium is taken away, 91j 1 15, 243, ZZi
" their motions in resisting mediums, 255, JSfi

Pulses of the air, by which sounds are propagated, their intervals or breadths determined, 368, 370
" these intervals in sounds made by open pipes probably equal to twice the length of the

pipes, 3m
QtrADEATciits general of oval figures not to be obtained by finite terms, 153

Qualities of bodies how discovered, and when to be supposed universal, .... 384

HcsisTAKCK, the quantity thereof in mediums not continued,

" in continued mediums, jOg
" in mediums of any kind whatever, • ^
" of mediums is as their density, r<rY<rrw pari!ms, . . 320, 321, 3^4, 329, 344. 356
" is in the duplicate proportion of the velocity of the bodies resisted, ctrterU ynri-

bus 25fi, 314, 324. 329. S44. 351

'* is in the duplicate proportion of the diameters of sf<herical bodies re»sted, ctrterit

parOms, 317. 318. 329. 3U
" of fluids threefold, arises either from the inactivity of the fluid matter, or the te-

nacity of its parts, or friction, 2SB.

" the resstance found in fluids, almost all of the first kind, .... 321, 354

" cannot be diminished by the subtilty of the parts of the fluid, if the density remain, ^5
" of a globe, what proportion it bears to that of a cylinder, in mediums not continued, 321
" in compressed mediums, 343
" of a globe in mediums not continued, 229
" in oompresaed mediums, 311
" how found by experiments, 345 to^
*' to a frustum of a cone, how made the least possible, 22&
*' what kind of solid it is that meets with the least, 329

Rbsistamcu, the theory thereof confirmed by experiments of pendulums, . . . 313 to 321

" by experiments of falling bodies 3i5 to 35d

Rest, true and relative, 18

RcTLEs of philosophy, 384

Satellites, the greatest heUooentric elongation of Jupiter's satellites, 38L

" the greatest heliocentric elongation of the Buygenian satellite from Saturn's centre, 396
*' the periodic times of Jupiter's satellites, and their distances from his centre, . 386, 387

" the periodic times of Saturn's satellites, and their distances from his centre, 387. 3£&

" the inequalities of the motions of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn derived from

the motions of the moon, Ill

SuqciPUOATK proportioo deined, ICl
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Satvus, its poiodic time,

« ita dictanoe from the BUD, ^
" its apparent diameter, ^
" its true diameter, 39^
" it« attractive force, how great, 2SB

" the weight of bodies od its surface, ^1
its density, ... « 399

" ita quantity of matter, 399
" its perturbation by the approach oi Jupiter how great, 403
" the appauwt diameter of it« ring, ^

Bhadow of the earth to he augmented in lunar edipeea, because of the refraction of the at-

mosphere, MZ
SocKDs, their nature explained, 360, 363, 365. 366. 367, 368, 369

• " not propagated in c/trec/um, ... 2^29

" caused by the agitation of the air, dSB
" their velocity computed, 366, 369
" somewhat swifter by the theory in summer tlian in winter, 3ZQ
" cease immediately, when the motion of the sonorous body ceases, .... 36&
" how augmented in speaking trumpets, 3111

Spacb, absolute and relative, 78,79.

" not equally full. 396

Spheboio, the attraction of the same when the forces of its particles are reciprocally as the

squares of the distances, 239

Spibal cutting all its radii in a given angle, by what law of centripetal force tending to the

centre thereof it may be described by a revolving body 107, 287, 291

Spirit pervading all bodies, and concealed within them, hinted at, as required to solve a great

many phaenomena of Nature, SOti

Stars, the fixed stars demonstrated to be at rest, ...
" their twinkling what to be ascribed to, 4SL
" new stars, whence they may arise, ^ 502

SuBTTAiccBs of all thuigs unknown, 507

Sun, movee round the common centre of gravity of all the planets, 4Q1
" the periodic time of its revolution about its axis, 405
" its mean apparent diameter • . . 4^
" its true diameter, 2S&
" its horizontal parallax, •

" has a menstrual parallax, 403
" its attractive force how great, •

. the weight of bodies on its surface, 399
" its density, • 399
'* its quantity of matter
*' its force to disturb the motions of the moon 391, 419
** its force to move the sea, 418

Tides of the sea derived from thehr cause, 415, 448. 449

Time, absolute and relative 76, 79
" the astronomical equation thereof proved by pendolum docks, and th« eclipees of Jupiter's

satellites, 7S.

A Vaccum proved, or that an spaces (if siUd to be full) are not equally full, .... 396

VBLOcrriEs of bodies moving in conic sections, where the centripetal force tends to the focus, . 121

Velocity, the greatest that a globe falling in a resisting medium can aoiuire, . . .

VEiUTa, its periodic time,

" its distance from the sun,

" the motion of its aphelion, 405

VoRTicER, thdr nature and conrtitution examined, SQi,

Waves, the velocity with which they are propagated on the superficies of stagnant water, . 361

Weights of bodies towards the sun, the earth, or any planet, are, at equal distances tram the

centre, as the quantities of matter in the bodies,

" they do not depend upon the forms and textures of bodies,

*' of bodies in different regions of the earth found out, and compared together, . . 4fl9
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